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ARTICLE I.

The Principles of Morale/ltd Political Economy—By

' WILLIAM PALEY, D. D

Dr. Paley’s system of Moral Philosophy, like most

other modern treatises upon the subject, is divided into

two general parts. The first discusses the theory of

morals, the other com rises the rules of life; the first is

.speculam'me, and the ot er practical. His desi n, in the

theoretical or speculative part, is to determine t e nature

and criterion of right, to trace moral distinctions to their

source, and evolve a principle which shall enable us to

settle our dut in all the circumstances in which we may

be placed. ith him, accordingly, the theory of morals

bears very much the same relation to practice as subsists

between theory and practice in other sciences. His rules

are all applications of his speculative principles, and his

speculative principles have evidently been adjusted with

a view to their practical results. -

There are obviously three questions which every com

plete system of moral philosophy must undertake to

answer. 1. How we come to be possessed of the notions

of right and wrong ?——whether by that faculty which

perceives the distinction betwixt truth and falsehood, or

y a peculiar power of perception, which is incapable

of any further analysis? 2. In what the distinctions

betwixt right and wrong essentially consist ?—or what is

the quality, or qualities, in consequence of which we

pronounce some things to be right and others wrong?

VOL. vn.—No. 1. 1



'2 Pwley’s Moral Philosophy. [JULY,

3. What are the actions that are right,—the things that

must be done or avoided?

The two first questions exhaust the subject of theoreti

cal morals; the last comprises the whole province of

practical duty. The first two questions Dr. Paley an

swers in the first two books of his treatise. The remain

ing three are devoted to the third. In the first two he

unfolds the science, in the other three the art, of a. virtu

ous life. .

The method pursuedin the speculative part is, after a

definition of Moral Philosophy, first, to show the neces- .

city of some scientific system, in order to ascertain an

adequate and perfect rule of life, and then, from the

phenomena of our moral nature, to deduce and construct

such a system. The end which Dr. Paley has steadily

in view is the discovery of a pcYect rule of lc'fe; and

the only claim which, in his ju gment, can commend

moral philosophy to our attention, is the claim to teach

us our duty, our whole duty, and the reasons of it. If it

cannot discharge this office, it is, in his eyes, nothing

worth. Philosophy, as a reflective exercise of reason

upon the phenomena of consciousness,—an efi‘ort to re

duce our knowledge to unity by seizing upon the princi

ples and evolving the laws which regulate it,--seems to

be entirely ignored by him. Philosophy with him as

pires to no more exalted function than to explain the

theory upon which practical rules depend. It is simply

the antithesis of art. Hence his definition—“Moral

Philosophy is that science which teaches men their duty

and the reasons of it.”* It is related to life, as the sci

ence of agriculture to the business of the farmer, or the

science of navigation to the business of a sailor. It

pgescribes rules, and tells us why they should be observ—

e .

Its end or office being thus exclusivel practical, he

proceeds to show the importance of such, a science, by

exposing the inadequacy of the rules that men are likely

to adopt for the regulation of their conduct, if not in

structed by hilosophy. This is done in the first five

chapters of t e first book. These rules he makes to be

‘ Book I, chap. i.
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the law of honour, the law of the land, and the Scrip

tures. To these may be added conscience; for, although

Dr. Paley does not formally mention it as a rule, in

connection with the others, it is clear, from his chapter

upon it, that he contemplated it in that 1i ht, and re

garded it as no less defective than the laws 0 honour, of

the land, and of the Scriptures. There are certainly

men who profess to be overned by the dictates of con

science; and if these dictates are an adequate and per

fect rule of life, there is no use, according to Dr. Paley’s

conception of its office, of such a science as Moral Phi

losophy. His vindication, accordingly, of the science

which he proposes to expound, implies that, without it,

there are no means of arriving to a complete standard of

duty. We shall be left to guides that are unsatisfactory

and uncertain. The practical tendencies of his mind are

here very conspicuously displayed. Instead of attempt

ing to rove, from the nature of the case, that science

must urnish the rules of art, and that no art can be

considered as perfect until the theory of its operations is

understood and developed, he takes a survey of human

life, notes the laws which different classes profess to

obey, and exposes their incompetency to answer the

ends of human existence. His argument is briefly this:

We need and must have a science of morals; because

experience shows that, independently of it, men are

liable to serious mistakes in regard to their duty. No

rule, not derived from it, has ever yet been perfect.

He then assumes that the rules already mentioned

1(alphaust the expedients of man in settling the way of

e.

The vindication of moral philosophy, 11 on the ground

that all other means of compassing a pe ect rule of life

are defective, most evidently takes for granted, that it

can su ply the defect,—that it can teach us, and teach

us wit at least comparative completeness, the whole

duty of man. In the second book, accordingly, Dr. Pa

ley undertakes to evince its competency to this end, by

evolving a principle from which an adequate and satis

factory solution of all moral questions may be extracted.

It is here that he determines the great problems of spec

ulative morals, concerning the nature and origin of our
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moral cognitions. Here, then, we must look for his sys

tem of moral philoso hy.

From this genera view it will be seen that the first

book is an answer to the question, do we need a science

of morals? The second book an answer to the question,

is the need which is felt supplied by such a science? If

this be, however, the order of thought, the discussions of

the first book should have closed with the fifth chapter;

The sixth and seventh chapters of that book are out of

their logical order. The seventh chapter should have

concluded the discussions of the second book, and the

sixth cha ter, in its resent form, should have been

omitted a to ether, as avin no conceivable connection ~

with aught tiat precedes or tollows. That a man should

make the tendency to promote happiness the very es

sence of virtue, and a corresponding tendency to pro

mote misery the very essence of vice, and then gravely

conclude, after an enumeration of the various elements

that constitute happiness, “that vice has no advantage

over virtue,”* even on the score of expediency, is a real

curiosity in the history of literature. Dr. Paley’s whole

system proceeds on'the assumption that happiness is the

c ief good of man. Virtue and vice are res ectively

determined to be such by their relations to t is as an

end. A discussion, then, of happiness, which should

have been in harmony with the rest of his system, ought

to have included such an enumeration of its elements as

would show, at a glance, that it was the privilege of the

virtuous only. As being the end of virtue, its tendencies

to that end should have been made conspicuous and

manifest. But nothing of this sort has been attempted.

The chapter contains little more than judicious and

wholesome reflections, preceded by low and degrading

views of the comparative worth and dignity of pleasures,

upon the best methods of getting through life with toler

able comfort. It adds nothing to the work, and might

be subtracted from it without the slightest diminution of

its integrity, as a scientific treatise. It is a mere inter

polation.

Having settled, in the second book, his speculative

 

' Book I, chap. vi., sub. fin.
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doctrines, Dr. Paley proceeds to a classification and

detailed consideration of human duties, which occupies

the remainder of his treatise. These he divides, in con

formity with prevailing usage, into three general heads :

1. Duties to our neighbor, ‘or relative duties. 2. Duties

to ourselves; and, 3. Duties to God. Relative duties

he a ain subdivides into three classes: 1. Those which

are eterminate, and are consequently embraced under

the category of justice; 2. Those which are indetermin

ate, and are embraced under the category of benevo

lence; and, 3. Those which spring from the constitution

of the sexes.

Having given this general outline of his treatise,

what I now propose is to subject his theory of morals to

a critical examination, and then make some remarks

upon what seems to be objectionable in some of the de

tails of the work.

The fundamental principle of his system is contained

in the answer to the question, what is that quality in

consequence of which we pronounce an action to be

right? This he makes to be utilikq, or its tendency to

romote happiness. “ Whatever is expedient is right.”

he process by which he is conducted to this conclusion

is brief and simple. He begins with an analysis of

moral obligation, and in order that his account of it may

be exact and discriminating, he first inquires into the

essence of obligation in general, and then proceeds to

expound moral obligation in particular.

Obligation, in general, he resolves into a stron sense

of interest, prompting obedience to the comman s of a

superior. “We can be obliged to nothing,”* he openly

avows, “but what we ourselves are to gain or lose some

thing by ; for nothing else can be a violent motive to us.

As we should not be obliged to obey the laws of the

magistrate, unless rewards or punishments, pleasure or

pain, somehow or other, depended on our obedience;

so neither should we, without the same reason, be obliged

to do What is right, to practice virtue, or to obey the

commands of God.” A strong sense of interest, then,

which Dr. Paley denominates “a violent motive,” is

* Book 11., chap. ii.
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essential to obligation. But is every appeal to our hopes

and fears, every prospect of advanta e, or every appre

hension of calamity, to be considere as creating an ob

ligation? Are obligation and inducement, in other words,

synonymous terms? Dr. Paley answers that the are

generically the same, but specifically different. 0 liva

tion is a particular species of inducement—that species

which results from the command of a. superior, or of one

who is able to curse or to bless. This circumstance, that

it results from command, or is the expression of authori

ty, is what differences duty from every other form of

interest. Hence his articulate definition of obligation in

general postulates inducement as the enus, and the

comman of a superior as the specific ifi‘erence. “A

man is said to be obliged, when he is urged by a violent

motive resulting from the command of another.”*

The eculiarity of moral obli ation, as contradistin

guishe from obligation in genera , consists in the person

who prescribes the command, and the nature of the

motive to obey. In this case, He who commands is God,

and the motive to obedience is drawn from the future

world,—the hope of everlasting happiness, or the dread

of everlasting misery. Moral obligation may, accord

ingly, be defined as that strong sense of interest, or

“ violent motive,” prompting us to obe ' the commands

of God, and arising from a conviction 0 endless retribu

tions beyond the grave. \

The doctrine of a future state of rewards and punish

ments is consequently fundamental in Dr. Paley’s sys

tem. There can be prudence, but no virtue, without it.

An action becomes right only by its relation to our fu

ture interests. What bc'nols, what resses as a violent

motive, what creates the sense of uty, is the ho e of

heaven or the fear of hell. “They who would estab ish,”

says our author, “a system of moralit , independent

of a future state, must look out for some ifl'erent idea of

moral obligation, unless they can show that virtue con

ducts the possessor to certain happiness in this life, or to

a much greater share of it than he could attain by a dif

ferent behaviour.”

'Book 11., chap. a ' 1300): 11., chap. iii.
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From this analysis of moral obligation, it appears that

the will of God is the matter, and the retributions of a

future state the form of it; that is, the will of God

determines what we are bound to do, and our everlasting

interests 'why we are bound; or, as Dr. Paley expresses

it, “ private happiness is our motive, and the will of God

our rule.” '

The will of God being the standard or measure of ri ht,

the question naturally arises, how is the will of Go to

be ascertained? The answer is, by inquirin into the

tendency of an action to promote or diminish t e general

happ)iness. Utility is the exponent of the Divine will, as

the ivine will is the exponent of right. Whatever is

expedient God commands, and whatever God commands

is morally obligatory. Dr. Paley regards his doctrine of

expediency as only the statement, in another form, of

the Divine benevolence. To say that God wills the

happiness of his creatures, is, with him, equivalent to

saying that whatever is expedient is right; and, accord

ingly, the only proof which he alleges of this fundamen

ta octrine of his theor , is his proof of the benevolence

of God. “The method?” says he,* “of coming at the

will of God, concerning any action, by the light of

nature, is to in uire into the tendency of the action to

promote or diminish the general ha piness. This rule

proceeds upon the presumption that 0d Almighty wills

and wishes the happiness of his creatures, and conse

quently that those actions which promote that will and

wish must be agreeable to him,—and the contrary.”—

Too much praise can hardly be awarded to his vindica

tion of the benevolence of God; it is neat, clear, con

clusive, presented in two different forms, in neither of

which can it fail to produce convictionsi' -

From this brief analysis, Dr. Paley’s whole theory of

morals may be compendiously com ressed in a single

syllogism. Whatever God command; is right or obliga

tory. Whatever is ex edient God commands. There

fore, whatever is expe ient is right. The major propo

sition rests upon his analysis of moral obligation—the

minor upon t e proof of the Divine benevolence, and

* Book II., chap iv. #3001: IL, chap. v.
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the substance of all is given in his remarkable definition

of virtue, which, logically, should have followed the

exposition of expediency. “ Virtue is the doin good'to

mankind, in obedience to the will of God, and for the

sake of everlasting happiness.”* The matter of virtue

is expediency, which becomes right or obligatory, be

cause it is commanded by God, and supported by the

awful sanctions of the future world.

In estimating the merits of Dr. Paley’s theory, two.

points must be particularly attended to, as these are the

cardinal points of his. ar ument,—his analysis of moral '

obligation, as yieldin t e result that the will or com

mand of God is the so e measure of rectitude,—and his

vindication of expediency, as an universal measure of

the Divine will from the Divine benevolence. Upon his

success or failure here depends the success or failure of

his treatise. »

Is an action, then, right, simply because God com

mands it, and that u on pain of eternal death? Is it the

command which ma es it to be right, or is its being

right the cause of the command? According to Dr. Pa

ley, it is right, because commanded. According to the

common sense of mankind, it is commanded because it

is right. If it is the will of God which creates the dis

tinction between-right and wrong, the difliculty which

Dr. Paley felt, and which he has endeavored to obviate,1

would manifestly embarrass all our judgments in regard

to the moral character of the Divine administrations.

“ It would be an identical proposition to say of God that

He acts right ;”—a contradiction in terms to say that He

could, by any possibility, act wrong. We cannot escape

the conviction—it is forced upon us by the constitution

of our nature—that there is a rectitude in actions, ante

cedent? to any determinations of will, and that this

rectitu e is the formal cause of their authoritative in

junction upon the part of God. To this eternal standard

we appeal when we vindicate the ways of God to man.

We do not mean, as Dr. Paley suggests, when we pro

nounce the dispensations of Providence to be right, that

they are merely consistent with themselves,—for that is

*Book 1., chap, vii, 1; Book II., chap. ix.
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the substance of his explanation,——but that they are con

sistent with a law which we feel to be co-extensive with

intelligent existence. Right/and wrong are not the crea~

tures of arbitrary choice. They are not made by the will,

but spring essentially from the nature of God. He is

holy, and therefore his volitions are just and good.

According to Dr. Paley, a different arrangement of

the adaptations of the universe would have changed the

applications of all moral phraseology, and made that to

be right which is now wrong, and that to be wrong which

is now right. There is no other difference in the proper

ties expressed by these words than the relation in which

they stand to our own happiness. For aught that ap

pears, God might command falsehood, perjur , murder

and impiety,—and then they would be entitle to all the

commendations of the opposite virtues. Actions and

dispositions are nothing in themselves; they are abso

lutely without any moral character,-—without any moral

difference, until some ex ression of the Divine will is

interposed. It is not till ‘od en'oins it, and it becomes

connected with everlasting happiness or misery, that an

action or disposition ac uires moral significancy. Such

sentiments contradict t e intuitive convictions of the

race; and he rievously errs who imagines that he is

exalting the wil of the Supreme Being, or reflecting a

higher glory upon the character of God, by representing

all moral distinctions as the accidental creatures of arbi

trary choice. If no other account can be given of the

excellence and dignity of virtue, than that God hamened

to choose it, and to take it under His patronage and fa

vour, we may call vice unfortunate, but we can never

condemn it as base.

We must, consequently, go beyond the Divine com

mand for the true foundation of the moral differences of

things,—but, as we cannot ascend beyond the Deity

himself, we must stop at the erfections of the Divine

character. It is because Go is what he is, that he

chooses virtue and condemns vice; and it is because he

is what he is necessarily, that the distinctions betwixt

right and wrong are eternal and immutable. His will

is determined by his nature, and his nature is as neces

sary as his being. His will, consequently, has a 12aw in

Von. via—No. 1. k

'2
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l

the essential holiness of his character; and that essen

tial holiness is the ultimate ground, the fons et‘origo of

all moral distinctions. 1

But while it is denied that the will of God creates the

differences betwixt right and wrong, it is not maintained

that his will does not adequately express the rule of duty.

If Dr. Paley had asserted nothing more than that the

Divine command was a perfect measure of human obli

gation, no exception could have been taken to his state

ment. But he obviously meant much more than this;‘

he meant to afiirm, in the most unequivocal manner, that

the sole distinction betwixt virtue and vice was the arbi-r

trary product of will. It is true that he subsequently

insists upon their res ective tendencies, but these cannot

be regarded as the u timate reasons of the Divine voli

tions. All beings are from God, and all the adaptations

and adjustments which obtain among them, by virtue of

which some are useful and others hurtful, are as much

the offspring of His will, as their'individual existence.

Utility finds its standard in His determinations. It is

because He has chosen to invest things with such and

such properties, and to fix them in such and such rela

tions to each other, that an place is found for a differ

ence of tendencies. A di erent order and a different

constitution would have completely reversed the resent

economy. Will, therefore, as mere arbitrary, a solute

choice, is the sole cause wh things are as the are,—

why some things are usefu and others hurt ,—some

right and others wrong.

Still this error in the analysis of moral obligation does

not materially affect the argument. Dr. Paley could have

been conducted to his favourite dogma of ex ediency

as well by maintaining that the will of God is t e meas

ure of duty, as by maintaining that it is the source or

ultimate principle of all moral distinctions. What his

case needed was simply the proposition that we are

bound to do all that God requires, and that nothing but

what he requires can be imperative u on us. His will—

no matter what determines it, or whet er it is determined

by anything out of itself,—-His will is our law. To this

proposition no reasonable exce tion can be taken—and

hence it may be cheerfully aunitted, “that to inquire

,.

I,

J
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what is our dut_ , or what we are obliged to do in any

instance, is, in e ect, to inquire, what is the will of God

in that instance?”It is in the sclutionWQiI this inquiry that we encounter

the central rinciple of Dr. Paley’s theory. If his rea

soning here lie conclusive, however we ma object to his

analfysis of obligation, we are shut up to t e adoption of

his avourite maxim—that whatever is expedient is right.

The only argument which he pretends to allege in vindi

cation of this sweeping do 'a, is drawn from the be

nevolence of God ; and yet t at argumenb—though I do

not know that the blunder has ever been articulately

‘ exposed—is a lo ical fallac , an illicit process of the

minor term. W at he ha proved in his chapter on

Divine benevolence is, that God wills the happiness of

his creatures. What he has collected from his anal sis

of obligation is, that whatever God wills is ri ht. ut

these premises together, and the yield a syl ogism in

‘ the third figure, from which Dr. aley’s conclusion can

by no means be drawn.

Whatever God wills is e edient.

Whatever God wills is rig t.

Therefore, says DrQ Paley, whatever is ex edient is

n'ght,—-an illicit process of the minor term. Therefore,

is the true conclusion, some things that are expedient are

ri ht,-—the third figure always concluding particularly.

he secret of Dr. Paley’s blunder is easily detected.

He confounded the original proposition, which his proof

of the Divine benevolence had yielded, with its simple

converse, and was consequently led to treat the latter as

exactl equipollent to the former. What he had proved

was, that God wills the happiness of his creatures. This

is all that can be collected from benevolence. It simply

settles the question, that whatever may be the number

and variety of the things that constitute the objects of

the Divine volition, they are all characterized by the

quality—that they contribute, in some way, to the public

good. They are all conceived in kindness and executed

in love. God, in other words, never wills anything that

is essentially hurtful or rejudicial to the hi hest inter

ests of his creatures. hatever He comman s is condu

cive to their welfare. But to say that whatever He wills
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is conducive to the eneral happiness, is a very different

thing from saying t at whatever conduces to the general

happiness He .wrlls. It may be true that He wills no

[hang which is not expedient, and yet false that He wills

everything which is expedient. The truth of the con

verse, in universal affirmative propositions, is seldom

implied in the ori inal dictum without limitation. Here

was Dr. Paley’s s ip. Because God wills nothing thatis

not for our good, he took it for granted that He must will

everything which is for our good. The proper converse

of the pro osition, that whatever God wills conduces to

the genera happiness, is the barren statement that some

things which are expedient are willed by Him; or, in

other words, that some things that are expedient are

right. It is very remarkable that a portentous system

of philoso hy, which is distinguished by nothing more

prominent y than its open and flagrant contradictions to

the common sense of the race, and its glaring falsifica

tions of the characteristic phenomena of our moral na

ture, should lay its foundations in a palpable violation of

the laws of thought. It be ins in a blunder and ends in .

a lie. The benevolence of god is only a guarantee as to

the nature and tendencies of whatever He may choose to

effect or to enjoin upon us, but it is not a standard by

which to determine beforehand upon what particular

things His will shall pitch. In the boundless range of

conceivable and possible good, there may be things _

characterized by the quality of expediency, which yet,

on other accounts, are excluded from the Divine scheme.

To be the benevolent ruler of the world implies no more

than that the econom of Providence, which has been

actuall instituted, an is daily carried on excludes all

laws w ich are inconsistent with the highest interests of

the subject, and includes a system of fixed and definite

means, adapted to promote them. If God has a plan,

the very conception of it involves the notion of rejection

and choice. All the reasons, in one case or the other,

can never be known to us. Some of the things rejected

might have been turned to a good account. But how

many soever of this class have been rejected, as not fall

ing within the plan, the Divine benevolence renders it

certain that the plan itself is good, and that all its ar
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rangements, if properly observed and heeded, tend to

promote our happiness. Given a Divine volition, the

argument of benevolence vindicates its usefulness; giv

. en expediency, the argumentdoes not show that it is

willed. Hence it is much safer to try expediency by the

Divine will than to try the Divine will by expediency.

God commands it—therefore it is good, is, materially

considered, a sounder syllogism than It is good—there

, fore God commands it.

The argument from benevolence, however, is the only

one whic any advocate of expediency has ever been

able to adduce. The fallacy in question is not a solitary

blunder of the Arch-deacon of Oarlisle. Among those

who assume it as a fundamental principle that the happi

ness of the universe is the final cause of its existence—a

rinciple, however, which never has been, and never can

e established,—it has been uniformly taken for granted,

that whatever is conducive to that happiness, ‘must be an

object of Divine volition. With them, to will its happi

ness is not simply to reject and prohibit what is incon

sistent with it, and to institute _a series of laws and

means suited to promote it, but absolutely to aim at the

I production of everything that bears the impress of public

gobd. How, upon this doctrine, the universe cant be a

whole, it is im ossible to comprehend. If benevolence

is obliged to ac ieve every thing by which the happiness

of any creature can be promoted, it would lose itself in

the infinite region of possible good. If it is to have no

discretion, no right to discriminate, to choose or reject,—

if every candidate who can bring credentials of utility

and convenience must be reCeived into favour, the notion

of a plan—a scheme—a government—must at once be

abandoned. Upon what an ocean would this doctrine

set us afloat? If benevolence is the sole measure and

standard of the Divine will—the greatest happiness of

the greatest number the only end of universal being—

why have not more creatures been made? Why have

not other orders been introduced? These additions to

the stock of being would certainly enlarge the domain of

happiness. Reflections of this sort should convince us,

that whenever we undertake to s eculate upon the con

stitution of nature, independent y of the guidance of
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ex rience,——when we undertake to ronounce'do ati~

ca ly upon the whole end and aim 0 the Divine spen

sation,—we get beyond our de th. We may confound

a crotchet with a rinciple—mistake a cloud for a Di

vinity. It is palpa 1e to common sense that all which

we can legitimately make from the benevolence of God

is a security ainst mischief and malice in his govern

ment. He wil choose onhy the expedient; but what

expedient thin , must be left to His own wisdom. He

comprehends is own plan; and only those things, how

ever useful, which fall in with the harmony of the whole,

will be selected and adopted. When, therefore, the

question is asked, What does God will? we cannot an

swer it, from considerations of expediency. . We cannot

say, He wills this or that, because this or that is fitted

to promote the happiness of His creatures. There may

be reasons why the things in question should be rejected

or prohibited, noMoithsto/ndong their utility. Benevo

lence does not su ersede the other perfections of the

Divine nature, an if it is limited and conditioned b

wisdom, 'ustice, truth, or other attributes of God, then it

is clear t at it never can be taken as a complete and

adequate exponent of the Divine will. To condition its

manifestations, in any manner or degree, is to limit the

proposition, that whatever is expedient is willed.

It the distinction had been observed—a distinction

obvious in itself, and resulting from the very laws of

thought,—betwixt what the benevolence of God really

implies, and what the advocates of expediency have

assumed it to imply,-—betwixt the original proposition

and its simple converse,-—this ill-omened theory never

could have been ventilated. It assumes that the benev

olence of God is a bare, single, exclusive disposition to

produce happiness,—it_proves that this is one of the dis

positions which enter into and characterize the Divine

Administration; it assumes that benevolence is simple

and absolute, the only principle which reigns in the

universe,—-—it proves that God is good, and never can

inflict gratuitous mischief upon his creatures ; it assumes

that God wills nothing but the hap iness of his crea

tures—it proves that whatever God wi shall contribute

to their good; it assumes, in short, that whatever is
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expedient is right,-it proves that whatever is right is

ex cdient.

hat benevolence is the absolute principle of the Di

vine nature—as it cannot be proved inductively from

the manifestations of goodness in the universe, so it

cannot be demonstrated from an necessary laws of

belief. Induction gives us the resu t, that God is good;

but limits, modifies, and conditions the exercise of his

oodness, by laws and arrangements that clearly indicate

t e existence of other attributes, and other attributes by

no means subordinate to oodness. We see that happi

ness is not dispensed wit out regard to character and

conduct. Nature speaks as loudly of justice as of love.

Neither, again, is there any process by which we can

reduce the manifestations of other attributes to the

simple princi le of love. We cannot see how this, as

absolute, imp 'es 'them,-—-we cannot comprehend how

they are developed from it. There is no law of thought

which can reduce to the unity of a single appearance

these various phenomena. Accordingly, we are not

warranted in asserting that simple, absolute benevolence

is the only character of the Author of Nature. To our

observation, it is neither simple nor absolute, since it is

limited and conditioned. The assnm tion, consequently,

upon which the entire fabric 'of expediency depends, not

only has not been proved, but from the nature of the

case, never own, he proved. If it were even true in itself,

it belon to a s here of knowledge lying beyond the

reach 0 our facu ties; and to us, therefore, it must al

wa s be as if it were false.

ut more than this—the scheme of expediency, in any

and every as ect of it, involves a complete falsification

of the more . phenomena of human nature. It does not

explain, but contradicts them; it is not the philosophy

of what actually passes, but of what might be conceived

to pass within us,—-—not the philosophy of man as he is,

but of man as its advocates would have him to be. The

point at issue, in this aspect of the case, is whether that

which constitutes the rightness of an action,—which

makes us feel it to be obligatory and approve it as -

praiseworthy,—be its tendency to promote public hap

piness, so that, independently of the perceptionof this
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tendency, we should ex erience none of those emotions

with which we contemp ate virtue and duty.

1.-This, as a question of fact, must be settled by an

appeal to consciousness; and we confidently aver that

the true state of the case is precisely the reverse of that

which is here assumed. It is not utility which suggests

the sense of duty; it is the sense of duty which creates

the conviction of utility. The connection betwixt virtue ,

and happiness is only the statement, in another form, of

that profound im ression of moral government, which is

' stamped upon al men by the o erations of conscience.

It is the articulate enunciation o the sense of responsi

bility. The dictates of conscience are always felt to be

commands of God. They address us in the language of

authority and law. But' a law without sanctions is a.

Conscience, consequently, must i .

have its sanctions, and these sanctions, accordingly, are '

contradiction in terms.

both implicitly suggested and explicitly revealed; impli

citly suggested, in that sense of security which results
from the consciousness vof having pleased the lawgiver, or

that uneasiness and restless anxiety which result from

the consciousness of contradicting his will; ex licitly

revealed, in the sense of good or ill desert, whic is an

inseparable element of every moral judgment. This

sense of good and ill desert is a declaration of God that

he will reward the righteous and punish the wicked—it

is an immediate manifestation to consciousness of the

fact of moral government. Antecedently to any calcula

tions of utility, to any enlarged views of the good of the

race, or to any inductions from the conse uences of ac

tions, without bein able to comprehend w y or how, we

all feel an irresisti le conviction that it shall, upon the

whole, be well with the righteous and ill with the wick

ed, because we carry in our bosoms a revelation to this

effect from the Author of our being. Virtue is pro

nounced to be expedient, because we are the subjects of

a government of which virtue is the law. Our nature is

a cheat—the conviction of merit and demerit a gross

delusion, unless the consequences of obedience and diso

bedience are answerable to the expectations we are led

to frame. Hence we associate, from the very dawn of

reason, virtue and happiness, vice and misery. As soon

\~
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as the feeling is developed that we are under law, that

we are responsible creatures, the conviction is awakened

that we shall be rewarded or punished according to our

behaviour,—that the consequences, in other words, of

virtue must be good, and the consequences of vice disas

trous. Our nature leads us, nay, compels us, to predict

favourably of an upright cOurse, and to augur evil of a

life of transgression. Our appeal is to human experi

ence. To perceive that an action is right, what is it but

to feel that it is our duty to do it? To be conscious that

we have done what is right, what is it but to feel that

we have leased the law-giver, and are entitled to his

favour? hat means the sense of merit, if it is not the

provmlse of God that the obedient shall be rewarded?

and a promise of this sort, what is it but a declara

tion from our Maker that virtue is the highest expedi

ency? We do not object, therefore, to the close and

intimate connection which the utilitarian makes to subsist

betwixt virtue and ha piness. We could not, withbut

ignoring or absolutely denying all moral government, be

h ind to the fact that God has so constituted man and

the universe, that he alone shall be finally and perma

nentl hap y, who makes righteousness his law, and

faithfully ischarges his duties. Conscience explicitly

declares that the path of rectitude is the path of life.

But what we object to is the order in which the utilitarian

arran es these convictions. He makes the perception,

or rat or the feeling of duty, consequent u on the per

ception of ex ediency; whereas the belief o expediency

is the nature ofi‘sprin of the operations of conscience.

It i? a revelation of ‘od through the structure of the

son . '

From this account of the matter, it will be easy to

obviate an argument upon which utilitarians are accus

tomed to rely, drawn from the circumstance, that, when

pressed as to the reasons of a moral judgment in any

given case, we are prone to enlarge upon the benefits of

the action, or its tendencies to promote the public good.

When we have exhibited-its advantages, we feel that

we have satisfied doubt, and confirmed our conclusion.

Now, in all this there is nothing but the natural pro

pensit to seek, in experience, for what a law of belief

on. vu.—No. 1. ' 3
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indicates beforehand that we must find. Is a given

action right? Then it is entitled to reward. We conse

quently expect that the consequences of it will be good :

and what more naturul than the effort to verify this

expectation by an a peal to events? But that our 0011- _

viction is not dependent upon experience appears from

this: that when experience returns an unfavourable an

swer, as it often does in this life, we do not doubt the

veracity of our conscience. We still feel that virtue

must and will be rewarded, though we may not be able

to tell how or where.

2. Another consideration which confirms the foregoing

view,'is the early age at which moral distinctions are re

cognised, and praise or blame awarded to human actions.

Upon the hypothesis of the utilitarian, the conception of

general happiness must precede, in the order of nature,

the conviction of right; and as this conception can only

be collected from a large survey of human life, as it re

quires no little experience and sagacity to perfect it,

moral discriminations could not be made until the reason

had been expanded and matured. Yet we know that

children, long before they are capable of comprehending

what is meant by the good of the universe, pronounce

confidently upon the excellence or meanness of actions,

and the merit or demerit of the agents. The manifest

the same symptoms of indignation or approva , and utter

the same language of praise or censure, which obtain

among their superiors in years. They manifest the same

sense of obligation, exult in the same consciousness of

right, and are tortured with the same agony of remorse.

It is clear that they apprehend the right, long before

they can appreciate the expedient. '

3. If the perception of utility, or beneficial tendency,

is that which, in every instance, 1produces moral appr0_

bation, no reason can be given w y this s ecies of emo

tion is restricted exclusively to the princip es and acts of

voluntary agents. These, surely, are not the only things

which are suited to produce benefit or harm. Man

animals are possessed of instincts and capabilities whic

render them eminently subservient to the interests of

man:' The dog guards his'dwellin'g—the labourof the ox

unfolds the fertility of his fields—the ass'bears his bur
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dens—and the horse aids him in his journeys. Inani

mate objects, too,--especially the contrivances ofmechani

cal skill and ingenuity,—may be of the highest impor

tance to the progress and well-being of society. The

printing press, the mariner’s compass, the steam engine,

the cotton gin,—it is enough to mention these to show that

utility is not restricted to the voluntary acts of rational

beings. Now, if moral approbation is nothing but the

pleasure with which we contemplate the useful,——if what

we mean by merit and demerit is simply the conviction

of convenience or inconvenience,—it follows that we attri

bute to a horse or mule, a steamboat or a railway, the

same praise which we attribute to the benevolent deeds

of a man. They are as truly virtuous—they as really

promote the general good of mankind. The printing

press, on this hypothesis, is entitled to as much praise as

Pericles or Washington—~an earthquake or tornado should

be held as equally guilty with a Borgia or a Catiline.

The absurdity of the conclusion is a sufiicient proof of

the falsehood of the premises. Virtue and vice are terms

exclusively restricted to the actions or active principles of

intelligent and voluntary agents; and the emotions with

which we contemplate virtuous or vicious conduct, are

essentially different from those which are excited by an

unintelligent instrument of good or mischief. Hume saw

and felt the force of this objection, but his attempt to rebut

it is only an additional proof of its strength. He does not

deny that inanimate objects may be useful, nor that their

utility is a legitimate ground of approbatiOn. What he

affirms is, that the approbation attendant upon utility in

the one case is accompanied or mixed with other afl'ections,

terminating exclusively on persons, while in the other case

it is not. But the question is whether utility, as utility,

is in each case the parent of a similar emotion. That

being admitted, the emotions or affections excited by acci

dental adjuncts are wholly irrelevant. His illustration

from colour and proportions is extremely unfortunate for

his purpose. It is evident that colour and proportions are

instruments of pleasure, whether found in a statue or a

man. But in the latter case, beside the pleasure which

they themselves give, they awaken other feelings of which

they are not the proper objects. But still we call colour
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and proportion by the same name, wherever they are

found. Hume has confounded concomitant feelings with

the emotions proper to utility as such. But that is to

evade the point at issue. If utility, in itself considered, is

the essence of virtue, we approve it, whether in man, beast

or macliine,—though the sentiment of approbation proper

to the utility may be largely modified by other properties

of the objects in which it is perceived to exist.

The foregoing considerations are fatal to the theory of

expediency in every form. There are others which apply

more particularly to that form of it which Dr. Paley has

taken into favour. That his own principles may be

clearly understood, it is necessary to premise that the

patrons of the general doctrine of expediency may be

divided into two great classes, according as they make

the public good to be an ultimate end, or only a means of

promoting individual and private interest. These classes

are distinguished from each other by essential and radical

differences. The first, \which may be called the school of

disinterested benevolence, admits the existence of a moral

sense, and ascribes to it our perceptions ofthe beauty and

excellence of benevolence, and our conviction of the obli- .

gation of it, as the all-pervading rule of life. Man, ac

according to this scheme, is so constituted as to rejoice in

the happiness of all sentient beings, on its own account,

independently ofany considerationsof personal advantage

or reward. He has a moral nature which teaches him

that to do good is the end of his being, and under the

guidance and direction of this nature he condemns or

approves actions, dispositions and habits, according to the

degree in which they hinder or promote the happiness of

all. Virtue is, accordingly, restricted to a disinterested

regard for the welfare of the universe.

The other, which may be called the selfish school,

while it maintains that beneficial tendency is the criterion

of the rectitnde of actions, maintainsas strenuously that

the ground of the obligation to promote the public good

is a regard to individual interest and advantage. A man

is to seek the happiness of all, because, in seeking that,

he secures his own.

This school has no occasion for a moral sense. All

that it postulates in order to account for the peculiar
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phenomena of our moral nature is a susceptibility of

pleasure and pain, and those faculties by which we are

rendered capable of experience. That is good which

pleases—~that is evil which offends—and he who can

foresee what, upon the whole, shall give satisfaction, and

what pain and misery, is furnished with all that is neces

sary for the discovery of moral rules. Moral reasoning is

nothing but a calculation of personal consequences; the

data of the calculation are the facts of experience. Given

a being, therefore, who is capable of pleasure and pain,

who desires the one and revolts from the other, who is

able to compute the consequences of actions from the

phenomena of experience,—-—a being, in other words, who

can feel and calculate, and you have all that is requisite

to a moral agent. Virtue, in this school, is simply that

which shall secure the greatest amount of satisfaction to

the possessor,—vice that which shall be attended with

more inconvenience than pleasure; and as it so happens

that doing good to mankind is found to be the most

effectual method of doing good to ourselves, virtue, mate

rially considered, consists in promoting the happiness of

. the race. It is benevolence sanctified by selfishness. Ob

bligalion, accordingly, is only a strong conviction of inter

est, arising from the fear of superior power. A right to

command is nothing but ability to curse or bless. Hence

right is the necessary companion of might, and duty and

interest are one and the same. Self is the supreme end

of existence to every sentient being.

That this school falsifies the phenomena of our moral

nature, in every essential point, the slightest examination

will abundantly show.

1. If the principles which it postulates are all that are

necessary to a moral agent, brules would be as truly mor

al agents as men. They are susceptible of pleasure and

pain, of hope and fear. They can foresee, to some extent,

the consequences of their actions. They can be trained

and disciplined to particular qualities and habits. The

government which man exercises over them is conducted

upon the same principles with which, according to the

selfish philosophers, the government of God is administer

ed over man. It exactly answers to Dr. Paley’s definition

of a moral government—except that he restricts it to rea
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sonable creatures, without any necessity from the nature

of the case,-“any dispensation whose object is to influ

ence the conduct of reasonable creatures.” A system of

intimidation, coaxing and persuasion,—a discipline exclu

sively relying upon hope and fear,-—this the horse can be

subject to that fears the spur—the dog that cringes from a

kick—any beast that can be trained by the whip. These

animals obey their master from the same motive from

which Dr. Paley would have a good man obey his God.

Now, is there no eculiarity in our moral emotions but

that which arises rom hope and fear’.l Is there nothing

that man feels, when he acknowledges the authority of

law, which the brute does not also feel when he shrinks

from the lash, or is allured by caresses'.l Is there not

something which the desire of pleasure and the reluctation

against pain, as mere physical conditions, are utterly in

adequate to explain’.l We all feel that the brute differs

from the man, and differs pro-eminently in this very cir

cumstance, that though capable of being influenced by

motives addressed to his hopes and fears, he is incapable

of the notion of duty, of crime, or of moral obligation. He

is a physical, but not a moral agent.

2. This theory, in the next place, contradicts the moral

convictions of mankind, in making no distinction betwixt

interest and duty, betwixt authority and might. Nothing

can be obligatory, according to the articulate confession of

Dr. Paley, but what we are to gain or lose by; and the

only question I am to ask, in order to determine whether

I am bound by the command of another, is whether he

can hurt or bless me. His right depends upon his power,

and my duty turns upon my weakness and dependence.

' ' If the devil, according to the case supposed in the Recog

nitions of Saint Clement, transformed into an angel of

light, should promise to men more pleasing rewards than

those propined to them by God, and should convince them

of his power and willingness to bestow them, they would,

upon Paley’s principles, be under a moral obligation to

serVe the devil. If any being but their Creator could

impart to them more desirable rewards than Himself,

they would be bound to transfer their affections and alle

giance from Him to the new god. The child whose pa

rents are unable to distinguish him with wealth, and
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prosperity, and honours, is under a moral obligation to

forsake the father that begat him, and the mother that

bore him, and to transfer his filial duties to any rich fool

that might be willing to adopt him. If interest is duty,

and power is right, natural ties, whether of blood or affec

tion, considerations of justice and humanity, relations,

original or adventitious, are all to be discarded, and every

moral problem becomes only a frigid calculation of loss

and gain. N0 elements are to be permitted to enter into

its solution, which shall disturb the coolness of the math~

ematical computation. All moral reasoning is reduced to

arithmetic, and a man’s duty is determined by the sum at

the foot of the account. - _

Now, if there be any two things about which the con

sciousness of mankind is clear and distinct, it is that there

is a marked and radical difference betwixt interest and

duty, right and might. The distinction obtains' in all

languages, and pervades every species of epithets, by

which praise or‘ blame is awarded to human actions—

The man who cannot distinguish in his own breast betwixt

a sense of duty and a sense of interest, who regards all

arguments addressed to the one as equally addressed to

the other, who treats them as only different expressions of

one and the same feeling, has either so enlarged his views

that self-love operates in him in exact accordance with the

laws of moral g0vernment,—-that is, his conviction of the

ultimate success and triumph of virtue is so firmly rooted

and established, that the temporary successes of vice pro

duce no effect upon his mind, in which state it might be

diflicult to discern between the influence of interest and.

conscience, exactly coinciding as they do in their results,—

or he has corrupted and perverted sentiments which exist

in every other heart, and without which the short-sighted '

views of interest that men are accustomed to take in this

sublunary world would often eventuate in the most disas

trous results. The common experience certainly is, that

in appealing to interest and duty, I am appealing to dif

ferent principles of action, of which one is superior in

dignity, though it may be inferior in strength.

The distinction betwixt right and might, betwixt unjust

usurpation and lawful authority, is manifestly something

far deeper than the distinction betwixt a lower and high
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er interest. It is not the sword which justifies the magis

trate—it is the magistrate which justifies the sword. The

successful lisurper, upon the principles Of Dr. Paley, who

is able to maintain his position, is to be obeyed as a just

and lawful ruler. His power to injure or to bless brings

the subjects under a moral obligation to submit to him-—

and as right and obligation are reciprocal, he must havea

corresponding right to' exact obedience. Unsuccessful re

sistance becomes, consequently, always treason or rebel

lion. The mere statement of these propositions is a suffi

cient eviction of their absurdity. All men feel that the

right to command is one thing, the power to hurt anoth

er,—lhat there can be no obligation to obey, although it

may be the dictate of policy, where force is the only basis

of authority. The language of all men marks the differ

ence betwixt the usurper and the lawful ruler, the tyrant

and the just magistrate; and any system which ignores

or explains away this natural and necessary distinction,

contradicts the moral phenomena of our nature.

3. The theory of Paley is liable to still further excep

tion, as taking no account of the conviction of 'good and

ill desert, and the peculiar emotions which constitute and -

spring from the consciousness of guilt, or accompany'the

consciousness of right. The slightest attention to the\

operations of his own mind must satisfy every one that

the approbation of virtue and the disapprobation of vice

include much more than a simple sensation of pleasure,

analogous to that which arises from the congruity of an

object to an appetite, afiection or desire. It is more than

the pleasure which springs from the perception of utility,

or of the fitness of means to accomplish an end. It is a

peculiar emotion—an emotion which we are not likely to

confound with any other phenomenon of our nature. It

is a feeling that the agent, in a virtuous action, deserves

to be rewarded, accompanied with the desire to see him

rewarded, and the expectation that he will be rewarded.

The agent in a vicious actidn, on the contrary, we feel is

deserving of punishment, and we confidently expect that,

sooner'or later, he will receive his due. When we are

conscious of well-doing in ourselves, we have a sense of

security and peace, arising from the conviction that we

are entitled to favor; and when conscious of wrong, we
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condemn ourselves as worthy of punishment, and tremble

at the apprehension that it will and must be inflicted.

The agony of remorse consists in the consciousness that

we have done wrong—that therefore we ought to be

punished, and that therefore we shall be punished.—

The sense of demerit, which involves the sense of the

righteousness of punishment, is the pregnant source of

of all its horrors. It is this which distinguishes it from

simple regret. Take away the conviction of merit and

demerit, and there can be no such thing as rewards in

contradistinction from good fortune—ho such thing as

punishment in contradistinction to adversity. The foun

dation of justice is demolished. The penal code is an

arbitrary dictate of policy,-cr_imes are converted into fol

lies, and virtue into sagacity and cunning. A theory which

annihilates the distinction between rewards and favours,

between punishment and misfortune, is at war with the

fundamental dictates of our nature. It sweeps away that

very characteristic by which we are rendered capable of

government, as distinct from discipline. It confounds re

morse with simple regret, and the approbation of conscious

rectitude with the pleasure which springs from the grati

fication of any other feeling or desire. It denies, in other

words, that in any just and proper sense of the terms we

can be denominated moral agents. The very element in

the phenomenon which makes a judgment to be moral is

left out or overlooked.

These objections are fatal to the system. That can

neither be an adequate nor a true philosophy which omits

some, and distorts others, of the phenomena which it pro

poses to explain. He that stumbles in his account of obliga

tion——the great central fact of our moral nature—divests

his speculations of all pretensions to the dignity of science.

4. But it deserves further to be remarked, that the the

ory in question, especially as expounded by Dr. Paley,

makes no manner of difference, as to their general nature,

betwixt the obligation to virtue and a temptation to vice.

There is nothing in either case but a strong inducement,

derived from appearances of good. A violent motive, we

are told, is the genus and the command of a superior, the

specific difference of obligation. The violent motive, the

genus, is found in temptation; the specific difference is

VOL. vn.-—No. 1. 4
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wanting. Hence, temptation is clearly a species co-ordin

ate with duty. The bad man is enticed by his lusts, and

yields to those passions which promise him enjoyment,-—

his end is pleasure. The good man is allured by compu

tations which put this same pleasure at the foot of the

account. They are consequently governed by the same

general motive, and the only difference betwixt them is

that the one has a sounder judgment than the other.—

They have equally obeyed the same law of pleasure, but

have formed a different estimate of the pursuits and ob~

jects that shall yield the largest amount of gratification.

Temptation, accordingly, may be called an obligation to

vice, and duty a temptation to virtue.* Who does not feel

that the difi'erence is more than accidental betwixt these

states of the mind; that the motives to virtue and the

seductions of sin operate upon principles entirely distinct,

and have nothing in common but the circumstance of

their appeal to our active nature. They are essentially

different states of mind, and the theory which co-ordinates

them under the same genus prevaricates with conscious

ness in its clearest manifestations.

5. The last general objection which I shall notice to

Dr. Paley’s system, is its impracticability. His funda

mental principle cannot be employed as the criterion of

duty, from the obvious impossibility of estimating the

collected consequences of any given action. The theory

is, that morality depends upon results; the circumstance

which determines an action to be right'is its being upon

the whole productive of more happiness than misery. It

must, consequently, be traced in its entire history, through

time and eternity, before any moral judgment can be con

fidently affirmed in regard to it. What human faculties

are competent for such calculations? What mind but that

of God can declare the end from the beginning, and from

ancient times the things that are not yet done'! The

government of God, both natural and moral, is one vast

complicated system; the relations of its parts are so mul

tifarious and minute—the connections of events so numer

ous and hidden—that only the mind which planned the

scheme can adequately compass it. He knows nothing

1' See Brown’s Lectures, Lecture ’79.
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of it, as Bishop'Butler has remarked, “who is not sensible

of his ignorance in it.” To be able to estimate all the

consequences of any given action, is to be master of the

entire system of the universe, not merely in the general

principles which govern it, but in all the details of every

single event. It is to have the knowledge of the Almigh

ty. It is manifestly impossible, therefore, to apply the

principle in practice. He that should wait, until his judg

ment could be assured in the method contemplated by the

rule, would be like the rustic upon the banks of the river, .

expecting the stream to run dry, that.he might pass over

dry-shod. .

Labitur et labetur in omne volubilis aetmm.

But as the exigencies of human life require action, and

not unfrequently prompt and decisive action, the calcula

tions of consequences would behove to be made from

limited and partial views. The effects of this procedure

would be obviously to destroy any steady standard of

virtue and vice. “For since,” as Bishop Berkeley has

remarked,‘ “the measure and rule of every good man’s

actions is supposed to be nothing else but his own private,

disinterested opinion of what makes most for the public

good at that juncture; and since this opinion must. uua‘

voidably, in different men, from their particular views and

circumstances, be very different, it is impossible to know

whether any one instance of parricide or perjury, for ex

ample, be criminal. The man may have had his reasons

for it; and that which, in me, would have been a heinous

sin, may be in him, a duty. Every man’s particular rule

is buried in his own breast, invisible to all but himself;

who, therefore, can only tell Whether he observes it or no.

And since that rule is fitted to particular occasions, it

must ever change as they‘do; and hence it is not only

various in different men, but in one and the same man at

different times. From all which it follows, there can be

no harmony or agreement between the actions of good

men, no apparent steadiness or consistency of one man

with himself, no adhering to principles; the best actions

may be condemned, and the most villainous meet with

applause. In a word, there ensues the most horrible con

* Sam. on Pass. Obed.
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fusion of vice and virtue, sin and duty, that can possibly

be ima 'ned.” The conclusion is inevitable, that this

cannot e the rinciple upon which the moral govern

ment of the wor d is carried on. ‘ '

Its impracticability is, indeed, so obvious, that the

attempt has never been made, in any moral system, to

use it as an actual test of the righteousness or wicked~

ness of actions. Dr. Paley no sooner announces, and, as

he supposed, demonstrates it, than he abandons it, and,

imperce tibly to himself, introduces a standard of mo

rality 0}) a very different nature. ‘His distinction be

tween general and particular consequences, and his in

culcation of the necessity of general rules, are a virtual

surrender of the principle, that the morality of an action

depends exclusivel upon the sum total of its consequen

ces. What he cal s general consequences, are not the

consequences of any given act, but the consequences of

a multitude of acts, agreeing in some prominent circum

stances. A single action can have nothing but particular

consequences; these are the only ones which flow from

it,——the only ones with which it is strictly and properly

chargeable. If, for example, I wish to determine wheth

er, in a particular case, I may lawfully lie; if the moral

ity of the act is to depend upon the predominant charac

ter of the results, I must trace that articular Z'ie through

all the stages of its history, and a mi't nothing into the

computation, that does not legitimately spring from it.

I cannot take into the account the consequences of other

lies; these conse uences belong to them, and determine

their character. (lHence, the rigid application of the test

precludes the possibility of general rules. Each case

must stand or fall u on its QWn merits. To introduce

general rules, is to s ift the ground of the morality of

actions, and to make it depend, not upon their conse

quences, but u on their conformit or non-conformity

with the rule. t is sin ular that Izaley did not notice

the distinction, as Berke ey had so clearly pointed it out

in the discourse from which I have already extracted.*

“The well-being of mankind must necessarily be carried

on one of these two ways : either, first, without the in

* See also Whewell, Lect. Hist. 'Mor. Phil., Lect. x.
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junction of any certain universal rules of morality, only

by obliging every one, upon each particular occasion, to

consult the pubhc good, and always to do that Which. to

him shall seem, in the present time and circumstances,

most to conduce to it. Or, secondly, by enjoinin the

observation of some determinate, established laws, w ich,

if universally practised, have, from the nature of things,

an essential fitness to procure the well-being of mankind,

though in their particular application they are some

times, throu h untoward accidents and the perverse ir
regularity ofghuman wills, the occasions of great sufl‘er-.

ings and misfortunes, it may be, to very good men.”—

Dr. Paley himself, admits that there are instances in

which the only mischief resulting from an action is the

violation of a eneral rule, Which is equivalent to saying,

that if the action were measured by its own proper con

sequences it would be lawful,—-which, again, is equiva

lent to sayin , that actions must.be judged by some oth

er standard an their own individual expediency.

Neither are these general rules inductions from parti

cular consequences, though Dr. Paley has, strangely

enough, represented them in that light. They are not

classifications of actions grouped according to the results

which have been perceived to flow from them, which is

the onl way of generalizing from consequences, but

grouped, according to some circumstance which charac

terizes the action as a phenomenon of will. The ground

of comparison, in other words, is not in the efi‘ects, but

in the cause. Take the case which Dr. Paley has sup

posed: “ The present possessor of some great estate em

ploys his influence and fortune to annoy, corrupt, or

oppress all about him. His estate would devolve by his

death to a successor of an opposite character. It is use

ful, therefore, to despatch such an one as soon as possible

out of the way, as the neighborhood will exchange there

by a pernicious t rant for a wise and generous benefac

tor.” But, says r. Paley, though the immediate conse

quences in this case may be good, the general conse

quences would be disastrous,—that is, the consequences

ensuin from the violation of a general rule. But what

enemfrule ? The rule, he answers, which prohibits the

destruction of human life at private discretion. Now, it
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is manifest that such a rule could never be collected

from any number of cases like the one sup osed. The

true induction from them would be, that w enever the

like circumstances concurred, the action would always

be lawful. In the same circumstances, the same antece

dents will always be followed by the same consequents.

The question is not, whether it is lawful to kill a man

upon imaginary pretexts, but whether, when his death

will he obviously a public benefit, it is right to destroy

him; and the general rule, as determined by conse uen

ces, must be in the affirmative. But when you lay own

the law that human life shall not be sacrificed to private

discretion, you are prohibiting actions, not according

to their consequences, but according to another circum

stance, the source or authority whence they proceed. No

induction of the consequences of particular actions could

ever yield this rule with anything like the universality

which attaches to it.

But is not the general rule itself recommended by its

utility? There can be no doubt of the importance of

general rules, and of the comparative facility of estima

ting the consequences connected with their violation or

observance. Their evident fitness to promote the inter

ests of society suggests itself spontaneously to the mind,

as soon as the nature of social relations is competently

' understood. But that it was not their utility which first

led to the recognition of their authority, is manifest from

what has been already said. If a man were introduced

into the world with no other means of determining the

moral character of actions but from the nature of their

consequences, he would proceed to arrange under one

class those whose consequences were obviously good, and

under another those whose consequences were opposite.

He might go on to discriminate among them, making

subordinate classes of each kind; but no circumstance in

which any actions of both kinds were found to agree

could ever be made the principle of classification. As

in the case supposed, if it should be found that some

instances, in which human life was taken without the

sanction of public authority, were productive of good,

this principle could never be made the distinctive feature

of a class. N0 such rule could ever emerge, as that life
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must never be taken by private individuals. The same

process of reasOning might be carried out in reference to

all general rules. They cannot, therefore, be the 011'

spring of experience, as an inductive comparison of con

sequences. Paley’s theory of the morality of actions

could yield no other general rules but such as are deno

minated general facts. ‘It-could do nothing but group,

and arrange under different-heads, the various actions

which were found productive of the same effects. It

could create genera and species, but it could not origin

ate laws, by which the character of the action was deter

mined. An action must belong to the class, because it

. has such a character. Hence, to say that its own conse

qluences were good, but that it does not belong to the

c ass of good actions, would be a contradiction in terms,

equivalent to saying that the individual has not the pro

perties of the species.

Berkeley saw the impossibility of reaching general

rules in this way, and hence discarded the whole system,

which measures morality by the individual consequences

of actions. His rules are inferences of reason from the

very structure and constitution of society. It is their

fitness to promote its ends, their evident con ruity with

the relations it implies, that recommends t em to our

minds. Society being given and its elements understood,

these rules follow, as necessary means of preserving and

perfecting it. They are not the educts of experience, but

necessary truths; not the results of observation, but the

dictates of reason. They must be, if society is to be

maintained. They belong to the nature of demonstrative

and a truths, rather than of empirical deductions.

Ingenious and plausible as this hypothesis appears to

be, it may well be questioned whether any man ever

arrived at the laws of morality from the previous consid

eration of the structure of society. It is one thing to

perceive the fitness of means, when they have once been

clearly pointed out; it is quite another thin to discover

it in the first instance. Any man may un erstand the

mechanism of a watch; few could have invented it. So

ciety is a complicated thing, and if men were to have no

moral rules until they were able to understand its struc

ture, and to comprehend its manifold 1-elations,—if they
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were to wait until their knowledge was sufficiently en

larged and their reasoning powers sufficiently developed

to enable them to draw just conclusions upon so nice

and delicate a sub'ect,—many would die without having

reached the perio of moral agency. The early age at

which moral judgments are flpronounced by children,

when they could not have re ected upon the fitness of

means to an end, is conclusive proof that moral rules do

not come to us, in the first instance, as the results of

reasoning. They are comprehended long before society

is analysed. It is probable, too, that if they had to be

reasoned out, there would be far greater diversity of

0 inion in regard to them than actually obtains. We

s ould have as many theories of morals as of politics.

But still, after they have been announced, it is not

difficult to trace their beneficial effects, and no doubt

this obviousness after discovery has been confounded

with obviousness lqfore discovery, and led to the mis

take in question. What is so plain when suggested,

we think, could not miss of occurring of itsel to our

own thoughts. We forget how long it was before the

law of gravity was settled, or the circulation of the blood

was discovered.

In Dr. Paley’s admission of general consequences, and

the importance of general rules, we see a departure from

the scientific rigour of his fundamental principle, which

we cannot but construe into the tacit acknowledgment,

that man’s moral cognitions have another source than

experience. It is an unwilling homage to the scheme

which he professedly repudiates. His heart was bet

ter than his head. He gives us laws which he could

never deduce from his principle, and ima ines that

he has deduced them only because he felt t em to be

true. '

The incompatibility betwixt a system of general rules

and one founded upon individual consequences, is some

times painfully manifested by Dr. Paley, in his vacil

lations between the two standards. At one time he

makes the rule supreme, as in the case of the assassin;

at another, the consequences, as in the exceptions to the

general law of veracity. Now, one or the other must be

absolutely supreme, or if they reign by turns, we should
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have some means of determining which, at any time, is

sovereign.

Upon the whole, how muchsoever we respect the

memory of Dr. Paley, as a man, we are constrained to

say that his book has no just pretensions to. the title

of Moral Philosophy, except in the sense that the sci

ence of contraries .is one. There is no cautious elimi

nation of first principles, n0 accurate analysis of the

data of consciousness, and no rigorous deductions from

primary truths. His fundamental doctrine is a sophism,

and the superstructure is wood, hay and stubble. In

deed, the building rests on a double foundation, and is,

therefore, a house divided against itself, which, accord

ing to the highest authority, cannot stand. One of the

most amazing henomena in the history of literature is

the eminence W ich has been given to this treatise——

That it has held its ground so steadily and long, is a

humiliating proof of the low ebb to which moral specu

lations have sunk. It has neither sentiment nor logic,

poetry nor science; it has nothing on earth to recom

mend it, but the vi our and transparent clearness of

the style; occasiona y coarse and vulgar in its judg

ments—as where all pleasures are put upon a footing

as to dignity and wort -—generally degrading in its ten

dencies—always distorting the moral phenomena of our

nature—do matic and confident, and yet at the same

time supe cial and shallow in the extreme,—it is hard

to understand how it could ever have gained, and having

gained, how it could continue to maintain its ascendancy

in the public mind. It is a problem, hardly less curi

ous, how so good a man as Dr. Paley, and s0 vigorous a

thinker, could have written so bad a book.

We come, in the next place, to consider the details of

the work, and in noticing them, we shall restrict our

selves to those which are liable to exceptions upon other

grounds beside an unfortunate consistency with the fun

amental principle of the system. This principle, of

course, vitiates is speculations in all his attempts to

explain the ground oi the obligation in particular nties.

A radical and ervading vice, it is unnecessary to call

attention to it, in the special instances of its occurrence,

VOL. vrr.—No. 1. 5 .
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after what has already been said of the general doctrine '

of expediency. ‘

1. On openin the book, one is astounded with the

want of discrimination which makes “Moral Philoso

phy, Morality, Ethics, Casuistry, and Natural Law, mean

all the same thing.” These terms, though each of them

- may be occasionally employed to designate the science,

are by no means synonymous. They have distinctive

meanings of their own. Morality is ap 1ied~to actions,

and expresses their conformity with t e standard of

right. ‘Ethicks generally denote a collection of moral

precepts, di ested into order, without the processes by

which they ave been evolved. It is the practical, in

contradistinction from the speculative art of moral phi

losophy. It answers the question, to t is to be done,

but not why. Cogan, however, in his treatise of the

Passions, uses ethicks as the distinctive appellation of

the science, and morality in the sense which has just

been attributed .to ethicks. It must also he confessed

that it is becoming quite common to employ ethicks in

the sense of Cogan, from the prominence, perhaps, which,

in most moral treatises, is given to the elimination of

rules. As moral speculations terminate in practice, it is

not strange that they should be distinguished by a title

which indicates the fact. The design of casuistry is

evidently to determine duty in cases of apparently con

flicting obligations. It discusses and resolves what are

called cases of conscience. In the Romish Church, it

constitutes, in consequence of the practice of auricular .

confession, and the power and influence awarded to spi

ritual guides, a most important branch of sacerdotal

learning; and perhaps nothing has contributed so-much

to foster corru tion and to sanctify evil, as the countless

distinctions w ich have been invented to reconcile sin to

the conscience. There are, no doubt, cases of real per

plexity, but it will generally be found that an honest

eart and a simple understanding are the best casuists.

“But this I shall advertise,” says Taylor,* “that the

preachers may retrench an infinite number of cases of

conscience, if they will more earnestly preach and exhort

* Ductor. Dub. Introd.
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to sim licity and love; for the want of these is the great

multip ier of cases.” “ I have myself had,” says Bishop

Heber,* “suflicient experience of what are generally

called scruples, to be convinced that the greater propor

tion of those which are submitted to a spiritual guide

are nothing more than artifices, by which men seek to

justify themselves in what they know to be wrong; and

am convinced that the. most efficacious manner of

easing a doubtful conscience is, for the most part, to

recall the professed penitent from distinctions to gener

als,—from the eculiarities of his private concerns, to

the simple wor s of the commandment. If we are too

curious, we only muddy the stream; but the clearest

truth' is, in morals, always on the surface.” As the du—

ties of the confessional imposed u on the priest the regu

lation of the conscience in all (oubtful cases, and its

instruction in cases of ignorance, the business of casuis

tr took a wide scope, and embraced the whole domain

of practical morality. It was cultivated co-ordinately

with natural jurisprudence.v The distinction between

them is thus happily stated by Smith :+ “Those who

write upon the principles of jurisprudence, consider only

what the person to Whom the obligation is due ought to

think himself entitled to exact by force,—what every

impartial spectator would approve of him for exacting,—

or what a judge or arbiter, to whOm he had submitted

his case, and who had undertaken to do him justice,

ought to oblige the other person to suffer or perform.—

The casuists, on the other hand, do not so much ex

amine what it is that might be properly exacted by

force, as what it is that the person who owes the obliga

tion ought to think himself bound to perform from the

most sacred and scru ulous regard to the general rules

of justice, and from t 1e most conscientious dread, either

of wronging his neighbour, or of violating the integrity

of his own character. It is the end of jurisprudence to

rescribe rules for the decisions of judges and arbiters.

t is the end of casuistry to prescribe rules for the con

duct of a good man. By observing all the rules of juris

prudence, supposing them ever so perfect, we should

 

* Life of Taylor. I 1 Moral Sent, part 7, § 4.
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deserve notbi but to be free from external unishment.

By observing t ose' of casuistry,-supposing them such as

they ought to be, we should -be entitled to considerable

praise by the exact and scrupulous delicacy of our beha

viour.” ' ~ '

Natural law, in its widest sense, (lea: naWrw,)'is ap

plied to those rules of duty which spring from the nature

and constitution ,of man. There are those who maintain

that the distinctions of right and wrong are the arbitrary -

creatures of Positive institutions—“that thin honouraf

ble, and thin just, admit of such vast diflerence and,

uncertainty, t at they seem to exist by statute only, and

not in the nature of things.” In 0 position to this theo

ry, it is maintained that the mora differences of things

are eternal and indestructible, and that the knowledge of"

them, in their great primordial principles, is an essential ' '
I n' a a i l . I

part of the original iurmture of the mind. Manes a law,

to himself; from his very make and structure, be is a

moral and responsible being, and those rules, which, in

the progress and developement of his moral faculties, he

is led to apprehend as data of conscience, together with

the conclusions which legitimately~ flow from them, are

denominated laws of nature. They belon to inherent,

essential morality, in contradistinction to w at is positive

and instituted. The complement of these rules is called

right reason, practical reason, and by Jeremy Taylor,

legislative reason. Hence that of Cicero: “Est guidem

new; law recta ratio, naturw congruens, diflusa in omnes,

constans, sempiterna, quae vocet ad Qlficiumjubendo, 've

tando afrauds deterreat, quw tamen neque probosfrustra

jubet ant 'vetat, nee improbosjubendo aut vetando movet.

Huic legi nec obrogari fas est, neque derogari ex has

aliquid licet, neque tola abrogari poles! ; use new aut per.

senatum ant per populam solm' hac legepossumus ; neque

est quwrendus explanator aut interpres alius ejus ; nee

eril alia 1491' Bonus, alia Athenis, alia mmc, alia posthac ,

sed et omnes gentes et omni tempore una lez et sempt'terna

et immutabilis continebit, unusque erit communis quasi

magister at imperator omnium deus ; ille legis hujus in

ventor, disceptator, lator, cm' qui non parebit, ipse sefugiet

ac naturam hominis aspernatus hoc ipso luet mazimas

poenas, etiam si caetera supplicia, qure putantur, efi‘u
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gerit.” Noble as this passage is, a much reater than

Cicero has declared that man is a law unto imself, and

that those who are destitute of an external communica

tion from heaven, have yet an internal teacher to instruct

them~iii the will of God. The dictates of conscience are

denominated laws, from the authority with which they

are felt to speak; they are manifested in consciousness

as comman s, and not as speculative perceptions; they

are laws of notwre, because they are founded in thema

ture of things, and are enouiiced through the nature of

the mind.

In a narrower sense, natural law (jus natures) denotes

the body of rights which belong to man as man, which

s ring from his constitution as a social and responsi

b e being, and which consequently attach to all men

in the same relations and circumstances. In this sense

it coincides with natural jurisprudence, as distinguish

ed ‘from the municipal regulations of States and na

tions.

In a still narrower sense, natural law is restricted to

those rinciples or rules which should determine the du

ties 01 men in times of revolution, or under oppressive

and tyrannical governments, or re ulate the intercourse of

independent States and nations. n none of these senses

does natural law coincide precisely with moral philoso

phy. In the first sense, it may be said that the conclu

sions of moral philosophy are natural laws; they are the

results of its investigations, the end of its inquiries. In

the second sense, the .view of human nature is too limited

for a complete philosophy of the moral constitution.—

“Right and duty,” as Dr. Reid has remarked,* “are

things different, and have even a kind of opposition; yet

the are so related that one cannot even be conceived

wit out the other; and he that understands the one must

understand the other.” Hence it happens, that although

the inquiries of natural jurisprudence begin at a differ

ent point from those of the moral philosopher, they even

tually traverse the same ground, and meet in the same

practical conclusions. Still, natural jurisprudence is on

y one branch of moral investigations; and it has only

 

't AOLPOWH‘E, chap. iii.
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been by an unwarrantable extension of its terms, that it

has been made to cover almost the entire domain of du

ties to our fellow men. '

Dr. Paley’s blunder in the nomenclature of his science

Would hardly be deserving of attention, if it did not indi

cate an entire misconception of the nature and scope of

philosophy. This misconception is rendered still more

glaring by his articulate statement, that ,the use of such

a department of knowled e as moral philosophy de ends

upon its competency to furnish a perfect rule of ife.—

This, indeed, is not the least of its advantages, that it'

authenticates the laws which, in the progress of intelli

gence, we have been led to adopt, and enables us to dis

criminate betwixt legitimate maxims and the offspring of

pigjudice. It sup lies a valuable touch-stone in cases of

i culty and perp exity. But, though moral philosophy

reacts upon our rules, and authenticates or annuls them, .

moral rules must evidently‘precede philosophy. It is

their existence and authority which ive rise to it. Its

office is to show whence they come, 0w they are form

ed, upon what grounds of certainty they rest. It is, in

short, the science of our knowledge of moral distinctions.

It is the creature of reflection upon all those s ontaneous

processes of the soul which are occupied wit good and

evil, with ri ht and wrong. Man finds himself with

certain mora (convictions, with rules which he feels to

be authoritative; and when he begins to reflect upon

these phenomena, and to seek for their laws, he be

gins the work of the moral philosopher. There may be

ethicks without philosophy,——a classification of all the

duties of human life; there may be natural jurispru

dence, or a systematic exhibition of the essential rights

of humanity; there may be reli ion, or a profound know

ledge and reverence 'of the wil and erfections of God.

It is not until the question is asked, 020 we know these

things, and thought returns upon itself to investigate the ‘

laws and conditions of consciousness, that phi osophy

takes its rise. The mere classification of objective phe

nomena is not hilosoph , though an important organ of

philosophy. he aim 0 philosophy is to verify human

nowled e, or to show how it comes to be knowledge.—

In this, t e true view of it, Dr. Paley, it needs not to be

r
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said, not only makes no pretensions to it, but had no

conception of it. Human consciousness is a territory

which he never enters; the moral faculties he has abso

lutel ignored; and what he has given us is rather a

special application of arithmetic, from data suggested by

ex erience, than the evolution and analysis of indestruc

tib e elements of the human soul. There is not a single

problem of the science which he has grappled with in a

philosophic spirit; and there cannot be a more egre ious

misnomer than to apply the title Philosophy to a sc eme

which aims no higher than to show how, with no other

faculties but those of apprehension, and the susceptibili

ty to pleasure and pain, an animal might be drilled into

a particular line of conduct. Dr. Paley set out with a

determination to seek for rules, and his treatise is only

a special plea, upon what seemed to him a plausible

ground, for those which he saw to be necessary. Many

of his rules are right enough, and no one would have

thought of questioning them, if the defence of them had

not been so-weak.‘

2. The chapter on the Law of Honour, is calculated

to mislead, not because it contains anything positively

false,—(it is, on the contrary, a faithful account of a fac

titious rule of life, introduced by free-thinking into the

higher circles of English society,}-—but because it may

convey the implication, that honour itself, is a factitious

principle of action. It notices an abuse, without vindi

eating the just claims of what had been perverted and

misapplied. That Dr. Paley has not exaggerated the

abuse, requires no proof to those who are conversant

with the history of the times. The licentious specula

tions of the Infidel philosophers of the eighteenth centu

ry,—which were greedily embraced by the frivolous,

grofligate and vain, and passed into a sort of badge of

istinction, as if the admirers of them were the only

men of intelligence and spirit,—undertook to compensate

morality and religion for the loss of God, conscience and

moral government, by introducing a sentiment of hon

our, which, apart from any interested motives,—-the fear

of punishment, the hope of reward, the ap robation of

the wise and good, or the sense of duty,—-cou d maintain

the cause of virtue in the world. T is honour appears
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to have been an exclusive admiration of the beauty of

virtue. But it is easy to see that when this sense of_

beauty became the only criterion of right and wrong, all

would soon come to be felt as beautiful which was felt

to be desirable. Virtue would be reduced to the narrow

proportions to which Dr. Paley’s Law of Honour assign

ed it. Substantially the same account is given by Bish

op Berkeley in the Minute Philosopher.

The very abuse, however, shows that there was some

thing real,—the counterfeit proves the genuine. There

must have been a foundation of stone, or the superstruc

ture of wood, hay and stubble could not have stood for a

moment. Hutcheson and Dr. Reid made lumo'wr syno

nymous with conscience, and a sense of honour with a

sense of duty.> They were misled by the Latin term

bohestum, to which they supposed that our honour ex

actly corresponds. '

General usage, however, restricts the term to two sig

nifications, one of which ma ' be called its objective, the

other its subjective sense. 11 the first sense, it is the

esteem or praise which is awarded to a man by others,

on account of his actions, considered as praiseworthy.——

Any external expressions of this inward feeling are called

honours. In the other sense, it is that principle of our

nature Which leads us to act in such a way as to deserve

the commendation of our fellow men. It prompts us to

perform virtuous actions, not only because they are right

and pronounced to be obligator by the conscience, but

because they contribute to our dignity, and are felt to be

intrinsically laudable. They are seen to become us—that

condecency in virtue with the excellence of human na

ture is what is meant by its beauty. It is lovely in'

itself, and adorns all its possessors. This beauty elicits

admiration, and secures, among the wise and good,

esteem and commendation to all who are graced with it.

Honour, then, as a principle of action, is only another

name for self-respect, or for that pride of character which

preserves from what is base, or mean, or shameful in

conduct. It is subsidiary to conscience. That must pre

scribe the standard of virtue, and this comes in as an

additional sanction, to secure conformity with it. Hon

our is distinguished from vanity in this, that h0n0ur aims ,
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at being praise'worthy, and vanity simply at being prais

ed. The one is consequently an inseparable ally of con

science, the other the shadow of public opinion.

Opposed to honour, in both its objective and subject

ive senses, is shame, which is either the contempt of

others manifested in some external expressions, or the

fear, on our part, of doing that which shall justly ex ose

us to disgrace. It proceeds from the feeling, that t ere

is in vice, a deformity 0r filthiness corresponding to the

beauty of virtue. Apart from the horrours of conscience

or the naked workings of remorse, there is in every guil

t breast a profound conviction of meanness and degra

ation. The transgressor loses his sense of self-respect.

He is like a man who, unconsciously having come na

ked or with filthy apparel into polite and refined society,

awakes suddenly to a just sense of his condition. '

3. Dr. Paley’s representation of the inadequacy of the

Scriptures as a rule of ractice, should not be allowed to

pass without notice. Illis true, they pre-sup ose a moral

nature in us, but they 'are not wanting in t _e facilities

which they furnish for guiding that nature into all duty.

It is not necessary to the perfection of a rule that all the

instances and occasions of its a lication should be

minutely described. If none coul e erfect that failed

in this condition, moral philoso hy itse f would be as in

competent as the Scriptures. at cannot specify all the

cases in which men may be called to act; and if the

Scriptures are to be condemned for not doing this, why

should it receive a milder treatment. All that we want,

practically, is sound general rules; prudence and com

mon sense must apply them. The Scriptures give us

such rules, and he who faithfully obeys their teachings

will find himself perfect, thoroughly furnished unto every

00d work. But the Scriptures are not a philosophv.

ey do not show how the commands of God are deeply

founded in the principles of consciousness and reason.

The reflective process they have left to human specula

tion, and here philosophy comes in. o ' .

4. The most exceptionable part of Dr. Paley’s book is

that in which he treats of conscience. If he had been

successful in his attempt to construct a moral system, in

dependently of the aid of a moral faculty in man, hlS

Von. vrr.-No. 1. , ' 6
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success would have rendered unphilosophical the as

sumption of any such faculty. The law of parsimony

forbids the unnecessary multiplication of causes, and'

where phenomena can be explained without postulating

a new original princi lc, such a principle is not‘to be

granted. But the fai ure of Dr. Paley’s effort is any

thing but encouragin to those who would dispense with

conscience. ~And as is general system fails to obviate

the necessity of such a principle, so his special and ar- _

ticulate arguments fail to invalidate the proof of its exis- '

tence. ‘ ‘ -' ‘ ' .

In order to apprehend fully the weakness and incorr- '

sistency of Dr. aley’s discussion of this subject, it' is

necessary to bear in mind the real condition of the con

troversy. There are obviously two general questions in,‘

relation to conscience—one having reference to its exis— .

tence, or the reality of moral phenomena, and the other

to its origin. The first question is, whether or not there

is a class of judgments and emotions, specifically differ

ent from all others which we denominate moral? Is

there a distinction made by the human .mind betwixt

right and wrong, a duty and a crime? Is there such a

thing as a sense of duty and a conviction of guilt? That

such moral phenomena ewist cannot be doubted. It is a

matter of universal experience—and hence no philoso

pIher has ever thought of calling them into question.

ow, to the cause or causes of these phenomena we may '

give the name of conscience, without presuming to de->

termine the nature ofthe cause, or the mode of its oper

ation. In this sense, the question whether or not con

science exists, must be answered by all philosophers in

the affirmative. Then the question arises, what is its

nature and origin? Whence are our moral cognitions

and sentiments derived? It is in the answer to this

question that philosophers split into sects. All the pos

sible answers may be reduced to three. 1. The opinion

of those who maintain that our moral judgments are

purely adventitious—that conscience is the creature of

prejudice, authorit , custom and education,-—that there

is no uniform law y which it is acquired, and that it

will consequently be one thing at Rome, another thing

at Athens. These men admit that conscience is natural,
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in the sense that all men will form a conscience,——but

they deny that therewill be uniformity in the conscience

thus formed. The character of its judgments and senti-v

ments is'altogetlier contingent, and it, itself, is a facti

tious principle, or complement of principles. 2. The

opinion of t ose who maintain that it is natural, but not

original. These men represent it as a necessary roduct

of nature, but not as a primary gift of nature. t is an

acquired faculty, or combination of faculties, but it is

acquired in obedience to laws of the human constitution,

which not only necessitate its acquisition, but determine

the elements of which it shall be composed. It is con

sequently the same in all men. Their nature being what

it is, and operating as it does, conscience must be gene

rated, and enerated alike, in all who have this nature.

It is therefore natural, in the same sense that the ac

quired judgments of si ht and hearing are natural. It

springs from nature, t ough it is not given as a part of

nature. 3. The opinion of those who maintain that con

science is not only natural, but original,—that it is a

simple element of our being,—that no analysis can re

solve it into constituent principles,—that its cognitions

are primitive and necessary, and its sentiments peculiar

and marked.

1. This being the state of the question, the first thing

that strikes us in Dr. Pale'y’s articulate discussion of it

is, that the conclusion which he seeks to establish is

inconsistent with the scope and tenor of his general sys

tem. The very conception of a philosophy of morals

implies that there is a foundation laid in nature for the

distinctions betwixt right and wrong. If these distinc

tions were determined by no law,—if they were absolute

ly arbitrary and ca ricious, the inquest of a principle

which should furnis a erfect and adequate ru e of life,

Would be as idle and c imerical as the dreams of the

alchemists. But if morals can be reduced to a s stem,

then our moral judgments must depend upon stea y and

uniform principles. They must spring from our nature;

and though they may not be original, they are not whol

ly adventitious. But in the chapter before us, Dr. Paley

not only denies that our moral judgments are original;

he denies that they are natural ; he denies that they are
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acquired by any constant or uniform law. He makes

them as variable and fluctuating as the circumstances,

education and caprices of men. This is equivalent to

saying that there can be no such science as Moral Philo

sophy. The general conclusion of his book is, that con

science is the necessary result, in beings constituted as _

we are, of the perception of what is useful in character

and conduct, conjoined with a sensibility to pleasure and

pain. It is an acquired faculty, or combination of facul

ties, but the process by which it is acquired is natural

and inevitable in the progress and education of the mind.

The conclusion of the present chapter is, that it de ends

altogether upon accident what actions a man shal ap

rove or condemn, and what rule he adopts for the regu

ation of his conduct. Dr. Paley has been betrayed into

this inconsistency, by inattention to the distinction be

twixt what is natural and original. The point which he

aimed to combat was the originality of conscience—that

it is a principle which we bring with us into the world—

like the capacity of perceiving truth, or the sensibilit to '

leasure and pain. I He need not have one any fart er.

0 have been consistent with himself, e ought to have

- adopted the opinion which Sir Jas. McIntosh subsequent

ly elaborated, concerning the method by which con

science, as a derivative. and secondary faculty, or rather

habit, is acquired. But, in his zeal to refute the origin

ality, he aims a blow at the naturalness of Conscience.—

What is natural, under the circumstances favourable to

its developement, must be as universal and uniform as

what is original; and hence, in maintaining the capri

ciousness of moral distinctions, Dr. Paley demolishes his

own book, as triumphantly as he refutes the hypothesis

of an innate power. To say that conscience is a comple~

ment ofprejudices and arbitrary judgments, is to say

that moral philosophy is impossible. To say that it is

natural, whether original or acquired, is to say that there

may be such a science. '

2. In the next lace, Dr. Paley is mistaken in the cm;

tem'on by which he distinguishes the original from the

adventitious. That criterion, according to. him, is not

simply universality, but maturity. It is not enough that

the thing in question be found in all men who have had
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the opportunity of developing it, but that it should be

actually developed in ever man, without respect to his

circumstances, the genera expansion of his powers, or

the degree of his experience and education. Now, our

original faculties are not all unfolded at once, and none

arrive at maturity Without time and experience. There

is an order in their developement; some recede others,

as the condition of their operations. hen, therefore,

we inquire whether the manifestations of a power are

universal, we restrict‘ our researches to those who are in

the condition in which they ought to be found, if they

exist at all. The'child cannot comprehend a complica

ted argument; but does it follow that the faculty of rea

soning is not original and universal? And so the savage

supposed by Dr. Paley, or the wild boy caught in t e

woods of Hanover, having had no 0 portunities of exer

cising his moral faculties, might be incapable, at first, of

manifesting their existence. They are in him in the

same state in which they would be in an infant. If we

wish to know whether moral-judgments are universal, we

must look amon those from whom Dr. Paley recludes

us; we must 100 among those who have had the oppor

tunity, by social intercourse, of unfoldin their moral

'nature ; and if we find, among such men, t at moral dis

tinctions universall obtain, we are sure, at least, that

they are natural. 'zVe should no more look for a maturi

ty of moral knowledge among infants, and those who, in

regard to education, are no better than infants, than we

should look among them for the maturity of the specula

tive understanding.

Dr. Paley seems to think that education is something

contradicto to nature, and that whatever has been ef

fected by e neation is, on that account, factitious and

' unnatural. On the contrary, a sound education is but

the improvement of nature; it is nature in its progress to

perfection. It is among the educated, in the proper

sense of the term, that we must look for the justest exhi

bitions of what is original and natural. It is in man’s

nature as matured, that we may best study the faculties

and capacities of man. A perverse education may do

violence to nature; but these distortions will be local

and accidental, and should not authorize the summary
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conclusion that education is the re-constitution of the

man. .

The test, therefore, by which Dr. Paley would deter

mine the question of the originality of conscience, is

simply absurd. He might just as reasonably propose his

case to an infant hanging upon its mother’s breast, as to

one whose moral faculties, from the very nature of the

case, never could have been exercised. “ Did it ever

enter into the mind of the wildest theorist,” says Ducald

Stewart, “to imagine that the sense of seein would: en

able a man, brought up from the moment of is birth in

utter darkness, to form a conception of light and colours?

But would it not be equally rash to conclude, from the

extravagance of such a supposition, that the sense of

seeing is not an original art of the human frame ?” The '

true test of the question 1s, whether the manifestations of

conscience are universal amon all who have had the

opportunity of exercising it, an whether these manifes

tations can be resolved into any other principles of our

nature. The universality of manifestation is a proof of

naturalness, the simplicity of originality. To these two

questions Dr. Paley should have confined himself. Do

all men who have a sufficient degree of intelligence make

a distinction betwixt right and wrong? Can you explain

these 'udgments without an ultimate principle?

3. aving made the maturity of a power the criterion

of its ori inality, Dr. Paley’s next blunder is not to be

wondered at.- He has not favoured us with a distinct

statement of what he understood to be the doctrine of an

original conscience, but it may be collected from the

general tenor of his argument, that he apprehended it to

include two things: 1. A habit of rules, applicable to

every possible variety of cases, lying unconsciously con

cealed in the recesses of the soul, ready to be manifested

in consciousness Whenever an occasion should demand;

and 2, an instinct by which the rule to be applied to any

given case was instantaneously and infallibly suggested.

An original conscience, with him, could mean nothin

less than a perfect knowledge of ethicks in its laws, an

their applications. It was equivalent to an infallible

directory of duty. With this notion in his mind, we are

able to explain why he has grouped together, as different
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statements ofthe same thing, systems ofphilosophy which

have nothing in common but their advocacy of the prim

itive character of our moral cognitions. It was to him

an unimportant question whether the faculty to which

these cognitions pertained were held to be reason with

Clarke and Gudworth, or a distinct and separate princi

. ple with Hutcheson,.—whether its rules existed in the

mind in the form ofknowledges, developed (innate max

ims,) or undeveloped,—or whether the were determined

by'sentiment or feeling, operating eit er as a blind in

instinct, or a refined sensibility t0 the presence of its

appropriate qualities (moral taste); all these were unim

portant points, compared with the general doctrine of an

riginal ability of some sort, to distinguish betwixt right

It wrong. his ability, if mature and adequate, as it

g to him, if original, must be tantamount

erfect knowledge of duty on all the occasions of

life. ence, all these theories, in his judgment, coincided

in this result. They amounted to the same thing.

- '1‘ But no such doctrine of conscience ever has been seri

Ously maintained by any man deserving the name of a

philosopher. The primitive cognitions of morality are

ike all other primitive cognitions. They exist, in the

first instance, as necessities or laws of conscience, and

are evolved into distinct pro ositions by a process of re

flection. Experience furnis es the occasions on which

they are developed, and when develo ed the become

the standard by which we judge of a1 mora truth.—

They stand in the same relation to the moral faculty in

which the laws of thought stand to the faculty of specu

lative truth. Hence, they do not supersede, but suppose

reflection. The germs and elements of morality, they

i'equire culture as much as any other principles of our

nature. What are called the laws of thought are all

given in consciousness, and constitute the ultimate stand

ard of truth; but they require reflection to elicit them

into distinct and formal propositions, and to guide their

application to the complicated problems sug ested by

experience. So there is a two-fold oflice of t e under

standing in the case of our primitive moral cognitions—

one to eliminate them in consciousness, to reduce to

explicit enunciations what is implicitly given in a spon

o
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taneous o eration,—the other to ap ly the rules thuseliminate to the various exigencies ofJ real life. Much

error arises from the misapplication of laws which are

just and proper in themselves. It is the function of the

understanding to analyze the cases which are brought

before it, and to determine which of the primary princi

ples should be applied to them. Conscience gives us the

elements—thou ht and reflection, the combination and

uses of these e ements. Conscience gives us im licil

ly—the understanding (implicitly—the fundamenta laWs

of morality. ‘

This view of conscience, as containing, implicitly and

undeveloped, the primary rules of right,—as furnishing

the criterion, but not the knowledge of what thin are

right, completely‘obviates the ob'ections of Dr. Pa ey to

the existence of such a faculty, ounded on the supposi

tion that it must act instinctively, instantaneously and

infallibly. On the contrary, it begins, like all our other

powers, as a feeble germ; it is strengthened by repeated

and proper exercise, and brought to maturity by judi

cious culture and education,—-this education imperatively

demanding the aid of reason and reflection. - '

4. The only argument which Dr. Paley alleges against

the originality of conscience, is founded on the diversity

which is said to obtain in the moral judgments of man

kind. This argument is, of course, a complete disproof

of any such conscience as he supposed to be asserte . If

the moral faculty implies an instantaneous, unreflecting,

instinctive discrimination of the right and just, in every

possible case, any instances of the absence or want of

such a power in man, would be conclusive against it.—

But the argument has no force against the true doctrine

of conscience, unless it can be shown that there is a dif

ference among men as to the ,rimary principles of right.

Those laws which are implicit y given, in every s ontal

neous operation of conscience, if they are contra ictory

among men, there is an end of the dispute. But nothing

can be concluded against them from an amount of dis

crepancy in their actual application. en may reason

badly upon them, and yet admit them with an absolute

faith,—just as all men necessarily acknowledge the laws

of thought,—and yet, in a multitude of cases, misapply
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them, and fall into error. Speculative error is as much

an argument against the primitive cognitions of the

understanding as moral error against the primitive judg

ments of conscience, to be accounted for in the same

way; and in both it will be found that there is at bottom

astacit recognition of first principles. The very mistakes .

of men are confessions of the truth. We have no hesita

tion in asserting that the primary laws of morality are

essentially the same in every human mind, and that, ex

cept in cases of grievous, manifest. and monstrous per

version, no instance can be found, among those whose

minds are sufficiently matured, of a direct contradiction

to them. They answer the condition, quad semper, guool

ubégue, quad ab omnibus. ,

e discrepancies upon which so much stress has been

laid are all to be ascribed, not to the denial, but to an

ill-judged application of these laws. The conscience

was ri ht, but the understanding was wrong; The hea

then w o murders his a ed parents, professes to be act

ing on the same law of lial reverence and piety, which

'pvil'lom ts the Christian to nurse their declinin days.-~

e eathen father who ex osed his tender abe, was

taking it away, in a spirit 0 mistaken tenderness and

kindness, from the evils to come. The S artan con

demned theft, but encouraged dexterity and s ill. There

are some instances in which atrocious vices were prac

tised, whose histor and origin we are not able to explain.

But it does not ollow that they who ractised them

denied the'fundamental rules of right. t may be that

they did not really ap rove them—that they condemned

in their consciences w at they practised in their lives—

or that they had some ingenious‘sophism, by which they '

extricated these vices from the jurisdiction of the rule.

The Jesuits have not called directly into question any

primary truth,—but they have contrived a system of

casuistry, which, n on given occasions, eviscerates them

of all authority an power. ~ '

The truth is, when we consider the wickedness of man,

and the ingenuit of a corrupt heartin devising excuses,

extenuations an shifts, the wonder is, not that there is

so much, but so little diversity in the practical judg

VOL. vn.—No. 1. 7
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ments of men. It is an unanswerable proof that there

are laws enthroned supremely in the conscience, which

make themselves heard amid all the tumult, confusion and

uproar ofpassion, interest, superstition and power. These

. laws are the anchors of the moral system of the world. '

, lVhatever diversity obtains in the judgments of men, V

may, perhaps, be reduced to four causes: 1. Where the

relations which are presuppOsed in a moral judgment are -

not developed among a people, they cannot be expected

to exhibit, or even to understand that judgment. There

are savage tribes which cannot enter into our condem

nation of theft, because the notion of property is not

definitely unfolded among them. Let this relation-be as

perfect with them as with us, and the moral judgment

would undoubtedly be the-same. 2. The weakness and

debility of the intellectual faculties which are to eliminate

and apply the general principles of conscience, are the

most prolific source of moral confusion and error. There

is an incompetency in some men to comprehend the cases

which are submitted to them; they connot distinguish

and discriminate, and hence they are exposed to perpe-‘

tual blunders. 3. The influence of passion, interest, self

ishness, to pervert the moral reasoning, covers a multi

tude of cases. Men contrive evasions 'to ,escape from

the jurisdiction of principles Whose general authority they

acknowledge. They multiply exceptions to the rule.—

The sophistry of a corrupt heart suborns the understand

ing to silence the conscience. 4. The difference in the

meral import of the same action, as'performed in differ

ent ages, or among different people, must also be taken

into consideration. An action may be right to~day which

- is wrong to-morrow, because in the two cases its signifi

cancy is entirely different. It expresses a difl'erent prin- ‘

ciple, like a word that has changed its meaning; not that

the rules of morality are mutable~but relations are mu

table; and with these shifting relations, the same material

action may change its moral import. What would be

incest with us, was lawful and necessary in the family of

the first man. Usury was once universally condemned

by Jew and Gentile, because it was then synonymous

with oppression of the poor; it is now as universally ap
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proved, because, in the changes of society, it is the life

and soul of commerce.*

These four considerations seem to relieve the subject of

all embarrassment, by accounting for whatever discrepan

cy prevails in the moral judgments of mankind, without

prejudice to the universality of our primitive cognitions.

5. It remains only to consider the explanation which

Dr. Pale has given of the genesis of our moral senti

ments. lie refers them to the law of association, making

_ conscience a secondary principle or habit, like avarice

or the love of money for itself. The sentiments of appro

bation or disapprobation, which are immediately excited

by the contemplation of virtuous or of vicious actions,

were, in the first instance, awakened by the utility or

hurtfulness of the actions; and this pleasure and pain,

arising primarily from'its quality, becomes firmly as

sociated with the action itself,—~and hence the very men

tion of the action is sufficient to'reproduce it. The appro

bation of virtue and the disapprobation of vice are, conse

quently, the pleasure and pain of utility or hurtfulness,

transferred from the qualities to the action in which the

qualities are found. But to this hypothesis there is one

insuperable objection. Association can transfer senti

ments, but cannot 'create‘ them. Now, the approbation

of virtue and the disapprobation of vice, are feelings dif

ferent in kind,-—not the same feelings directed to a dif

ferent object, but feelings specifically distinct from the

pleasure and pain of convenience or inconvenience. They

are a class of feelings .by themSelves. The question is,

how are they to be accounted for? Association may

transfer them to associated objects, supposing them to

be in existence, but association cannot originate them.—

If they were the same, with the approbation of what is

useful, or the condemnation of what is hurtful, Dr. Pa—

ley’s theory might be admitted; but being different, it is

altogether unsatisfactory. Sir Jas. McIntosh, who agrees

with Paley in the general doctrine of utility, as the cri

terion of right, while he contends that our moral judg

ments are secondary and acquired, admits the originality

of our moral emotions. He saw that they were peculiar

" Vide Stewart—Phil. Act. & Mor. Pow., chap. 3. ~
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and unique, and could only be explained by an original

susceptibility. .'

These are the special points, apart from the general

proportions of the system, to which we have thou ht it

necessary to call attention in Dr. Paley’s book. ese,

however, are not the only things which are exceptions.

ble. His notions of the ori in of property are narrow

and superficial, drawn from t e objective rather than the

subjective,——from the crude appearance of things, rather

than the analysis of human nature. His resolution of

the obligation of veracity into the obl' tion of promises,

is a singular instance of confusion o ideas,—as if the

obligation of a promise did not pre-suppose that of vera

city. But we have said enough to put the merits and

defects of the system- in a fair light. We have endea

voured to neutralize its power of doing harm,~—and if we

have been successful, it is all that we desired.

__—_.__—__\—_ k. _ A . .4

ARTICLE II.

ORTHODOXY IN NEW-ENGLAND.

A Remonstranoe, addressed to the Trustees of Phill' 8

Academy, Andover, on‘ the state of the Theological -

minary under their care. Bg/ DANIEL DANA, D. D.

Boston: Orooher ch Brewster: 1853.

The author of this earnest and dignified paper, is one

of the oldest and most venerable of the clergy of New

En land, whose long life of piety and labour in the cause

of his Divine Master, is now drawing to a close. For

nearly fifty years Dr. Dana has been a member of the

Board to whom he addresseshis Remonstrance, and he

has always been one of the most faithful and devoted

uardians and friends of the important institution under

t eir care. ‘ -

This “Remonstrance” was presented to the Board in

1849. After two years a Re crt was made upon it, and

accepted, the nature of whic was highly unsatisfactory '

\
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to the friends of truth and orthodoxy; and, inasmuch as

the considerations and an gestions contained in the Re

monstrance have been followed by no corresponding ac

tion on the part of theTrustees, Dr. Dana has felt called

on to make this public a ,peal to the Christian‘public;

and such is the history 0 the present publication. .

It may be safely assumed, that when a man of Dr. Da

na’s age, and character for piety and wisdom, with the

_ prospect of very soon meetin his Master, and rendering

up an account of his stewards ip, feels himself constrain

e , in this public and emphatic manner, to raise his voice

in remonstrance against beloved and respected brethren,

with whom he has been ‘asSociated for nearly half a

century, he is influenced by no slight considerations of

duty, and that his words are worthy of serious and can

did attention. For ourselves, we are entirel convinced,

that the very grave and alarming nature 0 'the matters

against which the remonstrance is directed, do not only

I fully justify its author in the course which he has adopt

ed, but that no other course was open to him, as an

honest man, in defence of what he firmly believed to be

_. the great principles of sound doctrine, which were dear

to the Fathers of New England, and for the dissemina

tion and defence of which this their Theological school

“was established and commended 'to the prayers, confi

dence, and support of the churches.

We have been aware, for some t ears wpast, of two

things in relation to this subject. he first is, that the

instruction now, and of late given in the Theological

Seminary at Andover, was in direct opposition, on se_

several fundamental points, to the received standards of

sound doctrine, especially to the Westminster Assem

bly’s Catechism, andythat this teaching was calculated

to produce an influence upon the cause of vital godliness

in New England, which was of the most deplorable

character.

The other fact is, that although many of the youn er

ministers, and multitudes of Christians, have been az

zled and impressed by the splendour, of the rhetoric, and

the brilliant drapery of learning and talent which has

been thrown around this erroneous teaching, and have

failed in some cases to detect it, and in others justly to

v
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estimate its dangerous tendency .; yet there have been

those, and these amOng the soundest and best men in the

land, who were not only fully aware of _ the facts, but

were filled with sad forebodings "and ' sorrowful anticipa-K‘

tions of the result, and were determined to bear their tes

timony, like faithful men, against these grievous de ar

tures from “ the faith once deliVered to the saints.” e

rejoice to see this class well represented by this vener- _

able servant of God, who, standing as he does on the

border line of eternity, has little occasion unduly to re

rd the plaudits or the anathe'mas of men, but is doubt

ess concerned only to discharge what remains to him of

duty in such a manner as to secure the approbation of

his God. .

Dr. Dana indulges in no bitterness of reproach or in

vective. He writes in calm and impressive style, with

simple dignity, and with reat earnestness.

like a man w o feels im e led b considerations which

he cannot resist or neg ect, to ischarge an important

though unpleasant duty ; and his entire aim seems to be - '

to bear his honest testimony to the truth in a'Christian

spirit, and in the “ more excellent way.”

the interests at stake, and. for his own high charact’er,

and for the nature of his cause, he deserves to be heard.'

The principal point in the Remonstrance appears to be

that the instruction given by the Professor of Theology

in the Seminary is'in direct opposition to what is require

ed by the leading provisions of its 00nstitution and sta

tutes. According to him, “ The Constitution provides

that every Professor in the Seminary, shall be a man of

sound and orthodox principles, according to the system

of doctrines denominated the Westminster Assembly’s

Shorter Catechism. Every Professor must, on the day of

his inauguration, publicly make and subscribe a solemn

declaration of his faith in Divine Revelation, and in the

doctrines of the Assembly’s Catechism. He must so

lemnly promise to defend and inculcate the Christain

faith as thus expressed, in opposition to all contrary

doctrines and heresies. He must repeat the declaration

and promise at the close of ever five years ;- and should

he refuse. this, or should he teac or embrace any of the

He writes‘

He evidently .'

feels the solemnity of his position and the importance of'

q
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' Q

proscribed heresies or errors, he shall be forthwith re

moved from office.” ' _

-With these unequivocal and excellent provisions of

the constitution of the Seminary, those of the “Asso

ciate Statutes” are in perfect accordance. And the lan

guage of both these instruments most plainly and satis

actorily proves, that the venerable founders of the In

stitution designed that the great doctrines of Grace, so

clearly presented in the invaluable formulary of the

Westminster Assembly, should be always maintained,

taught and defended by those who were called to fill the

chairsof instruction. -

This plain and manifest design .on the. part of the

Founders of the Seminary, as expressed in 1ts constitu

tion and statutes, Dr. Dana, who has been familiar with

the details of its history for forty-nine years, now dis

tinctly declares is violated by the sentiments entertained, -

and the instruction given by the present “Professor of

Christian Theology,” and this too in the face of his so

lemn declaration and subscription of the doctrines of the

Assembly’s Catechism. And he gives us s ecific doc

trines, which he declares are denied by the rofessor,.if

not in a formal repudiation, yet virtually in the char

acter‘ of his instruction.

- The doctrine of original sin, as fully recognized by the

Catechism, is thus denied. -

The teaching on- this point is, that our nature is not

sinful, and that original sin is not sin.

In respect to Regeneration, which, according to the

Catechism, involves a real and radical renovation by

the Holy Ghost, and a restoration of the Divine image in

man, the views presented are, that Regeneration consists

in a change in the balance of the susceptibilities; or in

a change from sinful action to holy action ; or, (which is

the utmost which is allowed,) in a change from a nature

not sinful, inclining to sinful acts,-—to a nature not holy,

inclining to holy acts.

In respect to the Covenant, by which Adam was con

stituted and regarded as the federal head and represent

ative of all his race, which has always been regarded as

a fundamental doctrine in theology, it is declared that

this whole doctrine is exploded, and that there, is no

i
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evidence of any covenant of works between God and

Adam, as the head of the race, or with Adam, as inclu

ding his posterity. .

In respect to the great doctrine of the Atonement, by

which a full satisfaction was made by Christ to the bro

ken law and outraged justice of God, which teaches that

the Redeemer sufi'ered under the wrath of God, and the

cursed death of the Cross, the Professor is understood to

maintain “that it cannot be said that Christ’s passive'

obedience frees us from punishment; and that in the

case of the penitent, the demands of the law are evaded

or waived. _ ‘ .

In respect to the doctrine that we are justified by the

imputation of the righteousness of Chmet, received by

faith, the Professor is understood to maintain that Christ

needed obedience for himself, and could not perform a“

work of supererogation for others ; that if Christ obeyed

the law for us, we need not obey it for ourselves, inas

much as the law does not require two obediences ; neii

ther,- in this case,_is there any grace' in our pardon; and

that the doctrine of the imputation of Christ’s'bbedience

to us involves a double absurdity.

Such are the doctrines which the venerable author of

the “ Remonstrance” solemnly declares are taught in the

Andover Theological Seminary. These are points ac

knowledged to be of a radical and fundamental charac

ter. And if such be the character of the teaching in this

institution, then the act of subscription to its constitu

tion, expressing, as it does, a hearty belief in the doc

trines of the Assembly’s Catechism, must be a meaning

less farce, or a piece of Jesuitism, unworthy of any honest

man. .

But there are other important points of doctrine in.

regard to which the sentiments of the Professor re

ferred to are lamentably unsound. Dr. Dana declares

that such as the following have come to his know

ledge :—

“That there was a period when Christ began» to be the

Son'of God ; that if he was a man, and if he was a holy

man, he must have had ability to sin; that temporal '

death makes no part of thepenalty of the 1aw,—nor is it

~
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properly the punishment of sin;'and that it is in'the

power of human beings to hinder the execution of some

parts of the Divine decrees.”

“Assertious such as‘ these,” says Dr. D.,- “ I must de

clare,-~begging the Professor’s pardon,—are very reck

less, and very dangerous.”—(Rem0'nsvmnee, p. 10.)

We would add here, that if any doubts are entertained

~as to the peculiar and unsound views of the Professor,

his celebrated Sermon before the Convention of Con e

gational Ministers, on “ The Theology of the intel eat,

and the Theology of the feelings,” and the discussion

with Dr. Hodge, in the Princeton Review, to which that

Sermon gave rise, furnishes the most abundant and deci

sive testimony. _

We have, then, the melancholy and alarming specta

cle held 11 faithfully to view in this “ Rem'onstrance,”

of a Christian institution, established 'at a vast expense,

whose foundations were laid in prayer by some of the

best and soundest men in our country, and which was

intended to be a great means of maintaining, defendin

and disseminating the cardinal doctrines of pure Christi—

anity, becoming instead, an organ of destructive errors,

which tend inevitably to sap the. very foundations of

orthodox_faith and Godly practice. We have the as

tOnnding spectacle of a Professor of Christian Theology,

of fine talents, glegant learning, and uncommon rhetori

cal and oratorical powers, in his chair of instruction, and

in the pulpit, directly attacking, and endeavouring to

destroy those very doctrines, to which at his inaugura

tion- he solemnly declared and subscribed his cordial

assent, and instilling into theminds of the sons of the

church, who are soon to go out to fill her pulpits, senti

ments and doctrines which are at war with the plain

teachin s of the Bible, as well as with the views of the

best an ablest Diviues of every age and country.

We behold an a ed and venerable Father, whose

praise is in all the c urches, after having privately re

monstrated with his brethren of the Board of Trustees as

to the grave evils alluded to, but without effect, now

obliged, in order to case his own conscience, in the dis

char e of his dut , as a pledged guardian of the interests

01.. vn.-- o. 1. ' 8
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of the Seminary, and the designs and wishesof its pious

founders, to ap eal _to the Christian public, and hear his

sorrowful, but libnest testimony, against these alarming

evils. These are sad and humiliating spectacles. The

seeds of evil which have been sown in ,this Institution,

are springin up, not only in New-England, but all over

the land, e reaching of the young men who come

out from its hal s, is, in a great degree, vitiated by the

instruction the have received. The great cardinal doc

trines of Religion, do not distinctly and thoroughly per

vade their sermons. The doctrines of human depravity,

unconditional decrees, spiritual regeneration, the atone

ment, the imputation of Christ’s_ri hteousness, justifica-'

tion by faith, and the true nature 0% experimental piety,

are not held forth clearly, and fully, as they stand in the

formularies of the church. And under such preachin

the spiritual life of Christians must be feeble and ine -

cient; while a spirit of pride, self-reliance, and procras

tination, must tend to place impenitent sinners in a dan

gerous and appallin position.

The language of 1'. Dana himself, will best describe

the disastrous results which are now flowing, and must

continue to flow, from the nature of the instruction given

in the Seminary. He asks— ,

“Has the orthodox character which for many of its

first years, it maintained, been subsequently preserved?

Have the preachers whom, in recent tilnes, it has sent

forth, been signalized and acknowledged as champions

of the doctrines of the Cross? Have their sermons em

braced the great principles of the creed of the Seminary?

Have they presented distinct and lucid exhibitions of

human depravity, of regeneration, of the atonement, of

justification by faith, of the nature of experimental and

saving religion? That numbers have thus preached, is

cheerfully conceded. But they are in the minority.—

And this minority has been still decreasing from year to

year. This is familiarly declared by the most judicious

members of our churches. Nor is it uncommon for spi

ritual Christians to complain that, under the preaching _

referred to, they are not fed with the pure truths of the

Gospel.” ‘ .
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a

_ cessible.

on this subject, he_adds—

“ I am constrained to hear an unwilling personal testi

mony. As a member of the Presbyteries of Londonder

ry and Newburyport, I have been called to take part in

the examination of some scores of candidates, educated

in the Seminary. Many of these have appeared well,

but the greater part have failedin some essential points;

particularly that of native depravity. And you know,

my Brethren, that this is a point so vital and pervading,

in the Gospel scheme, and in experimental religion, that

the minister,_the Christian, who essentially fails here,

can scarcely be right any where.”—(Remonstrance, pp.

6, 7.) . '

Such is the sad picture drawn by a venerable clergy

man of New England, of the state of things in one of her

prominent Theological Seminaries. His words are words

of truth and soberness. They are spoken deliberately,

solemnly, and in view of the judgment day. They come

to our e'ars with loomy and impressive weight. For we

think we see in t e very fact, that after two years of pa

tient waiting. for the effect of private remonstrance,

Dr. Dana has been forced to . appeal publicly to the

churches in re rd to these alarming evils,—an evidence

that the remedy is difficult of access, if not entirely inac

We greatly doubt whether, under the congre

gational polity, a check. can be effectually given to the

progress of error in this_Institution. It seems to us that ,

between the Scylla of Bushnellism in Connecticut, and ~'

the Charybdis of Andoverian Theology in Massachusetts,

Congregationalism, as a system of church government, is

in danger of being wrecked. Sound and good men may

remonstrate, and protest, and .mourn- over the grievous

defections of ministers and professors, but to ut the

strong hand of authority upon their errors, an rescue

the churches from their disastrous influence, seems to be

beyond their power. Congregationalism, in these days,

is being tested as it never has been before, and it seems?

to us to display its inherent weakness in these emergen-‘

cies. And we have reason to believe that some of the

best and soundest of, our New England brethren are
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beginning to feel that the ‘polity of the Presbyterian_

Church is twiser, safer, and better adapted to guard and

_maintain the cause of truth and Godliness, to lift up

an efi‘ectual standard against error, and to reserve, in

its purity and simplicity, “the faith once dblivered t0

the saints.” ‘
v“We assure such, of our affectionate sympathy with

them, in the tryin position in which they are now

laced, in the conflict between their views of truth and

uty, and a natural reluctance to sever bonds in which

they have been long and pleasantly united with their

"brethren. \Ve prayxthat God will them wisdom to

see clearly their duty, and strength to discharge it faith

fully. We would encoura e them in every effort to bear

testimony to the truth, ang remind them that

“Truth crushed to earth, will rise again;

The eternal years of God, are her's;

But Error, wounded, writhes in pain,

And dies, amid her worshippers. -

4 Ae__,..

ARTICLE III.

THE NECESSITY AND IMPORTANCE or couraovnasv.

The capacity, extent, and province of reason, in refer

ence to religious truths,—the design and authority of

the Word of .God, as the standard of doctrine,-—the

nature, character and purposes of G0d,—the- trinity of

persons in the one eternal Godhead—the deity, oflices

and work of the Lord Jesus Christ,—the Divinity and

work of the Holy Ghost,—the nature and necessity of;

the atonement,—these are subjects, which lie at the ver '

foundation of all religion: the pillars and ground ofall

religious truth. The view we take of these doctrines

makes us deists or believers,--rationalists or Chris

tians,—the only true worshippers of the “true God, and

our Saviour,” or blasphemous idolaters. These truths

underlie the very “first principles” of all iety, namely,

the relation in which man stands, to God: 'and God to .
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~man,‘ the independence or absolute helplessness of the

creature, the way of salvation, and the ,whole manner

and matter of acceptable worship. They lead .to two

systems of belief, separated by a chasm of impassable

depth, and “ centrary, the one to the other.”

And yet both exist, and both claim the name, the au

thority, and the sanctions of Christianity. Both are

found amon us. Both have their ministry, their ordin

"ances, and t eir worshippers, and both hold forth their

claims to the allegiance of ourselves and our children.

What course, then, are we to pursue? Both cannot be

true. One or the other must be false, and if false, dan

gerous, delusive, and destructive. What are we to do?

Above all thin s, says the world, do not controvert, do

not quarrel. eace is more important than opinion. '

For modes of faith, let graceless zealots fight, ‘

He can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.

Just similar 'was the condition in which the primitive

believers were placed when the Apostle Jude wrote to

them his epistle. ,

The object of God, in this epistle, was to warn Chris

tians of the existence of false and heretical teachers, from

whose cunning guile they were in imminent danger,-—to

assure them of the Divine judgments to which such

teachers, and all who gave heed to their seducing errors,

were exposed,—and to urge upon them the duty of stren

uously maintaining and efending the truth and purit

of the Gospel. The design of the e istle is practical. t

proceeded from the love cherishe towards those who

professed to be the disci les 01' Christ. Their spiritual

welfare dee ly affected t e A ostle’s heart. Their sal

vation, an that salvation w ich was “the common”

ground of hope and joy to all believers, was at stake.—

or the Gospel is the power of God to salvation only

when it is understood in its purity, and received in its

simplicity, and in Godly sincerity. He felt, therefore,

under a pressing necessity to write unto them, because

others were using efforts to pervert them. “For,” says

he, “there are certain men, crept in unawares, who were

of old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly men, turn
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ing the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and'denying

the only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ.”

The Apostle, therefore, at once, and with earnest im

portunity, calls upon those endangered believers to real

ize the imminent eril of their condition. All error is

pernicious in its e ects. But it is destructive in propor-7

tion as it affects those doctrines which relate to the

Author and the way of salvation. And when men rep

resent God as so gracious that they may continue to

indulge the lusts of the eyes, and the pride of life,—and

When they deny the essential Deity, and omnipotent,

omnipresent power, and vicarious atonement of “the

only Lord God, and our Lord Jesus Christ,”—then, as

the Apostle Peter declares, they introduce “damnable

heresies”,-——“ ernicious ways,”-—and bring upon them

selves swift estruction.—(2 Pet. 2: 1.) This is what

the Apostle Paul also taught, when he calls 11 on the

Roman Christians to “ mark them who caused eresies

among them, contrary to the doctrine which they had

learned.”—(Rom. 16,17.) The Apostle John goes still

further. He makes the acknowledgment of the coming

of Christ, as implying an antecedent divinity, and an

assumed humanity the criterion of one who “is of God.”

“ Every one professing to expound the Gospel, (says the

Apostle,) who does not teach that Jesus was a man,—not,

however, as was affirmed by the Docetas, in appearance

only, but in reality, and yet, that he was not merely a

man, united, as the Cerinthians alleged, to some super- '

angelic being,—is not of God, but is that spirit of anti

christ whereof ye have heard that it should come, and

even now already is it in the world—John, 4: 3. That

teacher only, therefore, is of God, who confesses that He

"who was in the beginning with God,’ and who ‘Was

God,’ ‘was made flesh,’ and became the word of God

incarnate, ‘God manifest in the flesh.’ ”*

The Apostle, therefore, under the guidance of inspira

tion, felt that any departure from “ the truth as it is in

Jesus,” and, especially as it concerned the person, char

acter, and work of Christ, endangered the salvation of

immortal, souls.

* See Horsley’s Tr'acts.’
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_They knew, also, that. all religious error is traceable,

ultimately, to themalign influence of that seducing spir~

it, whois denominated “ the father of lies.”—Matt. 13 :

41.* To him the Apostle Peter expressly “ascribes the

fraud and hypocrisy of Ananias.—Acts, 5 .‘ 3. The

Apostle Paul warns the Corinthians that “the serpent

who beguiled Eve, through his subtilty, would also cor

rupt their minds from the simplicity that is in Christ, by

transforming himself into an angel of light, and in the

character of a minister of “Christ,” preaching another

Jesus whom he had not preached, and another gospel

which had not been originally proclaimed—2 Cor. 11:

3, 4 ; Eph. 6 : 11. And Christ himself warns the church

of Thyatira against false doctrines, which he denominates

“ the depths of Satan.”—Rev. 2 : 24. _

But how does Satan accomplish these hellish purpo

ses? Not singly, but by instigating “false Christs,”

“false prophets,” and “false teachers,” “false apostles,”

“deceitful workers,” to transform themselves into the

ministers of ri hteousness. Such being the case,-,-such

being the sleig t and cunning craftiness with which false

teachers, under a pretence of liberty, with feigned words

make merchandize of souls, the Apostle _calls upon be

lievers to be on their guard. Not merely human elo

qlpence and sophistry, and philosophy, he in effect tells

t em,—not merely apparent zeal for God, and for the

dignity and happiness of man, are employed to pervert,

and, if possible, to deceive the very elect,~—-but princis

palities and powers, and spiritual wickedness in high .

places, are also leagued for the seduction and overthrow

of believers. And it is only by taking to themselves the

whole armour of God, and fighting the 00d fi ht of

faith, that Christians can hope to stand rm an true

against the, wiles of the devil.

The Apostle knew also that there is in every one of us ,

an evil heart of unbelief leading 11s to depart from the

living God, to hold the truth in unrighteousness, and to

build upon the foundation ofGod’s word, the hay, wood

and stubble of man’s teaching. There is, in the very best

of men, a corrupt principle which, unrestrained by the

I * Matt. 18: ‘19. Mark,4: 16. Luke, 8: 12.
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grace of God, will lead to error in judgment, and impie

ty in practice. And when error is flattering to human '

ride, compliant. to human infirmity, and tolerant to

uman o inions, practices, and fashions, and when it

promises eaven and happiness without holiness, self

enial, regeneration and zeal for good works, it is far

more congenial than that truth which teaches that “ ex

cept a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of

God,”—that “ without holiness no man shall see the

Lord,”—that if any man will come after Christ, he must

deny himself, take up his cross and follow him,”——come

out from the world and be se arated,-—and that, “deny

ing uhgodliness and worldly usts, he must live soberl ,

righteously and Godly, in this present evil world, look!

ing for the coming of the great God, and our Saviour

Jesus Christ.” -

Believers, therefore, are vehemently and with great

earnestness, exhorted to remember these things,—to con

sider their danger, corruption within, temptation with

out,—and to cleave with full purpose of heart unto the

Lord, and to the word of His testimony. The great trust

committed to every Christian is the truth—“ THE FAITH,”

as it is here called,—t-he faith which has God for its

author, Christ for its object, sanctification for its evi

dence, and salvation for its end. It is by the hearing of

the Gospel, this faith is produced. It is by the truth we

are sanctified. And this Gospel, when accompanied by

God’s spirit, is “the power of God unto salvation.”—

This faith God has delivered to believers in his word by

holy men of God, who spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost. God’s word alone can tell us what God

is-—'what God wills—what God requires of man to be

lieve, and to do, in order to salvation. All other li hts

are false li hts, which lead only to precipices an to

perdition. his alone is the true light shining in a dark

place, to which We do well that we take eed. The

world by wisdom knew not God, and it never entered

into the heart of man to conceive the things now_reveal-'

ed, the mystery hid for ages. -'

And as Christ, the sum and substance of this faith,

was “offered once to bear the sins of many,” (Heb. 9:

28,) so this faith has been “ once” for all, that is, fully,
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finally and authoritatively, “ delivered” in thetu/r-es. It endureth for ever. It is the everlasting Gos- '

pel. It has been delivered once, and no more. It is the

same yesterday, to-day and forever. No other founda

tion for our faith and hope‘can any man lay, than 6hat

which is laid. As a testament, ,the Gospel contains the

whole will of Christ. As a rule, it contains the whole ,

laW'of Christ. As a creed, it contains the whole doctrine

of Christ. As a guide, it is able to make wise'unto sal

vation. And as the means of salvation, it is perfect,

converting the soul. , ‘

This, then, was the common salvation,—“ the faith,”—

about which the Apostle gave all diligence to write, and

earnestly and vehemently to exhort. And as this was

the faith once and always delivered unto the saints, in

divers manners, and in divers measures, from Adam

until Christ, so it is the faith, the only faith, and the

whole faith, now delivered unto the. saints. Andas in

the A ostles’ days, and from the days of Cain until

then, t is faith was assailed and corrupted and derided,

and another gospel, which was not another, was, with

cunning and persuasive craftiness, urged upon man’s

:cceptance, so also is it, in these last days, and so will it

e. ' '

What then, we again ask, are we to do?

We appeal to common sense. If the faith is that in

which our hope for everlasting life is founded,~—if it is

by the truth, as it is in Jesus, we are made free,-—if it is

through God’s truth we are sanctified,—-if it is the truth

which purifies the heart,--if the truth is the source and

motive to g0dliness,—if the truth is a part of the Chris

tian armour, by which every Christian is to stand,-—-if

this truth is to be believed, to be obeyed, to be manifest

ed, and to dwell in the saints for ever,-—if we are bound

to love the truth, to speak the truth, to judge according

to the truth, to rejoice l'n the truth, to deal in the truth,

. to buy the truth and sell it not, to abide in the truth, and ~ _

to contend earnestly for it,--—if the church is to be the

pillar and ground of the truth, and has received a banner

that she may be the reserver, the defender, and the

propqagator of the‘trut ,—-if God is the author of the

trut , and the truth is the truth of God,_—if Christ is the

'Von. vii.--No. 1. , 9
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truth, and the truth is the truth as it is in Jes_us,.—if the

' Holy Ghost is the inspirer of truth—if He guides only

into truth, and along the way of truth,—if He sanctifies

and saves only by the truth, and is emphatically the

Spirit of Truth,—-if the Gospel is truth, and nothing

but the Gospel is truth—if it is as the truth, and only as

the truth, the Gospel is the ‘power of God to the salvation

of them that belie've,—-if it is the great end and aim, and,

commission of the church, and of every individual mem

ber of that church, to endeavour to convert those who err

from the truth, and to bring them into the way of truth,— _ '

and, not to multiply these statements, which are all in,

the langua e of Scripture, if the enemies“ of Christ are

represente as they who are devoid of the truth, who sell

the truth, who speak not the truth, who love it not,‘and

obey it not, who resist the truth, turn away from it, hold

the. truth in unrighteousness, change it into a lie, preach

another gospel, and confess not that Christ is the sove: _

reign Lord and Jehovah, God manifest in the flesh,—.if

I say these thin are so, then what else can any lover of

the truth do, thin contend earnestly for it, whenever,

wherever, and by whomsoever it is gainsayed. '

We appeal to the common experience and conduct of '

men in re ard to every other kind of truth than religiOus ,

truth, an in reference to every other privilege and

blessin , which they hold dear. Let the truth of civil

and religious freedom, as involving the right of free in

quiry, freedom of speech, freedom of action, and freedom

of religious worship, be assailed,—let the constitutional

rights and privileges secured by the charter of our na- .

tional government to every member of the confederacy,

be endangered or denied,—-let the rights and privileges

_ of any citizen, or any class of citizens, in any one of our

communities be infri ed upon, by our municipal authorities,—or in any orther way, let personal and social

rights be interfered with,—and hbw shar , and long, and

V loud, and earnest, and costly, and if needs be, even unto

blood, will be the controversy, the disputes, the appeal

to public opinion, to judicial investigation, and to the '

true interpretation of our constitution. In regard to civil

liberty, temporal rights, and all personal and social

blessings, no man would hesitate to contend earnestly ’
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and as often, andas long, as necessity might demand.

This freedom of debate and controversy is the main

spring and essential conservator and guardian of free

constitutions, repaying for its many incidental evils by

activity, energy, knowledge and persOnal interest in the

common weal, awakened by it in every bosom. And

just as surely, just as necessarily, and just as rofitably

will the momentous truths and blessin s of t e Gospel

appear of unspeakable value to every eliever, agitate

their understandings, inflame their spirits, enkindle their

devotion, and when assailed, and denied, excite to con

troversy and earnest contention. -

From the very nature of the case, we conclude that

this must be so. What man loves, he clings to and de

' fends ; for where the treasure is, there will the heart be

also- What is worth proclaiming, is worth preserving,

and what we feel it our duty to believe, we feel it our

duty to defend. What we value we will maintain and

eamestl contend for, against all who would defraud us

of it. hings must become the subjects of contention in

pro ~ortion to their im ortance, and‘religion and religious

trut being unspeaka ly the most important things in

the world, no man can be either seriously or sincerely a

Christian, who will not contend earnestly for his faith,

and hope, against all opposers. The cause of such con

tention is not in religion, any more than it is in science

or liberty, or social rights. The fault, in every case of

controversy, is in the different understandings, tempers,

interests, passions, and prejudices of mankind, incited

by the great enemy of all peace. As long as these lead

_ to opinions and practices contrar to the truth in science,

liberty, or religion, there must e, as the Apostles say,

divisions, and contendings and defendings. b0 long as,v

on whatever plea, the citadel of truth is assailed, the

sentinel must give warning, the garrison must appear

under arms, and that citadel must be defended; and he

that acts otherWise will and must be a traitor to science,

to his country, and to his God. - .

We appeal to the very nature of the Gos el itself.

What is the Gospel? It is the revelation of Go ’s plan of

mercy and salvation to guilty, sinful and perishing man.

In reference to God, it discloses God’s everlasting pur
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ose and plan for blessing us with all spiritual blessin in

eavenly places in Christ,—the grace of our Lord esus

Christ, who for our sakes became poor, that we, through

his poverty, his blood, his righteousness, might become

rich,-the love and condescension of the ever blessed Spi

rit, who saves us by the washing of regeneration, and by

His renewing, sanctifyinw and comforting-influences. In;

to the name, that is, the helief, worship and service of the

Father, Son, and the Holy Ghost, every one is tobe dis

cipled, and in all that pertains to their‘divinity, ofl‘ices

and services, all are to be indoctrinated. In reference to .

MAN, the Gospel reveals to us that he is “born in sin,”

“an heir of wrath,” “desperately wicked,” “dead in

trespasses and sins,” “already condemned,” and incapa

ble, without being born again, of entering the kingdom

of God. I. '

' In reference to THE WORLD, the Gospel reveals that the

whole world lieth in wickedness, being led ca tive by

Satan, who is the god of this world,—that all t at is in *

the world, is not of the Father,—that the whole world

is guilty before God, under his wrath and curse, and in

the broad way that‘leadeth. to destruction,—that it is

commanded to repent and belieVe the Gospel, in the as

surance that he that believeth shall be saved, and he

that believeth not shall be damned.

The Gospel, therefore, in its doctrines and duties, its

mysteries and its 'threatenings, is a scandal to some, and

. foolishness to others. It is everywhere s oken against,

and in every way opposed, or else modified) and moulded

into conformity to the views and wishes of man’s darken

ed understandin and depraved heart. “I came not”'

therefore says Cirist, “to bring peace on earth, but a

sword.” In itself, the Gos e1 is the tidings of peace and

good will to man. But as it throws light into the dark

heart, and dark and evil ways of sinful men, men will

oppose, resist and contemn it, and thus make that Gospel

to be, as it. is called, God’s sword, which, in itself, is

God’s embassv of '1ove. The alternative, therefore, is

the Gospel with controversy, or no gospel at all. The

Gospel is itself a standing controversy, with the cavils,

the objections, the doubts, and the blasphemies of men.

There is not a truth in the Gospel, nor in the Bible, nor
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even in natural religion, that is not controverted by the

sceptical, unbelievin , proud, and self-conceited wis

domof foolish man. The Atheist denies the very being

of God,-—the Pantheist his personality,—the Deist his

.word,--the sceptic his providence,—the errorist his mor

al overnment, his holiness, justice and severity,-—and

mu titudes deny the authority, the claims, the obliga

tions, and the uns eakable worth of the'salvation and

sanctification to w ich the Gospel calls. Let us, then,

attempt to limit the doctrines to be enforced from the

pulpit to those truths which are undisputed, and we are

at once brought, not to the abandonment of the Gospel

merely, with all its high mysteries, but to everlasting

silence upon every truth, natural or Divine.

So it has ever been, and so it will ever be. ' Truth, in

this world, and amon .the men of this world, is like Ish

mael among'his enemies. Its hand is against every man,

because every man’s hand is against it.- It must either

conquer opposition or die. It is a testimony for God and _

his truth, a ainst man and his lies; against the devil and

his wiles. rom the very beginnin of man’s apostacy,

until now, there has been enmity %etween the serpent

and the woman, between the sons of God and the'sons of

men, between righteous Abel and a Christ-denying Cain,

between the church and the world, between the word of

God, and the traditions and philoso hy and wisdom of

men. The whole of religion is style repeatedly “Jeho
vah’s controversy.”—Hos. 4: 1; Micah, 6: 2; Jerr 25,v

31. The Scriptures are controversial writin . The whole

book of Job is a controversy. The prop ets were wit

nesses'for God, and his truth, and contenders for the

faith. John the Baptist was a firm and vehement and _

bold contender and martyr for the truth. The ministry

of our blessed Lord was a perpetual controversy, and the

Gospels a record of it. The Apostles were left to arrive

at truth in many things by “much disputin amon

themselves,” (Acts, 15 : 7,) and they convinced ews an

Gentiles by much disputing with both.

The earl Christians contended against the Jews,

Pagans an heresiarchs, of their day, and it was only

ainst the power of the sword, in the face of infamy and

death, and with the sacrifice of millions of human lives
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from age to age, that the truth prevailed and conquered.

When the whole power of the Roman empire and of

Vandal fury were leagued to destroy and exterminate

. that very orthodoxy for which we now contend, it was

‘ only by controversy and patient endurance that the

priceless truth, as it is in Jesus, was preserved and per

petuated, and heresy overthrown.

When the truth had again been perverted by the man

,of sin, it was by controversy and faithful contending,

even unto blood, that Luther and Calvin, and our fathers

in" Scotland, and in Ireland, and in France, rescued‘the'

truth, and again unfurled its banner to the breeze of

Heaven. And it is only by controversy, and contending

earnestly, that the truth, in all its urity and power, can

ever be maintained and handed dbwn to our posterity,

and disseminated throughout the world. The church -.

will remain a living church, and the church of the living

,God,‘ only so long as she remains the pillar and the

ground of the truth,—-the truth, the whole truth, and

nothin but the truth.

But if these arguments are insuificient, let us further

remind you that controversy and contending is made an

imperative duty by God himself. Ministers must defend

as well as preach the truth, and drive away the wolf, as

well as protect the sheep. The mouths of deceivers are

to be stop. ‘ed, and gain-sayers must be convinced, who ‘

subvert w' ole houses. If there are damnable heresies,

there may be a damnable silence, and a cursed patience,

on the part of that watchman who giveth not warning.

Woe is unto him, if he do not keep the truth and hold

fast the faithful word, and speakthe word which becom

eth sound doctrine. Nor is this woe limited in its effects

to their own souls. For it is only when the have de-

clared all the counsel of God that they can fee pure from

the blood of other souls crying out for ven eance u on

their unfaithfulness. And it is in view of t is fact t at

many corrupt the word of God, and handle it deceitfully,

that all ministers are charged before God and the Lord

Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead at

his appearin , to reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long

sutfering an doctrine, seeing that the time will come

when men will not endure sound doctrine, but after their
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own lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, and

'they shall turn away their ears from ~ the truth, and be

- turned unto fables. Every minister, therefore, is set for

\the defence of the Gospel, and not merely for its procla

mation. " ,

Not only ministers, however,.but eveny Christian is a

‘ wa/rm'or, under the Captain of his salvation, and under

obligation to contend earnestly for the faith, and not to

sell it. They must hold it fast, and neither give it away

nor suffer it to be taken from them. They must keep it

in their heads, by bein well established in the faith,——in

their hearts, by being lled with the love of the truth,—

and in their hands, by being ready to give a reason for

it to every one that asketh. They must hold it fast, by

persevering devotion to it, and by a zealous defence of it,

est, “being led away by the error of the wicked, they

fall from their steadfastness, and at last lose their crown.

For he that is content to be a locker-on, while his fellow

Christians contend earnestly for the faith, shall never be _

more than a looker-on‘when they are crowned with that

diadem which is laid up for them who have “ kept the

faith.” :

Objections to religious contrOversy cannot therefore be

religious. They are in evident contrariety to the princi

ples of common sense,——t0 the invariable conduct of

mankind in reference to all other truth,——t0 the necessity

of the case,—to the very nature and genius of the Gos

pel,——to the way in which the truth has, from the begin

ning until now, been professed and perpetuated,'—to the

nature and design of the church, an the ministry,——and

to the plain and positive commands of God. From what

ever motives such opposition to controversy arises, it in

volves, therefore, the spirit of disobedience, unfaithful

ness, and that cowardly timldity and “fear of man which

bringeth a snare.” For what is controversy? It is either

an oral or written discussion of whatever is controverted

as error. Now, to controvert or dispute a point, is only

to agitate a question, and sift and weigh its evidence so

as to obtain clear and satisfactory ideas of it. And can

any man attain to a real personal and assured belief

without controversy? It is impossible. Neither can any
man mad/stain his belief,ior defend it, but by continually '

J".
,_

.
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controverting, discussing and weighing all that is pre

sented to' his mind, for and a ainst his faith. '

Aversion to controversy, w en it is based upon a pr0~

fessed regard for the interests of reli ion, is founded

upon misapprehension and mistake. tconfounds con—

troversy with contention, and contending with conten

tiousness, and disputation with a disputatious spirit. It _

- does not distinguish between controversy and the temper

in which it may be conducted. Religion demands and,

necessitates CMLZT'O'UP'PW, but it denounces a controversial

spirit. The principles which are upheld, the purpose in

which it originates, the object for which it is employed,

and the spirit in which it is conducted, characterizes any

particular controversy as good or evil. If it spring from

a mere spirit of contention, from a desire of victory, or a

love of display,—-from personal animosity, and not from

love of the truth, Christianity will not acknowledge it as _

her own. If employed on questions unnecessary or un

important,—if it is made the vehicle of personal maligni

ty, and is carried on in a spirit that rends asunder the

bonds of charity and peace, it is e ually unchristian.

But these evils flow not from the use, ut from the abuse’,

of controversy,—not from the truth, but from the evil

heart of its defenders,—and are not therefore inseparable

from it, nor a prohibition of its use. And these evils,

however great, are not worthy to be compared to the

evil and guilt of allowing the truth to be lost through

indiiference, or endangered through our pusillanimity.

And all that the Apostle enjoins, is not that spirit of

contentiousness, “ but that open, manly, unflinchin

continuous effort, towards the furtherance of the trut ,

in all circumstances, and in the face of all opposition,

which the truth demands at the hands of those who have

honestly received it; and which it will undoubtedly

receive, from every man who is deeply and thoroughly

convinced that it ,is the truth, and that all else is but

vanity,-—yea, worse than vanity,-—delusi0n; delusion and

and a lie.” ' '

But while many, through misajyn'ehension and mis

take, are opposed to religious controversy, many, it is to

be feared, are opposed to it, because they are indifferent

to, or opposed to the truth itself. They condemn the

\_ l .

* v
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'contending earnestly for the faith, because they contemn

the faith itself. Some artfully deny controversy, 'and

hold up its abuses and its incidental evils, in order to

destroy free inquiry, which would endanger their estab

lished errors, and their' blinded votaries. -- Others are so

inflated with' the idea of their owu infallibility, that their

insufferable arrogance cannot bear to have'oracular dec

larations, which of course are the voice of God, called in

question. Others, again, op rose controversy, but it is

only controversy for, and in defence of, the truth; while

they are to be freely ermitted to controvert against the

, truth. Laziness, pri e, intolerance, impiety, indifference

to all religious truth, and above all, a secret feeling that

the stirring 0f the waters of controversy may arouse their

' slumbering but uneasy consciences : these, it is to ‘be fear-'

ed, constitute the ’revailing motives with too many of

those who, under t e pretence of peace and charity, and

the glory of God and the good of souls, cry out against

all controversy, unless it be about the paltry uestions of

some municipal election, or the beggarly e ements of

mere earthly things.

And when some even good and ious eople affirm

that controversy is of no use, we wou d rep , 1n the lan

guage of Dr. Beecher, “ It is nearer the trut to say, that

no great advance has ever been made in science, religion

or politics, without controversy. And certain it is, that

no era of owerful theological discussion has ever ast

away, without an abiding effect in favour of truth. be

discussions of Augustine, of Luther, and of Calvin, are

felt to this day; and the contrOVersial writings ofxEd

wards, have been to error, what the mounds and dykes

of Holland have been to the sea.”

Contending earnestly for the faith, is, therefore, an

imperati/ve and all-important Christian duty. “Stand

fast in one spirit with one mind, strivin together (wrest- -

ling together) for,the faith of the Gospe , and in nothing

terrified by your adversaries.” . “ Why halt ye between

two opinions?” When God’s truth is at stake, neutralit

must be criminal, and indifference to the truth is, of a 1

others, the enemy most to be dreaded.

_ Only let our zeal for the truth be combined with chari

ty for the persons of all who oppose it. This discrimina

' Von. VH.—‘—NO. 1. 10
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tion between our accountability for holding and defend-"

a ing the truth, and the accountability of every man only

to God, and ndt to man, for his religious opinions, is the _

true secret by which we may “ speak the truth in love,”

and so defend it as to maintain peace and charity, even

towards it assailants. This will enable us to honour'the

truth, without dishonouring ourselves,——to be firm and

calm,—-and with a warm heart to preserve a cool head,

and a graceful tongue.
I

_.‘___ _ . __Vi._—__V._____._T‘__

\

ARTICLE, IV.

THE PHILOSOPHY or LIFE

Inquiries into the philosophy of vital existence neces

sarily involve great erplexity and doubt. It is a subject

which embraces bot the most enlarged and comprehen-~-'

sive views of nature, and the minutest investigations of

the most simple and palpable elements and laws of the

material world. ,

How inorganic substances are combined, and trans

formed into organisms of perfect symmetry and beauty;

and what laws govern the wonderful changes ofmatter, in

the production of life, are problems of the reatest inter

est to the student of nature. Their consideration has

confounded the wisest minds of ancient and modern

times, and they still remain, and perhaps will ever be, a

fruitful source of s eculation and controversy. The most

beautiful theories have been woven in the closets of sage

philosophers, and have had ardent admirers and support

ers, until the li hts of science have dissipated them into

empty air, and eft us still groping in confusion and ig~

norance, in search of the mysterious agents which are

constantly in operation around us. '

After all, we can only exclaim with the poet,—

“Full nature swarms with life, one wondrous mass

Of animals or atoms 0 anized,

Waitin the vital brealti1 when parent Heaven

Shall bid his spirit blow.”
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Every element and every bein is in a condition of

constant and unceasing chan e. utation is the law of

nature, and when a body is ecomposed, its constituents

in a moment seek new arrangements and form different

compounds. Chemical laws are always in action, and

.wund'er the influence of various agencies, produce some of

' the most astounding phenomena in creation. The ap

pearance of the earth before life began, when there exist

ed neither herb nor plant, nor flower, nor tree, when no

livin being, either animal or vegetable, exhibited the

handiwork of the Creator,-when all was as yet one vast,

. unbounded, dreary waste, impressed with the awful stillj

ness of the grave, presents to the imagination of man

some of the most appalling scenes upon which his mind

can ponder. How long this state of things continued,

we cannot hazard even a ’conjectural opinion. But at

length these dismal a \pearances commenced, as if by

magic, to fade away. llhe, God of nature spoke, and the

face of the earth began to smile with life. It is certain

that all matter was primarily in a state of unorganize

tion; but by the developement of a principle, denomi

nated cital, and by the concomitant action of appropriate

liexcitants, the dead mass assumed a living ap earance,

‘ chemical laws yielded to vital powers, and the earth,

_which before presented only scenes of barrenness and

deformity, was beautified and ornamented with the rich

est treasures of organization.

It will thus be perceived, that we indissolubly connect

living with organic phenomena. And although the great

Hunter asserts, that “life and organization do not inthe

' leastdepend on each other; and that organization may

arise out of living parts and produce action, but that life

can never arise out of, or produce or anization,” we

must think, from natural observation, t at they cannot

be separated, even in idea. Hunter strenuously advoca

ted this bold opinion, to sustain an by othesis of life,

which will, by and by, he noticed. FVhether life is

necessa/rilythe result of germination, or whether it may,

under some circumstances, occasionally spring up with

out it, is a question which cannot be satisfactorily deter

mined at present. It seems reasonable, however, tc

suppose, that, as the work of creation is still pmbably

.“ I. I -

‘ .‘ I».
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progressing, there may possibly be spontaneous genera

tion.*

In fact, numerous experiments afl'ord strong confirma

tion of the theory. What produces this wonderful meta

morphosis of matter? \Vhat subdues chemical affinities,

and clothes inert bodies with vital properties? Is it a.

principle sui generis, or is it the resultant arising from

the concurrent action of suitable and peculiar excitants ? - .'

This is a problem, which the combined wisdom of ages

has not been able to solve.

Speculation has followed speculation, and theories have

been advanced, resting on abstract reasoning, time after .

time, to account for the singular phenomena of vitality ;

but as often have they proved unsatisfactory and ab

surd.

On this, as on all subjects of an abstruse and mysteri

ous character, men, upon whOm nature has lavished her

most precious gifts, have devoted years of toil and unsur

passe mental efforts in vain. Being lost in the intricate

mazes of speculative reasoning, they have taken flight

upon the wings of their imaginations, and promulged

theories equally contradictory to the dictates of reason

and the truths of Divine revelation. The inability to

detect the fugitive principle of life, induced Magendie,

and a respectable portion of the French school, to deny

its existence as an entity. Thus, according to their

views, ignorance of the essential'nature of a causative

power, even with a knowledge of its effects, proves posi- .

tively that it does not exist. They make vital phenome

na independent of a primordial cause. They build a

gigantic structure without a foundation. But a sufficient

evidence of their sophistry is, that they never speak of

vital existence without referring to the vital principle.

They frequently expatiate upon the totality of powers,

the totality of properties, etc; and thus de uce positive

and infallible conclusions from remises which are really ‘

negative and contradictory. e believe that a vital'

principle exists; yet we as firmly believe, that it can u

never be absolutely detected. Like other great natural

* We suppose the writer does not use this term in the sense in which it

was used by the old advocates of “spontaneous generation.”—Eds. S. P.

Rev. .

. ___b-‘__-l
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agents, as heat, li ht and electricity, the element itself is

not known, thou Eits action, general laws and results,

are palpable to t e most careless observer. By a paste

'r-z'om reasoning, which is by far the soundest, we con

clude analogically as to the primary cause. The princi

- ple, before excitation bysuitable stimuli, is in a negative'

or quiescent state; and the same remark is applicable

to other principles. How the vital force acts upon inor

ganic matter, we shall not attempt .to explain. But it

_ evidently acts upon ultimate atoms; makes new corpus

cular arrangements, and imparts entirely different pros

perties to it. The evidence of the fact, is a sufficient

ground for belief, without an intricate examination into

itsIprocess of operation.

aving premised the existence and action of a vital

_ principle, a brief review or analysis of some of the most

popular theories of life may not prove uninteresting, and

is erhaps necessary.

he doctrine of Aristoxenus, a distinguished Grecian

physician, will be first noticed. He taught that there is

a consent of action in the different organs of the animal

frame, and that harmonious action, which constitutes

health, results from the proper and united functions of p

'a these organs, as harmony in music arises from the due

tone of the musical chords. This he called the theory of

Harmony.

zealously opposed by the Epicureans, and finally over

thrown by them, on the ground that it was founded on

the gratuitous asisumption, that perfect life could only

arise from consent of vital action. Its falsity was fully

I shown by Lucretius, who clearly proved that the mind

may be diseased, and the corporeal functions remain

unimpaired, and vice versa. But even grantin the truth

of the theory, to its fullest extent, the essentia principle '

of life is unrevealed by it. Another hypothesis, which

was heartily embraced by the Greeks and Romans, and

likewise the Jews, was, that “the life of all flesh is the

blood thereof,” or, in other words, thatthe blood itself is

the principle of life. This theo , a parently strength—

ened by the Mosaic writings, an en orsed by the ritual

of the patriarchs, was considered a satisfactory exposition

of the chief elements of life. Even the poets of antiqui

.,_: .
o

This plausible and ingenious hypothesis was,

IN
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ty seemed enamoured with, it, and immortalized it \in

verse. After having flourished a long time, it paled be~'_

fore the investigations of medical hilosophers. It thus

remained until the names of arvey, Hoffman and

Hunter, raised it a ain to the zenith of its popularity.—

Harvey, from the hrilliancy of the discovery of the cir

culation, was easily led to the adoption of ultra views,.

with respect to the important functions of the blood.—

Huxham, an enthusiastic advocate of the theory, believed '

that he had traced the princi le of life to its ultimate

seat in the blood, and conten ed that the red globules “

'Were its receptacles. Hunter pursued the subject with

unsur assed perseverance and accuracy; and, although

he di not succeed in establishin his premises, he shed

great light upon the physiologica uses of the blood. He

proved, beyond cavfl, that the blood is vitalized and

subject to the fundamental laws of livin bodies. But

the sli htest glance into the operations of nature shows

the fal acy of his reasonin upon the general subject of

life and organization. “ e invariably find” says Good,

“ that or anization is the ordinary, perhaps only, means

by whic life is transmitted; and that whenever life

appears, its tendency, if not actual result, is nothing else

than organization.” But Hunter’s reasoning fell far short

of the mark; for it neither detected the essential princi-.

ple, nor illustrated its action on the blood in vitalization.

Leaving this beautiful, though imperfect, theory of vital

essence, we will briefly examine another, which was first

suggested by the Epicurean school, and afterwards de-‘

ve oped by the researches of chemical experimenters. It '

teaches that the vital principle is a fine, invisible and

subtle gas or aura, which reaches the most remote atom

of vitalized matter, and conspiring with other important

natural agents, forms, according to Lucretius, the soul

itself. Several gases and fluids were supposed by their

discoverers to be so nearly assimilated to the vital prim

ciple, that a line of distinction could not be drawn be

tween thein. Caloric, oxygen and voltaic electricity

were each successivel assigned as the chief element of

of vital existence. hat caloric is essential to life, no

one can deny. That it exercises great influence on the

preservation and growth of living bodies, is likewise,

\ . _
.

‘ ~ I
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indisputable; and, in all robability,'it is impossible for ‘
vital manifestations to tallie place without it.‘ Yet the

bare enunciation of the proposition, that “heat is life,”

involves the monstrous absurdity, that there is no such

thing as inorganic matter. For, if it is true, (and it un

doubtedly is,) that every thing material is caloiified,

their reasoning would lead to the preposterous conclu

sion, that every thing is infused with the principle of

life, or, in plain terms, lives. This hypothesis was sup- '

ported by a celebrated Einpiric in this country, and is

still in vogue with his followers, some ofwhom have been

bold enough to assert, that the distinguished Dr. Rush

_‘ partially subscribed to it. This is utterly false and un

rounded, as in his writings can only be found the opin

ion, that heat is requisite for the production and main- ‘

tainance of life. .To Thomson alone is due the credit of

having invented a theory so fraught with ignorance and

folly. When Lavoisier demonstrated the important ofii

cos of ozéygen in both animal and ve etable life, it was

suppose to be the ultimate source oi vital existence.—

The equal importance of other gases in the animal, as

well as vegetable kingdoms, will, I presume, be a suffi

cient refutation of t is theory. From the interesting

experiments of Galvani and other chemists, the proba

bility was thought to be reduced almost to a certainty,

that life originated from electricity; or that the vital

principle was the electric fluid, so modified by peculiar

circumstances, as to produce all the phenomena of life.

' Wilson Philip, who was a strong advocate of this opin

ion, with reat confidence in its correctness sa *s, “ the

identity of lvaic electricity 'and nervous in uence is

established yexperiment.”

In these experiments, however, to which he alludes,

the henomena have since been roved not vital, but

pure y electrical. ' Even' after deat , the muscular fibre

shows contractibility under the influence of galvanism.

The action, in this instance,'is sim ly electrical and me

chanical. The- curative efl‘ect of tliis fluid, in many dis

eases, nevertheless, evinces a controllin influence over

life. It is an interestin fact, that the uman bod is

possessed of magnetic influence, and at timesexhi its _

magnetic phenomena. Are these properties owing to ' ‘
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nervous influence, or electricity? From the quantity of

ferruginous matter in the blood, we are inclined to attri

bute them almost entirely to the latter. That there is

an intimate connection, however, between the two fluids,

is illustrated in Mesmeric experiments, in which there is

both a transfer of sensation, and an exhibition _of mag-

netic influence. All agree, I believe, that life is produced

and continued by the action of some powerful agent or

' a ents. “ Life” says Dr. Brown, “is a forced state.”—

T is opinion was first announced by Cullen, who after

wards renounced it. ‘ Rush also, antecedently to Brown,

intimated the same view, and so expressed himself in'v

his able lectures on the causes of animallife. This opin

‘ion is plausible, and probably correct; for, although vi

-tal actions appear harmonious, yet it is very evident

that they must be the resultants of forcible powers.»—

Dr. Rush advances one step farther, and says that ani

mal life commences with respiration. After speaking

of demonstrable physiological evidences, he ‘refers to va

rious expositiOns of Scripture, and proves conclusively

the truth of the proposition. /

' From the writings of this eminent physician, we un

derstand that he regarded life as the direct result of~

stimuli, without a primordial cause. A peculiar suscep—

tibility of receiving impressions, he denominates sensi—

bility, and the capability of transmitting impressions

from the brain to the muscles, so as to produce motion,

excitability. It will be unnecessary and tedious tore

' iterate and detail the difi'erent excitants mentioned by '

Rush. They have been beautifully arranged and classi

fied by him, according to the various parts of the body,

upon which they act. Those which excite the internal

parts are termed internal, and those acting externally, ew

temal stimuli. Now, when these act with proper force,

and within due bounds, they produce erfect health; but

when they fall below the normal gra e, or exceed their

usual action, disease immediately commences its ravages.

There seems to be an equilibrium between the excite

ment produced by stimuli and excitability: They are in

inverse proportion to each other; If stimuli are sudden~

ly abstracted, there will be no extitement, but an accu

mulation of excitability, which denotes direct debility.

1

'1
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But if, on the other hand, stimuli act too violently,

great excitement is the consequence, and there is a de

crease of excitability, causing indirect debility. One

fact worthy of remark is, that the absence of one stimu.

lant may be, in a reat measure, supplied by another.

All these facts are, think, reconcilable with the exist

ence of a vital principle. I cannot conceive in what

manner the phenomena of life can be explained by parity

of reasoning, without supposing the existence of a ri

mordial cause. We do not, however, recognize the Vital

principle in such unlimited scope, as was taught by Py

thagoras, who supposed that it was essentia 1y active,

and moreover, that the soul was in a continued state of

transmigration; or E icurus, who thought the universe ‘

pervaded and inspire by an “uni/ma mundi,” .which is

“Through the whole system’s utmost depth diffused,

And lives as soul of e’en the soul itself," '

but as passive, latent and dis uised, until rendered ac

tive, free and discoverable by t e requisite excitants.

An enumeration of the various appearances which

distinguish living from dead matter, would prolong this

article to too great a length. Besides, they are so plain,

that a repetition is scarcely necessary.

A living being is called an animal when it is endowed

with heat, motion, sensation and thought. Beings ma

be so partially gifted with these, that they cannot wit

certainty be placed in an animalized class. However,

in their more perfect states, the distinctions are well de- ‘

fined and evident. Life is not restricted to the narrow

compass of animality. .

The vital principle is diffused through the vegetable

kingdom also. And as a slight comparison between the

animal and vegetable worlds may not be foreign to the

sub'ect, a few words will be devoted to their parallelisms

an resemblances. In all the various forms of creation,

we observe a unity of design; and, althou h not cast in

the same mould, there are evidences of e wisdom of

the Supreme in all his works. At the first glance, there

seems to be no similarity between animals and vegeta

bles ; but when we examine the structures of both, wit

ness their homo eneous natures, and remember, that

VOL. vn.- o. 1. - ' 11
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some able physiologists have bestowed even sensation

and thought on the vegetable kingdom, we must infer

that an intimate relation exists between them. Look at

the re-production of a plant. The pollen of the male

flower falls upon the stigma of the female, is conducted

by the style to the germe, which it stimulates to growth,

and, in a manner resembling, in a striking degl ee, the

generation of an animal, a new plant is ,forme . Both

are enclosed in suitable receptacles in the formative

stage. In structure the analogy is. as close. Both are

composed of tissues, adducent and reducent vessels, and

lymphatics. Valves are placed iii the vessels of both, to

prevent a reflux of their contents.

A circulation in plants, like that of animals, has been

established by direct experiment; and plants, in all pro

bability, are possessed of nervous energy, as we invaria

bly find vital phenomena accompanying, perhaps depen

dent upon, nervous influence. The parallelism is still

further carried out‘in the allotted time of existence, in

some species of both kingdoms. Some plants bloom and

wither in a few hours; and, on the other hand, some

animals arrive at a perfect state of their existence in as

short a space of time, and as soon die. The slips of ,

plants may be productive, and also buds and bulbs ; but

this only indicates a closer resemblance, as the hi/r'udo

m'm'dis and hydra, are produced by lateral sections, and

zoophytic worms b buds and layers. Plants gradually.

rise in the scale 0 organization, till it is diflicult to dis

tinguish them from the lowest order of animals. There

are, however,-some clear and well-defined difi'erences.—

A plant generally possesses only irritability and con

tractibility; is confined to one spot; and draws susten

ance from the gases, earths, and minerals. Whereas, in

the last distinction, animals, (besides difl'erences men

tioned before,) are nourished by animal and vegetable

substances almost entirely. So, it seems that the vege

table kingdom, by a process of assimilation, renders _

inert and indigestible, substances subject to animal nu

trition.

Having thus shown resemblances between the two

kingdoms in some particulars, we must not' conclude

that the endowment of such low orders of beings with
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something more than more vital existence, is at all de

rogatory to the majesty of man. He is gified with pro

perties, which distinguish him from all other living crea

tures. To him belou the supremacy of reason, and he

- alone is possessed 0 those oveeti/ve faculties, which

enable him to penetrate the im vista of the future, and

look beyond the destructive ' and vain desires of this

world, to the glorious enjoyments of another.

As a particular detail of vital phenomena would de

mand unnecessary space and attention, we will confine

_ our views to the more important facts. A remarkable

property of a living body, is its reeuperafi/ve energy, or,

1n other words, its capability of resisting the deleterious

influence of disease, and restoring the system to a heal

thy state. What this is owing to, is not certainly known;

but the action of a “iiis meeleeatriw nat/urw” is deduced

from a variety of circumstances. What is reaction, but

an effort of the system to overcome the disease, and

restore its functions? Does not the bod exhibit a pro

tective principle, in resisting excessive eat and cold?

And does not the inflammation succeeding irritation

appear to be an energetic effort of nature to remove the

irritatingl body? Some suppose the fever consequent

upon a c ill to be the result of this defensive principle of

vitality, which, acting with too great violence, leaves the

system in a state of debility, and thus renders it more

susceptible of a recurrent attack. Medical teachers ad

vise us to assist nature by remedial agents. Assist her

in doing what? Must we not infer that she is striving,

by her own powers, to remove the evil? In supposing

that nature possesses curative powers, we reject, as pre

sumptuous and untenable, the “ rational soul” of Stahl.

For, to suppose, for a single moment, that the mind can

solely avert the influence of baneful agents, would at

once concede the possession of the rational soul, or mind,

to all organized bodies manifesting recu erative proper

ties. No doubt the mind exercises consi erable influence

over health; yet we must carefully distinguish between

the mind and life. They are too distinct entities, though

often co-existent and dependent.

We should not be surprised at the curative efforts of
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nature, when we consider that life is in egm'librio, and

that disease destroys the balance of health ; and, moreo-‘

ver that some curative effort is requisite to restore it.

How it acts, we cannot explain ; but suppose the impulse

to be communicated. through the nervous centres. The

nerves are placed as sentinels to give the alarm at the

approach. of the enemy. When this is done, the recu

perative energies of the system are roused ; every resist

ance is made to its attack, and the invader may be re

pulsed. If, however, the protective powers of the system

are over-matched and prostrated, disease commences its

ravages u on the weakest and most assailable points, the

whole b0 y partakes of the evil by sympathy, and even

tually death waves his banner in triumph over the de

serted fabrick.

We can observe, that even when death commences,

the remaining powers of the system, however feeble,

exert their fruitless efl'orts to overcome the disease, which

is denoted by the accompanying fever, and extreme ner

vousness of the patient. It really seems impossible, as

we view the subject, to account for the removal of dis

ease, and the restoration of health, without concedingv

defensive properties to living bodies. Having thus no~

ticed imperfectly the primordial cause of life; its exci

tants, and some of its chief henomena, let us take a

glimpse at animate nature. ow wonderful the thou ht

that all space is filled with habitable matter, and t at

the universe is teeming with living creatures! And it is

a legitimate inference, from daily observation, that myri

ads of beings are in existence around us, though they,

concealed

“By the kind art of forming Heaven, escape

The grosser eye of man.”

The globe itself seems alive, and every thing is 'oyous

with life. “No doubt,” observes a distinguished natu

ralist, “there are gradations of existence below the small

est animalcules, which our nicest instruments have not

brought to light.” Even in a single drop of water, mil

lions of living, moving creatures exist. However ephe

meral their existence, there is reason to believe‘ that they

enjoy, to the fiillest extent, the pleasures of life.
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,“ Each crawling insect holds a rank

1m ortant in the plan of Him, who framed

This scale of beings; holds a rank, which lost

Would break the chain, and leave a gap,

That nature’s self would rue l”

Man is, however, the master-piece of life. His anato

mical structure is more complicated, his characteristics

more striking, and his existence more glorious than any

other creatures. His traits are more strikin , from the

fact that he is created after the image of his Maker.

Rational pursuits afford him alone enjoyment, and the

prospects of eternity give to him an unbounded field for

contemplation. Yet, no matter how brilliant his hopes,

or lofty his aspirations, the must be eclipsed and ros

trated by the hand of Deat . He is at last triump ant,

-' and claims the trophies of his victory. We yield “to his

own strong arm,” in the belief, and with the hope, that

“the life to come” will more than compensate for the

momentary pangs of dissolution.

 

ARTICLE V.

THE RELATION OF JUSTICE TO BENEVOLENCE IN THE CON

DUCT OF SOCIETY.

The two virtues which stand at the head of this article

are usually put into a sort of antagonism with each oth

er. It may be seriously questioned, however, whether,

in essence, they are not the same, and that it is only the

varying conditions under which the generic virtue is

exercised, that causes it to be called by the one or the

other name. What is justice ? It is that principle which

regulates our conduct towards others, according to the

re ations existing between us. What is benevolence? It

is the same princi le, associating itself with hearty good

will to others, an adapting itself to any circumstances

of need or suffering into which they may have fallen.—

Thus, justice approaches its object in the way of right;

benevolence in the way of love. The former demands

a claim; the latter an occasion. Still, the generic prin
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ciple is the same; and our Saviour announced as much

the law of benevolence as of justice, when he said—

“Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,

(1;; ye ’even so to them, for this is the law and the pro- -

p ets. .

This union of two seemin 1y contradictory elements is

not peculiar to morality, §ut is often realized in the

investigations of science. Previously to the days of

Franklin, it was believed that there were two kinds of

electricity,—the vitreous, and the resinous. That phi-lo

sopher proved, however, that there was but one; and

that what created the difference was, the excess or defect

of this element in any one body, or set of bodies. So,

at the present time, some persons are beginning to con

jecture, that the forces which carry the heavenly bodies

around their centres, are not two adverse agents, but the

same agent, acting under difi'erent conditions.

Now, it must be evident, that if this common nature

of justice and benevolence be maintained, the injury

done to the one, must be equally inflicted upon the oth

er. He who strikes a man upon the head, may not, it is

true, with the same blow, strike also his foot. But the

foot suffers as well as the head; and a, death-wound

inflicted upon the latter member, will as surely carry the

foot to the grave as the head: it kills the mem, including

both members. Wherever, then, the doctrines or prac

tices of men have exalted one of these cardinal virtues at

the expense of the other, they have as essentially injured

their favourite as their foe. To invade justice, is to in

vade benevolence, and to harm benevolence, is to harm

justice. Whenever justice transcends the line of benev

olence, it becomes itself unjust; and whenever benevo

lence oversteps the bounds of justice, it is itself unkind.

_ Thus, if we consider these virtues as having a sort of

two-fold personality, but a common nature, the one kee s

the other in perpetual check; and each has fixed boun

beyond which it cannot ass. .

I‘here is no perfect adjustment of these virtues, pro

bably, but in God himself. In Him, justice and benev

olence are so harmoniously linked together, that he neVer

can perform an act of benevolence that is not just, or an

act of justice that is‘ not benevolence. And in propor- '
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tion as men and an els approximate in character to Him _

who is the All-Per ect, in the same proportion will their

acts and conduct be under the control of the two-fold,

yet ever-perfectly adjusted dominion of these noble vir-I

tues. On earth, among men, 'we perceive the wildest

irregularity on this subject. Here, on the one side, we

see a class of men, the vigorous adherents of justice.

All they demand, in any case whatever, is, the rule, the

law, the claim, the decision of the court. All virtue,

with them, after this, consists in the unmiti ated exe

cution of the sentence renounced. The rig ts of hu

manity, and the sympat ies of a common nature, must

be hushed to the sterner voice of justice and law. Now,

these men are as u/ng'ust as cruel. They are invading the

territory of justice, as savagely as they are that of heme

volence. On the other side, we see a different class of

men,—men who, nauseated at the inhumanities of past

ages, and of present despots, are almost ready to con

clude, that government is a curse, and well-regulated

society aburden too heavy to be borne! The contrast

here alluded to, is well exemplified in the present con

dition of continental Europe. On the side of govern

ment in that country, there is a vast preponderance

given to what is meant to be justice. But Americans,

who look at these acts of legislation across the Atlantic,

and from the bosom ofa very difi'erent kind ofcivil govern

ment, see clearly that the governments in Europe are,

for the most art, tyrannizing over their subjects. On

the contrary, this very tyranny seems to find a justifica

tion in the fact, that just so soon as kings and statesmen

yield, the people are disposed to run into such excesses

as to threaten all Europe with absolute ruin. It is easy

to see the proper remedy for evils of this kind. It con

sists in a spirit of mutual concession and confidence

between sovereigns and subjects. ‘ But how is this to be

effected? We answer, without hesitation, the entire m0

mh' of Europe must be placed upon a deferent basis.

The ible must be 0 ened to her millions, and preachers,

teachers, and Sabbat 1-schools must be scattered abroad

in every hamlet and neighbourhood. Nothing else will

ever deliver these mighty governments from the perpe
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tual alternations of tyranny and revolution, oppression

and radicalism.

In our country, the tendency, with one solitary excep

tion, is more to liberalism than tyranny. The exception

to which we refer, is the politico-ecclesiastical govern

ment of the Papal church. That overnment is now,

and ever has been, of the most a'solute kind. And

although in this land, it does not as yet control the great

er masses of the nation, so far as it does go, it is as des-

patio as that of Turke or Japan. The great sin of this

ower is, its withhol ing a free Bible from the eople.

By thus depriving its sub'ects of the only means t at can

either enlighten or christianize them, it consigns to abso

lute ignorance and oppression, some two or three millions

of American citizens! And if this work should go on,

and the Bible be taken from the people of the inited

States, as in Italy and South America, no wisdom or

device of man will ever be able to rescue our vast popu

lation from the same alternating changes from tyranny

to radicalism, and radicalism to tyranny, that are now

devastating both Europe and South America, as with the

“ besom of destruction.” Apart, however, from this Un

Saxon, Un-Republican element, the general tendency of

the American mind is to latimde'na/ria/nism. The power

in this land is now, and, in one form or another, ever.

must be, in the hands of the people. And, so long as

this is the case, we may expect a more or less leaning

of the laws to the personal and immediate good of indi

viduals. vThe great and abiding principles of govern

ment will be made to succumb to expediency, and a

system of utilitarianism will succeed to that of even

handed justice.

We see the tendency here referred to, in the political

opinions of our countrymen. There can be no doubt,

but that an over-ruling Providence has been preparing

our race, through scores of generations past, for wiser

and better s stems of government than now exist upon

the earth. his preparation, however, can only be ef

fected by severe experiences and protracted disciplinef

Society does not, and cannot, leap from barbarism to

civilization at once. Nor can any great error that has
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found its way into a political system be soon eradicated.

Time, changes, instruction, circumstances, must all com

bine to effect these moral and social revolutions. The '

forms which the existing governments of our world have

assumed, are the work, not only_of centuries, but of

thousands of years. To imagine that such institutions

can be soon changed by the agencies now in operation

ibr that purpose, or that even the powerful influence of

our government can, at any early period, produce essen- ,

~ tial ameliorations in their condition, is toexhibit utter

ignorance of man’s past history, and of his nature, as a

social being. No; national opinions, usages and laws,

like the mountains and valleys, the rivers and lakes, that

indent the surface of a country, are not things to be re

moved by the mere breathings of philanthropy, or the

impulsive action of well-meaning charity. Yet, the opin

ion is exceedingly prevalent in this country, that man

can be happy and useful only under free institutions, and

that the great mission of our government is to propagate

' . civil liberty throughout the earth. There is a sort of sick

ly compassion felt for every stranger who happens to have

been born under the dominion of a crown, or who ha

pens, in any way, not to possess the general freedom of

the great American Republic. Such an one, particular

ly ii opposed, is welcomed to our shores by a thousand

hands, while hundreds of pens are calling for the sword,

possibly to redress his country’s wrongs ! Yea, we go

further than this. We need but the slightest offence,—

the weakest occasion, to call forth our battalions to

invade the provinces of a sister count . The justifica

tion here is, not that we have receive a righteous call

to war, but that our neighbour manages her people and

provinces so illy, that it were far better for us to take

them under wiser and better control ! Now, if the histo

ry of the ast teaches any thing, it teaches this, that a

,spirit of this sort, if pampered and gratified in its cupidi

ty for foreign conquest, will next seek that which is do

mestic, and will as exultingly triumph in the destruction

of its country’s institutions, as it once did in the invasion

of those that belonged to strangers. ' _

We see this tendency to set a spurious benevolence

against justice, in the spirit and action of many of the

Von. vn.—'-—No. 1. - . '
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voluntary Societies of the present age. These Societies

are all based upon the principle that the laws and usages

of nations are to be reached and altered by means of the

geople; To a very (good degree this principle is correct.v

ut where it so a dresses the people as to set them

against existing institutions,—as- to alienate them from

their authorized rulers,——as to incite them to rebellion

and revolt, “ evil, and only evil” can result. Should the

people, who may have been the down-trodden serfs of

centuries,—-shoald they so unite as to t the powerjnto

their own hands,--what then? What. but such scenes

as revolutionary France witnessed, under the bloody

reign of terror and the guillotine! And having swept

away all the higher and better classes of men, who, then,

is left to control the dashing and heaving elements of the

political chaos that remains? No one : until some great

and daring spirit, far more oppressive and arbitrary than

the “ powers that we're,” comes forth, like a Caesar, or a

Buonaparte, to hush the storm and re-establish tyranny !

0r, suppose, what is far more likely that the efforts of

the people at revolution should fail. What then? What,

but a series of bloody executions, shocking to humanity,

followed by an' iron yoke of bondage, far heavier than

ever pressed the necks of the people before! Such must

inevitably be the results of all injudicious attempts,

through a false spirit of benevolence, to mitigate the evils

which men sufl‘er under their various systems of social

or er. -

Modern Abolition Societies furnish a t illustrations

on this subject. It is- an amazing fact, t at while these

SOcieties exist wholly in States whose constitutions re

co nize no such relation as that of master and slave, their

chief object is to operate upon territory where that rela

tion has been recognized b the laws for centuries past!

Is such a course wise? s it modest! Can any sensi

ble man suppose far a moment, that human nature can '

be so down-trodden as tamely to submit to such dicta

tion? It is absolute madness to conceive of such a thing;

and so the result has roved. For some twenty years

the moral batteries of t e world have been turned loose

upon the slaVery that exists in our Southern States. Ar

gument, appeal, wit, ridicule, local‘ excommunication,

bl.
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church’anathemas, books, pamphlets, political speeches,.

and even legislation, have all been used, adfurorem, to

despatch this monstrous. evil! What is the issue? A

calm and thorough investigation of the whole subject of

slavery by Southern Theologians and Statesmen, and a

firm conviction, from all the lights that history, philoso

phy and revelation furnish, that the relation of master

and slave is a lawful one, and that there are many cir

cumstances in which men may exist in a state of servi

tude, in a far hap ier conditiOn, than in the possession

of that nominal reedom, that is not inconsistent with

almost every species of oppression, from the laws and

usages of the hi her ranks in life. Yea, at this moment,

the South is Wi Iling to challen' e the whole world, to ex

hibit a labouring class less burr ened, better rovided for,

or who enjoy more real hap iness, than the fricans who

are, in the course of Providence, held as slaves by her

laws! \Vhat, then, has been gained by this foreign as

sault upon the domestic usages of other States? Two

things—the permanent lodgement of slavery as a fixed

element in our overnment, and a vast amount of hatred

and opposition etween the Northern and Southern sec

tions of our country ! >

We see the tendency, here referred to, in a verypre

"valent disposition to separatepunishmentfrom crime, by

considering transgressors as unfortunate, and needing

pity, rather than as guilty and deserving the penalty of

the laws. Now, the difference between misfortune and

crime, is like that between Heaven and earth,-—light and

darkness. The one we are to hate and avoid ; the other

we are to compassionate and welcome to our b0soms.—

For the one, We are to-provide the means of punishment;

the other, if borne with a right spirit, exalts to honour

and admiration. The sufi‘ering martyr becomes, in after

ages, the object of universal esteem ; but the traitor goes

down from age to age, accursed by all, hated by all.—

rAnd yet, notwithstanding this absolute opposition of

nature between misfortune and crime, multitudes there

are who profess to see no difference between them, and

who call upon others to sympathize'with the vile and

abandoned, as heartily as the do, to renderaid to the

virtuous and pure in their afflictions. True, crimedoes
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'. not ordinarily place a man beyond the reach of h'nman

sympathy and aid. In all else, save his crime, the crim

inal should be treated with humanity. Efi'orts should

also be made to reclaim guilty persons from the ruin to

which they are hastening. But, through a false charity,

to extend not onl to the men, but also to their misdeeds,

the hand of frien ship, is to annihilate moral distinctions

of the most permanent and unalterable kind. And what

must be the result of such a course? What? but the

almost indefinite increase of criminals,-—-the destruction

of law and order,—the banishment from society of all

virtue, and the total extinction, at last, of all the hopes

and joys of the human species. -

The false benevolence, here alluded to, has taken un- ,

der its charge, specially, the care of all debtors, murder

. ers and sinners. Justice requires that all pecuniary

liabilities, voluntarily assumed by men, should be met in

good faith, and settled when they become due; and also

that, should the debtor be unwilling to meet the claims‘

against him, there should be some power in the law to

compel payment. The sickly charity, however, to which

we allude, has provided so many subtert'uges in the law

itself, for a dishonest debtor, and the usages of society

have supplied so many others, that in a great many in

stances he is permitted to set his creditor at defiance, '

and though “dressed in purple and fine linen, and faring

sumptuously every day,’ to tram le upon the rights of

his neighbour, and even to insult im, after having rob

bed him of his goods! The patronage extended to mur

derers is still more bare-faced. That Wisdom that can

not err, has declared from Heaven, “ whosoever sheddeth

man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed.” This law

is both just and necessary. It is just, for there is no

equivalent by whicha murderer can expiate his crime

but his own life. It is necessary ; for were such punish

ment abolished, murderers would so be increased, that

no man’s life would be safe. But these pseudo-philan- .

thropists, far wiser than their Maker, seem to imagine

that murder is simply a crime a ainst the State, and that

when one man has irreparably icon ut out of the way,

it becomes the State to settle with the survivor on the

mildest terms possible! Wonderful legislators, these !
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Wiser than Solon, Solomon, or even Jehovah! But -

these opinions extend themselves to another world. God

has said, “ the soul that sinneth, it shall die ;” and our

Saviour has declared, “ He that believeth-not, shall be '

damned.” Our good-natured theologians,~however, have

undertaken to qualify this harsh language of the Almi h

ty, and after abating much of its meanin , to limit t e

penalty, whatever it be, to the present 1i e! No matter

how much a man sin_s,—no matter how much he con-'

temns the mercy of God offered in Christ, he is to be

saved any how; for it is impossible to conceive that a

, benevolent God should punish men in hell for the sins

committed in this life!

A tendency to Sociah'sm, both in this country and Eu

rope, by certain classes of persons, is also proofi of the

existence of this spurious benevolence. This manifesta

tion of the evil .is, in many respects, the worst of all. It

seeks the absolute submission of political and social

institutions, that have been ordained by God himself,

and that,‘in one form or another, have been observed by

all natious. The rights of property and marriage are to

be abrogated,—all classes in society are to sink to a

common level, and men and women, who can scarcely

live peaceably when scores of miles apart, are to be

placed in the juxtaposition of a united brotherhood! A

state of thin like this might have occurred to the

dreamy imagination of a maniac, but how it ever took

possession of an intellect entirely sane, is a mystery that

even plhilosophy must labour to solve.

Suc are some of the more definite forms of that spu

rious benevolence which seems to be leading so many

otherwise sensible persons astray in the present age.—

Besides these more marked manifestations of the evil,

however, there is what may be termed a difum'on of it

into the universal heart and mind of the existing genera

tion of mankind. The present is considered, par excel

lence, the age of benevolence. Efforts are made to turn

almost every thing in that direction. Now, if the bene

volence here referred to were We benevolence,———ifno

false zeal,-—-no revolutionary spirit, —no wild fanati-_

cism,--no selfish ends, were associated with it; then,

such praise might be just. But perfectly sure are we,

. ‘3"
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that a very 'large amount of the sympathy and action of I

the present age, is wholly spurious. In many cases this

is perfectly manifest ; but it is to be feared that it often

exists where least suspected,'and often produces its 01-14)

' wdhere even the seeds were not known to have been plant

e ! ~ '

We shall now proceed to specify some of the causes

that have dissociated justice from benevolence, giving to

the latter, in almost every instance, an unbecoming pre

ponderance over the former. And the first cause we

name is, a corrupted theology. Many political econo

mists may see but little connexion between the teachings

of the pulpit and the debates of the le islature. They

may imagine that theology and jurispru ence are entire

ly distinct sciences, and that their connexion, if existing

at all, must be extremely remote. But in this they are

mistaken. Every man has his theological opinions, de

rived too, mainly, from those religious teachings to which

he has been subject from infancy. These opinions are

not mere loose speculations, exercising no control upon

the understanding and the life. True, they may not

realize to every man “the good hope through grace”

that the true Christian enjoys. Still, their influence is

great, and they associate themselves with the views the

mind takes on almost all subjects. Hence, we see the

phase of their theology spread over the face of the civil

code of all nations, ancient and modern. Men’s religious

opinions are, for the most part, the matrices of their

political tenets. Now, a very large portion of the theol

ogy of the present age seeks to magnify the benevolence

of God, at the expense of his justice. The inherent ilt

and malignity of sin have been mitigated,—the abso ute

ness of human depravit has been qualified,—the heredi

tary impotency of the uman will to virtuous acts has

been disputed,--the definite character of the atonement

has been denied,--the sole agency of the Spirit in regen

eration has been controverted,—and the whole system of

Christian theology, divesting itself of the sterner features

of immaculate justice, has been lowered, for the accom

modation of reluctant and sceptical humanity! Others,

again, transcending even these alarming boundaries,

have plunged into positive heresy, substituting human

I
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goodness for Divine race,—the merit of repentance for

the merit of Christ’s b 00d, and denying all the doctrines

that constitute the essence of Christianity, as a remedial

svstem for the_ ruin of man ! Now, to all these various

classes of Divines, to ether with their disciples, the

sterner features of the Thvine character and government

are obnoxious. Justice, that original virtue, without

which no other can eaist,—justice, that eternal pedestal

on which rests. the Throne of God, and the scheme of

Redemption,--this virtue of virtues, is underrated by

them,-—is supposed to be kept by the Deity, far in the

back-ground of his other attributes,——and is only to be

called forth when some Sodom is to be sunk, or some

Judas to be executed! Surely, there is a most remarka

ble resemblance between these cod-natured publishers

of “glad-tidings,” and those “fa se prophets,” that were

so much in the way of Isaiah and Jeremiah. It is really

'amazing, what heterogeneous classes of mankind, these

kind-hearted preachers have gathered into the covenant

and promises of God! Is a man idolatrous,—is he im

moral? It matters not; receive him ; his ignorance will

atone for all that. Again, is a man unregenerate,—is he

a stranger to an inner, divine life? This matters not;

receive im,—his honesty and morality will compensate

for all that! And so, these heralds of “ smooth things”~

go on, making out their catalogues for Heaven from

men, whom the Scriptures, again and again, doom to a

dreadful condemnation. Oh, what clerical quacker is

this! And so these “false apostles” will findiit, when

they stand at the Bar of an insulted Saviour, and shall

there be accused by those whom they now deceive, of

being the authors of their perdition?

Another source of the prevalence of this pseudo-phi

lanthropy, is to be found in utilitarian hilosopky, that

is so popular in our colleges and schoo s. There is an

intimate connexion between theolo y and ethics: indeed,

. the latter may be considered as the outward expression

of the former. Where Paganism is the prevalent creed

in religion, the morality of the people will correspond;

and the theology being low, the morality will also be

debased. On the contrary, where a sound -orthodoxy

prevails, and the great truths of Revelation are cordially
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embraced, the 'moral system of a people will be high,

. and vice and sin will be frowned upon with severity.—

There is a strong affinity, indeed, a very close relation

ship, between Pela ianism, in its various forms, and the

' Utilitarian philosop y. Both of' these systems proceed ‘

upon the same principle—the exaltation of benevolence

at the expense of justice. The great point to be reached

under this philosophy, is the utile. Governments, church

es, associations, and societies of every kind, must form!

all their plans, and direct all their action to the promotion»

of certain benevolent ends previously agreed u on. The

usefulness of these ends are of course to be judged of by

their governments, societies and associations, themselves;

Others may take avery different view of the subject.

They may consider as exceedingly pernicious, the very

ends to be accomplished by these champions of benevo

lence. To interpose a doubt here, however, is to interfere

with the rights of conscience; it is to deny human liber

ty. You must, therefore, permit these men to determine

this primary matter for themselves. If they agree that

a certain part of the constitution is pernicious, and ought

to be changed; or, if they conceive that a certain social

custom is harmful, and ought to be abolished, you must

not interfere, but bid them “ God-speed” forthwith upon

- their mission of love. As to the means to be used, for

the accomplishment of these ends, they are to emplo

any and all that will promise a favourable issue. ff

petitions are necessary, then they must be raised to such

a number, that, like the locusts of Egypt, they shall

darken the very heavens. If eloquent statesmen are to~

be employed to effect these purposes, committees must

be appointed, and addresses and appeals made, to secure

these services. If the press, the pulpit, or the stum ,

will promote the objects, why, any or all must be use ,

as circumstancesshall direct. And such is apt to be

the zeal-of these disinterested partizans of benevolence,

that often, when a. question arises as to the lawfulness

and propriety of certain means, they are ready at once '

to decide it, by simply considering'its connexion with

. the end,—“ Will it accomplish our purpose?” This is

the question—“ If so, adopt it—the end is good, at any

rate” Thus, deciding upon their own ends, and selecting
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their own means, in each of which they are not always

scrupulous, these modern reformers go forth “conquer

ing and to conquer.” The histories of modern Revival

ists, of modern Abolitionists, and of the modern Propa

andists of liberty, all furnish lamentable examples of

t e facts here stated. 'By all these, and many others

like them, the stablest, rinciples of society have been

shaken,—long and estab ished usages have been assail

.ed,—good men have been maligned,-—sound doctrine

‘ has been ridiculed,—and all to give place to some up

‘ start Luther, ressin forward by ‘.‘ might and main”

some wayward and fictitious reformation. The philoso

phy of Hume and Paley, may not, it is true, be charge

'able with all this folly; but certain it is, that to a large

degree, they have opened the flood-gates through which

these bitter waters have proceeded. The prevalence of

these systems of ethics has corrupted the eoneeienees of

men; and have furnished them with moral rules, that, if

, carried out, can only lead to the very worst consequen

ces. Fix, for instance, in the creed of some hot-headed,

restless spirit, that maxim of Paley—“ whatever is expe—

dient is right,”—-and you give him an instrument of

tremendous power, which he is ready to apply in all

cases, and to press forward with all possible zeal. It

renders him bold, rash and daring; and, if at the head

of some of those numerous associations so prevalent in

our country, he is never at a loss to fix his point of

expediency, or to lead forward his zealous adherents to

its attainment. -

The influence, too, of our free tnstitwtions upon the

- public mind, is another source of the evil we are here

considering. This effect is produced in two ways: by '

imparting false notions as to the nature and value of civil

liberty, and by furnishing the people with every sort of

privilege and opportunity for expressing and propaga

ting their 0 inions. In estimating the freedom of gov- .

ernments, t at is usually considered the freest that allows

to individuals the reate'st amount of personal liberty

consistent with public safety. Any degree of personal

liberty that w uld endanger or harm the government in

any way, mueslie dangerous ; and any restrictions placed

upon a people, above what is necessary to their proper

VOL. vn.—No. 1. 13
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v . example.

I

control, must be oppressive. Here, however, arises a

nice point in le islation, which it is exceedingly difiicult

to determine. Trideed, it is a point which must vary its

position according to the character of the peo le to be

governed, and of the government under which t ey live.

n a country like ours, where the government originated

with the people, and was .made for the people,—and

where, too, the people themselves are sober, calculating.

and moral, this omt may descend far down the scale,
towards personalpfreedom. Hence, as a matter of fact,

North Americans are the freest people on the globe.

But where the character of the people is not such as to

make the possession of a large amount of ersonal free.

dom consistent with the public welfare; w ere, too, the

people are ignorant and immoral, and have always been

accustomed to stron government,—there, the point of‘

equi oise between Eberty and power must approximate

muc nearer to the latter. Now, it is evident, since

these things are so, that if any nation is to enjo a large

de ree of freedom, it must first pass thro h a ong and.

te ions robation. Many of our upstart p0 iticians seem .

to imagine, that our liberty as a nation, began with our

Revolution. But this is by no means true. It was then

consummated. The freedom of this countr began with

Magna Charta,—-was forwarded by Hamp en’s refusing

to ay ship-money,—was heralded by the May-Flower,

an was established by the victory that followed our Rev

olution. It was of long and difficult growth; and if its

trunk now appears large, and its branches far-extended,

and its immense foliage rich and luxuriant, it is because

it is the Tree of ages, and the frosts of centuries have

rested on its boughs. Now, what has happened with us,

can happen again to no nation on the globe. True, since

the establishment of our Federal Republic, we have seen

many bold attempts in various nations, to imitate our

France revolutionized;—-Greece revolted, and

Mexico and South-America conquered. But, what has

been the result? The first has an Emperor,—-the second

a king, and the rest are pe etually tossed between anars

chy on the one hand, and t e Dictatorship on the other!

N0; there are millions on millions of men, living in our

world, who are no more fit for freedom than children or
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brute animals. ' Now, the greatest evil that could possi~

bly be done to these immense masses of human beings,

would be to increase largely their amount of ersOnal

liberty. The axe and the spade, the shop and t e field,

industry and frugality, would soon all be laid aside,

while a vagrant and half¢starved population would go

forth to revel on the honestly-acquired possessions of their ,

more worthy neighbours. Americans should not, there

fore, be under the delusion, that what is suitable to them,

is suitable to all men, and that what is a blessing to them,

must also be~a blessing to all men; Indeed, our own

great Republic has not as yet endured all the tests that

are to demonstrate its permanence and security. Un

combined, as yet they may be, but floating all around

us, are disorganizing elements, that, at some future day,

may make an onset upon American Freedom, such as

Greece never knew,*—Rome never experienced. Let us,

then, not boast, either too soon, or too loud. A quiet,

self-sustaining policy, is that which suits us best.

But, if our far-extended personal freedom is calculated

to give us erroneous notions as to the nature and value

of civil liberty, it also grants us every conceivable 0p

ortunity for expressing and propagatin those notions.

, here never has been a country in whic the powers of

thought, of speech, and of the press, are as free as in

these United States. Has a man, then, some new theory

to repose,-—-s0me new Societ to organize,--some new

an to accom lish,—there is t e pen, the lecture-room,

the pfinter’s 0 es, the steam-car,—all at his bidding.—

True, he ma not go so far as to shock decency and

morality, ort e mob will put him down; and he may

not advance doctrines subversive of social order and do

mestic quiet, or the police will arraign him. But, any

where this side these boundaries, he may write, or speak,

or publish, as he pleases. All idea of checking, restrain

ing, or defeating such a man, save in the use of the'same

privileges he enjoys, would be considered, on all hands,

'as tyrannical and anti-republican. Now, it iseasy to.

perceive, that a nation like ours, enjoying the greatest

amount of freedom that any people ever enjoyed; valiant

and successful in the establishment and defence of their

own institutions; full of energy and zeal for the happi

I4
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ness of all mankind; abounding in schemes and. plans

for the amelioration of human suffering every where,—--it

is easy to perceive, that such a nation, wholly‘unfettered

in all these things by law and authority,—may often go _

further on the mission of benevolence than either pru

dence or justice would warrant. And such we find to be

the fact. Sometimes evils exceedingly small are mug:

nified by us. Others, again, that are remote, and whic

do not lie- within our jurisdiction, are assumed by us,‘

nevertheless,—-means- not at all calculated to accomplish

our ends are employed; and numerous blunders and

mistakes are made, all going to prove, that we have be- '

the cost, and that we“, gun to Work without countin

~ have entered upon a warfare Without estimating our for~

ces. ' .u

I The last source of the s urious benevolence we are here

discussing, is to be foun in what is termed, by way of

eminence, “the @i'rit of the age.” There can be no

doubt, but that there have been epochs in the history of

our world, distinguished by certain eat features from

all others. There have been colonizing ages, martial

_ages, ages of philosophy and discovery, ages of monasti- _

cism and ignorance, ages of revolution 'and change, ages

of despotism and of liberty. What is meant in the pre

sent instance by “the spirit of the age,” we suppose to

be, that ours is the epoch of benevolent action. That

Charity, which has been slumbering for centuries, has

now gone forth with her numerous ministers and attends

ants, and is summoning all mankind to the universal and

pleasant work of disenthralling the nations, and of uni

ting them together in one great and glorious kingdom of

love and good-will. The picture is a splendid one, and

every benevolent heart in eaven and on earth, must pray

for its accomplishment.

although this conception originated in the purest love,

'yea, in the love of God himself,—and although we are

assured in the Scriptures, that it is no=prophetic dream,

' but a Divinely decreed result, yet, there are thousands of

hearts in our world in which this first peal of the trump

of earth’s universal jubilee, has produced but an irregu

lar and unhealthful action. Such persons see the noon

at day-break, and seek to realize the end at the begin.

K

But good hath its evil; and '
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' ning. Every thing with them 'must be placed under a

' system of high-pressure, and the church is to be marched

into the Millennium in far less time than it took the Isra

elites to travel from Egypt to Canaan. Such a spirit

manifested itself in the days of Christ. On one occasion

“ the people thought that the kingdom of God was im

mediately to appear ;” and James and John were so sure

of it, on another, that they be an to petition their Master

for “the places at his right Tiand and at his left hand.”

Now, if such men as the A ostles, and enjoyin as they

did the daily instructions of) Him, who is emp atically

' the Prophet of God,—the great Revealer of the Father to

mankind,—if the Apostles could thus err, we may cer

tainly expect that at this day of feverish excitement

about the world’s conversion, many would fall into vari

ous hallucinations, and even be led by “ spirits that are .

not of God.” Hence, as there were “false Christs,” and

“false si us,” in the days of our Lord, so are there now -

false Mil enniums, and false Reformers, springing up in

many parts of the earth. These, however, are but the

scum and froth that the deep inward agitation of the

heart of the universal church has cast upon the shore.

It is not to these that we chiefly allude. It is to a far

better class_,——men of standing,L—men of thought,—men

of the best intentions. Even these are liable, so to be

intoxicated with the magnificence of the picture befo're

them,—so to be touched by the glorious out-gush of so

much munificence and joy,—s0 to be captivated by the

promises and prophecies that secure such results,—as to

lose their 'ust equipoise, and to select modes of accom

plishin t ese ends that are neither scriptural nor prac

tical. ’0 doubt a mighty moral, and even political rev

olution, has begun upon our globe. The materials of this

revolution have been gathering for ages, and Providence

' is evidently beginning now to put them together. The

work is in progress; this we cannot, do not doubt. But

what is any man’s specific portion ofthis work,——what field

he is to occupy and what instruments he is to use,-'—-how far

he is to go, and where he is to stop,—-these and many more,

are actical uestions, which every man must decide

for imself, an in the decision of which he needs not only

the light of a sound understanding, but also the teachings

\
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of that “wisdom which cometh from above, and which is

first pure, then peaceable, easy to be entreated, without

partiality, and without by ocrisy.” , n;

Thus have we considers the causes of that spurious

benevolence, which has deluged our country, and which

is seeking to deluge the world. Of pure philanthropy, of

genuine benevolence, there cannot be too great a disp ay;

ut the base counterfeit of these virtues, which we have

been here exposing, is evil in its nature, and in its ac

tion, evil in its results. Its prevalence in societ can

have no other tendency than to subvert, revolutionize

and destroy. It is emphatically an Abaddon~a .De

stroyer. It regards neither right nor wron ,peace nor

. war, order nor confusion, God nor man. It has one ulti

mate ~0l>jeot to accomplish, and that is the only idea in

the universe that is worth any thing! From such a

Monster may a merciful God ever rotect our Republic

and our people! As a nation, we ave certainly been,

raised up for some great and noble ends. But, if our'

highest privileges as a free people shall be employed on

ly for self-annoyance, and the disturbance of our neigh

bours,—if a spirit of fanaticism shall be allowed to sup

plant that of true philanthropy,—~if prejudice shall be

substituted for reason, and impulsive action for well- ~

premeditated progress,—if, instead ofseeking those great

and commanding destinies which are so obviously before

us in the future, we turn aside to petty evils and petty

controversies,—-then may our sun go down in obscurit ,

and the zenith of our' glory become the nadir of our dis

grace. To rescue ourselves from a gulf like this, it is

necessary that we return more closely to the principles of

eternal justice. Benevolence is not every thing, after all;

yea, if there must be pie-eminence, we should rather con

cede it to justice than benevolence. At any rate, justice

is the anterior virtue; and wherever an attempt is made

at being benevolent, in default ofjustice, the benevolence

is always spurious and worthless. God himself, is at

infinite pains, so to speak, to demonstrate to the universe

that his benevolence to men is based upon the most

immaculate justice. . Grace never destroys right, or for

giveness law, under his administration. Is the sinner

saved? then Christ must die! Is justicetrampled upon,

' I
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even in the gospel? then, the fires of an eternal hell must

burn. N0; we find none of this sickly, base, and fanati

. cal charity displaying itself in the government of God.

Not only “ are clouds and darkness 'round ab0ut Him ;

but judgment and justice are the habitation of His

throne.” And so mustlit be on earth, if human institu

_ tions are to answer any valuable purposes, and human

society attain any] desirable end.

 

ARTICLE VI.

THE SECONDARY AND COLLATERAL INFLUENCES OF THE SA

CRED SCRIPTURES.

,
.

Society is the result of varied influences. As we look .

more carefully'upon it, we perceive that the manifold

wants of men brin and keep them together, and that as

they are thus associated, there are complex forces at work

to restrain, guide and control social organizations in their

outward form and their inward spirit. As we examine

more narrowly, we find all society to be developed from

the famil relation,—that the first family on earth was

also the first civil and ecclesiasticalassociation, and that

all others have resulted (more or less) from the expansion

of this original germ of the Church and the State. The

warm affections of the soul, exhibited in filial or fraternal

love, become modified into the affection of, friendship,

respect, or reverence, towards our fellow men, according

to the relations they sustain to us. But the most impor

tant of all our original instincts, if so it may be called, is

- that of conscience, which makes us cognizant of a higher

" law, of a superior tribunal, of an: after reckoning, and

prepares us to receive whatever intimations, even though

they be mere hints, and whatever fuller teachings may

from any quarter reach us, of the existence and presence

of a supreme and all-wise Creator, to whom we are also

bound, and who binds us through himself and by his _

retributions, to our fellow men. '

OiviZ'e'zafe'onis a term difficult to define. Oe'm'hlty, in

4 . .r
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in its old English sense, borrowed from the Latin Uim'l’i

toe, had reference to those manners, and that character,

which fitted men to live with the greatest advantage to

themselves and others in cioitate, in the state;'and civil

ization describes that process by which this is accom

plished. It seems, by its very form, to be a word imply

ing chan e, and we know not how better to explain it

than as t e improvement of a community of men in all '

that tends to the public 00d, and also of the individuals

. _ that compose it, in all t at truly adorns mankind, and

_enhances their well-being, both in their individual and

social state. It implies that man, either by his misfor

tune, or his fault, is far below that excellence which he

is capable of attaining, and from this inferior state it

aims to raise him. As we look forth upon the nations,

we see an unspeakable difference in the degree in which

it exists amon them. The African is far inferior to the

European, an one nation of Africans far below another,

in the arts of life, expansion of views, and intellectual

endowments. The civilization of the nations of the earth

who have risen to the highest points of culture, how

characteristically different! The Chinese, how different

from the European, and the‘Hindostanese from the Per- -

sian! -

But what we desire especially to present before you, is'

the fact that in each of these more prominent nations

there are sacred books, which are the'earliest monuments

of literature extant, and which have stood forth their

cloudy and their fiery pillar, to guide them in whatever _

course of advancement they 'have subse uently pursued.

Such, in historic times, has been the oran of the Mo

hamedans, such were the Zend writings to the ancient

Persians, the 'Vedas'to the Hindoos, and the Chou-King

and writings of Confucius to the Chinese. These were,

'it is true, the results of a preceding civilization, in part .

also embracing the fragments of an ancient revelation,

' which the process“ of tradition has enfeebled and er

verted, but, with this slight exception, the mere pro net

of human ingenuity and toil. But appealing, as they do

in some sense, to the conscience. of men, and its forebo

ding ofa future retribution, they have had power enough -

to ,arrest, temporarily, the descent of these nations to
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entire barbarism, and to awaken among them, to some

extent, a redeeming spirit. - ~~

As far above them in ower as the infinite from the

finite, is the BooK or on, which, though dictated to

different men in other generations, through the lapse of

fifteen hundred years, and portraying in its costume the

manners of those times when it was written, is no result

of cultivated mind, but is of Divine origin, spoken by

the lips of various Pro hets since the world began, and

at last by God’s own on; and to beg that you would

regard it, not only as teaching the way to live forever

a spiritual, religious, and God-like life; but'as exerting

a marvellous influence on social and individual improve

ment for this present world. '

We leave to the Christian heart all its enra turing

anticipations of immortality and spiritual perfection,—a

perfection for which we on ht all to strive,—and confine

our view now, to the secon ary and collateral influences

which have resulted to us from the Divine revelation.

There are to us, we would here remark, three sources

of knowled e,—sense, reason, and faith. The first two

constitute t e field which can be cultivated and occupied

by man’s unaided powers, and will be so occupied more

and more, according to the dili ence and resolvedness

of his research. They suggest t e true and appropriate

province of human science and philosophy. But revela~

tion makes known to us truths which lie beyond the

reach of sense, and the deductions of reason. Other

truths we believe, because we discover them, and step by

step infer them from the evidences of their existence

around us. And yet, of those things which belong to

the region of sense, we ourselves know some things only

on the testimony of other men, or by the inference of

reason. London, for example, some of us have never

seen. But we have seen man who have visited it, read

many books that were printe there, seen pictorial re

resentations of its scenes of wealth and glory, and had in

possession products of human art wrought in the shops

of its artisans, or sold in the ware-houses of its merchants.

Nor do we less believe in its existence that its thronged

streets and towering pinnacles were never seen with

these eyes, and that these cars never drank in the min

Von. vn.—No. 1,. 14
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gled sounds that issue from the occupations and voices of

‘ its busy people. And so do we believe, though our eye

has never looked through the telescope of Herschel, or

the microscope of Ehrenber , that there are unnumbered

'worlds and systems of worl s filling the infinity of space,

and in a drop of water societies of living creatures,

equalling in number and surpassing in variety of form

and habits the whole family of man. And the more

inclined are we to believe it, because we find the same

laws of matter, or of life and reproduction, prevailing

throughout this extent, that prevail around us on every

side. These things I receive on the faith I repose in men,

as things however, which, though not the objects of sense

to me, are the objects of sense to them.

Again, we watch our own thou hts and actions, and

there opens to us a new world,— e world of mind; we

ascertain under what circumstances its acts and states

are repeated, and thus discover what we call its laws.—

And amidst them we find this moral sense, to which we

have before alluded, a conscience—a foreboding of some

day of reckoning—a sense of responsibility to some tri

bunal.

All those things of sense have concerned us in our

present state, which is at best but fleeting. After forty'

years at most, of active labour, the toiling scholar and

the patient philoso her must pass awa , and Bacon,

Newton, Cuvier an Davy, cases from t eir wandering

amon the stars,—their researches among the relics of

burie tribes, or in the laboratory of science, to occupy

the grave.

And is there no higher destiny for man? Are there

no sublimer truths,—no more permanent and long-lived

pursuits? These men in their researches have discovered

often, gaps which they could not fill, and have required

an agency beyond nature, the agency of some infinite

Being, from whom nature itself roceeded, and who is.

.the true and efficient cause of al those changes taking

place around us. They have required this, and this great

cause of causes, and complement of what is wanting in

material things, they have found in the'infinite Grea

' tor, on whose revelation of himself in the Scriptures they

have rested with confiding faith. And just as we believe
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in things cognizable by sense, on the testimony of our

fellow-men, they have felt themselves called upon to

believe in the existence of things not cognizable by our

senses, on the testimony ofGod. And what this God has

declared in his Word, they have believed themselves to

know on his testimony, as they know that other class of

objlects of thought, on the testimony of man.

hese higher objects of Faith, exist by the side of the

objects of sense, and the products of reason, and not

without effect upon these other realms of human thou ht.

Our subject, we have said, is the secondary and c0 lat

eral influence of Divine Revelation. And we shall con

sider, in the first place,—

I. Its relation to science, and its influence upon it.—

Our first remark is that the Scriptures are beyond sci

ence,-—that what is peculiar to them, is in advance of all

the discoveries of reason. Such, at least in its certainty,

is the doctrine of immortality; such are the rewards of

the future state; such is the mode of God’s existence,

and his attributes of perfect justice, love and mercy;

such is the account given us, (no memory of man extend

ing back so far,) of the way in which sin has entered the

werld, and we are brought under condemnation ; and

such is the revelation it makes of our way of recovery to

the Divine favour. It is by faith, too, that we believe

that the worlds were made out of nothing by the Word

of God; that after the human race “had become corrupt,

a flood destroyed them from the face of the earth; that

both the antediluvian world and the present, numerous

and diverse as are the varieties of men, all came of one

common stock; that there is yet to be a resurrection of

the dead, and a final judgment; that through the whole

course of ' human afiairs, God interferes, orderin all

things by his wise and holy providence; that there ave

been times when this interference has been marked and

miraculous, so as at once to betray the Divine hand; and

that in the closing up of the present order of things, pre

aratory to another, the earth itself, and all that is there

in, will be burned up.

Now, these great and sublime revelations have an im

portant connection with science. In the first place, they

arouse the mind by their very greatness, like the sound
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of a trumpet. The intellectual energy which is thus

brought into action, extends itself with great effect to

every department of scientific research, and each is in

some measure stimulated and set forward by the great

and satisfyin discoveries which revelation makes. The

stagnant poofof human thought and interest, is put in

motion by them, as by the fresh and resistless breath

of early spring, and is disinfected of its slimy poison, and

filled with vitality and health.

Again, the Author of nature and revelation is the _

same, and a perfect harmony must needs reign through

both. Nothing can exist in true science inconsistent

with the Scriptures, nor in the Scriptures, rightly inter

preted, inconsistent with true science. If the Scri tures

are proved, beyond mistake, the word of God, the educ

tions of the philosopher, when they impugn them, must

be made from a too limited circle offacts. He has need

to retrace his steps and review his round. Or, if his

conclusions are indisputable, because founded on a know

ledge of all facts, the theologian must reconsider his in

terpretation of God’s word, and see if he has not misun

derstood it, and if its fair and unperverted teachin do

not conspire with those of science. And what wil be,

and has been, the result? That revelation and science go

hand in hand, each contributing its share to the materi

als of human knowled e, and giving greater compass

and certainty to it. evelation does but go beyond

science, never counter to it. The same God, speaking in

his works, furnishes the materials of science, and speak

ing in his word additional truths, which are supplemen~

tary t0 the others, and teach relations and things of the'

unseen and eternal world. And, all together, embrace

that whole of knowledge, which man is permitted to

attain below the skies. -

The rocesses of reasoning, too, are common to theolo

gy an to physical science. The theologian and the

student of nature must, both, in the first place, notice

and collect all the facts which relate to their points of

inquiry. These they must classify, assign them to their

causes, and deduce from them those general principles

which regulate all. The result of this process is the dis

covery of truth. Truth in science, and truth in theology.
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And truth can never be inconsistent with truth, any

more than one hand of the same person can war against

the other.

The youngest of the sciences, Geology, long thought to

be at variance with the word of God, in its latest re

searches is confirming it in many points. The Scriptures

tell us of the creation of man and beast, and every thing

that hath life, as well as the fabric of the earth itself.—-'

Geology demands the interference of a Creator, to bring

' into existence, at stated periods, those creatures whic

appear in the strata of the earth, for whom no rogeni

tors can be found. The Bible challen es our belief in

the supernatural and miraculous, and eology does the

same. It demands miracles of power, and this not the

unintelligent ower of mechanical or chemical agents, .

but of ONE a -wise. The Bible speaks of a special provi

dence, and so do the leaves of that book which are com- -

osed of the rocky strata beneath our feet. The Bible

_ eads ‘us to believe that man has lived on the earth but

some six thousand years, and Geology does the same.—

‘That the earth, once destroyed by water, is to be de

stroyed by fire, at the close of the present state of things;

and natural science sees in the air above, and the earth

and sea beneath, materials reserved in store for this final

confiagration. Yea, the fires which are to destroy the

earth, are slee ing around us, even now. And he who

considers right , mav share in the astonishment of the

ancient philosopher Pliny, that even a day passes with

out a general conflagration.

Again, in giving us a revelation of what is unseen and

eternal, God has iven it in connection with a history of

the past, brief in eed, but of priceless value. The first

ten chapters of Genesis, are more truly satisfying, and

solve more enigmas, than all the many volumes of r0

fans historians. Is language a human invention? he

philolo ist may treat it so, ut every man learns it from

is mot er, up to Adam; and the Bible tells us Adam

learned it from God. The languages of the earth have

striking aflinities- to each other, and Ethnology, the sci

ence of national descent, is now studied by tracing these

affinities, which are most surprisingly found where they

were least expected; and the Bible tells us there was a
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time when all the earth was of one language and one

s eech. Again, the philologist is filled with perplexit .

e meets with other tongues, so different in materia s

and structure. that they refuse to acknowledge any re

lationship to those which he has concluded to be of the

same stock, and has grouped to ether. And the Bible

tells us there was a time when ‘od interfered and con

founded the language of all the earth, and scattered

men who had lived together, abroad upon the face of the

lobe. Wherever we find man, he is erect of form; has

ominion over the beasts; has the same duration of life,

and period of yOuth, manhood, and old age; is subject to

the same diseases; has the same memory of the past and

anticipations of the future; has the same passions, ho es

and fears ; is susceptible of the same emotions; and as

the same reli ious dread and anticipation of comin

judgment; and though of different complexion, and dib

ferent cast of features ; yet, if we meet him alone, on a

desolate island, we should consort with him, and call

him brother, though he Were in the form of the most

degraded African, rather than with wolves, tygers and

reptiles. Science goes far to establish the unity of all

the race. And where she fails to do so, if the facts were

more ample, if they covered over every period, how—

ever small of time, as well as all possible circumstances,

' in which man has been placed, her proof would be per

fect; but the Bible tells us plainly that we all, whatever

be our hue, came originally from the same womb, and

were begotten by the same father; and that, as throu h

the sin of that one, the many became guilty, so by t e

obedience of one, who also shares our nature, shall many

become righteous.

On that interesting question, the migration and filia

tlon of nations, the 10th chapter of Genesis, which seems

to most but a catalogue of names, the Ludim, the Ana

mim, the Lehabim, and the Pathrusim, is a more satis

factory document, and more confirmed by historic facts,

than all the volumes of profane anti uity.

But, not only does the Bible she a concurrent light

with that emanating from the outward world; in the

dim night which mocks us, it holds the lantern before our

' It indicates what is true, and then we see the
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proofs in the works of God, of what in his word he has

spoken. In the things which are made, His eternal

power and Godhead are clearly seen, when, with the

piesumption of his existence, we are looking for them:—

e immortality of the soul may be substantiated by

reason, now we know it exists forever. And the Deist

can make out a tolerably consistent ar iment to prove

his creed, and one somewhat free from t e absurdities of .

,Paganism, when the rays which shine from the sidee

lights of revelation illumine his path. Yes, in the midst

of a Christian land, he can do great things, and put forth

a show of complacent moralities, even as the companions

of Columbus could make the egg stand erect, when he

had shewn them the way to do it.

II. If we turn our attention now to the influence of

the Scriptures upon Law and Jurisprudence, we shall

find new illustrations of the secondary and collateral in

fluence of the word of God. We suppose it will be grant

ed that Law is founded upon morality, and that amid

the defects of human legislation, it always aspires to be

just. And even when selfish motives have influenced

men in the framing of laws, they have always imparted

to them the show at' least of justice. Now, there are

two ways in which the Scriptures touch the question of

morals. The Law of God is the teacher of men and na~

tions, as to the great ofhuman duty. It holds

up before us the just and holy character of our Creator,

to which each man and people must be conformed ;

and then, it points its finger to that final tribunal before

whicheach of us must stand for trial, and waves its hand

towards those mighty retributions of transcendent hap

piness and infinite shame which lie beyond it. And

thus, with truth it has been said, by the immortal Hook

er, that “of Law there can be no less acknowledged,

than that her seat is the bosom of God, her voice the

harmony of the world; all things in heaven and .earth do

her homage, the very least as feeling her care, and the

greatest as not exempted from her power.”

Apply all this now to the governments which exist

among men. God has instituted three communities, the

Famil , the Church, and the State; the two last devel

oped m the first, and the first underlying, as a foun
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~ honour to whom honour.

dation, the rest. The family extended becomes the tribe,

and tribes associated still, for the most part, by the fami

ly bond, become the State. And now, to the State, thus

constituted by God, and existing" as a necessary society,

there are Rulers, Tribunals, and Laws. And the man

date of the Scriptures is, “Let‘ every soul be subject

unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of

. God: the powers that be are ordained of God. Wlroso

'ever, therefore, resisteth the power, resisteth the ordin

ance of God: and they that resist shall receive to them

selves damnation. Wherefore, ye must needs be subject,

not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake. For

this cause pay ye tribute also: for they are God’s min

isters, attending continually upon this very thing. Rens

der therefore to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute

is due; custom to whom custom; fear to whom fear;

Submit yourselves to every

ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake.”

With such tremendous force and commanding author

rity does the Bible sustain law and order; and rest on an

impregnable basis, the stability of the State. Thus, by

the authority of the Eternal Wisdom, do kings rei n and

princes decree justice; and, from the supreme tri unals

which adorn and rule our land, down to the justice’s

court of some local precinct, does the Divine word add

force to law, and authority to judgment; inspire with

life, and power of control, a few characters traced on a

strip of harmless paper, and contribute its immense

weight to the perceptions ot'natural justice, to give secu-'

rit to our persons, our hearths and estates.

Even in the laws of Pagan nations, there may be ma

ny influences which have come down as the reminiscen

ces of a day when all men were under the immediate

teachin s of God. But to these influences of the Divine

word, a 1 Christian nations have been subjected for four

teen hundred years, and law and precedent have groWn

up beneath them. Even the Roman Law, as now trans

mitted to us in the Theodosian code and the Pandects

of Justinian, was modified greatly by the prevalence of

Christianity in the imperial court, and was rendered

more exact, discriminating and humane.

‘ Under such a government as our own, where the inde

' “'NI‘
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pendence of the individual man is so liable' to be driven

to extremes, where there is such impatience of restraint,

such tendency to revolution and change, and where the

government itself is so quickly responsive to the popular

will which is often swayed by prejudice and passion, ra

ther than by right, how priceless to us is the influence of

the Scriptures, how often does it serve as a break-water

against the waves of popular fury; and when there are

omens of evil, “signs in the sun, and in the moon, and _

in the stars,” to the terrified imaginations of men; on

“the earth distress of nations, with per lexity; the sea

and the waves roaring; men’s hearts failing them for

fear; and for looking after those things which are com

ing on the earth ;” how do we sometimes seem to hear _

the majestic voice of this clear word rising above the

storim, and saying to the winds and waw s “ Peace! Be

stil l” ' ,

We have been passin through such scenes as these.

A lying spirit of disobedience has gone abroad, and as

suming the specious arb of philanthropy, a false phi

lanthropy, an unmerciful mercy, and a pitiless compas

sion, has dissolved their allegiance to government on the

part of some, and their respect for religion ; has stormed

around our courts of justice, and our halls of legislation;

and has provoked a mad resistance to this insane fury on

the part of others. The robber, murderer, bur lar, assassin

and irate, has been itied rather than con emned; in

stea of being frowned] on as guilty, he has been apolo

gised for as unfortunate. Instead of being thought wor

thy of the gallows, he has been thought to be the victim

of an ill-shaped head, the fault has been put on his brain

pan and not charged on his heart, flung back on his

Creator, and not pressed home upon himself. Pity has

been expended on the criminal, and his suffering victim,

the widowed wife and orphaned children of the murdered

' one, have been for tten. And States have been persua

ded to abolish the eath- enalty from their civil codes!

But above all the fal acies of human sophistry, the

Word of the Eternal has been heard, “ Whoso sheddeth

man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed l” The voice

of the pulpit has been true to the voice of revelation, and

with noble ener has plead the cause of justice, coinci~

Von. vn.- o. 1. 15
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dent, as in this case it is, with the voice of humanity.

' Providence itself interfered in a city where this poison

was working, and over-ruling man’s sin, to check man’s

presumption and to vindicate his once vilified law, allow

ed a horrid murder to be committed by an intqlli en;

man, on the person of his best friend,--a murder in ich

electrified the world, and put to flight in that place, for

a time, at least, the shortsi hted legislation of unbeliev

ing men. W0 be to them w 0 live in a State from which

the death- enalty is abolished!

Thankfifi are we for the Bible! And when we look

back thirty-two centuries, to the land of Palestine, and

see the cities of refuge in difi'erent quarters provided,

plain and wide highways made to them from every point

when other highways were almost unknown, at every

divaricating path a guide-post erected with is ible letters,

“To THE CITY OF REFUGE ;” when we see the omicide in

rapid flight, and the Goel, the nearest kinsman of the slain, "

the blood-avenger, in hot pursuit, every eye through the

country strained, every finger pointing to the palpitating

fugitive his course, and see him safely housed in the hos

pitable city, till the exact degree of his guilt is ascertain

ed, we see both the goodness and severity, the discri~

minating mercy and justice of law,—a mercy andwhich is reached in our trials by jury, and our confi'ont

in of witnesses; in the delays and cautious proceedings

ofdaw at the present day.

And the same spirit has been interfering with interests

especially dear to us ; aiming a death-blow at the whole

organization of society here; projecting changes which

cannot take place without the utter destruction of our

industry and our wealth, without the ruin of our fortunes,

the overthrow of peace, order and public virtue, and the

imperiling of our lives. Sorry are we that any men of

our own rofession have lent their influence to such

madness, t at they have so misread or wrested the Scrip

tures, so mistaken their whole tenor and spirit, so, forgoth

ten the example of Christ and the teaching of the Apes-_

tles ; that some have even counselled insurrection, ham

advised the fugitive from labour to steal whatever he

may choose from the wealth of his master, and to imbrue

his hands,_if overtaken, if need, be, to secure escape, in
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his master’s blood. That there are possibly some misgui

ded men among them, who practice robbery, and convey

away those servants from us, who are born in our house,

or bought with our money, and whose services are neces

sar to us. That there are some who recommend the

vio ation of our national compact, and profess their rea

diness to lay down their lives as a forfeit, rather than be

instrumental in the rendition of the fugitive.

In the midst of these times of confusion, the Scriptures

come forward to rebuke the madness of these pro hets,

and to extend their powerful protection over us. 0 the

servant they say, “Let eVery man abide in the same

calling wherein he was called. Art thou called, being

a servant? Care not for it. Brethren, let every man

,wherein he is called, therein abide with God.” ‘r‘ Be

sub'ect to your masters with all fear, not only to the good

an gentle, but also to the froward,”—“not with e e

service, as man-pleasers, but as the servants of Christ,’ —

“ not answering a ain, nor purloining,\ but showing all

good fidelity.” _ hile they enjoin upon the master to

give to his servants what is just and equal, they speak of

_ t em still as property, and as having a pecuniary value.

And we need not question that the Bible, and the fearless

inculcation of its unambiguous teachings from a thousand

pulpits in our land, has exercised a powerful influence in

arresting the tide of fanaticism and misrule during the

months which have only recently passed; and that to

this, and to the hold it still has on the moral sense of

our people, are we indebted, in no small degree, for that

measure of quiet and safety which we now enjoy.

Were any confirmation of this wanting, the mad defi

ance which is hurled against the ministry, the church,

and the Scriptures, by the extremest advocates of the

Opinions we now condemn, is a sufficient proof that they

regard these principles, drawn by the pulpit from the

Divine word, as the chief obstacle in their path.

But this beni naut influence enters more deeply into

our domestic re aliens. Behold elsewhere trembling wo~

man, the humble servitor of man, his sufl'ering, patient

toiling drudge, not his companion and his best counsel

'lor, but the victim of his caprice. Notwithstanding the

influence of Scripture, the spirit of the East was not
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friendly to her true and hi hest advancement on Asiatic

shores. Rome did something to raise her, and the free

German something, and feudal institutions, where the

Baron, confined to the precincts of his castle, and with

out Other companions, was forced to seek his society in

the bosom of his family, did more. But the Scri tures,

by rendering permanent the marriage bond, and al owing

but of a single lawful ound of divorce; and by their

teachin s as to the ten er and considerate treatment due

to her, ave returned her to her proper place, by the side

of man. Even Edmund Burke says, that “Nothing is

smore certain, than that our manners, our civilization,

and all the 00d things which are connected with man

ners, and With civilization, have, in this European world.

of ours, depended for ages upon two principles, and were

indeed the result of hot combined; I mean the spirit of

a gentleman, and the spirit of religion.”* We'might,

perhaps, show that the spirit of a gentleman itself, has

proceeded, in no small part, from the spirit of religion,

but accept the testimony of the English statesman, as it

is. And Gibbon affirms that the dignity of marriage

was restored to the Roman women by the Christians, and

that the Christian princes were the first who specified the

just causes of divorce, that before, passion, interest, or

caprice suggested daily motives for the dissolution of

marriage; a word, a sign, a letter, the mandate of a

freedman declared the separation. And Seneca, the phi

losopher, speaks of those Roman ladies, who counted

their years not by the number of the reiggning consuls, ‘

but by the number of their husbands! ehold what a

change the Scripture, mildly shining over woman’s path,

has wrought out for her; what peace, purity and refine

ment has it brou ht to our hearth-stones; and how should

we detest and oathe those Pagan and disorganizing

doctrines, at every turn of affairs arising in our land,

tending to thrust her forth from her appropriate sphere,

into the walks appropriate to man, or to render her posi

tion insecure as the presiding genius in that little sanctu

ary which we hasten to flee to from the troubles that

distract us,—-the sanctuary of home !

* Reflect. on French Revolution
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.111. Is it needful now, afiaer what we have said, to

point out the influence of the Bible in the envillzatz'on qf

nations. The system of truths embraced in revelation,

arranged in logical order, and connected together in sci- '

.entific form, give birth to a distinct science, that of The

‘ology. And the believers in these truths, have them

_dwelling in their souls, as an inward life, and become

thus by their opinions, and especially by their personal

faith in a personal Redeemer, associated into a new com

munity within the State, to wit, the Church. This church

has its laws and order, and its rulers and officers, as well

as the Sta‘e. At times, it has been connected with the

State, and at times has asserted its independence of it, '

but always has acted an important part in the advance

ment of civilization. It has emancipated from thraldom

the inferior orders in society; even when an imparity in

the ministry arose, to whatever height the aspirin" 60- 1

clesiastie attained, the principle of e uality was “still in

this acknowledged, that he constitute ,with his associ

ates no hereditary nobility, but the same offices were

open to the meanest peasant, so that the clergy were.

most often raised from the body of the people. For

:1 ion period, from the fifth century and onward, thev

churc took the lead in civilization. Ancient Pagan '

philosophy gave way before the more modern and the

Christian philosophy. And as, in our own country, the

church has ori inated and sustainedmost of our high

schools and colleges, so, from that time onward, has it

been, to a large extent, the founder of institutions of

learning, and the guide of youth, among all the nations

which Christianity enlightened. While yet the civil lit

erature of the Roman empire, in its declining age, was

cultivated independent of the church, it was servile,

tame and spiritless, when that of the church was instinct

with vigour and freedom. And after the invasion of the'

barbarians in the fifth century, from which time Christian

civil society commenced, the church abounded in philo

sophers, oliticians, and orators. Ecclesiastical men em

ployed t emselves with all questions which concerned

the public good, and whether by their own spirit of usur

pation, or what is equally robable, because of the confi

ence reposed in them, an because they were invited to
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those stations by civil rulers, they became, to no small

extent, the statesmen of Europe. They were invested,

also, with judicial powers. At their tribunals, all causes

peculiarly connected with conscience came to be tried, '

and their ambition was thus stimulated, until they ex

tended their jurisdiction over the entire field of civil liti

tion. A striking proof of this, which the sight of any,

onourable judge in his robes of office affords, is the fact

that those robes are the very canonical dress of his Ec

clesiastical predecessors. Much as the church was secu

larised, and lost in spiritual power, by thus transcending

her peculiar province, in many more respects than we

have mentioned, did jurisprudence become Christianized

while in the intercourse of nations, wars were rendered

less frequent, and far less sanguinary, and between sove~

reigns and people, the clergy intervened as a third es

tate, to mitigate the despotism of the one, and protect

the rights of the other. A use“?

Those who take little interest in religious dis utes, are

not aware what an influence these discussions ave had

in arousing and cultivatin the intellect of nations. The

ology embraces in its wi e compass all other sciences,

for all others treat of the works of that God, or the inter

ests of those moral beings created by Him, of whose

attributes, character and purposes, or of whose duties

Theology speaks. In the view of the Theologian, truth

is all~important, and error dangerous to men; and this

truth is not to be retained mere y by those who receive

it, but propagated in the earth for the moral renovation '

of nations. And the time has been when Theology was

regarded as the queen of sciences, and when its truthsv

and discussions occupied the attention of imperial courts,

and emperors presided in Ecclesiastical councils. What‘

commotions did the Arian heresy occasion throughout

the Roman Euro e, Asia and Africa! What the he

resy of Pelagius! hat the movements of the Monk of

Wittemberg at the era of the Reformation ! What vast in

intellectual labour was bestowed on these en rossing dis

cussions, and what revolutions were the result ! A great,

powerful doctrine, put forth in religion, is a great, power

ful event. It stirs up the fountains of feeling, and sways

the hearts of men asthe trees of the forest are moved by
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the breath of the tempest. And thus it has been the fact

that the civilization of Europe, as Guizot, a master upon

this topic, has taught, has been eminently theological. To

the debates and opinions of the Puritans of the common

. wealth inEn land, during the days ofCromwell,d008 Eng—

lish liberty, for the most part, owe its existence, and espe

cially that civil freedom and those equalv rights which

adorn and bless our native land, are traceable to this.—

The spirit of independence, the cherished right of private

judgment, thehabit of covenauting with each other, the

principle of federation, the bold and fearless testifyin -

v which these discussions engendered, have been marked

in all our history, and are interwoven in the very fabric of

our republican government.

IV. We turn now to consider for a moment the influ

ence of the Bible on Literature and Taste. It would

weary the patience of our readers, if we should attempt

to recount the various departments of literature and taste

which pay their homage to the Sacred Scriptures. The

immortal Milton, the tender and unassuming Cow er, the

impassioned Dante, all caught no small part of t ieir in

spiration from these sources. The Bible is said to have

been one of the four volumes always lying on the table

of Byron. To it Shakspeare is indebted for not a few

suggestions, and some of the prominent traits of his

most strongly marked characters. Gesner and Klopstock,

amon the Germans, and Corneille and Racine among the

Frenc , have drawn their subjects and inspiration from

the Scriptures. Rembrant, Rubens, Poussin, Vandyke,

Guido, and Rafi'aele, and West and Alston, have em

ployed their pencils too on the same. The subjects

presented in the Bible struck their imaginations more

stro ly than others, were more rich in materials of

thong t, feeling, and fancy, and were more worthy the

labours of those months and years of toil which they

bestowed upon_them. From the simplicity and inno

cence of the garden of Eden, down to the magnificent

revelations of the Apocalypse of John, all is instinct with

poetic beauty. From the creation of the world, when

the. Almighty spake, and it was done, through the terri

fic, dismaying soenesof'the Deluge, the plagues of Egypt,

the passage of the Red Sea, the awful moment when
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preterna-tural darkness invested the land of Judea, as the

Son of'God expired on the Cross beneath the mysterious

night, down .to that day when the trump of God shall

sound, the dead be raised, and the living changed in a ~

moment, in the twinkling of an eye, the heavens be roll

ed together as a scroll, and pass away with a great noise,

the earth and all things therein be burned up, and the

elements melt with fervent heat; all. is of surpassing

grandeur, beneath which the loftiest imaginings 0f,Pa—

gan poetry sink almost into anile weakness. If Jehovah

1s described to us, He is no cloud-compelling Jove, but is

seated on a throne high and lifted up, surrounded by the

six-winged .Sera him, who cry in alternate song, 'Holy I

holy! holy ! is t e Lord of Hosts; the whole earth is full

of his glory! And the posts of the door are moved at

the v01ce of him- that cried, and the house is filled with

' smoke. The heavens are unclean in his si ht, and his

angels chargeable with folly. He looket upon the

earth, and it trembleth. He toucheth the mountains

and they smoke. He removeth mountains in a moment,

and overturneth them in his wrath. He shaketh the

earth out of her place, and the pillars thereof tremble!

The pillars of heaven tremble, and are astonished at his

reproof. He commandeth the sun, and it riseth not;

and sealeth up' the stars. He alone spreadeth out the

heavens, and walketh upon the towering waves of the

sea. He maketh Arcturus, Orion and Pleiades, and the

chambers of the south. He sendeth forth his command

ment upon earth. His word runneth very swiftly. He

giveth‘ snow like wool. He scatter-eth the hoar-frostg like

ashes. He casteth forth his ice like morsels, and who

can stand before his cold! He stretcheth out the north

over the empty place, and hangeth,, the earth upon no

thing !” Does he make pro ress throu h his magnificent

domain, there is no harnessing of the' orses of the sun,

and no puny charioteer, but ya cherubic chariot is pro

vided, with wheels full of eyes, \whose fearful circles,

while they roll on the earth, are bathed in the clouds of

heaven; upon its shining axles are cherubic forms of

dazzling glory ; their wings with a noise like the noise of

great waters, as the voice of- the'Almighty, the voice of

speech, the noise of an embattled host aiding their'rapid
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flight; sustained by them is a sapphire firmament, and

upon the firmament the likeness of a throne, and on this

the semblance of Deity encircled by a brightness like the

appearance of the bow that is in the cloud in the day of

rain. As he moves on to the rescue of his saints, the

earth quakes and trembles, the foundations of the hills

are moved because he is wroth. There goesu a smoke

out of his nostrils, and a fire out of his mout devours.

He hows the heavens and comes down, and darkness is '

under his feet. He rides upon the cherub, and flies, yea,

he flies on the wings of the wind. He makes darkness

his secret lace, his pavilion round about him are dark

waters an thick clouds of the skies. He thunders in the

heavens, the Highest gives forth his voice. Hail-stones

and coals of fire ! He sends out his arrows and scatters

them. He shoots out lightnings and discomfits them. _

The channels of waters are seen, the foundations of the

world are discovered at thy rebuke, O Lord! At the

blast of the breath of thy nostrils. He sends from above.

YHe takes his endangered servant out of many waters,

out the hands of his strong enemy, and brings him forth

into a large and gladsome place! The whole material

universe, from the stars of heaven to the subterranean

abode of the dead, and all its striking objects and won

ders of power and skill; and all animated nature, from

the ants which are exceeding wise, the conies of the

rocks. the spider which taketh hold with her hands,

and is in the alaces of kings, to the war-horse whose

neck is clothed with thunder, the glory of whose nostrils

is terrible, which paweth in the valle , and rejoiceth in

his strength, who mocketh at fear an turneth not back

from the quiver rattling against him, the glittering spear

and the shield, who swalloweth the ground with fierce

ness and ra e, and saith amon the trumpets, Ha ! Ha!

who smellet the battle afar o , the thunder of the ca -

tains and the shouting; to behemoth, whose strength is

in his loins and his force in his navel, which moveth his

tail like a cedar, and whose bones are like bars of iron,

which drinketh up a river and hasteth not, and trusteth

that he can draw up Jordan into his mouth, through the

whole circle of animal life, every thing is tributary to

the oet’s power. In all there is wonderful variety and

CL. vn.-—No. 1. 16
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exhaustless wealth. There are the quiet scenes of pasto

ral life, the flock in the green pastures, and by the still

waters; and there is the measured tramp and clanging

armour of the soldier, the mastering of hosts in hot haste,

the rancing of horsemen and the ringing hoofs of their

stee s, the crash of iron chariots, the shock of rushin

and meeting hosts, the lancing of the spear and shiel ,

garments rolled in bloo , and the death-stru gles of the

smitten soldier, as he bites the dust. There is the peace»

ful, smiling cot, and the secure valley; and there is the be

sieged city, the table spread by the delicate mother, to

give a short-lived vigour to the panting breast of the war

rior father, with the sodden flesh of their tender babe.

There is woman’s tenderness, and the sweet morning of

youthful love, when the bride-groom triumphs over the

bride, and there is the plaintive cry of the suffering fa

ther, Oh, my son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom}!

would God I had died for thee, oh Absalom, my son, my

son l There is Solomon, in all his glory, the kinglof Tyre,

full of wisdom and erfect in beauty, who, in t e poet’s

fancy, had been in den, the garden of God ; every pre

cious stone his covering, the anointed Cherub upon the

hol mountain, walking up and down amidst the stones

of 're, and now cast out in indignation from the mount

of God ; there is the king of Babylon, exaltin his throne

above the stars of God, and resolving to be 1i e the Most

High, but he is suddenly brought down to the sides of

the pit. Hell, from beneath, is moved to meet him at

his coming, his pomp is brought down to the grave and

the noise of his viols. The worm is spread beneath him,

and the maggot is his covering. How art thou fallen

from Heaven, 0 Lucifer, son of the morning! How art

thou cut down to the ground, who didst prostrate the

nations!

Are you 0 pressed with sadness, and stung by the un

kindness of riends? Listen to the elegiac strains of Jere

miah, or the murmuring harp of David. Do you live in

the world of dreamy visions? Walk with Ezekiel by the

river Chebar, with Zechariah by the walls of Jerusalem,

or with John on his sea-girt Patmos. Does your heart

low with deep emotion and fraternal love? Listen to

e same John, _as he describes his adorable Master, or
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says, f‘ Little children, love one another!” Do you ad

mire vivid and poetical conceptions, and various and

luxuriant ima ery? Read over and over the epistle of

James. Wou d you see described the planetary heavens,

and this our earth enveloped in devouring fiames, hear

the groans of an expiring world, and the crash of nature

trembling into universal ruin; the original from which

Shakspeare has drawn his sublime passage in Richard

the Second :

the baseless fabric of this vision

The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples; the great globe itself,—

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve ;

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a rack behind: 1

  

Then read it in the epistles of the majestic, noble, vehe

ment and fiery Peter. Would you see examples of the

highest Demosthenian eloquence, and . skillful rhetorical

grou ing? Find them in the Apostle Paul, in his high-soul

ed a dress to king Agrippa, in his noble, manly disclaim

er, “ I am not mad, most noble Festus, but speak forth

the words of truth and soberness :” In his reply to

Agrippa’s “Almost thou persuadest me to be a Chris

tian,” “I would to God, that not only thou, but also all

. that hear me this day, were both almost, and altogether

such as I am, except these bonds.” Behold him then,

mark his words and his gesture as he lifts his manacles

on high, and you behold the noble Roman, the noble Is

raelite, the fearless, true Christian, the prototype of the

old Puritan, a man more sublimely noble than Julius

Caesar, or the Roman Cato, the highest style, Without a

doubt, of our fallen humanity.

To the Bible therefore, we are constrained to turn,

with affection, not merely as the fountain of our religious

hopes, but as those whose life has been spent in the re

tirement of the scholar, for the pleasure it affords to taste,

and as those who love their country and their race, for

the manifold benefits of a temporal nature which it has

showered on man.

V. The last topic which will occupy us is the influence

of the Bible upon social happiness and individual virtue.

Already have some of our remarks anticipated this. We
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have spoken of its influence in placing woman in her

true position in which she was created, and in endowing

her with those virtues which so much adorn her, and in

making her the residing spirit in the domestic circle.

We might have s ewn how the teachings of Scripture

accord with those of nature, as to filial and arental ties;

how the honour due to parents is inculcated)on the child,

and tender love and discriminating discipline enjoined

on the parent. If, in Christian countries, int'anticide

exposure of infants, and disownin of children; or cruel

neglect of parents on the part of fiiildren have occurred,

this has been in the case of those whose vices have ren

dered them insensible to shame; but in Pagan lands,

over at least a wide extent of the earth, they are the

daily and tolerated acts of all men, regarded rather as

meritorious deeds, entailing certainly upon their perpe

trators no disgrace. It is impossible for any of us to say,

how much we are indebted for that training which fits

us to be men, to the general influence of revealed reli

gion. This we know, that the New Testament tells us

every man we meet is our neighbour, and that we should

love our neighbour as ourselves. The Old Testament

says, Thou shalt not 0 )press a stranger, for ye know the
heart of a stranger. ll‘hat the Scriptures tench us that

God hath made of one blood all nations of men, and thus

restore again the brotherhood of the human race. That

the very worship of God to which they summon us, incul

cates the same great lesson. The rich and the oor meet

together: the Lord is the Maker of them all. 0 us all,

the same Scriptures, while they debar us from vain

and demoralizin en'oyments, open a life of innocent

pleasure. The rst uty of man is represented to be, to

fear God and keep his commandments, and yet the same

pen which traced that line, tells us that a man hath no

etter thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and

to be merry, and enjoy the good of all his labour,—it is

the gift of God. Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy,

and drink thy wine with a merry heart; for God now

accepteth thy works. Let thy garments be always white;

and thy head lack no ointment. Live joyfully with the

wife whom thou lovest all the days of the life of thy van

ity, which he hath given thee under the sun, for that is
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thy portion. And thus the Scriptures inculcate a happy,

joyful, social, but a religious life, as remote from the

empty merriment and sensual indulgence offools, as from

the g oomy asceticism of the anchorite.

But more especially do they aid public virtue, and as

sist the private individual to form that character of in

tegrity of such priceless value to himself, and to society

at large. In a mercantile community, all must feel the

' importance of this. The whole conduct of business rests

on the faith which those who engage in it repose in one

another. It is the pride of the merchant to maintain an

uusullied re utation, for truth, honesty and integrity. It

is this whicli he claims of all his companions in business,

and this is what they one and all claim from him. Con

fidence between man and man furnishes the sinews of

trade far more than the command of extensive capital

itself. No man of business can afoul to be dishonest.

It will take the bread from the mouths of his children,

and make him shortly a starvin beggar. And it is

wonderful to what an extent con dence is reposed by

man in his fellow man. There are men of business, who

are entrusting to the care of persons whom they have

never seen, between whom and themselves an ocean

intervenes, more than the whole amount of their entire

fortunes. We will not say that in many cases this hon

esty is a business principle, and not a habit arising out

of the choice of the soul, but we have reason to fear that

selflinterest is the real cause, in many instances, of this

commercial integrity of character. When, however, there

is added to it a spirit ofcompassion and generosity, which

are sometimes dissociated from it, a spirit too, of 'ustice

and truth, there is a combined character which eserv

edly wins the confidence and attracts the admiration of

all men. There are some who have made loud profes

sions of their faith in the Scriptures, who have at one

time or another failed in these common virtues. It is

impossible to say how far the influence of a defective

education ma modify the character of an otherwise

good man. hor how far one may fall under the influ

ence of overpowering tem tations. But of most of these

instances, the Christian wi 1 say, “they went out from us,

because they were not of us.”
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Now,-in what communities do these commercial vvir

tues thrive the most, in Pa an or in Christian countries,

and of Christian, where? n semi-infidel, or in strongly

religious nations. Where would you feel your property

the safest? In Italy, Turkey, Egypt, and Greece, or in

Holland, Germany, England or Scotland? Ah, it is

where the Bible is the best known and most honoured,

that man is most to be trusted, and property the safest.

It is where these words are ever sounding, “Whatsoever

things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever

things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever

things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report;

if there be any virtue, if there be' any praise, think on

these things.” “He that is faithful in that which is

least, is faithful also in much; and he that is unjust in

the least, is unjust also in much.” “Just balances, just

weights, a just ephah, and a 'ust hin, shall ye have : I

am the Lord your God.” “ e that walketh righteously

and speaketh upri htly; he that despiseth the ain of

oppressions, that s aketh his hands from the hol in of

bribes, he shall dwell on high: his place of defence s all

be the munitions of rocks: bread shall be given him; his

waters shall be sure.” “Therefore all things whatsoever

ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to

them.”

This word of God of which we have thus 5 oken, has

defied for more than thirty centuries the attac s of scep

tics. It is no more manly to thrust it aside, and remain

in ignorance of its contents, than it is to thrust with the

shoulder the father who begat you, and to ignore the

mother who gave you bein . The wonderful book was

written by nearly forty di erent writers; the last living

more than fifteen hundred years later than the first, ex- *

hibitin every possible diversity of style, but breathing

one an the self-same spirit, and unfolding one uniform

and consistent system of truth. Its teachings are coinci

dent with true science. It resents to the mind the no

blest subjects of thou ht, an has brought into existence

that institution, the ‘hurch, which has excited such a.

commanding influence over the world. The godliness

which it teaches is profitable for this life, and for that

which is to come, and while it shows you the only way of
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peace, it sheds inestimahle blessings upon you even here.

Antiquarian and geographical research never finds it at

fault. Science only illustrates and confirms its truths.

It has enkindled the fire of genius in many a mind, and

called forth the dormant powers of painter, sculptor, ora

tor and poet ; it has shed its influence over our courts of

law, and has united the earth in one great brotherhood

of nations. It has tro hies still more glorious to win.

It has spread civilization over this continent. It is to

spread it in connection with our forms of faith over Asia,

Africa, and the islands of the sea. Already it is trans

lated into two hundred languages and dialects of earth.

It will yet be read in all the families of man, as it is now

read here. What surprisin changes it will work, how

the down-trodden nations wi 1 spring erect from the dust,

how the earth will be covered with cities and crowded

marts, how industry will be stimulated, and wealth in

creased, the poets have sung, and ra t prophets predict

ed. In the midst of all, will rise t e Church of God,

itself the centre of all these benefits, and the honoured of

all hearts, its many pinnacles glittering in the morning

sun, its stones laid in fair colours, and its foundation with

sapphires, its battlements of ruby, and all its borders of

precious stones.

ARTICLE VII.

THE FINAL DPBTINY OF OUR. GLOBE.

This is a legitimate subject of enquiry: one in which

we all have an interest. This little earth, “hung upon

nothin ,” among so many vast orbs in the wide space of

Jehova ’s empire, is the only portion of matter, with

which, durin our brief sojourn here, we can be much

conversant. e know not the chemistry of the stars

that glow in the darkness of the night ; we lift our eyes

on high and behold them, but can examine them by no

other sense than si ht. The various substances present

ed to us here, are t e only ones upon which we can ope
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rate.* This is our birth-place, and as such, we naturally

feel a strong attachment to it ; the scene of our joys and

our sorrows, our labours and our sufferings: we are our

selves a part of its substance; we employ its material

to nourish us. And after using awhile that small portion

of matter we more properly call our own, we return it

again to its source, and make the earth our tomb. Nor

is this all ; we are to return a ain to the s ot of sacred

deposit, to take up that ortion of dust, y which we

become related to the world of matter, to retain it forev

er. If, then, we are to have a portion of the earth so

attached to us, as forever to constitute a part of on selves,

we must feel some interest in knowing what destiny

awaits the globe itself. And in relation to this, several

questions may be asked. Is it to remain as now, with

the same great laws of nature in operation, without any

prospect of a termination, “all things continuing as they

were from the beginning of the world,” as infidels con

tend? Is it to be annihilated, and cease to fill a place in

our family of planets, as well as among the myriads of

In
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worlds that people space, vanishing away like smoke ?— '

Is it to be given up to the ravages of eternal fire, and

made the prison of the lost, the great penitentiary, the

common receptacle of the ofl'scouring of the universe ?—

Or, is it not only to be renovated and purified from all

trace of evil and marks of sin, but also to be fitted up

with more than pristine beauty and s lendour, and made

the future residence of the saints, t e great palace of

Light, the Throne of God and the Lamb? There is no

other question that we need here to consider. And with

regard to the first, we have every reason to believe that

the present course of nature will at length be arrested;

that the affairs of the world will be wound up; that the

period will come when the great Author of all will say

to the waves of evil, “hitherto have ye come, but no

further.” That there will not be an infinite succession

of beings and generations, according to the course of this

* “ Over the physical constitution of every planet, except our own, there

hangs a deep obscurity. We may be able to weigh them, and to measure

their volumes; but this is nearly the sum of our knowledge concerning

them. Here, however, We find ourselves in contact with matter; it courts

and compels our attention.”--Harris’ Pre~Adamite Earth, p. 80
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World ; and Adam’s children without an end. This fact

is abundantly established in the Bible.

And as to the second, though it may be the popular

belief that the earth is to be “burned up,” in the great

conflagration, disappear, and never more be found, yet,

while we admit that all creatures continue in being by

the will of Him “ for whose pleasure they are and were

created,” we may remark :

1. That we and all the world combined cannot annihi

late a article of matter.

2. lat while, by the operation of those natural laws

'that are only expressions of the will of God, we see mat

ter under oing a great variety of changes around us, from

solids to uids and gases, and vice versa, yet we know of

no case where matter ceases to exist. There is a cease

less play of active energies and affinities which are the

causes of these changes. We take the diamond, the

hardest known substance, and by uniting it with another

element, a as, we convert it into thin air; but it is by

our knowle e of the affinity between the two, and we

know that, tléough in a different form, the same substan

ces exist as before. This may serve as an example of the

many cases of the kind that we see. It is probable that

the instances most relied on to prove, by way of analogy,

the entire destruction of the earth by fire, are the ap

earances and disappearances of stars in the heavens.

any phenomena of this kind are reported by astrono

mers. Mrs. Sommerville sa s,* “Many stars have van

ished from the heavens : t e star 42 Virginie, seems

to be of this number, having been missed by Sir John

Herschell, on the 9th of May, 1828, and not again found,

though be frequently had occasion to observe that part

of the heavens. Sometimes stars have all at once ap

peared, shone with a bright light, and vanished. Seve

ral instances of these, temporary stars are on record: a

remarkable instance occurred in the year 125, which is

said to have induced Hipparchus to form the first cata

logue of stars. Another star appeared suddenly near a

Aquilae, in the year 389, which vanished after remain—

ing for three weeks, as bright as Venus. On the 10th of

/

* Con. Physical Sciences, p. 363.

VOL. vn.-—No. 1. 17

v
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October, 1604, a brilliant star burst forth in the constel

lation Serpentarius, which continued visible for a year;

and a more recent case occurred in the ear 1670, when

a new star was discovered in the head oft e Swan, which,

after l)ecoming invisible, reappeared, and having under

gone many variations in light, vanished after two years,

and has never since been seen. In 1572, a star was dis

covered in Cassiopeia, which rapidly increased in bright

ness, till it even surpassed that of Jupiter; it then gradu

ally diminished in s lendour, and having exhibited all

the variety of tints t at indicate the changes of combus

tion, vanished sixteen months after its discovery, without.

altering its position.

It is' impossible to imagine anything more tremendous

than a conflagration that could be visible at such a dis

tance.”* In such cases as these, Vince, in his “Com

plete System of Astronomy,” says, “The disappearance

ofsome stars may be the destruction of that system at

the time appointed bythe Deity for the probation of its

inhabitants; and the appearance of new stars, may be

the formation of new systems for new races of beings

then called into existence to adore the works of their

Creator.”

The late Dr. Mason Good seemed to indul e in a sim

ilar opinion. “Worlds and systems of wor ds are not

only perpetually creating, but also per etually disap

pearing. It is an extraordinary fact t at within the

glariod of the last century, not less than thirteen stars, in

'fi'erent constellations, seem to have totally perished,

and ten new ones to have been created. In many in

stances, it is unquestionable that the stars themselves,

the supposed habitation of other kinds or orders of intel

li ent beings, together with the different planets, by

which it is probable they were surrounded, have alto

gether vanished, and the spots which they occupied in

the heavens have become blanks. What has befallen

other systems will assuredly befall ours. Of the time

and manner we know nothing, but the fact is incontro

* Certain stars have disappeared from the firmament; a fact proclaim

ing, at least, that the laws on which their visibility de ended are no longer

in operation in relation to them, but have been over orne by some coun

tervailing power.”--Harris’ Pre-Adamite Earth, p. 96.

.A
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vertible; it is foretold by revelation; it is inscribed in

the heavens; it is felt throughout the earth”*

But these conclusions, drawn from such phenomena,

that these stars are annihilated, and that by analog our

planet will be, by no means necessarily follow. ven

though it were a case of real combustion in the body of

the star, of which there is great doubt, it need not be

totally destroyed. The appearances can be accounted

for in other ways. It is more probable that they are

variable stars, that either revolve about their own cen

tres, or that have opake bodies revolving around them,

by which their light is hid for a time from us : or some

other supposition can be made more highly probable

than that the matter of these stars is annihilated: the

same is true of the earth.

3. And so far as the Scriptures give any countenance

to the opinion that our lanet is entirely to disappear,

the impression is derived) from such passages as the fol

lowing: Ps. 102: 25-27., quoted in Heb. 1: 10, 11, “Of

old hast thou laid the foundations of the earth, and the

heavens are the work- of thy hands. They shall perish,

but thou shalt endure; yea, all of them shall wax old

like a garment; as a vesture shalt thou chan e them, and

they shall be changed.” Matt. 24: 35.—“ seven and

earth shall pass away, but my word shall not pass away.”

Rev. 21 : 1.-—“ For the first heaven and the first earth

were passed away, and there was no more sea.” 10:

11.—-“ The earth and the heaven fled away, and there

was no place found for them.” 2 Pet. 3: 7.—“ But the

heavens and the earth which are now, are by the same

word kept in store, reserved unto fire ;”—10. “the hea

vens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements

shall melt with fervent heat; the earth also, and the

works that are therein, shall be burnt up.”

But such passages only imply the transientness of the

present state of thin s; or in many cases they assert

nothin on the point, hut serve to confirm the certainty

of the livine promises : and something will be found in

connection im lying this, as in Ps. 102 : 25, 26. Isa. 51 :

6; 54: 10. att. 24: 35. These great physical chan

* Quoted by Dr. Dick. Sid. Heavens, p. 88.
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ggs will occur sooner than the word of God would fail.

other places also, as in Peter, and in Revelation, there

are other expressions in connection that imply, not a de

struction of the substance of the earth, but a chan e in

its ualities, and its continued existence in another orm.

An further, if there are laces in the Scriptures that

speak of the heavens and t e earth vanishing away like

smoke, rowing old like a garment, dissolving, burning

up, peris ing, passing away; so, on the other hand, there

are those that speak of it as abiding forever.—Ps. 119 :

90. Ecol. 1 : 4. ~

4. While God upholds all things by the word of his

ower, and can create, and can destroy, we cannot infer

rom either what he has said, or what he has done, any

intention to destroy the earth. In fact, we are led to in

fer that our lanet, as it was when man was introduced,

was among t e last and best of his works. That he had

ex ended reat care, skill, wisdom and goodness in gar

nis ing an preparing it. To destroy it, then, in conse

quence of the introduction of sin, mix ht seem to give the

author of sin cause of triumph, that e had marred the

handy-work of the Divine architect, and provoked Him

to destroy it.

Though the elements melt, then, the earth will abide,

and that indefinitely long. And for what end? Is it to

have the bad pre-eminence, to be the abode of the Devil

and his angels, together with the spirits of lost men ? Is

here to be the fire that never shall be quenched? Such is

the opinion of the venerable President Edwards : he

says,* “Here shall all the persecutors of the Church of

God burn in everlasting fire, who had before burned the

saints at the stake. And here the bodies of the wicked

shall burn and be tormented to all eternity. This world,

which used to be the place of the Devil’s kingdom, shall

now be the place of his complete punishment.”

But, notwithstandin the opinion of so great a man, we

are disposed to think t at God will reserve the earth for

a far nobler purpose. For, if it is to continue, for what

object is it more reasonable to conclude that it will be

preserved, than to be made the residence of thesaints}.

* Hist. of Redemption.
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There seems to be, throughout the Bible, an important

relation between man and his interests, and this material

world. It was made for him, not he for the world. Isa.

45 : 12.—“ I have made the earth and created man upon

it ;”—-18. “ God himself, that formed the earth and made

it; he created it not in vain ; he formed it to be inhabit

ed.” Ps. 115 : 16.—“The earth hath he given to the

children of men.”——Gen: 1 : 27, 28. Now though the

bodies of the saints are to be spiritual, (1 Cor. 15 : 44,)

yet they are real corporeal bodies, like Christ’s after his

resurrection—Phil. 3: 21. They must then have a local

habitation; they must be related to time, and space, and

the material universe, in a different manner from disem

bodied spirits. To what part of the universe then, to

what world, is it so likely that Christ will ather in his

elect, and make of them one family of Go , as that he

should bring them to their old home, refitted and replen

ished for their residence? We must suppose them placed

in some world in the bounds of space, and what one so

ap ropriate as this?

e, too, who repares mansions for them, is called the

second Adam. ere must, then, be, in many respects,

a correspondence between him and the first Adam. If

the first Adam had stood, he would have inherited the

earth, and his osterity would have possessed it. Why,

then, will not t e second Adam reinstate those whom he

has redeemed in the rights and privileges that the first

Adam should have secured to his descendants, when he

lost Paradise, and introduced death into the world 3—

Christ hath abolished death, and promised Paradise, only

in a more exalted sense, to those who follow him, and in

whose hearts he hath destro ed the works of the Devil.

As, then, the territory and omim'on of the first Adam

was in this earth, why may not the eternal kingdom of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ have its seat here ?

The second Adam reigning in a new earth purified by

fire, over those whose souls he has renewed, and Whose

bodies he has fashioned like unto his own glorious body,

there would be avfitness in such an arrangement.

“He that sat upon the throne said, Behold I make all

thingg.new.” And if Christ is with his eople, that is

flea/van: “ Thoushalt be with me in Para ise,” was the

\
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best promise he could give. And Paul esteems it the

height of his joy to depart and be with Christ. When

all sin is removed, and the wicked cease from troubling,

and they see God as he is, the happiness of heaven can

just as well be enjoyed here, as in any other part of the

universe. If Adam and Eve, in a state of innocence,

could be happy here, as the earth then was, much more

will the saints in the new earth, with Christ their head.

For at the same time that we are told that the earth and

the thin that are therein shall be burned up; that all

' these things shall be dissolved; that the elements shall

melt with fervent heat, we also learn that this is to be

succeeded by “ a new heaven and a new earth, wherein

dwelleth righteousness.”—2 Pet. 3: 10-13. The expec

tation of this is according to a Divine promise. Now,

righteousness must belong to moral avents; abstractly, it

cannot be said to dwell anywhere. We must understand

then, that the new earth is to be inhabited by men who

universally and s ontaneously do justice and equity. It

is a well-known Igebrew idiom to employ the abstract for

the concrete noun, as in Isa. 1 : 21 : “ How is the faith

ful city become a harlot! It was full ofjudgment ; right

eousness lodged in it, but now murderers.” None but

holy men are to dwell here; nothing that defieth will

enter; the wicked will be cut off ; the trans ressors will

be rooted out_0f it. Perfect love will prevai , according

to the re uirements of the Divine law. The Apostle

sums up a l in one expression, “wherein dwelleth right

eousness.” According to his statement, this earth is to

pass away by the agency of fire, and to be replaced by

one vastly superior; and better adapted to reflect the

rays of the glory of God, and not to be left empty and

void, but to be the residence of the saints, of righteous

ness itself.

The Apostle seems here to refer to the prophecy of

Isaiah, (65 : 17-25,) but to apply it in a different way

from what it must primarily be understood; for it evi

dently belongs to some period of the Church’s prosperity,

yet future, but on the resent earth. The slightest in

spection of the passage s ows this. But the Apostle uses

it in reference to the new earth after the final confia ra

tion, and the former things have passed away. W at
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the prophet describes is emblematical of that more glori

ous state spoken of by the Apostle, and who includes in

that one brief expression above mentioned, the details of

the prophet in verses 19 to 23. The palmiest days of

Zion, in her earthly pilgrimage, faintly refi ures her

reign in lory. Other passages in the 1d estament

are quote in the same we in the New. See Isa. 64: 4;

1 Cor. 2: 9; Ezk. 47: 12; lgev. 22: 2. We find the same

order of things in the descriptions of the beloved disci

ple : Rev. 21: 11. The heavens and earth fled away

before the ‘face of him that sat upon the throne, when he

was revealed from heaven in flaming fire : (2 Thess. 1: 8);

then came the general resurrection, and general judg

ment; the doom of the wicked, and the ap earance of

the new heavens and the new arth. “Fort e first hea

vens and the first earth were assed away, amd there was

no more sea."’—Rev. 22: 1; which would have no signi

ficancy here, except on the supposition that the change

from old to new, as in Ps. 102: 26, was upon the present

earth; just as an article of gold may be re-cast, in a dif

ferent shape, but the substance unchanged. Then the

new Jerusalem descends from God out 01 Heaven, upon

the new earth, of course, and the announcement is made,

with a loud voice from Heaven, “ Behold, the tabernacle

of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and

they shall be his people, and God himself shall be with

them, and be their God.”

Then what follows in detail (in verses 4-7,) is in precise

accordance with what the Apostle had said, that right

eousness shall dwell here; and there are the fruits of

righteousness, quietness and assurance forever. All in

justice, oppression, sin and consequent misery, have pass

ed away; there is a total change. Paradise, that was

removed to a urer sphere when man fell, is now restored.

Now, under hrist, the second Adam, the sons of the

first Adam “redeemed, regenerated, disenthralled from

the bondage of corruption ;” raised from the dead spirit

ually, and bodily, “inherit all thin s.” “They are made

kings and priests unto God, an reign on the earth,”

(Rev. 5 : 10,) which they inherit under Christ, accordin

to Matt. 5: 5; Ps. 37: 9; 11: 22. And though suci

passages might originally refer to the literal land of Ca
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naan, yet that prefigured a sure inheritance in the hea

venly rest.

The Apostle’s course of argument, (2 Pet. 3: 5, 6, &c.)

in relation to the analogy of the flood, and the final de

struction of the earth by fire, tends to the same point.—

The earth being overflowed with water, erished, (awaken,

a very strong word,) yet was onl purified and prepared

to be inhabited by a new race. e very cataclysm that

the same Apostle had before made the figure, to which

baptism is the antytype.—1 Pet. 3: 20,21. As then,

the earth was only chan ed on its surface, and washed

from the stains of bloo and violence which had been

committed on it, and inhabited again; so in the future

purification by fire, its substance, though melted, will

come forth as gold, unto glory and honour, and made the

abode of the holy and the happy. It is a plain inference

that this is what the Apostle intended to teach.

What Paul informs us in the 8th chapter of Romans,

favours the same idea. He represents the whole crea

tion, evidently the same as “the heavens and the earth,”

in other places, as waiting and longing for some great

change, by which it is to be relieved from a heavy

burden, to which it is now subjected involuntarily, and

by which change it is to be glorified in connection with

the children of God. This is, indeed, a bold figure, but

the earth was cursed for the sin of man; and it is often

spoken of as s mpathising with the moral condition of its

inhabitants. s. 97 : 11, 12; 108 : 8; 148 : 3-10. Isa.

55: 12. Hab. 3: 16. Isa. 49: 13. Fe. 98: 4—6, and in

a multitude of other places.

The sins and crimes and miseries of men are a burden

and a cause of mourning to the ver earth itself, as well

as to the inferior animals. This is t e most natural sense

in which to understand the wridls, creation, of the Apostle,

as the earth, “ the heavens and the earth,” this material

frame-work, and only incidentally, if at all, of the inferi

or races of animals. Whatever it is that is fi uratively

waiting in earnest expectation, for “the manifestations

of the sons of God,” and the glory that is to follow, must

of course be something that will itself survive that great

change, continue to subsist, and share in what it waits

for. But this cannot be said of the inferior tribes, and
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therefore they are ,not included: they are not to exist

hereafter.

That creation is something distinct from men: for, 1, it

cannot be said of the wicked that they are waiting for

the manifestation of the sons of God'in hope of deliver

ance, for then they know their misery will increase, after

the resurrection of their bodies. It will bring no joy to

them. And 2, the Apostle makes an express distinction

between that trims, and “ we ourselves, who have the

first fruits of the Spirit.” They share in the general

groan of the whole creation, as well as in its earnest ex

pectation: they have a joint interest in the same thin ,

ut the parties are distinct. And we may erhaps e

able to see an exact correspondence between t e burdens

and the groans of Christians, and of the whole creation

that so deeply sympathises with them; as well as between

their hopes and expectations. And here are two parts:
1, what they and it are to be deliveredglrom, “the bond

age of corruption,” and (7 : 24,) “ this ody of death.”—

1 Cor. 5: 1-4.- “For we that are in this tabernacle do

roan, being burdened.” And 2, what both they and it

to keep the phraseology of the A 0stle,) are to be deli

vered into: “the glorious liberty o the children of God,”

“the manifestation of the sons of God,” “ the ado tion,

to wit, the redemption of our body,” “ a building 0 God,

a house not made with hands,” “to be clothed upon that

mortality might be swallowed up of life.” For there is,

we conceive, an important connection between the pas

sage in Romans, and in Corinthians: and between the

“ creation” and “body” in one, and the “ earthly house

of this tabernacle,” and “ a house not made with hands”

in the other.

Both the creation and the Apostle, and all Christians,

as Calvin has it, are not in the agonies of death and dis

solution only; but while undergoing these, by hope they

become also the pains of child-birth. They both die, are

in a state of vanity, dissolution, transientness; we groan,

and are in the agony of death, dying daily, while hear

ing about this body of death; so it is with this material

earth; it is in pangs all the time till now, from the time

of the first sin, bearing a great body of death; and will

continue in this state the same length of time that the

Von. vn.—-No. 1. 18
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Church continues on it; but, at the same time, with re- '

gard to both, it is a passa e through the pangs of death,as of child-birth, towarttds and into a new life; these

are endured, while waiting for, and in hope of, that house

which is from heaven; the manifestation of the sons of

God, in new and glorious bodies like Christ’s ; and the

new heavens and new earth wherein dwelleth righteous

ness. There is a correspondence throughout between the

creation and those who have the first fruits of the Spirit.

It is burnt up, dissolved, but rises like a phoenix from its

ashes, like a pure metal from its oxide; so this taberna

cle is dissolved, but is replaced by another, not made

with hands, fashioned like unto Christ’s glorious body.

They diet/n, order to live in a higher degree,——a more

exalted state. Death is repugnant to every creature; it

tends to reserve itself; but it yields even to death,

through im who hath sub'ected the same in hope of

deliverance and a better con ition: a. regeneration, as in

Matt. 19: 28; or restitution, Acts 3: 21. -

But the question recurs, what reason is there for draw

ing this parallel between the present human body of

Christians and the earth t—what propriety in speakin

of the physical earth as in the pangs of child-birth, an

“ travailing in pain together?”

1. We reply that it is a forcible figure of s eech to

make deeper impression upon men, with regar to the

great evil of thelr own sins, which produce ruin and dis

order even in the material universe.

2. As man was made out of the dust of the earth, it is

often called the common mother of us all ,' and as such,

has been worshipped amon almost all nations.

3. All return to the eart ; its very mass, to a great

depth, is composed of the remains of animals, at least in

many places. Some have hazarded the opinion that

almost its entire mass has been through the laboratory

of animal life.* It was, then, the realm of death, before

man came upon the stage. But it is in relation to him

that we now speak. And since his creation; since Death

began his ravings amon the human race, how many

human bodies have beenlaid in the grave to see corrup- '

* Mantell’s Wonders of Geology, vol. 2, p. 670.
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tion; not there to remain, but as a sacred trust to be

restored, at the command of Him “who has the keys of

Hell and Death.”

The Bible representation on the subject is, that the

earth is a mother, ‘in whose teeming womb all the mil

lions of the dead are waiting the period of her gestation

“to come forth.” In reference to this, the whole crea

tion is travailing in pain together. We see the Scripture

phraseology in such passages as Fe. 139 : 15, where the

womb of the mother is figuratively “ the lowest part of

the earth,” the grave, as in Isa. 44: 23; Ezk. 26: 30;

31: 14, &c. The embryo in the forming state in the

womb of the mother, is analogous to the dead in the

grave. That dark, hollow cavity, Hades, the unseen

place, of which the ancients had the idea, as containing

all the dead, is by metonomy the womb of the earth;

and, as above, a mother’s womb. ’ 7

As all come into being in the same way, and frOm the

same place, and all go out of the world in the same way,

to the same state of the dead, they came to speak of both

alike. Job 38: 8; Prov. 30: 16.

The Jews were familiar with this idea. Job 1 : 21.—

“Naked came I out of m mother’s womb, and naked

shall [return thither.” hat is, into the womb of the

common mother of all. Eccl. 5 : 15.—“ As he came

forth of his mother’s womb, naked shall he return to go

as he came: in all points as he came, so shall he go.”

Ecol, 11 : 5, 6, the analogy of the growth of the foetus in

the womb of the mother, and the germinating of the seed

in the earth is spoken of: see this same figure applied to

the resurrection of the body, John 12: 24; 1 Cor. 15:

37, by both Paul and Christ. In Ecclesiasticus, also, we

read, (40 : 1,) “ a heavy yoke is upon the sons of Adam,

from the day that they go out of their mother’s womb,

till they return to the mother of all things.” In the

Apocryphal Book of Enock,* 50: 1, we are told that at

the last day, “The Earth shall deliver up from her womb,

' and Hades shall deliver up from her’s.” Rev. 20: 13.

This idea is further elucidated by the language of inspi

* Supposed to have been written after the Destruction of Jerusalem by

the Banana—Am. Bib. Rep. Jan. 1840.
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ration concerning the burial and resurrection of Christ:

Matt. 12: 40; he was laid in “ the heart of the earth ;”

but Ps. 16 : 8-11, he was not left in the grave, for, 'Acts

2 : 24: “God raised him 11 , having loosed the pains of

death.” And this is more orcible when we compare the

words in the original, in Rom. 8 : 22; and Acts 2: 24.

See also Rev. 12: 2. ‘

If, then, this is the correct understandin of the pas

sage before us; if the earth is waiting wit anxious ex

pectation the period of her deliverance from this mass

of death, at the general resurrection, how sublime the

thought! Her capacious womb is crowded with the re

mains of those who were once, like ourselves, busy and

active: to our sight and senses, they are now destitute

of life; but there is, in each, a germ of life; a living

seed : they are all embryos; the earth beneath is preg

nant with living men: the very dust we tread is poten

tially more full of life, than the living themselves. The

great mother groans to carry her burden. In this sense

“ all live unto God.”

“ Go, if you will, and traverse the ten thousand battle

fields that have been the vast slaughtering places of men

from Nimrod to Bonaparte; and all is silence and soli

tude over the graves of these millions. But how chan ed

the scene on the resurrection morning! Then, not ess

than one thousand millions of human beings shall start

up from these battle-fields, and crowd upwards to the

judgment-seat. What vast multitudes, too, shall ascend

from the site of such ancient cities as Nineveh, and Ba

bylon, and Thebes, and Palmyra, and a hundred other

great centres of population, now the seat of solitude and

esolation. Think of Jerusalem, which, for more than

two thousand years, has been the great central slaughter

house of the worki ; where human relics, and comminu

ted dwellings have accumulated on the surface, to the

depth of forty or fifty feet; and the whole has been soak

ed a thousand times in blood.

Oh, think of the scene, when the millions that lie

buried there, shall start into life, at the shout of the

descendin Judge, and the Arch-angel’s voice! From

the sea’s Tiroad surface, too, what multitudes shall be

seen, ascending to be judged according to the deeds done
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in the body. Indeed, when we remember that probably

as many as ten billions of human beings have already

dwelt upon this lobe, reasonably may we inquire, from

what portion of its surface, will not myriads start into

life at the final summons ?”*‘ We may simply add that

the names of a long list of eminent interpreters, in this

country, and in Europe, can be brought, in favor of the

renovatibn of the earth being tau ht in this passage in

Romans ; as well as in Peter. e need not occupy

space by repeating their names. It was also the opinion

of many of the older interpreters, such as Ohrysostom,

Theodoret, Hieronymus, Augustin, &c.1

And that the earth is to survive this great revolution

on its surface; and ‘not only continue on its course, but

in a state of splendour and perfection far su assing the

present, is in accordance with what is reveale of its past

istory in the science of Geology. Dr. Hitchcock says,

“ It appears that there have been upon the globe several

distinct periods of organized existence, in which particu

lar groups of animals and plants, exactly adapted to the

varying condition of the g obe, have been created, and

successively passed away. If we take only those larger

groups of animals and plants, whose almost entire dis

tinctness from one another has been established beyond

all doubt, we shall still find at least five nearly complete

organic revolutions on the globe, viz: 1. The existing

species. 2. Those in the tertiary strata. 3. Those in the

cretaceous and oolitic systems. 4. Those in the upper

new red sand-stone group. 5. Those below the new red

sand-stone.” . ‘

Comparative anatomy teaches us that the animals and

plants in these different groups could not have lived in

the same physical circumstances. The same author re

marks that, “if only the greater part of the species have

been changed several times, it establishes the inference,”

* Phenomena. in the Seasons Spiritualized: by Dr. Hitchcock: pages

34, 35.

1 “A spacious e’ternel heaven shall spring forth in the midst of the an

gels. The former heaven shsll depart and pass away: a new heaven shall

appear: and all the celestial powers shine with sevenfold splendour for

ever. Afterwards likewise there shall be many weeks, which shall eter

nally exist in goodness and in righteousness Neither shall sin be named

there forever and ever.”—Book of Enock, ch. 92: 16
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that is, that there have been several distinct \ eriods of

organized existence on the globe. “And these ave been

essentially changed as many as six tim‘es. And there

fore, (he continues,) I prefer to speak of seven distinct

geriods of organic life on the globe, rather than e.

ut from the next remark, it appears that five entirely

distinct periods can be made out :

Remark 2. It appears from the following quotation by

Dr. Smith, that Deshayes, an eminent palseontologist, is

able to make out fi/oe distinct periods'of organized exist

ence besides that now passing on the globe. “M. De

shayes has lately announced that he had discovered, in

surveying the entire series of fossil animal remains, fwe

great groups, so completely independent, that no species

whatever isfownd in more than one of them.”

Objection. Perhaps the deposits containing these differ

ent organic groups, may have been going on at the same

time in different countries, Or in different parts of the

same country.

Answer. Although all the rocks composing these dif

ferent systems are not found piled one upon another, in

any one place, they are all found so connected at differ

ent points, as to prove that they were formed successive—

%. Yet where any are wanting in the series, as the

ealden, for instance, in North America, the interval

during which these were forming in particular localities,

may have been occupied by a prolonged deposition of

the next older, or by an earlier commencement of the

next newer rock. Most probably, however, the same

formation was begun and completed in different (places

about the same period; otherwise the climate woul have

varied so much as to produce a marked change in the

organic remains.”*

“ It appears that every successive general change that

has taken place on the earth’s surface, has been an im

provement of its condition.” “Animals and plants of a

igher organization have been, multiplied with every

change, until at last the earth was prepared for the ex—

isting races; with man at their head, the most generally

perfect of all.”1' And why may we not anticipate some

* Hitchcock’s Geology: Revised edition, pp. 166, 167.

f Ibidem, p. l7l.
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thing of the same kind in the'future? That after man,

and the present inhabitants, have occu ied the surface

for a cycle of a es, another change sha 1 occur, that im- \

provement shal advance .to another, a final, a erfect

stage? The number seven is a erfect one in the ible:

as shown above from the recor s written in the solid ta

bles of stone in the earth, by God’s oWn finger, five stages

have preceded us; we are in the sixth; one more only is

wanting to introduce the eat consummation. Here the

two great lines of truth, t at from physical science, and

that from inspiration, meet in the same point. They lead

us to expect something better than the present “ bound

and fettered condition of all nature.”

The remarks of a foreign, most eloquent writer, are

here so apposite, that I cannot carry out this thought

better than by quoting from him: \ -

“ We learn that the dynasty of man in the mixed state

is not the final one; but that there is to be yet another

creation, or, more properly, re-creation, known theologi

cally, as the resurrection, which shall be connected in its

physical components, by bonds of mysterious paternity,

with the dynasty which now reigns, and be bound to it

mentally by the chain of identity, conscious and actual;

but which, in all that constitute superiority, shall be as

vastly its superior as the dynasty of res onsible man is

en erior to even the lowest of the preliminary dynasties.

WE are further taught that at the commencement of this

last of the dynasties, there will be a re-creation of‘not

only elevated, but also of degraded beings,—-a re-creation

of the lost. We are taught, yet further, that though the

present dynasty be that of a lapsed race, which at their

rst introduction were placed on higher ground than that

on which they now stand, and sank by their own act, it

was yet part of the original design, from the beginning

of all things, that they should occupy the existing plat

form; and that redemption is thus no after-thought, ren

dered necessary by the fall, but, on the contrary, part of

a general scheme, for which provision had been made

from the beginning; so that the Divine man, through

whom the work of restoration has been effected, was in

reality, in reference to the purposes of the Eternal, what

_ .fln' w~~<
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he is designated in the remarkable text, “ the Lamb

slain from the foundation of the world.” Slain from the

foundation of the world! Could the assertors of the sto

ney science ask for lan age more express? By piecing

the two records toget er,—that .revealed in Scripture,

and that revealed in the rocks,—~records which, however

widely geologists may mistake the one, or commentators

misunderstand the other, have emanated from the same

great Author ;—we learn that in slow and solemn majes

ty has period succeeded period, each, in succession, ush

ering in a higher scene of existence ; that fish, reptiles,

mammiferous quadrupeds, have reigned in turn; that

responsible man, ‘made in the image of God,’ and with

dominion over all creatures, ultimatel entered into a

world ripened for his reee tion; but rther, that this

passing scene in which he forms the prominent figure, is

not the final one in the long series, but merely the last of

the elimi/nary scenes; and that that period to which

the y—gone ages, incalculable in amount, with all their

well-proportioned gradations of being, form the imposin

vestibule, shall have perfection for its occupant, an

eternity for its duration. I know not how it may ap ear

to others, but for my own part, I cannot avoid thin ing

that there would be a lack of proportion in the series of

being, were the period of perfect and (glorified humanity

abruptly connected, without the intro notion of an inter— '

mediate creation of responsible im erfection with that of

the dying, irresponsible brute. at scene of things in

which God became man, and suffered, seems, as it no

doubt is, a necessary link in the chain.”*

We stand upon the graves of a series of departed

worlds, and we look upward and forward to the “ world

to come,” which will be perfect, permanent, immovable.

When the reat cycle of changes will end. The great

terminus a5 gnem of the faith and hope- of the church

in all a es. Abraham, by faith, became “hei/r (f the

world ;’ he looked for a city that had foundations,” pre

pared of God. A kingdom that cannot be moved, though

the present material frame-work be taken down, shaken

* Foot Prints of the Creator, by Hugh Miller.
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’ hath pitched, and not man.”

and the height of it are equal.”

to pieces.—Heb. 12: 27. This immobility is taught even

in the emblems by which the residence of Him who is

King in Zion, “ the tabernacle of God,” is shadowed forth.

For the Holy of Holies in the tabernacle of Moses was a

cube: the oracle in Solomon’s temple was. of the same

form.*—1 K. 6: 20. Both of these were constructed

after a pattern furnished by God himself. Ex. 25: 9-40;

1 Chron. 28: 12; Heb. 8: 5. And that pattern was ta

ken from the ori inal into which Christ entered when he

ascended on hi 1%; for in Heb. 9: 23, we read that, “It

was necessary t at the patterns of things in the heavens

should be purified with these, but the heavenly things

themselves with better sacrifices than these.” “ For

Christ is not entered into the holy places made with

hands, which are the figures of the true ,' but into hea

ven itself.” 9 : 8, “ the first tabernacle,” “ was a figure

for the time then present.” But the holy place into

which Christ entered was “ a greater and more perfect

tabernacle,” (9: 12,) which, in 8: 2, the A ostle calls

“ the sanctuary and the true tabernacle, whic the Lord

(8 : 5.) The earthly things

were “ the example and shadow of the heavenly,” that

is, their ,copy and likeness, by which they were adum

brated. .

Now, that great structure which was shown in vision

to the holy seer “ descending out of heaven from God,”

was either the original into which Christ is said to have

entered, and from which miniature models were taken for

Moses and David, or a more enlarged copy of the same:

a visionary emblem of what is real, and substantial, “the

tabernacle of God with men.” And it was of the same

form, for Rev. 21: 16: “The len th, and the breadth,

very thing about the

description of this wonderful “house not made with

hands eternal in the heavens,” is intended to convey

some spiritual truth; but it is with the shape that we

are now concerned. And there must be some peculiar

reason in the Divine mind, why, in relation to his own

* It may be worth mentioning that the fundamental form of all crystals

is ,a cube. And that some writers of late attempt to show that the earth

itself is not a sphere, but a great octohedron, the next primary form to the

cube—Silliman’s Jour., March 1852.

19VOL. vn.—-No. 1.
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dwelling, he is so tenacious of the form of a cube. Al

most every work of his hands, all the heavenly bodies

are globular, and revolve in orbits nearl circular, so far

as we know anythin of their makes or t eir motions; all

organisms in genera on the earth, arebounded b curve

lines. But from Paradise, at the beginning of t e pre

sent earth, to that which succeeds its close, “the habita

tion of the God of Jacob,” in every instance, built by

his own direction, for his visible manifestation, (except

God manifest in the flesh,) has been of a cubical form.

This is true, also, of the symbolical temple, (Ezek. ~11 : 4,)

which was surrounded with a square enclosure of five

hundred reeds on a side* and located within a uadran

gular portion of the holy land, of twenty-five t ousand

reeds on a side; in another portion of which was situa

ted the city that with its suburbs was a square of five

thousand reeds.

Lowth observes that “a square figure is the emblem

of perpetuity, strength, and solidity. A great part of

the wisdom of the eastern nations was wra ed up in
hieroglyphical emblems. This method Godpliath made

use of to discover some mysterious truths in his word;

such as perhaps he thinks not convenient to be more

clearly revealed till the proper time or season; intending

by such hints to encourage man’s searching into the more

obscure parts of Scripture.” To this we will add a re

mark or two :

' 1. Though it may seem to some a mere fanciful con

ceit, yet we will mention that there may be a connection

between this shape and that “righteousness” or equity,

that the Apostle says is to dwell in the new earth. Mo~

ral qualities are often expressed in lan uage derived from

the senses : from physical objects. The just man follows

the line of the law, &c. The sha e and structure of this

city, the centre and seat of the ing who is to reign in

righteousness, over righteous men, kee s this great truth

emblematically before their minds. t is perfect and

* Solomon’s temple appears to have been surrounded with a similar

court—Josephus, Ant. V111: 8-9. So also the temple of Herod—Ant. xv:

11: 3. Rev. 11: 2.
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equal in all its dimensions. A perfect city and common

wealth. Isa. 60: 21; Matt. 13: 43; Rev. 21: 27.

2. Stability, or immobility, is indicated by this form.

There is to be no further progress or change. Just as a

cube is least adapted for motion; in direct contrast with

all the heavenly bodies, that with a globular shape move

with almost inconceivable velocity. through space, so this

city, or polity, has reached a point of perfection and of

rest. It is built of living stones: a habitation of God

throu h the Spirit: “ For the Lord hath chosen Zion, he

hath esired it for his habitation. This is my rest for

ever: here will I dwell: for I have desired it.” He

takes up his abode here, and never departs, as he did

from Eden. . I

Now, then, if this is the case with the new Jerusalem,

as indicated by its very form ; if that great polity which

it symbolizes, has reached a perfect, unchan in state,

the same must be true of the earth, from w ic “the

nations bring glory and honour into it.”-—Rev. 21 : 26.

But perhaps, in enolea/vowring to show that the future

and eternal home of the saints is ,to be a real, solid, ma

terial earth, as much so as the present, we shall shock

the prejudices, and incur the reproaches of those who

say “ you are making out a Mohammedan Paradise.”—

But we have endeavoured to follow the mind of the Spi

rit, and to show that the teachings of science exactly fall

in with and confirm inspiration.

Such men cannot entertain any idea concerning that

state of rest, but one entirely spiritual. They are like

some of the ancients who believed matter the source of

evil; and that the only way to holiness and happiness

'was to separate their souls from all contact with it, or

influence from it.* But God created the earth and all

things in it, and pronounced it “very good.” Adam and

Eve were holy and happy while in a material world.—

But these ersons conceive of heaven as some etherial

region in t e clouds, where they will spend eternity in

solemn assembly, in the midst of the music of seraphs;

in exstatic and rapturous delight, where no opportuni

ty is afforded for the play of the active principles of

* The Gnostics, Mosheim’s Ch. Hist. pp. 73, (ha, 109, &c. Vol. i.
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human nature, but a perpetual sameness. But unless

essentially changed in our mental constitution, this would 3 1

step is ined, sim ly by dissolving the alliance that ex-‘Q

ists in t e minds 0 many between the two ideas of sin

and materialism; or proving that when once sin is done

away, it consists with all we know of God’s administra

tion, that materialism shall be perpetuated in the full

bloom and vigour of immortality. It altogether holds

out a warmer and more alluring icture of the elysium

that awaits us, when told that t ere will be beauty to

delight the eye; and music to re ale the ear; and the

comfort that springs from all the c arities of intercourse

between man and man: holding converse as they do on

earth ; and laddening each other with the benignant

smiles that pday on the human countenance.

There is much to affect and elevate the heart in the

scenes and the contemplations of materialism : and we

hail the information of the word of God, that after the

dissolution of its present frame-work, it will again be va

ried, and decked out anew in all the graces of its unfa

ding verdure, and of its unbounded variety; that in

addition to our direct and personal view of the Deity,

when he comes down to tabernacle with men, we shall

also have a reflection of him in a lovely mirror of his

own workmanship ; and that, instead of being transport

ed to some abode of dimness and of mystery, so remote

from human experience, as to be beyond all comprehen

sion, we shall walk forever in a land replenished with

those sensible delights, and those sensible glories, which,

we doubt not, will lie most profusely scattered over the

new heavens, and the new earth, wherein dwelleth righ

teousness.”*

Another forcible writer remarks—

not in the end satisfy us. Says Dr. Chalmers, “ a great i#

“ Let us try to persuade ourselves that the future and

unseen world, with all its momentous transitions, is as

simply natural and true, as is this world of land and

water, trees and houses, with which we now have to do.”

—Physical Theory of Another Lq'fe, p. 191.

* Astro. Dis. Sermon on new Heavens and new Earth.

I
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Another objection made to the saints’ residing on this

earth is the want of sufficient room. And it is said some

times in _the pulpit, when speaking on the subject of the

general resurrection and final judgment, that this earth

‘ could not contain all the dead that will be raised. But

a very few fi ures will show that such statements are far

from the trut : for if, without being very exact, we al

low the present population of the globe to be 800,000,000;

and that it has always been the same, and. will continue

the same to the and of 7,000 years from the creation: and

further, that three generations leave the sta e in a cen

tury; there will then have lived at the fina judgment,

two hundred and ten generations, amounting to 168,000,

000,000. Now, the State of North Carolina. is put down

as containing 50,000 square miles: this amounts to 154,

880,000,000 square yards; so that nearly the whole po

pulation that will have then been upon the earth, could.

nd a square yard to stand. upon in that State, which is

a very small part of the world. If the description of

New Jerusalem is to be regarded as conveying any idea.

of the reality, we may see from its dimensions that it

affords ample space; being 12,000 furlongs, or 1500 miles

on a side, which would give an area of 2,250,000 square

rods. Mr. Lowman, however, understands the 1500 miles

of the com ass of the city; making it only 375 miles on

a side: an it seems to have been more especially intend

ed as a temple for worship.

But in regard to the above stated objection, we may

remark:

.1 That there is to be “ no more sea.” And if this is

to be understood literally, the habitable parts of the earth

will be much enlarged. “ In the present surface of our

planet, the area of the solid to the fluid parts is as one

to two and oar- fths: according to Rigand, as 100:

270.”* So t at t e sea at present occupies more than

'twice the space of the land.

2. That though we cannot tell the proportion of the

saved to the lost, but as to the past, we have great rea

son to fear, thatfew out of the whole number have been

saved. In the future we expect a greater proportion will

*' Cosmos, vol. i., p. 288.
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belong to Christ. But we are not to account for more

space than is sufficient for those whom Christ will gather

1n.

3. That less space will suffice for the same number

of people than now. But some parts of the earth are ,

densely populated at present. Belgium, the most dense

ly peopled country in the world, has 864 inhabitants to

a square mile.

4. That though this is their home and the seat of g0<

vernment, yet we need not suppose them all confined to

the limits of this world: but that a communication may

be opened with other worlds in the same empire. For

Christ is made head over all things, “ and he shall feed

them, and lead them to living fountains of waters :” In

his Father’s house are many mansions, already prepared

for his people. And as God fills immensity as well as

inhabits eternity, who can tell but that every star may

be one of those mansions, and that the saints will have

permission to traverse the length and breadth of creation,

and to range throughout the whole universe, while the.

wicked will feel the alling chains of confinement in their

prison of despair. he glorious liberty of the children

of God, will be the freedom, not of one city or province,

but of the wide realm, in which they have a joint inter

est and ownership with their King and Head.

ARTICLE VIII.

coaausronnascu.

\Ve give place to the following communication of the author of

an article in our last number, “On the Nature and importance of

a Christian Profession, and its connexion with Membership in the .

visible Church.”——Ens. S. P. Rnv.

To the Editors ofthe Southern Presbyterian Review:

Gnnrmmas,—In looking over the note which you have added

to my article in your last number, (on the Nature of a Christian

Profession. &c.) it seems to me that you have materially misap
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prehended my meaning; and ’I trust you will not be displeased

with the liberty I take in offering a word of explanation, which of

course I place entirely at your disposal. If you have done me

injustice, I know that it was unintentional, and you will do what

ever may be necessary to correct the mistake, as soon as you are

convinced that you have made one. ~ '

“ Full communion in the visible church,” I suppose is universal

ly understood to include all those ecclesiastical rights which are

common to all those members of the church who are regarded as

converted persons,-—for example, and especially, a right to the

Lord’s table. And if so, nothing could be further from my

thoughts than that any unconverted person can be lawfully enti

tled to such communion.

As I do not know on which of my positions your inference is

founded, allow me to recapitulate such of them as bear the nearest

relation to this subject.

1. Infant-baptism and its ecclesiastical consequences. I cor

dially approve of the two following sentences, found in the Con

stitution of the Presbyterian Church: “Not only those that do

actually profess faith in, and obedience unto the Church, but also

the infants of one or both believing parents are to be baptized.”

“All baptized persons are members of the Church, are under its

care, and subject to its government and discipline,” dzc.‘

Fellow-membership in a Society, does not imply that there is

no distinction as to the privileges enjoyed in connexion with that

Society. If, for example, the Constitution of a State requires a

free-hold qualification for the right of suffrage, it by no means

follows that none but free-holders are citizens. In perfect consis

tency, then, with the doctrine just stated, I maintain that no man

who does not give satisfactory evidence of true conversion, may

be admitted to the Lord’s table,—nor is he eligible to ecclesiastical

office, or entitled to vote in any election to such office, or in any

way take part in managing the ofiices of the church. Still, it

does not follow that he may not be‘ “ a member of the church,”

“ under its care,” and subject to its government and discipline,—

“bound” (by covenant) “to perform all the duties of a church

member.”
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2. The want of piety does not, of itself; infer excommunication.

If the propositions quoted from the Constitution of our Church are

correct, it follows that many must be recognized as members of

the Church, who are not to be regarded or treated as converted

persons. How is it consistent with this to infer excommunication

from mere destitution of true piety? If such destitution is disco

vered in one hitherto esteemed regenerate, the proper conclusion

seems to be simply this, that he must fall back to the level of

those baptized persons who never were regarded as pious,—he

must be recognised as a church member, but not a communicant

3. As to the nature of that Christian profession which every

heater of the Gospel is required to make, and which, in the case

of unbaptized adults, is to be made by entering into the commu

nion of the Church. I maintain that it resolves itself into a

declaration of one’s hearty consent to God’s covenant,—it is a

solemn and public entrance into that covenant, or a solemn and

public recognition of the covenant obligation by which he is alrea

dy bound. He who does heartily consent to that covenant is a

regenerate person. He who pretends to make the profession

while his heart does not really consent to the covenant, is guilty

of gross impiety in the act. On the part of the Church, any rea

sonable doubt as to the question whether he is a regenerate person,

in other words, whether he does heartily consent to the covenant,

ought to ensure his rejection. But every baptized person is really

bound by the covenant, no matter whether he was brought into it

by his own act, or in infancy, by the act of his parents,—no mat

ter whether any profession of consent he may have made was sin

cere or hypocritical.

- Yours sincerely,

J. G. Snarrnnson.

Bedford Co. (Va) April 28, 1853.
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While the sheets of Article V. were passing through the Press,

the mail brought us news of the death of its estimable author.—

Worn out with pain and disease, his unconquerable soul struggling

onward ever with vehement desires to be employed in the service

of his Master, resorting to his pen, when he could no longer use

his voice in proclaiming the Gospel, he closed his useful life on

the 15th of June, in the city of Savannah. Few preachers in his

native State, have been so universally acceptable, or so successful

in winning souls to Christ. His memory will live in the hearts of

many affectionate friends, by whom also, what frailties he may

have had, will be buried in oblivion. We are tempted to give, as

an explanation of the motives which impelled him to write so

much in these closing days of his life, the last letter but one re

ceived from him by us.—-Ens. S. P. REV.

“SAVANNAH, April 20, 1853.

Rev. and Dear Brother,—I am gratified that there is a prospect

of having another article published. Not that I desire to appear

so oflen before the public, but because I am so shut out of life by

infirmity. Ah, my Brother, few know my daily suferings. As

the Apostle said, “I die daily.” The pen is the almost only

means of a little diversion from bodily pain. Whenever I can be

so absorbed in thought as to forget the body, I have ease, some

times exhilaration. But, for the most part, I only struggle and

struggle with the decays of my frail tabernacle. But I should not

thus speak, lest I seem to murmur,-—for I can feebly testify, that

in all my afflictions, no good word of God has failed. For the

past week, I have been much afflicted; and yesterday, fell

sick, and is very sick to-day. Oh, how such things should make

us value that good Land, where thorns and thistles grow not,

tears are not shed, and sin has'no existence!

You will find the article hastily written, and of course disfigured

by bad-spelling, bad punctuation, and bad grammar, it may be.—

Anything of this kind you may see, please correct, as if it were

your own. I have had to erase much for the same reason. Please

see that the proofs are correct.

Yours in the Gospel, and in the hope of a blessed immortality.

S. J. CASSELS.

VOL. vn.—No. 1. 20
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Again he says, under date of April 12, 1853 :

* * ’* “How little did I think the evening you were here, that

before you had been well seated in your chair at home, I should

have another article for your Review !! But it is even so, and my

“prolific pen” is really seeming to become ambitious of new of

spring! I have no desire, I am sure, to be prominent in your Re

view, or anywhere else. True, the pen is all I can use, in the way

of public usefulness; and it is also necessary, yea essential, to re

lieve my bodily and mental sufferings. Still I dislike to be volu

minous, or anything else of the kind.” ’* ’k ’* .

ARTICLE IX.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. History of the Reformation of the Sixteenth Century, Volume

Five. By J. H. MERLE D’Avmerm, D. D., President of the

Theological School of Geneva, and Vice-President of the Soci

ete Evangelique. Translated by H. WHITE ,' Translation care

fully reuised by Dr. MERLE D’AUBIGNE. 518 pp. 12 mo.

Robert Carter 12 Brothers, New- York. 1853.

The immense popularity of the preceding volumes of this His

tory, while it whetted the public expectation, rendered the issue of

the present volume all the more dangerous to the author’s reputa

tion. All that he might hope to accomplish was simply to sustain

the interest he had already excited; to surpass it, was beyond the

reach of the most sanguine desire. The dramatic interest of this

volume seems to us below that of the earlier volumes : but whether

this be due to the absence of that freshness and novelty which

characterized those; or whether it may not be that the scenes were

less thrilling, and less within the dramatic range, we will not here

undertake to decide.

This criticism touches, however, only the incidental merits of

this volume, and not in the least affects its substantial value. It is

still a truthful and graphic picture of the English Reformation,
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bearing the stamp of the author’s penetration and vivacity. His

skill, in grouping the characters of his history, as well as in con

necting the subtle links in the chain of events, is revealed in every

line. Dr. Merle has clearly established the Divine and spiritual

character of the English Reformation,—that it was not, as has

often been affirmed, the work of politicians and statesmen. He

proves it to have had a truly Bible origin, and must be ascribed

to the remarkable diffusion of the sacred Scriptures among the

people. Another point, brought out in the boldest relief in this

work, is the diplomacy between the English and the Papal courts.

The Pope is seen disgracefully hanging between England and Spain,

fearing to offend either, yet unable to propitiate both. It is need

less to advise the perusal of a book which has been so long and so

anxiously looked for, and which has, to English and American

Christians, the additional interest of recording the Reformation

which gave to them the Gospel, and the salvation of God.

2. The Bible in the Counting House : A Course ofLectures to Mer

chants. Bg/ H. A. BOARDMAN, D. D. I/ippincott d: Grambo :

Philad. 420 pp., 12 me. 1853.

We have read this book with deeper interest than most of those

which issue from the teeming press of the present day. These

Lectures are written in a graceful and polished style; and what is

far better, with that freshness and point which always characterize

the productions of an earnest thinker. We are pleased too, with

the tone of moderation which pervades the volume. In exposing

the temptations and errors of a particular class of men, the ten

dency is always to exaggerated and one-sided views. Dr. Board

man, however, with due caution, discriminates between the mal

practices of commercial sharpers and gamesters, and the incidental

errors into which the most honourable merchant may fall. He

holds the probe with the steady hand of a surgeon, who fully

knows the nature of the wound, and is confident of his own skill.

It is surprising how the author, amidst the retirement of the cler

gyman and the scholar, has been able to gather up such minute

information of the inner life, and the secret operations, of theMer
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chant. The same powers of tact and observation are displayed in

the facility with which the author explains the results of his varied

reading in the illustration of his topics.

Without attempting in any case to settle the grounds of Chris

tian morality, he has successfully applied its ascertained principles

to an important class of our fellow-citizens, with a pungency and

fidelity every way worthy of a Christian Minister. We trust that

this work will contribute to the revival in all our pulpits, of that

Christian casuistry which so richly distinguished the ministrations

of a former age.

3. The Grace of Christ; or Sinners saved by Unmcrited Kind

ness. By WM. S. PLUMER, D. D. 454 pp., 12 mo.

4. The Doctrinal Dz'fierences which have agitated and divided the

Presbyterian Church; or old and new Theology. By Jsuns

W001), D. D. 290 pp., 12 mo.

. Presbyterian Tracts, Vol. VIII. — pp., 12 mo.

. Letters to a Recent Convert: By a Pastor. 91 pp., 16 mo.

. Bible Rhymes ,3 or Scripture History in Verse. 132 pp., 16 mo.

. The Short Prayer and the Text o; Easy Words. 64 pp., 24 mo.

. The Child’s Catechism of Scripture History. Parts 1, 2, 3, 4.

2 vols., 18 mo., pp. 64, and 138.

10. A Plain and Scriptural View of Baptism. By Rev. DANIEL

BAKER, D. D., of Texas. 134 pp., 16 mo.

ebooqmcn

The above are the latest issues which have reached us from the

industrious press of our Board of Publication. “The Grace of

Christ,” by Dr. Plumer, carries the reader through the great doc

trines of Salvation, which are faithfully, plainly, and often forcibly

presented. It is a book to put into the hands of a sinful man,

to guide him to Christ; or into the hands of a believer, to assist

him in the review of those doctrines on which his hopes for eter

nity rest. Dr. Plumer never allows himself to construct long sen

tences, and seeks not so much for harmony and flow of style, as

for terseness and directness. Many of his expressions have the

point of an epigram, and the quaintness of a proverb. The illus

trations from history are frequent and appropriate, and his own
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views he fortifies abundantly by the sayings of those wise and good

men whom the men of faith of this generation revere.

With the “Old and New Theology,” by Dr. James Wood, our

readers are acquainted. It now appears in a third and enlarged

edition. Its re-issue is appropriate, and those who read the vo

lume recently prepared by a committee of the New School Synod

of New York and New Jersey, giving a history of our divisions,

should have this in hand, and compare both sides of the question.

The seventh volume of Presbyterian Tracts, embraces, like its

predecessors, brief treatises on many subjects interesting to the

Christian.

The “ Letters to a Recent Convert,” were written for the bene—

fit of the class of persons to whom they are addressed, during a

season of religious revival. The volumes designed for children are

increasing the variety of juvenile books suited for Sabbath-school

libraries, and family reading. We shall ere long cease to be de

pendent on other supplies than our Board furnishes, for this spe

cies of juvenile literature.

We have had many treatises 0n Baptism, but they have been

mostly produced by studious men in the retirement of the study.

“ The Plain and Scriptural View of Baptism,” by Dr. Baker, is an

argument by one of our most successful preachers, who has been

engaged for years in an itinerant ministry, which has been follow

ed in a measure almost unexampled by revivals of religion. In

the South and South-west, and of late years in Texas, in daily

preaching of the word, in journeyings oft, and in frequent perils

on the frontiers of American civilization, he has found time to

prepare this little book, which commends itself by easy simplicity,

as well as by the weight of its reasoning, to the minds and hearts

of the people. It is an excellent book for popular distribution.—

We find, in the preface, the following words, which will not be

without their efi‘ect upon the minds of at least the wide circle of

his friends :

“I am now an old disciple; my locks are silvery. Full three

score years have rolled over my head, and more than thirty-six

years have I preached with some success, I hope, the glorious gos

ple of the blessed God. My sun of life must soon go down; even

now the shades of evening are lengthening around me. With
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much love for my brethren who in the matter of baptism differ

from me, (and yet with many of whom I have often taken sweet

counsel, and gone to the house of God in company,) I now hand

over to my family, to the church of God and the world at large,

in this little book, my testimony in favour of doctrines and prac

tices which I verily believe to be both scriptural and true; and

all I request of the reader is, with a prayerful spirit to read, ex

amine and compare; bringing everything to the test of God’s

blessed word, withal remembering, that as neither circumcision

availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature, even

so neither will water baptism, however administered, avail any—

thing without the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of

the Holy Ghost.”

11. The Old and New Schools : An Exhibit of the most Important

diferences in their Doctrines and Church Polity. By Rev. N.

L.'Rrca, D. D. Second Editimt. Cincinnati: 1853: pp. 133,

16 mo.

The old school Presbyterian Church may thank God and take

courage, when she sees how signally she has been prospered since

the painful separations of 1837, ’38. How she has disappointed

the predictions of those who found in the new school all the active

elements of progress, and who derided the old, as those who held

that “their strength is to sit still.” But while we have abode by

the doctrines of the Apostles, the blessing of God has rested upon

us, till we have lengthened our cords and enlarged our tent, far

beyond the measure attained by those who departed from us.—

Dr. Rice’s little book points out the original differences existing

between us on Imputation, Atonement, Justification, Regeneration,

Ability, and on Voluntary and Ecclesiastical Boards, on the exani—

m0 adoption of our Standards, and the Plan of Union. The revi

val of these things, as matters of information, is timely. While

we welcome, on their part, all true approaches to us, founded on

a renunciation of those points of difference on which we separated,

we should never lose sight of the fact, that these differences were

real and important.
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12. Question Book on the Topics in the Assembly’s Shorter Oate

chism,for Families, Sabbath-schools, Maternal Associations, and

Pastor’s Oatechetical Classes. By A. R. BAKER. Boston. Vols.

1., II. 1% III. pp. 90, 108, 116: 16 m0.

These little volumes, issued by Rev. A. R. Baker, Pastor of the

Central Church, Lynn, Mass, are designed to lead children to a

more correct understanding of the Assembly’s Catechism. The

method adopted is that of Socratic question and disputation, awa

kening the reasoning powers of children, and leading them to work

out for themselves an explanation of the several answers in the

Catechism, which we oblige them to commit to memory. We

have tried the experiment successfully upon our own children, and

we have no doubt that a skilful and ingenious parent or teacher,

may be much aided by these volumes, in his catechetical exercises.

We are especially glad to see our Congregational brethren re

turning to the time-honoured Catechism of the Westminster As

sembly, and to hear of the revival of its too much neglected doc

trines on their soil.

13. The Translators Revived : A Biographical Memoir of the Au

thors of the English version of the Holy Bible. By A. W.

MCCLURE. 250 pp., 12 m0. Charles Scribner, JV. York: 1853.

About one-third of this volume is a narrative of the different

English versions of the Bible; the remainder consists of the bio

graphical sketches suggested in the title. Some of these are full

and satisfactory; others extremely meagre, exciting deep regret

that so few memorials should exist of men who were so highly

valued in their own day. The work is timely,—appearing at a

juncture when a flippant sectarianism undertakes to flout the

learning of the most earnest and theological age England ever

knew. Nothing will better rebuke the coxcombry of these scio

lists than to measure their own learning with that of the men to

whom this grave task of translating the Scriptures was committed

in the 17th century.
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14. A Commentary on the Song of Solomon. By the Rev. GEORGE

Buanowns, Professor in LaFagette College, Easton, Pa. Phil

adelphia: William S. Martien : 1853 : pp. 527 : 12 mo.

We are glad to see a Commentary on “the Song of Songs,—

which is Solomon’s,” free from the doubts and indelicacies which

the unbelieving minds and prurient imaginations of so many cri—

tics and commentators have found in it. The Obscenities of a Gro

tius are distant toto coelo, from the spiritual view taken of this book

by Leighton, Pres’dt. Edwards, Rutherford and McCheyne. In

proportion as men become spiritually-minded, are they able to

enjoy the soul-ravishing views this book presents of Jesus and his

love, under the mystic veil of allegory. The relation existing be

tween the believer and the Object of his faith, and the intercourse

passing between them, is illustrated in the Scriptures by the relation

subsisting between husband and wife. We were cast forth in our

pollution into the open field to die. Our Redeemer passed by, and

it was the time of love. And so of the Redeemed Church, and

each sanctified soul, isit true “her Maker is her husband, the Lord

of Hosts is his name.” The Church is “the bride, the wife of the

Lamb.” He rejoiceth over her “as the bride-groom rejoiceth over

the bride.” That “a man leave his father and mother, and be

joined unto his wife, and they two he one flesh, is [represents] a

great mystery,” “concerning Christ and the Church.” That the

Song of Songs represents this mystery, the book before us attempts

successfully to show, and will render more profitable and sweet to

the soul, a portion of Scripture which may be abused by the unli—

censed imagination to its own injury, but is full of delightful fruits

to those to whom Jesus is precious. The whole commentary is

enlivened by appropriate classical and oriental illustrations, which

the reading of its author enables him abundantly to command.

[Other Critical Notices are excluded by the fulness of our pre

ding pages]
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ARTICLE I.

THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND.

History of the Reformam'on in the Sixteenth Century.

Volume Féfth. By J. H. MERLE D’AUBIGNE, D. D.

We have found the new volume of Dr. Merle to be

even a more readable one than either of the preceding

volumes. It contains some preliminary notices of the ‘

early British Churcll,—its “ oriento-apostolical forma

tion,”-—its “national-papistical and royal-pa istical cor

ruption,”—the lingering of truth on the islan of Iona,—

the teaching of St. Patrick, of Columba, of Oswald, and

0f Aidan,-—and the recognized equality of the office of

Bishop and Presbyter, in those earlier and purer times,

which will doubtless be new and refreshing to many of

the thousands of readers which the volume will attr ct.

This volume only comes down to the death of Card 2.1

Wolsey, in the year 1530. It will be apt to suggest to

many of its readers, who have also been readers of the

former volumes of the series, a com arison between the

Reformation in England, and the eformation in Ger

many, France, Switzerland, and Scotland. How was it

that the results in En land differed from the results in

all other countries? e make use of the occasion of the

appearance of this volume, when the subject will be in

many minds, to present the solution of this question, as

it ap ears to us without confining our view to the small

0L. VIL—NO. 2. 21
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period of the strictly reforming era which the volume

covers.

Out of the lowing furnace of the Reformation, there

came, general y speaking, one single unique stamp of

personal character, and one single unique stamp of view

and practice on the fundamental principles of Church

overnment. This is a general, not a universal remark.

here is apparently a very prominent exception in the

Reformation in the Kingdom of En land. It is an ex

ception, not as to the stamp of the t eological doctrine,

nor as to the stamp of personal character, but as to the

fundamental principles of church- overnment. A Cal

vinistic theology, was the universa theology of the Re

formation. Intense activity, and yet a thorough depend

ence on Gofi was the universal type of ersonal charac

ter at the time of the Reformation. An the equality of I

the Christian clergy, in rank and order, was the univer

sal principle of the Reformation,——Church-government,

without any exception that we know of, save that which

is to be found in the kingdom' of England.

Now, if we will correctly conceive of the state of

things as it was in the sixteenth century,--that the word

of God had been long buried,—-that it then had an exten

sive, if not general, resurrection,——that it struck upon

the hearts and consciences of men with a sharpness, a

novelty, a freshness of impression, unknown in Protestant

Christendom in our day,-—that there were then among

Protestants, no such historical roots of bitterness as there

are now, lying backward in the struggles and the princi

ples of their ecclesiastical ancestry, among the heats and

the quarrels of former times, as sources of perpetual

division,-—but that the spiritual men of that da were a

company of new-born sons of the Spirit of 0d, co

temporary brethren in Jesus Christ, owning obedience

to his sovereign word, and it to nothing else,—we

shall see that there was then the best chance which has

occurred in the Church since the days of the Apostles,

for “ simple conviction,” for upright conscience and un

biassed jud ment on the great matters of Christianity,

about whic men have been, ever since, so prone to

differ and divide. The harmony of theological opinion

among the children of God in England, and his children
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elsewhere at that time, and the harmony of that noble

personal character exhibited in En land, with the noble

spirits of other lands, towards all 0 whom the Christian

reader’s heart must go out in deep veneration and ardent

affection, are things which may well set us to look into

the circumstances of the English Reformation, to find

the cause of the variation which did arise on the other

subject of church-government. If there ever was a gen~

eration of uninspired men whose names deserve to have

weight as authorities on party questions, it is the gener

ation of the Reformers of the sixteenth century; from

the absence of sinister motives, the freedom from tradi

tionary causes of quarrel, the freshness ofthe word of God

to their minds, and the deep and faithful subjection with

which they yielded themselves to the Divine guidance.

Looking at the Reformation from this point of view,

we have an unbroken testimony to what has subsequent

ly been called, from the name of the greatest thinker

among them, a Calvinistic theology. In this sense of

the word, Luther was a Calvinist,—Zuingle was a Cal

vinist,-—Cranmer was a Calvinist,—Knox was a Calvin

ist ;-—Farel and Viret were Calvinists,-—Melancthon and

Gualtier were Calvinists,—Melville and Buchanan were

Calvinists,-—Hooper, Bradford, Jewel and Parker were

Calvinists. The only alleged exception to the remark is

old Father Latimer, a good man and a good preacher, of

popular talents as an orator, but no reat thinker ;-—the

George Whitefield of that day,—of w 0m the most that

can be said is, that he left a doubt u on the question

whether he was a Calvinist or not,—-w ich none of the

other Reformers did.

Looking at the Reformation from this point of view,

'we also get an unbroken testimony to the great practical

truth that the doctrine of the Divine Sovereignty is not

the same thing as fatalism ;—that it does not legitimately

produce a lazy and indolent character, or an inactive life,

or a guilty tempting of Providence by waiting for his

sovereignty to accomplish its purposes without human

agency and the diligent appliance of human instrumen

talities. Luther trusted in God’s sovereignty,—we may

almost say that he utterly trusted in God,—yet, Luther

was a diligent and incessant worker, an earnest employer
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of all human means and a pliances. So also did Calvin

trust in God and work. Sb also did Zuingle trust and

work. So did Knox. So did Cranmer. So did Hooper.

And so did Jewel. So, indeed, have all men of any

note, from the days of the A ostle Paul to the moment

of the present writing, refute( the great calumny of fa

talism brought a ainst the doctrines of Grace, by the

shining actions of their lives, speaking louder far, than

by the professions of their tongues. Looking, for further

exam 1e, at the lives of such men as Jonathan Edwards,

and ohn Witherspoon, and George Whitefield, and

Samuel Davies, men who were as much alike in the

deep and earnest labour of their lives as they were in

thorough trust in the soverei 11 power and purpose of

God, and the charge against alvinism of being the pa

rent of ah inert fanaticism is crisped and consumed as

thoroughly as the other unveracities of time and earth

will be, by the searchings of the final day. There was

no variation, either of sentiment or of practice, on this

subject, worth speaking of, during the times of the Re

formation.

The question very naturally arises, then, did the Word

speak with a forked tongue on the other subject,--the

sub'ect of church- overnment and the kindred topics,—

in t e ears of the eformers? In their honest investiga

tions, and with their faithful consciences, how came they

to be divided on this, subject, any more than on the

others? How did it happen that the Church of England

parted company with the churches of other countries on

the subject of church-government, as they came out of

the furnace of the Reformation? Some investigation of

that question is proposed in the present article; and a

conse uent vindication of the word of God, and the

Englis Reformers, from the charges, respectively, of

not having given, and not having received, impressions,

homogeneous with those of reformation in other lands.

If we shall be successful in this undertaking, we submit

whether the result will not be one of the most signal of

all proofs which the course of human events has furnish

ed, in the flight of time, of the right which the sceptre of

Jesus Christ (that is, his word,) possesses, to rule the

opinions and to bind the consciences of men,—in the
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fact that nations far apart, speaking different languages,

of different national habits, startin under different cir

cumstances, and with different tra itions, yet all lookin

into the. Eternal word, with unbiassed judgments an

faithful hearts, drew from thence the same stamp of the

ological doctrine, the same type of practical character,

and the same fundamental principles of church-govern

ment.

Three things came out of the Reformation in England

which did not come out of it in other countries.

I. The ROYAL SUPREMACY; that is, the principle that

the king or queen of England is the head of the Church

of En land.
II. gI‘he EPISCOPAL ORDER OF MINISTERS; that is, the

principle that important power of government and disci

pline are exclusively vested in an upper and superior

rank of Pastors, to whom other Pastors of the Church

are subject and inferior in rank, order and office.

III. The LEGISLATIVE POWER ON EARTH; that is, the

doctrine that the Church of Christ has the right to de

cree and enact rites and ceremonies for itself, which are

not to be found in the word of God; and this doctrine so

put into practice as to resolve itself into the other and

still more flagrant doctrine that the civil legislature has

the ri ht to make such decrees and enactments for the

Chung: of Christ.

These three things mainly distinguish the Reformation

in England from the Reformation in other countries.

Our purpose is to show that the newly uttered voice of

the word of God did not produce either of these eculi

arities of the English Reformation ;--that the Divine

word really Spoke to the Reformers in that kingdom on

these )oints, with the same sound and voice with which

it spo e to the other Reforrners,—that it was actually

heard and understood by them as it was by the others,—

that the causes of the variations of that Church are to be

looked for entirely apart from the consciences of the

chief servants of Jesus Christ at the time,—that the tes

timony of the men of that time is, in fact, one, single,

and sim le, on all the points mentioned,—and that we

have, indeed, as we might suppose we would have under

the circumstances, the unanimous voice, the homoge
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neous views of all the men of that great era, in all coun

tries, and with all their various antecedents, to certain

great principles of faith and practice drawn from the

word of the iving God. And if ever that fond vision of

many good, but enthusiastic, men of modern times,—-—the

union of Protestant Christendom into one really pure

and truly Catholic communion,—~—shall ever assume any

shape of probability worth attention, it is hard to see a

more eligible basis of such union than is to be found in

the general consent of those wise and holy men, the Re

formers of the sixteenth century.

It is obvious that we must distinguish, at the outset,

between the will of the Reformers, and the Acts of

Church construction; between what those men would

have done' who consulted the word of God, and put

themselves under its guidance, and what those men did

do who set u the English Church; between what the

judgments and consciences of the spiritual men dictated,

and what the civil authorities decreed and established in

the Church.

I. The ROYAL SUPREMACY, which was established in

the English Church at the time of the Reformation, and

continues in it to this day, being at once a reat ecclesi

astical blunder, and a great hindrance to t e correction

of ecclesiastical blunders, comes first to be looked at.

It was about the year 1521, the year on which Luther

was arrai ned at the great diet of Worms, that kin

Henry VITI. of England, being a very zealous Papist, and

a special admirer of the angelical doctor and eagle of

divines, Thomas Aquinas, hearing that Dr. Luther was

exciting a great ferment in Germany, and that, among

other strange things, the heretical Doctor was hotly as

sailing his favourite Aquinas, wrote, with his own Royal

hand, a book against Martin Luther, entitled “The Se

ven Sacraments,” sent an elegantly bound copy of that

book to Pope Leo X., as a proof of his Royal zeal for

holy mother Church, and in reward for the zeal and the

book, and, in compliment to his ri ht Royal and ortho

dox wisdom, received from Pope Tieo that title of DE

FENDER OF THE FAITH, which his successors on the great

heretical throne of Europe have ever since proudly

worn.
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But about the year 1527, there appeared, for the se

cond time, among the maids of honour of queen Catha

rine, a young woman of remarkable beauty, who had

been, for five or six years previously to that time, receiv

ing her education and accomplishments in the city of

Paris, and in the retinue of queen Claude of France.

She was the daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn, afterwards

Earl of Wiltshire, grand daughter of the Duke of Nor

folk, and great grand dau hter of the Earl of Ormond,

and of Sir Geofiry Boleyn, 0rd Mayor of London. She

had been a short while at the English Court, five years

before this time, and had then been contracted in mar

riage to young Percy, son of the Earl of Northumber

land; but Wolsey, in whose train Percy was then a fol

lower, broke off the en agement; and as Percy was very

soon married to Mary Talbot, Anne did not find England

a pleasant place, and returned again to the French court.

By all accounts, queen Catharine was one of the most

charming women of her day. She had been the wife of

the short-lived Prince Arthur. Henry had been married

to her for eio‘hteen years. But with the young and bean

tiful Anne Holeyn, who was to be the mother of a great

queen, and of a great revolution, he now fell very sud

enly and very violently in love. It is a question which

has never yet been settled, to the satisfaction of observ

ing minds, ac uainted with royal human nature, whether

king Henry HI. had already begun to have scruples

about the lawfulness of his marriage with his brother’s

widow before the year 1527, or whether those scruples

did not originate exactly cotemporaneously with the

appearance at the English court, of Anne.Boleyn, the

the reat aristocratic beauty, with the bright eyes, and

the arisian accom lishments. If we are to believe the

word of the proud, jealous and uxorious Defender of the

Faith, and author of the “Seven Sacraments” himself,

some scruples had arisen in his mind before this time.

But if we credit the sternest probabilities, especially

those drawn from what he afterwards proved himself to

be, then we cannot quite give implicit credence to the

Defender of the Faith on t at point. At least we must

allow, that though his scru les about the lawfulness of

his marriage with his brot er’s widow had previously
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grown very slowly, and been very man eable, through

a wedded life of eighteen years, that t ey now grew

very rapidly, in the sight of the sweet face, and the

bright eyes, and the Parisian accomplishments of the

aristocratic beauty, and came quickly to maturity in a

few months. ' » .

In the year 1528, on application of the Defender of

the Faith, the Pope sent Cardinal Campeggio into Eng

land, there to be joined in commission with Cardinal

WVolsey, as legates of the Holy See, to try the cause of

the king’s divorce from Catharine of Arragon. But Ca

tharine of Arra on was the aunt of the great emperor

Charles V., an was therefore strongly befriended in

Europe; and so the Pope directed Campeggio to avoid

an issue of the cause, and to seek delay above all things;

and finally, after long tem orizing, recalled Cardinal

Campeggio from En land. During the sluggish length

of time, when the king of En land was knockingRgs a

sup liant at the door of the Pope of Rome, the yal

Tu or was heard occasionally to drop threats which

might have alarmed any other Pope than one who had

the terrible fear of Charles V. before his eyes: that “he

would do what he wished of his own anthom'ty.”——“ We‘

must rosecute the affair in England.” “No other than

God s all take her (Anne Boleyn,) from me.” If I am

not allowed to have my way in that affair, then England

shall no longer remain a Popish countr'.” But the

Pope could not brin himself to believe t at there was

danger of the Defender of the Faith himself turning he~

retic; and so, to please Charles V., he issued an avoca

tion of the cause of the divorce to the pontifical court,

and cited Henry and Catharine to appear in person or by

proxy at Rome, that the cause might be tried. This was

a great blunder of the Pope of Rome, for Henr VIII.

had already begun to dislike the idea of a hea of the

English Church, or of any thing else English having to

be sought for out of England, or, indeed, out of the dou

blet and hose of the Royal Tudor himself.

In the month of July, 1529, king Henry, wearied and

fretted with the unending trickery and manoeuvring of

the court of Rome, rode out of London for a summer air

ing in the country, attended by Gardiner, afterwards
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Bishop of \Vinchester, and Fox, afterwards Bishop of I

Hereford ; and when he stopped for the night, these two

courtiers were quartered with a Mr. Cressy, at Waltham

Abbey. This Mr. Cressy had- two sons of an age to be

gettin an education, and so there was a young scholar

from ambridge, a relative of the family, domiciliated in

Mr. Cressy’s house at the time, as tutor to his two sons.

This young Cambridge man had been dili ently study

ing the newly printed Scriptures, like yndale, and

Frith, and Barnes, and Stafford, and Bilney, and Lati

mer. He was to return to the University. He was only

absent from there now on account of a severe sickness

prevailing about Cambridge. He was always a rather

timid man—this Doctor Cranmer. Fox, Gardiner, and

Cranmer, sat to ether to supper at Mr. Cressy’s hospita

ble board, and t e conversation turned upon the king’s

divorce, the all-absorbing sub'ect in England at that

time. On being politely asks his 0 inion, Mr. Cran

mer replied that he saw no end to the Bapal negotiations

touching that matter,—that the real question was, what

does the word of God say about it,-and he did not see

why that question could not be solved as well by the

learned men of the Eu lish Universities, as by the Pope

and his councellors. hen the two courtiers re-joined

the king, they of course at once reported. to him the

novel suggestion of the Cambridge man; and the king

instantl cried out, in the true Tudor dialect: “Where

is this r. Cranmer, for I perceive that he has the right

sow by the ear.” Dr. Cranmer had made his fortune by

this suggestion. He was immediately sent for to Lon

don, located in the house of the Earl of Wiltshire, the

father of the fair Helen, and directed to write out his

opinion concerning the divorce. Then came the sudden

fall from his dizzy height, of that once great son of for

tune Cardinal Wolsey, who

“ At last with easy roads did come to Leicester,

Lodged in the abbey, where the reverend Abbot,

With all his convent, honourably received him;

To whom he gave these words: 0, Father Abbot,

An old man, broken with the storms of State,

Is come to la his weary bones among ye.

Give him a llttle earth for charity!

So went to bed."

22
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Dr. Thomas Cranmer now became the king’s favourite

adviser, instead of Wolsey; and not long afterwards was

made Archbishop of Canterbury, and Primate of all

En land.

0w, let us mark the course of events, and what point

of reform it is which they si nify. In the year 1530, a

royal proclamation was issue , forbidding the introduc

tion into, or publication in En land, of any bull from

Rome, under pain of the royal is leasure, and of legal

penalties. In the year 1531, the c erg of En land were

indicted in a body, in the Court of ing’s ench, for

having acknowledged the legantine authority of Wolsey

in the affair of the divorce. In the year 1532, an act

of Parliament was passed, abolishing the payment of

annates, or first fruits to Rome. In the year 1533, Hen

ry VIII: and Anne Boleyn were married at Whitehall,

and Cranmer was made Archbishop of Canterbury.—

In 1533—4, acts of Parliament were passed, declaring it

to be no heresy to s eak against the Bishop of Rome,

otherwise called the ope; and that the Clergy of Eng-

land should hereafter be sub'ect to the King s majesty,

and not the Pope ;—that t ere should be no appeal

taken, thereafter, from En land to Rome, under penalty

of a praemunire ;-—that Bis o s and Archbishops should

be elected under the king’s Fetters patent, and not pre

sented by the Pope, as formerly,—and that Peter’s

pence, and all other taxes hitherto paid to Rome, should

be abolished. In the session of Nov. 1834, the king was

confirmed, by the advice of Thomas Cromwell, in the

office and title of Supreme Head of the Church of Eng

land on earth, with the sole right to reform and correct

all heresies by his own authority,—-and the first fruits,

and also a yearly tenth of all spiritual livings, were

made over to the crown.

This is the first chapter of the English Reformation,

so far as it consists of those acts of public authority by

which the Church was constructed. It is very plain that

it was of the earth earthy,-—almost simpl and only, a re

volt from a Pope at Rome to a Pope in ngland,—-from

a priest pope to a king pope,-—from a pope who might

not have any lawful wife at all, to a pope who would have

for wife whom he would have for wife. It is equally plain
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that the doctrine of the king’s supremacy in ecclesiasti

cal matters, originated with the king and the parliament

and from the quarrel with Rome, and the supposed exi

gencies of the times, and not from the word of God.

It is true that the under-current of a spiritual refor

mation had begun to flow in England, by means of

Erasmus’s Greek Testament, and Tyndale’s English Bi

ble, and the teachings and expositions of Bilney, and

Frith, and Stafford, and Latimer. But this true reform

ing work of the Divine word and of the Divine Spirit,

had very little to do with those who were working out

the English visible Church. The two movements were

totally different things. They met only in Cranmer,

and in some of the laymen of the House of Commons.—

In the Session of Parliament of Nov. 1530, acts of Parlia

ment were passed, leveled at the exactions of the Clergy,

for the probate of wills, mortuaries, non-residences, and

for their practice of bein farmers of lands. But it was

with the laymen in the ouse of Commons, who were

believed to favour Luther’s doctrine in their hearts, that

these bills originated. They were strenuously opposed

by the spiritual peers in the House of Lords, and as

strenuously advocated by the temporal peers; and the

king gave them his royal assent, much as a traveller in

the east threshes his valet, to strike terror into the Pope,

by lettin him see what the Royal Tudor could do, if

the Roya Tudor should be driven to extremities. They

were as strenuously opposed by the Clergy out of Par

liament, as they had been by the Clergy in Parliament.*

It was fourteen or fifteen years after this time before

any chan e was made in the Romish Common Prayer

Book of t e kingdom of England. The king retained

his papist convictions concerning other matters of reli

gion besides the supremac '. And we have the authori

ty of Bishop Short, in his {istory of the Church of En -

land,—his own Church,—for asserting that that Churfii

could not be called a Protestant Church at all, under

Henry VIII., in any other respect than that the king was

the head of it, and not the Pope. In fact, the Church of

England, visibly considered, received its stamp much

* Burnet’s Hist. Ref, vol. i., p. 134.
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more from the Royal mind, than from the word of God,

throu h the whole four rei us of the Reformation peri

od. enry VIII. was an nglish Roman-Catholic, and

so the Church of England was an English Roman

Catholic church, under Henry VIII. Edward VI. was

a strong Protestant in inclination, and so the Church of

England inclined strongly to Protestantism under Ed

ward VI. Bloody Mary was thoroughly popish and

Romish, and so was the vast mass of the Church of

En land in her day. Elizabeth was half popish and

half Protestant in heart, with the strong necessit , from

her political position, of taking the Protestant si e, and

such also was the English Church under Elizabeth. In

fact, if queen Elizabeth had not been the daughter of

that Anne Boleyn, to find the way to whose arms the

kin of En land had uarrelled with the Pope of Rome,

so t at hot the splen ours of the throne and the hon

ours of legitimate birth, conspired with whatever of filial

affection she possessed, to throw her upon the English

side of that dispute, there is not wanting some good

ground to think, that, at one time during her reign, she

was willing to make the-same sort of return to Home

that her sister Mary made before her.

The student may find at length in Burnet, (vol. i., p.

229 and 230,) the arguments by which the supremacy of .

the king was attempted to be justified at the time when

it was established; where he will be amused to find no

distinction made between the king’s civil supremacy

over the ecclesiastics, and his ecclesiastical supremacy

over them ;-—a total confusion of' the rightful authority

of the king over them in civil cases, when they are

regarded as citizens of the country, with the king’s au

thority over them in spiritual matters, when they are

regarded as members of the Church of Jesus Christ.—

One of the grossest abuses of Rome had been to deny

that churchmen could be punished by the civil authori

ties of England, even for the most aggravated offences

against social good order and public morals. The ar

guments for the royal supremacy do fairly meet that

assumption; and fully refute that monstrous piece of

popish arrogance. They are totally irrelevant and im

pertinent to prove that the king, or any one else, is, or

I;
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can head of Christ’s Church on earth, in spiritual

matters, and considered as a Church,—that great point

of spiritual freedom, which the Church of Scotland has,

in all ages, shown so much true valour, and won so much

true spiritual glory in vindicating. Nor are Rome and

Scotland to be placed side by side, in the same condem

nation, with any truth or justice, as was sometimes done

by the tame and sorry Erastianism of the Via Media,

so called. Had Rome asserted that the word of God

was of higher authority in matters ecclesiastical than

the Parliament of England—as Scotland asserts,—then

Rome would have been ri ht, as Scotland is right.—

Rome claimed exemption Trom the civil laws for the

crimes and violence and outlawry of her hordes of sha

ven myrmidons, as well as their reli ious independence.

Scotland claims freedom from the awe of man for the

consciences of her Christian men, in purely spiritual

matters, and under the guidance of the Divine word,

and the administration of her own constitutional reli

gious tribunals.

The lower' House of Convocation in England passed

the act of supremacy with a bad grace, and put in a

proviso: guantum per Christi Zegem lieet,—as much as

may be by the law 0 Christ. And if the authority of

Le Bas—a flaming piscopalian—is t0 be\taken, then

that cowardly good man, the reforming Archbishop

Cranmer himself, in a s eech on the subject of a general

council, delivered in the House of Lords in the year

1535, when Scriptural opinions had been making much

progress in his mind, distinctly asserted and maintained

that Christ had left no head of the Church on earth.*—

The doctrine of the king’s supremacy over the Church,

sprang from the kin ’s divorce. It never did spring

from the word of G0 . It was never nurtured by the

word of God. It never will or can be. The doctrine

appears, indeed, in a very mitigated form, in the 37th

of the Articles, which were framed in the year 1562,

after the translated Bible had begun to teach the people

of England Spiritual truth. In fine, it is sufficient to

make good the position that the royal supremacy grew

*Le Bas’s Cranmer, vol. i., p. 88.
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not from the word of God, to quote the admission on this

point of Richard Hooker himself,—one of the ablest

advocates with the en that any church polity ever had,

and withal a most thorough-going partizan of the Church

of England,—when he says: “ As for supreme power in '

ecclesiastical affairs, the word of God doth no where

alppoint that all kings should have it, neither that any

> s ould not have it; for which cause it seemeth to stand

altogether by human right, that unto Christian kings

there is such dominion iven.”* The re 'al supremacy,

therefore, never could have been estab ished by men

utting themselves solely under the guidance of the

Bivine word. The other churches of the Reformation

required a positive warrant from Scripture for what they

set up, eit er in their polity or their worship; but the

Church of England adopted the very different principle

that silence gives consent; that the might do whatever

was not contrary to the word of G0 . On the same prin

ciple, they might have introduced, as parts of church

government or divine worshi , a voyage with Gulliver

to Lilliput, or a slumber with ndymion in the Grecian

woods, or an aeronautici'expedition to the moon, or any

thing else about which the Scriptures are totally silent,

and which they cannot therefore be said to forbid.

_ II. We come now to consider the SECOND VARIATION of

the Reformation in England from the Reformation in

other countries, namely, the Episcopal order of Minis

ters; or the principle that important powers of govern

ment and discipline are exclusively vested in an upper

and superior rank of pastors, to whom other astors of

the church are subject and inferior in rank an order.

The re ublican tendency of a church-government by

synods of clergy of equal rank, mingled with the rep

resentatives of the people, is admitted by every writer

and thinker of any account on such sub'ects in modern

times. It is admitted by David Hume, ( ist. Eng, Har

per’s edition, vol. iv., pp. 141, 385 and 572,)—an autho

rity utterly worthless, indeed, on any religious question,

except where he praises, contrary to his own rejudices,

as in this case;—by Sir James McIntosh,( ist. Eng,

* Ecc. Pol, Book viii., chap. 2, sec. 5.

z
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vol. ii., p. 126,) a much higher and purer authority ;—by

Macaulay, (Hist. Eng, vol. ii. p. 13, and many other

places.) It is constantly admitted, charged, and insisted

on, in that work of great research, and of a very impar

tial bitterness towards all reli ion, the Pictorial History

of England, recently published under the auspices of the

Society for the difi'usion of useful knowledge, (Book vii.,

chap. 2, p . 461-464 et passim.) It is admitted by Ed

mund Burke, (Policy of the A lies, Wk. vol. ii., p. 130,)

— bishop Short, in his History of the Church of En -

land; p. 223,—by Sir Walter Scott himself, (Old Morta -

ity, p. 7,) who is probably the worst enemy to republican

liberty, and to s iritual religion of modern times, because

he is the most t oroughly prejudiced, the least fair, but

the most s ecious, the most tinselled with a coat of

affected an almost canting liberality, over a heart of

the cruelest hatred to some of the noblest of his coun

try’s dead, and the most gifted and influential of mo

dern romancers. The same thing was vociferated by

king James I., at the Hampton Court Conference, in his

famous saying: “No bishop no king.” And the same

view of church-government is well known to have been

entertained by an English civilian of far higher and

nobler name than even the high and noble names of

Burke, MacIntosh and Macaulay,-—the highest and no

blest name, indeed, in all the manifold lustre of the Bri

tish annals,——J015m HAMPDEN, who declared when dying,

and dying on a battle-field fought for republican liberty

in Church and State, that thou h he thought the doc

trines of the Church of En lan , in greater part, con

formable to the word of Go , yet he “could not away

with (tolerate) the overnance of the Church by bish

ops.”—Picto. Hist. ng., Book 6, chafi). 1.

Now, it is very easy to see why sue a church-govern

ment should not have been adopted, scriptural or un

scriptural, in England, in the sixteenth century, under

the sceptres of Tudors, and those sce tres invested with

supremacy in afi'airs ecclesiastical. Tudor king, and

his daughter, 9. Tudor queen, the two most despotic

monarchs of England since William the Conqueror, with

servile parliaments at their heels, amid the sunset rays

of medieval Europe, in a kingdom having an aristocratic
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rank in the civil state, set to work to make a church to

suit their own tastes, to fit in beneath the throne, and to

correspond with the civil state, and finding an aristocra

tic order of preachers, Lord Bishops, ready made to their

hand in the Roman Catholic Church, where it had natu

rally grown up, amid the monarchical and feudal insti

tutions of the middle ages, they simply permit it to

remain untouched in their English establishment. It ‘

was not even intended to throw out the Roman incum

bents of the bishopricks, if they would take the oath of

the Royal supremacy. Man of them did so, with a

ready facility. We actually nd such a wretch as Bish

op Bonner, taking the oath of supremacy, and taking ,

out a new commission for his bishoprick, from Hen

ry VIII! l—And of Kitchen, of Llandafi',—a very pro

minent Dugald Dalgetty of the English Reformation,—

it was remarked that he always believed according to

the last act of parliament ;—En lish Catholic under

Henry VIII.,—Protestant under dward VI.,—Papist

under bloody Mary,—Semi-Protestant under Elizabeth,

he kept hisplace through all the changes, and died bish

op of Llandaff, in the sixth year of Elizabeth !

But where were the-truly spiritual men of England on

this subject all this time? Did the work of God speak a

lan uage to' them on this point different from what it

spoke to the other renewed souls of the Reformation ?—

Let us see. Columba, 11 holding the early Christianity

on the island of Iona, ad taught that “Bishops and

)resbyters are equal.”—D’Auhigne, vol. v., p. 27. John

Vicklifl‘e, in another day and time, drew his reforming

doctrines sim ly from the living word of God; and John

Wicklifle dec ared it to be his opinion, that by the insti

tution of Christ, “priests and bishops were all one.”—

LeBas’s Wee/claige, . 300. In the latter part of the

reign of Henry IIIl), the more spiritually-minded bish

ops published a book, entitled “ The Institution of a

Christian Man,” desi ned for the instruction of the peo

ple, in which it is dec ared that bishops and priests are

the same order, and that diocesans are of human ap

pointment.——-Sh01't,p 83. A revised and enlarged edi

tion of this work was published soon afterwards, with a

somewhat different title, but it contained the same state
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ment on this subject—Burnet 1., 586. There was a

celebrated brief confession, which Burnet says that he

had seen, (1., 585,) signed by Cromwell and the two

Archbishops, by eleven Bishops, and twenty divines and

canonists, containing the same declaration that bishops

and priests are the same order. Cranmer’s opinion to

the same effect is admitted by Bishop Short, and might

be very easily proven if it were not. In a celebrated

sermon delivered in the year 1588, on a public occasion,

Dr. Bancroft under-took to maintain, for the first time, so

far as is known, from the mouth of a spiritual man in

Protestant England, that bishops were of a different

order by divine right from ordinary pastors ;—but this

was too good news to Archbishop Whitgift to be at once

received, and that prelate remarked that he “rather

wished than believed it to be true.” It did not so well

please others of the clergy and laity; and Dr. Raignolds,

rofes'sor of Divinity in Oxford, came out with strictures

upon it as follows: “ All that have laboured in reform

ing the Church for five hundred years past, have taught

that all pastors, be they entitled bishops or priests, have

e ual authority and power by God’s word; as first the

aldenses, next Marsilius Petavinus, then Wicklifi'e and

his disciples; afterwards Huss and the Hussites; and

last of all Luther, Calvin, Brentius, Bullinger, and Mus

culus. Amon ourselves, we have Bishops, the queen’s

Professors of ivinity, and other learned men, as Brad

ford, Lambert, Jewel, Pilkington, Hum hreys and Fulke,

who all agree in this matter; and so 0 all Divines be

yond sea that I ever read, and doubtless many more

whom I never read. But why do I speak of articular

persons? It is the common judgment of the eformed

Churches of Helvetia, Savoy, France, Scotland, Germa

ny, Hungary, Poland, the low countries and our own.”

So speaks an Oxford Professor of Divinity, about the

car 1588, in the thirtieth ear of the reign of queen

' "lizabeth. And he settles the question, as to the views

of the spiritual of his own, and other countries, and this

vexed point of church-government. Among others, he

sweeps away, in his full train, the supposed great Angli-~

can champion, Bishop Jewel. But we will not delay

on this point; as it is a subject usually attended by much

Von. VIL—NO. 2. 23
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more of warmth than of doubt,—of doubt, there is just

none at all ;-—-of warmth, yet much : On this subject the

word of God made no different impression on spiritual

minds in England from what it made on such minds in

other lands.

Two arties were speedily formed in the Church of

Englan ,‘as mi ht have been expected; the one the

party of Court ivines, who took their impulses from

the civil authorities, and consequently were stout up

holders of what the Royal will had set up ;—the other

party was the party of the Puritans, who insisted on

urther reformation, in obedience to the word of God;

and they were unquestionably, as a general remark, the

men who, of all their eneration, imbibed most dee ly

the love of the word of 0d. These two parties grapp ed

in dire sonflict for a round hundred years from this ser

mon of Dr. Bancroft. Star-Chamber and High-Commis

sion were swept away, as the small devourings of the

coming power. The ead of king and prelate rolled in

the dust. Throne and Cathedral vanished like the base

less fabric of a vision. The whole moral world trembled

with the poWer of the. rising s irit, even as a fig-tree

casteth her untimely figs when s e is shaken of a mighty

wind. It is true that hypocrites from elsewhere crept in,

and put on ,puritanism as a cloak, and thereby defiled

the 00d name of that sacred cause; just as baseness

and ypocrisy are often seen to render a very solemn

homage to truth and righteousness by borrowing some of

the most awful of their robes. Yet still, out of that

mighty struggle for freedom and purity in Church and

State, blessings have descended to the Anglo-Saxon

race,-the dominant race of the modern world,-for

which that race will never cease, while they are free and

sane and wise, to give thanks to Almi hty God, and

under God, to the Hampdens, Cromwe ls, and Vanes,

puritan, covenanter, republican, and all the circle of

stron men, who stood up for truth and freedom in those

gran old days. Out of the furnace of the Reformation

in England, came just what came from it in other lands,

on the subject of the Christian ministry. The word of

God spoke with no forked tongue on this subject, any

where, to spiritually-minded men.
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III. The third and last variation of the Church ofEng

land which we have to consider, is its claim ofleg'lslative

power on eantk: that is, that the Church has a right to

establish rites and ceremonies not found in the word of

God; and this doctrine so put into practice as to resolve

itself into the other and more errant doctrine still, that

the civil legislature has the right to make these decrees

for the Church of Christ.

The first clause of the twentieth Article of the Church

of England, which asserts that “the Church hath power

to decree rites and ceremonies, and authority in contro

versies of Faith,”—is a piece of palpable Romanism. It

certainly was not to be found in the original draft of the

Articles, as signed by the Bishops and Archbishops, in

1562,—but it is said to have been added to the Article

by the ri ht of the Royal supremacy, and, indeed, by the

very hang of Elizabeth. It is hardly necessary to waste

time to show, what is to be met with in all books on the

subject worth reading, that the taste of Elizabeth ran

ve strongly in favour of a audy, and splendid, and

stri ing religious service; and t at she followed her own

taste, without much reference to the question whether

such things as she desired to have set up had any Scrip

ture warrant or not. In fact, she had about as strong a

taste as any character known in history for gay and gau

dy sights of every kind ;—that fond passion for pictures,

painted, carved or acted, which is the characteristic of

the immature years of the life either of an individual or

a naf'ion,-—in reference to which, the reader of Scott’s

Romance of Kenilworth will see what excessive pomps

the great favourite, the Earl of Leicester, employed to

please his royal mistress,—and which peculiarity of taste

made her the most fitting mother of a religion of pomp,

and show, and 0f the holiness of dress and attitude, that

has been seen in a Protestant church in any age. The

silence of Scripture was made to serve as good a purpose

as the warrant of Scripture. In the third Book of Hook~

er’s Ecclesiastical Polity, the student may find a bold

and frank and manly defence of the right which that

very zealous partizan, and very able man, thought the

Church possessed to establish rites and ceremonies for

herself, without warrant of Scripture. The necessities of
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Elizabeth’s osition made her a Protestant. She was the

daughter 0 Anne Boleyn, of the divorce, and of her

father’s quarrel with the Pope. So she gave efl'ective

aid to the Reformation in Scotland. She championed

Protestantism in Europe almost as gallantly as Oliver

Cromwell and William of Nassau did after her. But at

the same time, she kept enough of popery in the chapel

in which she personally worshipped; she never did he

come reconciled to the marriage of the clergy; and was

as im erious as Henry VIII., or William the Conqueror

himse f. She once issued an ecclesiastical mandate to

Cox of Ely, which that prelate hesitated to 0bey,—and

she sent him a short note thus: “Proud prelate, you

know what you were, before I made you what you are;

if you do not immediately comply with my re uest, by

G—d, I will unfrock you.” We tremble to indicate by

consonants the awful oath which was customary in the

mouth of the Head of the English Church. If this “good

ueen Bess” were now alive, she would be apt to be

t ought the queen of Viragoes, without a particle of

what Protestants call religion, very little of what ladies

call refinement, and about as little of regard for the word

of God as either.

The protest of the word of God against the garments

and the pomps of the English Reformation, had already

commenced before “good queen Bess” came to the

throne. It was as earl as the year 1550, during the

brief reign of Edward I., that Dr. John Hooper, one of

the ablest and most evangelical men of that day, on be

ing elected to the see of Gloucester, refused for along

time to take upon him “the feathers of the 1nass”—as

he called the vestments and ceremonies of consecration.

Much has been written about this man’s (so-called) ob

stinacy, in scrupling to submit to things admitted to be

indifferent. But such arguments prove, with treble force,

the usurping guilt of the tribunals, in changin the na

ture of things indifferent into things indispensab e ;-—and

Hooper himself, spoke in true prophetic strain on the

subject, when he said: “if these things are kept in the

Church as indqiferent things, at length they will be main

tained as necessary things.” The political authorities

thought it very strange that Hooper should plead c0113
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science about things indifl‘erent; while Hooper’s position

was that of the Scriptures; and what he scrupled was

the change of things indifferent into things necessary.

Hooper, with better reason, thought it strange that the

civil authorities should admit such things to be indifer

ent, and yet so pertinaciously insist upon them. After

years, which are the best witnesses, have shown that

Hooper was ri ht, and that such things do come to be

maintained wit more tenacity, when once brought in,

than far more important things about which Scripture is

not silent. With Hooper a reed the no less famous and

excellent Bishop Jewel: “ ey tell us” says he, “of a

golden mediocrity, I wish it may not prove a leaden

one.” “They hoped” he says again, “to strike the eyes

of the people with those ridiculous trifles. These are the

relics of the Amorites: that cannot be denied.” He

wishes that, at some time or other, all these things may

be “taken away and extir ated t0 the very eepest

roots.”—Bm~net, iii., 434. T’ilkington, Bishop of Dur

ham, was of the same mind. You can almost hear him

groan, when in writing to Gualtier of Zurich, he says :

“I confess we sufi'er many things against our hearts,

groaning under them. We cannot take them away,

though we were ever so much set on it. We are under

authority, and can innovate nothing without the queen;

nor can we alter the laws. The only thing left to our

choice is, whether we will bear these things, or break

the peace of the Church.”—-Barnet, iii., 475. Jewel

even went so far as to say that “in the days of queen

Mary, Christ was kept out by his enemies, but in the

days of queen Elizabeth, he was kept out by his friends.”

L’g'fe, p. 12. We love and honour these faithful men the

more, when Burnet tells us (vol. iii., p. 476,) that they

themselves acknowledged that it were better for the

Church that these ceremonies were laid aside: and af

firmed that they (the bisho s,) “had often moved in

Parliament that they might he taken away, that so the

Church might be more pure and less burdened.” This

entirely unexce tionable testimony of Gilbert Burnet,
Lord Bishop of léalisbury, would of itself suffice for our

present purpose, to vindicate the pious men of the Eng

lish Reformation. But there is much more to the same
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purpose. The English Church very narrowly escaped a

reformation on this point, and a paring down to some

thing like the Puritan model, at the hands even of a

convocation, in the year 1562, when forty-three of the

members present voted for such a reformation, and thirty

five against it; but when the proxies were called for and

counted, the vote was said to stand, fifty-eight for, and

fifty-nine against reformation—Helmet, iii., 455.

Then came‘the teachings of Thomas Cartwright, Pro

fessor of Divinity at Cambridge; boldly and ably advo

cating simplicity in worship, until he was deprived of

his office by Cecil, the minister of queen Elizabeth, in

the year 1570.

In 1579, Mr. Strickland moved, in Parliament, for a

further reformation of the Church, boldly asserting that

some superstitious remains of P0 ery might be removed

Without danger to religion. But er majesty the queen

took this movement of Mr. Strickland’s in such high

dudgeon, that she sent for him into the council, and

there severely reprimanded him, and forbade his future

attendance in Parliament,—in which purpose she would,

in all probability, have persisted, but that the Commons,

growing stout, and assuming for a time the tone of free

men, took fire at this invasion of privilege; and then, by

one of those (tricks of policy by which she always yielded

when there was real danger, she very gracefully and

graciously set Mr. Strickland at liberty.

In 1582, the House of Commons, gettin pretty full of

pious men, resolved to go to the Temple 0 lurch, to oggn

its session with religious worship, and prayer for the i—

vine guidance on their deliberations. This event warms

our hearts, as a type, through which we can see, at some

distance yet, the approaching era of 1643. The queen

heard of it, and sent her vice-chamberlain to express her

surprise to the Commons, that they should make such

an innovation as to hear preaching, and pray to ether,

without “her privity and pleasure first made nown

unto them.” The faithful Commons humbly acknow

ledged their great fault, and humbly craved her gracious

majesty’s forgiveness—Pie. Hist. Eng. The time was

not yet come. 1581 could not be 1643. Not a Stuart,

but a Tudor, was on the throne. John Pym was not to
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be born for yet three years. John Hampden’s life was

thirteen years in the future. Oliver Cromwell would

not be born for eighteen years ;-—nor Sir Harry Vane,

the younger, for twenty-seven years. The time was not

come.

So, then, this variation of the English Reformation,—

its decreeing rites and ceremonies for itself without

warrant from God’s word, does not lie at the door of the

s iritual men, any more than do the other variations.—

hey would gladly have complied with the word of God

on this point, but were not at liberty to do so. The Di

vine word spoke with no forked tongue on any of the

subjects which have been named; it spoke in the same

accents, and was heard with homogeneous impressions,

as a eneral remark, by men every where, at the great

formmg era of the Reformation. Every where there

came out of the furnace of the Reformation, more or less

clearly developed in the minds of spiritual men, that

doctrine which is the very comer-stone of religious free

dom, that Christ alone is Head of the Church,—that

other doctrine dreaded as the hammer of despotism eve

ry where, that all Pastors are of ‘~ equal rank and autho

rity under Him,—-and that other doctrine still, which

guards the purity of his prerogative that He alone is

aw-giver in Zion, and is to be worshipped as is pre

scribed in his own word.

We have already seen how universally a Calvinistic

stamp of doctrine came out of the Reformation; and how

as universally, no man then waited for the Divine sove

reignty to accomplish its purposes without the use of

means, and the iligent appliance of all human instru

mentalities.

And if the present attempt has been successful, then

we have the authority, on all the points mentioned, of

the most favourable period of time since the days of the

Apostles, for “simple conviction” and unbiassed judg

ment. We have the unanimous voice, the homogeneous

testimony of all the men of that remarkable era, in all

countries, under all circumstances, and with all their

various antecedents and traditionary influences. We

submit whether this result does not furnish one of the

most signal of all the proofs which human events have
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any where exhibited, in all the fii ht of time, of the

right which the sceptre of Jesus C rist (which is his

word,) possesses, to rule the opinions, and to bind the

consciences, of men. '

In our humble sphere, it has lon seemed to us that

such a vindication as is faintly sha owed forth in'the

fore oinv pages, was due to the spiritual men of the
Eng ish zReformationflhat we might see how thoroughly

one in spirit were all the principal men among the new

born sons of God at that great era; and that we might

still deeply cherish the memory of the noble-spirited

children of God in that nation, at that time, even when

we are compelled to feel so little of real respect for the

Reformation as it went on in divorces, royal edicts, acts

of parliament, star-chamber sentences, and high-commis

sion fines and imprisonments. No better or purer spe

cimens of individual piety were exhibited in any coun

try, than in England, at the time of the Reformation.—

There are no purer or holier names on the modern rolls

of s iritual honour, than the names of Bilney, Tyndale,

Sta ord, Latimer, Hooper, Bradford, Ridley, Jewel and

Cartwright. There are no more refreshing records of

deep faith and holiness, in the whole of modern religious

annals, than those which contain the personal history of

the EnglislrReformers, when the word of God first beam

ed upon their minds, and the S irit from on high was

first poured upon their hearts. hey are not the ecclesi

astical ancestors of such men as Sand and Sacheverel and

Pusey. We see them stand deservedly at the head of

those rolls whereon are inscribed, lower down, the clear

and venerable names of Owen, Baxter, Howe, Bates,

Charnoch, Flavel, Alleine and Bunyan. They are ours.

We will not give them up.
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ARTICLE II.

ACTION AND RE-ACTION OF MIND AND BODY AS AFFECTING

INSANITY.

“Sana mens, in sano corpore,” is the embodyment of ‘

that condition denominated health: and every deviation

on the part of either body or mind, is attended with a

corresponding change of the other.

The manifestation of mind being dependent on the

brain, it is to this medium of communication, little as

we know of its nature, that we must look for an explana

tion of the influence of the physical on the mental organ

ization. i

And, since the brain is the source of that supply, which

is requisite to a proper discharge of the functions of the

different organs, we can readily conceive how this “si/ne

qua non” of human existence may be modified by the

conditions of the mind.

But as to what portions of the craneal contents we are

to assign the various psychical operations of man, very

little is satisfactorily determined. The brain, however,

is considered as the sole instrument of intelli ence, and

the cineritious envelop or cortical portion of t e cerebral

hemispheres, has been fixed upon, by the most eminent

investigators of this subject, as the immediate source of

the intellectual faculties. The other class of phenomena,

with which our inquiry is concerned, seeming less ration

al, have, by some, been denied a resting place 'in this

upper chamber. Ranking them with t e functions of

the organic nervous system, one set of writers have cho

sen the epigastric centre for their emanation. Bein ‘con

sidered, b an other, of a reflex character, the s ina cord

has been ooked to as their origin. And by arpenter,

an author of more recent date, a new division of the

nervous system has been proposed for the special loca

tion of the emotions and passions. This distinguished

physiologist, thinking them similar to the instincts of

animals, supposes “we may reasonably localize the cen

tre in that chain of ganglionic masses, which only occu

24
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pies the centre of the base of the brain in man, but

which, in the lower vertebrata, possesses an a gregate

dimension far exceeding that of the cerebra hemis

pheres.”

While Carpenter considers their channel alike distinct

from that_of the voluntary movements, and from that of

reflex 0 erations, (in which category they are placed by

Marsha 1 Hall,) he avoids the dangerous deductions into

which Bichat and Broussais were led, by their specula

tions on this subject.

The extremes to which the in uiries on this subject

have led, should make us guards in localizing the men

tal faculties.

As to the dependence of the mind upon the physical

organization, in the sense which Gall and Spursheim

have undertaken to demonstrate, I would say, once for

all, that it is not concerned in the present investi ation.

Neither is it necessary, that we should attem t to athom

the abstruse nature of the soul ; and I accor ingly leave

this matter to Divine revelation. But it is our privilege

and our duty, to examine into those elements of our con

stitution, which are available to our scrutiny: and while

a knowled e of the intimate relationship of body and

mind, ren ers us more competent to administer a balm

to their disturbances, it cannot fail to increase our ven

eration for that Being, by whom man is so strangely and

yet so completely made.

Without any vain s eculation concerning the epigas

tric centre, the pinea gland, or any other part of the

corporeal fabric, we ma safely regard the brain as the
instrument of the mindy: and with the nervous system

settin out from the base of the brain, and extending its

rami cations to the most remote, as well as neighbouring

organs, we have an electro-telegraphic communication of

the metropolis with all its de endencies.

Of the real essence of min , our senses are unable to

judge; but the phenomena which indicate its activity

are numerous, and of great variety. By observing these,

a distinction is recognised between the purely intellectu

al faculties, and others, modified by the tern erament of

the individual, constituting the emotions an assions.

For wise purposes, the exercise of the inte lectual fa
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culties affects the physical organism much less than the

emotional class. The latter are more immediately con

cerned in the wants, and for the preservation of the spe

cies; and hence we find them in intimate relationship

with the body. Moderate exertion of the intellectual

faculties undoubtedly extends a benign influence through

out the system. Mental occupation, like bodily exercise,

prepares the system for its returnin wants. And if the

individual, who has nothing to ca forth the powers of

his mind, takes no more physical exercise than the stu

dent, he will doubtless manifest much more decidedly

the injurious effects of sedentary habits. It would, in

deed, seem, that a corrective, to some extent, is supplied

by intellectual activity, and that the mind performs a

vicarious office. ‘ I I

There certainly is something pertaining to exercise of

the mind, which bestows an increased power of endur

ance on the physical organism. We do not feel the loss

of an accustomed meal so sensibly, when the mind is ac

tively employed, and it is said of Sir Isaac Newton, that

_ in his philosophic devotion his dinner was sometimes

neglected, and he was even at a loss, on such occasions,

to tell whether he had received his usual repast or not.

Every one must have noticed the absence of that languor

and faintness, under such circumstances, which, without

the mental excitement, would have resulted. The nerves,

in this case, must be operated upon in such a manner as

to supply the stimulus of food; and may not, in like

manner, exercise of the intellectual faculties so influ

ence the general system, as to enable it the better to

dispense with physical exercise. Notwithstanding the

inactivity of the body, which attends long continued in

tellectual labours, history presents a long list of hoary

heads, honoured for their acquirements, showing a good

influence of the mind. But the stimulus of mental exer

tion, like all things of this class, is followed by a depres

sion, proportionate to the excitement; and although the

want of food is not felt during the excitement of mind,

there is a waste of material, an outlay of nerve power,

which requires to be replaced by rest and nourishment.

Every student must perceive, when he ceases from

intellectual labour, and his mind becomes freed from
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thought, that his digestive functions have been vigorous

ly performed; and that there is an urgent demand for

sustenance.

While the mental activity is continued, the individu

al is not conscious of the consumption that is going

on in his system; but when it is suspended, his appe

tite draws his attention to the matter of replenishing

his stomach, and he eats with a relish equal to that of

the grubber or ditcher.

As an individual under the influence of mental excite

ment will accomplish the most arduous physical labour

without a sense of fatigue, so there is an absence of

hunger under the same circumstances; yet, both alike,

succeed to such exertion.

In this case, the hysical energies are taxed, and un

dergo a waste which requires more rest and food than

would be necessary under other circumstances, and yet

the individual is not conscious of this increased demand,

until composure is restored to body and mind.

Thus, we see, that mental excitement abstracts the at

tention from the physical wants, and yet renders the

necessity more urgent for a supply of those wants.

There is plainly a giving-out of energy from the ner

vous system, in the performance of the operations of the

mind, which not only requires a cessation from the intel

lectual exercise, but makes it incumbent, that a fresh

supply of nourishment be received by the corporeal or

ganization. '

Au inexplicable power of the brain, is brou ht into

activity, in every thought we are capable of. here is

not an idea passes through the mind, without this tax

upon the resources of the brain, and, through it, upon the

general nervous system, with all the various organs and

parts of the body.

Thus, there is an influence, (though we may not be

conscious of it, at the time,) extending to the entire

physical organization, from our slightest and most casual

thought, which is attended with a consumption of the

nerve-power of the system. Under certain conditions it

is salutary, and should be indulged. But, at the same

time, it should be recollected that the waste is going on,

and must be repaired. ‘
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Mental, like muscular effort, causes an acceleration of

absorption and secretion in the various organs of the

body, and gives rise to increased demands for food.—

Bristed says, “Young ladies sometimes picture to them

selves students as delicate, pale youths, who live on

toast and tea. Never was there a greater mistake. Men

who study in earnest, eat in earnest. A senior wrangler

sat opposite me, one summer, at the scholar’s table, and

to see that man perform on a round of beef was a curio

sity.” The explanation of this fact is found in the prin

ples, so ably illustrated by Liebig, in his Animal Che

mistry : That the manifestations of vital force in a living

part, and of course in the whole body, are determined by

a certain form of that part, and by a certain arrangement

of its elementary particles,—that the production of vital

force in the system, bears a fixed relation to the chemi

cal chauges in the tissues,—that as these changes are

effected by voluntary and involuntary muscular motions,

so, where nerves are not found, motion does not occur,—

and that each thought, each emotion, is attended with a

corresponding change in the matter of the system, and

of course, in the expenditure as well as the production of

vital force. Hence we conclude, that incessant changes

in the matter of theor ans are essential to a healthy

equilibrium; and that t ese changes are \induced by

mental, as well as by muscular efforts. A judicious

combination of the two, is, doubtless, most conducive to

health and longevity.

It is all-important, therefore, that we should try to un

derstand the reciprocal influence of body and mind,—

their normal relation to each other, and the action of

each u on the other in their mutual derangements.

“A ections of the mind,” remarks Pereira, “influence

,the corporal functions, favour or op ose the action of

morbific causes on the system, and mo ify the progress of

diseases.”—And hence, he concludes that “ An important

part of the treatment of mental afi'ections, as well as of

many corporal derangements, is the removal of all moral

or mental circumstances which either have produced, or

keep up the morbid condition.” He further adds, that

“ emotions and passions of the mind have a most power

ful influence upon the disorders of the body.” And I
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trust, in the following pages, to be able to show, that they

are the prime cause, in many instances, of such disorders,

while, in other instances, the more a reeable class im

part a healthy tone to the system. Alt ough the purely

intellectual faculties are not without effect, yet the phy

sical organism is more especially under the influence of

the emotions and passions.

That intense application of the mind is frequently at

tended with wasting of flesh, is, perhaps, owing rather to

the assions involved, than to the mere concentration of

the intellectual faculties. Dr. Armstrong says:

’Tis not thought,

"I‘is painful thinking, that con-odes our clay."

And we notice that the constitution is impaired sooner,

if the subject which enga es the attention be of an ex

citing nature. Political life, for instance, is so beset with

anxiety, that the mind labours almost incessantly under

the load of tumultuous action; and we accordingly find

our most prominent statesmen often fall a pre to their

patriotic zeal. Those, on the other hand, “ w o are oc

cupied in abstract speculations, and in whom the pas

sions are seldom called into unusual activity, as astrono

mers, metaph sicians, mathematicians, etc., rarely exhi

bit intellectna disorders; and, as a class, are remarkably

exempt from physical diseases.”

The exercise of the purely intellectual faculties, does

not, therefore, seem necessarily to induce a morbid condi

tion of body, and we are warranted in concludin that the

intellect is rarely, if ever, the source of distur ance to

the healthy performance of the functions.

But, the manifestation ofmind, is very generally attend

ed with the modification of those lights and shades which

give all the strength and colour of our lives.

“ Love, hope and joy, fair pleasures smiling train,

Hate, fear and grief, the family of pain,"

are inextricably interwoven with all the motions of the

mind, and a propitious or baneful influence is extended

to the cor oreal or anism, as one or another predomi

nates. “ e brain ’ sa s Gombe, “is the fountain of

nervous energy to the whole body, and different modifi

cations of that energy appear to take place, according to
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the mode in which the faculties and or ans are affected.

When misfortune and disgrace impen over us, an im

paired or positively noxious nervous influence is trans

mitted to the heart, stomach, intestines, and thence to

the rest of the system. The ulse becomes feeble and

irregular, digestion is deran e , and the whole corporeal

frame wastes. When, on t e other hand, the cerebral

organs are agreeably affected, a benign and vivyfying

nervous influence pervades the frame, and all the tunc~

tions of the body are performed with more pleasure and

completeness.”

It is, in fact, a matter of familiar observation, that the

physical state is most happy when the mind en'oys a

moderate degree of gaiety, and, on the other han , that

the body is consumed by sadness. “Compare the man”

says Bichat, “whose days are markedb grief, to one

whose time is passed in peace of heart an tranquility of

mind, and you will see the difference which distinguishes

the nutrition of the one from the other.”

The history of mankind goes farther to substantiate

such a distinction of the effects of different conditions of

the mind. The comparative endurance of armies, when

encouraged by hope, or when a gloomy aspect leaves

nothing but gloomy forebodings and the harrowing of -

despair, proves the former decidedly most salutary.—

The extraordinary healthfulness of the Philadelphia mi

litia, after the victory of Trenton, although subjected

to great exposure, is attributed by Dr. Rush to the new

life inspired by such a glorious achievement. The de

structive tendency, on the other hand, of depressing

mental agencies, has perhaps never been more striking

ly exemplified than in the memorable instance of the

French conscripts.

In the hygienic regulations on sea, great stress is some

times laid on the state of mind with which the crew set

out ; and it is remarked by a writer on this subject, that

cheerfulness contributes more to keep a ship’s crew heal

th , than any precaution that can be adopted.

The prospect of a naval engagement is said to check

the progress of scurvy, from the anticipation of a glorious

day; and an army, in triumphing over their political

enemy, become superior to their social pest, disease.
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These diversified effects are not surprising, when we

consider the remarkable elation of joy, and the equally

striking depression of sorrow. The whole being seems

involved in emotional excitement, and the frame is agi

tated throughout by violent passion.

Whatever view we may entertain of the rimary ac

tion of different passions, pleasant or painful: stimulant

or sedative, it is a well ascertained fact, that sudden and

violent mental agitation of any kind may be productive

of the most serious conse uences. All are acquainted

with the case of the door- eeper of Congress, who was

overwhelmed by joy. Hunter was a victim to a fit of

anger. Loss of speech, palsy, and epilepsy, are by no

means unfre uent from fri ht, while Sir Astley Coo er,

and others, give us cases t at were actually “scare to

death.” \

Like all those things which ordinarily contribute to

our health and enjoyment, but are yet capable of beco

ming destructive agents, so “what composes man, can

man destroy,”-—the mental emotions may send disease

throughout the frame. Hope and joy, even, are not

exem t from this transformation; and love, which some

woul regard an habitual rapture, is known to be pro

ductive of the most baleful consequences.

If passions or emotions of much intensity have sway

for a length of time, the nerves fail to perform their life

giving functions as usual, the springs of health wear

away, and the whole corporeal system becomes involved

in ecay.

While a properly regulated exercise of the mind ex

tends a benign influence throughout the s stem, intellec

tual effort may be so intense or protracted as to become

detrimental to the health and vigour of the individual.

As food which is suited to nourish may be taken in

excess, and cause a surfeit,—as hysical exertion, which

imparts strength and tone, may e kept up until fatigue

and rostration ensue,—-so the operations of the mind,

whic l are ordinarily salutary, may be so intense, or con

tinued for such a length of time, as to impair the brain

and general nervous system, and thus prove in'urious to

the well-being of the body. While we note t e propi

tious influence of mental exercise, when kept within pro
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per limits; it is of e ual, if not greater consequence, to

consider the bad e ects of over-exertion of the mind

upon the performance of the physical functions.

Of the various organs of the body, which are under

the sway of our moral and intellectual nature, the heart

and lungs are fre uently adduced, as illustrating the

d' ect influence oi1 emotional excitement. Every one

has noticed the hurried res iration from fright or timidi

ty, and the deep-drawn sig s of those, who! are wei hed

down by grief. The action of the heart is modifie , in

like manner, and comparatively trivial circumstances

sometimes induce syncope. Even the sight of blood is

sufficient in some individuals. .

In the truly remarkable ‘case of Col. Townsend, the

heart seems to have been under the power of volition;

and suspension of all the vital powers could be induced

by an e ort of his will. This was the effect of a morbid

condition of his system, and may, perhaps, be regarded

as an instance of “ organic sensibility” becoming “ ani

mal sensibility.”

The digestive a paratus is no xless certainly affected

by the states of t e mind. And when we consider the

intimate sympathy of the brain with the stomach and

the adjacent viscera, it would appear creditable t0 the '

insight of those who, in former times, gave a name to

certain mental per-Versions, distinctive of their connec

tion with derangement of these parts. But what was

then regarded entirely causative is now known to be,

in many instances, an effect.

The vagaries of hypochondraism are connected with

malperformance of the functions of these organs, yet the

original disturbance is in most cases referable to the

mind. The mental discomfort travelling along “ the sil

very pneumogastric conductors,” imparts a vitiated tone

to the nerves of the stomach and intestines, and these, in

their turn, may reflect a pernicious influence on the brain.

Thus, “the reciprocal action and reaction of the two

systems of organs on each other, produce a host of ef

fects, moral as well as physical, by which the temper is

changed and the health impaired.” The prime source

of disturbance is, however, the mental perturbation, and

it is to this, much oftener than to physical causes, that

26
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derangements of the digestive functions owe their origin.

“The operation of physical causes,” observes Dr. Jas.

Johnson, “ numerous as these are, dwindles into complete

insignificance, when compared with that of anxiety »or

tribulation of mind—Mental anxiety, not only arrests or

disturbs the digestive rocess in the stomach, by inter

ruptin or weakening t e nervous influence on which it

depen s, and thereby leaving the materials of food open

to the chemical laws which would act on them out of the

body: but, in a remarkable manner, vitiates or impairs

the biliary secretion, thereby adding a new and powerful

source of irritation to the delicate nerves of the duode

num and small intestines.”

We have the e ually high authority of Dr. Chapman,

in attestation of t e important share which. the mental

condition has in deranging the stomach. Not only does

functional disturbance supervene from excitation ke t

up in the mind, but in organic lesions of this organ, e

is disposed to think that “griefs, anxieties, mortifica

tions, and such like influences, are not the least opera

tive. ‘

The functions of the liver are sometimes influenced in

a striking manner, by mental excitement. Jaundice is

by no means an unfrequent result. Fear, says Dr. Dick~

son, has been often known to produce it suddenly, but

grief, of all the passions, seems the most adapted to oc

casion it. Chapman mentions two cases occasioned by

excessive grief, and further remarks, that either vehe

ment rage or terror has excited it, and it has resulted

from petulance, anxiety, and other imitating or de ress

ing moral influences. The case mentioned by 000 e, of

a physician who uniformly became icterose, if annoyed

by a dangerous and perplexing case of disease, is a good

illustration of the extension of the mental condition to

the hysical organism. '

e popular belief that the spleen is prominently in

volved in de ressing afi'ections of the mind, is perhaps

not Without foundation, as scenes which interest the

attention and cheer the mind, contribute very much to

relieve the derangements of this organ.

Various affections might be adverted to, which are

influenced by the emotions and passions. Hysteria re
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sults, in some instances, from this source, and it would

seem that the susceptibility to this protean malady, is

very frequently connected with the sensitiveness, origi

nating in particular trains of thought and emotional ex~

citement.

Enough, though, has been said, to show the influence

of an improper action of the emotions and passions, in

deranging the functions of the body,—that the corporeal

organization deeply sympathizes in the operation of this

class of mental phenomena. '

Constituted as man is, a knowledge of the influence of

the mind is of essential consequence to him, who would

correct the morbid states of his organism. It cannot but

strike the medical observer, that the moral part of man

is, in many instances, wofully neglected in the treatment

of disease. Books of practice abound with formularies

of nauseous drugs, and lon prescriptions for particular

conditions,—wlnch are all, doubtless, sufiiciently roper;

yet, the owerful and direct action of the menta condi

tion on t e organic functions, requires special attention,

8’1”: Woolf/011mm.

A sick man should surely claim a little more attention

than a sick horse or do . The means that would cure

the latter, would be total y insuflicient to bring about the

restoration of the former; and while the 'materia medica

is taxed, and the lancet unsheathed, those means which

are calculated to soothe the mind should not be over

looked.

If the various bearings of the mind are 010sely investi

gated, erhaps we may avert the undue excitement pro

pagate from wayward passion or restless anxiety, and

interce t the access of a sickly morbidness of unmeaning

melanc oly.

To counteract such an influence lies within the sphere

of the physician, in like manner, as combating a perni

cious influence from any other source; and may we not

antici ate a more propitious application of the healing

art, w en these things are given the attention, whic

their share in predisposition, causation, and complica

tion of bodily ills demands?

The influence reflected upon the mind, from physical

disorders, may be diminished by medicine; yet follow
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ing the fundamental principle, to remove the cause, we

' would be directed in numerous instances to the mental

condition, as the source of maladies, and it is of no small

moment to effect a proper regulation of the transmissions

from this source.

As the therapeutic applications of the mind cannot be

appreciated until we understand its counterpart, I now

proceed to consider the influence of the body on the mind.

If we carry out the principle of comparative anatomy,

and descend to the brute creation, we may observe a

striking analogy in the correspondence of the disposition

to the physical conformation. We see the huge lion, with

his rough and sha gy mane, his large head and mouth,

with indications 0 power in every part of his body, and

does not his disposition to attack and destroy, to be furié

ous and unyielding when pressed upon by man or beast,

seem well fitted to such an organization?

We see the wild boar, with terror depicted in his ivory

tusks, and in every bristle of his coarse envelop; and

where could we better look for the embodiment of all

that is monstrous and terrific in disposition?

Contrast with these .I the wild horse, or the deer, ani

mals of equal or greater size and activity, and what

physical characteristics are presented! Beauty and grace

in every part,-—the neatly turned body and limbs, with

muscles adapted to render them agile and speedy! Do

we find the nature of the lion or boar, the hyena or t ger,
associated with this conformation? By no means. 'llimi

dity and playfulness, combined with an instinctive pride

of their fine proportions, are harmoniously blended with

this structure.

A'gain. view the squirrel or the hare, inv all their Wild

ness, and do we not observe a correspondence of their

physical organizations to their natures and habits? Look

ing throughout the round of animated beings, we find the

disposition, the character of the mind, (if we may so

speak,) fitted to the structure of'the body. \Ve never

see the gentleness of the dove associated with that con

formation, which indicates the bird of prey. And, on

the contrary, we do not observe the destructive, devour

ing nature, connected with such proportions as those of

the linnet or sparrow. ~
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There is a correspondence between the disposition and

the structure of animals; and I would hope to make it

appear that there is a similar relation between the body

and mind of man.

It may appear that the foregoing remarks have little

bearing upon this subject; but, when we consider how

near the intelligent princi le of some animals, approach

es the mind of man, it wil strengthen the analogy. If.

we- take an individual of the human species of the lowest

grade of intelligence, and compare with the highest 01'

er of the brute creation, we will not have much cause

to congratulate our race upon their pre-eminence. By

attention and training, the capacity of animals seems to

become enlarged and elevated; and we have \facts in

reference to the elephant, the horse, the dog,>and other

quadrupeds, which would imply ratiocination on their

art,—widely different in degree, it is true, but not per

afis in kind, from the same faculty in the human being.

ut our business is at present with man, and if we

study closely the connection between the varying condi

tion of his body, and the associated states of his mind, at

different periods of his existence, and under different

circumstances, we will have suflicient to illustrate the

influence of the body on the mind. View the tender

nursling in its mother’s arms, dependent upon her care

and attention for its subsistence,——mark its helpless con

dition,—examine its body from head to foot, the flaccidi

ty of fibre, the softness of bone, the weakness in every

part; and then ascertain what intelligence it has. Do

we see those giant powers of intellect which characterize

the full development of the physical organism? No. It

is almost a blank. \Ve scarcely find a presage of that

lofty and cmnmanding mind, which will manifest itself

with the growth and maturity of the body. ,

All our ideas are ac uired originally through the

medium of the senses. (The physical organization, the

nerves and brain, are the prime source of every impres

sion of pleasure or pain,—-the channel of every thought

and im ulse; and is it at all strange that, in a frame

unfitte for conveying such impressions, we should fail

to find any exhibition of mind?

But, let us cast a glance beyond this period, and ob
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serve the merry prattling of that boy or girl, who'has

felt the genial low of five or six summers, and note the

change in bo y and mind. The downy softness of the

tender babe, has given place to compactness of parts,

and we now see the germ of intellect beginning to bud.

It is now that we may begin “to teach the young idea

how to shoot.” Previous to this period, any attempt at

education would have been futile, and proved as earls

thrown before swine. That element upon whic the

mind de ends, has heretofore been too small to sustain

the intel ectual capacity, and even now, we observe most

prominent, the lesser part of mind—the memory. This

is a point not sufficiently noticed. Lo ic is not innate to

man, and a child is very little quahfied for deducing

conclusions from premises. But such things as are

adapted to the memory, ‘ are well suited to this 0e, and

it seems remarkable that facts which are treasure u at

this early eriod of life, are in many instances the ast

to be eradicated from the mind.

Let us leave this period, and turn our eyes to the pic

ture a ain, when a dozen years have passed away. l\ow

we be rold a figure buoyant with youthful vigour. We

look upon that embodiment of youth and beauty, and

wonder if a mere image could seem so much like life.—

Can this be ’a statue? No. I see a ray of light fiit o’er

the scene—the brilliant li ht of mind. The imagination

reigneth here,--a jewel suited to the casket. ~

ur attention is next attracted by that stately and

compact structure, which indicates the maturity of the

physical being. Every part and article has now arri

ved at that stage which is best a apted to display the

physical powers in strength and activity, and in endur

ance of exPosur-e and fatigue. We now see a correct

type of the maturity of the race, and every feature and

limb bears that outline and proportion, which the great

Architect intended it should wear.

Do we find the intellectual principle affected in a cor

responding ratio ?-—Yes. Now, if ever, the mind will be

found competent to any task. We find now, not only

the memory and imagination, but that more lofiy and

commanding feature, the judgment, in full activity and

strength; and the individual stands forth a giant in body
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and mind. Here we behold all the grandeur of human

ity. In one harmonious whole, we view the consumma

tion of nature’s work—the master—piece of God.

Tu per has said that “a perfect form of human grace

woul captivate the world.” But when we view this in

connection with that high and ennobling principle, the

intellect, how much more beautiful is the image! When

we consider the finish of the body, as indicating a olish

of the mind, then it becomes truly attractive. ut in

how many instances, alas! we find that the mind falls

short of the completeness of the body! I would not

have it supposed, that I view the mere outline or form,

however perfect, as indicative of the development of the

mind; and least of all, that personal beauty is any pre

sumption of mental refinement. '

But, in the main, we find a correspondence between

the physical and intellectual development, which justi

fies the position I have taken. Although weeds may

grow up and choke the grain, the soil furnishes the same

fertilizing principle, to nourish and support the plant.—

The progress of the physical, is accompanied by a cor—

res onding advancement of the intellectual part.

n tracing the changes which are impressed u on the

mind by the progressive advancement of the b0 y, if it

has failed to appear that the condition of‘the physical

organism has a share in fashioning the intellectual ele

ment, I would advance a step further in our inquiry.

Is it claimed that man has an innate facult of mind,

or that the intellect has an isolated, indepen ent exist

ence? Then, mark well its state in adult life,—-in the

prime of man’s existence,—and look down the dim vista

of time, and view the same person a uarter of a century

after. What has become of that bril iancy of intellect?

Where are those resources in argument and illustration?

Where is that shrewdness and wit, which enlivened the

circle around. They have sunk almost to nothingness;

and we behold with the wreck of the body, a lamentable

failing of the mental powers.

I grant that in some instances this decay of mind does

not take place in an exact ratio with the decline of the

functions of the body. We occasionally see the aged

valetudiuarian, who manifests a vigour of mind but little
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diminished from his palmiest days. But such strike

every one as being remarkable, and must be viewed as

exceptions to a general rule. \Ve most frequently ob

serve a striking deterioration of the faculties of the mind

as the physical powers give way. And that element

which develops itself first in childhood, is found to de

cline before others. The memory is remarked to fail be

fore the impairment of other faculties; and old persons

will recall the scenes of their youth, and recollect the

minor incidents of life at that period, with more pre- '

cision than such as have transpired but a day or a

week. -

May not future investigation throw such lightupon

this subject, as to enable us to stay the decline of intel

lect in persons who are tending to the grave? May not 7

some article be discovered which shall exercise such a '

controlling influence on man’s organization, as to secure

the full vigour of the intellectual faculties durino' his

three score years and ten,—yea, during a longer s0j0urn

upon earth; and thus render the aged, monuments of

wisdom, to teach and direct the rising generation in the

ways of truth and rectitude?

My obejlect now, is not to suggest a remedy, but sim

ply to a duce the fact as illustrating the point before

me: and with this a posteriori proof, in confirmation of

thcapm'ori reasoning previously presented, I think no

one will deny the general proposition with which I set

out.

I have, though, additional testimony: and previous to

any inferences, I will briefly allude to the difference in

corporeal and mental constitution of the male and female

of the human race. \Vhen we consider the contrast in ,

their )hysical organization, and a mental constitution in,

accor ance with this respectively, it must be considered

as bearing upon the subject before us. -

The athletic, robust frame of man, is found associated

with a stern, decisive spirit. We see the mind of man

grappling with difficulties and engaging in disputes and

controversies. We see it as iring to gain the renown

and applause of his fellows. e see his disposition lead

him to the field as a soldier, or to the chase as a hunts

man. In a word, all those pursuits which require energy
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and decision, devolve upon man, and from his physical

constitution, conjoined with a heroic spirit, he is compe

tent for the undertaking.

On the other hand, we find woman fashioned in a dif

ferent mould, as to body and mind. Her beauty and

grace of person—her gentleness and modesty of feeling,

are well adapted to each other. One seems to flow as a

natural se uence from the other. If we could suppose

the mind oi woman connected with such a frame as that

of man, it would surely appear like a scion trans lanted

from its native soil. There is an incongruity in t e very

thou ht of the disposition, impulses, intellect, etc., of the

fema e, being associated with the physical or animtion

0f the male. And again, it would seem equ 1y out of

place to see the sternness of man’s mental character,

connected with the fragile body of tender woman.

Woman’s body must have woman’s mind, else she is

no longer that ornament to society, which virtue and

chastity have ever made her.

We occasionally meet with a confi uration of the fe

male of the masculine semblance, an do we not invari

ably find in such cases, that the mind similates that of

man? The woman loses the distinguishing traits of her

sex, giving additional and striking confirmation of the

influence of the physical on the mental being. ,

The train of reasoning pursued thus far, may not prove

anything more than that certain conditions of body have

corresponding conditions of mind associated with them,

and it may not a pear that the former is in any sense

the cause of the tter. But I would suggest that the

connection of particular features of the mind, with cer

tain corporeal developments, is so uniform as to afford a

distinction of temperaments, which is very generally

recognised among men.

The division into Lymphatic, Sanguineous, Bilious,

and Nervous, may be re arded as somewhat arbitrary;

yet, it conveys an idea 01 the disposition associated with

these several orders of animal constitutions. '

The L phatic, in which the secreting glands are the

most active portion of the system, is in icated a soft

and abundant flesh, languor of the pulse, and of all the

corporeal and mental functions; by a dull, ease-sedzing,

Von. vm—No. 2. 27
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inefficient, indolent disposition, and an aversion to cor~

poreal and intellectual effort.

The Sanguine, in which the arterial system, and the

organs which circulate the various fluids, particularly

the blood, are most active; is connected with light and

sandy hair, fair skin, a fresh and florid complexion, light

or blue eyes, a strong and rapid pulse, strong animal

passions, and more ardour, enthusiasm, activity, and

zeal, than power of mind or body. I

The Bilious, in which the muscular portion of the sys

tem predominates in activity, is characterized by a more

athletic form ; by strong bones and muscles, black hair,

a dark skin and dark eyes; a strong and steady pulse;

hardness, stren th, and power of body, accompanied

with considerab e force and energy of mind and charac

ter. .

The Nervous, in which the brain and the nervous sys

tem are much more active than the other parts of the

body, gives rise to the highest degree of excitability and

activity of the corporeal and mental powers; vividness

and intensity of emotion; clearness and rapidity of

thought and perception; spri htliness of mind and bo

dy; and is associated with lig t, fine, thin hair; a fair,

clear, and delicate skin.

These t‘emPeraments are generally compounded: the

nervous-sanguine gives the highest degree of activity

and intensity of thought and feeling: the nervous-bilious

gives activity, accompanied with power and endurance,

constituting one of the most favourable temperaments,

es' ecially when united with a little of the sanguine: the

bi ions-lymphatic gives mental and corporeal indolence,

. with power under strong excitement: the sanguine-lym

phatic is less favourable to intellectual than to corporeal

manifestations. r .

Independent of those elements which go to make up

the temperaments, the eye and countenance give an in

sight to the mind of an individual. We insensibly asso—

ciate a disposition and character with the ap earance of

the person, which supposes the influence of t e body on

the mind.

In fact, whoever will attentively observe the various

casts of the body, and the different phases of the mind,
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must find a confirmation of this view. It is not this or

that part of the body; neither is it the manner or posi—

tion of the individual,—nor yet is it the expression of the

face, that gives out an impression as to the mind or dis

" position; but the general a pearance, bespeaks the cha

racter associated with it. would remark that such a

correspondence, being so uniformly observed, is strong

presumption of cause and effect. And I will now adduce

the positive evidence illustrating the influence of the

body on the mind.

The different states of mind, in health and in disease

of the body, afford an exemplification of this influence.—

When all the physical functions are performed re ularly,

and healthfully, we find the faculties of the mimf acting

harmoniously and energetically. But when disease in

vades the system, with those “ills to which flesh is heir,”

we find the mind wavering and flagging; and with the

rostration of the bod , we observe incapacity for intel

ectual exertion. W en the corporeal system is just

emerging from illness, how impotent is the mind! In

cases of extreme emaciation and debility, resulting from

long protracted disease, this condition approaches almost

to imbecility.

Under these circumstances, we cannot consider the

state of the mind otherwise than as the result of the

condition of the body. The mental weakness is the effect

of the physical prostration. In some diseases, however,

we observe a directly contrary influence. All the facul

ties of the mind seem exalted, and the naturally dull and

morose become keen and lively.

Our medical books contain instances of facts long past

and forgotten being recalled under the influence of dis

ease; and every physician has witnessed scenes that go

to illustrate the remarkable imaginative power, which is

bestowed by the feverish excitement of the body. Things

are conceived which have no foundation in fact, and the

train of reasoning from such false premises, is generally

correct and logical. Presuming t e reality, t eir con

duct is such as circumstances would warrant, and in

accordance with the fairest principles of deduction. If

the ima ination shadows forth some image of beauty

and love iness, it is attractive and pleasing to the indivi
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dual,—-if some loathsome and disagreeable object is

presented, disgust is manifested; and if the creative

ancy thrusts some monster of hideous lpro ortions be

fore the distempered imagination, we be 01 the indivi

dual shrink in terror and alarm from the dread object.

That such disturbances of the mind, result from the

condition of the body, is proved by their disappearance

under the use of remedies, addressed to the physical

organism. The delirium of fever is found to yield to a

free blood-letting; the wild vagaries of hypochondriasis

give place to correct ideas under the use of pur es and

reduced diet; and even the reckless fancy of t e som~

nambulist is modified, if not entirely controlled by pro»

per regimen.

That the mind is thus affected by the changes of the

body, affords no just ground for the humiliating conclu

sion, that all will be obliterated with the material part

of man. The analogy presented throughout nature of

changes from one state of existence to another more

exalted, is a strong presumption that such a change will

take place with us. And, as many facts illustrate the

pro-eminence of the soul, we should rest satisfied, with

the Divine assurance of its immortality, in a world of

spirits beyond the grave.

Having, in a general way, portrayed the action and

re-action of body and mind, it only remains to make the

ap lication to that state of the cerebral functions consti

tuting insanity.

To describe the various forms of this abnormal state of

the mind, is not necessary for my present purpose. It is

sufficient to understand, that it consists in a derange

ment of one or more of the faculties of the mind, accom

panied with corresponding conduct on the part of the

individual.

The causes of this derangement are as various as the

individuals affected, but referable to two general divis

ions,—-th0se which have a direct influence on the mind,

and those which operate throu h the bod .

The immediate source of al mental derangement, is

an abnormal condition of the brain. It may be an idio

pathic condition of this great centre of the nervous sys

tem, or dependant upon undue exercise of the mind; and
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again it may be a sympathetic irritation connected with

improper performance of the functions of some other

or an of the body. I
li‘he nicely adjusted balance of body and mind, hangs,

, as it were, upon the brain, as a pivot; and, either being

disturbed, or receiving an impression, it must be felt at

this connecting point, as well as by the other. From the

slightest prick of a pin, to the rostratin disease, we
observe more or less sympathy oiPthe min with all the

parts of the body. And the blush of modesty, in like

manner with the strongest emotion, displays the sym a

thy of the body with the impressions on the mind. he

brain is the connectin link, and brings the external, into

communication with t e internal, of this human Leyden

jar. Without its important office, they might remain in

juxta-position for any length of time, and give no mani

festation of power; but, as soon as it is brought to bear

upon the body and the mind, we see the spark of life

evolved. This is exemplified in oppression of the brain,

and in some lesions of this organ, when no other parts

are diseased, but lose their power from their connection

with the brain. Remove the difficulty, as by the tre

phine, and all the offices of the parts are performed as

usual. It will be readily erceived, then, with such

intimate relations to the b0 y and the mind, how the

brain becomes involved in their mutual workings, and

insanity is the result of a disturbance of the equi ibrium

between them.

Under such circumstances, an erethism is established

in the brain secondarily; and the prime cause of the de

rangement is referable to some mental disturbance, or to

some physical disorder. Hence the great importance of

a full history of the commencement of the insanity,

whether connected primarily with mental disquietude,

bodily disease, or local inflammation of the brain,—with

or without hereditar predisposition.

The application of means of relief must have reference

to the cause: and, in the first case, moral means, or

those calculated to divert the thoughts; in the second,

medical treatment; in the third, local measures; and in

the fourth, regim‘en, will be found most advantageous.

Lunacy is very generally connected with bodily de
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rangement; yet, in many instances, the functional dis

turbance of the organs succeeds the depraved state of

the mind, and arises from this source. The influence

reflected u n the mind from the physical system may

be relieve by medical treatment; yet, following the

fundamental principle, to remove the cause, we will be

directed, in numerous instances, to the mental condition,

as the source of thesemaladies.

That the mind is capable of therapeutic mana ement,

is abundantly proven by the happy results, Wiich, in

latter years, have been obtained in the treatment of this

class of patients. It was once considered indispensable

for the control of this unfortunate class of beings, that

coercion should be resorted to. But it has been ascer

tained, that in many instances, confinement only exaspe

rates the lunatic, and instead of the straight-jacket and

iron bars, a less revolting means has been found benefi

cial. The maniac is now allowed to seek a balm for his

(listem ered mind in the grove and garden; and, instead

of the arrowing spectacle, which, in former times, kept

his awful situation constantly preying upon the remnant

of ri ht reason he might )ossess, scenes are presented

which are calculated to dispel his hallucinations, and

any trace of lucid thought is seized u on and wielded so

as to lead him from the darkness w ich enshrouds his

mind. The least ra of returning hope is watched with

care; and happily the light has been made to widen and

extend itself, until the individual stands again, as it were,

in the open day. ‘

In those violent outbreaks which attend a paroxysm of

maniac desperation, other measures are of course de

manded, and restraint becomes indispensable. But when

the cruel barbarity with which the insane were some

times treated in by-gone days, even to using the lash as

a therapeutic agent, is contrasted with the humane at

tention which is bestowed upon a similar class at the

present day, it reflects honour upon those who have been

instrumental in carrying out this benevolent design, and

must be looked. upon as a bright era in medical history.

The known eflicacy of a steady look, the power of the

voice, and the influence of determined expression of

countenance on the part of him who would controul the
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madman, illustrate the efficacy of impressions conveyed

through the medium of the mind. It is of great conse

quence that the immediate keeper of the insane should

have di nity of character, with great firmness and decis

ion. is authority must be recognised, or his influence

will be lost. He should, at the same time, be a good

judge of human nature, in the ordinary acceptation of

the term, and adapt his hearing to the various disposi

tions of his subjects.

The accommodations, as to rooms and grounds, should

be ample, and indulgence of natural taste carried to as

great an extent as compatible with safety.

By due attention to these things, the necessary medi

cal treatment will be greatly assisted, while, perhaps,

there are but few cases in which it can be dispensed

with entirely. '

The bodily functions become disturbed, either prima

rily, 0r secondarily, and the treatment must correspond

to the organ affected, and the nature of the diseased ac

tion.

Practical measures of greater efficacy than any hereto

fore devised for the relief of the‘ insane, are demanded

by the rapid increase of mental disorders; and this essay

is submitted to the public, with a hope that it may sug

gest some improvement in the treatment of this afflicted

portion of our race.

Note—In connection with this subject, I would refer

to the proposed measure of removing the Asylum for the

insane, which is now lOcated in Columbia, to some point

be 0nd the limits of the town.

f the vieWs which have been presented in this paper

be correct, it must be evident that the crowding toget er

of ersons in difl'erent states of mental derangement,

wil have a pernicious influence. Those of the most de

licate sensibilities, being associated with the most hide

ous and outra eous maniacs, any remnant of reason is

harrowed, until “madness rules the hour” alike with all.

A separation of the patients is, therefore, of reat conse

quence, in the treatment of the insane; an the former

habits of life, with the particular form of mental derange—

ment, should be considered in classifying the patients.
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In the present establishment, with but one contracted

yard for male lunatics, and a similar enclosure for fe

males, there is no opportunity afforded for such salutary

arrangement. And the only resort is, to confine the ,

violent and dangerous to their cells; while the more .

manageable compose one promiscuous maniac gang; and

a few, in their lucid state, are allowed to go into a front

enclosure of small dimensions, or to stroll on the streets

with a keeper. Under such circumstances, there is ne

cessarily a constant restraint upon the inmates of the in

stitution, which operates in'iuriously upon the deran ed,

and more es ecially upon t ose who are recovering t eir

faculties. he proximity of the town presents another

source of aggravation to the inmates; as spectators so

frequently indulge their curiosity, by ascending to the

summit of the building, and thus excite the distracted

minds of those in the yard beneath. ~

The position and the arrangement of the institution at

present, fail in several other radical oints of the ob

jects in view: and now, when some c an e is contem

plated, it has been proposed to look beyon the limits of

Columbia for a location, where the various classes of

patients can be better provided for. Such acourse is

demanded by the increase in numbers recently admitted

to the establishment, and the inefficiency of the present

arrangements.

The safety, comfort, and permanent relief of this un

fortunate class, should be considered, independently of

the interests of the citizens of Columbia, and it must be

an advantage in their treatment to be removed to a more

retired and commodious situation.

The position which is thought most available being

near the Charlotte and South Carolina Rail Road, and a

few miles from town, would afford facilities for the treat

ment of the insane, which no extension of the present

structure could supply. A space of the desired extent

could be secured, and the more manageable patients

might then have more indulgence than would be com

patible with safety for the desperate and vicious. A

building, distinct from, the other structure, could be

made as a strong-hold for the latter class, where all the

necessary means of coercion and restraint might be
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exercised. As a resort for those recovering their facul

ties, and for an ' during their lucid intervals, a third

department mig t be provided, entirely separate from

the others. Thls might have an extent of outline, and a

diversity of scene, which would allow a sense of freedom

on the part of the individual, at the same time that a

pro er watch could be maintained by the keepers.

nder such a plan there would be no risk to the pub

lic welfare, and yet the inmates of the institution might

enjoy all the relaxation compatible with their condition.

That exercise which is requisite for the proper perform

ance of the functions of the body, could be granted with

entire safety; and those scenes adapted to cheer and

enliven the mind, would be presented in nature’s varied

works around the rural spot. Thus the mind and the

body would be ministered to; and the subject of mental

disorder have a better rospect of restoration to a proper

exercise of the rationa faculties.

I have thought proper to advert in this general way to

a matter intimately connected with the practical appli

cation of my subject; and without reference to the wish

es of the people, or the opinions of those concerned in

the management of the institution, I have attempted to

show the pro riety of a removal of this institution from

the town of olumbia, on account of the benefit likely to

accrue to such as re uire its protection and regimen.

I have only to add, that the subject of insanity and its

proper management, is one of growin importance, and

it is high time that improvements in t e institutions for

the insane should be adopted.

 

ARTICLE III.

WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE VISIBLE CHURCHi—OR INFANT

BAPTISM.

Accordin to the revealed will ofGod, who are entitled

to members ip in the visible church? Two answers to

this question deserve attention. The first is, belie/vars

28
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only ; the second, believers and their children. 'As it

will not be needful to irove what is common to both

theories, our remarks wil relate solely to the children of

believers.

It may safely be assumed, as a principle held in com

mon by all who are interested in this iscussion, that a

right to membership in the church and a ri ht to baptism,

are inseparably connected, and reciproca ly im ly each

other. The doctrine of infant church-members ip, and

the doctrine of infant baptism, are the same doctrine,

expressed in varied language: and it is of no consequence

to which of these forms of the doctrine an argument

directly applies; whatever tends to prove or disprove

either, equally tends to prove or disprove both.

It is unquestionably true, that in the New Testament,

infants are not expressly mentioned in immediate con

nexion with baptism. But what if they are expressly

mentioned in immediate connexion with membership in

the church? We are not here asserting that the fact is

so; we merely allude to the hypothesis for the purpose

of putting a question. What would be the consequence

of such a fact, should it be found to exist? An unequi

vocal assertion of church-membership, it is certain, can

be made without the aid of the word baptize, or baptism.

Suppose we should find such an assertion in the word of

God, in reference to infants; ought we to disregard it,

because nothing was said about baptism? No doubt, it

will be admitted that, in such a case, they ought to be

received as members of the church. But if so received,

ought they not to be baptized? None, we believe, who

regard baptism as an ordinance now obligatory, would

answer in the negative. It follows that we have no right

to demand an explicit warrant for the baptism of infants ;

if there is found in the word of God decisive evidence of

their membership in the church, that is enough.

Under the Mosaic dispensation, the feast of weeks was

certainly a positive ordinance ; and no where in the law

of Moses is the proselyte mentioned in connexion with

that ordinance. . But Moses said of him, “he shall be as

one that is born in the land;” and in another place, gave

the eneral command: “ Three times in a year shall

all thy males appear before the Lord thy God in the
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place which he shall choose ;” and mentioned the feast of

weeks as one of the occasions meant. A comparison of

these passages decided the duty of the proselyte. His

right was fully made out to a positive religious ordin

ance, though he was nowhere described in immediate

connexion with that ordinance,——made out, not by an

explicit warrant, but by an inference necessaril arising

out of a comparison of different passa es. An all that

we here claim is, that ifa similar an equally forcible

proof can be made out, in favour of the right of another

class of human beings—infants,—to another positive or

dinauce—baptism, it shall be admitted as equally deci

sive.

We wish the princi 1e applied impartially to both

sides of the question. if it can be made out from Scrip

ture, as a law admitting of no exception, that no human

being is to be recognized as a member of the church, till

he has given credible evidence of vital piety, the ar u

ment is at an end, and infant baptism is unlawful. f,

on the other hand, it can be shown to be a law admit

ting of no exception, that none but believers are to be

baptized, then, the church-membership of the children of

believers, as such, is unlawful. Whether either of these

things can be done, we now proceed to in uire.

If the position relates directly to mem ership in the

church, the most plausible argument in its favor is sug

gested by the manner in which particular churches are

addressed in the New Testament. For example, Paul

describes his brethren at Ephesus, as chosen in Christ,

redeemed, forgiven, adopted, raised from spiritual death,

sealed with the Holy S irit. But the explanation is easy.

When a collective b0 y of people is described, it is by

no means implied that the description applies to every

individual member. We feel no hesitation in saying

that the people of the United States are strongly attach

ed to a republican form of government; but yet, there

may not improbably be found individuals who would

prefer a monarchy; and there are assuredly many human

beings among us who are incapable of forming an opin

ion on the subject. The description iven by Paul was

true of every member of the church w ose character was

such as the covenant, by which he was bound, required.
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Infants, of course, were not addressed ; and no adult

could become a member of the church,—in other words,

no one could become a member of it by his own act,—

who did not give good evidence of possessing that char

acter: and if there were adults who gave no evidence of

possessing it, but who were connected with the church

in consequence of having been baptized in infancy, they

were held to be, for want of piety, disqualified for im

portant ecclesiastical privileges. 011 Pedo-baptist prin

ciples, then, there were stronger reasons for addressing

the members of the church, collectively, as believers,

than there now are for speaking of the people of the

United States, collectively, as republicans. This is sure

ly sufficient.

We turn to the other form of the proposition. Leaving

out of view, for the present, what may be said in reply

to the arguments adduced in favour of the baptism of

infants, do the Scriptures furnish evidence against it, by

teaching that faith is, in every instance, an indispensable

prerequisite to that ordinance? We think there is not

one text which, taken in its most obvious and natural

signification, gives even the least appearance of support

to that idea. Much stress is sometimes laid on the apos

tolic commission, as recorded by Matthew : “ Go ye,

therefore, and teach all nations, 6a tizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the on, and of the Holy

Ghost: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I

have commanded you.” The word translated teach, it is

well known, signifies to make disciples. It is supposed,

then, that in this passage three duties are enjoined,

which must be performed in the precise order in which

they are here enumerated: first, to make disciples of all

nations; second, to baptize them; third, to teach them

to observe all things, etc. “The several parts of the

commission,” we are told, “ are to be observed in the

order in which they are enjoined. The order is plainly

as imperative as the commands themselves. A violation

of the order is, indeed, a violation of the commands.”*

The argument, then, is, that since making disciples is

mentioned before baptizing, it follows that none may be

* See Howall on “The Evils of Infant Baptism," chap. ii., pp. 19, 20.
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baptized who, have 'not already become disciples,—-in

every instance, one must become a disci le first, and be

baptized afterwards. Here it is assume , as an inviola

ble rule, that when a verb is followed by a participle, (as

in this passage, the verb teach is followed by the partici2

ple baptist/1%,) both expressive of acts of the same agents,

the action expressed by the verb must be understood to

be done, or required to be done, before the action ex

pressed by the participle. Thus only is it concluded

from the passage before us, that ministers must teach

first, and ba tize afterwards, because the word teach oc

curs bqfore t e word baptizing. Let us, then, apply the

same rule to another passage. Luke vi: 1.-—“ And it

came to pass, on the second sabbath after the first, that

he went through the corn-fields; and his disciples pluck

ed the ears of corn, and did eat, rubbin them in their

hands.” Here the verb did eat comes Tiefore the parti

ciple rubbing. And if it be maintained that, in the

passage under consideration, the order in which the

words stand, proves that men must become disciples

first, and be baptized afterwards; this passa e furnishes

precisely equal reason for maintaining, that t e disciples

ate the ears of corn first, and rubbed them in their hands

afterwards. If any are of opinion that an imperative

sentence would afford a more appropriate test, they shall

be gratified. “Masters, glee unto your servants that

which is net and equal ,' knowing, that ye also home a

Master in fireaoen.”—Ool. iv: 1. Here, we find, the

verb give, comes before the participle Hence,

according to the rule of interpretation which we are test

ing, masters must first give’to their servants that which

is just and equal; and afterwa/rds,—it would be wrong

to do it before the duty signified by the verb is comple

ted,——afterwa/rds consider their own responsibility to

their Master in Heaven. As to the apostolic commis

sion, we think the relation of its several parts exceeding

ly obvious. The verb teach, (or make dism'gflesQ express

es the end to be pursued; the participles, bapt'tztng,

teaching, express the means to be employed. The apos

tles, and other ministers of the gospe , are here directed

to make men disciples by baptizing and teaching them.

And it may not be amiss to observe, that ,in enumerating
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the means of makin disciples, the Saviour mentions

bapttzz'ng first. We 0 not mention this as an argument

in favour of infant baptism; but merely as showing the

futility of the attempt to derive an argument against

ihfant ba tism from the mere order in which the words

stand in t is passage.

Let us now turn to the corresponding assage in Mark:

“00 ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every

creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be

sa/ued ; but he that believeth not shall be dammed.” The

whole question, so far as this assa e is concerned, turns

on the clause, he that beliecet a is bapfized shall be

sawed. Does it mean that every person must be baptized

after he has become a believer? or does it mean, simply,

that if we would be saved, we must both believe and be

baptized? If the latter be the meaning, it implies no

thing inconsistent with infant baptism ; if the former,

then, should one who has been ba tized on a profession

of faith, afterwards discover that e had deceived him

self, and become a true convert, it would be necessary

for him to be re-baptized, before he could claim the bene

fit of this romise. Certainly, when the Saviour requires

us to behave, he does not mean simply that we must

profess to believe. He does not mean that ever one

who professes faith and is baptized shall be save . If,

then, it be, according to the true meaning of this passage,

indispensable, in all cases, that one be baptized after he

has believed, it is perfectly evident, that in the case now

su posed, the ordinance must be repeated.

y many it seems to be taken for granted that, at the

moment of commissioning his apostles to baptize in his

name, our Redeemer must, of course, have specified the

qualifications for the reception of that ordinance, and

answered the question, who shall be baptized? The ac

tual record does not accord with this assumption. Nor

need we be surprised. It is, surely, conceivable that the

apostles may have been already possessed of an amount

of knowledge that would preclude the necessity ofspecial

direction on that head; and certain that, under the gui

dance of the promised Spirit of truth, they were in no

danger of mistaking in this matter. If we turn our

thoughts from the apostles to ourselves, a somewhat
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similar remark may be made. We must take it for

granted that the Bible contains information entirely suf

ficient to determine the question, who ought to be bap

tized? but in what art of the Sacred volume that infor

mation ought to be ound, or how it ought to be conveyed,

we are not competent to determine beforehand. We

must search the Scriptures, and thus learn what they

actually contain.

We have now seen, that there is nothing inconsistent

with infant baptism, in the apostolic commission. Nor

is there, in the recorded practice of inspired men. One

of the passages most frequently quoted is Acts viii: 36,

37. “And the eunuch said, See, here is water; what

doth hinder me to be baptized? And Philip said, If thou

believest with all thine heart, thou mayest. And he an

swered and said, I believe that Jesus Christ is the Son

of God.” Let it be observed, there is nothing here that

bears even the appearance of an answer to the general

question, who may be baptized? The question pro ound

ed, and the answer returned, both relate direct to a

single individual; and that individual was an a ult.—

An adult applied for baptism, and was required, before

his request could be granted, to profess faith in Christ.

This certainly involves nothin inconsistent with Pedo

baptist principles. Philip did nothing that a Pede

baptist minister would not have done in like circumstan

ces. When the eunuch asked, “what doth hinder me

to be baptized? we are not surprised that nothing is said

about Mfa/nts in the answer.

But we must attend to another passa e in the same

chapter, (verse 12%) “ But when they the people of

Samaria,) believed hilip, preaching the things concern

ing the kin dom of God and the name of Jesus Christ,

they were haptized, both men and women.” We are

often asked, “why are not infants mentioned here, if

infant baptism was practised by inspired men?” We

answer, a little attention to the connexion will show.—

The subject of the aragraph is the destruction of the

influence of Simon t e sorcerer, by the preaching of the

gospel. By being baptized, men and women 0 enly

renounced the character of disciples of Simon, for t at of

disciples of Jesus. Infants had never been of the num
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ber of those who gave heed to Simon, saying, “This

man is the great power of God ;” and therefore, the

mention of their baptism would not have been relevant '

to the subject of the subset of the paragraph.

The observations whic have now been made, seem to

warrant the conclusion, that the Scriptures contain no

thing positively inconsistent with the membership of

infants in the Visible church. We are far from regarding

this as sufficient for its justification. If God has not

appointed it, it is wrong. \Ve fully acknowledge the

ob igation we are under, either to renounce infant bap

tism as sinful, or to adduce such evidence of its Divine

origin as, when duly considered, ought to be satisfactory

to reflecting and conscientious men. But we think it

already apparent, that it must be given up, at all,

simply for want of evidence,—-not because there is in

dependent evidence against it. The judicious inquirer

will, of course, examine whatever considerations in its

sup )ort may be drawn from the word of God,—studying

eac of these attentively, candidly, patiently, and in

connexion with all the objections to which it may be

liable. But should these considerations, when thus col

lected and examined, seem satisfactory, there are none

of a contrary nature to disturb or impair his conclusion.

We are far from expectin to exhaust the subject in this

article. The utmost for w ich we can hope is, to present

such a specimen of the evidence as may be, to some

extent, useful in exciting and directing inquiry. We

proceed, then, to mention some of the arguments that

prove the membership of infants in the visible church.

1. During our Saviour’s personal ministry, the visible

church ewietecl, and infants were members of it, by Di

vine appointment.

\Ve say the church existed. Matt. xviii: 17.—“And if

he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the church:

but if he ne lect to hear the church, let him be unto

thee as an eathen man and a publican.” What is

meant by the church, in this pass e? An institution

which has ceased to exist; or with w ich we, as believ

ers under the Christian dispensation, have no connexion?

If so, this direction is inapplicable and useless to us,--a

conclusion which pious people would be slow to adopt;
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and to which the context assuredly lends no support. It

will hardly be imagined, for example, that the promise

immediately following, (verse 18,) is confined to the

Jewish dis ensation.

Or, did t e Saviour, in speakin of the church, in this

instance, mean an institution whic , as yet, had no exist

ence? Then the direction could not possibly be obeyed,

and had no application to any case that could possibly

arise, till after the dispensation urider which it was given

had passed away; and of this prophetic reference no

intimation was given l—a circumstance the more aston

ishing, as the case for which it was intended to provide,

is by no means limited to any particular dispensation,

but must be of frequent occurrence, wherever men but

artially sanctified are found. The Saviour evidently

intended that this precept should be in force from the

moment it was iven, to the end of time. And from this

it irresistibl fo ows, that the same church which exists

now, existe then. ~

Let us examine another assage. Matt. xxi: 43.—

“ Therefore say I unto you, e kingdom of God shall be

taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the

fruits thereof.” Thus the Saviour addressed the chief

priests and Pharisees. These, therefore, were then in

‘.‘ the kingdom of God :” but in what sense? Certainly

not in the sense in which that is confined to the truly

pious; for such was not their character. The reference,

therefore, cannot be to their spiritual state. But, on the

other hand, it cannot be to any thing common to the

whole human race; such, for example, as the general

. obligation to serve God, which must necessarily bind

every moral creature. For it is clearly intimated that

men who were then without that kingdom were to be

brou ht in; while men who were then in it, were to be

expefied. The reference, then, must be to their relation

to God, as his covenant people,—-bound, as such, to

serve him, and en'oying precious advantages for secur

ing his favour. be other .“ nation” mentioned,-—the

Gentiles,—were to be brought into the same kingdom in

which the chief priests and Pharisees then were. This,

as we have seen, must refer to visible relation; and, as it

is fulfilled by the Gentiles being made members of the

VOL. vII.—No. 2. 29
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church, it follows that the chief priests and Pharisees

were at that time members of the same church.

Having thus shown that the church existed during the

personal ministry of our Saviour, we now proceed to

prove that infants were members by Divine appoint

ment. Here we appeal to the memorable declaration,

“ 0f such is the kingdom 0 God,” or “ the kingdom of

.Hea/oen.” Let the severa places in which it occurs be

carefully examined. They are Matt. xix: 13-15; Mark

x: 13-16; and Luke xviii: 15-17. 4

' The first point that demands attention is, the age of

. the children that were brought to Christ, and to whom

the words under consideration primarily referred. Luke

calls them fipéqm, (infants,) and the following, we believe,

are all the other passages in the New Testament where

the same word occurs. Luke i : 41, 44.—-“ The babe leap

ed in her womb,”—“ The babe leaped in my womb for

joy.” Luke ii: 12, 16.——“ Ye shall find the babe wrapped

in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.”—“ They came

with haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe

lying in a manger.” Acts vii: 19.—“ So that the cast

out their young children, to the end they might not ive :”

(which compare with Exod. i: 22.) 1 Peter, ii : 2.-——“As

new-born babes, desire the sincere milk of the word; that

ye may row thereby.” 2 Tim. iii: 15.—“And that from

a child t on hast known the holy Scriptures.” In refer

ence to this last passage, we observe that it would not be

thought extravagant or improper, to say of one whose

case was like that of Timothy, that he had been familiar

with the Scriptures from ; and similar expres

sions, no doubt, are common in all languages. The term

in question, then, is correctly represented by the English

word, i/ILfMtt8.*

Infants were brought to Christ; and concerning them

he said, “Of such is the kingdom of God.” But what

are we to understand by the word such, in this connex

ion i—litlle children, (that is, in ants,) or those who re

semble them? On looking into t e original, we find that

* For the sake of readers who have no knowledge of Greek, we have, in

_ every instance, italicised the English words representing the Greek term

in question.
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the pronoun in question, (nwtrwv, such,) is here used

with the article, marking a reference to something, (in

this instance Muiia, little children,) already mentioned.

Now, wherever this pronoun is used in this manner, its

meaning includes what it thus refers to, as already men

tioned. It is here stated, then, that “ of little children—

in ants—is the kingdom of Heaven; and the idea intend

e cannot possibly be, “ of those who (we like little chil

dren in some re.sjpects,”-—of those whopossess a child-like

disposition. To confirm what has now been asserted,

let us notice some other passages, where the pronoun in

uestion is used in the same manner. 1 Cor. v: 5, “To

eliver such an one,” (the reference is to the incestuous

person,) “ unto Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that

the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.”

If the view we are opposing is correct, the Corinthians

would have been obeying this charge, had they excom

municated, not the incestuous person, but some one who,

in some} res ects not specified, resembled him. Verse 11,
“ But now II) have written unto you not to keep company,

if any man that is called a brother be a fornicator, or

covetous, or an idolater, or a railer, or a drunkard, or an

extortioner ; with such an one no not to eat.” Can this

possibly mean that the Corinthians must withdraw from

the society, not of the persons described, but of other

people who might happen to be in some respects like

them? Gal. v : 19-21.—~“ Now the works of the flesh are

manifest, which are these: adultery, fornication, unclean

ness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, vari

ance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditious, heresies, envy

ings, murders, drunkenness, revilin , and such like: of

which I tell you before, as I have a so told you in times

past, that the which do such things shall not inherit the

ingdom of 0d.” If the view we oppose be correct,

then, it is allowable to understand this passage as con

demning, not the works of the flesh, but some other

works, not specified, but which bear some resemblance

to these. 1 Tim. vi: 5.—“Perverse disputings of men

of corrupt minds, and destitute of the truth, supposing

that gain is godliness: from such withdraw thyself.”—

Now, whatever evidence the first of these passa es af

fords, that the incestuous person was to be “ de ivered
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unto Satan,”—-and the second, that the Corinthians were

forbidden to kee company with immoral rofessors of

Christianity,—-—w atever evidence the thir affords that

those who practise the works of the flesh shall not inhe~

rit the kingdom of God,-—-whatever evidence the fourth

afl'ords that those who are described as men of corrupt

minds were the persons from whom Timothy was to

withdraw himself,—the passage under consideration af

fords just the same evidence, that of those who were

styled by our Saviour little children, and by Luke, in

fants, is the kingdom of God.

And what are we to understand by “the kingdom of

God,” in this connection? Certainly not the blessedness

of the heavenly world. Our Saviour is speaking of liv

ing children—not of dead ones. He is telling what their

condition actually is—not what would be the consequence .

of dying in infancy. His language points to a state of

things actually existing in the case of those concerning

whom he says, “ Suffer them to come unto me.” Nor

could the reference be to their s iritual state. From the

displeasure which he expresse at the conduct of his

disciples, it is plain that the truth declared in the words,

“ of such is the kingdom of God,” was one with which

they ought to have been previously familiar; but if

these were regenerate infants, the disciples had had no

means of ascertaining that fact. We are com elled,

therefore, to understand it of outward, visible re ation.

The kingdom of God is the visible church. That the

phrase is often used in this sense, is indisputable; and

in this instance, the connexion forbids it to be understood

in any other.

Here, then, we have from the Saviour himself, a direct

declaration of the membership of infants in his church.

And as a right to church-membership necessarily implies

a right to baptism, we might safely rest on this argument

as decisive of the whole question. But we have further

evidence to offer. We argue,

II. From the Abraham't'e Covenant.

In developing this argument, there will be use for se

veral portions of Scripture which are too extensive for

transcription: these the reader is requested to examine
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carefully, that he may 'udge correctly of the comments

which we propose to oti‘er.

The covenant referred to, is recorded in Genesis, xvii:

1-14. We propose to prove that this is the covenant

under which the church now exists. If this can be es

tablished, the conclusion which we have in view is inevi

table. Infants were certainly included in that covenant;

hence it follows that they were, and still are, by Divine

ap ointment, members of the church.

he promises of the covenant are as follows: 1. “A

father of many nations have I made thee.” 2. “To be a

God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee.” 3. To give

unto Abraham and to his seed the land of Canaan.

As to the first of these promises, we deny that it re

lates solely to the lineal descendants of Abraham, and

maintaixf that it includes all the followers of his faith.—

The second we regard as a promise of spiritual blessings,

the chief and sum of which is everlasting life through

Jesus Christ. In the third, Canaan is promised as a

type of heavenly rest: of course, in making such a pro

mise, the antitype was the object mainly in view.—In

short, we maintain that the covenant of which circum

cision was formerly the token, is the same covenant into

which, under the Christian dispensation, human beings

are introduced by baptism.

For the confirmation of these views, we rely on other

portions of Scripture, (found chiefly in the New Testa

ment,) which explain the effects of circumcision, and the

nature of the Abrahamic covenant. Heb. xi: 14-16.—

“For they that say such things, declare plainly that they

seek a country. And truly, if they had been mindful of

that country from whence they come out, they might

have had opportunity to have returned: but now they

desire a better country, that is, an heavenly: wherefore

God is not ashamed to be called their God: for he hath

prepared for them a city.” Here is evidently a refer

ence to the covenant we are considering. It is in conse

quence of that covenant, Jehovah is kno'wn as the “God

of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob.” There is no

other transaction recorded, in which this title can be

supposed to have originated; or that can impart to it

any other meaning than that intended when God said to
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Abraham, “ I will be a God unto thee, and to th seed

after thee.” The reason, then, why God is not as amed

to be called their God,—the foundation of the title,—is

that he hath prepared for them “ an heavenly country,”

—-a “ city,”—“ a cit which hath foundations, whose

builder and maker is God,” (verse 10.) If there is in

this passage an allusion to the promise of Canaan, (and

we think it clear that there is,) Canaan is regarded, as

we have represented it, merely as a type of Heaven. In

the same epistle, the promise of Canaan is called “ the

gos el,” and identified with the gos el which we enjoy
un er the Christian dispensation. “lilo whom sware he

that the should not enter into his rest, but to them that

believe not i” “So we see that they could not enter in,

because of unbelief. Let us therefore fear, lest a prom

ise being left us of entering into his rest, any of you

should seem to come short of it. For unto us was the

gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word

preached did not profit them, not being mixed with faith

in them that heard it.”—Heb. iii: 18, 19, and iv: 1, 2.

Now, if Canaan was promised as a type of Heaven; that

promise, of course, comprehended a promise of Heaven;

and there is no difficulty in understanding why it is

called the gospel. But on no other hypothesis is there

any pro riety in the remark, “Unto us was the gospel

preache , as well as unto them.”* We think it has now

een proved that the second romise in the covenant is

a promise of eternal life; an that in the third, Canaan

is promised as a type of Heaven. As we pursue our

investigations, we shall find much additional evidence of

* A different rendering of this passage has been proposed: “ Unto us

were glad tidings proclaimed, as well as unto t .” If the intention is

merely to substitute a definition for the term defined, the uestion is

purely one of taste; but if it is to get rid of the idea that Pa identifies

what was preached to the Jews with what was preached to “us,” the mat- ~

ter is one of serious importance. According to this interpretation, the

whole meaning of the sentence is, “what was reclaimed to the Jews re

sembled what was proclaimed to us in being a apted to excite ladness;"

and the sum of the argument, “Things ads ted to excite g1 ness have

sometimes been heard without profit; there ore, since the ospel is adapt

ed to excite gladness, let us be careful that we do not ear it without

profit.” There may possibly exist men weak enough to write nonsense at

this rate, even when serious; but Paul, even apart from his inspiration,

was a very different man.
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the same truths; for it would be impossible to keep the

discussion of the several points that will claim our atten

tion aqua/rate, without incurring an amount of repetition,

and extending our remarks to a length which we are

anxious to avoid.

In the New Testament, it is taken for granted, that the

everlasting favour of God is promised to the children of

Abraham as such; but the doctrine is earnestly inculca

ted, that mere lineal descent from that Patriarch will not

prove an interest in the promise. For example, John

the Ba tist said to the Pharisees and Sadducees, “ Brin

forth t erefore fruits meet for re entance. And thin

not to say within yourselves, We ave Abraham to our

father: for I say unto you that God is able of these stones

to raise up children unto Abraham.” Now, where is the

promise alluded to in this passage, on which John’s

carers were in danger of presuming, and which implied

that if they were rejected, others should be raised up as

children of Abraham? We find it in the covenant of

which circumcision was the token: “To be a God unto

thee, and to thy seed after thee.” A promise of essen

tially the same import, as we think, had indeed been

made twenty-four years earlier: “ In thee shall all fami

lies of - the earth be blessed.”—Gen. xii: 3. But the

immediate reference cannot be to this passage, because

those who are to be blessed are not here described as the

children of Abraham, but in general terms, as families of

the earth.

Let us now examine the second, third and fourth chap~

ters of the epistle t0 the Romans. Here is a connected

train of reasonin , intended to prove that the way of

justification by faith in Jesus is needful and applicable

to Jews and Gentiles without distinction,-—in opposition

to the notion that the Jews, being circumcised descend

ants of Abraham, might obtain the favour of God in a

different way—(See chap. iii : verse 1.) Now, if the cov

enant of circumcision related solely to terrwoml blessings,

to prove that fact would have been the obvious, direct,

an only a propriate, method of refuting the error in

uestion. ut let us anal ze Paul’s ar ument. From

t e first verse of the second7 cha ter to t e eighth of the

third, he is proving that God, eing a righteous judge,
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with whom is no respect of persons, cannot permit sin to

go unpunished, because committed by a circumcised

person, but must deal with the same character in the

same manner, whether it be found in Jew or Gentile.—

And this implies that the true end of circumcision is

gained, an interest in the promises of the covenant is

enjoined, by none who are not spiritually qualified.»—

Oh. ii : vs. 28, 29. His second position is, that the Jews,

being sinners, no less than the Gentiles, cannot be justi

fied by works—Ch. iii: vs. 9-20. The next, that the

way of justification by faith in Christ, is of Divine ap

pointment, suited to sinners as such, and, therefore, ap—

plicable alike to Jews and Gentiles.—(Vs.'21-31.) He

proves, in the last place, (ch. iv.,) that the Abrahamic

covenant was made with distinct reference to this mode

of justification, so that the promises of the covenant ex

tend to all believers, and to believers only. He insists

that Abraham was justified, not by works, but by faith,

(vs. 1-8,)—-—that he was 'ustified first, and afterwards re

ceived circumcision in t e specific character of one alrea

dy justified by faith, (vs. 9-11, ——and that by being thus

circumcised he became the fat er of all believers, in such

sense that they are interested in the promise made to

him, and this includes the imputation of ri hteousness,

(vs. 11-16.) We beg the special attention of our readers

to the verses last referred to. The connexion between

the 12th and 13th verses, proves that the promise in

question is the promise to which circumcision was an

nexed. Paul then asserts that by circumcision Abraham

became the father of all believers; in other words, that

they are his seed, in the sense of the covenant,—that

accordingly they are interested in the promise of the

covenant; that the blessing promised is bestowed by

race, received by faith, is sure to all believers, and

mcludes the imputation of righteousness.

It is evident, then, that this covenant is still inforce,

and contains apromise of Gool’s cverlasti a/vou/r ,' and

Zhat all believers are interested in it, as chil ren of Abra

am.

Let us turn to the ninth, tenth and eleventh chapters

of the same epistle. At the beginning of chapter 9th,

Paul expresses his sorrow for the Jews, in view of the
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fact that they were under condemnation, (vs. 1-5. This

fact, however, he declares, is not inconsistent wit God’s

promise to Abraham; since lineal descent from that Pa

triarch, and visible relation to the covenant, do not ue

cessarily imply a personal interest in the promise. “Not

as thOugh the word of God hath taken none efi‘ect. For ,

they are not all Israel, which are of Israel; neither be

cause they are the seed of Abraham, are they all chil

'dren: but, in Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is,

they which are the children of the flesh, these are not the

children of God: but the children of the promise are

counted for the seed,” (vs. 6-8.) And on the sovereignt

of God, as implied in this statement, he dwells at cons1

derable length. He then shows (vs. 22-30,) that God is

accomplishing his purpose as formerly announced by the

prophets, when he rejects multitudes of Jews, and saves

a chosen people, consisting partly of Jews and partly of

Gentiles. He then proceeds to show, (verse 30, and on

ward to the close of the next chapter,) that the condem

nation of the Jews is owing to their unbelief,—-that the

only way of salvation is by faith in Jesus Christ,—that

this way is open alike to Jews and Gentiles,—-and that,

therefore, since faith cometh by hearing, it is reasonable

that the gospel should be preached to the Gentiles, and

God has distinctly announced his will that this should

be done. In proceeding to notice chapter the 11th, we

must bear in mind the distinction, mentioned at the

commencement of this part of the epistle, between a

visible relation to the covenant, and a saving interest in

its promise. The promise does secure that many, but

not all, who stand in that relation, shall be saved,—and

saved by that means. Actual salvation is certainly

referred to in verses 5-7 ; but to explain the breaking ofi‘,

, mentioned verse 17, in the same manner, would imply

that all the Jews who were rejected,—the great mass of

the Jews of that generation,—had once been truly pious.

Paul, then, teaches that some who formerly stood in

that relation, in consequence of lineal descent from

Abraham, have been cut ofi' from it, while others still

retain it, and have been brought into a state of salvation

by means of it, (vs. 1-10,)—that by means of the rejec

tion of a part, Gentiles have been brought into the same

30
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relation from which they fell, (verses 11-22, —and that

reason, (vs. 22-24,) prophecy, (vs. 25-27,) an especially,

the ori inal promise made to the patriarchs of the Jew

ish nation, (verses 28, 29,) prove that a time will come,

when the great body of that nation shall be restored to

that relatlon from which their fathers fell. Thus it is

evident that the relation—the church—from which the

unbelievin<r Jews were broken off, is the same into which
believing (hi‘rentiles are introduced, and to which believing

Jews are hereafter to be restored. But one question

remains : Is the promise which is represented in this

portion of the epistle as securin the salvation of the

seed of Abraham, the same to which circumcision was

annexed? On this point we cannot doubt, if we remem~

ber how Paul speaks of circumcision in a passage already

noticed—Rom. iv: 11-16. Moreover, in the commence

ment of this portion of the epistle, Paul identifies the

promise in question, as that to which God alluded, when

e said to Abraham, “In Isaac shall thy seed be called.”

And there can be no possible difliculty in determining

what promise that was.

There is another circumstance which may be mention

ed in this connexion, as confirming the conclusion to

which this portion of Scripture naturally conducts us.—

The most terrible spiritual evils are represented as hav

ing been formerly conse uent on the fact of being anci/r

camct'seol—Gentiles; an these, we are informed, are

removed,-—that is, we are brought into the same relation

to God in which the Jews formerly stood,—by admission

into the Christian church. “ Wherefore remember, that.

ye, being in time past Gentiles in the flesh, who are

called uncircumcision by that which is called the cir

cumcision in the flesh made by hands; that at that time

ye were without Christ, being aliens from the common

wealth of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of

romise, havin no hope, and without God in the world.

ut now, in C rist Jesus, ye who sometimes were far

011', are made nigh by the blood of Christ.”-—Eph. ii:

11-13. '

The same subject is more fully explained in the second

chapter of the epistle to the Colossians. The immediate

design of this whole chapter is to guard the people
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addressed against the influence of Judaizing teachers.

The amount of the argument is this: Christ is a perfect

Saviour. In him “ are hid all the treasures of wisdom

and knowledge.” Hence, his religion, instead of being

improved, would be corrupted, by the addition of either

the inventions of men, or the abrogated rites of a former

dispensation. These false teachers laid great stress on '

circumcision; as, in their view, that ordinance brought

along with it an obligation to observe all the ceremonies

of the Mosaic law. On that subject, therefore, Paul

expresses himself thus: “And ye are complete in him,

which is the head of all principality and power: in

whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision

made without hands, in putting off the body of the sins

of the flesh by the circumcision of Christ: buried with

him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him

through the faith of the operation of God, who hath

raised him from the dead. And you, being dead in your

sins and the uncircumcision of your flesh, hath he quick

ened to ether with him, having forgiven you all trespass

es.”—l§erses 10-13.

We, of course, remark on this passage only, so far as

to indicate its bearings on our argument. The Colos

sians, then, accordin to this representation, were for

merly unpardoned and dead in their sins, and these evils

were intimately connected with the uncircumcision of

their flesh. But now, they are circumcised with the

circumcision made without hands, buried and risen with

Christ in baptism, quickened and pardoned; therefore,

they have now no need of literal circumcision. That is,

as baptized believers, under the Christian dispensation,

they are in possession of all the spiritual blessings which

were enjoyed by circumcised believers as such, under

the former dispensation; and, therefore, they need not

be circumcised. Thus we are taught that baptism, under

the Christian dispensation, is connected with the same

spiritual blessings with which circumcision was connect

ed under the former dispensation. And in asserting this

proposition, its converse is of course implied.

This consideration su gests another. _ As circumcision

was formerly connects with the same blessings with

which baptism is now connected; so the connection, in
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both cases, is of the same kind,—-a covenant connexion;

and as those blessings were then, as now, to be obtained

by faith, it follows that the covenant is the same. In

other words, baptism is now connected with the same

covenant with which circumcision was formerly connect

ed,—the Abrahamic covenant. But we have other evi

dence to offer in proof of the same proposition. The

sum of the Abrahamic covenant, we have seen, was, I

will be a God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee. Of

the two other promises, one relates to a type of the prin

cipal blessing comprehended in this, and the other to the

number that should enjoy the blessings promised. Let

us now pass to the other term of the comparison. Bap

tism into a person, or into his name, is a method of

devoting one as a disciple, follower, servant or subject

of that person, and brings along with it all the rights

and obligations implied in such relation. (As examples

confirmatory of this statement, see 1 Cor. i: 13 and 15,

and 1 Cor. x: 2.) Now, com are the baptismal formu

la,—Into the name of the Fat er, and of the Son, and of

the Holy Ghost,—with the promise in the Abrahamic

covenant, and you will perceive that they denote pre~

cisely the same relation. In the one passage, you see

Jehovah assuming the public relation of the God of a

particular people. In the other, you find a command

that human beings should be ublicly devoted to the

triune Jehovah as their God—t eir Father, Redeemer,

and Sanctifier. The identity of the relation proves the

identity of the covenant.

As further evidence on the same oint, we are about

to (pilote a passage from the third chapter of the epistle

to t e Galations; but, in order to 'udge of the pertinence

of the quotation, the reader will nd it necessary to pay

some attention to the train of reasoning that runs throng

the whole chapter. Paul, then, is refuting the errors in

relation to the obligation of the ceremonial law into

which the Galatians had been led by Judaizin teach

ers. He argues, that the salvation of believing entiles

is secured by the promise of God to Abraham,—-that the

law subsequently given could not rescind that promise,

and must not be understood in any sense inconsistent

with it,—-that it did not reveal another way in which
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salvation could be attained, but was designed for a tem

porary purpose, in subordination to the promise made to

Abraham. Now, before quoting the passage to which

we have alluded, it will be necessary to identify the pro

mise on which this whole argument is founded. This is

not difficult. In a passage already quoted, (Rom. iv:

11-16,) we are unequivocally taught that it was by cir

cumcision Abraham became “the father of all them that

believe,” and that the promise to which circumcision

was annexed secures the salvation of believing Gentiles,

in the specific character of the seed of Abraham. This

is decisive; but to cut off an objection, we must notice

verses 7th and 8th of the chapter under review. “Know

ye, therefore, that they which are of faith, the same are

the children of Abraham. And the scripture, foreseeing

that God would justify the heathen through faith, preach

ed before the ospel unto Abraham,\saying, In thee shall

all nations be lessed.” The objection is, that Paul here

quotes from the 12th of Genesis, and not from the 17th,

which contains the appointment of circumcision. The

obvious answer is, that he quotes this in illustration of

the promise alluded to in the sentence immediately pre

ceding. He had reminded his brethren that, they who

are of faith are the children of Abraham; but the sen

tence quoted immediately after, if taken alone, would

not prove that pro osition, for it contains no mention of

the children Q)" A raham. Our interpretation removes

the difliculty. Alluding (in verse 7, to the promise of

Jehovah, to be a God to Abraham an his seed, he affirms

that believing Gentiles are children of Abraham in the

sense of that promise; and to prove it, he quotes a pas

sage in which the same thing is promised, but not in the

same words, the heirs of the promise being described as

all nations, or allfamilies of the wrath. The way is now

prepared for the following quotations : “For as many of

you as have been baptized into Christ, have put on

Christ. There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither

bond nor free, there is neither male nor female: for ye

are all one in Christ Jesus. And if ye be Christ’s, then

are ye Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the pro

mise.”——Vs. 27-29. It will not be denied that the ex

pressions to put on Christ, and to be Christ’s, denote the
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same relation. In verse 27th, this relation is declared to

be connected with baptism; in verse 29th, the conse

uences of that relation are declared to be, that we “are

braham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise,” to

which circumcision was annexed. Thus it is evident

that baptism is now connected with the Abrahamic cov

enant,-—the same covenant with which circumcision was

formerly connected.

The church is the covenant people of God. A mem

ber of the visible church is one who, as to visible relation,

is under that covenant; and the identity ofthe church de

pends upon the identity of the covenant. The covenant

under which the church now exists comprehends God’s

promise to bestow eternal life on believers throu h Jesus

Christ, and binds all who are under it to the obe ience of

faith. Now, so strongly does this description apply to the

Abrahamic covenant, that if any of the lineal descend

ants of Abraham fall short of eternal life, the Scriptures,

as we have seen, explain the fact, by informing us that

they are not Abraham’s seed in the sense of the cove

nant. Had we no further proof, this would be sufficient

to establish the identity of the church now existing with

the society which was instituted in the family of Abra

ham. From the consideration just mentioned, we would

naturally infer that believers, of whatever nation, are

children of Abraham in the sense of the promise; and

such, the Scriptures assure us, is the fact.

What chan e, as to the membership of the church,

took place at t ie introduction of the Christian dispensa

tion? Unbelieving Jews were cut off from that visible

relation in which they had stood, but believing Jews

were retained in that relation, and converts from among

the Gentiles were admitted to the same relation. \Vho,

then, can doubt that the church, in the Apostolic age,

was the same church that had existed from the time of

Abraham; and retained the same relation to God?

In further confirmation of the same truth, we have

seen that, previously to the introduction of the Chris

tian dispensation, micircumcision was connected with

deplorable evils, and that these evils are, under the

Christian dispensation, removed by embracing the gos

pel,——that baptized believers, as such, enjoy, under the

j.
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Christian dispensation, the same spiritual blessings that

circumcised believers, as such, enjoyed under the former

dispensation. And, as the church is the human party to

the baptismal covenant, we have seen that the baptismal

covenant is identical with the covenant which was made

with Abraham, and of which, till the introduction of the

Christian dispensation, circumcision was the token. To

determine, then, who are members of the church, accord

ing to the will of God, we have only to turn to the Abra

hamic covenant, and ascertain whom it includes; and as

it clearly includes infants with their parents, here is a

Divine warrant for the membership of infants in the visi

ble church.

One of the most plausible ob'ections to the arguments

which have now been presented, is drawn from the fact

that there are some passages of Scripture that seem to

refer the origin of the church to a later date than that

I which we have indicated. Thus, Daniel represents it as

still future, when he sa s, “And in the days of these

kin s shall the God of eaven set up a kingdom, which

shall never be destroyed ;” and our Saviour, when he

says, “Upon this rock I will build my church.” But if

this objection is to prevail, we shall be driven to the

conclusion that the church had no existence in any part

of the Apostolic age; and, indeed, that its commence

ment is still future. John tells us, “And I heard a loud

voice saying in Heaven, Now is come salvation, and

stren th, and the kingdom of our God, and the power of

his C rist; for the accuser of our brethren is cast down,

which accused them before our God day and night.”—

Rev. xii: 10. Without attemptin to say to what event

this passage relates, we may safe y take it for granted

that the event was still future, when this book was writ- '

ten. Shall we infer that the church—the kingdom ofour

God,—-—had as yet no existence? Paul tells us that the

Lord Jesus Christ “shall 'udge the quick and the dead

at his appearing and his ingdom.”——2 Tim. iv : 1. The

event here mentioned is still future: shall we infer that

the church—the kingdom of Christ—does not yet exist?

To explain these passages is to explain those on which

the objection is founde ; nor is the explanation difficult.

A wonderful increase in the glory of the church is, by
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an obvious figure, represented as her be inning; and it

would be easy to show that the sacred writers frequently

apply figurative expressions of the same kind to other

subjects.

Another objection is drawn from the prediction of a

new covenant, uttered by Jeremiah, and quoted by Paul.

(See Jer. xxxi : 31-34; and Heb. viii : 8-12.) This new

covenant, let it be observed, is contrasted, not with the

Abrahamic covenant, but with that which was made at

Sinai. The Abrahamic covenant, we have seen, is still

in force; but the covenant at Sinai was a temporary

arrangement, made for the pur ose of carrying into

effect, in part, the provisions 0 that covenant. This

subordinate arrangement has been superseded by the

Christian dispensation—the covenant described by Jere

miah and Paul~under which God is still more signally

performing what he promised to Abraham. According

ly, a little attention to this latter covenant will convince

us, that it is identical with the covenant of which cir

cumcision was the token. The sum of what was promis

ed to Abraham was, to be a God unto thee, and to thy

seed after thee. In the new covenant, Jehovah says, I

will be to them a God, and they shall be to me a people ,'

and with this is intimately connected every other prom

ise that it contains.

As to the objection sometimes brought against our

doctrine, that it “engrafts Judaism on the gospel of

Christ,”—it is sufficient to say, that the Abrahamic cov

enant is distinct from the Mosaic dispensation, and exist

ed hundreds of years before it; and that the interest of

believing Gentiles in that covenant,—the very principle

for which we are contending,—is the foundation of Paul’s

argument a ainst engrafting Judaism on the gospel of

Christ,—-—as as been already proved from the third chap—

ter of the epistle to the Galations.

Various points of dissimilarity have sometimes been

specified between circumcision and baptism. These we

need not examine in detail. In but one respect does our

argument require the substitution of baptism for circum

cision—that it is a token of the same covenant. Females,

we know, were not circumcised; but the , no less than

males, were included in the covenant. his proves their
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right to church-membership; and with a right to church

membership, whether in male or female, a right to bap

tism is inseparably connected under the Christian dis

pensation.

It is sometimes argued, that the covenant of which

circumcision was the token, must have been abrogated

with the ceremonies of the Mosaic law, because our Sa

viour said to the Jews, Moses, therefore, ya/ve unto you

circumcision, (John vii: 22.) The whole meanin evi

dently is, that the law of circumcision was found 1n the

writings of Moses; and, therefore, the Jews, being pro

fessed disciples of Moses, acknowledged their obli ation

to observe it: that our Saviour did not intend to c ass it

with the things ori inating in the law of Moses, is evi

dent from the words immediately following—“Not be

cause it is of Moses, but of the fathers.” ft is evident,

therefore, that what our Saviour here says of the law of

circumcision is equally true of every precept of the deca

logue; and if this passage proves that the Abrahamic

covenant is not now in force—if it even proves, what

may easily be demonstrated from other portions of Scrip

ture, that the rite of circumcision is not now obligatory,—

then, on just the same grounds, it may be proved that

the whole moral law is abrogated.

It is further objected, that even in the case of adults, .

piety was not prerequisite to circumcision; and that this

is proved by t e fact that servants were, by Divine com

mand, circumcised simply as property. Both parts of

this statement are, we conceive, erroneous in point of

fact. As to the former art of the statement, it is obvi

ously inconsistent with t e statement of Paul, in Rom.

ii: 28, 29, already referred to; and, at present, we shall

mention but one passage more. It will, of course, be

admitted that no man can lawfully enter into covenant

with God by his own act, without a state of heart corres

onding with the obligation which he takes on himself;

his is only saying that, in every transaction with God,

sincerity is indispensable. The en agement involved in

circumcision, then, is described in saiah lvi: 6, 7. Let

the reader examine it, and judge for himself, whether

any man could enter heartily into that covenant, without

piety. The other part of the objection we deem equally

Von. vn.—No. 2. 31
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erroneous. God did, indeed, say to Abraham, “He that

is born in thy house, and he that is bought with thy

money, must needs be circumcised.” The question is,

how did this ap ly to Abraham’s adult servants? Was it

a command to t eir master to circumcise them, or com

pel them to be circumcised? Or, was it a message sent

to them through their master, to enter into covenant

with God,--heartily, of course,—-by circumcision ? From

verse the 14th, we learn that the penalty of uncircumcis

ion fell on the uncircumcised person himself, and consist

ed in excision from the covenant people of God, priva

tion of the advantages and blessings of the covenant.

This is decisive. The benefits of the covenant were

offered to Abraham’s servants, and they were command

ed to accept the offer, and signify their consent to the

covenant by circumcision. Had they refused, the con

troversy would have been, not between them and their

master, but between them and God; but, of course, they

could not have been regarded by themselves, or recog

nised by others, as having any interest in the covenant,

or title to its benefits.

We notice but one objection more. Circumcision, we

are told, is sometimes mentioned in the New Testament,

in a manner quite inconsistent with the doctrine here

advocated. Thus we read, “Behold, I, Pau], say unto

you, that if ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit you

nothing. ForI testify a ain to every man that is cir

cumcised, that he is a ebtor to do the whole law.”—

~ Gal. v: 2, 3. The answer is easy. Paul here speaks of

circumcision, not in reference to what it really was, as

an ordinance of God, but in reference to the false ideas

of its nature, inculcated by Judaizing teachers, and

adopted by their followers. Circumcision was insisted

on, as the token of a covenant of works. No attempt

had been made to im ose it on Gentile converts, in any

other view; and Pau declares that to receive it with

this view is to renounce Christ; because a man cannot

be in Christ, and under a covenant of works, at the same

time. That this must be his meaning is certain; since,

otherwise, it would follow from his assertion that Abra

ham had no saving interest in Christ. And we may add,
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that in no other view can this passage be reconciled with

Rom. iv: 11-16.

This suggests the true answer to a question that is

often asked: “How shall we account for it, on Pedo

baptist princi 11%, that, in the discussion on circumcision,

recorde in t e 15th chapter of Acts, nothing is said

about baptism as a substitute for that rite i” Circumcis

ion was insisted on, by the false teachers, as a token of a

covenant of works. . Hence, to argue against them, that

baptism has come in the place of circumcision, would

have tended to betray men into the error of regarding

baptism as the token of a covenant of works. The apos

tles, therefore, employed an argument far more appro

priate, as it reached the radical error, and was not likely

to suggest any false conclusion; and it is the same argu

ment that they uniformly employ, when discussing the

same subject: “The blessings supposed to be connected

with circumcision and the observance of the law, God

has promised to bestow, and does actually bestow, on

Gentile converts, without any such condition; hence,

such converts could derive no possible benefit from cir

cumcision.” '

Here we close our second argument, which was deri

ved from the Abrahamic covenant. We argue,

III. From household bapmism, as practised by inspired

men.

We shall mention but one example. Acts xvi: 14, 15.

“ And a certain woman named Lydia, a seller of purple,

of the city of Thyatira, which worshipped God, heard us;

whose heart the Lord opened, that she attended unto the

things which were spoken of Paul. And when she was

baptized, and her household, she besought us, saying, If

ye have judged me to be faithful to the Lord, come into

my house, and abide there.” The bearing of this as“

sage on our subject depends on a single question: “ ere

the members of Lydia’s family baptized as believers?”

In support of the affirmative, an appeal is sometimes

made to verse 40th, “And they went out of prison, and

entered into the house of Lydia, and when they had seen

the brethren, they comforted them and departed.” Here

it is said, the members of Lydia’s household are called
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brethren. But how does the fact that Paul and Silas

met certain persons at Lydia’s house, prove those persons

to have been members of Lydia’s family? Till this point

shall have been established, the appeal cannot be sus

tained.

In support of the negative, we do not rely on the mere

fact that the conversion of Lydia’s household is not re

corded. Here, in a continuous narrative, occupying a

very short aragraph, two closely connected facts are

recorded. ne person only is mentioned as concerned

in the first; and, in the next sentence, she and others

are mentioned as concerned in the second. We say,

such a structure of the narrative proves it to have been

inconsistent with the writer’s intention to convey the

idea, that all who were concerned in the second fact were

likewise concerned in the first. The sacred writer tells

us, (we are not quoting his words,) that Lydia believed,

and she and her household were baptized. This is a

very different thin from saying, that she and her house

hold believed, and were baptized. And if this latter

was true, the distinction drawn between Lydia and her

household tends to deceive us, and admits of no explan

ation. This is not all. The baptism of Lydia and her

family, instead of being distinctly recorded, is only allu

ded to incidentally, as connected in point of time with

ILqydia’s invitin Paul and his companions to her house.

ow, this, on edobaptist principles, requires no expla

nation. The baptism of herself and family is just what

we would have expected after hearin of her conversion;

and hence, there was no need for a formal statement on

the subject. But on the other hypothesis, here is an in

explicable difficulty. The idea intended to be conveyed

is, that all the members of a family were converted and

baptized; and the method adopted for conveying that

idea is this: The conversion of the head—of the family is

recorded very distinctly, in the first place; and then, in

passing to a different subject, the writer makes an inci

dental allusion to the fact that she and her household

were baptized. Can any one show an instance in which

a Baptist minister, recordin the labours of another Bap

tist minister, has constructe his narrative after this fash—

ion? We need not ask the question. So far as we have
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ever heard, no man ever wrote a passage like that before

us, when he intended to convey the idea that all the

members of a family had become believers and been

baptized, and should any one do so, we are confident he

would forfeit his reputation for common sense. This

single passage, then, establishes the following position:

There are human beings who are to be baptized, not as

believers, but as members of believers’ families.

It has sometimes been said that this argument, if it

proves anything, proves too much,—proves that every

one who happens to be a member of a believer’s family,

ought to be baptized, no matter what his age or charac

ter. We adhere firmly to the argument; and acknow

ledge the obligation, either to admit the conclusion here

specified, or to show that, in reference to ba tism, or

membership in the church, there is a scri tura distinc

tion between the infants of believers an unbelieving

adults.

It ought to be borne in mind, that the light which this

passage throws on the law of baptism is incidental. To

illustrate that subject was no part of the end had direct

ly in view by the sacred writer. It was not the primary

object of the passage. The law of baptism is presumed

to be familiar to the reader, and to him it belongs to avail

himself of that knowledge in interpreting the record. If,

therefore, an distinction between infants and adults is

implied in tiose passages of Scripture from which we

have hitherto argued, it is our duty to avail ourselves of

that distinction in interpreting this passage. And, if

there are texts, (such as Acts viii: 36, 37, for example,)

which, while they have no bearing on the case of infants,

re resent faith as prerequisite to baptism in the case of

a ults, the baptism of households must be understood in

a manner consistent with that principle. We see then,

in the first place, that there are human beings who are

to be baptized, not as believers, but as members of be

lievers’ families; and, in the second place, that in adults,

faith is required as a qualification for baptism. Let the

reader draw his Own conclusion.

Let us now review the round over which we have

travelled. All who acknowIedge the obligation of bap

tism as an ordinance now in force, agree in regarding a
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right to baptism, and a right to membership in the visi

ble church, as inseparably connected. Hence, we have

not felt called on to prove this connexion. We have

seen that nothing is said in Scripture about the church,

inconsistent with the membership of infants; and that

neither the Apostolic commission, nor the recorded prac

tice of ins ired men, implies such a connexion between

faith and baptism, as would exclude infants from bap

tism. Having thus pre ared the way for exhibiting

evidence in favour ofw at we deem the true doctrine,

we proceeded to show, that the membership of infants in

the church was directly asserted by the Saviour himself.

We next saw that, in this instance, he simply afiirmed a

principle which had been in actual operation two thou

sand years. That the church at this moment stands on

the Abrahamic covenant,—that baptism is a token of the

same covenant of which circumcision was formerly a

token,—we saw to be a doctrine which is taught clearly,

in various forms, and in numerous passages of the word

of God; and, in some instances, made by the sacred

writers the foundation of extended trains of reasoning;

and that infants were included in the Abrahamic cove

nant, is undisputed. And finally, though the Scriptures

plainly teach that, in the case of adults, faith is prerequi

site to baptism, we have found an instance in which

certain human beings were baptized by inspired men,

not as believers, but as members of a believer’s house

hold. WVe have not undertaken to present all the evi

dence which the Scriptures afl'ord for the church-mem

bership, or baptism of infants. But to us, at least, the

proofs which have been mentioned seem quite sufficient

to place the question beyond the reach of reasonable

doubt or debate.

This article has grown to a tedious length, but we must

beg the patience of the reader for a moment longer. We

wish to point out, in a few sentences, the connexion of

the subject discussed with another of much importance.

There are two theories, as to what constitutes the radical

idea of church-membership. According to the one, it is

a claim to personal piety, judged credible by competent

ecclesiastical authority; and of course, no one can right
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fully continue a member of the church any longer than

such a claim exists. According to the other, it is a visi

ble covenant relation to God; and the reason why an

unconverted person may not, by his own act, become a

member of the church is, that he does not heartily con

sent to God’s covenant.

In a former article, these theories were contrasted; and

although a few of our arguments were based on distinct

ively fiedobaptist principles, yet, independently of these,

it was, we trust, satisfactorily shewn, that the latter the

ory, as contradistinguished from the former, is supported

by numerous passages of Scripture, taken in their most

natural and obvious construction. Now, the fact cannot

be overlooked without very strange inattention, that the

argument for infant baptism, drawn from the Abrahamic

covenant, necessarily contemplates church-membership

as purely a covenant relation. Moreover, if the other

theory be true, the church-membershi of an infant is a

gross absurdity; because the radical idea of the relation

has no a plication to his case; he cannot be a member

of the c urch, for he can make no claim to piety, and

exhibit no evidence of that quality.

Hence, whatever evidence the Scriptures afford for

infant baptism, tends equally to establish the leading

doctrine of our former article; and no Pedopaptist can

consistently maintain that the want of piety, qf itself,

infers the loss of membership in the church. Its proper

efi'ect evidently is, to place the party in the same ecclesi

astical position with those baptized persons who have

never professed to be pious. A brief indication of our

views as to what that position is, has already been given

to the public.

But if, as we believe, church-membership is a cove

nant relation, then, in infant baptism there is nothing

even ap arently unreasonable. It is merely the applica

tion to t is subject of the principle that the public rela

tion of the child is determined by the public relation of

the parent,—a principle which, in many of its applica

tions, is admitted by all mankind; and which is distinct

1y recognised in the laws of every civilized nation. And

when we look into the Bible, we find the same principle

recognised in every federal transaction there recorded to

us...~_-_;..‘._:
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have taken place between God and man. That the

church covenant should exhibit the solitary exce tion, is

before-hand highly improbable. And though th1s consi

deration would not, of itsegf, constitute a warrant for

infant baptism, it might well awaken surprise, if, on due

search, no such warrant could be found.

 

ARTICLE IV.

THE SUFFICIENCY OF THE SCRIPTURES—THE PHARISEES AND

SADDUCEIB—RATIONALISM AND TRADITIONALISM.

The incarnate \Vord, during his personal ministry on

earth, was accustomed to warn his disciples against the

“leaven of the Pharisees and of the Saddncees,” and the

warnin has been left upon record for our learnin , u on

whom t e ends of the world are come. The wheel) of

error, like that of fortune, is erpetually revolving, and

ever and anon, delusions whic we hoped were long a 0

exploded, and which we had begun to contemplate on y

as the mummied memorials of influences once terrible to

mankind, have re-appeared with almost the vitality and

energy of eternal truth. Serpents, which Christianity

had strangled in her cradle, have again and again revived

after the torpor of ages, and assailed her in her maturity,

with a deadlier venom and a shar er sting. The Phari
sees and Saddncees have survivedpinnumerable transmi—

grations, and, at this very time, are exaltin themselves

against the righteousness of God, as they dig in the days

of their youthful freshness and vigour. Scriptural Chris

tianity, over which is the superscription written,—“The

Bible, and the Bible alone our Religion,”—is still crucified

between the two thieves of ecclesiastical rationalism and

ecclesiastical traditionalism.

A full enumeration of the points of resemblance be

tween the ancient and modern Pharisees and Sadducées,

would obviously transcend the limits of a single article;

and we shall, therefore, confine ourselves to the single

point announced at the beginning, and signalize the two
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great forms of error in re ard to the Scriptures as a suf

ficient Rule of Faith and ractice.

The following general account of these ancient sects

has been drawn up by an able hand, and will aid us in

forming some adequate conception of their relative posi

tion and influence in Church and State:

“ The Sadducees exerted their influence over the San

hedrim, the Temple and the Priesthood: and the Phari

sees had obtained the principal direction of the schools,

the pulpits of the synagogues, and the prejudices of the

populace. The Sadducees were supported b the most

opulent of the inhabitants. Since the days of yrcanus,

who united in his own person, the supreme ecclesiastical

power, with the civil and the military, and who was, be

sides, an intolerant Sadducee, the influence of the coun

cil of Elders, and of the great body of the Priests, had

been employed in favour of this sect,* During the rei n

of Jannaaus, the Sanhedrim, with the exception of a so i

tary individual, consisted altogether of Sadducees. An

nas and Caiphas, well known in ecclesiastical history,

belonged also to the same sect. The Sadducees rejected

the doctrines of a special providence, of the immortality

of the soul, and of a future state. With such sentiments,

the Jewish Priesthood, supported by their tithes, and by

their learning, the wealth and the power of Judea, pre

sented a formidable opposition to the progress of the

gospel. They combined irreligion with a profession of

the established system, which, on account of its emolu

ments, they did not hesitate to subscribe: a combination

which, however pernicious, is, alas ! far from being un

common in other nations.”

“The Pharisees had, upon their side, by far the great

er part of the common people. Assisted by the scribes,

they engrossed, in a great measure, the ministry of the

synagogues. Animated with a superstitious zeal, making

pretensions to an extraordinary piety, they contrived to

inflame the minds of their hearers with a spurious devo

tion, by their discourses from the pulpits, and their un

wearied eiforts to disseminate their sentiments by private

conversation. They accommodated themselves to the

* Joseph. Antq. l. 13: c. 11; and de Bel. Jud. l. lzc. 3, 4-.

' 32
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ignorance of the lower classes; they adapted their doc

trines to the gross conceptions, the prejudices and the

passions of the multitude; they imposed upon the credu

lity, and succeeded in ensnaring the consciences of vast

numbers in their own delusions. The Pharisees profess

ed a strict adherence to the ceremonial law, an accurate

observance of the traditions of the elders, and a patriotic

attachment to the liberties and independence of the

country; and while they urged the doctrine of a future

state, they taught that salvation was secured to the Jews,

upon the sole condition of obedience to these external

rites, which they uniformly represented as entitling them

to covenanted mercy.”*

\Vho does not reco nise this as a graphic picture of the

two great forms of delusion which now curse the church?

Differin in the details, in attitude, in distribution of

light an shade, the grand outlines and leading features

are the same. The resemblance between the peculiar

type of rationalism prevailing among the Sadducees, and

begotten by their connection With an established religion,

and the modern rationalism of the German and English

Establishments, is well worthy of remark. The Saddu

cees, to maintain their status in the church and enjoy the

emoluments of place, must not utterly re udiate the

canon of Divine revelation : they must hold t e Law and

the Prophets, or they cannot hold the fat offices in the

kingdomd' The most insidious and most dan erous form

of rationalism, in modern times, has been egotten in

the same way: the child of unbelief by avarice, or en

pidity. There was something bold, manly, thoroughly

consistent, in the old English rationalism; and qualities

resemblin these, can be found even in that monstrous

birth whic reached its maturity in the French Encyclo

piedia : but the Wolfenbiittel fragments stole into the

world after their author’s death, who was, perhaps, too

timid, or too honest to publish them; and his principles

have been romulgated by pastors and professors, who

must, by a1 means, retain the loaves and fishes, while

* Mason’s Christian’s Magazine, vol. iii: pp. 33, 34.

The notion that the Sadducees recognised only the books of Moses as

of vine authority, is, we believe, now generally abandoned.
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they deny the miracle; and whose inventive faculty,

amused by necessity, has furnished the world with a

critical machinery worthy of all admiration: an appara

tus which will leave you the Gospels entire, after all

supernatural salvation is gone; or, by its mysterious

alchymy, transform the historical Jesus into a mythologi

cal Hercules,—-an imaginary wonder-worker,—conqueror

of Hades, and restorer ot a lost Paradise: in a word,

which will give you the residuum (yea, 004ml mortuum,)

of the play of Hamlet, with Hamlet’s part left out. In

both cases, it is the Church Establishments which have

given rise to that peculiar form of infidelity, which we

ave called Ecclesiastical rationalism, and which will

live and thrive, not only in its native air, but wherever

men can be found who would rather play. the hypocrite,

even at the risk of making merchandize of souls, than

forego the profits of the inerchandize. It is not for no- -

thing, that the Apostles so often speak of “ filthy lucre”

and the “ wages of unrighteousness” in connection with

false teachers. Let us add, however, that charity com

pels us to think, that in some cases, those who are guilty

of this madness know not what they say, nor whereof

they affirm. They are not the followers of Balaam, but

the reverse: they curse while they desire to bless the

peo le of God.

very neophyte in the hilosophy of religion is now

longing to be God, and is 'lled With sadness because he

is not. The giants of former generations, who have given

laws to philosophical investigation, whose glowing anti

cipations of the progress of human knowledge and of the

beneficent practical results to mankind of that progress,

seem to us more like the visions of prophecy than the

conjectures of uninspired sagacity, received, with the

simplicity of children, the “book-revelation” from God.

Conscious of the limited range of the human faculties,

and of the feebleness of those faculties within their range,

they were thankful for any light from the unknown

sphere beyond,—-for any valid testimony, and especially

any Divine testimony in regard to things which the eye

could not see, nor the ear hear, and which could not

enter into the heart of man: which were revealed neither

through sense,nor reflection, nor the primitive judgments
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of the mind: they were thankful for any testimony which

' might explain the phenomena which could be, to a cer

tain extent, cognized by their faculties, or teach them

that these phenomena were, for the present at least, in

explicable. “Franciscus de Verula'mt'o s'e'c cog'itamit.”

The giants of the present generation are walking in their

ste )s. “Noscendo e'gnoratur, ignorando cogmsct'tw :”—

“Setpie confess/i0 ignorant/ire magis guam tamer-Mia pro

fessio smientue,”—these are the utterances of the greatest

thinker of the fourth centur , endorsed by the greatest

critic and the profoundest thinker of the nineteenth.*—

“All the true philosophy is learned i norance,” is the

jud ment of the metaphysical monarc 1 of Scotland and

of urope. But our modern Sadducees have exhausted

all the contents of the “logical revelation ;” they have

explored and mastered all the worlds of thought opened

to them in the Bible: they weep whole volumes, because

there are no more fields for conquest,——and, as was said

_ of Byron, “wipe their eyes with the public.” They tell

the world in books, how vain a thing is all “book-revela

tion ;” that the “earnest,” “inquiring” spirit can never

be satisfied with such tangible realities; that it is ever

longing to gaze upon and be absorbed into the Infinite-f

* See Sir Wm. Hamilton’s Discussions, dzc. Philosoph. Appendix, B.

1- The folly of this cant about an “external,” “logical” “book-revela

tion," is ridiculed with pro er severity and extraordinary felicity in the

“Eclipse of Faith,” ascribe to Henry Rogers, Esq, the author of “Rea

son and Faith,” and other admirable contributions to the Edinburgh Re

view. We cannot account for the little notice which has been taken of

this book, unless it be the not very happy selection of a title. We know

of some instances in which it has been purchased under the impression

that it belonged to the same class with the “Phases of Faith,” and other

effusions of the Martineau school. This is unfortunate. N0 book deserves

to be more generally read. No book is better adapted to open the eyes of

young men of certain constitutional susceptibilities, who have been bam

booz] ed by the inflated nonsense and devotional atheism of the “ spiritual"

writers of the Westminster Review. It is thorough, and, at the same

time, elegant and sprightly. Considered merely as a composition, it is

worthy of all praise. We are glad to see that so popular a journal as

“Harper’s Monthly,” has taken a decided stand on the right side. See the

Editor’s Table in the number for March last: though we cannot but think

that the editor, in the article referred to, should have acknowledged his

acquaintance with the “Eclipse of Faith.”

If the Newman Brothers started from the same principles, and pursued

the same method, they furnish another curious illustration of the “ law of

development,” which one of them wrote a book to expound: a develop
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So far are they from recognising the perfection of the

Scriptures as a Rule of Faith, that they, with very great

difficulty, conceal their contempt for them. The faculty

of intuition is the only efficient organon in the acquisi

tion of spiritual truth, and the Scriptures, as the record

of other men’s intuitions, only furnish an aid to private

and individual inspiration. These men are not infidels,

but rational Christians: they have too much of the aes

thetic to relish the ribaldry of -Paine,-—too much faith

for the Pyrrhonism of Hume,—too -much knowledge for

the blunderiug ignorance of Voltaire. They sustain a

relation to all these, somewhat analogous to that which

the Sadducean Herod bore to the Pagan Pontius Pilate,

and, like those worthies, will be read Y to become friends,

when the “Amen, the Faithful and ue Witness,” is to

be insulted and crucified—Luke xxiii : 12.

In support of the view which we have taken of the

textv referred to- in the first sentence of this article, we

cite, without apology, the following passage from an

elaborate disquisition on Matt. xxii: 29, in a previous

number of this Journal, (April 1851.)

“This little scene at Jerusalem, (that recorded in

Matt. xxii : 23-33,) in which the great founder of Christi

meut something like that of the oriental doctrine of the depravity of mat

ter in the Syrian and Alexandrian Gnostics respectively: leading, in the

one, to aseeticism, and, in the other, to abandoned sensualism. So, in this

case, the Via Media has led to Rome, and is leading to Stockholm. But

here, as elsewhere, extremes meet, and infidelity is conterminous with

drivclling su erstition. The intuitional men are at one with the slaves of

Rome: they th look for “certitude” (see Morel], Theodore Parker, due.)

to the catholic sentiments of mankind. They both hold to the rule of

Vincentius Lirurensis, “guod semper, qucd ubique, quad ab omnibus,”

though differing as to where the umversal consent is to be found, the one

taking the whole human race as the basis of the induction, the other con

fining themselves to the area of the church. It is also a curious thing in

the vagaries of the human understanding, that the Unitarians, who, fifty

years ago, were materialists and swore by Priestly, should now, for the

most part, be transcendental idealist-s. It is a history worthy of being

traced by some competent hand. What a chasm between the chemist of

Birmingham and the Pantheist of Boston!

We have spoken of the devotional atheism of these writers. Comp. Ci

cero’s remark (De Nat. Deorum): “At etiam de sanctitate, depietate adver

sus Deos libros scripsit Epicurus,"--It is no new thing under the sun.—

Robespierre and his confreres had a good deal of aesthetic piety after their

fashion: they made offerings of flowers as well as blood to their divinity.

0 cacas hominum mentes!
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anity vindicates the fundamental doctrine of all religion,

whether natural or revealed, from the ignorant and cap

tions objections of a conceited and arrogant group of

skepticks, may be taken as a type, or miniature picture

of all the great battles which revelation has had to fight

from that day to this, and of those other battles through

which it must yet pass until the final triumph of the Son

of Man. It is true, the Sadducees did not professedly

re'ect revelation,-—they admitted the Divine authority of

oses and the Pro hets,~——they conceded the ins iration

of the whole Jewis canon. But there is no di erence

in principle betwixt re'ecting a revelation wholly and

absolutely on the groun of objectionable doctrines, and

denyin that such doctrines can by possibility be taught

in an a mitted revelation. It is precisely the same thing

to say, the Book is Divine, and therefore the doctrine

cannot be there, and to say, the doctrine is there, and

therefore the book cannot be Divine. He who would

exclude the doctrine upon the ground that, from its in

trinsic incredibility it cannot be revealed, would exclude

the revelation which professedly contained it. The Sad

ducees may, accordinvly, be taken as the type of all who

deny the possibility of any revelation, or the possibility

that any articular doctrines are revealed, from measures

of natura robability. They are, alike, the representa

tives of rationalists in the church, who admit the Divine

authority of the Bible in general, while they deny the

Divine authority of every thing in it which makes it of

real value, and of rationalists out of the church, who

treat all claims to inspiration as contradictory and ab

surd, and look upon prophets and a ostles in the same

light in which Festus contemplated Haul.”

We turn now to the Pharisees. The other sect, as we

have seen, was supported by the most opulent of the in

inhabitants: they exerted their influence over the San

hedrim, the Temple and the Priesthood. And so with

their modern antitypes. The common people, busily

employed in the solution of the three great questions,—

What shall we eat, and what shall we drink, and where

withal shall we be clothed, have no leisure for fine-s un

speculations. Absorbed in matters of fact, and weig ed

down by the pressure of the dull realities of life, they
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are unable to sublimate themselves into the ether, the

convenial element of our spiritual seers : they know more

ot'tlie wheel of Ixion than of the wings of Icarus: and

the only response to such preachers is, “ Ye bring cer

tain strange things to our ears.” The cloisters of univer

sities and seminaries, the favourite abodes of melancholy

musing, the secret cells in which the soul, shut out from

the din and bustle of mankind, can sink back upon itself

and down into the absolute, are much more promisinv

fields for our subjective apostles, than the material an

objective walks and work-sho s of a week-day world.

Hence the necessity for the P arisees—men whose reli

ion is altogether outward and tan 'ble,--demandiug for

its comprehension no mysterious iacult , no earnest ga

zing into the region of dimness and sha ows, no Platonic

longing after the beautiful and the good, but only eyes

and ears, hands and mouth, nerves and muscle, a home

ly Socratic religion, come down from Heaven to men.

“Les ne'rfs voila tout l’homme,” said the sensational ide

ologists of France, and so say the Pharisees, ancient and

modern. Bodily exercise profiteth much, and he who

can fast the longest, and flog himself the hardest, and

make the most painful pilgrimages, and show the largest

tale of prayers, and wear the rou best and longest coat,

and boast the loudest of the multitude who cry “The

temple of the Lord, the temple of the Lord are we,”-—all

of which obviously require only very strong nerves,—is

the holiest man. Let us look at some of the particulars

in which the Pharisees of old, and our ecclesiastical tra

ditionalists resemble each other. They say and do not,

binding heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and

lay them on men’s shoulders; but they, themselves, will

not move them with one of their fingers :* all their works

they do for to be seen of men, making broad their phy

lacteries, and enlarging the borders of their arments,

loving the uppermost rooms at feasts and the c ief seats

in the synagogues, and greetings in the markets, and to

 

* The common people fasting during Lent, for example: while the Bish

ops and other clergy, Roman Procurators, feast on terrapin dinners: the

common people paying for masses, which the Priests, doubtless, are pre

vented from saying, dzc. dzc.

\
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be called of men Rabbi, Rabbi,* and Father. They shut

up the kingdom of Heaven against men, neither going in

themselves, nor suffering them that are entering to go in.

They devour widows’houses, and, for a pretence, make

long rayers: they compass sea and land to make one

prose yte, and when he is made, they make him two-fold

- more the children of hell than themselves-l They tithe

the mint, anise and cummin, and omit the weightier

matters of the law: straining out a gnat and swallowing

a camel: making clean the outside of the cup and the

platter, but within full of extortion and excess: whited

se ulchres, which indeed appear beautiful outward, but

Within full of dead men’s bones, and of all uncleanness:

building the tombs of the prophets, and garnishing the

sepulchres of the righteous, while walking in the steps of

those who slew them.;t

These particulars have been drawn mainly from the

twenty-third chapter of Matthew’s ospel. But the prin

cipal point still remains, the fun amental falsehood in

in which they agree, and from which, as a fountain, flow

those streams of:desolation and death, and that is, their ‘

corruption of the Rule of Faith and Practice. “Then

the Pharisees and scribes asked him, Why walk not thy

disci les according to the tradition of the elders, but eat

bread with unwashen hands? He answered and said

unto them, Well hath Esaias prophesied of you, hypo

crites, as it is written: this people honoureth me with

their lips, but their heart is far from me. Howbeit, in

vain do they worship me, teaching, for doctrines, the

commandments of men. For laying aside the command

ment of God, ye hold the tradition of men, as the wash

ing of pots and on s, and many other such like things ye

do. And he sai unto them, Full well ye reject the

commandment of God, that ye ma keep your own tra

dition * * * making the word 0 God of none efi'ect

* Witness Cardinal Wiseman going into a Church in England, with two

sons of gentlemen (oh, shame!) carrying his scarlet train. Loving to be

called Rabbi, we fear, is not confined to the Pharisees, though we believe

the title of “Lord Bishop” is.

+ Often make them editors of their public journals—Witness “Free

man's Journal,” “ Catholic Herald,” “Brownson’s Review.”

ir Canonizing Augustine, and persecuting the Jansenists.
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through your tradition, which ye have delivered: and

many such like things do ye.”——Mark vii: 5-13. These

traditions, originally delivered orally to Moses, had been

handed down from generation to generation, and spring

ing from the same source with the written word, were‘of

equal authority with it, or to use the language of Trent,

were to be received, “pa/ri ' tatis afecta ac renerentia.”

How admirably these tra itions harmonized with the

Law and the Prophets, was made manifest when their

most eminent guardians and expounders took the lead in

bringing to the shame and agony oflthe cross, the Incar

nate Word, of whom “Moses in the Law and the Pro

phets did write.” They were d'evelopements, no doubt,

from the seminal principles of the law, in what the au

thor of Tract No. 90 would call a “ non-natural” sense, a

sense in which a scorpion might be developed from the

egg of a dove,—a wolf from the embryonic vesicle of a

lamb, or a cancerous tumour from the normal constitu

tion of the physical frame. So, also, their modern imi

tators are the chosen custodians and interpreters of

the traditions of Christ and his Apostles, and act as if

they had a lenipotentiary commission to “rise, kill and

eat” every t ing common or unclean, that is, beyond the

pale of covenanted mercy, within the four corners of the

globe. They abstain, with Levitical preciseness, from

meats which God hath created to be received with thanks

giving of them which believe and know the truth, and

devour without scruple the body, blood and divinity of

the Son of God in the sacrifice of the mass, besides giv

ing to the fowls of heaven and the worms of earth thou

sands of those whose only crime it was that they loved

Christ too well.* The controversy between will-worship

* Macrobius (Saturn, cited by Trench in his “Star of the Wise Men,”)

has preserved the following sarcasm of Augustus upon Herod the Great,

who could sometimes “ strain out a gnat,” as well as “swallow a camel,”—

“Quum audisset (Augustus) inter pueros, quos in Syria Herodes rex Judas

orum intra bimatum jussit interfici, filium quoque ejus occisum; ait, me

lius est Herodis porcum (uv) quam filium (wov).” This sanglant pun, as

Trench calls it, is not altogether out of place here. A man had better be

a swine in Lent, than a heretical son at any time.

“The mother of Dominick, it is said, dreamt, before his birth, that she

was to be delivered of a wolf with a torch in his mouth:" an augury abun

dantly realized in the founder of the Inquisition, and the “ acts of faith."

Von. VII.——NO. 2. - 33
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and a worship regulated by the will of God, begun in

Cain and Abel, and continuing through all the periods

of Jewish history, has been marked, on one side, by

deeds of violence and blood, and, on the other, by a

meek and steadfast testimon for truth and righteous

ness, even unto death. The hather of Lies has been a

murderer from the beginnin , and will be unto the end:

and as the Saviour conclu ed his denunciations of the

Pharisees of old, by warnin them that upon them should

come all the righteous bloofshed u on the earth, from the

blood of righteous Abel unto the b 00d of Zacharias, son

Barachias, whom they slew between the temple and the

altar; so when He shall come the second time without

sin unto salvation to vindicate his cause, and to reward

those who have been with him in his temptations, the

same crushing burden of “righteous blood” -will sink the

modern successors of the Pharisees like a mill-stone in

the mi hty waters. The curse of Cain shall then be

branded upon them all, and they shall be “wanderers”

from the “ presence of the Lord” for ever and even—2

Thess. i: 9-2: 8. The controversy will then be settled,

and the enemies of God shall know whose word shall

stand, His or their’s, the Bible or tradition.*

* We cannot refrain from noticing one other oint of resemblance be

tween the ancient and modern Traditionalists, afiuded to in the extract

from the Christian’s Magazine: it is their anxiet to get control of the

“ schools” of the public education of the country. The Reformation, which

did so much for the common mind, not only took religion out of the hands

of mercenary priests, but knowledge also. Its tendency, and, in a great

degree, its aim was to convert the mass of the people from arace of slaves,

thinking, praying, worshipping by proxy, into a race of men, conscious of

their dignity and their in ividual responsibility, as the intellectual olf

spring of God: to remove all barriers erected by the avarice and ambition

of unprincipled churchmen, and to bring the soul into immediate contact

with the Father of mercies end the Father of lights. The traditionalists,

from that time to this, have been educating in self-defence: it is Hobson’s

choice with them now: either a free Protestant education, or a Popish

mockery of it. We have no time now to discuss the movement they are

making in concert all over the country, to obtain a portion of the public

school-fund, nor is it necessary. The unparalleled absurdity and impu

dence of the claim, upon every consideration of reason and justice, have

been amply exposed. We would only remind our countrymen that “per

gtual Vigilance is the price of liberty,” that the leading organs of the

ierarchy in this country now openly avow, what they have been den -

ing for twenty years, that they are, on principle, a persecuting churc ,

the legitimate successors of the men who deluged the valleys of Piedmont
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I While denving absolutely and most emphatically the

claim of Tradition to constitute any part of the Rule of

Faith and Practice, and repudiating with horror the the

ory of the Developernent of Doctrine as held by Newman

and others, we hold that there is a Developement of Scrip

and the lains of Langucdoc with blood: that they have defended the

Duke of uscany in his barbarous cruelty to the Madiai in the year of our

Lord 1853, and declared their intention to destroy heretics on this Ameri

can soil when they get the power, which, of course, will be as soon as 0s

sible. In short, let us say, the question which will have to be decide is,

whether they shall rule us or we rule them. Let those Protestants who are

thoughtless enough to send their children to Roman Catholic schools, think

of these things, and ask themselves whether they are willing to entrust

their children to men who have placed the greatest masters of thought

and style, not to say the Bible itself, in their Index Purgatorius, and will

cramp the minds, as well as destroy the souls of the victims of their ambi

tion. Let them ask, as has been pertinently asked before, why the priests

and nuns who are too holy to have children of their own, should exhibit

such inordinate anxiety to have charge of the children of other people.—

Let them remember, finally, that a sense of personal responsibility, which

is always strengthened under the ministry of the only true Priest, the Son

of God, in our nature, and always impaired under the ministry of every

other priest, lies at the very foundation of our government, both in theory

and practice.

Since writing the above, we have seen a paragraph from one of the Me

tropolitan Popish Journals, rejoicing in the passage of a Bill by the Legis

lature of California to allow the Papists a portion of the public school-fund.

If the statement be true, (and we cannot believe it till we have other

testimony,) it is only another example of the folly of wasting the time of

the people in speech-making, an then hurrying important measures

through at the heel of the session. If the law be not speedily repealed,

the oung Samson of the West will find, when he awakes, that he is in the

hand of the Philistines, and that all his stre is gone. The Papists are

utting his eyes out, and the next thing will e, the grinding in the mill.

hese enemies of God and man, will not allow American citizens the rights

of public worship when they have the ower; they are not satisfied to be

on an equal footing in this country wi Protestants: and, as we said be

fore, one or the other must be supreme: either they must rule us or we

them. Under the operation of the California law, Protestants will sustain

Ronjsn Catholic schools, for it is notorious that the latter pay only an

infinitisimal proportion of the taxes. Let the Californians crown this wise

and e uitable legislation with another act, vesting the whole property of

that c urch in the person of the Bishop, and they will soon be nearer the

Mexicans, socially and politically, than they are geographically. If the

American eople endure such iabolical treacher to all that constitutes

their pee 'ar glor as a nation, they deserve to e slaves. The signs of

the times seem to indicate that the eat question will be finally submitted

to the arbitration of the sword. ughes has his military companies in

New York, it is said; and a German Catholic company is about to be

formed in Baltimore. The clouds are gathering: let every man who loves

his God and his country prepare himself for the storm.
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ture, and cordially subscribe to the views presented in

Mr. Trench’s fifth Hulsean Lecture for 1845, (entitled

“ The Past Developement of Scripture,”) the purpose of

which is to show “how this Treasure of Divine Truth,

once given, has only gradually revealed itself; how the

history of the church, the difiiculties, the trials, the strug

gles, the temptations in which it has been involved, have

inter reted to it its own records, brought out their latent

si ni canoe, and caused it to discover all which in them

it ad; how there was much written for it there as in

sympathetic ink, invisible for a season, yet ready to flash

out in lines and characters of light, whenever the ap

pointed day and hour had arrived. So that, in this way,

the Scri ture has been to the church as their garments to

the children of Israel, which, during all the years of their

pilgrimage, in the desert, waxed not old; yea, according

to rabbinical tradition, kept pace and measure with their

bodies, rowing with their rowth, fittin the man as

they hagfitted the child, an this, until t e forty ears

of their sojourn in the wilderness had expired. r, to

use another comparison, which may help to illustrate our

meaning: Holy Scripture thus progressively unfolding

what it contains, mi ht be likened fitly to some magnifi

cent landscape, on w ich the sun is gradually rising, and

ever as it rises, is bringing out one head-land into light

and prominence, and then another; anon kindling the

glory-smitten summit of some far mountain, and present

ly lighting up the recesses of some near valley which had

hitherto abided in gloom; and so, travelling on, till 110

thing remains in shadow, no nook nor comer hid from

the light and heat of it, but the whole pros ect stands

out in the clearness and splendour of the hig est noon.”

And again, he says, “ the true idea of Scriptural devel

opements is this, that the church, informed and quickened

by the Spirit of God, more and more discovers what in

Holy Scripture is given her; but it is not this, that she

unfolds by an independent power any thing further

therefrom. She has always possessed what she now

possesses of doctrine and truth, only not always with the

same distinctness of consciousness. She has not added

to her wealth, but she has become more and more aware

of that wealth ; her dowry has remained always the same,
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but that dowry was so rich, and so rare, that only little

by little she has counted over and taken stock and inven

tory of her jewels. She has consolidated her doctrine,

compelled thereto by the provocation of enemies, or in

duced to it by the growing sense of her own needs. She

has brought together utterances in Holy Writ, and those

which, apart, were comparatively barren, when thus

married, when each had thus found its complement in

the other, have been fruitful to her. Those which, apart,

meant little to her, have been seen to mean much, when

thus brought together, and read each by the light of the

other. In these senses, she has enlarged her dominion,

her dominion having become larger to her.”

It is obvious, from this view of the case, that the true

“ develo ement” is only a “ developement” in the know

ledge of' cripture, the written word, and differs from the

Roman and Anglican theory, as widely as the “ West

minster Confession of Faith” differs from the “Decrees

and Canons of Trent,” or the “Anglican Prayer-Book.”

There has been a progress in the knowledge of the church

somewhat analogous to that which takes place in the

individual Christian; heresies, persecutions, social and

political convulsions, as well as the calm studies of phi

lologists and the researches of travellers, have contribu

ted to it. Wilkinson and Ohampollion, Youn and Ro
sellini, Layardiand Laborde, have all been e ements in

it. As to the distinctive doctrines of the Gospel, they

have always been learned most rapidly and effectually in

the furnace; its flames have brought out, to use the fi are

of Trench, “ the characters in sym athetic ink,” an re

vealed the presence of the Son of 0d in the midst. In

this way apostate Babylon has been of more service to

the saints in the developement ofdoctrine, than by all her

infallible decisions of opes and councils. Thousands

have written upon her ungeon-walls sentences from the

Bible, which the place itself eloquently expounded, and

which the eye of infidel curiosity has been compelled to

read. Thousands will be thankful, for ever, for the dra

onades of Louis XIV., and the hell-hounds of Olaver

ouse, as the means by which, in the providence of God,

and under the illumination of his Spirit, they have grown

in practical appreciation of the preciousness of the pro
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mises, and of the comfort to be derived from knowin

that there is an avengin judge. We know more, an

more accurately, of the octrine of the Trinity, for the

controversies of Arius and Socinus : more of the doctrine

of grace, for the heresies of Pelagius, and the aberrations

of Arminius: more of the true nature of ecclesiastical

power, for the usurping ambition of a Hildebrand : more

of the true marks of the church of Jesus Christ, for the

misrepresentations 0f Bellarmine: more of the morality

of the Bible, for the detestable casuistry of the Jesuits :

more of the value of a personal God, for the fancies of

Swedenborg and the visions of Theodore Parker. There

has been a great developement of Bible knowled e, by

the favour of its enemies, and we doubt not, the evel

o ement will go on, till the church militant shall throw

0 her armour at the comin of her Lord, and rejoice in

her millennial glory. “And as it was at the Reforma

tion”—(I quote again from Trench)—“ with the Pauline

Epistles, as it is now with the Gospels, so, I cannot doubt,

a day will come, when all the significance of the Apoca

lypse for the church of God, will be ap arent, which

hitherto it can scarcely be said to have eenz—that a

time will arrive when it will be plainly shewn how costly

a gift,—yea, rather, how necessary an armour was this

for the church of the redeemed. Then, when the last

things are about to be, and the tram et of the last angel

to sound,—when the great drama is hastening with ever

briefer pauses to its catastrolphe,—then, in one unlooked

for way or another, the vei will be lifted up from this

wondrous Book, and it will be to the church collect

ively, what, even partially understood, it has been alrea

dy to tens of thousands of her children,—strength in the

fires, giving her ‘songs in the night,’ songs of joy and

deliverance in that darkest night of her trial, which shall

precede the break of her everlasting day; and enabling

er, even when the triumph of Antichrist is at the high

est, to look securely on to his near doom, and her own

perfect victory.”

How different a theory is this from that “which, refu

sing the Scriptures as, first and last, authoritative in and

limitary of the Truth, assumes that in the course of ages

there was intended to be, not only the discovery of the
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Truth which is there, but also, by independent accretion

and addition, the further growth of doctrine, besides what

is there; which recognizes such accretions, when they fall

in with its own notions, for'legitimate outgrowths, and

not, as indeed they are, for noxious misgrowths, of doc

trine: and which thus makes the church from time to

time the creator of new Truth, and not merely the guar

dian and definer and drawer out of the old.”

“Ye make the word of God of none effect by your tra

ditions i” What a load of guilt, and what a crushing

doom, are contained in this terrible utterance of the In

carnate Word! Well ma he who places himself in the

throne of the Eternal, an claims to thunder with a voice

like Him, be called the “Man of Sin,” and “ Son of

Perdition.” The stroke which shall transfix the “ Law

less One” at the coming of the Son of Man, will be no

“ brutumfulmen,” but a lightning-bolt whose flash shall

be seen from one end of Heaven to the other, and which,

while it sinks its victim in the bottomless abyss of hell,

shall awaken among the morning stars and the sons of

God, that song of exultation and triumph: “ Re'oice over

her, thou Heaven, and ye holy Apostles and rophets,

for God hath avenged you on her.” “ Let the heavens

rejoice, and let the earth be lad; let the sea roar, and

the fulness thereof. Let the field be joyful, and all that

is therein: then shall all the trees of the wood rejoice

before the Lord: for he cometh, for he cometh to judge

the earth : He shall judge the world with righteousness,

and the people with His truth.”

These two gigantic forms of error formally impugn the

sufficiency of the Scriptures as a Rule; but as they both

spring from the darkened understandings and alienated

hearts of apostate men, and are “ mysteries of iniquity,”

the leaven is often working unconsciously in those who

truly love God, and cordially abhor any system which

dishonours His name, if they know that it does so. Our

Saviour warns us against the “lea/uen,” the silent, insen

sible, gradual influence of such principles. What is it

but rationalism to say, as good men have often allowed

themselves, under the excitement of artisan zeal and

theological debate, to say, that if the ible teaches this

or that doctrine, it ought to be burnt, or thrown away?

.\
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What is it but traditionalism in the root to say, as good

men, in their anxiety to make some innovation in wor

ship, or to carry some measure of reform, have allowed

themselves to say, that whatever is ex edient is right?

Whence all the fierce opposition to the octrines of grace,

as contrary to reason, and the intemperate denunciation

of those whose conscience will not let them approve of

human inventions in the house of God? Are these thin s

of Him that called us? Are they the offspring of is

Spirit, who said, “My sheep hear my voice, and the

voice of a stranger will they not follow, for they know

not the voice of strangers?” Whence the ross depar;

tures from Presbyterian and primitive simp icity in our

meeting-houses, and our forms of worshi ? Why have

we gone back to the middle ages for mode s of ecclesias

tica architecture? Is there anything in the history of

the old cathedrals, designed in sin, founded in iniquity,

cemented with the tears and blood of the living temples

of Christ, the monuments of idolatry and tyranny, dark

and gloomy, chilly and fear-inspiring, to commend them

to us who rejoice in the liberty and ight 0f the Gospel?

Is there anything in the notes of an organ, which has

been so often used to celebrate the Te Deum and the

Gloria in Excelsis over the slau htered bodies of the true

Witnesses of Christ, to commend it to us, who profess “to

sing with the spirit and the understanding also?” Why

do we abuse the Papists, and then imitate them? Why

do we denounce the Epicurean morality which teaches

“that the end justifies the means,” that “evil may be

done that good may come,” and then act so inconsistent

ly? How do we differ practically, except in the extent

to which the principle is carried? Building churches by

lottery, or payin for them by raflling, (which, in plain

English, is gmn Zing,)—holding fairs and concerts, and,

in other wa 7s, converting the house of God into a house

of merchan ise, (and, must we add, in some instances,

into “a den of thieves ?”):b—01' a fashionable musical hall:

ought not such things to e left to those who are without

hope and without God in the world? What strange in

fatuation has seized us! May we not ask, with Luther,

is God dead? Is there no living Saviour, who has said,

“ Lo! I am with you'always”? “Because I live, ye shall
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live also”? “ Of all that the Father hath given me, I will

lose nothing, but will raise it up at the last day”-? Is

there no Holy Ghost to give efficacy to his own ordinan

ces? Is there no God and Father of all, who is mindful

of his covenant? Why, then, should our “faith stand in

the wisdom of man”? 0, that God would write in char

acters of fire on the hearts of his people, those pregnant

words, “that your faith should not stand in the wisdom

of men, but in the power of God.”*

* See 1 Cor. ii: 5. The confusion of thought which exists, even among

intelligent men, in regard to the real nature of Christian expediency, is

almost incredible. We once heard, in a debate in one of the largest Sy

nods in this country, one of the leading debaters contend that a resolution

which he was defending, and which made total abstinence from intoxica

ting drinks a term of communion in the churches of the Synod, was not at

all inconsistent with the action of the General Assembly of 1848, which

made the whole matter of total abstinence an affair of Christian liberty.

The argument was, that it was not expedient to drink; therefore it was a

sin to drink; and, therefore, a church-member should be disciplined for

drinking. It never seemed to occur to him and the gentlemen on his side,

that the Scriptures never spoke of expediency except in regard to things,

the lawfulness of which had been previously, and upon independent

grounds, established. “All things are lawful for me,” says Paul, “but all

things (evidently, all lawful things,) are not expedient.” The Scriptures

know man too well, to allow him to judge of what is expedient in such

matters, much less to make his notion of expediency the rule of duty: and

the history of his attempts, in this kind, justify their caution abundantly. -

Man , too, are led into error, by too generous an interpretation of the

wor s in the Confession of Faith, (c. i.,) about circumstances which are

common to human actions and societies, and to the church. The circum

stances here referred to, are the necessary adjuncts of human actions, such

as time and place, decency and order. 1f there is to be social worship, the

worshippers must agree upon the time and place: if there be a delibera~

tive body, its proceedings require an organization, a presiding officer, etc.

If any man can prove that instrumental music is a necessary adjunct of

singing, then its lawfulness will be established: till then, it must be deem

ed and taken for an abomination. The 14th chapter of First Corinthians,

which is argued mainly upon the acknowled ed principles of common

sense, wears a very unfavourable aspect towar s these inventions for ma

king the simple, spiritual worship of the Gospel more attractive to the

carnal heart. Considered merely in the light of expediency, such measures

are to be condemned. They are fostering a taste which Rome alone can

fully gratify: and, by virtue of the connexion which God has ordained

between the forms of worship and the doctrinal character of the dispensa

tions of religion to which they belong, an innovation in worship is sure to

lead, sooner or later, to a corru tion of doctrine. Splendid churches,

which sprung from corruption, wil lead back to it. There must be a cor—

respondence between arc itecture and the inner life of man, and the wor

ship ers will be led gradually to ignore the “true tabernacle which the

Lord)pitched and not man.” and the boldness of their access into the holl

est of all, and come again under that yoke of bondage from which they

were delivered. But this is a tempting subject, and we must forbear.

34'
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Against all these delusions, we oppose the word of

God, which liveth and abideth for ever. The credibility

of the Scriptures once established, their sufiiciency as a

Rule follows by inevitable necessity; for they claim to

be sufficient. They pronounce a curse upon the Saddu

cees who take away, and upon the Pharisees who add,

any thing. “For I testify unto ever man that heareth

the words of the prophecy of this boo ”—says the last of

the prophets, in closing the canon of Revelation,——“ if

any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto

him the plagues that are written in this book: and if any

man shall take away from the words of the book of this

prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book

of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things

which are written in this book.” And again, “I have

heard what the prophets said, that prophesy lies in my

name, sa ing I ave dreamed, I have dreamed. How

long shal this be in the heart of the rophets that r0

phesy lies? Yea, they are prophets of?the deceit of t eir

own heart; which think to cause my eople to forget my

name by their dreams which they tefi every man to his

neighbour, as their fathers have forgotten my name for

Baal. The prophet that hath a dream, let him tell a

dream; and he that hath my word, let him speak m

word faithfully. What is the chaff to the wheat? sait

the Lord. Is not my word like as a fire? saith the Lord;

and like a. hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces?

Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets, saith the

Lord, that steal my words every one from his neighbour.

Behold, I am against the prophets, saith the Lord, that

use their tongues, and say, He saith. Behold, I am

against them that prophesy false dreams, saith the Lord, '

and do tell them, and cause my eople to err by their
lies, and by their lightness; etPI sent them not, nor

commanded them: therefore 1: e shall not profit this

people at all, saith the Lord.”— er. xxiii. And again,

“Your kerchiefs also will I tear, and deliver my people

out of your hand, and they shall be no more in your

hand to be hunted; and ye shall know that I am the

Lord. Because with lies ye have made the heart of the

righteous sad, whom I have not made sad; and strength

ened the hands of the wicked, that he should not return
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from his wicked way, by promising him life: therefore

ye shall see no more vanity, nor divine divinations : for

will deliver my peo le out of your hand: and ye shall

know that I am the ord.”——Ezek. xiii: 21-23. We do

not deny the possibility of some future revelation; but

if it should ever be, it will be in entire harmony With all

that has gone before: it will neither “make the right

eous sad,” nor “ strengthen the hands of the wicked by

promising him life,” which are the characteristics of the

visions and traditions of the day: and it will be authen

ticated by the signs of prophets and apostles. Let their

soi-disant successors perform real miracles, raise the dead

and cast out devils, and we will believe them: but let

not their mighty works he impostures of Jannes and Jam

bres, the enchantments of the chemist or the legerdemain

of the juggler, whose only efl'ect is to withstand the pro

phet and resist the truth of God.

But to the law and the testimony again: “ All Scrip

ture is iven by inspiration of God; and it is profitable

for teac ing, for refutation, for correction, for instruction

in righteousness, that the man of God may be perfect,

thoroughly furnished unto all good works.”—2 Tim. iii:

16, 17. This is a testimony covering the whole ground,

and annihilating all the pretensions of rationalism and

traditionalism ; the utterance of that Spirit who sees the

end from the beginning, who has numbered and labelled,

in his omniscience, all the poisonous delusions which can

ever threaten the health or vitality of the church, and

has reposited in his word the antidote appropriate to

each. It is full- of instruction. It teaches us, among

others, the following thin s:

First, that the written %3ible has been given by inspi

ration of God. The inspiration is not predicated of the

man, but of the writin : not of the instrument, but of the

product. So that all isputes touching degrees of inspi

ration, whether plenary or partial, ad verbum or ad sen

sum, of superintendence, of direction, of elevation, con

troul or suggestion; all disputes touching the “modus

operandi” of the Spirit upon the souls of men selected to

be his organs ; all nice distinctions between revelation

and inspiration, (distinctions which we believe to be real,

and in their proper places valuable,) all are beside the
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mark and impertinent, in the discussion of the Bible as

an authoritative Rule of Faith and Practice. The whole

record is from God, every word of it: every word rests

upon the same authority. The salutations of Paul, his

message to Timothy about his cloak, all the little episto

lary details which so beautifully illustrate the spirit of

Christianity, in the mutual afi'ection, the common inter

ests, sufferings and perils of the followers of the Lamb,

speak to us in tones as imperative, as the incomprehen

sible statements concerning the Being and Personality of

God, the mystery of the Incarnation, or the all-compre

hending relations of the sacrifice on the cross. In the

shallows in which a lamb may wade, in the depths in

which an elephant may swim; at the base of the burning

mount with the carnal men of Israel, or on the summit

in the midst of blackness, darkness and tempest with the

favoured prophet of the Lord : instructed by the homely

wisdom of James, or entranced by “rapt Isaiah’s fire”;

while contemplating the history of the church under the

law, or, with the apostle in the Isle of Patmos, gazing

upon the church of Christ, as scene after scene of “the

high and stately tragedy” is brought before the eye, the

baptisms of blood and martyrdoms of fire, the conflicts

and the victory: wherever we are in the Bible, it is the

voice of God that meets the ear. It is the low view

men take of the inspiration of the Bible, the perverse and

unwarranted application of the law of parsimony, which

has given rise to the vanity and folly of rationalism: or

the rationalists have framed their theory to meet the ne

cessities of their creed. It matters not which.

Second, it teaches us that the Scriptures are sufficient

“for all good works”: that for every exercise of the ac

tive powers of man, for every exercise of his intellectual

faculties, in the business of religion, or in the relations

which he sustains to the Object of all worship, and in

the relations which he sustains to his fellow-men, so far

as moral obligation is involved, he is fully equipped and

furnished in the Word of God. There is nothing which

a minister of religion needs to teach~,—there is nothing

which a Christian man needs to learn,—no good work to

which the one ought to exhort, or which the other ought

to perform, which is not expressly set down here, or ne
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cessarily involved in What is set down. But the particu

lars are stated: ‘

1. It is profitable for “doctrine” or “teaching,” and

for “refutation”: for the positive inculcation of truth,

and for the refutation of error: for didactic and polemic

theology. We do not mean that it contains an encyclo

paadia of all knowledge: that it will make men astrono

mers, geologists or chemists: though we protest against

the notion of a Dualism in doctrine; that what is theolo

gically true may be philosophically or scientifically false,

and vice-versa, the author of the Constitution and Course

of Nature, and the author of the Bible being the same.*

And so, also, for “refutation,” the only weapon needed

is the sword of the Spirit. Both of these, didactics and

polemics, are necessary in our present state, in which we

are to be educated in the lessons of faith, in the midst of

prevailing error and unbelief. We are to be witnesses

for the one, and against the other: for the Father of

Lights and against the Father of Lies.

2. It is profitable for “correction” and for “instruc

tion in righteousness”: the whole sum of human duty is

here contained, and the contrary sins are rebuked: the

positive and negative moral education of men are amply

provided for, their reformation and their edification,—

both which are necessary to a fallen man'.

In conclusion, it may be added, that the method by

which the Bible teaches is as admirable as the matter of

its teachin . He who, to the JeWs, the trustees of the

oracles of ‘od and the students of prophecy, presented

Himself as “the Root and the offspring of David” ; who,

to the Gentiles from the East, in possession, it may be,

* We cannot sympathize with those of our brethren whose sensitiveness

has led them to acknowledge the validity of the present theory of geolog ,

and to interpret the Bible in harmony with it. The discovery of a sing e

fossil may compel them to abandon their position, or to turn infidels. Let

us wait till Geology understands itself: the votaries of it have “run too

fast,” to use Bacon’s image, (Wisdom of the Ancients, under Prometheus,)

“and extinguished their torch.” The author of the “Vestiges” made a

triumphant use of Geology, and men began to think that they had sprung

from a tadpole or an “acarus crossii”: but Hugh Miller’s Asterolepis ex

tinguished the theory, and restored the race of men to their self-compla

cency. Before the end of this year, the current theory may be as dead as

those which have already passed away. Have faith in the Word, and it

will take care of itself : or rather, have faith in God—who spake it.
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of some hereditary knowledge of the “Star” of Gentile

prophecy, but, at any rate, accustomed to associate the

changes in the heavens with the movements and occur

rences of earth, presented Himself as “the Bright and

Morning Star”; and who, to the Gentiles from the West,

(John xii: 20-24,? accustomed to contemplate the pro

cesses of vegetab e life, as in some sort, the symbols of

laws in the spiritual constitution of man, and es ecially

to celebrate the joyous bursting of sprin , after t e long

and dreary desolation of the winter’s nig t, as an adum

bration of the final restoration of a lost life to man,——pre

sented Himself as a “corn of wheat,” which must die in

order to be fruitful: He, who clothes himself in all the

names which suggest the sweet and tender sympathies of

life, in order to attract us to Himself, the fountain and

complement of them all, has made provision in his word

for all diversities of mind and taste and vocation,—has

become all things to all men, if, by any means, He might

save some. To the logical, He has become a Reasoner:

to the fanciful, a Poet: to the grave and practical, an

Utterer of Proverbs : to the curious about the future, a

Prophet: to the curious about the past, a Historian. To

the refined and educated, He speaks in the ex uisite

diction of Isaiah: to the rude and uncultivate , He

speaks the language of Amos. The ardent are justified

by the fiery zeal and impetuous thinking of Paul: the

gentle and loving have their s mpathies enchained by

the calm and affectionate sty e of John. Human in

struments all,—all musical with the breath of the same

Spirit, all utterin the same tune, and alive, as it were,

with the same me ody. “ Glory to God in the Highest,”

but ranging in the character of the sound, from the

sweetness of “the flute and soft recorder” to the terrible

ness of the trumpet’s blast.* Like the drops of the

morning-dew, they all reflect and refract the rays of the

same Sun, but with the varied and beautiful colours of

the spectrum. When man makes a Manual of Faith or

Duty, (unless he borrows from the Bible,) it is a repulsive

mass of dry bones, a Loyola’s “Spiritual Exercises” :

* See Gaussen’s Thopneusty and Hamilton’s Lamp and Lantern, for some

beautiful illustrations of the variety of Scripture.
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when God presents us with one, it lives and breathes and

smiles: it combines, like the Word of whom it testifies,

the attractions of humanity with the awe-compelling

majesty of God.

 

ARTICLE V.

ADDRESS TO THE SOCIETY OF ALUMNI OF UNION THEOLOGI

CAL SEMINARY, VA.*

Permit me, dear Brethren, to offer you m hearty con

gratulations upon this re-union of our Society, and the

enjoyment of another year of mercies and of happy

labours. A member of any of the successive classes

which have issued hence, in an assemblage gathered

from all those classes, meets some to whom he is a stran

§er in person, though a child of the same Alma Mater.

ut there is no distance between our aims and our hearts.

While we meet our own fellow-students with peculiar

delight, we meet all as fellow-labourers. I need not

su gest how much the enjoyment of each of us would be

en anced, could we gather around us all who studied and

pra ed with us here; for, doubtless, the busy thought of

eac one has already surrounded him with the familiar

band. Probably, such a meeting would be as impossible

for all of us, as it would be for me. Some of those whom

I here learned to love, I can see at no anniversary, till

we meet the general Assembly and Church of the first

born in Jerusalem, the mother of us all. What stronger

evidence of the noble and holy influence of these annual

gatherings, than that fact, of which, I doubt not, every

eart has already been conscious; that they do not fail

to carry our thoughts u ward to that glorious re-union ?

Let it be our aim to ma c this momentary resting point

in our warfare, as like as possible to that eternal rest.

But we are reminded that we have not yet entered into

that rest. To-morrow we return again to the struggle.

* Delivered at the Annual Meeting, June 1853.
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And, therefore, the appropriate mode of observing this

season, will be to make it such as God has made those

Sabbaths, which are his type of the eternal rest; a sea

son for sharpening our weapons, and girding our loins

afresh for the contest.

I have thought anxiously in what way I could best

contribute to this purpose. And it has seemed that,

perhaps, as appropriate a topic as any whose discussion

the times demand, would be simplicity and direct/ness of

pulpit style. Many share with me the conviction, that

the renewed discussion of this topic is needful. Unless

I am greatly deceived, a comparison of much that is now

heard from educated clergymen with the pure standards

of classic English, will prove that the vice is far gone.—

Our ears have become viciously accustomed to a degree

of wordiness, complexity, and ornament, which would

have been called bombast, byAddison, Swift or Pope.

Even Dr. Samuel Johnson, the proverb of his day for his

love of the 08 rotundum, seems simple and natural beside

us. But let us compare ourselves With the great ancient

masters of style, as to the length and structure of senten

ces, the employment of useless epithet, and the mode of

using figurative ornament. Let us com are ourselves,

for example, with Horace, as distinguishe for the spark

ling beauty of his language, as for the hatefulness of his

morals, and we shall comprehend something of the excess

of our fault.

The profusion of reading matter among us, and the

careless speed with which men write and read, must na

turally tend to the same vice. Perhaps, after all the

rules for style that may be laid down, the real source of

transparency and beauty is the possession of the sterling

ore of thought and feeling. He who has the most nu

merous, just, and weighty ideas, in most natural order,

and whose own soul is most fully possessed and penetra

ted With them, usually has the finest style. It is only

when the sentiment so fills and fires the soul of the

speaker, that he looks wholly at the thought, and not at

all at the words in which it clothes itself, that the per

fection of eloquence is approached. Hence, as the art of

writing much with small materials is extended, wordi

ness and complexity must increase. The hurried and
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shallow author continually strives to outdo his rivals,

and his own previous exploits, by tricking out his pro

ductions more and more with these ornaments, which

are so much cheaper than great or sparkling thoughts.

History shows also, that an artificial and luxurious

mode of living surely affects the literary taste of a nation.

The simplicity of thought is banished. The manliness of

soul, which proceeds from labour, struggles with difiicul

ty, and intercourse with nature becomes rare. The mawk

ish mind of such a people, demands the same tawdry

profusion and frippery in literature, which it loves in its

bodily enjoyments. We know how the manly eloquence

of republican Rome faded away, as the peop e were cor

rupted by luxury, into the feeble bombast 0f the Byzan

tine literature. If the rapid increase of luxury can give

any ground for expecting a similar result now, that

ground surely exists among us.

Hence, the impression has grown strong with me, that

we need to be recalled to what would seem, to our exag

gerated tastes, a severe simplicity. When one so youn

as myself, and so little entitled by his own skill to teach

on this subject, offers his humble contribution towards

‘this reform, he should do it with great modesty. And

'you will please receive what I shall offer, not as dogmat

ical, but su gestive. I do not dictate anything to you,

lbllt only 0 'er,‘ as subjects of your more thorough and

wise reflection, those ideas by which I have attempted

the repression of my own faults.

‘ ‘ Permit me also to say, at the outset, that when I ad

wocate a severe simplicity, I am waging no war against

Rhetoric. I am not presuming to impugn that argument,

by which I know I should be met, that since it is our

duty to do our utmost for the salvation of souls, that

Christian minister is faulty, who does not avail himself

of every innocent aid or ornament, by which the truth

can be commended. I only question, whether anything

which violates a natural simplicity and directness of

speech is ornament, and has any efficacy in commending

truth. Let rhetoric be truly defined, as “the art of per

suasion,”—-the art of so addressing the human under

standing, conscience and afi'ections, as best to enforce

our views, and I heartily shake hands with it. I will

Von. vn.—No. 2. 35
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say, let us have as much true rhetoric as possible. My

objection to all meretricious aid is, that it is not orna

ment, but deformity.

Indeed, throughout this discussion, it is on the princi

ples of a sound rhetoric itself, that I would ground all

the considerations to enforce sim licity. The truest art

is that which is most natural. e finest statue is that

on which the strokes of the chisel are unseen; and the

marble is most like native flesh. The finest painting is

that in which the beholder is not for a moment reminded

of the cunning union of lights and shades, but seems to

see the living and breathing man, standing forth from

the canvas. And so, considering our profession of pub

lic speaking as an art merely, he is most perfect in the

art, in whom the hearer perceives no art, but seems to

hear nature pouring forth her voice in her own sponta

neous sim licity. I have seen somewhere an incident

which wel illustrates this proposition. A simple coun

tryman was taken by his friends in London, to see

Garrick act in Hamlet. He seemed to be intensely

interested in the performance. But at his return, when

his friends examined the effect of the scene upon his

mind, they were astonished to find him perfectly silent

concerning the great tragedian. He seemed to have

made no impression on him, while he was loud in

his praise of all the subordinate actors. When they

asked directly, what he thought of Hamlet, they learned

the explanation. “Oh l” he answered, “as to the man

whose father had been so basely murdered, it was no

thing stran e that he should feel and act as he did. N0

son could elp it. But as to those other people, who

were only making believe, their imitations were wonder

ful.” So true to nature, and so unaffected had been

Garrick’s manner, that the countryman had utterly over

looked the fact that Garrick was actin ! But this was

he whom the cultivated taste of Britain ecided to be the

prince of theatrical elo uence. One of the most just

objections therefore, whic can be urged against artificial

ornament is, that it is a sin against art. Much that is

now heard from the pulpit with admiration, would be as

explicitly condemned by rhetoric, b Hamlet’s instruc

tions to the players, or by Horace’s pistle to the Pisos,

as by Christian feeling and principle.
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But let us introduce the more direct discussion, b

reminding you of the topics and aims of our public a -

dresses. Our subject is the most au ust that can fill and

fire the human soul—the perfect ho iness of the Divine

law, redemption from eternal ruin, and the winning of

eternal happiness. Our aim is to persuade men to em

brace this redemption for the salvation of their souls. It

is an established rule, that the grandest subjects should

be treated with most sparin ornament. The greatness '

of the topic commends itse f sufficiently without such

aids. Laboured attempts to give it adventitious force,

seem to be a confession that the subject does not itself

possess weight enou h to command the heart. Orna

ments which might e graceful and appropriate when

connected with a lighter topic, would seem meretricious,

when applied to a grand one. We do not surround the

majestic temple with the same tracery, which would be

in place upon the graceful pavilion.

Again, we observe that man’s nature is such that all

powerful operations of the soul are simple and one.~

Complexity of the affections enfeebles all. Multiplicity

of figure distracts the attention, and by distractin ,

weakens. It is the single, mighty, rushing wind, whic ‘

raises the billows of the great deep: while a variety of

cross-breezes only roughen its surface with trifling rip

ples. ‘ A moment’s thought will show us, that a multi

plication of ornaments or epithets must disarépoint its

own object. The minds of men cannot attend e ectually

to a large number of impressions in rapid succession.—

Although thou ht is rapid, (yet a certain lapse of time is

necessary, to a ow the min to receive, and become pos

sessed with the idea presented to it. Hence, he who

listens to the verbose speaker, is compelled to allow

many of the words which fall upon his ear, to pass

through his mind without impression. The mind of the

listener cannot fully weigh and feel each phrase address

ed to it in so rapid and complex a stream; and, conse

quently, it sufi'ers them all to pass through it lightly. It

cannot do otherwise, though there was, at the outset, a

sincere effort of attention. Every writer or speaker,

therefore, who indulges himself in heaping up useless

epithets, or in the multiplication of adjectives not dis
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tinct and stron ly descriptive, or in any other luxuriance

of language, s ould remember that he is himself com

pelling his reader or hearer, to practice the habit of list

less attention. And, then, there is an end of all vigorous

impression. The speaker can no longer hope to infuse a

strong sentiment into the soul of his audience. Hence

the maxim so strongly enforced by Campbell, that “ the

fewer the words are, provided neither erspicuity nor

propriety be violated, the ex ression is a ways the more

vivid.” To admit into our iscourse any word, hrase,

or figure, which has not its essential use as a ve icle of

our idea, is a sacrifice of effect. The effort which the

mind of the bearer is called to make towards these unes~

Sential phrases, in the acts of sensation and perception,

is just so much taken from the force with which it re

ceives the main idea. The highest species of eloquence

is that which is suggestive, where clear and vigorous

phrases not only convey to the hearer’s mind distinct

ideas, but point it to tracts of light which lead it along

to higher conceptions of its own. But such phrases must

be brief. Our language should, therefore, be pruned,

till every word is an essential part of the clearly defined

idea, which the sentence holds up, like a strong picture,

to the mind of the hearer. If we wish to strike a blow

which shall be felt, we will not take up a bough laden

with foliage. We will use a naked club. _

I suspect that the correctness of these views is confess

ed, even by the consciousness of persons of the most per

verted taste. However they may laud their literary idol,

they cannot conceal it from themselves, that their list

lessness grows more and more dreary under the most

brilliant sparklings of his rhetorical fire-works; that the

more his sparks are multiplied, the more feebly they

strike. There is, indeed, a large class of listeners, whose

minds are so utterly shallow, and who are so thoroughly

unconscious of the real nature and aims of eloquence,

that they are pleased with the mere lingual and gram

matical dexterity with which surprising strings of fine

words are rolled forth. Their idea of fine speaking seems

to be, that it is a sort of vocal legerdemain,—-like that of

the juggler, who can twirl a plate on the end of a rattan

as no one else can,--an art in which the perfection of
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skill consists in connecting the largest quantity of a cer

tain style of words, with the greatest fluency, so that

they shall have the semblance of meaning and melody.

With minds so childish, of course he who can carry this

verbialge to the greatest length, will be the greatest ora

tor. ut none here, surely, are capable of so base an

ambition, as to desire this low and ignorant applause.

There are still stronger considerations, drawn from the

nature of the preacher’s subject, and of his purpose, in

addressing his fellow men. All must admit that appro—

priateness is the very first element of cod taste, in every

art. It is needless to argue this. ow, if we consider

what the preacher of the gospel professes to be, and what

is the topic on which he addresses his fellow men, we

shall feel how utterly inappropriate every artificial orna

ment is. Every minister professes to be actuated by the

love of souls, and by a strong sense of their danger with—

out the gospel. He professes to be a man who is speak~

ing, not to amuse, nor to gain money, nor to display his

talent, but to do good. Even if he is so lost to the feel

ings proper to his high office, as to harbour these ignoble

motives, as a mere matter of taste he must conceal them;

for their display in connexion with a subject so awful,

cannot but be loathsome to all hearers. His motive,

then, must be benevolent sympathy, and love to the Sa

viour. And his subject combines all that should awe

the mind into sincerity, all that should unseal the foun

tains of tenderness, and all that should fire the soul with

warm and ennobling emotions. His themes are the at

tributes of an infinite and 'ealous God, and his perfect

law, that fatal lapse whic “ brou ht death into the

world and all our woe,” the immorta soul, with its des

tiny of endless bliss or pain, the tomb, the resurrection

trump, the righteous Judge, the glories of Heaven, and

the gloom of hell, the gospel’s cheering sound, the tears

of Gethsemane, the blood of Calvary, and the sweet and

awful breathings of the Holy Ghost. His mission is to

lay hold of his fellow men, as they hang over the it, and

draw them from perdition by the love of the Re eemer.

How unspeakably ina propriate is every artifice here,

which glances at sel -laudati0nl And, how utterly un

natural is all complexity of figure! If ever man should
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earnestly feel, he who presents these themes, from the

motives which the reacher professes, should be instinct
with earnestness. IBut who is there, that does not know

{that the eloquence of native emotion is always simple?

When the wail of the bereaved mother rises from the

bedside of her dying child, ah ! there is no art there !—

We have heard it, my brethren; and we know that our

art cannot equal the power of its simplicity. When the

story of his wrongs bursts from the heart of the indignant

patriot, and he consecrates himself upon the altar of his

country, it is in simple words. When the almost de

spairing soul raises to the Saviour the cry, “God be

merciful to me, a sinner,” he speaks unafi'ectedly. So

should the preacher speak. Let me urge it, then, with

all the em hasis which language can convey, that the

very first ictates of good taste and propriety, for him

who speaks of the Gospel, are unafl'ectedness and direct

ness of style. To turn away the mind’s eye, for one

moment, from these overpowering realities, towards the

mere accessories of rhetoric, is the most heinous sin

against rhetoric. It is as though the man who desired

to rouse his sleeping neighbour from a burning house, .

should bethink himself of the melody of his tones, while

he cries fire. It is as though the cham ion, fighting for

his hearth-stone and his house-hold, s ould waste his

thoughts on the grace of his attitudes, and the beauty of

his limbs. "

Do I advocate, then, a directness and simplicity so

bald as to exclude every figure? By no means. A cer

tain class of figures is the very language of nature. Such

we should use in their proper place. They are those

figures which, every one sees, are used to set forth the

subject and not the speaker. They are those figures

which the mind spontaneously seizes when enlarged

and strengthened by the earnestness of its emotions, and

welds, by the heat of its action, into the very substance

of its topic. Such ornaments are disti ished at aglance from the epithets, tropes and sinlllfiqds which the

artificial mind gathers up, with an eye turned all the

time upon the meed of praise it is to receive. Within

the strict bounds of this directness and simplicity, there

is ample scope for the exercise of genius and imagina
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tion. Indeed, it is when a vi orous logic, and a truly

original imagination are stimu ated by the most intense

heat of emotion, that the most absolute simplicity of lan

guage, and at the same time, the grandest heights of

elo uence are reached.

ere is no stronger conviction with me, than that the

preacher should never attempt to rescue his discourse

rom baldness or tameness, by those supposed rhetorical

ornaments which are collected with deliberate design.—

The moment an ornament is felt to be introduced “with

malice pre ense,” it becomes a deformity. It is always

a futile an degrading resort. There is a rule of archi

tecture propounded for some styles by the greatest mas

ters, which speakers might profitably adopt. It is, that

while every essential member of the structure shall be so

proportioned as to be an ornament, no ornament shall be

admitted which is not also an element of construction:

no column which has nothing to support,—no bracket

which has nothing to strengthen. Next to the possession

of native genius, the proper sources of literary ornament

are in the warmth of an honest, earnest emotion, co

operating with a clear and logical comprehension of the

thing discussed. Unless our ornaments come spontane

ously from this, their proper mint, they will inevitably

be counterfeit. When, therefore, the preacher, after he

has done all in the preparation of his subject, which clear

definition, just arrangement, and sound logic can effect,

feels that his work is still too tame to take hold on the

people, it is worse than useless for him to seek, in cold

blood, for ornament. He should seek feeling. He needs

to sacrifice, not at the shrine of Calliope, but at the altar

of the Holy Ghost.

Let us remember that all men have a native percep

tion of consistency and appropriateness. And all men

instinctively 'udge whether the tones, countenance and

language of t e person speakin to them, are s ontane

ous or artificial. The cultivate do not surpass t 1e igno

rant and the young, in the strength of these perceptions;

for they are the direct result of intuitive capacities, which

are often perverted by the habits of a faulty cultivation.

Not even does dramatic eloquence ofi'er any exception to

the statement that all artificial speaking is inevitably
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felt, by all hearers, to be artificial, and therefore naught.

For I am sure, that there never has been, and never will

be a good actor, whether on the stage, at the bar, or in

the forum, who did not become eloquent, by so palpably

conceiving the emotions proper to the part he was acting,

as to merge his personality, for the time, in the part, and

to become sincerely inspired with its feelings. Let us,

then, remember, that the prompt and s ontaneous per

ception of every hearer decides absolute y, whether our

manner seems to him artificial 0r hearty; and if it de

cides us to be artificial, it has forthwith, with equal cer

tainty, the feeling of our inconsistency. But what is

worse than this, the chief motive which the world will

naturally impute to us, for this insincerity of manner, is

the desire of self-display. We mayfplead that if there is

an error of manner, it has arisen rom a well-meaning

mistake, in our disinterested effort to impress the truth.

The world will not be so charitable as to credit us. It

will say that the natural language of disinterestedness is

simplicity, and that the natural language of self-display

is artifice; and it will persist in imputing the latter as

our motive.

It is very important to observe here, also, that if, from

our perverted training, an artificial manner has become

second nature to us, this will not prevent the mischief.

To the instinctive perce tions of the hearer, it still seems

artificial; and he natura 1y concludes it is purposely such.

It is not sufficient, therefore, for the spea er to say, that

it is “his manner,”-—that to him it is not artificial; that

in speaking thus, he is giving free course to his disposi

tions. He should inquire how it became his manner;

whether through the promptings of an ingenuous, hum

ble, and self-devoting love for souls, or through the itch

ings of conceit, literary vanity, and servile imitation, in

the days of his inexperience.

But where the native perceptions of the hearers receive

from our manner this impression of artifice, what reason

is so dull as not to draw the inference, that the preacher,

if he really believed what he proclaimed of the sinner’s

risk, and if he really felt that enerous compassion which

is his ostensible motive, cou d have neither time nor

heart to bestow one thought on self-display? When men
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listen to one who preaches of their dread ruin and its

sacred remedy, with deliberate and intentional artifice,

they are driven to one of two alternatives. They must

conclude, “either this man does not believe his own

words, when he tells me of my hanging over eternal

fires, and of Heaven stoopin to my rescue; or, if he

does believe them, he must ave almost the heart of a

fiend, to be capable of vanity and selfish artifice, in the

presence of truths so sacred and dire.” And, indeed, my

Brethren, what must be the callous selfishness of that

man, who, believing in the reality of the gospel themes,

can desecrate them to the tricking forth of his own rhe

torical fame!

Grecian story tells us that when the painter Parrhasius

was enga ed upon a great picture, representin Prome

theus, as he lay chained to the crags of mount (Iaucasus,

and eternally consumed by a ravenous vulture, he bought

an old man from among the Olynthian captives, sold by

Philip of Macedon, and tortured him to death beside his

easel; in order that he might transfer to his canvas the

traits of the last strug le, in their native reality. Does

not the heart grow sic at the devilish ambition of this

Pa an, as he steels his soul against the cry of agony, and

coo 1y wrings out the life of a helpless and harmless

fellow man, to win fame for himself, by throwing into

his master-piece the lineaments of a living death!

But, is this instance strong enough to express the cruel

and impious vanity of that man, who can deliberately

trafiic in the terrors of eternity, and the glories of Go ,

merely to deck his own oratory? He brings the ever

lasting woes of his brother man, and gathers the gloom

and the groans of their perdition, and coolly dips his

pencil in the blackness of their despair, to make of them

materials for self-display! Nay, he even dares to lay his

hand upon the awful glories of the Cross, and those sa

cred pan s of Calvary, at which redeemed sinners should

only shu der and wee , and weaves them into a garland

for his own vanity. l\ow, the impenitent man can hard

ly believe that the minister, who shows in all his social

life, the sympathies and virtues of an amiable character,

is thus savagely and profanely selfish. And, therefore,

the alternative which he must embrace is, to beliegge, or,

 

all
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if he does not consciously believe, to do what is prac

tically more ruinous, to feel half consciously, that the

minister is not in earnest; that his reaching is not real

ly prompted by a settled belief of t e sinner’s ruin and

the Redeemer’s love; but by the desire to further his

own reputation and earn his bread. For, is not this pa

rade of self-display just in character with such a purpose?

And when the lover of sin and godlessness thus feels

that the appointed ambassador of eternity does not him

self believe, of course he will allow himself to doubt-—

Let this, then, be the great and final objection to all arti

fice of manner in the ulpit, that it most surely sows

broadcast the seeds of s e ticism.

And, in truth, dear Bret ren, does not our proneness

to such manner,—does not the fact that we can be ca a

ble of it, proceed from the weakness of our faith? e

true cure of the vice is to feel the powers of the world to

come. The reason that Davies, Tennent and Whitefield,

Paul and Peter, and above all, He that s oke as never

man spake, displayed such directness an power, was

that their souls saw heaven and hell with the vision of

faith. The more we can feel the love of Christ, and the

nearer we can draw to the cross, the judgment, and the

eternal world, the more we shall feel that all else than

native simplicity and directness is out of place, and that

all else is unnecessary.

 

ARTICLE VI.

THE PROVINCE OF REASON, ESPECIALLY IN MATTERS OF RE

RELIGION.

1 These. V: 21.—1 Peter, III: 15.-]l[atthew, VI: 23.

Luke, XI: 34.—Rom. I: 22.

In the first of these passages of Scripture, we are taught

not to receive implt'eztly as the true doctrines of God,

what may be inculcated even by the ministers of God.

We are to listen to them with reverence, but not with
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unthinking acquiescence. We are, ourselves, to search

the Scriptures, to become familiar with their truths; and

having thus proved that what is taught is scriptural, and

therefore true, we are to hold it fast as “good,” to lay it

up in our hearts, and to practise it in our lives. In ac

cordance with this general precept, our Saviour, on more

than one occasion, called upon his hearers to judge,—not

of the truth or reasonableness ofwhat he taught,—(for how

could they believe in heavenly things whose nature tran

scended their finite capacities,)——but to judge of the

evidences which he gave, that He was an infallible teach

er, and that all, therefore, that he said, was indubitable

truth.* The Apostles, also, in enforcin any duty, do

not hesitate to appeal to the reason an conscience of

men, and to characterize the whole of piety, both as it is

“ the obedience of faith,” and as it is the obedience of

the life, a “reasonable service.”j'

In the second passage we have quoted, Christians are

. exhorted, in view of the opposition and hatred to which

they and their holy religion are exposed, to see that their

knowledge of God is an experimental, saving and sanc

tifying knowledge, that they may be ever ready to give

to every one that asketh it, a reason of the glorious hope

that is in them both as it regards the irresis§ible strength

of the external evidences of the gospel, and of the un

speakable peace and power of its internal working to

the salvation of all who believe.

In the third passa e, our Saviour compares the reason

of man to the eye. f the eye is prevented from a clear

and perfect vision by any film or impediment, or by

want of sufficient light, then, ust as surely as we attempt

to use it, will it mislead and injure us. But, if the eye

be in itself sound, and the light by which it sees be pure,

then will its perceptions be correct, and our steps well

ordered. In like manner, reason may be vitiated,-—'or

its present light may be obscure,—or it may be wholly

incapable of judging of the truth before it, by reason of

its spiritual and supernatural grandeur; and if, in such

circumstances, it is made the ju ge and standard of truth,

* John v: 31; and x: 37, 38; and xxi; 25. 1 John, iv: 1.

J[lCoin x: 15. Rom. xii: l.
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it will, and must, lead us into errl'ili. But, when reason

is in itself perfect, and the evidence'lsefore it is sufficient

and capable of being fully appreciated and understood,

then it will lead us to right and proper conclusions, both

as to truth and duty. _

In the last passage quoted, we are informed that such

is the present initiated and perverted» state of human rea

son, that even those who have made the .most pompous

professions of their love of wisdom, and have claimed to

be wise above all others, have proved themselves to be

vain and foolish,—have darkened. their own hearts, and

the hearts of others,—have obscured the knowledge of

God, and of duty, preserved to them by primitive tradi

tionary.revelation,-—and, not liking to retain this know

ledge of God, have been involved in inextricable doubts

and difliculties, both as 'it re ards God and the chief

good, and everlasting life. “ aving the understanding

arkened, being alienated from the ife of God, through

the ignorance that was in them, because of the blindness

of their hearts.” ‘

We are thus brought to the subject of the present dis

course, namely, the province of reason in matters of reli

gion. It has been asserted, and is still maintained,metrically by Deists, and Unitarians, and by thousands‘

practically, that reason is a suificient, and the only ne

cessary guide in matters of religion, and that revelation

is either unnecessary and useless, and therefore untrue,

or that, being to some extent, and for some purposes,

necessary, reason is the standard by which its doctrines

and its duties are to be judged. “Whatever opinion

agrees not with reason, (says Smalcius, one of the fa

thers of modern Unitarianism,) is inadmissible in theolo

gy, and to admit such doctrines, we neither can, nor

ought to, be induced, even by the express words of the

Spirit of God himself.”* According to Dr. Beard, one of

the most recent and very learned defenders of Unitarian

ism,'f' “The fundamental peculiarity of the anti-trinitarian

movement is the deference paid to human intelligence as

* See his words quoted at length in Smith’s Testimony to the Messiah,

vol. i., pp. 75, '76.

1- Historieal and Artistic Illust. of the Trinity, by J. R. Beard, D. D. Lon

don. 1846: p. 196. 4
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the judge, vtll'tiiiglifilriot the source of religious truth.” The

same author says?‘ “As witnesses, the Apostles and primi

tive Christians are invaluable ; as authorities, they are re

volutionary.” “ W32 may be excused, (he continues,) if

we think that these expounders of Christianity did not al

ways rigidly adherito its sole and perfect t pe, as found
in the mind of the 0rd Jesus himself.”j' ll-Ie also adds,

“Let it not besupp’ ed that, therefore, the writer holds

every part of Script re to be of equal authority. Such

an idea is a gross an pernicious error. All Scripture is

in some way profitab , but all is not alike valid.”

Similar aflirmation' we might adduce from various

acknowledged writers 0 this denomination of “rational

believers,” as they prou call themselves. But this is

needless, as it has been a med among ourselves that

“the religious element in man ived a new stimulus and

direction at the coming of the Son of Man, and the pro

mulgation of his holy reli ion. Yet its chief'- and most po

tent manifestations are sti 1 characterized by mudh‘fiiat is

arbitrary, wayward, contradictory and inconsistent.”—

“ God, in the mean time,” it is added, “gives us REASON to

examine, to defend, to CORRECT, to IMPROVE, or to FORSAKE

these accompanying errors.” Reason, therefore, and not

any written revelation, it is afi‘irmed, is the source, or at

least the arbiter and judge of religious truth. Is it so?

This question, it may be perceived, lies at the foundation

of all inquiries into reli ions doctrine, and determines at

once, whether Gon, in is WORD, or REASON in EACH IN—

DIVIDUAL HEART, is to be the standard and judge of reli

gious truth.

To come to a proper conclusion on this subject, we

must, in the first place, understand what reason is, and

secondly, what are its capacity, limits, and present con

dition, and this will at once point out its province in

matters of religion. -

What, then, is reason? Reason, derived from the La

tin verb to think, is the power or faculty of thinking.—

“It is (says Locke,) that faculty in man whereby he is

supposed to be distinguished from the beasts, and where—

in it is evident he much surpasses them.” “ It denotes

  

* Hist. and Art. Illust. of the Trinity, p. 7.__f Ditto, p. 7.
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that power by which we distinguish truth from falsehood,

and right from wrong, and by which we are enabled to

combine means for the attainment of particular ends,”

and “ to deduce (adds Websteri) inferences from facts or'

propositions.” “Reason (says saac Taylor,) is the mind

acting upon its own ideas.”* “It is distinguished from

instinct by the knowledge of relations,—or cause and

effect.”+ To have reason is, therefore, to be a rational,

moral, and accountable being, that is, to be a man. But

while all men are thus rational, it must be remembered

that he only is reasonable who acts according to the prin

ciples of right reason.

Reason, then, is that sublime spiritual or intellectual

nature, by which man is enabled to know truth, and

to obey it,—to examine the validity of the testimony

brought before it,—to separate the false from the true,—

give assent according to the evidence, and thus arrive at

the certainty of knowledge when the evidence for truth

is unexceptionable,—at probability when the evidence

for the truth outweighs objections or difficulties,-—and at

conviction offalsehood when there is a plain and positive

disagreement. 4

To receive nothing as truth but what is thus made

certain by sufiicient evidence, to judge and act only upon

such rational grounds, to believe and do nothing but

what he is convinced by the pro er use of his reason,

and the full, candid and impartia examination of evi

dence, he ought to believe and to do, is to act as a 91a

tional being, and to be, in fact, a reasonable being.

Man is commonly spoken of as made up of distinct

and separate faculties, each independent in its power of

action from the rest. But while such a division may be

necessary and important for general purposes, it is most

delusive, regarded as any thing more than an abstract

classification of the various exercises, attributes, faculties

and powers,—call them what we may,—of THE ‘ONE ra

tional mind. WVith a capacity to discern relations, can

ses, and effects, to deduce conclusions, to act from mo

* See Elements of Thought, by Isaac Taylor, p. 184, and Brown’s Phi

losophy, p. 313, 1 vol. ed.

{Ditto p. 102.
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tives drawn from the past, the present, and the future,

and to arrive at convictions of the existence and reality

of invisible, s iritual and everlasting things,—this REA

son or MIND 0 man, is just that intelligent, moral and

accountable nature which God has given him. And, al

- though common language ascribes a variety of faculties

to the soul, imputing one action to the blindness of pas

sion, another to the evil of our tempers, another to the

heat of imagination, and another to the calmness of our

reason, yet, in reality, THE SOUL IS ONE, and every thing

that is done, is done by man under the active and con

trolling power of this rational and responsible nature.—

The body, with its animal spirits, desires, and propensi

ties, and its nervous and physical energy, is made to be

subject to the soul, to be its servant and helper, to co

operate in the furtherance of every good word and work,

and to be restrained from every thing that is evil in

thought, word and deed. The body, except for the preser

vation of animal life, cannot act except as it is acted

upon. Passion is passive until it receives power from

the will, and permission from the reason. Emotions can

only suggest, they can not determine our conduct. The

impulses of our nature can only be gratified when the

soul, the mind, the reason of the intelligent man concurs

in allowing their indulgence, and in securing the means

necessary for it. They are intended to be as absolutely

under the controul of reason as are the hand, the feet, the

eyes, and the other senses.

It is on this account that man is capable ofvice and vir

tue, morality and immorality, purity and impurity, sin

and holiness. He possesses, and the brutes do not, a

knowledge of God, of God’s law, God’s will, and of his

own duty, and of all that is required and prohibited under

the penalty of God’s wrath and curse. But all this know

ledge man possesses by his reason, which is, we have

seen, that intelligent nature which distinguishes him

from the brutes. The same actions which in brutes have

no moral character, in man become morally right or

wrong. It follows, therefore, that since the actions of

men are only re arded as right or wrong, blamable or

commendable, w en they proceed from one who is con

sidered to be in the full possession of his reason,—that
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every thing that is imprudence, baseness, villany or sin,

in man, however it may require the co-operation of the

body, must be the act of his rational nature, otherwise it

would have no moral character whatever.

I do not mean to condemn the language which speaks

of the several faculties and passions of the soul as if they

were as distinct and independent as the governor, officers

and citizens of a commonwealth. These distinctions are

necessary for mental analysis and general comprehen

sion,—give life and beauty to all language and discour

ses,—-and indicate the particular motive and medium by

which, in every action, the intelli ent nature of man is

induced to jud e and to act as it oes.

Considered, owever, in this light,—that is, as a facul

ty of thinking and judging,—reason has no moral char

acter. It is neither good nor evil, proud nor humble,

presumptuous nor vain. It is merely a faculty or power,

and only becomes moral when regarded as under the

direction of the intelligent moral nature of man, actuated

by motives, arriving at certain ends, subject to the moral

law of God, and guided by certain principles. Morally

speaking, reason is just what man is. Man is under au

thority to God’s law as the rule of duty—to God’s will

as the supreme and final judge,—to Go ’s tcstimony,—in

whatever way imparted,—as the ultimate, final, and in

fallible evidence of what is true or false, good or evil.—

Reason, therefore, becomes morally good or evil, holy or

unholy, humble or proud, presumptuous or vain, just as

it is employed in faithfully ascertaining God’s law, God’s

testimony, and God’s will, and in implicitly obeying

them,—or, on the other hand, as it follows the desires

and devices of a wicked heart, and under its influences

will not come to the light, lest its deeds should be re

proved.

lVe proceed to remark that this rational nature, and

of course this faculty or power of judging, is limited.—

All men, in distinction from the brutes, are by nature

intelligent and rational beings, by which, and not by

instinct, they discover what is right or wrong, good and

evil.

Not that all men are alike in their intellectual, any

more than in their physical, nature. There is, in both
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respects, perfect individuality and endless variety, and

yet, at the same time, one and the same general na

ture.

This intelligent and rational nature of man, however

exalted it may be in its highest manifestations, it is ne

vertheless inferior to that of angels, both in its capacity

of thou ht, and in the extent of its knowled e, and it is

infinite y inferior to the reason .and knowle ge of God.

Man is endowed with that degree of reason, and that

capacity of knowledge, which was pro er and necessary

for his condition here and hereafter. is lory, there

fore, must be to act in accordance with t e order and

perfection of his being. And to sink below it, and pros

titute his powers to earthly, sensual, or devilish pur

suits,—or, on the other hand, to attempt to ewoeeol the

powers bestowed upon him,—is equally irrational and

sinful. The one is self-destruction, the other presump

tion, folly and rebellion. There is a line which-no crea

ted understanding can pass, and that line is fixed to

every class of beings according to their own order, even

as there is one glory of the sun, and another of the moon,

and another of the stars.

And, as there are doubtless many beings superior to

ourselves, who are able to discover more truths than we

can do, so it is reserved for ‘God alone, to have a perfect

and universal comprehension of all possible truths.

“When, therefore, reason refuses to submit to God’s

guidance, or assent to what has all the inward and ex

ternal marks of God’s infallible testimony ;—when it will

deny, only because it cannot comprehend and fathom

the depths of God with its own short line,-—or, when it

attempts to give reasons, and account for things which

God has not thought fitting to explain,—-then it trans

gresses the bound of duty, and, instead of a guide, be

comes a deceiver and destroyer of those who follow its

directions.” It is the light of a candle employed to dis

cover that which is irradiated by the light of the sun. It

is arrogant profaneness, a wanton encroachment upon

the rerogatives of Heaven, and an impious challenge to

our Itiaker, why he has made us as he has. Reason, in

such a case, is the i nis fatuus which leads its bewilder

ed follower into fats paths; or, it is like the lightning

VOL. vn.—No. 2. 37
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flash to the lost traveller, which only discovers the im

mensity of the trackless waste before him.

But further, human reason is as certainly limited in

its field of observation, as in its capacity to judge. We

inhabit but a spot in the creation of God. By our con~

nection with the body, and the subjection of our reason

to the senses as the inlets of all our original perceptions,

the mind cannot go beyond the conclusions drawn from

what it is capable of observing.

Reason, in its popular acceptation, is nothing but a

faculty. It is not knowled e, but only the capacity or

power of obtaining it. en observation, instruction

and education are denied, this power lies dormant.—

When that observation and instruction are erroneous,

reason only confirms us in ignorance and error. Reason,

in and of itself, is therefore insufficient to discover and

practise what is necessary for the ordinary duties even

of the present life.

As our Saviour has taught us, reason or understanding

is, s iritually, what the eye is physically. The one is ca

pab e of seein , and the other of knowing. But the eye

cannot see wit out light, nor reason without instruction.

Reason is not the light, but the organ which acts by the

light imparted to it. Even in reference to the world

around it, reason knows infinitely less than it is ignorant

of; and the little it does know, is known as the result of

close observation, diligent study, and ages of experience

and discovery.

The relations and dependencies of the system of our

globe, not to speak of our planetary system, and that of

the visible universe, are almost entirely beyond our ob

servation and knowledge. So are all the essences of

things. How much more certainly and necessarily,

therefore, must this be the case, in reference to ever

thing that is beyond the visible world,—all that is invisi

ble and incapable of observation,—-all that is supernatu

ral and infinitely removed from the sphere and capacity

of our finite and limited reason.

Whatever we can know b the use of our faculties of

obsmatz'on and undereta ing, is properl within thev

bounds of reason. Whatever ob'ects are Zeyond these,

must either remain unknown, or ecome known only by
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clear and sufficient testimony, in which case they reason

ably claim and secure the approbation of our reason. In

reference to such ob'ects, the testimony must be super

natural, and the evi ence must be Divine, in order to be

infallible. Reason perceives the truth and certainty of

the testimony, in whatever way it is revealed, just as it

perceives God’s testimony to what is true in all the phe

nomena of nature,——and knowing that God will not de

ceive and cannot lie, it regards the evidence as infallible,

and arrives at a most rational assurance of the truth.—

This is FAITH, that is, knowledge founded, not upon ob

servation or intuition, but upon testimony.

The things which are objects of this knowledge, that

is, which are above and beyond reason, were by the an

cients included under that part of knowledge termed

meta hysical, that is, after or above what is physical.

“ fill this class, Plato ranges the contemplation of all

Divine things; such as, the first being or cause,—-the

origin of things,—the wonders of providence,-—the wor

ship of God,—the mysteries of religion,—the immortality

of the soul,—and a future state. He never pretended

one of these to be discoverable by reason, but always

ingenuously confesses them to be learned by traditions

brought from the Barbarians, viz: the Jews, &c. They

were frequently termed wonderful things, as being nei

ther discoverable nor demonstrable by reason.”

Such is the nature and limits of human reason, consi

dered apart from any moral obliquity that may attach to

it,—clear, and upright, and ever ready to approve and

follow that which is good. But such is not its present

character. Man was, indeed, “made upright,” but he

has become “corrupt.” As men are now, “they have

no understanding.” They have “corrupt minds.” Their

“foolish heart is darkened.” “Having the understand

ing darkened through the ignorance that is in them, be

cause of the blindness of their heart.” Man’s reason,

therefore, is now clouded as well as limited. It is de

based by servitude to the lusts of the flesh and the lusts

of the eyes. It is enfeebled by moral disease. It is

manacled by prejudices. The eye of reason is vitiated.

It cannot hear the light. It loveth darkness rather than

light, and because it will not come to the light and re
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ceive the truth in the love of it, it stumbleth, even at

noon-day. Such is the testimon of “ the Father of our

spirits.”—“the Light who enlig teneth every man that

cometh into the world,” and who “knoweth what is in

man.”

And such, also, is the testimony of observation and

experience. Even in reference to purely intellectual and

philosophical pursuits, the father of philosophy found it

necessary to caution against the idols of the mind. The

art of reasoning is but the science of exposin and guard

ing against the weakness, perversity and sop istry of the

human mind. Imperfection, contradiction, change have

characterized all the efforts of genius. N0 theory has

been too absurd to find advocates and disciples, while

rival sects,—from those who believe every thing, to those

who believe nothing, however true,—have filled up the

history of philosophy. There is no single truth, from the

existence of an external world to the existence of an

eternal God, which has not been denied and darkened.

Reason has, in all ages, rendered man shamefully unrea

sonable. Philoso hy has been the guide to all the errors

under the sun. hat right reason itself is,—what the

chiefgood is,—what right and wron are,—what is the na

ture, ground, and authority ofmora ity,—what man is,—

what the soul is,—what God is,—what man’s destin

is,—human reason never has discovered or determine ,

with any fixed or authoritative certainty. There have

been as many opinions as philosophers in the world, and

among them, there have been ' ions merely, but no

certai/n. knowledge. When in 32/”right, they disputed

themselves wrong, and left every thing in confusion and

doubt. Socrates, the wisest of men, professed to know

only one thing with certainty, and that was his ignorance

of every thing, and the ignorance of all who pretended

to know any more. Plato, again and again, reminded

his hearers that he could give them probability, and not _

proof, for what he taught. Both Socrates and Plato re- '

uked the pride and ignorance of philosophers as the

fruitful source of every error.* Aristotle condemned all

* Plato brings in Socrates in his Alcibiades, thus philosophizing: “Thou

knowest that errors in practice come from this ignorance, that men think
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his redecessors as foolish and vain-glorious, and in re

gar to all things Divine, said little, and believed less.

And, not to name the skeptics who doubted and disputed

every thing), the opinion of Tully ma be given as that

of all who ave ever earnestly inquire after truth, with

out the light of revelation, namely, “that all things are

surrounded and concealed by so thick a darkness, that

no strength of mind can penetrate them.”*

the know, what they do not.” Then he adds, When men are conscious

of their own ignorance, they are willing to be taught by others. Again,

Believe me and the famous Delphic oracle, Know thyself. This Plato, in

his Charmides, speaks, Many have erred from their scope by trusting to

their own opinion without judgment. Again, It is a great piece of tem

perance for a man to know himself. It would be a great advantage if none

would not beyond their knowledge and strength. We seem to know all

things, but indeed we are ignorant of every thing. It is an absurd thing

to philosophize of things we know not; when any attempts a thing above

his strength, be greatly errs. Thus Plato, out of what he had learnt from

his master, Socrates. So, again, in his Legib. 5, Plato discoursing of self

love: From this, says he, roceeds this great error, that all men esteem

their ignorance to be w' om, whence, knowing nothing, we think we

know all things. Thence, not permitting ourselves to be taught what we

are ignorant of, we fall into great errors. We have, indeed, a great sayin

in his Epinom. p. 980, shewing that we can get no true knowledge of Go ,

but by dependence on, and prayer to him. His words are, Trusting in

the Gods, pray unto them, that thou mayest have right notions of the

Gods. Thus it shall be, if God as a Guide, shall shew us the way; only

he] thou with thy prayers.

astly, Plato, Legib. 4, tells us, That he who is humble and modest will

adhere to Divine justice. But he that is lifted up in his own roud con

fidences, as though he wanted no Guide or Governor, he is eserted by

God; and being deserted, disturbs others; and, although he may for awhile

seem some body, yet at last he is sufliciently punished by Divine justice.—

See the original, given in Gale’s Court of the Gentiles, vol. 8., pp. 15, 16.

it The early fathers who had been disciples of Plato, and the other phi

losophers, speak very strongly of their weakness and fell .

You will adduce, says Justin Martyr to the Greeks, e wise men and

the philosophers, for, to these, as to a strong-hold, you are wont to make

your esca e, whenever, concerning the Gods, any one twits you with the

opinion 0 the poets. Wherefore, since it is fitting to begin with the first

and the most ancient, commencing with them I will shew: that the specu

lation of each hilosopher is still more ridiculous, than even the theology

of the poets. (18

He then proceeds in regular succession, through the several 0 inions of

Thales, Anaximander, Anaximenes, Heraclitus, Anax oras, Lehelaus,

Pythagoras, Epicurus, Empedocles, Plato, and Aristotle, or the purpose of

convicting them all of manifest and indisputable folly. With respect to

Plato, in particular, nothing can be more contemptuous than Justin s sneer

at him. ’

(1) Justin ad Grsec. Cohort. Oper. p. 3.
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But man was made to practise as well~as to lmow ,' and

reason was intended to uide into right actions as well

as into right opinions. 'lo know and choose to do what

is good is moral goodness, and to know and choose to do

what is contrary to right, is moral evil. What, then, is

the character of human reason, as seen in human con

duct? All that we commonly call the weakness, blind

ness and disorder of our passions, is, in reality, the weak

ness, disorder and blindness of our reason, to whom those

passions are in subjection, and without whose sanction

they could neither esire, will, nor act. All the tempers

Plato, forsooth, is as sure that the Supreme Deity exists in a fiery sub

stance, as if he had come down from above, and had accurately learned

and seen all the things that are in Heaven. (1)

Since, continues he to the Greeks, it is impossible to learn from your

teachers any thing true respecting piety towards God, inasmuch as their

very difference of opinionis aplain proof of their ignorance ; I deem it an

obvious consequence, that we should return to our own forefathers; who

are of much higher antiquity than any of your teachers; who have taught

us nothing from their own mere phantasy; who, among themselves, have

no discrepancies; and who attempt not mutually to the opinion of each

other, but who, without wrangling and disputation, communicate to us

that knowledge which they have received from God. For, neither by na

ture nor by human intellect, is it possible for men to attain the knowledge

of such great and Divine matters; but only by the gift which descends

from above upon holy men, who needed not the arts of eloquence or the

faculty of subtle disputation, but who judged it solely necessary to pre

serve themselves pure for the efficacious energy of the Divine Spirit.

For the authors of our theology, says be, we have the Apostles of the

Lord: who not even themselves arbitrarily chose what they would intro

duce; but who faithfully delivered to the nations that discipline which they

had received from Christ. FINALLY unassins TnnmsnLvns ARE susonnnn mom

PHILOSOPHY. Thence spring those fables and endless genealogies and un

fruitful questions and discourses, creeping like a gangrene: from which the

Apostles would rein us back, by charging us, even in so many words, to

beware of philosophy. What, then, is there in common between Athens

and Jerusalem, between the Academy and the Church, between Heretics

and Christians? Our institution is from the orch of Solomon: who him

self has admonished us to seek the Lord in simplicity of heart. Let those

persons see to it, who have brought forward a Stoical, or a PLATONIC, or a

Dialectic Christianity.

From the Prophets and from Christ we are instructed in regard to God.

Nor from the Philosophers or from Epicurus.

God hath chosen the foolish things of the world that he might confound

the wise. Through this simplicity of the truth, DIRECTLY conrnanr to sub

tiloquence and philosophy, we can savour nothing perverse. (2)

(1; Justin. Cohort. Open, p. 4.

(2 See also Tertullian to the same same effect, adv. hair. §2, 3; and adv.

Marcion lib. ii., §13, and lib. v. § 40.
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and passions of the heart, all the prejudices and idols of

the mind, all the numerous faculties of the soul, are, as

we have said, but the various acts and operations of one

and the same rational principle which, in its union with

the physical nature, constitutes man, and they only re

ceive different names, according to the object on which

this reason is employed, and the manner in which it acts.

Reason, therefore, as it is the only principle of virtue, so

it is the only cause of all that is base, horrid and shame

ful in human nature. Reason alone can discern truth,

and reason alone can lead into the rossest errors, both

in speculation and in practice, and ence men are held

accountable for all the evil they do, because they do it

knowingly, and willingly, that is, in the exercise of rea

son.

Such, then, as is human nature, such is human reason.

And as human nature is every where, and in all ages

and places mistrusted, deceitful, and desperately wicked

in its unrestrained developements, it follows that though

all men are rational, they are not reasonable ; since rea

son itself is darkened by sin, “so that the natural man re

ceiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, either as to

doctrine, spirit or duty, for they are foolishness unto him,

because they are spiritually discerned.”

Reason, in man’s resent condition, is not what it ori

ginally was. That ight, therefore, which at first was

suflicient to preserve man from falling, and to lead him

in the way of truth, is not sufficient to restore him, now

that he has fallen, and to bring him back to God. “Not

(says the Apostle,) that we are sufficient of ourselves, to

think anything as of ourselves, but our sufiiciency is of

God,” who alone can “give us an understanding that we

may know Him that is true, and be guided into all truth,

an be preserved from all error.”

This brings us once more, therefore, to the main ques

tion before us, namely, whether reason,—the reason of

every individual man, or the collective reason of all men,

or the particular opinions each man has happened to take

up, with or without examination,—whether this reason

is the standard and judge of truth. It is not a ques~

tion now in dispute, whether all men have the right and

are under a solemn obligation, to judge and act accord
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ing to their own reason. This is as clear to our mind as

that every man has a right to see, and can see only with

his own eyes, and hear with his own ears. This is a

matter of dut and of necessity, since man, as a rational

being, can on y act from reason, and can only really be

lieve what his own reason has assured him is proved by

sufficient evidence. To act from the principle of reason

and choice, or will, is as necessary to man as his being

what he is. This is not the privilege of the philosopher,

but is as essential to human nature as self-consciousness,

personal identity and conscience are.

In this controversy, we maintain, therefore, the abso

lute necessity of reason to every 0 inion which man

holds, and to every action man perigrms. This we do

against fanatics on the one hand, and Romanists on the

other. Both these classes of errorists agree in denying

the use of reason. The fanatic “substitutes in place of

the sober deductions of reason, the extrava ant fancies

of a disordered imagination, and considers t ese fancies

as the immediate illumination of the Spirit of God.” He

puts out the li ht, and then follows the vagaries of his

own bewildered imagination, forgetting that God never

commands, but he convinces also; that men cannot obey

without believing, nor believe without sufficient evidence

of the truth or duty. They who deny, therefore, the use

of reason, in order to the belief of any doctrine or duty,

destroy the only means God has given us to convince 0f

the reasonableness and obligation of truth and duty, and

instead of a rational worship, have fallen into all the de

lusions of madness and superstition.

The Romanist allows reli 'on to be a reasonable ser

vice only so far as it enab es the enquirer to discover

that the Romish Church is the infallible testifier, in

God’s stead, to all that is truth, and to all that is duty.

Havin done this, its office ceases, exce t so far as to

hear w at she inculcates, and obey what s e commands.

In other words, man, in becomin a Romanist, ceases to

be a rational being, and to hol any direct relation or

responsibility to God. He believes and does what the

church enforces, and this is the sum and substance of the

Romish religion. It is not belief in God, in Christ, in a

Holy Spirit, or in any one or all of the doctrines of the
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Gospel. It is belief in the Church of Rome, not in the

Bible, not in our own senses, reason, or faculties. This,

however, is as contrary to the necessity of our being, as

it is to the word of God, which requires us to search the

Scriptures, whether what the church teaches be true, to

prove all her teachings by that word, and to be always

ready, in reference to every doctrine and duty, to give a ‘

reason to every one that asketh.

The question, then, now before us, is not as to the use

of reason, in reference to all testimony, and all evidence,

and its absolute necessity to all belief, but whether every

man’s reason is to guide him in his inquiries after truth,

and in his reception of the truth by its own light merely,

by the amount of its present knowledge merely, or by

that it conceives to be the general opinion of mankind

merely, or whether in all matters that relate to God and

thin spiritual and divine, it is to be guided by the light

whic God has been pleased to im art in his word.

Here we encounter the abuse 0 reason, and contend

against Deists, Rationalists and Unitarians, for the insuf

ficiency of reason, as a guide or e in matters of reli

gion,—-for its true nature, oflice an function,——and for

the necessity, both of the Divind Word, and the Divine

S irit, as a standard, and as a guide to truth. And from

what we have said, this controversy may, we think, be

summarily ended. '

Reason, we have seen, is finite, limited, and imperfect,

and in reference to all Spiritual and Divine things, weak- _

ened and darkened. Reason, too, is only a faculty, a

capacity of knowledge. It is not knowledge. Whatever

man knows, he knows by observation, experience, i11

struction, through the processes of his own reason, his

intuitive beliefs, his ori inal suggestions, his sense of

right and wrong, with al other attributes and owers

w ich together constitute his reason, and make im an

intelligent, moral and accountable being. Now, what

the reason of a child is, compared with the reason of an

educated man, the reason of the most highly gifted and

informed mind is to that of angels ; and the reason and

knowled e of angels is no more than a single ray of light

compare to the noontide brilliance of the sun, when

contrasted with the infinite reason and perfect compre

Lwe».I..AA
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hension of Him that knoweth all things past, present and

future,—whether material or immaterial, natural or di

vine. And since it is the very nature and irresistible

tendency of reason to obtain whatever assistance, guid

ance and instruction, it has the means and op ortunity

of securing, in order to develope its powers and enlarge

its sphere of knowledge;--since, without such light and

uidance, it would know nothing, eVen of things on earth,

it is at once evident that human reason only acts ration

ally when in reference to all thin s divine, and which

are, by their very nature, beyon its observation and

comprehension, it submits itselfimplicitly to the teaching

and guidance of revelation. Revelation, that is, the tes

timony and instruction of God, in reference to the nature

of things spiritual, supernatural, and divine, is to reason

just what nature, observation and instruction, the testi

mony provided by God, is in reference to things natural.

Deists, and Rationalists, and Unitarians, might just as

reasonably reject all use of these means of obtaining and

judging of the truth and certainty and real nature of

natural things, as to reject the light and guidance of

revelation in things supernatural. God can give his

testimony as to what is true in regard to things divine

by revelation, as well as give it as to things natural by

his works, and by the senses, faculties, observation and

experience of men. And it is the same exercise of

reason when it‘employs itself in finding out what God’s

testimon is, and believin what God testifies to be true,

' in regar to what God ma es known by revelation, and

what he makes known by observation, experience and

argument. Christians, therefore, no more submit their

reason to authority and to subjection, in receiving im li

citly as true, without comprehending it, what God testi es

in his word,\than in receiving implicitly what God testi

fies in his works. In both cases, God’s testimony is the

ground of our belief—In both cases, we rely upon the

infallibilit of those powers of knowing that it is his tes

timony w ich God, who will not, and cannot deceive, has

given us.—In both cases we ladly avail ourselves of all

the light and knowledge God is pleased to impart to us.—

In both cases, we comprehend nothing at all of the real

essence of things, but only what God is pleased to mani
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feet concerning them.—-And in both cases, when we as

certain with certainty what God has made, what God has

done, and what God has said, we ascertain what is the

truth, and all that we can know of the truth. Reason,

therefore, has precisely the same office, and the same

province, in regard to all truth. The only difference is

in regard to the nature of the evidence by which truth is

testi ed, and thus brought before it. In things natural,

the testimony is found in nature, and the evidence of

what that nature in fact is, is brought before it by the

observation of the senses, by the perceptions of the mind,

by education and information, conveying to it upon tes

timony the experience of others. It is in this way rea

son acts, and acquires all it knows, all it can know, of

natural things. On the other hand, in things supernatu

ral, that is, in thin s beyond the reach of our senses, this

testimony is foun in the revelation of God, and what

God does reveal, is brought before the mind by the evi

dence of prophecy, of miracles, and all the other external,

internal, and experimental evidences by which what

claims to be God’s word, is proved to be indeed such.—

By education and instruction, the mind becomes ac

quainted with these evidences. By its intuitions and

inferences, the mind is led to the conviction of the truth

and inspiration of the Bible. And being thus assured

that all Scripture is given by inspiration, and was writ

ten by holy men of God as they were moved by the H4)

ly Ghost, reason receives what the Bible contains as

infallible truth, although, of necessity, all that it reveals

is above its comprehension, and can only be known so

far as it has pleased God to reveal it. For reason to

judge of the truth of doctrines thus certainly revealed, is

as absurd and irrational, as for reason to judge of the

truth of the facts revealed in nature. All that reason

can do in either case is to ascertain what are facts, and

then to believe in them, however incomprehensible, and

however apparently contrary to other facts, and to its

own preconceived opinions, they may be, and in point of

fact are, in regard to much of our natural knowledge.—

Reason is unreasonable whenever it attempts more than

this, since to refuse to believe on sufficient evidence what

is incomprehensible or contrary to preconceived opinions,
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is a direct violation of all reason. The truth and com

prehension of a fact in nature, or of a doctrine in revela

tion, is not the province of reason, but only the ascer

taining of the testimony and the determination of the

evidence by which they are proved to be facts in nature

or doctrines of revelation.

Let us, then, learn the true nature and condition of

man. Let us be humble. Reason is exalted when it is

abased, when it is teachable, conscious of its weakness,

imperfection and liability to mistakes. The greatest

minds have been the humblest, and the most extensive

knowledge has ever been the result of the most docile

and atient research. And what we object to in Deists

and ationalistic Christians is, not that they reason, but

that they reason ilk—not that they claim a right to form

and to hold fast their own opinions, but that they claim

the right to hold 'wron opinions, which is selfcontradic~

tory,—not that they tgus investigate by reason the evi

dence of what is true, but that they attempt, by the finite

line of reason, to fathom the depth of what is infinitely

below, to measure the height of what is infinitely above,

and to cOmprehend the nature of what is infinitely beyond

their reason.

“ Matters of pure revelation are immediately from the

- instruction of God, therefore most reasonable to be be

lieved, because most certainly true; but cannot be be

lieved, otherwise than He has pro osed them, either in

manner or de ree. From the insu ciency of reason to

guide us in al matters relating to our final good, appears

the necessity of revelation against the cavils of those who

would so exalt nature as to render it alto ether needless.

And the evidence of its coming from G0 , manifests the

obligation we are under to receive and obey it, against

the atheistieal objections of those who would” attempt

1 by reason to judge, to comprehend and to reject it, “re

present it as a superstitious contrivance ‘ or invention of

men. When, therefore, reason refuses to submit to God’s

guidance, or assent to what has all the inward and exter

nal marks of truth and infallible testimony; when it will

deny,vonly because it cannot comprehend and fathom

the depths of God with its own short line; or attempts

to give reasons, and accounts for things which God has
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not thought fitting to explain; then it transgresses the

bounds of duty, and instead of a uide becomes a deceiv

er and destroyer of those who fol 0w its directions.”

“It is this arrogance, self-sufficiency, and exalting rea

son to an independency upon God, that has been the

source of all fatal error and impiet , and tempted men

to revolt from religion and from 0d. Such oracles 0f

vain reasoning have all the doubters and disputers against

religion been, since the world began. The more men

have depended upon reason for the measure of Divine

things, the further always have they erred from the

truth. And what this is owing to, we may learn from

the confessions of a noble author, Lord Shaftesbur , in

the first class among the despisers of revelation. “ here

is (says he) a certain perverse humanity in us, which

inwardly resists the Divine commission, though ever so

plainly revealed.”

 

ARTICLE VII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

l. Discoveries among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, with

Travels in Armenia, Kurdistan and the Desert: being the re

sult of a second Expedition undertaken for the Trustees of the

British Museum. By AUBTEN H. LAYARD, M. P., Author of

Nineveh and its Remains. New York: 6‘. P. Putnam di: 00.

1853. pp. 664, 8 vo.

Those who 'have enjoyed the pleasure of reading the two former

volumes containing Mr. Layard’s researches amid the ruins of

Nineveh, will require little persuasion to open these records of his

second expedition. As a traveller, Mr. Layard conducts his read

ers over a tract of country possessing all the interest which the

most ancient historical associations can impart. The peculiarities

of Eastern scenery are gracefully depicted, whilst the usages of a

people of patriarchal simplicity lend a freshness to his narrative
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not often characterizing the itinerary of the tourist. These sketch

es of travel are commingled with his severer descriptions, showing

admirable discretion in the author.

He is to us the most genial companion, who has the earnest,

healthy tone ofa man feeling he has a great purpose to work out,

yet not wholly insensible to the poetry of life. Mr. Layard fulfils

both these conditions—always sensible and practical, he is in sym

pathy with a working world; yet the enthusiasm of his character,

continually breaking through, gives a mellow lustre to his thoughts.

There is true poetry in a man who will stand for hours in the cold

moon-light, surveying the colossal bulls at Nimroud, that were

next day to be dislodged and conveyed to England, and could

then write in his journal: “it seemed a sacrilege to tear them

from their old haunts, to make them a mere wonder-stock to the

busy crowd of a new world. They were better suited to the deso

lation around them—for they had guarded the palace in its glory,

and it was for them to watch over it in its ruin. I stood speech

less in the deserted portal, until the shadows began again to creep

over its hoary guardians.”—P. 202. Standing again in the de

sert, and viewing with the setting sun more than two hundred

mounds, he writes : “the great tide of civilization has long since

ebbed, leaving these scattered wrecks on the solitary shore. Are

these waters to flow again, bearing back the seeds of khowledge

and of wealth that they have wafted to the West? We wander

ers were seeking what they had left behind, as children gather up

the coloured shells on the deserted sands. At my feet there was

a busy scene, making more lonely the unbroken solitude which

reigned in the vast plain around, where the only things having

life or motion were the shadows of the lofty mounds, as they

lengthened before the declining sun.”—P. 245. Here is a man

too earnest to talk sentiment, except in the gloaming; never, like

Lamartine, right in the glare of noon.

It is however the antiquarian character of this volume, which

gives it its chief value. We are always delighted with the re

mains of ancient genius, which the industry of modern research

has disinterred. Whether in the streets of buried Herculaneum,

or amidst the columns and porticoes of Balbec and Palmyra, or in
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the gloomy tombs of Egypt, or in the temples of Central Ameri

ca, or in the recently exhumed palaces of Nineveh, it is deeply im

pressive, through their shattered works, to be brought face to face

with extinct races. N0 historical record of their exploits, or of

their usages, gives such a lively portraiture, as these sculptured

walls and carved symbols. The Biblical student will be especially

interested in the frequent illustrations of Bible customs, and the

frequent confirmations of Bible facts, which the researches of Mr.

Layard disclose. As an example of the former, may be mentioned

the recurrence in almost every battle scene of a heap of heads

piled up before the conqueror, illustrating 2 Kings, 10: 1—8 ; and

of the latter, the inscriptions on the bulls at Kouyunjik, descri

bing so minutely Sennacherib’s invasion of Syria, his siege of

Lachish, and the tribute extorted from Hezekiah, confirming the

record in the second book of Kings.

Mr. Layard speaks always, in the most handsome terms, of the

American Missionaries, and of their influence upon the Nestorians;

and without naming them refers, in language of strong repro

bation, to the course of Mr. Southgate and others, in rousing the

prejudices of the bishops of that ancient church, and embittering

their minds against the influence and labors of evangelical men,

whose only crime was that of not belonging to a Prelatical Com

munion.

We were pleased to observe in a recent newspaper, the report

that an Association was about being formed in England, to pro

vide means for Mr. Layard, by which he may prosecute researches

so auspiciously begun. The Christian, as well as the scientific,

world, has an interest in labours of this kind. And, Mr. Layard

may continue his work of excavating those tombs of ancient His

tory and Art, cheered by the good wishes of thousands whom his

writings have instructed.

 

2. TheParables of Spring, by GAUSSEN. Translated from the

Frerwh by the Rev. PHILLIP BERRY. New York : Robert Car

ter (é Brothers, 1853. pp. 103, 16 mo.

Two sermons of the author of the lively and valuable treatise on

the Inspiration of the Scriptures. How various are the of
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God’s ministers. These discourses are characterized by a lively

and elegant simplicity, by sound doctrine and religious fervour.

Spring is made to speak to the simple congregation of the Swiss

pastor, amid the rural scenery of an Alpine valley, and in beauti

ful parables of the spiritual regeneration of the soul, and the phy

sical regeneration of the body, whose dust shall be reanimated at

the resurrection of the just. There is more than one way to

preach the gospel of Christ. And in all ways in which it is faith

fully preached is it precious to the believing soul.

3. A Defence of Luther and the Reformation. By J01m Baca

MAN, D. D., L. L. D., against the Charges of JOHN BELLIN

GER, M. D., and others, to which are appended carious Commu

nications of other Protestant and Roman Catholic writers, who

engaged in the controversy. Charleston: Published by WILLIAM

Y. Paxronz 1853: pp. 520.

The occasion of this contribution to our Theological literature,

by one whose published researches as a Naturalist have given him

a world-wide reputation, was the visit of the Ex-Monk Leahey, to

the city of Charleston. The advertisement of L., that he would

lecture on the Confessional, enraged the Roman Catholics, and by

mob violence they prevented his addressing the public. He ape

peeled to the City Council for protection, but that body were, on

the contrary, persuaded by John Bellinger, M. D., (one of their

number, a Roman Catholic,) to “caution all persons against at

tending” the proposed Lectures, and to “declare that the Corpo

ration would hold itself not responsible for any damages” which

might be done by the said mob, in case Leahey should proceed

with his Lecture 1! Dr. B. subsequently published, over his own

name, an account of his speech before the Council,—-a pedantic

and an audacious document,—-—in the course of which he referred

to Luther’s “immoral practices,” the “sanction for which is extant

in his published writings.” The Rev. B. Gildersleeve, Editor of

the Watchman and Observer, having called on Dr. Bellinger to

prove his charges against Luther, is answered by him, at some
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length. In the meanwhile Dr. Bachman, who is minister of a

Lutheran congregation in Charleston, takes up the Reformer’s de

fence in a series of letters to Dr. Bellinger. The controversy be

gan in March, 1852, and is continuedin the Evening News of

Charleston all through the summer and autumn months. At

length the publisher of the News sees properto collect together the

various articles thus elicited from a number of different parties, and

publishes them all in the volume whose title we have given above.

On the Roman Catholic side, besides Dr. Bellinger’s two pieces

above referred to, we have several communications from the Rev.

Dr. Lynch, and some anonymous writers. The Roman Catholic

Miscellany also kept up a continual fire upon Dr. Bachman, week

ly pouring forth the characteristic venom and gall of its anony

mous editor. On the side of Luther there are two letters from

Mr. Gildersleeve, (one of them particularly able,) and several from

sundry other writers ; but the chief part of the volume consists of

Dr. Bachman’s very minute and thorough examination of all the

charges brought against the Reformer. Considering the circum

stances of inevitable haste under which he wrote, and the variety

of assailants he had to repel, we think Dr. Bachman acquitted

himself very creditably, in a literary point of view; but, looking

at his effort as a defence of Luther against this new edition of old

slanders, we deliberately pronounce it complete and unanswerable_

He has done good service to the cause of historic justice and Pro

testant truth. If some things are brought to the light which shock

every refined mind, the blame belongs not to him, but to the revi

lers of the mighty dead. The results of the whole controversy we

know to have been highly favorable to the Protestants, and highly

unfavorable to the Roman Catholic cause in Charleston. Dr. Bel

linger, who after his letter to Mr. G. kept a profound silence all the

summer, at length published that a, discreet friend had advised

him he must reply ; and accordingly he announced, on the 26th

October, his intentionto answer Dr. Bachman. His bookseller, we

have been told, has imported largely for him from Europe. We

believe in free discussion, and impatiently await his reply to our

venerable friend.

VOL. Vin—No, 2. 39
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4. The Student of Philology. Annual Oration, delivered before

the Literary Societies of the South Carolina College, in the

College Chapel, Columbia, December 7th, 1852. By Rev. J. W.

M1LEs,Prqf. of J‘Iist. of Phil. and Hist. of Cr. Lit. in the

College of Charleston. pp. 51, 8 vo. Charleston, 1853.

Professor Miles shows himself to have entered that field of study,

Comparative Philology, in which the Adelungs, Niebuhrs, Pri

chards, Von Humboldts, Von Schlegels, Balbis, Bopps, Cole

brookes and Rosens, of Europe, have rendered themselves so dis

tinguished. Though he speaks with the modesty of a novitiate,

he has carried his studies so far in this department that there are

few in this practical country of ours prepared to follow him. In

his description of the isolation, want of sympathy, and manifold

discouragements which beset one addicting himself to these pur

suits, we could well appreciate the feelings of one who was proba

bly portraying his own individual experiences and sufferings.

The noble fruits which these studies in the end bear, and especially

in their connections with the great questions of man’s origin and

filiation taught in the Scriptures, we readily acknowledge. But

let us beware of our philosophy, and not mistake analogy for

identity. There are some analogies which are parallel, and may

meet together, throughout, like two planes brought into contact;

there are others which touch only as a plane and a sphere in a

single point. Some seeming analogies do not even so much as

that. We see little resemblance, for instance, between “the em

bryonic sac,” from which living beings proceed, and any principle

in man giving birth to language. All that can be said of man is,

that he has a capacity in his organs of speech for all manner of

vocal sounds, and in his mind for all manner of reasonings, judg

ments and associations, which belong to the laws of thought.

But the “language faculty” we have never yet discovered. It

belongs not among the properties of matter, unorganized or or

ganized. It is not found among the powers of the mind itself.

The man has not yet been found who originated a language. Au

thentic history does not speak of its commencement, save in the
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single instance Gen. 2 : 20. It is a gift, and not a power. Once

given, it undergoes perpetual changes, till connection between the

jarring tongues of earth can no more be traced. If within the

period of time included in a few centuries past, the word wig has

been derived from the Latin pilus, as we suppose can easily be

shown, and those root words, too, may have had a connexion with

each other in ages past which now have no letter nor syllable in

common. Language originally must have been the direct of

God. But the stimulating effect of Professor Miles’ Address upon

the youthful scholar, notwithstanding these remarks, we gratefully

acknowledge.

5. A Letter to the Rev. DANIEL DANA, D. 1)., on Prof. PAnx’s

Theology of New England. By NATHAN LORD, President of

Dartmouth College. pp. 54, 8 v0.

6. The Value and Sacredness of Divine Truth. Address before

the Society for Inquiry, in the Theological Institute of Con

necticut, East Windsor .Hill. By EDWIN HALL, Pastor of the

First Church in Norwalk, Conn. pp. 32, 8 vo.

7. A Tractfor the Times, or Elemental Contrast between the Re—

ligion of Forms and of the Spirit. By S. J. SCHMUKER, D. D.,

Professor of Christian Theology in the Theological Seminary

at Gettysburg. pp. 58, 8 vo.

8. Spiritual Religion and Ceremonial Contrastecl: being the sub

stance of a Discourse delivered in the Presbyterian Church, Bar

boursville, Va. By the Rev. J. H. Bococx. pp. 29, 8 vo.

These are all pamphlets called forth by the Theological tenden—

cies of our times and country. The first of them, by Dr. Nathan

Lord, is characterized by great vigour of style, discrimination of

thought, and power of imagination. It gives a more gloomy pic

ture of the aberrations of the New England Theology from “the

old paths ” than we have ever before seen from the pen of a New

England man, and brings sad proof that this is not the mere ima
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gining of a morbid fancy. It traces it to the period when their

“ theology was directed into a speculative channel, wheri its

learned teachers began to light their torch at the altar of the ima

ginative reason, and, in their circuits after divine knowledge, went

up to Alexandria and Athens rather than to Jerusalem.” The ad

dress of Mr. Hall touches on the same points. ‘

The discourses of Dr. Schmuker and Mr. Bocock are directed

against the formalism of Rome and Oxford; in the former dis

tinctly announced—in the other more covertly alluded to. No

doubt each designed to have ,his remarks bear upon formalism

and ritualism, in whatever church they may show themselves.

Dr. Schmuker exhibits his usual learning, and both are timely and

able discourses.

9. The Christian Traveller. A Discourse delivered in the First

Presbyterian Church, in Augusta, Georgia, on Sunday, May

15, 1853. By Rev. E. P. Rooms. pp. 22, 8 vo.

A discourse prepared, the author tells us, under the pressure of

parochial duties incident to a large congregation, and without any

reference to its publication. It seems to have produced the effect

designed, of awakening those members of the congregation who

are in the habit of travelling in various directions during the sum

mer season, to some sense of their responsibilities and duties, and

some view of the temptations to which they are exposed. Hence,

and that it may have this effect still more when read by them

selves and others, has it been given to the press. - The topics of

discourse commend themselves to all Christian hearts, and will

remind them of duties forgotten, and temptations which assail

them with peculiar power during those seasons devoted to the re

laxation of travel.

r 'I . .1“
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The Eclipse ofFaith ' a Visit to a Religious She tic.—

T/ma Edition. some .- Crosby Nichols (e 0., 111

Washingtonstreet .' 1853.

Reason and Faith, and other Miscellanies of Henry Ro

gers, author of Eclipse of Faith. Boston: Crosby Ni

glsigls cf: 00. New-York: Charles S. 'Fra/ncis db 00.

3.

The last named of these two volumes is made up of

contributions to the Edinburgh Review, by one of its

ablest recent writers. These essays are all valuable, and

it is a great convenience to have them thus collected into

a volume. That on the “Vanity and Glory of Litera

ture,” is worthy of the fine scholarship of the author, and

presents to scholars many important lessons, both of hope

and humility. The essays on the “Genius and Writings

of Pascal,” and on “Reason and Faith, their claims and

conflicts,” may, in this day, when Christianity has to

meet her adversaries on a new arena, be read with ad

vantage by all students of the Evidences. And the arti

cles on “Luther’s correspondence and character,” is just

such a tribute to the grandeur and nobleness of the Re

former’s mind and life as we like to see. The author’s

views‘ are roduced in the form of an examination of

Hallam’s ritique upon Luther’s intellect and writings.

We think he demonstrates that Hallam’s “excellent and

well-practised judgment deserted him in this instance.”

Von. VIL—No. 3. 40

7.7
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Luther’s deficiencies in different respects are admitted _

and pointed out, and still he is exhibited as “not far

behind any of those who have played illustrious parts in

this world’s affairs ; and as leaving behind him a name,

than which few have greater claims on the gratitude of

mankind,—nay, Mr. Rogers well says, that even “Rome

owes him thanks ; for Whatever am'eliorations have since

taken place in her system, have been owing far more to

him than to herself.”

But it is the first named volume which we would

‘ especially recommend to the reader’s attention. Though

published anonymously, it is ascribed to Henry Rogers,

and, we have no doubt, correctly. The style, the modes

of thought, the illustrations, the allusions to Strauss, to

Pascal, to Butler,-—all the internal characteristics of the

book, unite to show that one and the same pen wrote

this work and the articles aforenamed, on “Reason and

Faith.” At one time, indeed, we suspected that some

travellin countryman of our own might be the writer of

this booi—and that was when we stumbled on the

words profane/11W and realize, both used, (see pp. 31, 67,

and 102,) as English critics assert that only Americans

use them. But, besides the book’s allusions to England,

as the author’s native land, there is unquestionable proof

that the work is English in its treatment of the subject of

slavery. _ N0 American writer of such breadth of mind

as is displa ed in the Eclipse of Faith, could have in

dicted, at t e present period of that discussion in our

country, so sha 0w a defence of the Apostles and their

Master, against the charge of sanctioning slaver , as
that, forsooth, they dared not condemn it for fear ofyruin

to their own cause.

But, whoever the author, we are certainly indebted to

him for making, in this work, a most vigorous and well

sus'tained onset upon some of the latest risen enemies of

Christianity. He writes with elegance and ease, and

exhibits all the freshness and fulness which belong only

to a disputant completely masterof his subject. The

plan of the work is such as to admit largely of the

ramatic element in its conduct and developement. It

opens with a letter from one Brother, residin in Eng

land, to another, long a Missionary in the Sout Seas, in
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which is iven a sketch of the progress, in their native

land, of t e Oxford party, and of the rise there of the

“Sp?'/r‘iz‘/walists,”-—pro agandists of a subtle infidelity, far

more dangerous than omanism, in the judgment of the

author. This sublimation of Christianity is so exquisite,

that “when on have ceased to believe all that is special~

1y characteristic of the New Testament,—its history, its

miracles, its peculiar doctrines,—~you may still be a gen

uine Christian.” Mr. Francis Newman, brother to the

guondam Oxford Professor of that name, appears to be

the chief leader of this new school of unbelief. His

views have been published in his works on the “Soul,”

and the “Phases of Faith.” He rejects the rationalism

of Paulus, and all the rest of the so-called Natu/ralists,

who account for the supernatural occurrences mentioned

in Scripture on the ground of misjudged natural pheno

mena. Nor does his school altogether harmonize with

the rationalism of Strauss, which declares the supernatu

ral in Christianity to be, not illusion, but myth. They

are neither naturalists nor rationalists, but spiritualists,

and talk much of insight into God, the oracle Within, the

religious instinct, and the intuitional consciousness; nay,

they adopt and continually use a scriptural phrase

010 y. “The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life.”

“ e natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit

of God, because they are spiritually discerned.” “The

fruit of the Spirit is joy, love, peace.” These texts they

are constantly quoting. They afi'ect a very “unctuous

way of talking.” And yet, under all this gosamer dis

guise of New Testament phrases, and spiritual preten

sions, this new doctrine is but a bastard Deism. They

reject all the supernatural narratives of Christianity.

A l the distinguis ing doctrines of the system, too, are

cast aside,—as the Trinity, the Atonement, the Resurrec

tion, the Judgment. “Christianity is not so much a

system as a discipline,——not a creed, but a life,—in short,

a Divine philosophy.” They reject, indeed, all creeds,

and pour contempt on all discussions, as to do ma, and

all examinations of evidence. They hold, in the angua e

of Theodore Parker, (their American brother,) to t e

“absolute reli ion” which is found imbedded in every

religious cree . “Their faith includes a belief in one
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Supreme God, who is a Divine Personality; in the duty

of reverencing, loving, and obeying Him,-——whether we

know how that is to be done or not; that we must repent

of our sins,—if, indeed, we duly know what things are

sins in His si ht; that He will certainly forgive, to any

extent, on suc repentance, without any mediation; that

perha s there is a heaven hereafter; but that is very

doubt 111, if there are any punishments.” And thus,

“with the exception of the immortality of the soul, on

which Lord Herbert has the advantage of speaking a

‘ little more firmly,” the Deists and these Spiritualists ap—

pear to be tolerably identical.

It is a ainst this modern Deism our author chiefly

employs is stren h. But his attack is not so much

from the side of C ' tianity as of Atheism. He turns

the enemy’s flank, and then makes as brilliant and effect

ive a descent upon him as ever was accomplished by a

troop of dragoons in full charge. The chief of the dm

matzs ersona/rum is Harrington, nephew to the two

Brothers. After graduating at an English college, he

spends three years abroad. The spectacle of the inter

minable controversies which occupy the mind of Ger

many, throws him into doubts extending to the whole

field of Theology. And “not contented with one-sided

theories, or inconsequential reasonings, he pursues the

argument to its logwal termination,” and is landed in

com lete ske ticism. But “he is an impartial doubter;

he oubts w ether Christianity be true; but he also

doubts whether it be false ; and either from his impa

tience of the theories which infidelity proposes in its

place, as inspiring et stronger doubts; or, in revenge

or the peace of w ich he has been robbed, he never

seems more at home than in ridiculing the confidence

and conceit of that internal oracle, which professes to

solve the problems which it seems Christianity leaves in

darkness ; and in pushing the'principles on which infidel

ity rejects the New Testament to their legitimate conclu

sion.’ A college friend of Harrington’s is introduced,

now a disciple of the Spiritualists, and in their discus

sions we have Christianity defended by the skeptic, or

Atheist, against the Deist. It is the conversations of

these two individuals, and sundry others, who occasion
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ally enter on the stage, and of Harrington’s uncle, which

make up the volume ; and the whole is presented to us

in the form of a journal kept by the Brother in England

for the one abroad.

Itlwill thus be seen, that our author undertook a ra

‘ ther unusual task. He aimed not so much to produce a

positive, Christian argument against the new Deism,

as to turn the Anti-Christian wea ons 0f Deists against

themselves. In the language 0 the preface to the

American edition : “He adopts the Platonic method,

and exhibits a dialectic skill in confounding by objec- -

tions, when objections can be made to do service as ar

guments.” He himself states one end he aimed at, to

be the setting forth : “ how easily an impartial doubter

can retort with interest the deistical- arguments against

Christianity, and how little merely insolublecan avail against anything.”

The reader will find two important subjects especially

discussed in this work, viz: Miracles and Inspiration.

The impossibility of God’s giving to his creatures a book

revelation or a lip-revelation ; and the impossibility of a

miracle’s being wrought, or, if wrought, the impossibility

of its being proved ;—each of these three impossibilities

being asserted and strenuously maintained by Mr. New

man and the new spiritual Deists, our new ally, the skep

tic is allowed to propose a few of his doubts On these

points, and his Platonic skill shortly involves in difficul

ties inextricable, these seekers of a Via Mafia between

Atheism and the Gospel.

There is yet another subject re eatedly referred to by

our author, on which we feel inc ined to offer some ob

servations. It is the question of human responsibility

for opinions. Many shallow thinkers maintain that si/n

cerity is the chief point in religion,—far more important

than truth,—and that it is no matter what a man’s reli

gious opinions may be, if he is only sincere in maintain

ing them. In fact this saying has passed into a maxim

with multitudes of these loose reasoners. And some, too,

who generally are neither shallow thinkers, nor loose rea

soners, assert that actions only are the subject matter of

responsibility, and that more opinions are not properly

the objects of moral approbation or disapprobation. Sir
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James McIntosh gave it as his judgment that the es

tablishment of the doctrine of our Irres onsibility for

opinions is desirable, as the only thing w ich can eradi

cate the evils of controversy and persecution. The spirit

of the age is latitudinarian. It says with Pope,

“For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,

He can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.”

It holds all religious opinions matters of indifference.

Whosoever so commits himself to any set of doctrines

that he will not countenance the very opposite, it calls a

bigot,—a harsh name, indeed, and designed to be re

proachful, but expressing, actually, the age’s sense of

that very man’s uncommon firmness, earnestness and

consistency. And surely, as Burke said, it must be a

very easy thin , and a thing deserving no praise, that

those should to erate all opinions who deem no opinions

of any special value or importance. We are, however,

of those, on the contrary, who hold with the author of

the work we have been noticing, that a man’s creed may

be his crime. We hold the latitudinarian spirit to be

that of treachery to all truth. We hold that princi les

of no description, whether religious, moral, politica or

scientific, are worth having, except to maintain and act

upon them. We agree, of course, with Lord Brougham,

that it is, or ought to be, “no offence against the law

to entertain any religious, or any political principles,

neither to discuss them, with decency and propriety.”—

We look upon religious and olitical discussion as a

matter to be regulated just as little as comports with the

best ood of all concerned. Restraints upon free discus

sion, ike those upon free trade, ought to be few,—only

such as public morals and decency demand. We also

agree with Lord Brougham, that “man should render no

account to man for his belief.” But we cannot admit his

Lordship’s broad assertion, that man “has no control

over his own belief,” and that “man deserves no praise

and no blame for his belief, which he can no more change

than he can the hue of his skin, or the height of his

stature.” We hold that man, even in his present fallen

state, has some control over his own belief, and that to

his Maker he is perfectly and entirely responsible for that
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belief; and, moreover, that while society has, indeed, no "

right to inflict pains and penalties upon his person, or

property, for the errors of his creed, she must, she ought,

and she always will, measure out to him, while he lives,

yea, and long after he is dead and buried, her praise ‘or

her blame, her honour or her contempt, her love or her

' hatred, according to the hue and complexion of his and

of her religious and moral opinions.

We are free to admit that the uestion of human re

sponsibility for belief has its diflicu ties. Here is a child

receiving a distinctive religious training from his parents,

and almost sure, we might say, to believe whatever he is

taught. How can that child help believing its father’s

creed? Well, he very often does not believe it. Here is

a Heathen, involved in Pa an darkness,—how can he

help believing in the idol? WVell, he very often does not

believe in it. Not only did Heathen philosophers of old

rise above the popular superstitions of their country and

time, but even amongst the common people, in every

Pagan land, and in every age, there have been, and

there are, those who have no confidence at all in their

own religion. But, admitting that the child does gener

ally believe what he is taught, and that the Heathen do

generally confide in their native religion,—and admitting

their irresponsibility to us, and also the im ossibility of

owr deciding in what degree each ihdividua is responsi

ble to God for what he believes, we can have no hesita

tion whatever in adoptin the general principle that they

are justly responsible to Cod, and will be judged by the

Creator for their religious opinions.

In reference to any of the affairs of life, the maxim

referred to is never allowed to operate. For example,

no man feels that it is indifi'erent what his friend he

lieves about him, provided that friend is only sincere.

Every one holds his friend responsible for his abstractest

and most secret opinions of him. It is the most secret

and most abstract opinions res ecting us, which others

in general hold, that we most highly appreciate. How,

then, can any man cherish the notion that we, responsi_

ble creatures, may entertain all sorts of opinions about

our Father and our God, and about his revealed truth,

without being held to account by Him 3

f
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° - Take another example. No man feels that any ab

solute, overnment should regard with indifference the

disloyafopinions of its internal foes, however secret or

abstract. It is true, under absolute governments that are

in any degree just and liberal, actions only are taken

cognizance of. But this is because all human govern

ments are necessarily incapable of judging anything but

the conduct of men. But, if there was a overn'ment

possessed of the power to judge the hearts 0 men, and

aving also the indisputab e of rewarding or pun

ishing their sentiments, every man must admit, not only

the justice, but also the necessity and dut of that gov

ernment’s holding its subjects responsib e for the ab

stractest disloyalty. Now, such is the government of

God. The Divine Ruler has both the power and the

right of judging our opinions. How, then, can any man

entertain the idea of God’s being indifferent,——much

more, how can any man ravely maintain that he ought

to be indifferent to the rellgious opinions and feelings of

his moral and responsible subjects ?

Take another example, from our own free government.

At every important juncture in our nation’s history, all

men of sense and patriotism are expected to have an

opinion respecting public affairs. But in any very criti

cal period, when the most vital interests of the country

are manifestly at stake, whoever holds an opinion whic

puts in 'eopardy those interests, all men feel that the

country as a right to hold that man responsible for that

opinion. NO matter how he comes by such an opinion,

we blame him for it. We may do no more, but at least

we blame him for it. But if he proceeds to act out his

unpatriotic o inions, all agree that he deserves the ex

tremest pena ty. And how, then, can any reasonable

man for a moment imagine, that in religion, where so

many and such vast interests are at stake, it should be

indifferent what are a man’s opinions? But, if it should

still be held by any, that in religion, opinions are matters

of indifference, how could the inference be avoided that

to act in accordance with wrong opinions is quite harm

less, and indeed praiseworthy, because it evidences sin

cerity? The maxim in question, therefore, leads directly

to the most deplorable moral consequences. It sanctions

\
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every wicked opinion, and, in fact, requires, for the sake

of consistency, and as a proof and mark of sincerity, it

re uires all the Wicked acts which flow from it.

he true doctrine on this subject was well set forth by

the late venerable Dr. Alexander, of Princeton, in re

viewing, some years ago, in the Biblical Repertory, two

volumes of essays by an English writer, on the forma

tion and publication of opinions. He says, “It may be

summed up in the following particulars :

1st. Those truths which are self-evident, or the proof

of which is demonstrative and perfectly clear, are believ

ed by necessity; that is, the constitution of our minds is

such, that we cannot do otherwise than believe 'them.-—

We cannot disbelieve them by any effort. In regard to

such truths as these, there can be no merit in believing,

nor is there any moral quality in assent thus given.

2nd. There are other truths, the evidence of which is

not so obvious and convincin as to place them beyond

the reach of doubt or contra iction ; and yet these, ha/v

ing no relation to duty, men may differ about them, and

be equally innocent. In such a case also, our opinions

are not the proper objects of moral approbation or disap

probation.

3rd. There may be truths which have an important

relation to human duty, which, however, are so situated,

as to their evidences, in relation to some persons, that,

althou h they may be diligent and honest in the search

of trut , they may not be able to discover them. As for

example, if a man in the centre of China, or Thibet, who

had never heard of the Bible, should be sincerely desi

rous to know whether the great Creator had ever made

any revelation of His will to men, he might not be able,

by all the industry which he could use, and all the in

quiries he could make, to satisfy himself on this impor

tant point. But, sumoswig this to be the state of the

facts, it is evident that his doubt, or disbelief, although

inconsistent with the truth, would be no object of moral

disa probation. ,7:

4t . Again, there is a large class of practical truths,

so situated, as to- evidence, that the knowledge of them

is fairly attainable by the diligent and impartial inqrlrirer',

4
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while they Will be almost certainly hid from the view of

men who are strongly under the influence of pride, ava

rice, or the redominant love of pleasure. In regard to

this whole 0 ass,—and it is a numerous one,—men are

responsible for their erroneous belief, if they are for any

thing.”—Bible'cal Repertory, 1832, p. 405.

According to this statement of the case, there are only

some classes Qf0 ' ions which can be regarded as proper

objects of mora approbation or disapprobation. And,

moreover, in relation to these very classes of oPinions,

there are certain circumstances which must co-exist, in

order to give a moral quality to the belief of them. Not

only must the truths in question concern human duty,

but the individual in question must have opportunity to

see, capacity to understand, and evidence to convince

him of the truth. God is just and righteous. He will

judge every man according to the particular degree of

ight which he enjoys. The Heathen man acts under a

responsibility of his own, and shall give account, as well

of his moral and religious opinions, as of his conduct, to

the God who made him, and endowed him with reason,

and bestowed on him the gift of a measure of illumina

tion. But, as for such a people as inhabits this land,

they shall be judged by a very different rule. Favoured

more than all the nations of men that are around us on

the globe, and beyond all the generations of men that

have preceded us on the earth, it is the plain dictate of

justice that we shall have to give a stricter account than

all other men, for the actions we perform, the words we

speak, and the thoughts and opinions we entertain.

To prove the responsibility of every human being for

his moral and religious opinions, we think an argument

may be derived from the 'very natu/re of God, and qf the

hwma/n soul as God created it.

God is a Spirit, and man, his creature, is also an invis

ible and an immortal spirit, sojourning in a clay taber

nacle. May we not infer from thence the importance

and value in God’s sight of the abstract and the moral,

together with the probability of his making us responsi

ble as well for opinions as for conduct?

“There is” (says one who has risen of late to shine, a
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star of first magnitude among Christian Philosophers,)*

“there is at least one other thing, which has as certain an

existence as matter, and that is the mind which contem

> plates matter. What can be nobler, it may be asked,

than the physical universe? We answer, the mind, which

contemplates that universe. What can penetrate deeper

than chemistry, which shews us the very elements of

bodies; or than those beautiful microscopical observa

tions with polarized light, which enable us to look into

the very interior of matter? We answer, the mind, which

has penetrated that far, and can comprehend all this.—

There is something larger than the law of gravitation,

and that is the capacity of thought which discovered,

and can take in that law. We reckon the mind of New

ton a grander object in itself than all the discoveries

made by it. What, it is asked, can penetrate farther

into space than the telescope? We answer, the imagina

tion,—which, when you have taken it to the farthest

point to which Lord Rosse’s instrument can reach, launch

es forth into an infinite space be 0nd. What can carry

us farther back than Geology? e answer, the mind,

which, when you have conducted it to the beginning of

the creation, declares, there must have been an eternity

before this.”

Now, this mind of man, which the Professor describes

in such eloquent terms,-—this human mind, has no rela

tions so noble or so rand in its Creator’s eye, as those it

sustains to Truth, to orals, to Duty. This human mind

is of kin with all those grand, original and fundamental

principles, which lie at the foundation of every species

of investigation, but for none has it a closer affinity than

for those which underlie the science of morals. The

peculiar distinction of man is, that he can appreciate

principles; but, as no class of principles is so worthy of

is investigation, so no class is more adapted to his na

ture, than the moral or religious class. There is a world

without and beneath us, which we may, and must in

vestigate. There is a world within us, the “Realm of

Thought,” an “Intellectual Domain,”—this we may also

investigate, and so, as the same author expresses it,

* Dr. McCosh, in his Inaugural Address at Queen’s College, Belfast.
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“inspect that eye which inspects all other things.”

But there is also within us, and around us, a moral

world. We have moral as well as intellectual intuitions

and capacities. God, himself moral and spiritual, has

made us moral and spiritual. He made us not only to

see visible things and their visible and physical rela

tions,—not only to contemplate intellectual questions,—

but also to look at moral truths, and ap rehend moral

relations. We were created not merely or the natural

world, and not merely for external actions, but for the

moral world, and for feeling and believing internally.

And when the human spirit receives anything as true,—

when it adopts any moral opinion, that spirit as truly

performs am. act for which it is ragaonsible, as when by

volition it moves the limbs of its b0 y. Man is an agent,

no more in the world about him, than he is in the world

within him. His activity is no more real in its external

developements than in its external exercises,—no more

real or responsible in its intellectual'than in its moral

operations. For the soul of man doing, is no more an

act than willing to do; nor is willing to do, any more an

act than believing it ought to do.

God, then, bein what He is, and man bein what

God has constituted him, a moral as well as inte lectual

and physical agent, the Creator can not but hold us re

s onsible for our belief. Whoever denies it, must deny

od’s and his own spiritual and moral nature, or he

must deny the superiority of moral truth to every other

kind of truth. The man who would choose either of

these two consequences rather than admit our responsi

bility for opinions, never felt the beauty and the force of

Dr. Johnson’s fine saying—“ Whatever withdraws us

from the power of the senses, whatever makes the past,

the distant, or the future predominate over the present,

advances us in the dignity of thinking bein s.” For

ourselves, belonging as we do to a school of heology

which has never been addicted to the flattery of our

fallen nature, we should nevertheless feel ourselves to be

guilty of degrading the moral constitution of humanity,

as well as guilty of degrading morality, of degrading

truth, and of dishonouring God himself, if We were to
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admit the idea that no moral quality attaches to human

belief or unbelief.

In the next place, we think an argument for the re

sponsibility under consideration may be derived from the

nature andpower of moral

Those who deny our responsibility for belief, admit our

responsibility for conduct. Actions, say they, involve

merit or demerit, but not opinions. Thus they would

separate opinions and conduct,~they would abstract the

former, in order to deprive them of any moral charac

ter.

Now, we are of those who maintain the importance

and power of the most abstract principles. Action is

individual, local and transitory; but princi la is general,

it is permanent. The human agent himse f is transient,

he must die; and while he lives, he must be circum

scribed in his influence and power. But set afloat a

principle, and its influence and power are not to be

circumscribed. Principles are the seeds of thin . A

principle is a portion of eternal truth and ri ht. rinci

ples are statements of universal truths. hey are the

ultimate results of all science. Borrowin the phraseolo

gy of some modern philosophers, we might say they are

the only real, the only absolute, the only unconditional,

besides the Almighty himself. Next to God, we place

Truth.

There are abstract principles of science which have no

relation to human duty. And see what power and value

these have! The mariner loughs the deep and connects

distant nations by re ar ing formulas, which are the

bare, naked results 0 astronomical calculations. The

miner sinks his shaft, and brings up various treasures

from the earth’s bosom by following the generalized

investigations of geolog . Our garments are woven by

machinery built accor ing to the abstract principles of

one science, and dyed by substances employed according

to the abstract principles and general laws of another

science. We make our journeys from land to land, and

we get our news from distant nations by the employment

of powers and agencies which scientific men, abstracted

from all the concerns of practical life, first brought to

light and taught us how to employ and control. Indeed,
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all the great discoveries and improvements in the arts

which are now being made, and the benefits of which we

all enjoy, are but so many applications of principles,—

of principles discovered towards the close of the last

century,—-—all results of the abstractions of science. And

thus it is, that while those who know but little of scien

tific matters are riding themselves upon the superior

wisdom and skil of the age we live in, the highest

scientific authorities tell us, that with all the show-of

progress in this age, it is only living on the age immedi

ately preceding; it is operating entirely upon capital

borrowed from that age, and is makin no further disco

veries of abstract and primary princip es, for others who

come after us to a ply, and so roll on the tide of human
improvement.* IIt) is principles, new principles, we must

have discovered and brought out, before we can make

any real advance of science. The great things, the

mighty things, the things which operate and have con

trolling influence in the whole range of material things,

and in all the domain of mind, are principles, abstract

principles. But if, in the physical and intellectual world,

abstract principles have so much value, can they be un

important in the moral world? Would it not be stran e

if there were no analogy in this res set, between t e

Constitution and Course of Nature and)Religion, natural

and revealed?

Strictly speakin ,however, there is no moral principle

which you can cal an abstract principle, in distinction

from a practical one. Moral truths, and religious truths,

are all practical. Every doctrine of natural or revealed

religion was given in order to influence the heart and

life of man. Accordingly, the Scriptures themselves are

silent on very many subjects, of very great and very

natural interest to mankind. Every doctrine points, and

was given that it might point, to some duty; and what

soever was in this respect unnecessary, was withheld.

Thus, the very nature of God, abstracted from his com

mands to us,—-the nature andpersonal qualities of Jeho

vah, in whatever light creation or the Bible may resent

them, have a certain influence proper to them, an which

* Prof. Agassiz, at the Literary Conversation Club, Charleston, S. C.
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should be felt by us. In fact, there is no abstract light

in which we can view man as contemplating moral truth.

Every such truth must, from the nature of things, regard

man as related either to God, or to others, or to himself;

and there is no moral question which can be submitted

to his belief, but it has a bearing upon his duties in one

or another of these relations.

And yet, owing to the ignorance, not to say wicked

ness, of mankind, many moral truths come to be regarded

by them as abstract ideas. They see not, and feel not,

the practical bearin of these truths, and so they practi

cally constitute an declare them abstract. But have

we not all observed how the practical recognition of these

so-called abstract principles always commands respect?

Have we not all seen how it sometimes awakens, in the

common mind, the profoundest veneration for the man

who thus perceives and thus renders homage to truth 2—

It is this makes the Christian martyr glorious.* He dies

for a divinely revealed principle. It is this ennobles the

political hero. Hampden refused to pay shi -money,

because of his regard for a mere abstract i ea, as it

might be called; and this has made his name deathless.

Mrs. Motte, ofthis State, was a heroine, because, out of re

gard to the abstract idea that a Briton’s right to be repre~

sented accompanies a Briton’s duty to pay taxes, she set

fire, by means of lighted and burning arrows, to her own

house, then a castle for the invading English. But for

this abstract ielea, to which she was therein paying such

costly, yet such glorious homage, her act had constituted

her a mad-woman. In fact, it has been well and truth

fully said, that the seven years’ war, with which our rev

volutionary forefathers resisted successfully the attempt

on the part of the English government to exercise over

their colonies an unconstitutional power, was a struggle,

not of desperate necessity, or of excited passion, but of '

pure, in one sense, almost of speculative, principlexf—

“Millions for defence, not a cent for tribute!”-—No one

* “At the time when the Church flourished most, it was not purple, gold

and precious stones which imparted to her the splendour in which she

was mvested,-—but it was the b 00d of the Martyrs.”—Oalvin’s Introductizm

to the 87th Psalm.

f Hugh Legare’s Works, vol. ii., p. 268.

I
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of us but feels the power of this sentiment. But certain

ly, to us, at this time, it is only the power of an abstract

principle. And is that not a mere abstract idea, (so far

as our country is concerned,) to which, with so much

efi'ect in some sections of the land, a distinguished Hun

garian not long since appealed? And in the case of

multitudes whose passions have all been roused by it,

is not that a mere abstract idea, which has endangered

and still endangers the permanency of this Union?

It has been often said, and well said, that public virtue .

and public intelligence are the safeguards of popular

institutions. Men of observation and experience all

agree, that the preservation of our government depends,

not on party tactics of any kind, but on the school, the

JpIress, and the pulpit. But what power have these?

one but the power of certain abstract principles. They

only present to the mind of the people certain moral or

spiritual and eternal relations, quite abstracted, it may

be, from the material and the concrete.

Somebody has said that “no external foe, or public

danger, can be half so threatening or formidable as the

prejudices, the passions, the corrupt tendencies of de

moralized communities. Every selfish, ‘base desire, or

feelin , or sentiment, is as anti-republican as it is anti

ehristian. Every act of private injustice, violence, 0p

pression, proscription, or bad faith, is an injury done to

free institutions. They are wronged, and, to a certain

extent, weakened, by all private acts of this character;

‘and, only let a sufficient number of citizens pursue such

a course, and our system of government would fall as the

republics of Greece and Rome did, for want of the sus

taining power of private virtue.”

If, then, moral principles, Whether true or false, are

from the nature of things always practical, and if they

have so much power for good or for evil, how can any

reasonable man imagine that the Divine Ruler could

neglect to hold us responsible for our use and manage

ment of them? Surely, no man can maintain that belief

is in such cases devoid of all moral quality, unless be

totally leaves out of View the intimate connection be

tween principles and conduct. Does not the principle

on which an act is performed always give character to
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that act? Let a man treat you with ever so much kind

ness, do you value it, except you believe it comes from

his heart? You shed the blood of a fellow-man,--if done

from one principle, you become an atrocious murderer;

if from another, it constitutes you, in one case, an inno

cent defender of your own life; in another, the roper

executioner of ublic justice; and, in yet anot er, a

patriot-hero, rid ing your country of a bloody tyrant !—

Oan it be morally wrong to act in accordance with an

innocent opinion; or, can it be morally ri ht to act in

accordance with a wicked opinion? Is not t e man who

invents a false moral theory, and sets forth a false moral

princi 1e, responsible, in a certain sense, for all the

Wicke conduct which flows from it? And, in every

individual man, are not the moral principles he holds,

antecedent to, and decisive of, his conduct? Now, is it

reasonable to suppose that God would give all his atten

tion, as our Governor and Judge, to the qfect, re ardless

of the cause .9 Would He regard the stream, an not re

gard the fountain? Shall we be held responsible for

conduct, and our opinions, which control, and should

control it, not come in for their share of praise or blame?

Is it not manifest, that if the eneral responsibility of
man is acknowledged, his speciigic responsibilit for mo

ral opinions must also be acknowledged ?-—an that, on

the other hand, the denial of this specific responsibility,

is the denial of all responsibility whatever? If these

thin be so, then the immorality of the notion we are

com ating is evident. It tends to the release of man

kind from the sense of any responsibility whatsoever.

A third argument in favour of our responsibility for

belief may be drawn, as it appears to us, from the moral

character which belon s essentially to the very act of

believing. What is b5ief John Locke says it is the

admittingjany ropgosition for true upon arguments or

proof.-— ssay E00 iv., ch. 15.) To believe, is, there

fore, to yield to offered testimony. It is an act, in which

man sits as a judge, and weighs the proofs submitted to

him upon any question. But in all reli ions and moral

questions, it is undoubtedly God himse f who stands in

the witness~box, and himself directly, or else indirectly,

throu h his messengers, gives evidence before hiscrea

0L. VIL—NO. 3. 42
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ture, man; man, in the meanwhile, taking his high seat

of judgment, hearing what God testifies, and deciding

the case for himself. And, surely, by how much more

noble the faculty is, which we employ in this process,

beyond those which we exercise in the larger part of all

our actings, by so much the more are we responsible to

the Creator, for the manner in which we make use of it.

By how much the more God has elevated and dignified

us, in iving us such a judicial seat and office, beyond

what e has done for us, in constitutin us his mere

workmen and servants, surely, by so muc will he exact

from us a stricter account of our discharge of this high

and honourable function.

And now that man sits before the reader on that seat

of justice to which God has exalted him, let it be sup

sed that he should be seen admitting a number of

individuals there upon his bench, “all openly striving to

sway and bias his decisions! What! sitting there to

decide impartially upon the testimony ofi‘ered by God

himself, does man allow other parties to influence his

decision by private considerations whispered in his ear?

Does he even sufl‘er them to draw away his attention, in

the slightest degree, from the testimony to which he

should be listening? Surely, this would be a most respon

sible line of procedure. But is this a real, or only a

supposable case? Does man, in his capacity as jud e,

actually, and in fact, so conduct his investigations? e

does. His private passions, and his private afl'ections,

are sufi'ered to warp his judgment and control his decis

ions. This is the source of most of his errors of opinion.

He thinks wrongly, because he feels wrongly. He easily

believes sometimes what he wishes were true, and some

times what he wishes were not true,—-—-and so, hope and .

fear, by turns, blind and deceive him. He is frequently

in a mood not to be convinced, and then you cannot

convince him,—for

“A man convinced against his will,

Is of the same opinion still."

Lord Bacon very justly says, “lies come into favour

among men, not only through the difficulty and labour of

finding out the truth, nor, again, because, when the truth
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is found, it imposes on men’s thoughts, but very much

through the natural, corrupt love of the lie itself.” By ,

reason of the evil tendencies, the sinful prejudices, the

. wron feelings, the wicked desires and passions of man,

he rejects the truth, and accepts the error. And thus he

abuses his trust, dishonours his office, and la s himself

open to the condemnation of that Supreme ludge, by

whom he was so highly privileged and honoured.

Now, how could there be framed any good and suffi

cient answer to the charge of sinfulness" against such a

piostitution of his gifts and honours on the part of man?

t us suppose the plea entered that the evidence sub

mitted to man in favour of Christianity is not sufficient,

and therefore man is not responsible for any lack of con

formity of his opinions to the Scriptures. Why, then,

the ground taken must be either that God’s testimony is

not enou h for man, or that the Bible is not God’s testi

mony. nd this, in either form of it, is the ground of

an Infidel. Here, then, if the opposers of the doctrine of

human responsibility for belief are content, we might

leave them in the infidel positions to which they have

been driven, it being then to be understood on all hands

that infidelity is the legitimate and final landing place

of those who defend the maxim, “ no matter what a man

believes if he is sincere.”

It appears to us, however, that no person who really

believes the maxim in question, accepting with it all that

it involves, can be content to take the position of an in

fidel; for, unless one admits the Scripture to be true,

what possible room is there for this maxim? For, how

can any man know, except as taught by Scripture, that

God prefers sincerity to insincerity? Or, how else does

any man know that God is a pitiful and gracious God, so

as to hope and believe he will not punish us for sins of

ignorance? How does any man know, except as taught

by the Bible, that God may not be an arbitrary tyrant,

reaping where he sowed not, gathering where he strewed

not, and exacting the very same measures of knowledge

and belief from those who have not, as from those who

have light. It is not from bald and naked infidelity,

therefore, that we so naturall meet with opposition to

the doctrine of our responsibility for belief,-—it flows ra
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ther from a spurious Christianity. It is the legitimate

progeny of a false charity. The infidel plea, therefore,

we will dismiss, with the full consent, no doubt, of all

who have any respect for Christianity, or who allow in- _

sincerity, or any other immorality, to be properly the

subject-matter of responsibility. And we wait now for a

second and a better answer to the charge of sinfulness

which we bring against man whenever seated high on a

judicial seat, with God himself condescending to stand

before him as a witness: he makes God a liar by reject

in His truth.

ill it then be argued by any, that we are not justly

accountable for our errors of belief, because of the fact

of our native corru tion ?-—a corruption existing in the

deepest recesses of human nature,——in the first s rings of <

human conduct,--in the feelings and desires of the hu

man heart. Let this plea be boldly carried out, then, to

its legitimate results, and let us say, that the fact of hu

man corruption excuses the vilest conduct of the worst

man that ever lived. The plea is as good in the one

case as in the other. It is good for nothing in either

case. Do we ever find men reaonin thus in the affairs

of common life? The man who wil ully injures us do

we ever pardon, on the ground that he is a man of evil

dispositions ? Is the drunkard ustified because he has a

raging thirst, or a passionate man because he has an

ungovernable spirit? Never! And so the man who forms

wrong opinions, when he has the op ortunity of forming

right ones, is not excusable because e naturally inclines

to error. If this inclination towards evil be an excuse

for wicked opinions, it is, of course, so much the more an

excuse the stronger it is, and thence must follow this

absurd conclusion that the most fiendish dispositions will

finally involve the lightest condemnation.

But, truly, man is under a responsibility which is uni

versal. It be ins at the fountain head, the first springs

of conduct,—- is feelings and desires; but we shall search

in vain to find any part of his constitution to which this

responsibility does not extend. Man is bound to feel

right, and think right, and do right. God will condemn,

and has a right to condemn sin wherever it exists, and

in whatsoever form it presents itself before him. Who
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ever is conscious that he has wicked feelings which he

cannot subdue, is always conscious of this too, that the

more he cannot subdtie these wicked feelings, the more

sinful and miserable he is. The more opposed any man’s

heart is to right, the guiltier he is for that. And we shall

find that all our objections and difficulties will give us no

relief from the responsibilty under which our Creator

has placed us, as judges of truth. If we are prone to be

unfair judges, it is our sin that we are so,—-and the

reater this proneness, the greater our sin before God.

f we are disposed to give a dishonest judgment from

that high seat where God placed us, when he undertook

to submit his truth to our examination, and commend it

Himself to our belief, a dreadful, and a lamentable fact

indeed it is, and we should feel it to be such. Responsi

ble we are, and responsible we shall forever continue to

be, in every part of our constitution, and at every period

of our bein . Responsible, not only when we act, but

when we will to act ,' not only when we will to act, but

when we yield to those mom'ws which determine us so to

will; not only when we yield to these motives, but when

we form opinions, and cherish feelings which make us

ca able of being influenced by those motives.

here is a fourth argument, weightier far than any we

have yet presented, and it shall be our last. It is derived

from the general representation of Scripture, and from

the specific nature of Christianity.

How often do the Scriptures represent Jesus Christ as

perceiving and condemning the thoughts of the hearts of

those around him! And if, while He was et in our form,

as a servant, he observed and condemne opinions, how

much more must he now notice,-—how much more will

he, at last, condemn them from his eternal throne!

“But of the heart (said Jesus Christ) proceed evil

thoughts,” that is, in the original reasOni/ngs or opinions

that are wicked. And what other evils does He describe

as associated with, as issuing from, and as indicating this

wicked character of the heart’s reasonin s? Why “mur

der,” adulteries, fornications, thefts, fa se witness, blas

phemies. These are the fruits of that tree, the streams

from that fountain.

The Apostle Paul charges it against the Heathen, as
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one of their sins, that they became vain in their ima ina

tions, (or reasoniugs,) and had their foolish hearts ark

ened.”-—Rom. i. 21.

\Vhen Simon, the sorcerer, thought the gift of God’s

Spirit might be purchased with money, the Apostle Peter

pronounced that thought, or opinion, a wicked one;

thought it was, no doubt, as deliberately formed and as

sincerely held, as it was frankly avowed. The Apostle .

tells him, moreover, that he is in danger of perishing for

that opinion, and he exhorts him to repent of that wick

edness, and pray God, if, perhaps, that thought of his

heart might be forgiven him.

In like manner, with reference to those that opposed

themselves to the doctrines of the gospel, Paul says, (2

Tim. ii. 25,) we must, “in meekness, instruct them, if per

adventure God will give them repentance to the acknowl

edging of the truth,” which shews that not acknowledging

the truth is sinful, even in those cases in which it arises

partly from ignorance and the want of instruction. Again

the same Apostle (2 Tim. iii. 8,) speaks of those who

“resist the truth, as men of corrupt minds, reprobate

concerning the faith.” ,

Thus it is, also, that we find the beloved Apostle John

giving commandment (2 John, 10 and 11,) not to receive

nor to salute any man who holds a certain “doctrine,”

which he names, and the ground of the commandment

is that whoso wishes that man well, is partaker of his

“evil deeds.” The inference seems unavoidable, that in

John’s mind it is an evil deed to hold a wicked doctrine.

But when we leave these general representations of the

word of God, and come to consider the specific nature of

Christianity, we see still more plainly that man must be

responsible to God for his belief. “He that believeth

shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be damned.”

The most prominent feature of the gospel is its demand

upon our faith. The very foundations of the Christian

religion, as a scheme of doctrine and as a personal life

and experience, are laid in belief. And to deny our

responsibility for reli ious opinions, plainly, therefore,

tends towards a total (Ienial of Christianity.

Such being our views of human responsibility for

belief, we, of course, maintain that great dignity belongs
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to the office of the preacher; nay, of every teacher,

whether more or less directly engaged in the communi

cation of moral and religious instruction. It is in this

aspect we see, how truly venerable is every mother with

her young charge sitting at her feet. And meditating on

these things, we feel how much it becomes all persons,

both preachers and hearers, teachers and pupils, parents

and children, in fine the whole human race, to beware ’

how they handle truth, how they deal with principles,

those most delicate, most sacred, most precious, most

mi hty of all things outside of God’s eternal throne! ,

e think such impressions very wholesome ones to be

cherished, by beings constituted and situated as are man

kind. And these very im ressions will be made, of

necessity, upon every min which acknowled es the

responsibility we have been maintaining. An every

such mind will, moreover, be impressed with the duty of

rousing itself to earnest and honest inquiry and search

after the truth; and with the necessity of controlling the

passions, instead of allowing them to control the under

standing, the will, and the life. Every such mind must

also be sensible of the importance of cultivating right

feelings on every subject, with a view to obtaining right

opinions on that subject; and will strive to cherish a deep

conviction of its own liability and proneness to error,

with a view both to the exercise of charity towards others,

and to an humble seeking of Divine guidance for itself.

We say charity towards others,—but far be it, forever,

from us, to appeal to that hollow, that false charity which

is so general in this age. Upon that, we trust, we have

learned to set its true value. Every good thing has its

counterfeit, and why should there not be a counterfeit

charity? The ear] Christians cultivated charity in all

things, and allowed,liberty in things indifferent, but they

insisted, as we would always be found insisting, upon

unity and orthodoxy in things essential. There are men,

and there are churches in this day, (Mr. Newman and

the Spiritualists are, perhaps, the latest found specimens,)

who insist on wearing the Christian name, while they

deny all the fundamental truths of Christianity. And

yet, holding a totally difl'erent scheme as being the true

Christian scheme, they are found as liberal towards us as
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the are towards each other! What a dreadful duplicity

an treachery there is in all their charity! We would

love the persons, but hate and abjure the errors of such.

We would eVer remember that truth stands next to God

himself; and God helping us,we mean that it shall always

stand next to him in our ractical regards.

In opposition, then, to Sir J. Mackintosh’s declaration

quoted in the early part of this article, we hold the estab

lishment of the doctrine, that men are responsible for

belief, to be in every point of view most desirable,—-and

are unable to perceive how any benefits could flow to the

human family from destroying their sense of accounta

bility for abuse of evidence, and for rejection of truth.

Intimate as the connection is between opinions, and con

duct, and necessary as restraint is to beings constituted

like us, would it not be a dreadful calamity to reli ion

~ and virtue, if the race of man were persuaded to believe

all religious and moral opinions matters of indifference?

WVould it not be a monstrous thin for us all to become

so indifferent to truth, as to feel t e very same feelings

towards those who sympathize with our most cherished

and sacred opinions, and those who sympathize not? If

all men were once persuaded that truth is not the most

sacred and precious of all things, there might, indeed,

be, as Sir James says there would be, less persecution

and controversy, but we should have no more patriots, or

martyrs. We should no longer be able to appreciate the

very best lessons of history. We should never more be

stirred to noble deeds, or to heroic endurance, by any

fresh examples of a tried soul yielding life, rather than

to yield truth.

Such would be the deplorable, practical influences of

the doctrine we are opposing. But what of the doctrine

itself? It seems to us that nothing can exceed the foll

and absurdity of it as embodied in the maxim, that “ it

is no matter what a man believes if he is only sincere.”

This maxim, of course, can only apply to those who hold

fa se opinions. But how can such a man, accordin to

this maxim itself, ever do right, or escape censure? If he

act out his wrong opinions, his conduct must be wrong,

of course, and he is condemned as an evil doer ; but, if

he does not act them out, he must be insincere, and is

set down for a hypocrite. '
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ARTICLE II.

THE BIBLE, AND NOT REASON, THE ONLY CERTAIN AND AU

THORITATIVE SOURCE OF OUR KNOWLEDGE, EVEN OF THE

EXISTENCE OF GOD.

“We have also” says the Apostle Peter, “ a more sure

word of prophecy, whereunto ye do well that ye take

heed as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until

the day dawn, and the da -star arise in your hearts.”—

Without entering into the discussion of the various shades

of interpretation to which this passage of Scripture has

given rise, I would present what appears to be implied

as true in them all. The Apostle had adduced the mira

cle of the transfignration, of which he was an eye-witness,

as an irrefragable proof of the divinity and glory of

Christ and his gospel, and of the assurance of future and

everlasting blessedness. Of all this, the glory with which

Christ was transfigured,—the testimony given to him by

Moses and Elias,—and the voice of God openly declaring

him to be his Son, and authoritatively requiring all men

implicitly to receive and obey his teachings,-—are irre

_ sistible proofs. But, adds the Apostle, strong as is this

testimony, and infallible as is this evidence of the truth

and certainty of the things in which we have believed,

we have the very word of God conveyed to us through

the instrumentality of holy men of God in every age of

the Church, in those Scriptures which are filled with

prophetical and ins ired truths. The allusion is there

ore to the entire criptures, both of the old and new

Testaments. These Scriptures were “ ALL GIVEN BY m

SPIRATION,” as is attested by miraculous and prophetical

evidences, that is, by a supernatural power, and a super

natural wisdom and foreknowledge, which imply omnis

cience, and omnipotence, and omnipresence. The are

not, therefore, the result of private or uninspire dis

closure, impulse or discovery. They did not origin

ate from the intuitive or rational powers of the human

mind. The Prophets were, as Bishop Horsley states

it, necessary agents, acting under the irresistible influ

ence of the omniscient Spirit, who made the faculties

' 43
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and the organs of those holy men the instruments' for

conveyin to mankind some portion of the treasures of

his own nowledge.” All the information, both as to

doctrine and duty, contained in the Scriptures, is the

result of supernatural or divine influence, and. is, there

fore, as indisputably the Word of God, as the voice from

“ the excellent glory heard upon the holy mount.”

To those Scriptures, therefore, we are required to “ take

heed,” as being all “profitable for” the infallible com

munication of “doctrine” and knowledge of duty. In

the midst of that obscurity and darkness which envelope

the limited range of human reason, and the ignorance

and inability to comprehend divine things, even when

revealed, in which sin has involved the understandings

of men, revelation shines as a light in a dark place, to

instruct and guide, and is completely fitted to direct into

all truth and all duty, the otherwise bewildered inquirer.

While he who trusts to his own, or to Iva/mam reason,

is like the mariner without chart, compass or anchor,

driven about by every wind of doctrine, and “ never in

one stay,” he who takes heed to this divine light, pos

sesses both a divine compass, chart and anchor, which

are “ sure and steadfast,” and by which he is made

“ wise unto salvation.”

And what is more: the evidences by which the Scrip

tures are found to be the only and infallible rule of faith

and practice, bright, and burning as they now are, are

ever increasing. Events which, at the time the Scrip

tures were in their several parts written, were in the

womb of time, have many of them come forth, and many

more shall yet be brought into existence, giving by their

testimony increasing magnitude and effulgence to this

radiant light of Divine truth. Monuments silent for

ages, and ruins buried for thousands of years from the

notice of mankind, are now vocal, and coming forth from

the tomb of their supposed oblivion, are proclaiming, as

with the united voices of all past enerations, the truth,

and certainty, and ins iration of t e Scriptures. Even

now, the day has but egu/n to dawn, and the day-star to

arise upon our hearts, and this evidence and attestation

to the Scriptures, as the word of God, shall shine more

and more, until the unclouded blaze of perfect conviction
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shines with noon-tide brilliance on every darkened mind

of man. \

It is thus that the Psalmist also, describes the word of

God,—~fully developed in the ospel of his Son,—as being

the true light imaged by the light of the natural sun.—

Like the sun, it is intended for all men, adapted to all,

and to be communicated to all. It is the only source of

real, certain, and infallible truth, on all subjects super

human and divine. There is no speech nor language,

where its voice is not, or is not to be heard. In its light

alone, we see light, and destitute of it, millions “ sit as

in the region and shadow of death,” and '“ perish for lack

of knowledge.” This word of God is, and it alone is,

perfect to restore the soul from error to truth, from sin to

righteousness, from doubt to certainty. It alone convin

ces of sin, holds forth a Saviour, is the means of grace, a

rule of conduct, a standard of faith, a source of wisdom,

unveiling to the darkened vision of reason the wonderful

nature, and works, and ways, and will, and worship, and

purposes, and mercy, of God, and thus enlightening the

e es.
yTo be a Christian, then, is to believe that Moses and

the prophets, Christ and his Apostles, were endued

with di/vz'ne authority to teach all that they taught, and

enforce all that they enjoined, and that God will verify

in this world, and in the world to come, all that they

have foretold,—it is, in short, cordiall and with our

hearts, to believe and act upon the trut that the Scrip~

tures are the only rule of our faith and practice, of our

hopes and fears, and that to add to, or take from, to mo

dify or exchange any of their truths, is to endanger the

only “foundation which God has laid in Zion.”

In what relation, then, does reason stand to Scripture

and Scripture to reason? To perceive this with clearness,

let us remember what has been determined concerning

reason. Reason is that intelligent nature by which man

is capable of thinking,—of discerning the relation of

cause and effect,—of receiving and distinguishing testi

mony,—of weighing evidence,—~of forming opinions,—0f

attaining knowledge,—-of becoming acquainted with what

is duty,—and of acting upon it under a sense of deep and

solemn responsibility. This reason, we have seen, is
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limited in its capacity, by its own finite nature, and in

its field of observation and experience by the senses, to

which, as inlets of sensation and organs of perception, it

is at present allied. What is beyond this sphere, reason

can only know by testimonfy, or remain ignorant of alto

ether, as is the case in re erence to a great part of the

t ings by which it is surrounded, and universalby, as it

regards their essences. Of course, this must be much

more evidently and necessarily the case, as it relates to

all things spiritual, supernatural and divine. This is an

unknown region, which, like the terra incognita of earth,

can only be surmised and conjectured, but of which we

can have certain knowledge only so far as our actual ob

servation and discovery in the one case, and actual testi

mony in the other, really extend. Both may be, to a

certain extent, com rehensible by reason, when the

means of judging 0 their existence and attributes is

brought within its reach. In both, there will be much

to be believed, as, for instance, the essense of things,

which, with its present ca acity, it never can compre

hend. The belief, in regar to both, of all that is proved

to be true, is most reasonable, and the attempt to explain

or to dogmatize upon what is not proved or revealed, or

comprehensible, is most unreasonable and absurd, yea,

most sinful and impious.

But reason is not only limited. 'It is imperfect. It is

not infallible. It is not omniscient, nor are its bodily

organs absolutely perfect. It is, therefore, liable to mis

apprehension, perversion and mistake. To err is human.

Infallibility is the prerogative only of Divinity. This

imperfect and limited nature characterizes man as a

creature “ made a little lower than the angels,” and not

merely as a fallen and sinful creature. Adam, in Para-'

dise, needed, and received, and rejoiced in, the instruc

tion, guidance and holiness, imparted to him by his all

gracious and merciful Creator.

But now, man is a fallen and sinful, as well as a limit

ed and imperfect being, and the Divine communion,

holiness, and guidance, originally imparted to him, are,

by his own sin, withdrawn. As it was in God’s light

man’s reason saw perfectly, holily and wisely, so, when

that light is withheld, reason is left to its own feeble
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imperfection, and sees but dimly. A disordered heart

ever enveloping it in a misty haze, it is seduced into

error, mistakes truth for falsehood and falsehood for truth,

regards evidence with attention or inattention, and in

vestigates it thoroughly or imperfectly, according to the

wishes of the heart. The understanding is itself darken

ed, and it will not come unto the light.

Thou ht

Precedes the will to think, and error ‘ves

Ere reason can be born. Reason, the power

To guess at right and wrong, the twinkling lamp

Ofwand’ring life, that winks and wakes b turns

Fooling the follower betwixt shade and s ' 'ng.

While this limited, imperfect and perverted character

of human reason has been manifested in every depart

ment of knowledge, it has been most lamentably exhibit

ed in all in uiries into things divine. This was to be

expected. ese things lie beyond the field of sensible

observation, experience and proof. We know not what

life is, or what the soul is, or what spirit is, or how these

act upon matter. And if thus ignorant concerning our

selves, and of what is within us, and constitutes our

selves, how can we know or comprehend that great Spi

rit who is infinite, eternal, omniscient, omnipresent, and

omnipotent! How God, thus infinite, can be 00d, and

yet man evil,—how God can be gracious, an yet man

miserable,--how man can be free, and yet absolutely

- dependent,——how all things ast, present and to come,

can be present to God’s know edge, power, wisdom, and

government, and yet the liberty of second causes remain

unhindered,—these are difficulties, arising, not from rev

elation, but from the nature of things as they exist, and

which, independently of revelation, reason has found to

be incomprehensible, and the source of endless specula

tions and contradictory theories.

In thoughts more elevate sages have reasoned high

Of Provrdence, foreknowledge, will, of fate,—

Fixed fate, free will, foreknowledge absolute;

And found no end in wandering mazes lost.

Whether human reason by its own unaided powers

could ever have attained to the knowledge of God’s being,

attributes, or providence, or of man’s future destiny in a
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world to come, or of the true origin of man’s present con

trarieties of feelin , character and judgment, or of the

way in which the tears of death, and of evil after death,

an of evil during life from some invisible and unknown

powers, could be appeased or removed,—this I say is a

guestion which cannot possibly be determined in the af

rmative, and must, I would think, he decided in the

negative. It cannot be proved that human reason unas~

stated, could discover the truth on these points, and for

this simple reason, that human reason never has been

without assistance. In the beginning it had the instruc

tion iven by God, actual communion with God, and

know edge of Him, of itself, and of its relations to Him.

From the first moment of man’s fall, reason was assisted

and instructed by the remembrance of what was already

known, and by a present and permanent revelation of

God’s purposes and lane for man’s redemption,—~the ne

'cessity and nature 0 divine worship,—a coming Saviour,

and of the salvation and everlasting life to be obtained

through Him. And at sundry times and in divers man

ners, God has replenished and renewed, and increased

the light and knowledge thus originally, and always en

joyed. The traditionary rays of this light shining amid

the darkness of human ignorance ever increasing as sin

obscured what existed, have been preserved by every

nation and kindred, and ton ue, and tribe, and people,

‘under the whole heavens. 0 many there was super

added the direct or indirect light of a positive and present

revelation. And to all there were “ the invisible things of

God clearly understood by the thin s that are made,”

when—with the knowledge of God an the disposition to

know of God—~these were carefully examined. It was

with all this light and assistance, and with more or less

knowledge of the Hebrew Scriptures that the ancient

philosophers and sages wrote and spoke what they did

on these points. In all that was dark, contradictory and

obscure, we see the imperfections, vanity, and perversions

of human reason, and in all, in them that was accordant

to the truth, we see the reflected light of an existing, .or

of a traditionary revelation.

Any true, certain and assured knowledge on these sub~

jects, the world by all its wisdom never has attained.
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What God is, was the question which, the longer “the

wisdom of this world” took to answer, the more impossi

ble the answer became. All that philoso hers could

discover with certainty was what Socrates, t e wisest of

them, avouched as the great attainment of human Wisdom,

that God was incomprehensible and that man knew

nothin . They all confessed and lamented their ignor

ance of these things. Plato was sensible of the de ravi

ty of human nature, acknowledged the want of a ivine

guide and earnestly desired such assistance to lead him to

the truth. He compared the present condition of the

soul to the statue of the sea-god Glaucus, which was

. partly broken with the waves, and almost covered with

shells and stones and weeds. The mind at present, he

says, “knows things but as in a dream, and in reality is

ignorant of every thing;” and he afiirms that he never

met with a man who knew what virtue was. The an

, cients, too, referred all their original knowledge of divine

things to the Gods, and to a primitive revelation from

them. And when the Athenians inquired of Apollo, as

Cicero informs us, what religion they should profess and

hold, the oracle answered, “That of their forefathers.”

And since these were contradictory and )various, they.

inquired again, which, and were answered, _“ The best.”

Even when Thales, Plato, and others, imported among \

them the urer ideas they had derived from their inter

course wit nations in contact with the Jews, reason

could not even receive, understand and conform to them.

It heard the words, but attached to them no clear and .

certain ideas. Even Plato, therefore, represents himself

as wanderin upon the sea of truth, having no certain

port to whic to steer, no pilot to uide him, and ever

tossed about like the waves. And t us we find even in

the days of the Apostles, when Paul visited Athens, one

of the most prominent objects was a statue “ to the un

known God.”

“ The whole voice of antiquity agrees in this, that the

knowled e of the first cause is a gift of the gods to men.”

Even Ce sus concluded “That a divine Spirit descended

to acquaint the ancient sag'es with those divine truths

they taught the world.” And Jamblichus asserts, “That

our weak and frail nature possesses nothing of this know

ledge as natural to it.”

WW
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This one thing is certain, that the earlier we go in our

inquiries into the notions of a God among any nation,

the clearer they are found, because nearer, we believe, to

the original light and urer reflection of revelation. The

invariable effect of philosophy and human reason there- '

fore, has been to confuse these ideas and to bring men

into a state of practical atheism, or at least of scepticism.

Even the more profound thinkers of the Alexandrian

school frankly acknowledged the impossibility of a proper

proof of the existence of God.*

Such was the result to which human reason among the

most intellectual and refined nation of the ancient world,

and aided too, by all that genius, philosophy, the tradi

tions of primitive revelation and scintillations from ex

isting revelation, could attain. “The world by all its

wisdom knew not God.”

If from the ancient we turn to the modern world, we

find, just as surely as philosophers discard the light

of divine revelation,—though their minds are brightened

by its influence and their moral code is deduced from its

pages,—that nevertheless they run into all the vagaries of

rationalism, of transcendantalism, of pantheism, of the

worship of genius, or on the other hand, into the depths

of superstitionxl'

* See Hagenbach’s Hist. of Doctr. 01. i. p. 90, and Clem. of Alex., Strom.

v. 12, p. 695; ib. in calce et. 696; trom. iv. 25, p. 635; Likewise Origen

contra als. viii, 42; (opp. T. J. 725,) maintains, in reference to the saying

of Plato, that it is difficult to nd God. Even the notions of the heathen,

concerning the immortality of the soul, were founded on tradition and

corrupted by philosophy, as may be seen in Leland’s Necessity of Divine

Rev. vol. ii, pt. 2, ch. 7, p. 107.

1- Dr. Marehold, the celebrated antagonist of Strauss, in his treatise on

Vaticination § 4, remarks, after enumerating the various points in which

all religions coincide with one another and with revelation,—“I say, we

are constrained, without reference to the holy volume, to adopt the senti

ment that the supposition, prevalent for better than a century, of a natu

ral religion, so called, is utterly false, and that all religions have proceeded

from a common fountain, viz: ‘from the name of the Lord,’ which, when

forgotten, righteous Abraham proclaimed again, and therefore as the hu

man race manifests such harmonious doctrines, sages, and customs, as we

have shown above, it likewise follows that, whenever in these doctrines,

sages and customs appear irrational to subjective reason, when torn from

mediate experience, has to be acknowledged as rational, because there

exists no function in the human mind capable of roducing from itself the

same religious representations and figures in all) ages, all localities, and

among all nations. The great minds among the heathen have, at least in
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Even as to the EXISTENCE of God, it is a uestion of

great doubt, whether reason, entirely masscsted, could

emonstrate this great truth with any certainty. We

see, it is true, in all the works of God, evidences of order,

wisdom, and design, from which, by an intuitive principle

or power of mind, we infer that there must be a wise and

intelligent Being who ordered and designed them all.

The events of life, the providence and protection mani

fested towards all creatures, also lead the mind to the

contemplation of a Being “distinct from nature, who

conducts and determines what seems to us accidental,”

and who is a GOVERNOR as well as an ARCHITECT. The

consciousness of a something within us, which thinks,

feels, reasons, plans, desires, and loves, leads us still fur

ther to believe that there must be a conscious, PERSONAL,

benevolent, and all-wise GOD. The sense in man of right

and wrong, of the evil of the one and the propriety of the

other, of their desert of approbation or disapprobation,

rewards or punishments, and the consequent emotions of
self condemnation, or approval, of hope, and fear, joy orl

~ sorrow, these feelings in our nature also lead us, irresisti

bly, to believe in a God who is the Governor and Judge

of men, and who, as He has the power, has also the will

part, felt, and humbly laid hold of this truth, that all the talk of subjective

reason leads to no result. They therefore adhered to tradition, i. e. to

what had been given them, though it had become ever so dim and im

perfect. Hence Socratcs says, in the Gorgias of Plato, that he did believe

the sages of a spiritual wor d from tradition alone; and in Cicero’s work,

De natura Deorum, lib. 301 cap. 17, Gotta answers another philosopher,

who had undertaken to demonstrate to him the existence of the gods by

arguments drawn from reason: “This single argument suffices me that

our ancestors have delivered to us the faith in the immortal gods.

Thus the individual idea, “ God,” which we meet with among most na

tions of the earth, does not yet permit us to prove the real existence of

\God, and to infer hence the rationality of the idea, as the ancient philoso

;phers, an Aristotle, a Plato, a Cicero, and others, believed; but this histori

cal proof of the existence of God, derived from the unanimous assent of all

> nations, has in later times been almost unanimously rejected, since we have

become better so uainted with the earth and its inhabitants than the an

cients were. In is article we agree with our modern philosophers, inass

much as the idea of God was very indefinite in antiigiity, and only admit

ted the adoption of something higher than men. ut the view changes

materially, if we consider this general belief of nations as some original

reVelation, which we shall have to do, so soon as we reflect on the further

connection f their other religious traditions and views with our biblical

revelation—Whitaker’s Southern Magazine, Aug. 1852, p. 122.

Von. vn.—No. 3. 44
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\

to punish or reward, according to the actions of His crea

tures.

Such are the sources from which human reason, ided

by all the light which science, education and reve ation,

can throw around it, derives its proofs of the EXISTENCE

of God. And undoubtedly, the remises are sound, and

the conclusions most rational. at at the same time, it

must be admitted, that these ar uments re uire for their

appreciation, a very close an rigid anal sis, a very

candid and impartial inquiry, and a perfect geedom from

preljudice and disinclination to the truth. -

here are also, it must be admitted, many difiiculties,

doubts and objections, which present themselves to every

one of these conclusions,-—“ doubts and perplexities

which,” it is admitted, b one of the ablest reasoners upon

the subject,* “ the min must entertain but which it feels

that it ca/rmot 80000.” “When,” he adds, “the mind is

fixed on any one of these groups of arguments, to the ex

clusion of the others, the conception becomes limited,

partial, and so far, erroneous.”1'

Beliefs which invariably exist, are those which both

rational] and of necessity, we must adopt as rimary

and fun amental facts, and when it is impossib e for us

to conceive the ne ative of such beliefs, we have the

hi hest evidence t at they do, and must invariably,

exrsti Such truths we must regard as the necessary re

sult of the operation of the human mind in its relation to

the external world, and to all impressions made upon it

from whatever s0urce.§

Now, if, as we may assume, this is the only certain

criterion of a belief which is universal and necessary to

the human mind, then it will follow that the existence of

a God is not such. It is not universal, since nations have

* Dr. McCosh on the Div. Govt, p. 12. 1- Do. D0.

11! there be, as Mr. Mill holds, certain absolute uniformities in nature;

if these uniformities produce, as they must, absolute uniformities in our

experience; and if, as he shows, these absolute uniformities in our ex,

erience disable us from conceiving the negations of them; then answer

ing to each absolute uniformity in nature which we can cognize, there

must exist in us a belief of which the negation is inconceivable, and

which is absolutely true.

§See Art. on the Universal Postulate, in the Westminster Review,

Oct. 1853.
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been found so sunk in barbaric ignorance as not to pos

sess it; since it is only found to prevail in so far as a good

degree of general intelli ence and traditional knowledge

are found to exist ; and smce when it is found to exist it is

notmanifested in any uniform belief, as is the reality of

the existence of an external world, but in many various

modes. And as we can easily conceive of the negation of

such a belief, and many philosophers have rejected, and

do now reject this belief, we have the most assured evi

dence that this belief is not universal, or one which the hu

man mind must logically, or of necessity, admit, by any

inherent and uninstructed power within itself. In other

words, the belief in the existence of a God is not found

ed upon a priori, but upon a posteriori, evidence.

It is further to be remarked, that the predominating

character of the present philosophy in France and Ger

many, and, to some extent, in all ages and countries, is

and has been atheistical, either resolving itself into Pan

theism, that is, making nature God and God nature, or

denying God altogether, and reducing all events to fate,

or to unalterable mechanical laws.

In Germany philosophy has either utterly scouted rev~

elation, or it has rejected as a mere form, the text of

Scripture, and aimed at creating a new christianity, a new

religion, by its own power. In it, therefore, we see what

the human mind is capable of when left to itself, even

under the guidance of genius. “What had they been

doing for twenty years? They had attacked with a sort

of phrenzy all the principles on which rest religion, mo

rality, the family, the State, the civil law. Not only had

they abandoned Christianity in their audacious theories,

they had denied the existence of the living God, man’s

liberty and responsibility, the immortality of the soul,

and preached the most hideous pantheism with all its

consequences.” Even now, the prevailing philosophy

is a pantheistic perversion of the terms of Christianity.

It is, therefore, very doubtful, whether human reason,

if left entirely unassisted, could ever have arrived at any

definite, fixed, or certain knowledge even, of the Exrs

TENCE of God.

The existence of atheism, sa s John Randolph, in his

celebrated letters to H. St. G. cker, Esq., published in
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the Washin ton Union, by Septimus Tustin, has been

denied, but was an honest atheist. Hume began, and

Hobbes finished me. I read Spinoza and all the tribe.

Surely I fell by no iggoble hand. And the very man

( ) who gave me ume’s “Essay u on Nature” to

read, administered “ Beattie upon Trut ,” as the an

tidote—Venice treacle against arsenic and the essential

oil of bitter almonds;bread and milk poultice for the

“ bite of the cobra capello.”

Had I remained a successful olitical leader, I mi ht

never have been a Christian. ut it pleased God t at

my pride should be mortified; that by death and deser

tion I should lose my friends; that, except in the veins

of a maniac, and he too, possessed “of a child by a deaf

and dumb s irit,” there should not run one drop of my

father’s bloc in any living creature besides myself. The

death of Tudor finished my humiliation. I had tried all

things but the refu e to Christ, and to that, with pa

rental stripes, was ? driven. Often did I cry out with

the father of that wretched boy, “ Lord! I believe—help

thou mine unbelief ;” and the gracious mercy of our Lord

to this wavering faith, staggerin under the force of the

hard heart of unbelief, I humb y hoped would, in his

good time, be extended to me also.—St. Mark, vii: 17-29.

“Throw Revelation aside, and I can drive any man b

irresistible induction to atheism. John Marshall could

not resist me. When I say any man, I mean a man ca

pable of logical and consequential reasoning. Deism is

the refuge of those that startle at atheism, and can’t be

lieve Revelation: and my —--, (may God have forgiven

us both,) and myself used, with Diderot & Co., to laugh

at the deistical bigots who must have milk, not being

able to digest meat. All theism is derived from Revela

tion—that of the laws confessedly. Our own is from the

same source—so is the false revelation of Mahomet; and

and I can’t much blame the Turks for considering the

Franks and Greeks to be idolators. Every other idea of

one God that floats in the world is derived from the tra

dition of the sons of Noah handed down to their pos

terity.”* I

 

Mr. Charles Rosenkrantz, a distinguished disciple of Hegel, has publish

ed two books, one entitled “ The System of Science,” and the other “My
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So much for the question of the EXISTENCE of God, a

truth which, while it is most agreeable to human reason,

requires the light of revelation to present it clear and

evident to the eye of reason, and to enable that eye to

see the invisible things of God, “even his eternal power

and God-head, by the things that are made.”

Nature, and time, and earth, and skies,

God’s heavenly skill proclaim;

What shall we do to make us wise

But learn to read thy name!

To fear thy power, to trust thy grace,

Is our divinest skill:

And he’s the wisest- of our race

That best obeys thy will.

But we may bring this question- to the test of experi

ment. As all the knowledge of God found among men

may be accounted for by an ori inal divine teaching and

communicated knowledge, to which even langua e itself

must, in all probability, be ascribed, this know edge is

no certain proof of what unassisted human reason can

attain.

But there are and have been human beings who, by

the want of the powers of speech and hearing, have been

cut ofl’ from the instruction of their fellow men, and left

to the powers of their own natural understanding.—

What, then, I ask, is the fact in relation to them?

We will present an account sent by Mr. Fellebien to

the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and printed in their

Memoirs, by which is fully evinced the absolute incapa

city of man, uninstructed, for making or thinking of any

religion.* The son of a tradesman in Chartres, who had

been deaf from his birth, and consequently dumb, when

he was about twenty-three or twenty-four years of age,

began on a sudden to speak, without its being known

that he had ever heard. This event drew the attention

of every one, and many believed it to be miraculous.—

Reform of Hegel’s Philosophy.” He admits that the opinions of his mas

ter, interpreted by ignorant or rash scholars, have favoured the material

ist tendencies of our age. He avows also, that Hegel errs in trying to

form an idea by the mere force of human intelligence, of the Infimte and

the finite, God, man and the universe.

* See The Scholar Armed, vol. i: p. 180, 181.
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The young man, however, gave a plain and rational

account, by which it appeared to proceed from natural

causes. He said, that about four months before, he was

surprised b a new and pleasing sensation, which he

afterwards iscovered to arise from a ring of bells : that

as yet, he heard only with one ear, but afterwards a

kind of water came from his left ear, and then he could

hear distinctly with both; that from this time he listened,

with the utmost curiosity and attention, to the sounds

which accompan those motions of the lips, which he

had before remar ed to convey ideas from one person to

another. In short, he was able to understand them, by

noting the thing to which they related, and the action

they produced. And after repeated attempts to imitate

them when alone, at the end of four months he thought

himself able to talk. He therefore, without having inti

mated what had happened, began at once to speak, and

affected to join in conversation, though with much more

im erfection than he was aware of.

any Divines immediately visited him, and question

ed him about God, and the soul, moral good and evil,

and many other subjects of the same kind; but of all

this, they found him totall ignorant, though he had

been used to go to mass, an had been instructed in all

the externals of devotion, and making the sign of the

cross, looking upwards, kneeling at proper seasons, and

usin gestures of penitence and prayer. Of death itself,

whic may be considered as a sensible object, he had

ver confused and imperfect ideas, nor did it a pear that

he had ever reflected upon it. His life was ittle more

than animal and sensitive. He seemed to be content

with the simple perception of such objects as he could

perceive, and did not compare his ideas with each other,

nor draw inferences, as might have been expected from

him. It appeared, however, that his understanding was

vigorous, and his apprehension quick; so that his intel

lectual defects must have been caused, not by the bar

renness of the soil, but merely by the want of necessary

cultivation.

The case of this young man was not peculiar. What

was true of him is true of every human being born in his

circumstances. An individual who is cut off by total
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deafness and speechlessness from all instruction, is desti

tute of the knowledge of God, and incapable, by any

exercise of his own reason, even with all the phenomena

of the heavens and the earth before him, of finding out

God. His mind is a blank, in reference to all things

supernatural and divine. The power of consciousness,

the principle of causation, and the faculty of jud ment,

fail to lead him up from “the things that are ma e,” to

“the invisible things, even the eternal ower and God

head” of Him that made them. It is on y when, by the

wonderful genius of modern philanthropy, he is brought

into communication with other minds, with the fact of

the existence of God, and with the evidences by which

that fact is proved, that his mind is aroused to the deep

and powerful conviction of this truth. Such is the inva

riable and universal fact.* _

Here then is a test, and the only test, we believe, 0f

the real, intuitive, unaided, and uninstructed ability of

human reason, to arrive at the certain knowledge of the

existence of God. The inference from it, therefore, is,

that while this truth commends itself to the intuitive

powers of human reason, when brought, with its evidence

efore them, that, nevertheless, reason alone, unaided

and uninstructed, is incapable of arriving at the sublime

* The following communication is from Dr. Howe, the celebrated Teach

er of Laura Bridgman, the deaf, dumb and blind mute, written in reply to

my inquiries on this subject:

“Boston, Feb. 26, 1853.

Dear Sir,—-I send you such of our Reports as I can find which mention

the case of Laura Bridgman. You know it was laid down by Blackstone,

and generally received as true, that a person born deaf and blind must

necessarily be an idiot. Laura Bridgman was the first person who found

her way out of the dreary isolation into the light of knowledge, and into

communion with her fellows. By the way she came, others have follow

ed; hut it ma safely be said that deaf and blind children would remain

in idiocy, an of course in ignorance of the existence and attributes of

God, unless their faculties are developed by special instruction. Laura’s

case proved very clearly the innateness of the capacity for religious ideas;

for, without such capacit deeply seated in the moral nature, our instruc

tions might have aswell een given to a dog.

You will find some remarks germane to the subject of your inquiry, in

some of the accompanying Reports.

If I can be of the slightest use to you in any way, please count upon my

readiness. Faithfully yours,

S. G. HOWE.

Rev. Dr. Sun's."
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truth, that there is a God, who is a Spirit, infinite, eter

nal and unchangeable in his being, wisdom, power, holi

ness, justice, goodness, and truth.

Nay, more. We may venture to bring this question

to the standard of reason, even in Christian lands. For,

in the very bosom of Christendom, how many are there,

in the lanes and alleys of our cities, in our woods and '

forests, in mines and cellars, and among the young, igno

rant and vicious every where, who are “ Without God,”

and “atheists in the world.” “Talk” says Locke, “but

with the country people, almost of any age, and with

young people, almost of any condition, and you shall find

that though the name of God be frequently in their

mouths, yet the notions they apply this name to, are so

odd, low and pitiful, that no body can imagine they were

taught by a rational man.”* Man, with all his search

ing, cannot find out his own spirit which is in him: and

how then can he find out the Great Spirit, who is infinite

1y above and beyond, in His invisible and unapproacha

ble greatness! He needs that one should teach him

wherein be the first principles of the oracles of God.—

He is a babe, and has need of milk. His reason, there

fore, should be employed,—not in the vain attempts to

penetrate the clouds and darkness which are round about

the Deity, but, renouncing all imaginations of his own,

in followin that li ht which has shone forth from God’s

shrouded g ory, an which alone reveals any part of His

wa s. .
Syuch has, we may venture to say, been the prevailing

doctrine among the ablest writers in the Christian church.

These have ever maintained that the great principles of

what is called natural religion, could never have been

represented to the human mind, nor known b man, if

God himself had not first taught them, an if they

had not been preserved by a traditional, or an existing

written revelation. This is perfectly consistent with the

fact, which they also believed, that reason is an innate,

natural faculty, for knowing the truth, and distinguishing

truth from error, when that truth and its evidences are

fairly and fully brought before it. The existence of God,

*EssayL. 1; c.4z §16.
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like all other truths of natural religion, when thus repre

sented to the human mind, is rationally demonstrable

and intuitively believed, and can be proved to the in

tellect and become a part of its intuitive inherent beliefs.

But, until thus represented to the mind, we only main

, tain the approved sentiment of Christendom, in maintain

ing that man has not and cannot find out for, and by

himself, any truth which respects thin s supernatural

and divine. And if any parties shoul object to this

conclusion, it ought not to be the Unitarians, since it was

held by the fathers of their theology. Socinus says,

“that to man naturally, and by his own reason or mind,

there is no rooted, settled, or self-originated opinion of

the Deity.” Ostodorus, his fellow believer, says also,

“ what men know 'of God they do not derive from nature,

neither from the consideration of the creation, but from

instruction, since from the beginning God communicated

the knowledge of himself to men.”* ‘

The question then recurs, what is the relation of hu

man reason to the scriptures? In this controversy, it is

not my business to rove the inspiration and authority
of the Scriptures. Iphave said enough to show the neces

sity of revelation to the discovery and knowledge of di

vine things. But, as I am arguing with professed Chris

tians, I ma , at present, assume that the Bible is proved

by the evidence of miracles, of prophecy, of history, and

of traditions, by its own nature and claims, and by its

own self-commending power for the salvation of every

one that believeth, to he the testimony of God, that

is, INSPIRED TRUTH.

To perceive then, at once, what I apprehend to be the

oflice of reason in reference to the Scriptures, I will in

troduce the following parable :‘t

A king sends one of his officers to a province, with

authority to govern it in his name. After a time, this

Governor allows himself to be ensnared and perverted

by a faction. Hence the affairs of the province are very

badly administered, and all thin s are thrown into con

fusion. The sovereign being wel apprised of all that

* Socinus Praelect, c. 2; Ostodorus Instit. pp. 1 and 10, quoted on De

Gols’ Vindec. p. 361. . _

'I' From Werenfils, a German writer, in Smith’s Messiah, vol. 1:5 p. 83.

4
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had happened, and perceiving that the governor had not

the Wisdom and firmness, the exertion and authority re

quisite for remedying the disorders of the province and

restoring it to peace, sends a deputy extraordinary, and

gives orders to the governor to submit himself entirel ,

to this de uty, and to take no measures without his i

rection. he governor’s first duty is to ascertain wheth

er the superior minister be really sent by the king; for,

unless he have satisfactory evidence of this, he would be

guilty: of treason in yielding to the street erthe authority

whic his sovereign had committed to im. But when

he sees the si 11 manual, and the other unquestionable

attestations of t e royal commission, he immediately de

livers up all his own powers to the de ty, and submits,

in all respects, to his arrangements an decisions. Now,

if I should ask, from whom does the deputy hold his au

thority over the premises ? From the king, who sent

him, and whose commission, signed and sealed, he has

in his hand, or from the governor, who, on the produc

tion of those documents, received him with due honor

and acknowled ement? Every man of common sense

will say, from t e king, surely; for, to suppose the other

would be absurd.

The application of this parable is plain. The gracious

and almighty God has given reason to man for the guide

of his conduct‘through life. But reason has submitted

to be corrupted by sin, and man, therefore, is fallen into

a state of extreme misery. God, of his infinite goodness,

has had mercy upon man, and, seeing the insufficiency

of reason to restore him from his fallen state, and to de

liver him from his misery, has sent revelation, and has

given orders to reason to yield obedience, and to take no

art in directing the conduct of man, except what reve

ation may assign. What then, has reason to do in this

case? First of all, she must examine whether this, which

claims to be a revelation from God, is, indeed, such; for,

if she have not satisfactory evidence of this, she cannot,

without criminal rashness, surrender her own authority,

which the Creator had invested her with for the govern

ment and guidance of man. But, as soon as she is sat

isfied, from indubitable roofs, that this is, indeed, a di

vine revelation, she yie ds without delay, and-if reason
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b; igdeed, rational, submits herself entirely, to the Word

0 0d.

Against Fanatics, Romanists and Deists, we contend

therefore, for the full and proper use of reason, in refer

ence to all revealed, just as necessarily as in regard to

all unrevealed, truth. The right and duty of judging for

one’s self is far more important and imperative in religion,

than in anything beside. All the life, and power, and

personal benefit of religion, consist in that inward con

viction, and full persuasion of mind, which can arise

onl from examination, and the blessing of God, sought

an obtained by prayer. It is to the understanding of

every man the Bible addresses its proofs. Faith in the

Word of God, is the assent of the understanding to the

testimony of God upon the ground of His veracity, and

wrought in us by the assistance of His holy S irit,

whose office it is to guide into all that is truth. aith,

therefore, is more certain than every other kind of belief,

because the testimony of God in Scripture, is more cer

tainly true than the conclusions of imperfect reason,

founded upon the fallible evidence of our own observa

tion, or the equally fallible testimony of man. Faith

and the convictions of mere reason, are not, therefore,

opposite, but the same, the one bein produced by the

infallible testimony of God brought home to the mind

by the infallible Spirit of God, and the other being pro

duced by the testimony of our own senses and the ob

servation of our fellow-men, brought home to the mind

llgy its own exertion, or by instructions from others.

aith, therefore, as it is the highest reason, is also the

highest duty, because, as submission to the testimony of

God in his worm, is as reasonable as submission to the

testimony of God in his worms, and as God never re

quires faith without sufficient evidence that the testi

mony on which it is to rest is really his, unbelief is in

excusable impiety, since it makes God a liar, and his

word untrue.

Whatever God says is, and must be, true: this is the

rinciple of faith, and this is the principle of all reason.

No reason can make us doubt God’s veracity, whether

we find him leading us to the knowledge of what is true

by the senses he has given, by the reason he has im
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planted in us, by the intuitive and necessary beliefs to

which that reason impels us, by the things he has placed

around us, or by things he has been pleased to reveal to

us. The office of reason, therefore, is to call to its aid

all the powers of mind, and all the evidences within its

reach, and thus to assure itself that God speaks, and to

understand what God has spoken. Being satisfied by

those evidences of miracles, prophecy, and the power of

its truth, that the Bible, and that every part of the Bible,

is the testimony of God, conveying to us, by whatsoever

way inspired, HIS TRUTH, then reason is called upon to

apply to that human language, in which God has spoken

the laws of interpretation applied to all other human

languages, and b their honest and faithful application

to interpret the ible. In this way reason discovers

what the sacred writers really meant to declare as true.

Reason havin the evidence before her of what is really

the truth God testifies, is bound by her own necessary

and intuitive belief to acquiesce in that testimony, and

to receive that truth, without presuming to call in ques

tion the propriety of the words in which it is delivered.

Here the office of reason ends, except so far as to ex

plain, illustrate, vindicate, and contend earnestly for the

truth. Reason is, therefore, THE INTERPRETER, and not

the legislator or judge of the Bible, as she is of all truth.

She is, indeed, a judge, so far as to know what the evi

dence proves to be testified as true, but not further.

This would be intolerable temerity, since whatever is

from God must be certainly true, and whatever God

commands must be infallibly ri ht, and our duty. This

surely, is the true office, use, an dignity of reason.

Is not this all that reason does, or can do, in regard to

the truth of God, in nature? It is but few of the facts

or truths in nature, whose operation it can comprehend.

What it does comprehend is the qualities or attributes

by which things are distinguished and arranged.

Innumerable things are, however, believed in as true

and real, which are, in their nature, purpose, and laws,

altogether incomprehensible. The fixed princi les and

classifications of science, are constantly modifie by new

discoveries, which prove the fallaciousness of pre-existent

theories. Many things also, which are exceptions to
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general laws, and therefore, apparently, in contrariety to

what is true, are, nevertheless, believed to be true. And

thus, even in mathematical science, the same principles

of reasoning require us to believe that two lines not par

allel must, ultimately, form an angle, and yet, that in

the curve called the asymptote, its lines are ever ap

proximating, and yet, will never meet. Incomprehen

sibility, therefore, and apparent contrariety to other

truths, or to what may be regarded by us as truths, is no

test of what is really true.

How much more must this be the case in the whole

region of things supernatural, in all that relates to God,

and the relations between God and man, time and eter

nity? God himself, is the most incomprehensible of all

things. His being and nature, are as high above our

possible comprehension as are the heavens above the

earth. God’s providence and procedure bein founded
upon his own omniscient and eternal knowlerglge of all

things, and of all that would follow from every kind of

creation, every kind of providence, and every action of

every creature, including the free agency of men, is

founded, evidently, upon reasons infinitely beyond our

possible comprehension. These things are not only un

nown, but they are beyond the possibility of being

known by us. They imply for their knowledge the

same eternity, omniscience, omni resence, and infinite

almightiness, which can order an direct them. In all

his dealings with man, God must also, of necessity, have

regard to the whole duration of human things, the whole

race of mankind, the whole order of human changes

and events, the whole combination of all the causes of

human tempers, all the actions of free agents, and all

the consequences of his own action upon all the inter

ests of every portion of the universe, in all the eternity

that is to come.

A child, therefore, might as reasonably attempt to

grasp the knowledge, and perform the functions of an

arch-angel, as for finite reason to discover, comprehend,

or judge the truth or reasonableness of anything that

pertains to the nature, character, or doings of the infinite

and omniscient reason. And that man, who, without

God’s revelation, would endeavor by searching, to find
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out God, or determine the propriety of God’s course of

procedure, or who, having a revelation, endeavours by

the rush-light of his glimmering reason, to mould and

fashion its teaching into conformity to what he thinks

reasonable and proper, and true, is as great a visionary

as the man who, without the or ans of sense, and with

out any instruction from others, s ould undertake to dis

course of the true nature of the external, visible crea

tion. In a moral oint of view, such conduct can only

be likened to the aring impiety of the Titans attempt

ing to scale the heavens, or of the angels in that rebel

lion which sunk them to perdition, or to the pride and

arrogance, and impiety of our first progenitors in at

tempting to become “wise as God.” T e very object

of revelation is to make known what could not be known

at all, except so far as it is revealed. In the more com

mon Scripture sense of the word, all that is contained

in revelation is mystery, inasmuch as it was before hid

denand unknown, and it all remains, and must remain

mystery, except so far as it is now made known and un

veiled. To do any thing else than receive this revela

tion gratefully and humbly, to interpret it conscientious

ly, candidly, and according to the established principles

of all rational interpretation, and then, in implicit rever

ence and submission, to believe and obey its truths and

precepts, is Wit/walk], even when it is not openly and

avowedly, to reject that revelation. To add to, or take

from the Scriptures by tradition on the one hand, or by

vain philosop y and rationalistic pride on the other, is

to incur the curse and the woe with which God, in his

book, threatens every such impious audacity.

Does reason then, affect to be self-sufficient, she is an

impotent usurper; but if she act in a state of depend

ance she is a valuable servant. Does she pretend to be

our light in matters of a spiritual and heavenly nature?

She is then a despicable dotard, or an ignes fatuus.

Does she kindle her torch at the fire of revelation? She

may then be a discerner of doctrines, and we will call

her “The candle of the Lord.” Submitting to her di

vine author and learning at the feet of omniscience, she

is reason in her senses, presumin to be equal with the

All-wise; undertaking to compre end his word, or dar
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ring to dispute his word, she is reason run mad. In this

quality we disclaim and cashier her; in the other, we

cherish and employ her.” “The prero ative of God,

(says Lord Bacon,) comprehends the who e man; and is

extended as well to the reason, as to the will of man:

that is, that man renounce himself wholly, and draw

near to God. Wherefore, as we are to obey his law,

though we find a reluctation in our will; so we are to

believe His word, though we find a reluctation in our

reason .' for, if we believe only that which is agreeable

to our reason, we give assent to the matter, not to the

author, which is no more than we would do towards a

suspected and discredited witness. Theology is grounded

on, and must be deduced from the oracles of God; and

not from the light of nature, or the dictates of reason.”

We only add the testimon of Locke. “Revelation,

where God has been please to give it, must carry it

against the probable conjectures of reason, because the

mind, not being certain of the truth of that it does not

evidently know, but onl yielding to the probability that

appears in it, is boun to give up its assent to such a

testimony, which it is satisfied comes from one who can

not err, and‘will not deceive.”

“There is nothin more required of a Christian, but

that he receive all t e parts of Divine revelation with a

docility and disposition pre ared to embrace and assent

to all truths coming from God, and submit his mind to

whatsoever shall appear to him to bear that character.”

, \

 

ARTICLE III.

THE OBSTACLES TO MINISTERIAL PIE’I‘Y.

We propose in this article to consider the difiiculties

in the way of eminent ministerial piety. We shall not

s end any time in attempting to demonstrate the desira

b eness of eminent piety 1n a minister of the Gospel. By

common consent, this is considered the first essential ele

ment for his work. Talent, learning, aptness to teach,
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zeal, industry and knowledge of human nature, all essen

tial and valuable qualifications, are, and must ever be,

subordinate to iety. This only can fit him for his work—

can make him appy and successful in it. Greatly to be

pitied is that man who undertakes its toils and sacrifices,

who engages in its endless and endlessly diversified la

bours, and expects to meet its many trials, without deep,

sincere and earnest piety. Though he “ speak with the

tongues of men and of angels, and have not charity,”

love to God and men, whic is the essence of piety, he is

but “ soundin brass, and a tinkling cymbal.” N0 one

will dispute t e general proposition, that a minister of

religion ought to be a truly pious man.

But while this is true, and is never disputed, it is no

less true, that eminent piety in a minister is a most dif

ficult attainment. ‘We are even inclined to believe and

maintain that it is a more difficult attainment in the

minister than in an other man. We are aware that this

will sound strange y, and almost dparadoxically, in the

ears of most, if not all, of our rea ers. Men generally

imagine that it is easier for a minister to be a good man

than for others; that he perpetually breathes an atmos

phere which is redolent of sanctity; that he“ is removed

rom those exclusively worldly and distractin influences

which beset men in secular life, and that all Iris pursuits

are of a character peculiarly favorable to the cultivation

of piety. They think that his temptations to worldliness

are much fewer in number, and of a much less aggrava

ted character, than those which lie in the daily path of

other men, and that there is a sort of ex-ofiicio sanctity

thrown around him, which ensures him a more elevated

tone of piet and devotedness than that to which men in

ordinary lie can expect to attain. With these views,

sustained b such plausible reasoning, men expect of

ministers a igher style of piety than they expect from

others; and probably no proposition relating to the

subject under consideration, would excite more general

surprise, or be received with greater incredulity, than

that which we advance, and shall endeavour to demon

strate, that eminent holiness in a minister of the Gas el,

is a greater attainment than in any other man who engear

rows to cultivate real piet/y.
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In support of this proposition, we remark—

I. That the minister is exposed to the same obstacles

to piety with other men, growing out of the depravity of

our common nature. -

It is a fact which none will presume to question,

though at times it seems strangely forgotten, that minis

ters, in common with all men, are by nature totally de

praved. Descended from one and the same sinful pro

genitor, they inherit the same nature, with all its moral

disabilities. They are sinners of a sinful race; “by

nature children of wrath, even as others.” They have

the same “ carnal mind,” which “is enmity against God,

for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can '

be.” They, like others, are by nature “dead in trespass

es and sins ;” their hearts are “deceitful above all things

and desperately wicked ;” their love for the world and

sensual deli hts is just as strong and imperious as in

other men; t ey desire not the knowledge of God’s ways,

and are in all respects naturally like all their sinful fel

low men. The earthen vessel which is honoured by be

ing made the receptacle of the Divine treasure of the

Gospel, was framed out of apostate clay, and though by

the renewing grace of God, it has been made a “vessel

of mercy, prepared unto glory,” it was originally a “ves

sel of wrath, fitted for destruction.”

To shake off the yoke of sin—to “crucify the flesh

with the affections and 1usts”-—to resist the promptings

of natural inclination—to agonize to enter in at the strait

gate, requires as desperate and determined effort in his,

as in the case of any sinner who ever attem ted to “work

out his own salvation,” and “make his ca ling and elec

tion sure.” He wept the same bitter tears of repentance

at the cross; he suffered under the, same sense of the

anger of God; he trembled under the anathema of the

same inexorable law; he went through the same process

of conviction, re’ entance, self~renunciation, faith and

submission, by w ich all men find forgiveness and justip

fication at the hands of God. And the song which he

sin a is the same which all God’s redeemed ones sing-w

“ ot unto us! not unto us! By the grace of God, I am

what I am.” '

It is then obvious that ministers of the Gospel have no
VOL. vn.——No. 3. i 46
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ori 'nal advantages over their fellow men in commencing

a hristian life. By nature, they occupy the same posi

tion, and are the children of wrath, even as others. Nor

are they more free from hindrances to the subsequent

cultivation of piety growing out of their common nature,

with all its infirmities and indwelling sins. They, like

other men, when they join the army of Christ, carry to

, the unending and truceless warfare with sin energites

eatl weakened by past devotion to the world. e

isabilities, and the loss of moral power consequent upon

their former unholy lives, are as many and as lamentable

as in the case of others who joined with them the hosts

of God. It is the case with them equally with others,

that they do not briu to the service of the Lord Christ,

hearts which have aIways throbbed with love to Him,

and hands which have always been true to His cause.

They have not the vantage ground which an angel would

occupy, or in which our great forefather stood, before he

fell and lost that s otless ima e in which he was created.

Their natures are ut partial y sanctified; they are yet

susceptible to every form of temptation; there is not a

sin to which the depraved heart is inclined, which does

not find still something to appeal to within them ; they

have an intense and intelligent sympathy with that most

distinguished of their number, who exclaimed in the

bitterness of the conflict between the two natures which

struggle within the Christian on earth—“ Oh, wretched

man that I am! whoshall deliver me ‘from the 'body of

this death ;” and their only hope that they shall at last

be made con uerors, and more than con uerors, over all

their spiritua foes, is 'ust where the ope of all the

struggling and tempte peo le of God reposes, in the

race of Him “who loved t em and gave himself for

t em.” This is their humble, yet joyful confidence; a

confidence which the most obscure believer may equally

indul e with the most distinguished Apostle, that “ nei

ther death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor

powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor

eight nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able

to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ

Jesus, our Lord.”

If, then, we consider the fact, that ministers of Christ
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are men of like passions with others ; that they have the

same depraved nature and liability to temptation which

characterizes our race, and that they are still the subjects

of the open or insidious attacks of indwelling sin and

remaining corruption, it is obvious that the minister

enters upon the Christian life with equal disadvantages

with others, and cannot, any more than they, rise above

the necessary and lamentable disabilities of a common

depravity. There is, then, no warra‘ht, so far as his na

ture is concerned, for the expectation that he will attain

to a type of piety more distinguished and exalted than

that of his fellow Christians.

II. The profession of the minister is one which exposes

him to peculiar temptations, which are not favourable to

the cultivation of eminent piety.

Its temptations to pride are peculiarly great. It is an '

honourable profession. It has always been so consider

ed. Even among the rudest and most untutored races of

men, it has been recognised and regarded even with

superstitious reverence. In all civilized and Christian

countries it is res ected and honoured. There may be

individuals who affect to scoff at and despise it, but the

most enlightened public sentiment of every country has

always recognized its title to profound respect. The

spectacle which is presented on every Sabbath day, all

over Christendom, of thousands of assemblies, including

the best and wisest men of all classes, submitting them

seIVes to the instruction of the ministers of religion, re

ceiving their counsels and exhortations with respectful

attention, and testifying in the most unequivocal manner

to their reVerence for their ofiice, affords a conclusive

test of its honourable character. Here, then, is an open

ing for the subtle advances of professional pride. Unless

the minister have both wisdom and race enough to ena

ble and incline him to distinguish etween things that

differ, he will be liable to confound the office with the

man, and claim for the person that consideration which

legitimately belongs only to the station. This may lead

and has led to clerical assumptions which were neither

manifestations of, nor helps to, clerical piety. This snare

is not peculiar to him; it appertains to all exalted sta

tions. But, in his case, the approach of the temptation is
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most insidious. For the office is confessedly sacred,

more so than any other, more honoured by God and

more essential to the welfare of man. A glorious trea

sure is committed to it, and it is not always easy for the

incumbint to remember that the repository of this trea

sure is umble clay. The deference paid to the station

may, unconsciously, be appropriated by the individual ;

an who that knows anything of the dcceitfulness of the

human heart, and the intricacies and windings through

which temptation reaches its citadel, cannot see in this

an influence always, yet often unconsciously, at work,

which is very unfavourable to the cultivation of that gen

uine humility which is a distinguished element of emi

nent piety.

Again. The intellectual temptamlons of the minister

are peculiarly great. They are greater than those of

other classes, because they are more constant and unre

mitting. Called on regularly and constantly to give out

the fruits of intellectual toil, and before minds of the

highest order, he is in great danger of forgetting the

preacher of the Gospel, in the attempted powerful logi

cian, the rofound scholar, or the accomplished literary

essayist. is study may become, and unconsciously too,

the place where he is to prepare himself, not to reach

the consciences of his hearers, with the simple, pungent

truths of the Gospel, but to impress their intellect with

a show of learning, or charm their car with the beauties

of rhetoric and the graces of oratory. It may be more

redolent of communion with the minds of earth, than

with the infinite mind of God; a place where a champion

is to equip himself for the mental arena, rather than a

place where God’s ambassador to men is to seek for the

message which he is to bring to dyin sinners. Cut off

by the necessities and proprieties of is ofiice from the

sphere occupied b other public speakers, the stump,

the forum, or the egislative hall, he may be tempted to

make the pulpit the scene for the triumph of the man,

and not of the truth; and be more solicitous to preach

“great sermons” than to warn, convince and win the

souls of men; so that the sacred desk shall at last come

to be a lace for the exhibition, not of Christ crumfied,

_ but of t e preacher glomfied! And this melancholy re
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sult may come very unconsciously upon the minister.

For he must study if hetwould be faithful to God’s truth

and the souls of men. The doctrines of the Bible must

be investigated, and clearly, symmetrically and power

fully presented. The pulpit cannot accomplish its work

by empty declamation, or warm and pious exhortation.

The word of truth is to be rightly divided, and a portion

given to every man “in due season.” Men are to be

instructed before they can be reclaimed; and a preacher

of the Gospel who could successfully accom lish his

great work without study and learnin , won (1 be as

truly a miracle as that which occurre in the davs of

, Balaam. So you will notice in Paul’s admirable charge '

to Timothy, on the duties of the ministry, that he directs

him to “give attendance to reading, to eavfiortation, to

doctrine.” The mission of the Protestant Church, too,

is one of teaching. Were she merely a ritual church,

her ministers need know but little more than the details

of the ceremonial at the altar. But she is a teaching

church, and he; ministers are not priests, but teachers,

who cannot do their work, except they be themselves

“ scribes well instructed in the things of the kingdom.”

Thus there is danger that the minister of Christ may,

unconsciously, be unduly influenced by the intellectual

relations of his work,—-—that these may seduce him before

he is aware from its spiritual aspects and duties. He

may study his Bible more as a student and less as a

Christian; more for the accumulation of knowledge than

for his increase in spirituality. Other Christians have

not this temptation. They read the word of God, not as

students, but as believing men, desiring to know more

of the life of God in the soul, to feed in the green pas

tures, and repose by the still waters so richly provided

in the Scriptures.

The prevailing taste of the age also contributes to en

danger the minister of Christ in respect to an undue re

ar to the intellectualities of his profession. That taste

emands novelties in religion; it calls for “new themes,”

exciting topics; it prates much about originality and in

dividuality; it looks to the pulpit to keep up the excite

ment which the railroad and telegraph stimulate through

the week, and is impatient of the simplicity and triteness
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of the great doctrines of Christianity. That sermon is

the best which is the most “striking,” “most up to the

times,” most “original,” whileall that is according to

godly simplicity is “tame,” “ humdrum,” and “ behind

the age.” This conduces to add strength to the tempta

tion before the minister to concern himself more with

the intellectual than the spiritual relations of his work,

. to keep his mind ever on the stretch after novelties,

either of thought, or of expression, and even thou h he

knows it not, to propose as the great object of a 1 his

labor, to make a striking sermon, rather than to bring

the simple truth of God into direct contact with the sin

ner’s soul.

From all these sources the temptation to intellectual

pride is one which is very prone to assail the minister.

To be a great man, rather than a good man;‘to be no

ticed and applauded, and run after as a great preacher;

to be praised for his talents and learning, and eloquence,

—this may come to be his great ob'ect, and the end of

all his labors. How unfavourable t is is to the cultiva

tion of eminent piety, we need not stop to demonstrate.

This is a giant temptation, and if not resisted, its influ

ence on the minister’s spirituality and growth in grace,

must ever be most disastrous.

Again, the minister’s temptations to ambition are pe

culiar and great, and the danger to the cultivation of

eminent piety from this source are much to be depreca

ted.

It is true, that the ordinary paths in which ambition

loves to stride are not open to him. He cannot aspire to

the influence which great wealth gives its possessor.

His profession dooms him at best to genteel poverty,

and he can never expect any consideratiOn “ on change,”

or among the financiers, or merchant princes of the land.

In fact, there is a general unfavorable estimate of the

abilities of the clergy to conduct business operations

successfully, especially in matters of finance ; which may

account in art, for the universal fact that so little in the

way of fun s is entrusted to them. The paths of politics

and diplomacy are not, ordinarily, accessible to them.

They cannot expect the influence which ofiice gives, nor

make themselves felt in the legislative arena. And
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though they have sometimes essayed to tread these paths,

and have trodden them with some success, it has gener

ally been at the expense of the higher and more sacred

profession.

But there are still avenues by which that im erial

passion ambition, may stalk into the minister’s heart.

0 be a great man among his brethren, to be esteemed

by the churches as one of the shining lights, to be fol

lowed by admiring and flattering crowds, to fill posts of

prominence in the church, to be foremost in Presbyteries

and Synods, and General Assemblies; all this may in

flame the minister’s soul with an ambition as truly un

hallowed as that which inspires the political aspirant, or

nerves the warrior for the bloody field. It may fill his

mind with envy, crowd his heart with jealousy, lead to

selfish intrigue and management, and tempt him from

the path of unbending Christian integrity. It is a great

mistake to suppose that ministers are not exposed to the

attacks of this lordly passion. And how unfavorable it

is to the cultivation of piety, need not be said. How

few, how very few Christians, who aspire to place and

power, are able to maintain an unblemished Christian

reputation. There are brilliant exceptions, but their

brilliance is a proof of that general darkness amid which

they shine.

III. The fact that the minister is constantly absorbed

and pressed with thought and labor for others, may be

unfavorable to the cultivation of eminent personal piety.

We suppose every real and intelligent Christian will

acknowledge that he is greatly indebted, under God, for

his s iritual instruction, and progress in comfort and

usefu ness, to the faithful labors of the ministry. This,

indeed, must be the case, because this is God’s great in

strument, not only in the conversion of sinners, but in

the perfecting of saints. Thus, the apostle declares that '

“He gave some apostles, and some prophets, and some

evangelists, and some pastors and teachers, for the per

fectin of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for

the e ifying of the body of Christ.”* This is the great

means of increasing the piety, the comfort, the efficiency

*Ephesians, 4: ll, 12.
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of the church. Often the faithful preaching of the word

has revealed to the unconscious and startled Christian

his favorite sin, and led him to watchfulness and prayer,

and effort, which has resulted in his reatly increased

purity, spirituality and usefulness in is Master’s serif,

vice. Often light has been thrown upon a perplexing

subject, or a doubtful question of duty, which has clear

ed up his darkness and removed his indecision. Often

has the Christian gone to the house of God in a dull, or

desponding, or sorrowful state of mind, clouds over his

sky, his hopes darkened, his faith wavering, his whole

s 1ritual life feeble and dying; and there the minister of

0d was so directed in his preaching that that Christian,

as he listened, found light, and comfort and joy, coming

back to his soul, his faith rallying again under the

spoken promises of the word proclaimed with new pow

er by t e preacher, his zeal enkindled anew, and his

whole inner man refreshed and cheered; and has gone

away with a blessing on the minister, who seemed to

have been sent with a special message from God to his

soul on that day.

Sometimes he has come to the house of prayer in the

depths of affliction. God has laid his hand heavily on

him. He has hushed the music of his dwelling. He has

uenched the brightness of his fireside. He has changed

t 1e countenance of one that he loves, and sent him away.

Bowed down with sorrow, in desolation and loneliness,

he comes to the sanctuar . The theme of the preacher

is adapted to his case. His prayers go up earnestly for

him. The truths, the promises, the hopes, the anticipa

tions which he needs most, are set before him; and when

he goes away to his house of sorrow, he goes with his

burden lightened, and his heart comforted, and the light

of heaven shinin round him, saying, “ I shall go to

him, but he shal not return to me,” “The Lord gave,

and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the name of

the Lord.” The minister has been a son of consolation

to that afllicted soul.

To oflices like these, in behalf of others, the minister

is constantly called. This is his life-work. In public

and in private, his mind, his sympathies, his affections,

his time, are constantly and absorbingly taxed for others.
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But in the hours of his necessity, who is to perform these

offices for him? Who is to minister to him spiritual in

struction, rebuke, encouragement or consolation ? Do

you not see that he is cut off from those means of com

fort and usefulness which are so valuable to the Chris

tian? When his mind is in darkness, who is to enlight

‘ en it? When he is unconsciously yieldin to the prompt

ings of sinful inclination, who is to rebifiie him with af

fectionate fidelity? Who is to minister to the longing-s

of his soul in its hours of despondency and spiritual

abandonment? Who is to pray for him, to preach to

him, to encourage him, to stimulate him to duty, to warn

him from sin, to comfort him in sorrow, to make him a

better man, and more ripe for Heaven? Has he no i -

norance to be enli htened, no depravity to be subdued,

no unbelief to be elped, no backsliding to be healed,

no infirmity to be strengthened, no varied and clamorous

spiritual necessities to be supplied? Often does the min

ister come to his pulpit weak in body and in soul, feel

ing that he needs instruction and reproof and consola

tion, more than any of those whom it is his office to in

struct, reprove and console; and longing to pause in the

pews beneath and wait as a worshipper on the ministra

tions of the pulpit, if haply they may be blessed to lie“

own soul. But alas! this privilege is denied him, and

he must go with a heart perhaps cold and worldly, with

a faith weak and wavering, and afi'ectiOns all tending

earthward, to labor to inspire other hearts with pious

fervor, to strengthen faith in others, and point their af

fections to that upward path in which’he is too acutely

sensible that his own in vain essay to travel. Oh! this

is a cat temptation to the minister! He can scarcely

avoi becoming at times, purely oflicial in the dischar e

of his duties. He cannot always be in an exalted re i

gious state of mind. He cannot always rise above the

influences of the world. He cannot always enjoy free

and uninterrupted communion with God. He is but a

man, frail in body, sinful in soul, harrassed by tem ta

tion, vexed by the great adversary, artially sancti 'ed

at best: in a word, he is just like a other Christians,

and how then can he always be in the Spirit, and always

emaintain that frame of mind which is essential to t

47
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discharge of his solemn duties. The wonder to one who

reflects on these thin s is not that ministers have so little

piety, but that they€1ave so much, that they are able,

in spite of all their temptations, to maintain as much

uniformity and consistency of Christian character as

people in general are willing to accord to them.

These considerations are greatly strengthened when we

reflect that certain scenes and influences which are only

occasional, and, therefore, owerful with other Chris

tians, lie in the minister’s dai y path, and by their famili

arity are apt to lose their power.

We refer now, particularly to those dispensations of

Providence, which, by teaching us the vanity 0f earthly

things, and calling forth also our tender s mpathies, are

calculated to edify the Christian and exa t the standard

of his piety.

Though sickness and death are constantly occurring

around us, yet it is only occasionally, that most men

are specially concerned with individual dispensations of

God’s providence, or brought into immediate personal

connection with them. Then they may be to them very

profitable seasons. The lessons which they are adapted

to teach come in a startling and impressive form, and

are spoken in tones of more than ordinary depth and s0

lemnity. Therefore, it is declared in the word of God,

that “it is better to go to the house of mourning than to

the house of feasting,” and that “sorrow is better than

laughter, for by the sadness of the countenance, the

heart is made better.”* The experience of many Chris

tians is in accordance with these declarations. They

have found their occasional visits to the house of mourn

ing, or to the grave, profitable to them, and have return

ed from them wiser and better men. The awakening of

tender and pious sym athy for others, has been a bless

in to their own son s, in its subduing and chastening

1n uences.

But the profitable influence of such seasons is due, in

a great degree, to the fact that they are only occasional.

For it is a law of our bein , that may operate in spirit

ual, as well as in natural thmgs, that familiarity with an

* Ecclesiastes, '1: 2, 3.
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object weakens its power. Familiarity with death ren

ders the soldier reckless and callous amid scenes which

would excite every sensibility of our nature in the case

of others. But the scenes of sickness and sorrow are

those which lie in the minister’s daily path. He be

comes familiarized with death, habituated to the sad

sights and sounds of the house of mourning. His offi

cial duties and obligations summon him there as regu

larly as those whose vocation it is to attend to the gloomj;

details of death and burial. And the danger is, for suc

is the law of his nature, that he will become so steeled

to the sight that no rofitable influence will be exerted

u on himself. The ischarge of the appropriate duties

of the occasion obliges him to repress any outbreak of

natural emotion, which is permitted to others. And

thus the springs of feeling may be dried up within him

by his constant familiarity with scenes of sorrow. His

nature is not an infinite one, there must be a limit to its

resources; he cannot always pour out freely of his best

life without drying up the fountain, and so it may come

to pass that he goes to the scenes of mourning and death

as to his ofiicial duties, and feels no reproving, or subdu

ing, or elevating influences on his own heart, from his

cgngcdt with the solemn dispensations of the providence

o o .

Does it not then appear that in respect to all those or

dinar offices and ministrations which Christians in gen

eral depend on, for spiritual instruction, edification and

comfort, the minister of the Gospel labors under greater

disadvantages than his hearers; and so far as the cultiva

tion of piety is dependent on these means, which it is in

a very important de ree, he is not permitted to avail
himself of them? Hge provides them for others, but his

own vineyard cannot know their fertilizing influence.

This consideration enhances the difficulty in his case of

the attainment of eminent piety.

IV. The treatment which ministers sometimes receive,

is unfavorable to the attainment of eminent piety.

It would be much pleasanter for us to dwell only on

the “ sunny side” of ministerial life, but fidelity to our

subject, and to the truth, forbids us to overlook its

“ shady side.” We remark, then, that a minister’s posi
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tion ex oses him to constant criticism, and sometimes to

that w rich is neither discriminating, candid or just.

Probably no man in the community is the object of such

constant observation, of such close scrutiny, of such in

veterate gossip. This is, doubtless, a tribute to the im

portance of his office, and a means of promoting his

own vigilance and fidelity in the discharge of his duties.

And if it were confined to its legitimate sphere, there

could be no reasonable round of complaint. The Chris

tian public, doubtless, as a right to demand that the

clergy shall be faithful to the solemn obligations which

they have assumed; that they be men who have a good

reputation with them that are without, and that they

give no ground even for suspicion that they are not true

and devoted men. But when criticism leaves this, its

legitimate sphere, and assumes the re ulation of the

minister’s private affairs, declares to him how he shall

live, how regulate his family, how appropriate his wordly

means, what shall be his style of dress, or equipage, how

often he shall replenish his wardrobe or his library, what

his literary, or social, or recreative indulgencies shall be,

and a host of minor matters which are often the staple

of remark and review, then criticism becomes imperti

nent, and deserves rebuke in the minister’s case as much

as in that of any other man. There are some people

who really appear to think that the pastoral tie binds

over the minister, body, mind and soul, wife, children,

servants and domestic animals, to the ownership and

control of the parish, as if he had no rights or feelings

as a man and a citizen; and if he presumes to think and

act for himself in matters personal, and in regard to

which he is the best and only judge, they look upon it as

an invasion of their rights, and a breach of his duty de

serving of severe reprobation. These criticisms may or

may not reach his ear, they may or may not have any

influence on his course of conduct, but his exposure to

them is by no means favourable to the cultivation of emi

nent piety. They are calculated rather to vex, to an

noy, to lead to resentful 0r contemptuous feelings, or

words; which, however they may he deserved, are not

lovely in themselves, nor attractive exhibitions of the

'spirit of Christ, whether made by ministers or by other
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men. In all the respects to which we have alluded, min

isters stand on the same ground with other men,—-they

have the same personal'rights, and the same feelings ;

yet is it a fact that these rights are always allowed, and

these feelings always res ected? Our candidates for po

litical office are indeed, urin the period of their candi

dateship the subjects of critlcism, invective and abuse

on both sides; but no man presumes to exercise that spi

rit of dictation or review in relation to purely private and

personal matters, which the minister must be prepared

tomeet so long as he retains his ofiice. The incumbent

of office in the State may console himself in the absence

_ of higher considerations with the honors or the spoils of

his station ; but the minister is not entitled “ His Easel

lency,” or “the honorable member,” still less has he the

substantial solace of “ eight dollars a day.”

In regard to this last item, we are almost ashamed to

speak. For the simple, naked truth on this subject, al

most seems incredible. If there were no other reason

for the difficulty of eminent ministerial iety, the injus

tice, the meanness, the downright crue ty, with which

they are sometimes treated, furnishes reasons amply suf

ficient. We do not know of a minister in the Presbyte

rian Church whose salar is ‘more than sufficient for his

reasonable support, or who in the longest and most pros

perous pastorate has been able to leave anything from

that source for a dependent family. But how many

there are who do not receive even a support. There is

no use in denyin the facts, or concealing them in regard

to this matter. %' a minister who is shut from all oppor

tunit of creating an income other than by his rofes

siona labors,—who is obliged to purchase everything he

consumes, and at the top of the market,—who must shun,

like a pestilence, the reproach of closeness, or being

. shrewd at a bargain,—-who must respond to the almost

daily calls made by the needy, who come always first

to his door, and be always ready to entertain stran ers,

, and all this on a salary often far below that receive b

a clerk in a counting room, or a conductor on a railroa ,

sometimes is unable to avoid debt and embarrassment,

this is a great reproach and scandal, and is often the oc

casion of severe censure and lasting injury to his useful
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ness. For a minister to be in debt is worse than for

~ other men, in general estimation. But who censures

those Churches, and there are many such, who having

solemnly plcd ed themselves to a salary, inadequate at

best, systematically and regularly violate these pledges,

and are constantly in debt—and for years together—to

their ministers? Where is the censure for them ? And

yet this is a breach of common honesty, which, occurring

in other relations, would subject the delinquent party to

the pains and penalties of the law. Now, how can a

minister who is in this predicament, be expected to at

tain to eminent piety? Wounded by a sense of gross

in'ustice,—unable to redeem pledges made on the faith ,

of those made to him,—embarrassed and humiliated by

his irksome position,——how can he rise so superior tOIhu

man nature as not to be in danger of exercisin indigna

tion which may not be always holy, and of vio ating the

admonition “not to let the sun go down upon his wrath?”

Let those who expect of ministers that the excel other

men in piety, see to it that they put n0 suc hindrances

in their way. It may be said that an excess of worldly

means is unfavourable to a minister’s s irituality, but our

church members do not appear to thin that poverty and

embarrassment are necessary to their spirituality. And

as Dr. Mason well said, “It is a poor way to rovide for

a minister’s spirituality by robbing him of his bread.”

We will not dwell on this subject, but will only add, that

if the simple facts in relation to what ministers are often

exposed to in this respect, were fully made known to the

world, there would, at least, be less surprise that those

who have so much to bear, are not always able to exhibit

any extraordinary de ree of piety.

The piety of e minister is in den er, both from

the indiscriminate praise of friends, and t e unjust cen

sure of foes. .

It is a universal feature of prominent public position

that it 'enlists a partizan spirit and surrounds its incum

bent with friends and foes, both apt to be influenced by

mere personal considerations in their adherence or their

opposition. Even the minister of Christ (is not always

able to avoid this exposure. Even if he be so happy as

to command the respect and affection of the particular
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congregation to which he ministers, there is still, espe

cially in large communities, a wide outside field where

his influence is I more or less felt and his character criti

cised, and parties are found for or against him. But

even within his own particular charge, embracing, as it

does, minds of all kinds, men with very diverse tastes,

afiinities, and standards, it is scarcely possible that any

one man can combine in his person all the varied quali

ties which can suit the taste of each. We think but lit

tle of that minister’s good sense, or knowledge either of

himself or of human nature, who imagines that he can

please equally all his hearers. And we think little of his

wisdom, or his self-respect, who attempts to do it. Hu

man nature will be human nature, and there is 'ust as

much of it in churches as anywhere else. Men will form

their likings or dislikings according to their own stand

ards of taste or opinion, or according to association and

habit; and that which may especiall Y commend a minis

ter to one man, may equally render im unacceptable to

another. We cannot complain of this. We‘ have our

tastes, and they may be as exacting as those of others,

and we like to have them ratified full as well as others

do. And there is probabTy no relation in which this

diversity of taste has more scope and room for exercise

than the pastoral relation. For it is of an intimate char

acter; it brings the minister into constant contact with

the minds, the hearts, the families, the every-day life of

his people. If he be unacceptable to them, there are

many ways and occasions in which this fact is presented

to their consciousness, until it becomes irksome and op

pressive, and they become blinded to anything that is

good about him, and utterly unwilling, if not actually

unable, to do him justice. On the other hand, if he be

acceptable to another portion, his relations, necessarily

intimate, will be naturally rendered more so, until, in

the warmth of personal attachment and the zeal of parti

zanship, they become blinded to his faults and imperfec

tions, and inclined unduly and partially to estimate and

applaud him. Thus, between Scylla and Charybdis, be

tween the adulation of friends and the denunciations of

foes, the minister finds it difficult to steer with safety to

his piety. Wounded, vexed and angered by censure
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which he feels is excessive and unjust, he is tempted to

angry and resentful feelings, or to contempt and aver

sion towards those who 0 pose. Flattered by his equal

ly indiscriminating frien s, soothed by their praises, and

almost suffocated with their incense, he is in danger of

pride and self-complacency, and forgetfulness of his ma

ny imperfections ; which cannot be favourable to the

watchfulness, humility and constant labour for advance

ment, which are essential to'growth in grace and emi

nence in piety.

It is, probably, a very rare thin for a minister to re

ceive discriminating, candid, fait ful and affectionate

criticism. There are not very many who are able to

ive it. The minister’s position is so peculiar, and he is

obliged to labour for the best 00d of so large a number,

that very few are competent a ways to ive him the best

advice. It by no means follows that t ose who are the

most ready are the best able to do so. In most cases he

is obliged to follow the dictates of his own judgment, and

'it is best that he should. For the ultimate responsibility

is his, and he must bear it. But could he enjoy the ben

efit of kind and candid criticism, equally removed from

a blind and partial partizanship on the one hand, and a

stubborn, prejudiced and unreasonable opposition on the

other, it would be a blessing for which many a minister

has sighed in vain. It would do much to correct his

faults, to confirm his virtues, and to aid him essentially

in the cultivation of a deeper and more spiritual piety.

We might mention other reasons why eminent piety

in a minister is a difficult attainment, but time forbids.

Enough has surely been said to show that the profession

has its own peculiar trials and temptations, and that a

minister cannot secure a more than ordinary degree of

piety without the most earnest and constant effort. No

thing that has been said excuses him-from such effort, or

extenuates his short-comings and sins. It is his duty to

aim at hi her attainments, and a more exalted t e of

piety, and in proportion as he by the grace of Go sur

mounts the obstacles and overcomes the temptations

which lie in his way, and grows in grace and lmowledge

and holiness, so he will more abundantly glorify God,

and be a richer blessing to the church.
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But our subject admonishes the church to be reasona

ble in her expectations in regard to her ministers, and

not demand of them a type of piety unwarranted by the

snares and trials incident to their calling. Let her ever

remember that her ministers are but men, of like pas

sions with others, of a common depraved nature, and

surrounded by uncommon temptations. Let her not

criticise their failings too severely, as if they were things

not to be reasonably expected, as in the case of other

men. Let her be tender of their reputation; give them

more of her sympathies and prayers, and beware lest she

bruises and shatters and finally destroys by her rou h

handling the frail and imperfect vessel, in which t e

priceless treasure of the Gospel is conveyed to frail and

imperfect men.

 

ARTICLE IV.

THE PRIMITIVE STATE, CHARACTER AND HAPPINESS OF MAN.

All uninspired narratives of the creation are incredi

ble, and many of them exceedingly burlesque. The

pagan philosophers of antiquity could neither distinct

y comprehend nor perfectly elucidate the momentous

theme; but each of them theorized according to the pe

culiar structure of his own intellect, and after exhausting

their resources, left the subject entirely unsettled. None

but a Divine Wisdom could impart a certain and an au

thoritative knowledge of so recondite a to ic; and the

account contained in the Scriptures is in fu accordance

with the earth itself, is such as to exhibit the glory of

the Supreme Architect, and also to commend itself to

the intelligence of the human mind. No description can

be more natural and probable than that which Moses

gives of the wonder-working power of God in creating

the boundless universe as the theatre of His operations.

Every step in the colossal and majestic work is Worthy of

silent wonder and devout contemplation. But in- vain

should God have displayed the wonders of His wisdom

Von. vn.—No. 3. 48
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and omnipotence, had no being been formed and fitted

for such contemplation, and for offering up the 'ust tri

bute of honour and praise. His works glorify Him by

manifesting His excellencies to intelligences who are

capable of perceiving the tokens of His resence, and

feeling the impressions which these are a apted to pro

duce. A wild solitude, or a world inhabited only by

animals possessed of no higher powers than mere in

stincts and external senses, would have existed to no

purpose worthy of its Maker; and the art displayed in

the arrangement of its countless departments of being,

would have seemed to be a useless rodigality of ski .

The earth would have been clothed) with beauty, the

landscape unfolded its delightful scenes, the sky spread

its ma nificent curtains, the sun travelled in the great

ness of his strength, the moon and stars solemnly exhi

bited the glorious wisdom of their Author, without an

eye of intelligence to gaze, or a heart of gratitude to

adore. It would appear, however, to be an achievement

worthy of an all-wise God, to furnish the world with in

habitants of a higher and nobler order, who should con

template Him in surrounding objects, and be led by the

gifts of His bount , to love and adore the Giver. Ac

cordin ly, when t e earth was prepared by the hand of

the A mighty, adorned with its sublime and beautiful

scenery, and enriched by the most munificent liberality,

we are informed that an extraordinary being was intro

duced into it as his dwelling, and placed at the head of

all the denizens of the land, the air and the sea. This

was man, the last work and the master-piece of all ter

restrial existence. The divine Artificer was God, yet not

the Father, but the Son; for it is plainly declared that

all things were created by Jesus Christ.

Man is presented to us in his compound character.

His material, animal body, was formed of the dust of the

ground, as is expressly asserted, and also intimated by

the name Adam, which signifies red earth. It is re

markable, that even in the account of the creation of his

body, an expression is employed which is not used in

reference to mere animal beings. Whilst on the other

days nothing is heard but the simple and majestic com

mand which was instantly obeyed, on this occasion there
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is incontrovertible evidence of deliberation and counsel,

and a special preparation for the crowning act as if it

were of solemn and superior importance. There was

about to be formed a person of a nobler species, and des

tined to a higher purpose. God was now to complete

the silver chain of creation, and bind it to his crystal

throne by adding a golden link. The earth having been

fashioned and furnished, he determined to bring forward

the last and best of his sublunary works. He said, “ Let

us make man after our image,” from which form of ad

dress we are at liberty to conclude that all the persons

_ of the Trinity were concerned in the transaction. The

human body is a wonderful and sublime exhibition of

divine skill. N0 description can do ample justice to its

surprising mechanism. Whether we consider the form

and articulation of the bones, or the muscles by which

they are moved, or the nerves which convey feeling and

activity to every limb, or the circulation of the blood, or

the multifarious organs of secretion and di estion, or the

action of the lungs, or the senses by whic it communi~

cates with the surrounding world, or its external symme

try and features, we must pronounce it to be, in every re

gard, worthy of its divine Author, and fitted to subserve

the varied interests and purposes of the sentient and in

telligent being to whom it belongs. In the opinion of

some learned theologians, the prominent idea in the

creation of man is that of a potter who forms 11 on his

wheel the vase of peculiar elegance and worth. heth

er this be true or not, it is universally conceded (even by

infidelity itself,) that we are “ fearfully and wonderfully

made.” The formation of the human frame from the

ground, is well adapted to awaken interestin and so

lemn reflections. Our ori in is in the dust. owever

proud and careful we may e of our bodies, they are but

modified earth. They are merely tabernacles reared for

a temporary purpose, and are rapidly returning to their

original elements. They are spee ily declining and

mouldering away. The prophets, do they live forever?

The fathers, where are they ? Alas! now mingling with

their native earth. We are strangers and ilgrims as

well as they. Our days are but a shadow. he night of

death will soon cover us with the mantle of darkness, and

draw the curtain over the scene of life. What a lesson
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of humility should the certain knowledge of this fact

im ress upon our minds !

an is also resented to us in the spirituality and dig

nity of his soul).

The interesting casket we have been describing was

to be only the case of a precious and costly jewel,—

the house of a celestial inhabitant. Man became a

livin soul. The Lord breathed into his nostrils the

breat of lives, as the Hebrew is, denoting material life,

but especially, the immortal thinking principle within.

Thus possessed of an earth-wrought frame and a heaven

descended spirit, man may be said to have filled up the

wondrous chasm of existence betwixt the angelic hie

rarchy and the animal creation. He was not brought into

the world in an imbecile and infantile state of mind, but

was endowed with all necessary knowledge, and with

faculties resembling the divine attributes in his ercep

tive, reflective and moral powers, and feelings. e was

created upright, not so much as to his erect posture, the

08 sublime of the poet, as to the character of his moral

nature. It is expressl declared that God formed him

in his own image an after his own likeness. Now,

since God is a pure spirit, no configuration of matter

could constitute the impress of his image. This image

consisted in his immortality, in the spiritual essence of

his soul, in his knowledge, in his holy life, in the au

thority with which he was invested, and also in disposi

tions and qualities similar to the communicable perfec

tions of his Maker. Man was a being worthy of his

Author, the fair image of his excellencies, a mirror from

which the purity of the divine nature was reflected.

How complicate, how wonderful is man!

How passing wonder He who made him such!

Who centred in our make such strange extremes,

From different natures, marvellously mixed,

Connexion ex uisite of distant worlds!

Distinguished 'nk in being’s endless chain!

Midway from nothing to the Deity,

Dim miniature of greatness absolute.

An heir of glory! a frail child of dust!

Helpless immortal! Insect Infinite l

A worm! a God! I tremble at myself,

And in myself am lost. An angel’s arm

Can’t snatch me from the grave.

Legions of angels can’t confine me there.
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Let us proceed to consider the place prepared for the

reception of man. The province in which he was loca

ted is called Eden. There is scarcely any part of the

world in which it has not been sought, in Asia, Africa,
vEurope, America, Tartary, on the banks of the Ganges,

in the Indies, in China, in the Island of Ceylon, in Ar

menia, under the Equator, in Mesopotamia, in Syria, in

Persia, in Babylonia, in Arabia, in Palestine, in Ethio

pia, among the mountains of the Moon, near the moun

tains Libanus, Antilibanus, and Damascus. Huet and

Bochart place it on the margin of the river, produced

by the junction of the Ti ris and Euphrates. Other in

telligent archaeologists wit more probability, have placed

it in Armenia, between the sources of the rivers Tigris

or Hiddekel, Araxes or Gihon, Phasis or Pison, and the

Euphrates. It may be inferred from a number of cir

cumstances that it was located on a mountain, or, at

least, in a region diversified by hills, because only such

a country could supply the springs necessary to form

four heads of rivers, and because all sources of rivers

rise in hills, from which their rushing waters descend to

the sea. The name Eden, is very ex ressive and appro

priate. In its primary acce tation, it signifies pleasure

and delight, and is often use by writers of the old Testa

ment to denote places which are either more remarkably

fruitful in their soil, or pleasant in their situation. In

the septuagint it is rendered Paradise, a park or an en

closure of trees, and conveys the idea of uninterrupted

enjoyment. What a becoming and delightful region for

the residence of man! Being perfectly holy, he enjoy

ed all the felicit which was suitable to his nature and

circumstances. is body contained no seeds of disease,

and was not subject to languor or pain. All terrestrial

objects, arrayed in the freshness of youth, and beautified

by the hand of the Creator, were calculated to delight

and regale the senses. Work was prescribed to him,

but it was of the easiest kind, and served merely as an

agreeable recreation. He was not only placed in Eden,

but in its choicest garden, where nature appeared in all

her loveliness, and whose atmosphere was life and puri

ty, where the earth was embellished with smiling and

ambrosial flowers, where there was an extensive variety,
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an overflowing abundance of every means to afford in—

nocent pleasure, and those too, of the most delicious

character' a garden which God himself had planted,

and in which flourished every tree which was pleasant

to the sight and agreeable for food. But two of those

trees are especially alluded to. The tree of life appears

to have been the sign and pled e between God and

Adam 0f the continuance of his 1i e in bliss. Partakin

of this, he would ever be reminded of his felicity an

immortality. The tree of the knowledge of cod and

evil, or as it evidently means, the tree by whic the dif

ference between evil and good might be known: from

the fruit of this our first parents were prohibited. Here,

and here only, was his accountability exhibited. This

was the only visible exponent of his moral responsibility.

This was to be the grand test of his obedience.

Having obtained a cursory glance at man’s primeval

locality and princely domain, we shall briefly describe

the enjoyments which arose from his situation and char

acter.

First, he was invested with superior dignity and au

thority. God constituted him his vicegerent upon earth.

Read the extensive charter ratified by the mouth of Je

hovah. By that instrument he was authorized and com

manded to subdue the earth, and to exercise dominion

over the fish of the sea, the fowls of the air, and every

living thing that moved on the face of the earth. Thus

did he obtain the ri ht and title to make all terrestrial

beings contribute to is own advanta e, to the su ply of

his wants, and to the convenience 0' his life. e also

possessed the skill and the power to compel them to that

submission and service to which their nature is adapted.

In other lan uage, God has placed man as lord at the

head of all t e animate creation,-—made him in his im

age upon the earth, a representative of the Deity. The

irrational tribes whose knowledge cannot extend beyond

what they can recognise by their senses, can conceive of

nothing superior to man. Of God and spiritual things,

they know nothing, and, therefore, can have no duties

to perform to him. Their business is to submit to man

as their lord and ruler, and God has given him the

means and the skill to force them to render this obedi- '
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ence for which they were made. Never was there, and

there never will be, an earthly monarch who can be said

to possess more dignity and authority than Adam enjoy

ed. The whole earth was his, and he had dominion over

every creature. If adventitious circumstances and ex

ternal advantages of this nature, impart satisfaction and

pleasure to a temporal prince, how unparalleled and in

describable the enjoyment f,which Adam felt in being

monarch of all he surveyed, and having undivided sway

over every species of animal existence. But this was

not all. In the midst of abundance he experienced no

present want, and betrayed no anxiety or fear respectin

the future. Unconscious of guilt, he looked upward

with confident expectation to the goodness of his Maker,

and forward to a confirmed state of felicity and glory.

He was peaceful within, and safe without.

was encircled by ever living beauty and ma nificence,

and breathed an atmosphere impregnated wit life, and

strolled along streams in which life flowed, and wander

ed among fruits in which life bloomed and ripened, yet

this happiness was chiefly derived from the intimate fel

lowship with the Creator to which he was admitted. He

rejoiced in His glory, which his illuminated eye contem

plated in the splendour of the heavens, and the diversi

ed scenery of the earth. He rejoiced in a sense of His

favour, and in a feeling of His love; and assured of His

friendship, he reposed without suspicion upon His wis

dom and benevolence. He was happ now, and he

knew he should be happy always, if e continued to

EGI‘fOI'IIl the easy service which was enjoined upon him.

asy it may be justly denominated, since it consisted

in yielding to the bent of his own will, which was in

clined only to good, and in exercising the holy faculties

with which he was endowed. Obedience was natural to

him, and whatever is conformable to nature is attended

with pleasure. How delightful must have been the

emotions of the first man While employed in admiring,

loving, praisin , and executing the orders of that adora

ble Bein whoiad recently called him into existence and

showere upon him innumerable blessings. His facul

ties brilliantly refiected the glory of God. His affections

were ever burning with sacred love, like flames of holy

 

Although he
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fire. His conscience was transparent and unruflled. No

anxiety or fear disquieted his bosom. No tears of sor

row trickled down his cheek. How tran uil and happy!

His life was like that of holy angels. ut he was not

left alone. He was blessed with the sweet society of

heaven’s last, best gift to man." A more delicate and

beautiful form was united in the womam. to a mind pos

sessing gentler and lovelier affections, a more refined

taste, and more ele ant sentiments, and manners. In

each, the other was intended to find that which was felt

to be wanting, while in their reciprocations of tender

ness and good will, admiration, and love, they beheld

every blessing greatly enhanced and intensely endeared.

Another source of leasure to Adam was the confident

belief that he won d pass the period of his probation

without trans ression, and thus acquire a title to immor

tal felicity. e 'felt strong and powerful. He did not

fear to stand the test. A voice within him whispered,

Thou shalt never die. Celestial voices hymned it to

his soul. According harps, touched by angel fin ers,

sounded forth the song of his great immortality. 'fifick

clustering orbs, and his own fair domain, the tall, dark

mountains, and the dee -toned waters, join in this sol

emn, universal son . Listen ye. Drink it in from all

the air. It breathe in the winds, flowed in the streams,

ri ened in the fruits, and exhaled from the flowers.

’ as in the gentle moonlight. ’Twas floating in the

settinglglories of the day.

Nig t wrapped in her sable robe, with silent step came

to his moss-covered couch, and breathed it‘in his ears.

Night and the dawn, bright day, and thoughtful eve,

all time, all bounds, the limitless expanse, as one vast

mystic instrument, are touched by an unseen, living

hand, and conscious chords quiver with joy, in the great

'ubilee,——Man thou art immortal, thou shalt never die.

he responsive notes of this long and loud eean, rever

berating along the azure vault, carried with t em a thrill

of ra ture as they penetrated his heart. '

A d to this, the enjoyment which Adam derived from

celestial and divine communion with those sons of God,

who rent the air with shouts of delight when the radiant

stars of the morning sang in concert. The bright angels
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of glory visited him. They were his companions and

friends. See how they open up new and interestin

views of Divine wisdom and power to his enra tureg

mind. He drank in the knowledge they communicated.

His intellect was constantly expandin and enlarging.

They sung the same songs of praise. hey rejoiced 1n

the goodness and love of the same God. With him, his

beloved Father, he enjoyed sweet and unbroken fellow

ship. To Him his affections and praises rose more sweet

than the incense of the morning, and made no unhap y

harmony with the loftier music of Heaven. He was t 0

High Priest of this great world, and offered the morning

an evening sacrifice of thanksgivin for the whole earth

1y creation. May we not, then, justfy exclaim, Truly the

glory and bliss of our first parents were perfect.

How glorious this world was when created! Ever

thing was beautiful and complete. All was very goo .

. s can compare it to nothing save one vast temple,

1n which every living thing is doing homage to the

great and unsearchable Deity. May we not be led from

‘ nature up to nature’s God, and say with our first parents,

in the language of Milton—

These are thy glorious works, Parent of good

Almighty! thine this universal frame, '

Thus wondrous fair! Thyself how wondrous

Thou, unspeakable.

How abundant the goodness of God to man ! Although

he is lower than the angels, and small when compared

with the sun and moon, and stars, yet God was mind

ful of him, and visited him.

We may also learn the reciousness and value of the

soul. It is the breath of ehovah. ) Let us care for its

welfare, and seek its restoration to the image of God.

The same Christ who gave immortal life and youth,

spiritual knowledge, refined affections, and spotless holi

ness to our first parents, can also communicate them to

us. By creating them at first, He has proved that He is

able; by becoming incarnate, living and dying for our

sakes, he has proved that he is willing. He who created

Paradise at first, has prepared a more blessed and glori

ous one for all believers. There the tree of life blossoms

and bears anew. There immortality flows again4in the

9
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pure river of the water of life. There the sun no more

goes down; neither does the moon withdraw itself; for

ehovah is their everlasting light, and this God their

glory. From that delightful world the Redeemer cries,

ehold, I come quickly, and my reward is with me!

 

ARTICLE V.

THE BIBLE.

Sixty years ago, a man, clad in the plainest manner

and with a musty book under his arm, met in the streets

of Paris several of the most celebrated means of France.

The were wise in the wisdom of this world, but “ the

wis 0m of God was foolishness unto them ;” they disbe

lieved the Bible, denied the being of God, and the exist

ence of virtue. Though they had no reverence for all

that the Christian holds sacred, they paid the most

marked respect to the unpretending individual withthe

old book under his arm, for Benjamin Franklin had even

then a world-Wide reputation. “I have stumbled upon

a rare old poem, Messieurs, would you like to hear some

stanzas?” asked Franklin. “ Certainly,” answered they.

The Doctor then began that most sublime of all poems :

“God came from Teman and the Holy One from Mount

Paran,” &c. “’Tis divine,” exclaimed they, when the

reading was over, “ no mortal ever wrote anything so

sublime.” “That has long been my own opinion,” re~

plied Franklin, “I have just read the third chapter of

the book of Habakkuk, one of the Prophets of the Old

Testament.”

There are doubtless many like the French Sa/ua/Iw : the

plan of salvation, the wondrous story of God’s love to

man, are abhorrent to the corrupt heart, whilst the re

fined intellect will readily perceive a beauty and sub

léméty in the Scriptures, which prove their author to be

0 .

To this class of persons, we propose to address a few
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lines, in order to show the indebtedness to the Bible, of

poets, orators, statesmen and warriors, for their noblest

conceptions, sublimest sentiments, and most memorable

sayings.

In sadness of heart, the great Caledonian bard sighed

forth, “ Sorrow is knowled e” : but 2700 years before he

was born, the Son of Sirac sang “In much wisdom is

much grief, and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth

sorrow.”

How many, too, have admired the same great bard’s

beautiful lyric, beginning with ‘

“She walks in beauty like the night

Of cloudless climes and starry skies."

Who never reflected that more than 3300 years ago,

Job, the Arabian poet, wrote

“If I beheld the sun when it shined,

Or the moon walking in brightness.”

In fact, a carefully compiled concordance of Byron,

compared with Cruden’s Concordance of the Bible, would

show that the poet drew his finest images from “the

Book of books.”

We will refer, however, to but two more pieces, to

grgye how much he borrowed from the poetry of the

1 e.

The Ode on Darkness, is but a paraphrase of the 23d

verse and the three following verses of the 4th chapter of

Jeremiah. The Prophet writes _

“ I beheld the earth and it was without form and void,

And the heavens, and they had no light,” (to.

The poet paraphrases

“The bright sun was extinguished and the stars

Did wander darkling in the eternal space

Rayless and pathless, and the ic earth

Swung blind and hlack’ning in t e moonless air.”

Who has not admired the Ode on Napoleon Bona

parte ?

“’Tis done—but yesterday a King

And now thou art a nameless thing—

So abject—yet alive!

Is this the man of thousand thrones

Who strew’d our earth with hostile bones!
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Since he miscall’d the Morning Star

Nor man nor fiend hath fallen so far!

1: It -* v: * *

But who would soar the solar height

To set in such a starless night i”

Isaiah, in his Ode on the King 'of Babylon, more than

1500 years before the fall of Napoleon, broke forth into

this strain:

“How art thou fallen, O Lucifer, son of the morning!

-* ’k 1: =1: 4: 4: 4: 4:

Is this the man that made the earth to tremble—

That did shake kingdoms?

That made the world as a wilderness

And destroyed the cities thereof3

v: I: r: 1k * a: I: 4:

Thou art cast out of the grave like an abominable branch

* * * * as a carcass trodden under feet.”

Wilberforce said of Southey’s “Curse of Kehama,”

that all the finest parts were taken from the Bible. The

same remark may be made of “Thalaba the Destroyer,”

and “Joan of Arc,” by the same author. His minor

ieces also, contain numerous paraphrases of texts of

cripture.

C “ He felt the cheering power of Spring,

It made him whistle, it made him sing;

His heart was mirthful to excess,

But the Rover’s mirth was wickedness." [Southey

“The tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.” [Proverbs

“Casteth fire-brands, arrows and death, and saith,

Am I not in sport.” [Proverbs

“ Happy those -

Who in the after days shall live, when Time

Hath spoken, and the multitude of years

Taught wisdom to mankind.” [Southey].

“Days should speak, and multitude ofyears

Should teach wisdom." [Job.

“ There is a path

The eagle hath not marked it, the young wolf

Knows not its hidden windings : I have trod

That path, and found a melancholy den,

Fit place for penitence and hopeless woe.” [Southey

“ There is a path which nofowl knoweth,

And which the vulture’s eye hath not seen ;

The lion’s whel s have not trodden it,

Nor thefierce ion passed by it.” [Job.
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“And whatso He commands, that I must speak,

And whatso is His will, that I must do;

And I must put away all fear of man

Lest He in wrath confound me.” [Maid of Orleans.

“Speak unto them all that I command thee,

Be not dismayed at their fears

Lest 1 confound thee before them.” [Jeremiah

“ Will not God

In sunder smite the unmerciful, and break

The sceptre of the wicked?” [Maid of Orleans.

“The Lord hath broken the staff of the wicked

And the sceptre of the rulers,

He who smote the peoplein wrath.” [Isaiah

The Alpine Hymn of Colerid e, and “The Earth with

her thousand voices praises Go ,” of Lon fellow, are but

paraphrases of_the 19th and 148th Psa ms. They are

universally admired because they are faithful copies of

the originals.

How beautifully Coleridge alludes to the separation

of friends, by the whispering words of the venomous

slander:

" Alas! they had beenfriends in youth,

But whispering tongues can poison truth ;

And constancy lives in realms above,

And life is thorny, and youth is vain,

And to be wroth with one we love

Doth work like madness in the brain.”

They first two lines are plainly taken from Proverbs

and Romans.

Solomon says, “a whisperer separateth chief friends.”

Paul describes slanderers as having “ the poison of asps

under their lips.”

When Marlborough returned to England after the glo

rious victory of Blenheim, Addison passed a noble eulo

gy upon him, concluding it by comparing him to the an

gel of the tempest,

“ Whov pleased the Almighty’s orders to perform,

Rides in the whirlwind and directs the storm."

The English people were excessive in their laudation

of the poet for this sublime figure. The pulpit, the press,

the forum, the theatre, the social circle resounded his

praise almost as much as those of the warrior.
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Alison in his recent “Life of Marlborough,” speaks

of this tribute of the oet as a more enduring monument

than the splendid pa ace of Blenheim designed and built

by Vanbrugh as a testimonial of a nation’s gratitude to

the reatest captain of his age.

A 1 must concede that Addison’s figure cannot be sur

passed in sublimity, but who will not at a glance, per

ceive that it is borrowed from the first chapter ofNahum?

“ The Lord hath his way in the whirlwind and in the storm.

And the clouds are the dust of his feet.”

How touchingly Moore describes the unehan ing, un

changeable nature of true love, whether requite or unre

quited, fostered or neglected,

“ Oh! the heart that has truly loved never forgets,

But as truly loves on to the close,

As the sunflower turns on her God when he sets,

The same look she turned when he rose.”

It is well known that Moore was a diligent student of

the Bible, not that he mi ht be “ made wise unto salva

tion,” but that he might find beautiful images with which

to embellish his poems.

Job has condensed the noble sentiment above into a

single line. '

“Though he slay me, yet will I trust in him.”

Habakkuk too, has described the confiding love of the

true servant of God, even under the afilictive dispensa

tions of his hand,

“ Although the fig-tree shall not blossom,

Neither shall fruit be in the vine,

The labor of the olive shall fail

And the fields shall yield no meat,

The flock shall be cut off from the fold

And there shall be no herd in the stall,

Yet will I rejoice in the Lord,

And joy in the God of my salvation.”

The sentiment of Moore is the same as that of Job and

the Prophet: his language is not identical with theirs,

but no one who has read Willis’ account of the adroitness

with which Moore could appropriate the thoughts of an

other and clothe them in his own language, will be at a
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loss to ascertain the source from which he borrowed the

sentiment embodied in the sweet lines just quoted.

Every candid reader will admit that the piece, begin

ning with, “This world is all a fleeting show,” &c., is

but a paraphrase of the 24th verse and part of the 25th

of the 1st Chapter of 1st Peter.

Wearied with the din and bustle about him, Cowper

exclaimed,

“Oh! for a lodge in some vast wilderness,

Some boundless contiguity of shade.”

Hundreds of years before Cowper was born, Jeremiah,

mourning over the abominations of his people and kin

dred, cried out

“ Oh that my head were waters and mine eyes a fountain of tears.

~x- * * * * -x- -x- * * a -x- -x

Oh that I had in the wilderness a lodging place.”

Dante’s vision of Hell has been translated into all ci

vilized tongues. ,

The inscription, which the genius of the poet has placed

over the entrance to the gloomy regions of the damned

“ Abandon hope, ye who enter here,”

has been more quoted and more admired than all the

rest of the epic put together.

' Was this inscri tion an ori inal conception of Dante?

We think not. Viie read in uke that Abraham replied

unto the rich man in Hell: “Besides all this, between

us and you, there is a great gulf fixed; so that they,

which would pass from hence to you cannot; neither can

they pass to us that would come from thence.”

Shakspeare is more indebted to the Bible than any

poet who ever lived. Many able writers have pointed

out the numerous instances in which he borrowed from

the Bible, the task therefore, does not devolve u on us,

but we will refer to two passa es, which we thin have

generally been passed over in t e comparison,

“ Like the sweet south breathing upon a bank of violets

Stealing and giving odor.” [Shakspeara

“Awake, 0 North wind, and come thou South,

And blow upon my garden

That the spices thereof may flow out." [Solomon’s Songs.
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“ The quality of mercy is not strained, it gently distilleth like the dew.”

[Shah-spectre.

“ My speech shall distill as the dew,

As the small rain upon the tender herb,

And as the shower upon the grass.” '

[Song of Moses.

How frequently does Lope de Vega, the one great

Spanish poet, use the figure “Light of my eyes,” as a

term of endearment.

We scarcely need say that the expression is borrowed

literally, from the sweet singer of Israel.

Coleridge had felt the purifying influence of trouble

and misfortune when he wrote

“There are woes ill-bartered for the garishness of joy.”

The sentiment is not new, the language scarcely so.

“Sorrow is better than laughter: for by the sadness of the countenance

the heart is made better.” [Ecclesiastes, vii: 3.

Shaks care is more universally read than any other

poet. ilton holds the second lace with the reading

world, and Dante the third. We esitate not to ascribe

the extraordinary popularity of those writers to the fact

that their pages are so deeply imbued with biblical truth.

There is scarcely a nation under the sun not familiar

with the name of William Shakspeare. This is the best

possible proof of the wonderful truthfulness to nature of

is writings, and well may they be faithful to nature,

since they contain so much of the book of the God of

nature. ‘

Milton was probably the most learned man of his day,

but “ with all his gettings, he had gotten understanding,”

and the bible was the book most prized and the book

whose s irit and sentiments most pervaded all his wri

tings. We ask the most enthusiastic admirer of Dante,

if he believes that the name of the poet would ever have

been known beyond his native land, had not the Bible

thrown a fearful interest around the awful subject of his

oem?
P There is much that is heathenish and Popish in the

Infierno, but the poet represents every lost spirit as be

ing punished according to the nature and measure of his
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sin upon earth. Gross as are many of the details in the

execution of the plan formed in the mind of the great

Italian, the plan itself is based upon immutable truth.

“God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also

reap.” [GaL vi: 7.

’Tis an indisputable fact that no poetry in modern

times, has been universally admired, which was not

dee ly imbued with religious truth. Why has France

pro need no poet Whose reputation is as high in other

countries as in his own? The songs of Beranger, the

plays of Moliere and Racine, familiar to every peasant in

rance, are scarcely known elsewhere. For the simple

reason that they are all French, and seem unnatural to a

less mercurial people. Passages, in these authors that

appear to be the loftiest fii ht of the sublime to French

men, seem ridiculous twa dle to their less inflammable

neighbors, the English, and the most arrant nonsense to

the hlegmatic Dutch.

S akspeare, Milton, Pope, Addison, yea, even Byron

and Moore, took the Bible as their model, the Book of

the God of Nature to be their guide in depicting scenes

and characters in nature, and as a natural conse uence,

there is a truthfulness and lye-likeness about a 1 their

portraits and descriptions, that give them a place in the

afl'ections, not mere y of the English, but of every en

lightened nation under the sun.

Is it not a Well-known fact that the German poets and

philosophers are being less read, just in proportion to

their abandonment of the Bible, and their wrapping

themselves up in mist and darkness?

'The poet who most closely imitates the Bible, must

obviously succeed the best in gainin a gmeml reputa

tion ; for this wonderful book is full of exquisite touches

so true to nature that all feel their beauty and power at

the first glance, buttheir richness and depth of colouring

can only be fully perceived by those who have made

them their stud , or who have been placed in peculiar

circumstances. %Vho, but he who has expended fruit

lessly, every remedy upon some beloved friend, can feel

the full force of the Psalmist’s rayer? “Give us help

from trouble, for 00/51» is the qf mam.” Can any

VOL. vn.—No. 3. 5O
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other than he who has languished for months upon a bed

of sickness, fully understand Job? “I am made to pos

sess months of vanity, and wearisome nights are ap oint

ed unto me.” The invalid burning with fever, an toss

ing to and fro upon his sleepless couch, can alone appre

ciate David when he says, “ soul waiteth for theLord more than they that watch fhrr the morning.”

But while the influence of the Bible is so marked in

producing a correct poetic taste, this influence has been

equally elt in all the departments of life. The Anglo

Saxon race have studied the Bible more than an other

people in the world, and they have excelled all ot ers, in

all the arts of war and eace, with the single exception

of Music, Painting, Scu pture and Architecture, which

have been a tly called the four Evan elists of the Church

of Rome. But these four great arts ave been exercised

mainly upon religious subjects, and the ower of the Bi

ble over the conceptions of genius, are just as manifest

here as in the glowing lines of the poet. In proof of

this, we need only refer, in Paintin , to the “Deluge,”

“ Death on the Pale Horse,” the “ rucifixion,” &c.; in

Architecture to St. Peters at Rome, the Madeleine in

Paris, the Cathedral at Rouen, &c.; in Music, to the Re

qlpiem of Mozart, and the masterly Oratorio of Haydn,

t e “ Creation,” &c.; in Sculpture, to “Adam,” “Eve,”

and the adornments of St. Peters and Westminster Ab

bey. The exceptions then to Anglo-Saxon preeminence

establish rather than militate against our position, that

the Bible must be the basis of excellence in all the pur

suits and arts of life.

The Pope, at one eriod, divided the new world be

tween Portugal and pain, the most powerful nations

then in Europe. But the Inquisition closed the Bible

throu hout these mighty7 kingdoms and they sank into

bestia ity, ignorance an imbecility. The closed Bible

shut up the commerce of the “Mistress of the Adriatic,”

and the greatness of Venice exists but in son .
France, in abandonin the Bible, abandoneigi the word

and the sentiment of uty taught on ever one of its

holy pages, and substituted glory in its stea . The des

patches of Napoleon may be read from be innin to

end, and the word d/aty be not once found. he or ers
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of Wellington and his addresses to his troops may be

carefully examined, and the word glory never once be

seen. Trace back the history of the two nations to the

days of Marlborough and Louis XIV, the same remark

able difference will be observed in the appeals made to

the soldiery. The soldier taught to fear God and that

“ England expected him to do his duty” would of course

perform less dazzling feats in the face of open day, than

the soldier tau ht “ to love the praise of men more than

the praise of god,” but in a long obstinate contest, all '

would anticipate that the stern adherent to duty would con

quer the seeker ofemptyiflory. What have been the facts?

Since the battle of astings, no hostile French foot

has rested upon the English soil; “ but British troops

have twice taken the French Capital; a British King

was crowned in Paris; a French King rode captive

through London ; a French Emperor died in English

captivit , and his remains were surrendered by English

generosity. All the great disasters and days of mourn

ing for France—Oressy, Poitiers, Azincour, Blenheim,

Oudenarde, Mindon, Quebec, Salamanca, Waterloo—

were gained by English Generals and won for the most

part by English troops.”

The readers of the Bible have ever been distin uished

for soberness of thought, fixedness of purpose an stabil

ity of character, and have evinced these traits alike,

amid the din of the battle-field, and in the calm cultiva

tion of Literature and Science. None but An lo-Saxon

soldiers could have stood, as did the British at aterloo,

passive all day in their serried squares, against which the

reach Cavalry dashed in vain, as the waves fume and

fret and idly beat against some huge rock of Ocean.

The Anglo-Saxon is more deeply imbued with a sense of

duty, as it is taught in the Bible, than the soldier of any

other nation, and he has consequently given higher

proofs of heroic endurance and unconquerable fortitude

under overwhelming difficulties. The American child

need not be told that the calmest, most confident and

most unflinchin men in the dark days of ’76 were the

descendants of t ose, who had sacrificed all for the privi

lege of reading and interpreting the Bible according to

the dictates of their own conscience.
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But while this Bible has imparted steadiness and firm

ness of character in the perilous times of war, its influ

ence has been no less remarkable in chastening the im

agination and repressin extravagant fancies in the de

votees of Literature an Science. Before Bacon intrd

duced the inductive method of reasoning, Philosophers

projected the most insane theories and endeavored to ac

commodate the facts of science to their vagaries. An

ingenious writer has shown that in the age of Bacon,

none but a Bible-reading Protestant could have pursued

truth in reference to the pita/atoms of the imagination.

.We thin that the writer is not extrava ant in attribu

ting the inductive method to the sobering influence of the

Bible, for ’tis an indisputable fact that the wisest philo

sophers, without this influence, have rushed into the wild

est excesses of fancy.

Descartes rejected the Bible, and set up a Theory of

Creation in opposition to the Mosaic account. Mighty

as was the genius of the great Philoso her, he abandon
ed all sober thought in abandoning the XBible and launch

ed out upon a sea of wild and foolish speculation. The

cortices of Descartes are now remembered but with deri

sion. Laplace was the profoundest Astronomer of his

age. His Mecauique Celeste was translated by Bow

ditch, the most original and ractical Mathematician

this Continent has produced. I 11 reference to the diffi

culties of the translation, Bowditch said that whenever

he encountered the phrase “it is plain to see,” that it

took him at least two days, to see the point at all. But

Laplace with “ all his gettings had not otten under

standin ,” he gloried in his contempt for t e Bible, and

by his ebular Theory, endeavoured to weaken our faith

in the ins ired character of the book of Genesis. Lord

Rosse’s te escope exposed the fallacy of the theory, and

we only wonder now that any man of common sense, let

alone a Philosopher, could for a moment have enter

tained any fancy so su remely ridiculous.

“ Hume,” say his a mirers, “lived and died a Philo

sopher.” Yea, verily, too great a Philosopher to credit

Moses, and withal modest enou h to give us his philo

sophical views on the subject of ‘reatiou. He supposed

that there were an infinite number of moulds or models
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floating through the boundless regions of space, and that

matter somehow or by some means forced itself throu h

these moulds and came out men, monkeys, toads, lizar s,

and so forth. The Sapient Philosopher forgot to tell us

who made the moulds, who made the matter, and who

forced the matter through the moulds. The whole theo

ry is very like that of the Indian, the world resting upon

the back of a tortoise as big as the moon and the tortoise

resting upon nothing.

The theories of the hi h Dutch, short-pipe Philoso

phers, “ wise above that w ich is written,” have been too

recently shown up at the University of Vir inia, to re

quire any notice at this time. But we submit the ques

tion, ought not every true lover of Science to rejoice that

there is a book to restrain the lawless riotings of the im

agination and to impart a' sound healthy tone to thou ht?

We come now to the second division of our subject,

the indebtedness of Orators and Statesmen to the Bible.

And here we might anticipate that a book, full of the

sublimest conceptions, most melting sentiments and most

glowing imagery, would be frequently consulted by all

who wished to touch the chords of the heart or to dazzle

the imagination. .

“ Let there be light and there was light,” Longinus con—

sidered the sublimest sentence ever written. Robert

Hall was wont to quote the prayer of David, “Deliver

mine eyes from tears, my feet from falling and my soul

from death,” as the most eloquent assage in any lan

guage. John Randolph thought a ine in Childe Ha

rold, “ the blue rushing of the arrowy Rhone,” the finest

specimen of descriptive poetry to be found either among

ancient or modern poets. Does it not fall far below

Isaiah’s description of Egypt? “ The land shadowing

with wings, which is beyond the rivers of Ethic ia.”

The facts correspond to our anticipations. hlot only

have Orators and Statesmen borrowed freely from the

Bible, but they have studied it to acquire elevation of

sentiment preparatory to making a great speech. It is

well known that when the illustrious Chatham had any

mighty effort to make in Parliament, he shut himself u

m is study and devoted hours to the reading of Isaia

as the best preparation for his task. Wilberforce and
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Chief Justice Hale were devoted students of the Bible

and most scrupulous observers of the Sabbath. Both

have ascribed all their success in life to their keeping

holy the day which God has especially set apart for'

himself. The purest patriot and greatest Statesman the

Creator has vouchsafed to mankind, John C. Calhoun, of

South Carolina, was a diligent reader of the Bible, and

doubtless the loftiness and purity of his character were

due to the teachings of God’s Holy Book. All remem

ber an expression of the illustrious Senator, “masterly

inactivity,” which was so much commented upon a few

years ago, and which did so much to save our country

from the horrors of war. Beyond all question, the ex

, pression is borrowed from Isaiah’s admonition t0 the

children of Israel: “ Your strength is to sit still.”

Robert Y. Hayne, the Champion of Southern Rights,

was fond of em bellishin his speeches wish the gorgeous

imagery of the Bible. he admirers of the noble South

ron will remember the happy allusions to the waters of

Marah, in one of his most eloquent eiforts in the Senate.

John Randolph frequently arebuked hypocritical pro

fessions of friendship in the language of the Prophet :—

“This people draw nigh unto me with their mouths and

honour me with their lips, but their heart is far from

me.” .

We remember the electrifying influence once produced

by a quotation from the eloquent Bossuet : “Man propo

ses, but God disposes.” Burns has a similar thought.—

Have not the Orator and Poet borrowed from Solomon?

“The heart of man deviseth his way, but the Lord di

rects his steps?”

No more elo uent man ever appeared in the Councils

of the Nation, t an George McDufiie, of South Carolina.

Few or none of his speeches are devoid of quotations

from Shakspeare, the great imitator of the style of the

Bible; many of his happiest efl'orts contain extracts from

the Bible itself, and owe much of their beauty and pow

er to the judiciousness of those selections. The most

eloquent fpassage in his celebrated speech upon the cor

ruption o the Government is the allusion to a section of

the Lord’s Prayer : “Lead us not into temptation.”

Patrick Henry lamented a few years before his death

0
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that he had not made the-Bible his study throughout life,

and said that “it contained more than all the books that

were ever written.” The most touching incident in his

whole public career derives its pathos from two quota

tions from the Bible. When age and disease had im

paired his faculties, so strongly was be impressed with

the belief that the Resolutions of ’98 were about to in

volve his native State in all the horrors of a war of rebel

lion, that, notwithstanding his frailty and suffering, he

tottered forth to stay, if possible, the torrent of ruin and

desolation. Crowds followed him wherever he went, and

listened to him with the most unbounded enthusiasm.—

“ Why,” said a caviller, “ do ou follow Mr. Henry, he

is not a god.” “No,” replied, he, “I am a cor worm

of the dust, fleeting and unsubstantial as t e clouds,

which pass over your fields and are remembered no

more.” Those familiar with the Bible, will recognize

these figures as being taken, the first from David, and

the second from James. “I am a worm and no man.”

“ For what is your life? It is even a vapor that appear

eth for a little time and then vanisheth awa. .”

How graphic is Webster’s description of t e boundless

extent 0 the British Empire: “ a power, whose mornin

drum-beat followin the sun and keeping company wit

the hours, circles t e earth with one continuous and un

broken strain of the martial airs of England.” Here is

an omnipresent Being, whose first manifestation is at

dawn in the East, but from which there can be no escape

even in the dark hours of the night, in the remotest re

'ons of the West. It is pal able that the figure is taken

rom the 139th Psalm. “ f I take the wings of the

morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,

even there shall thy hand lead me and thy right hand

shall hold me.”

It has been said that the grandest exhibition of con

rage ever witnessed upon earth was that of Luther at the

Diet of Worms, when standing alone amid his fierce and

blood-thirsty enemies he calmly replied to the threat of

a lingering death of torture unless he recanted and swore

obedience to the Pope, “I can do no otherwise, may

God be my help.”

Was not the reply of the Reformer moulded by that of
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Peter and John, when arraigned before wretches as ruth

less and sanguinary as the minions of Rome? “Whether

it be right in the sight of God to obey you rather than

God, judge ye, for we cannot but speak the things which

we have seen and heard.” .

The answer of the Hebrew youth to the Assyrian king

when presented the alternative of worshipping his golden

image or being cast into a fiery furnace, is of precisel

the same import. Luther must have been familiar wit

the heroic replies of the Apostles and the Hebrew Cap

tives, and they doubtless stimulated his courage and

sha ed the character of his defence.

he last division of our subject is the indebtedness of

warriors to the Bible.

The time has been when Oliver Cromwell was regard~

ed by almost the whole world as a cold-blooded canting

hypocrite. But Carlyle, D’Aubi no and Macauley have

disabused the minds of all candi men, and few now can

be found, who are not ready to accord to the Protector,

purity of character, warmth of heart, and true zeal in the

service of the living God. He early discovered that raw,

untrained troops, could not contend against the veterans

of the king, unless their want of disci line was supplied

by religious enthusiasm. He taught t em, therefore, to

fear God, and to have no other fear; he led them in

prayer, instructed them in the truths of the Scri tures,

and succeeded in so deeply imbuing their min s with

reli 'ous feeling, that often, by a single quotation from

the ible, he raised their courage so high that nothing

could stand before it. Under such admirable teachings,

the soldiers of Cromwell became men.

“ Who sat with open Bibles around the Council Board, and answered a

King’s missive with a stern—‘Thus saith the Lord.’"

Macauley says of them that in war, the foe never saw

their backs, and in peace they never broke a law of the

land. Cromwell, in his private letters to his wife and

family, (which he could not have expected to become

public,) as well as in those to Parliament, invariably

ascribed all his success to the Lord of Hosts. At Dun

bar, he recalled his troops from the slaughter of pursuit

to sing the 107th Psalm, and to give glory to Him “who
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ruleth in the armies of Heaven, and among the inhabi

tants of earth.” Every thought, word and action'of this

wonderful man seem to have been dictated by the Bible.

A devout Calvinist, he was no fatalist, and profoundly

felt the force of the apostolic injunction to employ every

means, “ because, it is God which worketh in you to will

and to do of his good pleasure.” We find him accord

ingly directin his troops “to trust in God and keep

their powder ry.” In‘ this, he followed the example of

Nehemiah, who whilst rebuilding the walls of Jerusa

lem stoutly resisted the opposition of the Arabians and

Animonites, and with his followers “made their eager

to God and set a watch against them day and nig t.”

In the long list of military heroes and naval Com

manders with which the English history has been adorn

. ed, the names of Marlborough and Nelson are promi

nent above all others. The warrior and sailor were emi

nently religious in their character. Marlborough had

religious service performed in his Camp every morning,

partook of the Lord’s Supper before battle, and gave

God all the glory of victory. In reference to the Capitu

lation of Dendermonde he wrote, “ that place could nev

er have been taken but by the hand of God.” During

the memorable siege of Lille, in the same spirit of reliance

upon the Most High, we find him addressing the Prime'

Minister; “if God continue on our side, we have no

thing to fear.” Just before he breathed his last, his

wife asked him whether he heard the prayers offered at

his bed-side. He replied “Yes, and I joined them.”

These were his last words.

Nelson, says the Historian Alison, was distinguished

for his manly piety. The first reat wish of his heart

> was to honour God and serve is country. The last

French flag had scarcely been struck and the smoke had

scarcely rolled away from the shattered rigging and

blood-stained decks of the hostile fleets at the mouth of

the Nile, when Nelson ordered all his gallant sailors to

join him in thanksgiving to Almighty God. The cap

tured French had expected to hear the insulting shouts

of victor , and with amazement witnessed the solemn

scene. ne of them wrote that it was not stran e that

men, who gave God the glory of success, should e vic
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torious. A few minutes before the first shot was fired in

the terrible battle of Trafalgar, Nelson retired to his

cabin and wrote a prayer, which is still preserved. He

returned to the deck calm and cheerful, and mused a few

moments as to what should be the signal for the day.

The hero in whose mind, duty as taught in the Bible,

was ever u permost, could not long hesitate, but soon

ran up to t e mast-head the signal, which beyond all

doubt, decided the contest that day, and which will be

remembered as long as the English language is spoken:

“England ewpeets every mom to do his duty.”

He fell mortally wounded early in the action, but lin

gered until victory was no longer doubtful. His last

words were, “Thank God, I have done my duty.”

Brief as has been our glance at the Bible and its in

fluence upon national character, we have seen enough

to endorse the tribute of admiration reluctantly extorted

from the infidel Rousseau: ‘

“I will confess to you that the majesty of the Scrip

tures strikes me with admiration. * * * Peruse the

works of our Philosophers with all their pomp of die

tion; how mean, how contemptible are they compared

with the Scriptures? Is it possible that a book at once

so simple and sublime should be merely the work of

' man? Is it possible that the sacred Personage, whose

history it contains should be himself a mere man? * * *

Such a supposition, in fact, only shifts the difficulty with

out obviatingoit: it is more inconceivable that a number

of persons 8 uld agree to write such a history, than that

one shouldfwrnish the subject of it.”

 

ARTICLE VI.

CONSOLATION.

Philosophers tell us, that at different de ths in the

ocean different currents flow; beneath the 00d of the

gulf stream ebbs a southWard tide; thus the balance and

level of the waters is maintained. So in the air, we see
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the clouds that float 'at different elevations drifted in "op

posite directions. And it is not wonderful, therefore, if

we find cross currents of truth and reason in this world

of providence where we dwell. He who looks at the

surface only, finds certain tendencies in the facts,—they

seem to draw him to one set of conclusions: he who

goes a little deeper is carried elsewhere by his reason

ings, while the mind and thou ht of God may seem to

set all human speculation an conclusion at defiance,

and write “folly” on our profoundest wisdom.

And the reason of this plainly is, not that truth is ever

really inconsistent with itself, but that one conclusion

may be, practically, far more valuable than another.

Your argument may be ever so perfect, showing that

this or that advantage is attainable in your way; but an

other ar ument may show better fruit attainable other

wise: wiile, in the sight of God, each may be alike idle,

because of the riches, both of glory and bliss, that his

way will reach. It was true, e. g. that if Peter, when

he had toiled all night and taken nothing, should come

ashore at once, he would get the rest he needed ; but it

was also true that if, “at Christ’s word,” he should cast

his net on the right side of the~ship, he would “find”

what would overpay his labor.

Now, it is plain, that just in proportion as we reason

clearly and well upon the premises we see and realize,

and as we rely confidently on the demonstrations we

make, just in that measure we shall be indisposed to

look farther, or to consult other authority. And thus it

continually happens that knowledge, which escapes the

eye of the wise and prudent,——bent down to scan the

earth and its laws,—sinks into the open heart of the

feeble and unlearned, and brings unutterable strength

and comfort there.

Therefore it is, that sorrows overwhelm the strong of

this world, while the weak and tender bear the same

burden steadfastly for years. Therefore it is, that some

of whom we hardly expected fortitude are sustained,

while those on whom they thought to lean, become de

endent on them for support. For the strong will walk

by sight, while the weak, taught of God, consent to walk

by faith. By sight, we reach man’s conclusions, and are
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overruled and disappointed; by faith, we lay hold of

God’s conclusions, and are safe. Oh, how secure and

happy to meet surprise, and trouble, and calamity, with

Christ’s welcome on our lips and in our hearts,—“ even

so, Father! for so it seemed good in thy sight.” I pro

fess not to understand thy wisdom; thy ways are past

finding out; but what thou thinkest is truth, and what

thou doest is goodness. I

There is no other way than this to square our hopes

and wills with our actual histories. There is no other

eternal wisdom or consolation for man but faith. We

propose, in a few words, to show that the Christian’s is

the only right groundfor content in i/r'ouble; and to draw

some inference from that truth.

And first, let us state the Christian’s position fully.

He is in trouble in some way. Losses have befallen him

where he looked for gains. Reproach and misrepute are

on him, in their exceeding bitterness. Death has made

v'acant some little chair, and gloom sits down at his fire

side. His body is racked with pains, or his mind with

per lexities, or his heart with sorrow.

0w, we are but dust, as other men, and the first

onset of a great grief affects us all very much alike. We

are simpl “bowed down,” in David’s emphatic phrase

-—crushe , and as it were stunned, by the terrible blow.

A few never recover from that state; the broken facul~

ties never knit up into reason again—as that mother we

have read of, who, having occasion to get some water

from the little lake on whose shore she lived, saw some

white cloth floatin there, drew it, with its burden, to

her feet, and foun her only daughter in it, drowned.

Still, when she has her way, she sits by some water’s

ed e, and searches wearily for her dead child.

But of the unbelieving Who revive after this stupor,

some awake to passionate and frantic grief, which at last

exhausts itself. Others go without this intermediate

stage, into a profound and weary gloom, that seeks soli

tude, not as finding pleasure in it, but as less bitter than

society. There it feeds 'upon its woe—~defies consola

tion—rebels against God. It may wear away slowly,

and the interest of life return; or it may draw a black

curtain over the soul to the end of life—to be itself im
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palled and buried in death. Others seek diversion, fly

early to pleasures, or gains, or duties, to drown the so

lemn voice of sorrow, and the sterner voice of awakened

conscience, in the noisy cares and joys of carnal life.

Others take refuge in a fatalist philosophy—things could

not be otherwise than they are, and it is idle to mourn

about what could not be avoided. Or, perhaps, it is a

deistical philosophy; it recognizes a God, but a God all

mercy, a mere giver, and no governor. It ignores sin

and its demerit entirely; holds that our having suffered

establishes a claim upon him, and that he must make

cowxaensatz'on to us somewhere for the tears we have shed.

e are not ready yet, of course, to discuss these views;

they are stated here merely to set off the Christian posi

tion, and make it more distinct, by contrast. Remem

ber, however, that it is not every Christian that takes

right ground at once, in trouble, far from it. Sad and

shameful is it, but true. You may find the children of

God, at one time or other, in every false position, but

they return at last to the truth, and are comforted. Oh,

how subtle, how tenacious, how victorious a thing is

God’s free grace !

The true hearted man of God in sorrow says: “I

have earned all this, and more, by m sins. Since I be

gan to be, I have continually ofl'en ed God. His law,

the shield and glory of all the good, I have dishonored:

for years I cast it away utterly. Even now, sin dwelleth

in me; my passions insult God; my heart forsakes him;

my faith fails me; my life annuls my resolutions, and

rieves the Holy Spirit. If this affliction came in mere

justice, I could not complain. Shall not the Judge of all

the earth do right ?_ I confess “that thou art clear when

thou art judged.”

“ But it is not justice that smites me—I thank thee,

O Christ, for that relief! If it were, I might be silenced,

but not consoled. A guilty outcast, 'ust be inning to

bear the penalty of the law, would find in Go ’s justice

no peace, or hope, or pity; nothing but terror and de

s air. It is not justice that smites me! My Father—my

I eavenly Father—hath many mighty works in hand.

He is redeeming me; and to that end he purifies. me by

- sorrow, by privilege, by toil, by prayer, by bounty.
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“He has linked me in with vast histories. My life,

with its various incidents and deeds, t0uches everywhere

the life of man. The thing I mourn and suffer by, brings

safety, or justice, or deliverance, or happiness, some

where. It accomplishes some worthy end—yea, many

ends. It is a cutting from my humble vine; but the

great Husbandman will plant it, and find fruit in it.

ome one will yet rise up to call me blessed in my sor

row, or rich in my poverty, or happy in bereavement.

God, in his goodness, is making me a blessing.

“This world is a labyrinth. We come, we know not

whence; and Omniscience only knows whither, or how,

we go. Of one thing only am I sure: I am in his hand,

whose name is love. If, instead of leaving me, by many

toils and through many errors, painfully to work out my

salvation and arrive at home, he has taken the iloting

upon himself, and kindly constrained me along t e near

and narrow way, shall I not thank him, and be content?

He knows best the way to his own glory; and the thing

that makes him 'glorious, must make me, his son or

daughter, happy. “ When my spirit was overwhelmed

within me, then thou knewest my path.”

“Howsoever I consider it, I am content. My share

directly in it is discipline—and Heaven. God’s king

dom is blessed by it through his providence; and is not

that a joy for Heaven? 'God himself finds glory in it;

without which there could be no Heaven. All is well;

this world fades like the field-flowers; but Heaven opens

on my sight, with all my treasures and God’s victory!

All is well!”

Having thus shown, in the first place, what the Chris

tian position is, we afiirm secondly, that it contains all

the elements—and shall then show th'i/rdly, that it alone

has the elements of true consolation. In other words,

that the Christian, as an immortal being, can be com

forted in sorrow, and that the sinner never can.

It is plain that only three things can ever reconcile us

to a loss: either, first, it must put us in a better condi

tion for our future prospects; or, secondly, it must assure

some real good to us itself; or, thirdly, it must bring cor

responding advantages to those we love, and whose love

we desire.- A young man pays willingly for education,
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because it puts the means of fortune, respectability, and

happiness, in his hands. N0 one grieves over the burn

ing of a building he owns, if the insurance not only cov

ers the loss, but pays him for the trouble and expense (of

building a better one. All purchase and sale procee s

on the surrender of something we possess, to acquire

something more valuable to us. And every day we see

parents expending toil or money for their children’s benefit.

Now the Christian knows, certainly, that in one or

other of these ways, if not i 7 ll of them, his losses will

be made up to him. In whic ' way, or by what process,

he may never know in this life; he ma , often does; but

that does not affect the argument. is certainty de

pends not at all on that knowledge. It is built upon the

character of God. Because that is sure, he is safe. He

has the most delightful pros ect, supported by the most

unassailable evidence. An when, in these following

paragraphs, we say “may,” it is not because there is a

shadow of doubt about the rich and perfect compensa

tion, but because man cannot always' divine the silent

process.

We may be repaid for our griefs by the improvement

in our spiritual condition; in our efficiency, our know

ledge, or our holiness. It is the perfection of Christian

excellence to know the truth about God, and Christ, and

Heaven, with a clear, intelligent mind, and to love it

’with all the heart. It is the beauty of a spotless life, to

do all for love’s sake. It gives assured hope and promise

to our coming years, that we have been “ tried and found

faithful” through God’s grace.

' Sorrow patiently borne, and with a Godward look upon

the troubled face, gives us insight into the Bible. Some

of us know how Jacob felt when he mourned for Joseph

and feared for Benjamin. How often the darkened and

grieving heart echoes David’s word—“I had fainted un

ess I had believed to see the goodness of the Lord in the

land of the living!” When at last we have conquered

theJpassionate and unbelieving will, how ladly we cry,

as 0b did, “ though he sla me, yet will trust in him.”

But the understanding of t ese words is not shut up to

them; they cast their light on many other words; they

illuminate for us the whole Bible.
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But we et insi ht, too, into God’s character and feel

ing towar us. e know each other by the looks we

wear, the things we do, and the spirit we show in them.

And shall not these close and terrible dealings with the

Lord, followed, too, by reconcilement and blessing, give

us rofound acquaintance with him?

he principles on which we live and act throu h such

times of crisis, are strengthened by the strife. e have

bent the stubborn knee in acquiescence; we have sur

rendered back the gift to the giver; we have quelled re

pining for our dear Fathei‘is sake. Now, therefore, love

is king in us; he has won a great battle, and received

the throne.

Thus, with a lar er heart full of the Bible, standing

nearer our God, 3.115 more fully feeling “ the powers of

the world to come ;” having the right principle enthroned

within us, disafi'ection silenced and destroyed; Christ -

shining out upon us, our sun and shield; we have been

borne along, farther from our old state of sin and death,

nearer to heaven, our home. Is it not a recompense?

But there is another; our eternal reward is shaped, in

sured, enriched, by sorrow here, The heart, enlar ed

by trial, can contain more bliss, and it shall be full. he

experience of battles fought and won, of danger and de

liverance, of prayer and answer,—what stores of wisdom

and bright recollection are here! Strengthened by these

events, we shall be ready for greater thoughts, for swifters,

flight upon God’s messages of love, for nobler ventures

amid his unfolding plans, for higher knowledge, and

sweeter praise of Jesus our “ Saviour, Brother, Friend.”

Doubt'not, afflicted ones, that in simply being faithful,

patient, humble, we are laying uptreasure in Heaven.

There are joys and riches there, for which language has

not yet a name, nor fancy an image of delight. Sug~

gestions of rest, and peace, and triumph, she gives us,

borrowed from Scripture promises. But her utmost is

to say that all we lack here shall be given us, and what

we never thought of shall be poured on us, even unto

“ fulness of joy.” Have you ever thought of how much

happiness, even now, you are capable? How, under cir~

cumstances you can conceive, the sweetest transient thrill

of pleasure you ever felt might swell out into an unfail
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ing flood? Double that, quadruple it, yea, multiply to

your little utmost, and yet you will have fallen short of

the truth. “This light afiliction, which is but for a mo

ment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory.”

But do you reply here, that it is abhorrent to your feel

ings that another,—-your child or friend,--Fshould suffer

and die to make you better and happier? Do you re

fuse such consolation as unworthy of a generous heart,

and declare that you had rather have lost all this gain

we have spoken of, than that such terrible things should

befall those you love? I answer first, and in passing,

that we have hitherto spoken only of your direct and

personal relation to the matter. Nobody pretends, e. g.

that the friend you have lost, sickened and died solely

for your spiritual good, only that that is involved in the

other reasons why it should be so, and that therefore,

you ma extract hope and comfort for yourself from that

(when one by God’s sovereign hand,) which you would

rather have died a thousand times than do. But se

condly, we remark, that if such is our feeling, you are,
ready for the purest and sweetest oiy all consolations, the

good accruing to others from your aflliction.

Our figures of speech often mislead us, cheat us into

inferences that are false, or at least, artial. When e. g.

we speak of a chain of events linke together by Provi

dence and drawing on a result, we are apt to fancy each

event as a link in one chain onhy, binding the nearest

cause to the nearest consequence, and exhausted of its

effects when that is done. A far truer idea is obtained

by comparing the arran ement of events to the air, or

the sea, where every shoe and every motion propagates

itself, and is felt everywhere- Each footfall on the earth

afi'ects each particular atom. Every utterance of every

voice goes out ceaselessly upon the air; its bland, elastic

volume is filled with these tremors and impulses, and is

affected bytheir play. And though our faculties fail us

at once, if we would follow any single sound or motion

through those countless combinations, yet we know that

God will read them all at a glance at any instant in eter

nity. Nothing is lost. The fall of yonder pebble in the

sea wakes gentle music on some distant shore. The out

Von. v11.——No. 3. 52
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cry of that bruised heart goes out upon the winds, and

ast the clouds, and is heard at Heaven’s gate. Though

. 1t were uttered a thousand years ago, it rocks yet upon

the breeze, and sweeps in the gale; and it will not cease

its work forever!

But do you exclaim that your grief or affliction is lost

in insignificance in such a view of the vast universe.

We answer again, nothing is lost, not a sparrow, not a

ripple on the water. To us, one grief,“ one life, one death,

does seem to be a mere atom among the hosts that think,

feel, weep, re'oice, and that forever. But nothing is

really smaller ecause comparison with immensity makes

it look small. If your grief is large and heavy to you,

then will the “over payment of delight” be large to you,

though among the immensities it seemed a trifle. Our

earth is large enough for us, though it is but a grain of

mustard seed beside the sun.

In bearing your affliction faithfully and humbly, as the

child of God, you have made your contribution to the

universal welfare. You have laid your little all of trea

sure in his hand, and said “since such is thy will, 0

Father, lay this out in blessin to my fellow-creatures,

and in glory to thyself.” An shall we doubt that he

has emp oyed it well? In teaching us, by the parable of

the talents, what we should do, has he not told us plain

ly what he will do? To the utmost of his wisdom, it

shall tell on the joy and safety of his people, and the

praise and love he receives. Are we not repaid?

But it would be injustice to the sub'ect, and to our

selves, not to consider another point. t is not merely

the believin these things, that it is to cheer us in our

woe; it is t e believing them on such evidence and for

such reasons as we do. The proof is better and dearer

than the thing proved. The heart of God is greater than

even his deed.

Yes, friends! Our faith sees that when the Lord does

an thing with us, especially if he afflicts us, he has com

rmtteol himself. He has entered on a course, whose end

we may not be able to calculate, but whose object we

can surely divine. Something in us 'u/nderstamds him;

and knowing him, it knows his purpose to bless, to train,

to redeem But the Wing him is the true joy and
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victory; the sympathy with perfect love; the hungering

for righteousness that comprehends his holiness; that is

balm for the deepest of our wounds.

Said we not ri htly, that we have the most unassaila~

ble evidence of t e most delightful truths?

We are to show now, thirdly, that the impenitent has

not one of the elements of true consolation in his reach;

he may direct others to them, but he must not taste them

himself. Perhaps we on ht to make one exce tion“ It

must be a relief, when e can think that ot ers have

been benefitted and blessed by his loss, as that the friend

or child is gone to heaven. But after all, how slender a

consolation, how poor and slight a relief can that thought

be to one who must follow it up, as he must, with

thoughts of self-accusation and dismay! He must look

up, as the loved and ransomed spirit takes its flight, and

say, “Farewell, perhaps forever! I have made no re- -

paration for following thee, thou wilt not come bac to

me, and I may never, never, go to thee 1” Small and

sad, then, is his only comfort, “they are safe, but I am

left to my doom: they have taken the life-boat and are

rescued; but I must starve upon the wreck.”

For the rest, it is plain that, so long as he remains in

sin, no improvement of his spiritual state can take place.

To improve, in these matters, is to become more accessi

ble to motive, to draw nearer to God, to purif the heart,

to abound in prayer, to gain vividness of fait . But the

very fact that he continues unre entant in the face of an

angry God, a dark future, an a rebuking conscience,

cuts off all hope of these things. He has not been per

suaded by these terrible appeals; he has either refused,

or evaded. Pain and fear, without re entance, ca/rmot

but repel man from God, and as we y from heaven’s

light, the deeds, and the powers of darkness seize on us.

So far from being taught of God, we contend against

him. Our hearts cry out aloud against his decrees. We

refuse to see bare justice in them, much less goodness.

Ah, the blow that does not break the heart hardens it.

Affliction to the obstinate sinner is like lightning; it

scathes the tree, blights its verdure, dries up its fruitful

juices, and leaves it, hardened and blasted, to wither up

and die!
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Neither can affliction work out a reward for him, here,

or hereafter. Of not one solitary event in life can the

sinner show, while he is a sinner, that it is a mercy; not

even the prolonging of his life; for if he is to die in sin,

the sooner he dies the less awful will be his woe. Bless

ings abused add fuel to the eternal fires; how much

more these closest, most personal dealings of God with

us, if they are neglected!

But will the thought of saints made happy and God

glorified by these sorrows of ours, bring any comfort to

the sinner? Will the contrast between their peace and

our perdition relieve us? Not a particle. God has more

rightly read our hearts, “there will be wee ' g and

gnash'lng 0 teeth, when e see Abraham and figs, and

Jacob, in t ekingdom ofl—Ieaven, and ye yourselves cast

out.” Ah, remember, unbelieving reader, remember!

The thou ht of God’s love and holiness has given you no

pleasure in this world of hope, and will his glory bring

you happiness when you are shut up in despair? Dream

not of it, it will only add torment to your pains!

But will any say “this is cruel lan age, it cuts me

off from all comfort in my time of trou 1e?” Would to

God it were the sharp remedy for all your sorrows! It

might well be. This very day on might decide that

there is no resource for the su 'ering, the sinful, the

weary, like a covenant with God. To make peace there,

is to be at peace forever. To refuse that hope is to bid

a long farewell to all hope. What purpose will delu

sions and self-flattery serve? Suppose you could con

vince yourself that affliction would bring eve benefit

to you that it brings to the Christian, what won (1 it pro

fit ou unless it was true? '

ave we then, misstated your case at all? Does re

fusing to serve God pre are you to serve him? Will

discontent with his rovi ence teach you faith, patience,

and resignation? an unbelief ripen into love, or self

will sympathize with his race and pity? Can a man

be scourged by terror and espair into peace and joy in

the Holy Ghost? If not, then you will not grow better

by suffering, till you give God your heart. How is it

with you to-day? Disappointment or misfortune has

visited you; are you ready now, to give God that heart?
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Come then, come to him straightway, confess your sins,

take Christ for your redeemer, and be forgiven! Do

you hesitate and drawback? Are your thoughts drawn

away by grief, or are you buisy repairing your losses,

and Almighty God, your jealous, tremendous judge,

must wait until you have a convenient season? Then

confess, at least, that sorrow has not softened 0r blessed

you, for you “refuse him that speaketh from heaven.”

There is a terrible omen and foreshadowing of the

end, in this excuse for not repenting now. Fears, doubts,

perplexities, then, are reasons for not coming to God; in

stead of sending us to his feet where all trouble finds its

cure, they drive us away! Oh, lost sinner! What will

you do in the day of desolation? When sorrows multi

ply, when life flashes in the socket and expires, when

death and hell lay hold 11 on you, will repentance be

plain and escape easy? ook down into the pit, and

earn of those ruined thousands the worth of a death-bed

repentance! But now, while life endures in the land of

pardons, when God’s insulted Spirit has not yet taken

his everlasting flight; now Heaven’s gate is open, and

“Whosoever will,” may enter in and dwell there. Oh

come, dear, dying friend, come and trust in Jesus Christ!

His blood cleanseth from all sin! Let those arms enfold

you once, and you are safe!

Let us, in conclusion, affectionately remind all sor

rowing Christians, that they have a “God to glorify” in

the fires. You have professed before men in other days,

that you esteem him as infinitely wise and good; that

you take his will to be your will, and renounce every

other allegiance. Now is the time to prove that you

meant what you said. Now is the sharp test-time of

your professions. If you consent not now, in heart as

well as word, to what he has done, you not only annul

your own professions, but you cast a shadow of doubt on

the vows of all who have promised as you did, but have

not yet been tried. You reduce the value of the Christian

name, and diminish the power of the church. Whereas,

if your faith stands this trial, being proved much more

precious than gold, men are compelled to acknowledge

God as your helper, and your reat physician. That

shadowy after-world, of which t ey hear so much and
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realize so little, grows palpable and solemn to them, as

its powers encompass and sustain you. The Gospel is

preached, not now by a plausible tongue, but by a pa

tient, consistent, peaceful life. Conscience is roused, and

does her work of warning faithfully. If it “profit a

man” nothing “to gain the whole world and lose his own

soul,” will it not be a happy barter to have lost some

one, or many, of this world’s comforts or delights, and

saved a soul?

Let us not forget that we hold all life’s possessions by

the same tenure, God’s will, and that we must interpret

all its history by the same rule, God’s character. If the

question were, why you were born in a land of prayer

and grace, or why you were not cut off in infancy, or in

the impeniteut years that followed, why you were not

richer, poorer, happier, sadder, wiser, weaker, than you

are: yea, when you have entered heaven, and sat down

at the ri ht hand of the majesty on high, if it should be

asked w y you were there and others cast away, you

could give but one answer. And that same answer will

content you now, if (your heart be right with God. The

hope may be bli hte , the friend departed, the heart torn,

and sick, and b ceding, but the meek eye seeks_Heaven.

The body will be bowed down, but the believing spirit

will look up even from the dust, and renew its strength

from God’s treasury of might. Wiping away the blind

ing tear, hushing the sob of agony, lifting the marred

and stricken face to the cross, you Whisper “even so,

Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight.”
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ARTICLE VII.

LE'I'I‘ER TO GOVERNOR MANNING. *

SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE,

November, 1853.

T0 His Excellency Governor Manning:

I ask the favour of presenting to our Excellency a few

reflections upon the subject of Public Instruction in

South Carolina. As I feel that I am addressing one

whose interest and zeal in the prosperity of letters will

induce him to weigh with candour, to estimate with

charity, and even to invest with dispro ortionate value,

the crudest hints which spring from t e desire to in

crease the educational facilities of the. State, I shall dis

miss all apprehensions of bein suspected of an oflicious
obtrusion upon our notice. gYou are the man, above

all others, to w om the head of this Institution should

look with confidence, to give fresh impulse to the gen

eral cause of education ; and you will excuse me for say

ing, that if the suggestions which shall fall from me, or

the maturer recommendations which shall come from

yourself, shall terminate auspiciously to the wishes of us

both, there will be furnished a beautiful instance of Provi

dential retribution, in connecting the name of the first

conspicuous benefactor of the South Carolina College

with the establishment of an adequate system of com

mon schools. A proud distinction in itself to be the

friend and patron of learning, the honour 'is increased in

your case, in that it has been preéminently your care, in

its higher and lower culture, to dispense its blessings to

the poor. Apart from fellowship with God, there can

not be a sweeter satisfaction than that which arises from

the consciousness of being a father to the fatherless; and

*This document, from the pen of one of the Editors of this Periodical,

and recently published at the ex ense of the State, is deemed by those

associated with the author in the Editorial control of the Review, worthy

of a still wider circulation. The subject discussed in it is one which stirs

deeply the public mind, both in Church and State, and is, in fact, the

great question of the age. This will be deemed by our readers a sufficient

reason for its re-publication in our pages.
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if the ends which I know are dear to your heart can

only be achieved, every indigent child in the State, look

ing upon you as its real father, may address you in the

modest and glowing terms which the genius of Milton

has cannonized, as fit expressions of gratitude for the

noblest of all gifts.

At tibi, chare ater, postquam non aequa merenti

Posse referre atur, nec dona rependere factis,

Sit memorasse satis, repetitaque munera grato

Percensere animo, fidacque reponere menti.

I am not insensible to the dangers and difficulties

which attend the discussion of this subject. It is so se

ductive to the fancy that the temptation is almost irre

sistible to indulge in schemes and visionary projects.

In the effort to realize the conception of a perfect educa

tion, we are apt to forget that there is no such thing as

absolute perfection in the matter, that all excellence is

relative, and that the highest recommendation of'any

plan is, that it is at once practicable and adjusted to the

wants and condition of those for whom it is rovided.

A system of public instruction, like the form of govern

ment, must spring from the manners, maxims, habits and

associations of the people. It must penetrate their char

acter, constitute an element of their national existence,

be a portion of themselves, if it would not be suspected

as an alien, or distrusted as a spy. The success of the

Prussian scheme is ascribed by Cousin to the circum

stance, that it existed in the manners and customs of the

country before it was enacted into law. It was not a

foreign graft, but the natural offshoot of popular opinion

and practice. It is an easy thing to construct a theory,

when nothing is to be done but to trace the coherences

and dependencies of thought; but it is not so easy to make

thought correspond to reality, or to devise a plan which

shall overlook none of the difficulties and obstructions in

the wa of successful application. In the suggestions

which have to offer, I shall endeavour to keep steadily

in view the real wants of the citizens of this com

'monwealth, and avoiding all crotchets and metaphysical

abstractions, shall aim exclusively at what experience,

or the nature of the case, demonstrates to be practica

ble. I have no new principles to ventilate, but I shall
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think myself happy if I can succeed in setting in a

clearer light, or vindicating from prejudice and miscon

struction, the princi les which have already been em

bodied in our laws. t is, perhaps, not generally known

that the legislation of South Carolina contemplates a

scheme of public instruction as perfect in its conception

of the end, as it is defective in its povision of the means.

The order, too, in which the attention of the Legislature

has been turned to the various branches of the subject,

though not the most opular or the most obvious, is pre

cisely the order of t eir relative importance. It began

where it ought to have begun, but unfortunately stopped

where it on ht not to have stopped. To defend what it

has already one, and stimulate it to repentance for what

it has not done, is the principal motive of this commu

nication.

Permit me, in ursuance of this design, to direct the

attention of your Excellency to the nature, operation and

defects of _the system among us. This system consists

of the South Carolina College, established in 1801, of

the Free Schools, established in 1811, and of the Arsenal

and Citadel Academies, which have crept into existence

by the connivance, without any statute, of the Legisla

ture, definin their end and aim. This series of institu

tions is evi ently adjusted without, perha s, any con~

scious urpose of doing so, to the three-fol division of

education, in so far as it depends upon instruction, into

liberal, elementary and professional. The College is to

furnish the means of liberal, the Free Schools of elemen~

tary, and the Arsenal and Citadel Academies of that de~

partment of professional education which looks to the

arts of practical life, especially those of the soldier. For

the liberal or learned professions, those of law, physic

and divinity, no provision has been made. The College

undertakes to give the same kind of instruction which is

given by the Faculty of Arts and Philosophy in the Uni-v

versities of Europe. Our Military Academies, with a

slight chan ,e in their organization, might be converted

into scienti 0 schools; and free schools are, or were de

signed to be, substantially the same as the elementary

and rammar schools of England. The scheme, as here

deve oped, though far from fulfilling the logical require

53
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ments of a com lete system of public instruction, is am

ply sufficient, it adequately carried out, to meet the real

wants of our people. The kind and degree of education,

for which there is any serious or extensive demand, is

what is provided for. To make the system lo ically com

plete, there would have to be a succession of mstitutions,

individually perfect, and yet harmoniously cooperating

to a general result, which, taking the man at the very

dawu of his powers, shall be able to carry him up to the

highest point of their expansion, and fit him for any em

ployment in which intelligence and thought are the con

itions of success. It should supply the means to every

individual in the community of becoming trained and

prepared for his own peculiar destiny—it should overlook

no class—it should neglect no pursuit. It may be doubt

ed whether a scheme so comprehensive in its plan is de

sirable—fit is quite certain that it is not practicable. The

Legislature has done wisely in confining its arrange

ments to liberal and elementary education. It has aim

ed, by a preliminary discipline, to put the individual in

a condition to educate himself for the business of his life,

except where his callin involves an application of scien

tific knowledge which oes not enter into the curriculum

of general instruction. In that case it has made a spe

cial provision. I see then no improvement that can be

made in the general features of our scheme—it is as per

fect in its conception as the wants and condition of our

people will justify. All that the Legislature should aim

at is the adjustment of the details, and the better adap

tation of them to the end in view.

I. The first in the order of establishment, as well as

the first in the order of importance, is the COLLEGE. De

voted to the interests of general, in contradistinction

from professional education, its design is to cultivate the

mind without reference to any ulterior pursuits. “The

student is considered as an end to himself; his perfec

tion, as a man simply, being the aim of his education.”

The culture of the mind, however, for itself, contributes

to its perfection as an instrument, so that general educa

tion,'while it directly prepares and qualifies for no spe

cial destination, indirectly trains for every vocation in

which success is dependent upon intellectual exertion.
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It has taught the mind the use of its powers, and im

parted those habits without which its powers would be

useless. It makes MEN, and consequently promotes every

enterprise in which men are to act.

General education being the design of a College, the

flundalmental principles of its organization are easily de

uce .

1. The selection of studies must be made, not with

reference to the comparative importance of their matter,

or the practical value of the knowledge, but with refer

ence to their influence in unfolding and strengthening

the powers of the mind; as the end is to improve mind,

the fitness for the end is the prime consideration. “ As

knowledge,” says Sir Wm. Hamilton,* (“ man being

now considered as an end to himself,) is only valuable

as it exercises, and by its exercise, develops and invig

orates the mind; so a university, in its liberal faculty,

should especially. prefer those objects of study which

call forth the strongest and most unexclusive energy of

thought, and so teach them too, that this energy shall be

most fully elicited in the student. For speculative know

led e, of whatever kind, is onlyprofitable to the student,

in is liberal cultivation, inasmuch as it supplies him

with the object and occasion of exerting his faculties ;

since powers are only developed in proportion as they

are exercised ; that is, put forth into energy. The mere

ossession of scientific truths is, for its own sake, value

ess; and education is only education, inasmuch as it at

once determines and enables the student to educate him

self.” Hence the introduction of studies upon the ground

of their practical utility is, pro ta/nto, subversive of the

College. It is not its ofiice to make lanters, mechanics,

lawyers, physicians or divines. It as nothing directly

to do with the uses of knowledge. Its business is with

minds, and it employs science only as an instrument for

the improvement and erfection of mind. With it the

habit of sound thinking is more than a thousand thoughts.

When, therefore, the question is asked, as it often is ask

ed by ignorance and empiricism, what is the use of cer

tain departments of the College curriculum, the answer

* Discussions on Philosophy, 4m, p. 677.
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should turn, not upon the benefits which, in afterlife,

may be reaped from these pursuits, but upon their im

mediate subjective influence upon the cultivation of the

human faculties. They are selected in preference to

others, because they better train the mind. It cannot be

too earnestly inculcated that knowledge is not the prin

cipal end of College instruction, but habits. The acqui

sition of knowledge is the necessary result of those ex

ercises which terminate in habits, and the maturity of

the habit is measured by the degree and accuracy of

the knowledge. But still the habits are the main thing.

2. In the next place it is equally important that the

whole course of studies be rigidly exacted of every stu

dent. Their value as a discipline de ends alto ether

upon their being studied, and every co lege is defective

in its arrangements which fails to secure, as far as legis

lation can secure it, this indispensable condition of suc

cess. Whatever ma be the case in Europe, it is found

from experience in this country, that nothing will avail

without the authority of law. The curriculum must be

compulsory, or the majority of students will neglect it.

All must be subjected to catechetical examinations in the

lecture room, and all must under 0 the regular examina

tions of their classes, as the con ition of their residence

in College. The moment they are exempted from the

stringency of this rule, all other means lose their ower

upon the mass of pu ils. Much may be accomp ished

by rewards, and by stimulatin the spirit of competition,

and great reliance should be p aced upon them to secure

a high standard of attainment; but in most men, the

love of ease is stronger than ambition, and indolence a

reater luxury than thought. “For, whilst mental ef

fort is the one condition of all mental improvement, yet

this effort is at first and for a time painful; positively

painful, in proportion as it is intense, and comparative

y painful, as it abstracts from other and positively plea

surable activities. It is painful because its energy is im

perfect, diflicult, forced. But, as the effort is gradually

perfected, gradually facilitated, it becomes gradually

pleasing; and when, finally perfected, that is, when the

power is fully developed, and the effort changed into a

spontaneity, becomes an exertion absolutely easy, it re
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mains purely, intensely and alone unsatiably pleasura

ble. For pleasure is nothing but the concomitant or re

flex of the unforced and unimpeded energy of a natural

faculty or acquired habit; the degree and permanence

of pleasure being also in proportion to the intensity and

purity of the mental energy. The great postulate in ed_

ucation is, therefore, to induce the pupil to enter and

persevere in such a course of effort, good in its result

and delectable, but primarily and in itself irksome.*”

The argument of necessity helps to reconcile him to the

weariness of stud —what he feels that he must do he

will endeavor to o with grace, and as there is no alter

natlve, he will be more open to the generous and manly

influences which the rewards and distinctions of the Col

lege are suited to exert. There are always causes at

Work, apart from the repulsiveness of intellectual labor,

to seduce the student from his books; and before his

habits are yet formed and the love of study grounded

into his nature, it is of the utmost consequence to kee

these causes in check. No other motives will be sufiii

clent without the compulsion of law. Cooperating with

this, there are many others which, if they do not posi

tively sweeten his toil, may help to mitigate the agony

of thought.

I have insisted upon this point, because it is the point in

regard to which the most dan erous innovations are to be

apprehended. Two changes ave at different times been

proposed, one of which would be absolutely fatal, and

the other seriously detrimental, to the interests of the

College as a place of liberal education. The first is to

convert it into a collection of independent schools, each

of which shall be complete in itself, it being left to the

choice of the student what schools he shall enter. The

other is to remit the obligation of the whole course in

reference to a certain class of students, and allow them

to pursue such parts of it as they may choose. ln rela

tion to the first, young men are incompetent to pro

nounce beforehand what studies are subjectively the

most beneficial. It requires those who have ex erienced

the disciplinary power of different studies to etermine

4* Hamilton’s Discussions, p. 6'16.
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their relative value. Only a scholar can say what will

make a scholar. The experience of the world has settled

down upon a certain class and order Of studies, and the

verdict of ages and generations is not to be set aside by

the caprices, whims, or prejudices of those who are not

even able to comprehend the main end of education. In

the' next place, if our undergraduates were competent to

form a judgment, their natural love of indolence and case

would, in the majority of cases, lead them to exclude

those very studies which are the most improving, pre

cisely because they are so; that is, because, in themselves

and in the method of teaching them, they involve a de

gree and intensity of mental exercise, which is positively

ainful. Self-denial is not natural to man; and he man

ifests but little acquaintance with human nature, who

presumes as a matter of course, that the will will choose

what the judgment commends. Video melioraprobogue

deteriora sequor, is more preéminently true of the young

than the old. They are the creatures of impulse. Per

mit them to select their own studies, and the majority

will select those that are thought to be the easiest. The

principle of choice will be the very op osite of that upon

which the efficiency of a study depen s. Experience is

decisive on this point. What creates more trouble in

the interior management of our Colleges than the con

stant desire of the pupils to evade recitation? And is it

not universally found that the Departments which are

the most popular, are those which least task the energies

of the student? I do not say that the Professors who

fill these Departments are themselves most respected.

That will depend upon their merits, and in matters of

this sort the judgments of the young are generally right.

But easy exercises are preferred, simply because they do

not tax the mind. The practical problem with the mass

of students is—the least work and easiest done. Is it

easy, is it short, these are the questions which are first

asked about a lesson. I must, therefore, consider any

attempt to relax the compulsory feature of the College

course, as an infallible expedient for degrading educa

tion. The College will cease to train. It may be a

placle for literary trifiers, but a place for students it can

not e.
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There is much in a name, and the change here con

demned is delusively sought to be insinuated under the

retext of converting the >College into a University.

his latter title sounds more imposingly, and carries the

appearance of greater dignity. But the truth is, there is

hardly a more e uivocal word in the lan uage. “ In its

proper and original meaning,” as Sir 111. Hamilton *

has satisfactorily shown, “it denotes simply the whole

members 0 a body (generally incorporated body,) of per

sons teac ing and learning one or more departments of

knowledge.” In its ordinary acceptation in this country

it is either synonymous with College, as an institution of

higher education—and in this sense we are already a

University—or it denotes a College with Professional

schools attached. It is clear, however, that the intro

duction of the Faculties of Law, Medicine and Theology,

necessitates no change in the Faculty of Philosophy and

Arts. It is not necessary to make general education vol

untary, in order to provide for professional instruction.

There is consequently nothing in the name, or in the na

ture of the case, which demands a fundamental change

in the system, in order that the South Carolina College

may become the South Carolina University. For my

*Discussions, p. 479. To the quotation in the text may be added the

following passage from the same page: “The word universitas, in the

common language of Rome, is equally applicable to persons and to things.

In the technical langu e of the civil law, it was, in like manner, ap

lied to both. In the ormer signification, (convertible with collegium,)

1t denoted a plurality of persons associated for a continued purpose, and

may be inadequately rendered by society, company, corporation ,- in the

latter, it denoted a certain totality of individual things, constituted either

by the mutual relation to a certain common end, (universitas acti,) or by

a mere legal fiction, (unicersitas juris.) In the language of the middle

ages, it was applied either loosely to any understood class of persons, or

strictly (in the acceptation of the Roman law) to a public incorporation,

more especially (as equivalent with cmnmunitas) to the members of a mu

nicipality, or to the members of a ‘general study.’ In this last applica

tion it was, however, not uniformly of the same amount; and its meaning

was, for a considerable period, determined by the words with which it

was connected. Thus it was used to denote either (and this was its more

usual meaning) the whole body of teachers and learners, or the whole

body of learners, or the whole body of teachers and learners divided,

either by faculty or by countr , or by both together. But no one instance

can, we are confident, be ad uced, in which (we mean until its original

and proper signification had been forgotten) it is employed for a school

teaching, or privileged to teach, and grant degrees, in all the faculties.”
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self, I am content with our present title, and if it promi

ses less, I am sure that it will accomplish more, than the

new title with the corresponding change. As to the ex

ediency of adding the Faculties of Law and Medicine

{Theology is out of the question) to the present or aniza

tion, I have only to say, that it will multiply an com

plicate the difficulties of the internal management of the

nstitntion, without securing any increased proficiency

in these departments of knowled e; that is, if there is to

be any real connection between t e Faculty of Arts and

those of Law and Medicine. I dread the experiment.

I think it better that the Professions should be left to

provide for themselves, than that a multitude of in

experienced young men should be brought together,

many of whom are comparatively free from the restraints

of discipline, and yet have an easy and ready access to

those who are more under law. The very liberty of

the resident would be a temptation to the under-gradu

ates. I have no objection, however, to the founding of

Professional Schools by the State. All that I am anxious

for is that they should not be so connected with the Col

lege as that the members of all the schools should reside

together. To be under a common government is impos

sible, to be under a different government would breed

lnterminable confusion and disorder. That sort of nomi

nal connection which requires that all medical and law

degrees should be conferred by the authorities of the

College, and which is perfectly consistent with the law

and medical schools being established in a different place,

would, of course, he harmless. But this difficulty might

arise; the College would be unwilling to confer any de

gree without a liberal education—it could not, without

abjuring the very principles of its existence, grant its

honours upon mere professional attainment. ~ V

\Vith respect to the other change, that of allowin

students, under certain circumstances, to ursue a partia

course, it is evident] contradictory to t e fundamental

end of the College. hese students are not seeking know

ledge for the sake of discipline, but with reference to ulteri

or uses. They come not to be trained to think, but to learn

to act in definite de artments of exertion. It is profes

sional, not liberal e ucation which they want. The want
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I acknowled e ought to be gratified—it is a demand

which should be supplied. But the Colle e is not the

place to do it. That was founded for at r- purposes,

and it is simply preposterous to abrogate its constitution

out of concessions to a necessity, because the necessity

happens to be real. What, therefore, ought to be done

is not to chan e the nature of the College, but, leaving

that untouched to do its own work, to organize schools

with special reference to this class of wants. We have

the elements of such an organization in the Arsenal and

Citadel Academies. Let these be converted into semi

naries of special education—which will only be an ex

tension of their present plan—and they will form that in

termediate class of schools betwixt the elementary and

the College, which the circumstances of every civilized

community, in proportion to the complication of its in

terests, demand.

These changes in the College have been favoured on

the ground that they will increase its numbers. But the '

success of the College is not to be estimated by the num

bers in attendance, but by the numbers educated. It

should never include more than those who are seeking

a liberal education, and if it includes all of these, whether

they be fifty or two hundred, it is doing the whole of its

appropriate work. No doubt, by the changes in ques

tion, our catalogue might be increased two or three fold,

but we should not educate a single individual more than

we educate now. Numbers in themselves are nothing,

unless they represent those who are really devoted to

the business of the place. What real advantage would

it be to have four or five hundred pupils matriculated

here, if some remained only a few months, others re

mained longer in idleness, and out of the whole number,

only four or five applied for a degree. That four or five

would be the true criterion of success. The real ues

tion, I insist, is how many graduate. That is the eci

sive point. As long as we receive the whole number of

young men in the State, who are to be liberally educa

ted, whether that number be greater or smaller, we are

doing all that we were appointed to do, or that we can

be legitimately expected to do; and a decline in num

bers is not a necessary proof of the declension of the

Von. v11.—No. 3. 54
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College, it may be only a proof that the demand is

ceasing for higher instruction. The Work, however, to

be done loses none of its importance in consequence of

the failure to appreciate its value; and the remedy is not

to give it up and yield to empirical innovations, but to

persevere, in faith and patience, relying upon time as the

great teacher of wisdom.

3. Another cardinal principle in the organization of

the College is the independence of its teachers. They

should be raised above all temptation of catering for

popularity, of degrading the standard of education for

the sake of the loaves and fishes. They should be pre

pared to ofliciate as Priests in the temple of learning, in

ure vestments, and with hands unstained with a bribe.

t has been suggested that if the stipends of the Profess

ors were made dependent upon the number of upils,

the strong motive of personal interest, added to the i her

incentives which they are expected to feel, would in

crease their efliciency, by stimulating their zeal and ac

tivity. They would be anxious to achieve a reputation

for the College which would enable it to command stu

dents. This argument proceeds upon a hypothesis which,

I am ashamed to say, my own experience pronounces to

- be false. In the state of things in this country there is

a constant conflict between the government of the Col

lege and the candidates for its privileges, the one attempt

ing to raise, and the other to lower, the standard of ad

mission, and every effort of the Faculty in the right di

rection is met with a determined resistance. It is not to

be presumed that young men, at the age of our under

graduates generally, should have any steady and precise

notions of the nature of education. A College is a Col

lege, and when they are debating the question, whither

they shall go, the most important items in the calcula

tion are, not the efficiency, but the cheapness of the place,

and-the shortness of the time within which a degree may

be obtained. The consequence is that no College can

resist the current, unless its teachers are independent.

In that case they may stand their ground—and though

they can never hope to equal feebler institutions in num

bers, they will still accomplish a great work, and confer

a lasting benefit on society. The South Carolina College
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has raised her standard. She has proclaimed her pur

pose to be, TO EDUCATE WELL, and I should deplore

any measure that might remotely tend to drive her from

this position. The true security for the ability of the pro

fessional corps is not to be sought in starving them, or in

making them scramble for a livelihood, but in the com

petency, zeal and 'integrity of the body that appoints

them, and in the strict responsibility to which they are

held. An impartial Board of overseers, to elect faithful

and turn out incompetent men, a Board that has the

nerve to do its duty, will be a stronger check upon in

dolence and inefficiency, than an empty larder. The

motive of necessity may lead them to degrade instruc

tion to increase their fees; the motive of responsibility

to a body that can appreciate their labours, will always

operate in the right direction. .

“Let this ground, therefore,” says Bacon,* “be laid

that all works are overcome by amplitude of reward, by

soundness of direction, and by the conjunction of la

bours. The first multiplieth endeavour, the second pre

venteth error, and the third supplieth the frailty of man.

But the principal of these is direction.” So far as the

under-graduates are concerned I think that all these con

ditions of success are measurably fulfilled in the present

arrangements of the College; as much so as the general

state of education will allow. No changes in this respect

are desirable. But the interests of higher education de

mand something more than that culture “in passage,”

as Bacon expresses it, which is all that is contemplated

in provisions for under-graduates. Our work stops with

the degree. We have no foundations upon which schol

ars may be placed, “tending to quietness and private

ness of life, and discharge of cares and troubles.” We

are wanting in facilities for “conjunctions” of learned

men ; and consequently the only persons whose business

it is to keep pace with the higher intelligence of the age,

are the few professors who are employed in the work of

instruction. With only such means we must fall behind

in the march of improvement. There must be more com

petition, more leisure, more freedom from distracting

* Bacon's Works, vol. 2nd, p. 90. Montagu’s Edition.
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cares. “This I take to be,” says the great writer from

whom I love to quote,* “a great cause that hath hinder

ed the profession of learning, because these fundamen

tal knowledges have been studied but in passage. For

if you will have a tree bear more fruit than it hath used

to do, it is not anything you can do to the boughs, but it

is the stirring of the earth, and puttirfg new mould about

the roots, that must work it.”

I do not look to the Legislature to supply this defi

ciency. Other demands more immediate and urgent

must be met, and to meet them adequately will make a

heavy draft n on its resources. But I do look to private

liberality. any of the foundations in Oxford and Cam

bridge have arisen from this source. The Northern Col

leges are indebted for the lar est part of their funds to

the same cause. Why shoul not some portion of the

Southern wealth take the same direction? Are we want

ing in the love of knowledge, in the spirit of charity, and

in zeal for the honour and prosperity of the State? I

cannot account for the remissness and apathy of our rich

planters and merchants, and professional men, in any

other way, than that this form of generosity has not been

the habit of the country. I had hoped that your exam

ple, and the example of Col. Hampton would have given

an impetus to this matter, and I shall not despair until

I see the result of the festival which is proposed to be

celebrated in honour of the 50th anniversaryl of the Col

lege. A body of learned men, devoted to t e pursuit of

fundamental knowledges, is what more than everything

else is now needed, to complete our system. There is

wealth enough in private coffers, and liberality enough

in the hearts of our citizens, to supply the Want, if pub—

lic interest could only be elicited in the subject. There

prevails an impression that the annual appropriations of

the Legislature are amply suflicient for all the ends of a

College—it is forgotten that these appropriations con

template it entirely as a lace of teaching, and not the

residence of scholars. In t is latter aspect we are whol

ly dependent upon private generosity.

The advantages to the College, and to the State, and

*Bacon’s Works, vol. 2nd, p. 93. Montagu’s Edition.
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to the whole country, of such a body of resident scholars

cannot be estimated. They might, in various ways, as

sist in the business of discipline and instruction—they

would furnish a constant supply of materials for new

professors—they would ive tone and impulse to the as

pirations and efforts of t e young men gathered around

them, and diffuse an influence, which, silently and im

perceptibly concurring in the formation of that powerful

and mysterious combination of separate elements called

public opinion, would tell upon every hamlet in the land.

“ For, if men judge that learning should be referred to

action, they judge well; but in this they fall into the

error described in the ancient fable, in which the other

parts of the body did suppose the stomach had been idle,

because it neither performed the ofiice of motion, as .the

limbs do, nor of sense, as the head doth; but yet, not

withstanding, it is the stomach that di esteth and dis

tributeth to all the rest; so if any man t ink philosophy

and universality to be idle studies, he doth not consider

that all professions are from thence served and sup

plied.”* This homely illustration sets the question of

utility in its true light, and if I could impress upon the

community, as it exists in my own mind, the deep and

earnest sense of the importance of this feature in the or

ganization of the College, the lack of means would soon

cease to be an impediment in keeping pace with the high

est culture of the age. It would soon be found that

wealth has no more tendency to contract the mind in

South Carolina, than in Massachusetts and New York,

and that there are merchant princes in Charleston as well

as in Boston. Who will begin the work? Who shall

set the first example of a foundation of ten or twenty

thousand dollars, devoted to the su port of genius in re

flecting light and glory upon the gtate? It is devoutly

to be hoped that something more substantial than echo

will answer who.

But as there are those who admit, in general, the ad

vantages of a high standard of liberal education, and the

consequent importance of such institutions as the College,

and yet doubt the wisdom of the policy which directly

* Bacon’s Works, vol. 2nd, _p. 98, Montagu’s Edition.
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connects them with the State, a more distinct considera

tion of this question will not be out of place here. The

grounds of doubt are twofold.

1., The College, it is said, is for the benefit of the few,

and therefore, should not be supported by the taxes of

the many—what comes from all should be for all. What

is for a class should be by a class. This is the substance

of the clamour, by which, ignorance and vul ar ambi

tion, and above all, a pretended regard for the rights and

interests of the masses, are constantly endeavouring to

steal away the hearts of the people from what, justly

considered, is the bulwark of their liberties, and the

strongest safeguard of their honour and respectability.

Hence the cry that the College is an aristocratic institu

tion ; a resort for the rich, exclusive of the poor.

The other ground is, that education, in its very nature,

be10n s to the church, or to private enterprise—that it

inclu es elements which lie beyond the jurisdiction of

the State, and that, therefore, the State has no right to

interfere with it. These objections, I think, embody the

strength of whatever opposition is expressed or felt to

the College as a public foundation.

In reference to the first, let it be admitted that the

number of those who participate in the privileges of the

College is, and must necessarily be, limited. It is, of

course, impracticable, even if it were desirable, that every

young man in the State should receive a liberal educa

tion. Some must be excluded. The very notion of their

being excluded implies that they do not share in the im

mediate advantages of the College. But then the ques

tion arises, what is the principle of exclusion, so far as

the College/is concerned? If that principle is directly

based upon difference in fortune, then there is ground of

complaint; otherwise none. Does the Colle e reject any

because the are poor; does it admit any ecause the

are rich? %oes it recognize any distinction between ric

and poor? Who will venture upon such an allegation?

And yet it is only by making wealth the ground of ad-.

mission, and poverty the ground of exclusion, that the

College can be justly char ed with aristocratic tenden

cies. It is notorious that t e only question which the

College asks, as the qualification for admission to its im
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munities, is in relation to the fitness of the candidates to

enter upon its pursuits. All who are prepared to com

ply with its re uisitions are welcome to its halls, whether
rich or poor. qPoverty may, indeed, be a remote and ac

cidental cause of exclusion, as it incapacitates for acqui

ring the fitness which the College exacts, and which is

absolutely indispensable to the ends it has in view. But '

in these cases, it is not the poverty which the College

considers, but the ignorance and want of preparatory

training. There are also expenses incident to a College

course which put it out of the power of those who are

absolutely without funds to pursue it. A man must be

fed and clothed and warmed; and the comforts of life do

not usually come without money; and if he cannot af

ford the necessary expenses himself, and his friends will

not afford them for him, all that can be said is, that

Providence has cut him off from a liberal education. He

is not in a condition to reap the advantages of personal

residence within the College walls. But the principle of

exclusion, so far as the College is concerned, is not a

class principle, but one which necessarily results from

the nature and end of its institution. It is founded ex

clusively for a certain kind and degree of education, and

it o ens its doors to all, without exception, who are prepar

ed tor its instructions, and can sustain the expenses neces

sarily incident to a residence from home. It shuts its

doors upon none, but upon those who shut them upon

themselves, or against whom Providence has closed them.

A free College means a College absolutely without ex

pense. We must wait for the realization of such a dream

until the manifestation of that state in which our bodies

shall cease to be flesh and blood, and such homely arti

cles as food, raiment and fuel, be no longer needed. But

if an institution is not, ipco facto, aristocratic, because

the members of it have to pay for their victuals and

clothes, then the South Carolina College is not an aristo

cratic or class institution. P It might not be improper to

inquire whether in those institutions, whose glory it is to

be ar eminence institutions for the vulgar, it is pretend

ed that the pupils have absolutely nothing to pay. Can

a stark beggar get through them without help? If not,

poverty an wealth have the same remote and indirect
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influence in determinin who shall participate in their

privileges, as they have in the South Carolina College.

From a somewhat careful inquiry, too, I am inclined

to the opinion, that none, however poor, ever fail to get

through College, who have been enabled, either by their

own exertions or the assistance of others, to prepare for

College. I am sure the number is very small. Hence

of all charges that the imagination can conceive, that of

educating only the rich is the most idle and ridiculous.

Most of our students, as a matter of fact, are from fami

lies in moderate circumstances; many are absolutely

poor, either expending their whole living upon their

minds, or toiling in vacations to acquire the means of de

fraying their expenses, or sustained by the eleelnosynary

foundations of the College, or by the assistance of the

College Societies, or by private liberality. The public

sentiment of the students speaks volumes upon this point.

If there were anything in the genius or organization of

the Institution which distinguished it as the College of

the rich, there would be a corresponding pride of aris

tocracy among the young men, and the oor would be

avoided, insulted or shunned as a projfinum 'vulgus.

They would be branded by public opinion as men who

were out of their place; as upstarts, who were aspiring

to the privileges of their betters. This would be neces

sitated as the common feeling b the organic principle of

the body. But what is the trut 'i I have no hesitation

in affirming, that if there be a place more than any other

where the poor are honoured and respected, where indi

gence, if coupled with any de ree of merit, is an infalli

ble passport to favour, that p ace is the South Carolina

College. It may be preéminently called the poor man’s

College in the sense that poverty is no reproach within

its walls—no bar to its highest honours and most tem t

ing rewards, either among professors or students. 11

the contrary, if there is a prejudice at all, it is against

the rich; and from long observation and experience, I

am prepared to affirm, that no spirit receives a sterner,

stronger, more indignant rebuke within these walls than

the pride and vanity of wealth. Let any young man

presume upon his fortune and undertake to put on airs,

and the whole College pounces down upon him with as
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little mercy and as much avidity, as the jackdaws in the

fable, upon their aspiring fellow, who was decked in the

peacock’s feathers.

No doubt there are many whose circumstances pre

clude them from the first steps of a liberal education,

and who, yet, have the capacity to receive it, and who,

if educated, might reflect lasting honour upon the State.

But, unfortunately, from the imperfect and inefficient

condition of the free schools, these poor children can

never be distinguished. One advantage of a more ade

quate scheme of public instruction will be that of bring

ing indigent merit to the light. For such cases there

ought to be the most ample provision. “This,” in the

words of Cousin, “is a sacred duty we owe to talent—'a

duty which must be fulfilled, even at the risk of being

sometimes mistaken.” The State should either endow

saholarships, or extemporize appropriations to meet the

cases of those who, when public schools shall have been

established, shall be reported as worthy of a liberal edu

cation by their earlier teachers. And beyond this, as

the same writer observes, it is not desirable that it should

provide for the higher instruction of the poor.

So much for the limitation of the immediate benefits

of the Colle e. They are confined to com aratively a

few, simply ecause it is comparatively a few that are

in a conditlon to receive them. But then the important

point is—and it is a point which ought never to be for

gotten, though it is systematically overlooked by those

who are accustomed to decry the College—that these

benefits are imparted, not for the sake of the few, but for

the interest of the man —the 00d of the State at large.

Those who are educate , are e ucated not for themselves,

but for the advantage of the Commonwealth as a whole.

Every scholar is regarded as a blessing—a great public

benefit—and for the sake of the general influence that

he is ualified to exert, the State makes provisions for

his training. It is because “the proper education of

youth contributes greatly to the prosperity of society,”

that it “ought to be an object of legislative attention.”

The many, therefore, are not taxed tor the few, but the

few are trained for exalted usefulness and extensive good

to the many. If the Legislature had in view only the

55
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interests of those who are educated, and expended its

funds in reference to their good, considered simply as in

dividuals, there would be just ground of complaint; but

when it is reall aiming at the prosperity of the whole

community, an uses these individuals as means to an

end, there is nothing limited or partial in its measures.

It is great weakness to suppose that nothing can contri

bute to the general 0d, the immediate ends of which

are not realized in t e case of every individual. Are

light-houses constructed only for the safet of the be

nighted mariners who may be actually gui ed by their

lamps? or are they reared for the security of nawgation,

the interests ofcommerce, and through these, the interests

of society at large.

There is no way of evading the force of this argument

but by flatly denying that an educated class is a public

good. If there are any among us who are prepared to

take this round, and to become open advocates of bar

barism, Iiave nothing to say to them; but, for the sake

of those who may be seduced by a sophistry which they

cannot disentangle, I offer a few reflections.

In the first place, the educated men, in every commu

nity, are the real elements of steady and consistent ro

ess. They are generally in advance of their(generation;

ight decends from them to their inferiors, an by a grad

ual and imperceptible influence emanating from the soli

tary speculations, it may be, of their secret hours, the

whole texture of society is modified, a wider scope is

glilyen to its views and a loftier end to its measures.—

ey are the men who sustain and carry forward the

complicated movements of a refined civilization—the re

al authors of the changes which constitute epochs in the

social elevation of the race. Pitt could not understand,

and Fox refused to read the masterly speculations of

Adam Smith upon the Wealth of Nations. He was

ahead of his age. The truth gradually worked its way,

however, into the minds of statesmen and legislators,

and now, no one is held to be fit for any public employ

ment, who is not imbued with the principles of Politi

cal Economy. The thoughts of a retired thinker, once

set in motion, if they have truth in them, have a princi

ple of life which can never be extinguished,—-they may,
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for a season, he repressed and confined, but they, finally,

like disengaged gases, acquire'an intensity and power

which defy all opposition. They spread through society,

leavening first its leading members, and extending in

the shape of results, or maxims, or practical conclusions,

to every fireside in the land. The solitary scholar wields

a lever which raises the whole mass of societ . It is a

high eneral education which shapes the min s and con

trols t e opinions of the guidin spirits of the age; it is

this which keeps up the generaftone of society—it is at

once conservative and progressive.

The conservative tendency requires to be a little more

distinctly pointed out. The case is this—the universal

activity which general intelli ence imparts to mind, must

be prolific in schemes and t eories, and these are likely

to be sound or hurtful, according to the completeness of

the inductions or the narrowness of the views, on which

they are founded. A half truth, or a truth partially ap

prehended, always has the effect of a lie. A high order

of culture, with occasional exceptions, (for profound

thinkers are sometimes eccentric,) is a security against

the ill-di ested plans and visionary projects, which they

are ecu iarly tempted to originate, whose vision is con

fine to a contracted horizon, and who are deceived, sim

ply because they do not perceive the bearin s of a prin

ciple in all its applications. An educated c ass expands

the field of vision, and serves as a check to the irregular

impulses and the impetuous innovations of minds, equal

ly active, but less enlarged. It rotects from rashness,

from false maxims, from partial nowledge. It is a se

curity for public order which can hardly be over-estima

ted—it is the regulator of the great clock of societ .

General intelligence, without high culture to keep it in

check, will exemplify the maxim of Pope—

“ A little learning is a dangerous thing,”

and will prove a greater curse to the State than absolute

ignorance. It is not ignorance, but half-knowled e, that

is full of whims and crotchets, the prey of impu se and

fanaticism, and the parent of restless agitation and cease

less change. It is in the constant play of antagonist

forces, the action and re-action of the higher and lower
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culture, that the life, health and vigour of society consist.

General intelli ence checks the stagnation of ignorance,

and a thoroug education, the rashness of empiricism.

Where these prevail there is all the inspiration without

the contortions of the Sibyl.*

In the next place it should not be omitted that general

education is the true source of the elevation of the mass

es, and of the demand for popular instruction. Every

educated man is a centre of light, and his example and

influence create the consciousness of ignorance and the

sense of need, from which elementary schools have

sprung. Defective culture is never conscious of itself

until it is brought into contact with superior power.

There may be a conviction of ignorance in reference to

special things, and a desire of knowledge as the means

of accomplishing particular ends. But the need of in

tellectual improvement on its own account never is awa

kened s outaneously. We never lament our inferiority

to ange s. The reason is, we are not brought into con

tact with them, and are conse uently not sensible of the

disparity that exits. If we ad examples before us of

angelic amplitude of mind, the contrast would force upon

us a lively impression of the lowness of our intellectual

level. If we had never been accustomed to any other

light but that of the stars, we should never have dream

ed of the sun, nor felt the absence of his rays as any

real evil. The ositive in the order of thought is before

the privative.' e must know the good in order to un

derstand the evil; we must be familiar with day to com

prehend ni ht and darkness. Hence it is that civiliza

tion never as been and never can be of spontaneous

growth among a people. It has always been an inherit

ance or an importation. If men had been originally

created savages, they would all have been savages to

day. Those ingenious theories which undertake, from

principles of human nature, to ex lain the history of

man’s progress from barbarism to re nement, are nothing

better than speculative romances. They are contradict

ed by experience, as well as by the laws of the human

* See some excellent remarks on this subject in President Walker’s In

augural Discourse.
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mind. Philosophy coincides with the Bible, man was

created in the image of God, and the rudeness and coarse

ness of uncivilized communities are states of degration

into which he has apostatized and sunk, and not his

primitive and original condition. Civilization has migra

ted from one centre to another, has found its way among

barbarians and savages, and restored them to something

.of their forfeited inheritance, but, in every such instance,

it has been introduced from without, it has never devel

oped itself from within. Where all is darkness, whence

is the light to spring? What planet is the source of the

rays that shine on it? Hence it is knowledge which

creates the demand for knowledge—which causes ignor~

ance to be felt as an evil, and hence it is the education,

in the first instance, of the few, which has awakened the

stron desire for the illumination of the many. Let

know edge, however, become stagnant—let no provision

be made for the constant activity of the highest order of

minds in the highest spheres of speculation, and the tor

por would be communicated downwards, until the whole

community was benumbed. The thinkers in the most

abstract departments of speculation keep the whole of

society in motion, and upon its motion depends its pro

gress. Scholars, therefore, are the real benefactors of the

people—and he does more for popular education who

founds a University, than he who institutes a complete

and adequate machinery of common schools. The reason

is obvious—the most potent element of public opinion is

wanting where only a low form of culture obtains—the

common schools having no example of any thing higher

before them, would soon degenerate and impart on y a

mechanical culture-if they did not, which I am inclined

to think would be the case, from their want of life, if they

did not permit the people to relapse into barbarism. Col

leges, on the other hand, will create the demand for low

er culture, and private enterprise under the stimulus im

parted would not be backward in providing for it. The

college will diffuse the education of principles, of maxims,

a tone of thinking and feeling which are of the last im

ortance, without the schools—the schools could never

0 it without the college. If we must dispense with one

or the other, I have no hesitation in saying, that on the
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score of public good alone, it were wiser to dispense with

the schools. One sun is better than a thousand stars.

There never was, therefore, a more rievous error than

that the college is in antagonism tot e interests of the

people. Precisely the opposite is the truth—~and be

cause it is preéminently a public good, operating direct

ly or indirectly to the benefit of every citizen in the

State, the Legislature was originally justified in found

ing, and in still sustaining, this noble institution. It has

made South Carolina what she is—-it has made her peo

ple what they are—and from her mountains to her sea—

board there is not a nook or corner of the State that has

not shared in its healthful influence. The very cries

which are coming up from all quarters for the direct in

struction of the people, cries which none should think of

resisting, are only echoes from the college walls. We

should never have heard of them, if the state of things

had continued among us, which existed when the college

was founded. The low country would still have sent its

sons to Europe or the North, and the up-country would

lfialye been content with its fertile lands and invigorating

1 s.

The second ground of objection does not deny or di~

minish the importance of the College, or the general ad

vantages of higher education. It only affirms that the

State is not the proper body for dispensing them. The

advocates of this negative opinion divide themselves into

two classes, one maintaining that Colleges should sup

port themselves—the other that they should be support

ed by endowments under the control of private or eccle

siastical corporations. The first was the doctrine of

Adam Smith, who may be reckoned among the ablest

opponents of the policy of public education in the higher

branches of learning. He lays down the thesis, that the

demand will infallibly create the supply—that in science,

literature and the arts, as in the commodities which min

ister to the physical comfort and conveniences of man,

what is wanted will be procured. The double operation

of private interest, on the one hand to obtain, on the

other to furnish, will present inducements enough to

originate all the schools that may be needed to teach all

the arts that may be desired. This ingenious reasoner
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forgot that, in the matter of education, as Sir Wm. Ham

ilton justly remarks,* “demand and supply are necessa

rily coexistent and coextensive—that it is education

which creates the want which education only can satisfy.

Those again,” says the same writer, “who, conceding all

this, contend that the creation and supply of this demand

should be abandoned by the State to private intelligence

and philanthropy are contradicted both by reasoning and

fact.” The expensiveness of the machinery which is ne~

cessary to put in motion a higher seminary of learning,

renders it hopelessly impossible to make such institutions

self-supporting bodies, and the attempt to do so would

have no other effect than to de rade them into profes

sional or scientific schools, in w ich knowledge is the

end, and not the instrument. Hence there is not a Col

lege or University worthy of the name, either in Europe

or America, that is capable of sustaining, much less of

having founded, its various departments of instruction

by the patronage it receives. Education has always lived

on charity. Foundations and endowments, partly from

individuals, partly from the State, have always been its

reliances to supply the apparatus with which the ma

chinery is kept in motion.

As to private corporations, it is certain that the degree

of interest which is taken in learning for itself, will never

be adequate to meet the exigencies of higher education.

There must be some stronger principle at work, an im

pulse more general and pervading, in order to touch the

chords of private liberality and awaken a res onsive

thrill. There may be extraordinary efforts of sing e men,

but these s asmodic contributions will be too rare, be

sides that they may be hampered by unwise restrictions

and limitations, to answer the ends of a College. The

only principle which has vitality and power enough to

keep the stream of private charity steadily turned in the

direction of education is the principle of religion. And

hence the true and only question is, does education be

long to the Church or State. Into the hands of one or

the other, it must fall or perish. This, too, is the great prac

tical question among us. The most formidable war against

* Discussions, 420., p. 537.
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the College will be that waged on the principle of its ex

istence.

I respect the feeling out of which the jealousy of State

institutions has grown. A godless education is worse

than none; and I rejoice that the sentiment is well-nigh

universal in this country, that a system which excludes

the highest and most commandin , the eternal interests

of man, must be radically defective, whether reference

be had to the culture of the individual, or to his pros

perity and influence in life. Man is essentially a reli

gious being, and to make no provision for this noblest

element of his nature, to ignore and preclude it from any

distinct consideration, is to leave him but half-educated.

The Ancients were accustomed to regard theology as the

first philosophy, and there is not a people under the sun,

whose religion has not been the chief inspiration of their

literature. Take away the influence which this sub'ect

has exerted upon the human mind, destroy its contribu

tions to the cause of letters, the impulse it has given to

the speculations of philosophy, and What will be left

after these subtractions will be comparatively small in

quantity and feeble in life and spirit. We must have

religion, if we would reach the highest forms of educa

tion. This is the atmosphere which must surround the

mind and permeate all its activities, in order that its de

velopement may be free, healthful and vigorous. Sci

ence languishes, letters pine, refinement is lost, wherever

and whenever the genius of religion is excluded. Expe

rience has demonstrated that, in some form or other, it

must enter into every College and pervade every depart- I

ment of instruction. N0 institution has been able to live

without it. But what ri ht, it is asked, has the State to

introduce it? What rig t, we might ask in return, has

the State to exclude it? The difficulty lies in confound

ing the do matic peculiarities of sects with the spirit of

religion. he State as such knows nothing of sects, but

to protect them, but it does not follow that the State must

be necessarily godless; and so a College knows nothing

of denominations except as a feature in the history of the

human race, but it does not follow that a College must

be necessarily atheistic or unchristian. What is wanted

is the pervading influence of religion as a life; the habit
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ual sense of responsibility to God and of the true worth

and destiny of the soul, which shall give tone to the

character, and regulate all the ursuits of the place. The

example, temper, and habitua deportment of the teach

ers, cooperating with the dogmatic instructions which

have been received at the fireside and in the church, and

coupled with the obligatory observance, except in cases

of conscientious scruple, of the peculiar duties of the

Lord’s day, will be found to do more in maintainin the

power of reli ion than the constant recitation 0% the

catechism, or t e ceaseless inculcation of sectarian pecu

liarities. The difliculty of introducin religion is, indeed,

rather speculative than practical. é'hen we propose to

teach religion as a science, and undertake by precise

boundaries and exact statutory provisions, to define what

shall and what shall not be tau ht, when by written

schemes we endeavor to avoid all t e peculiarities of sect

and opinion without sacrificing the essential interests of

religion, the task is impossible. The residuum, after our

nice distinctions, is zero. But why introduce religion as

a science? Let it come in the character of the Profess

ors, let it come in the stated worship of the Sanctuary,

and let it come in the vindication of those immortal re

cords which constitute the basis of our faith.

Leave creeds and confessions to the fireside and church,

the home and the pulpit. Have godly teachers and you

will have comparatively a godly College. But what se

curity have we that a State College will pay any atten

tion to the religious character of its teachers? The secu

rity of public opinion, which, in proportion as the vari

ous religious denominations do their duty in their own

spheres, will become absolutely irresistible. Let all the

sects combine to support the State College, and they can

soon create a sentiment which, with the terrible certain

ty of fate, shall tolerate nothing unholy or unclean in

its walls. They can make it religious without being sec

tarian. The true ower of the church over these institu

tions is not that of direct control, but of moral influence,

arising from her direct work upon the hearts and con

sciences of all the members of the community. Is it al

leged that experience presents us with mournful exam

ples of State institutions degenerating into hot-beds of

Von. VIL—NO. 3. 56
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atheism and impiety? It may be promptly replied that

the same experience presents us with equally mouruful

examples of church institutions degenerating into hot

beds of the vilest heresy and infidelity. And what is

more to the point, a sound public opinion has never fall

ed to bring these State institutions back to their proper

moorings, while the church institutions have, not unfre—

quently, carried their sects with them and rendered re

orm impossible. In the case of State institutions, the

security for religion lies in the public opinion of the

Whole community; in the case of church institutions, in

the public opinion of a single denomination, and as the

smaller body can more easily become corrupt than a

larger, as there is a constant play of antagonisms which

preserves the health in the one case, while they are want

ing in the other, it seems clear that a State College, upon

the whole, and in the long run, must be safer than any

sectarian institution. As long as the people preserve

their respect for religion, the College can be kept free

from danger. '

The principle, too, on which the argument for church

supervision is founded, proves too much. It is assumed

that wherever a religious influence becomes a matter of

primary importance, there the church has legitimate ju

risdiction. “This,” it has been well said,* “puts an end

to society itself, and makes the church the only power

that can exist; since all that is necessary is for any officer

or any power to be capable ofmoral effects, or influences,

in order to put it under the dominion of the church.

The moral influence of governors, judges, presidents,

nay, even sheriffs, coroners, or constables, is as real and

may be far more extensive than that of school-masters.

The moral influence of Wealth, manners, taste, is im

mense; that of domestic habits, nay, even personal hab

its, often decisive.” The truth is, this species of argu

ment would reduce every interest under the sun to the

control of the church. It is just the principle on which

* Southern Presbyterian Review, vol. 3, p. 6. The article from which

this extract is taken was written by Dr. R. J. Breckinridge, and is the

most complete refutation of the manifold assumptions on which the theory

of church education proceeds, that I have ever seen. It sets the question

at rest.
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the authority of the Pope over Kings and States has been

assumed and defended. The ar ument, moreover, is one

which can be very easily retorte . If, because education

has a religious element, it must fall within the jurisdic

tion of the church, a fortiori, because it has multiplied

secular elements, it must fall within the jurisdiction of

the State. The church is a distinct corporation—with

distinct rights and authority. She has direct control

over nothing that is not spiritual in its matter and con

nected with our relations to Jesus Christ. She is His

Kingdom, and her functions are limited to His work as

the mediator of the covenant and the saviour of the lost;

and if education, in its secular aspects, is not a function

of grace, but of nature, if it belongs to man, not as a

christian, but simply as a man, then it no more falls with

in the jurisdiction of the church, than any other secular

work. “The duties of the State are civil, not sacred:

the duties of the church are sacred, not civil. To exclude

the church from the control of general education, and to

exempt it from the duty of providing the means thereof,

it must be shown that education is of the nature of reli

gious things, and that the duty of superintending it is, in

its nature, spiritual. Is not a man bound to educate him

self as an individual person? Is not every family bound

to educate each other, and the head of the family pecu

liarly bound to educate the members ? If so, are these

obligations which arise out of our individual personality

and out of our family relations, in any degree at all, or

do they spring solely and chiefly, out of our obli ations

as members of Christ? Is a christian more boun , or is

he chiefly bound, or is he exclusively bound—they are

three degrees of the same proposition—to acquire and to

impart knowledge, which has nothing to do with reli

gion, but much to do with temporal success, and tens

poral usefulness; all the positive sciences, for example;

simply or mainly as a christian, or because he is a chris

tian? Or is he bound chiefly, or at all to do so, from

any considerations drawn from his individual position, or

his relations to his family or his country? These are

considerations, and there are many more like them, that

require to be deeply pondered before we arrive at the

sweeping generalities which assume and assert that de
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nominational education is the only safe and true conclu

sion of this ‘ high argument.’ ”*

Apart from the principle involved, I have other ob'ec

tions to sectarian education. I say sectarian education,

for the church as catholic and one, in the present condi

tion of things, is not visible and corporate. What she

does can only be done through the agency of one or more

of the various fragments into which she has been suffer

ed to split. In the first place, it is evident, from the fee

bleness of the sects, that these Colleges cannot be very

largely endowed. In the next place, they are likely to

be numerous. From these causes will result a strenuous

competition for patronage; and from this, two effects may
be expected to follow. QFirst, the depression of the stand

ard of general education, so as to allure students to their

halls; and next, the preference of what is ostentatious

and attractive in education to what is solid and substan

tial. It is true that there can be no lofty flight, as Bacon

has suggested, “without some feathers of ostentation ;”

but it is equally true that there can be no flight at all,

where there are not bone, muscle and sinew to sustain

the feathers.

It is also a serious evil that the State should be habit

ually denounced as profane and infidel. To think and

speak of it in that light is the sure way to make it so;

and yet, this is the uniform representation of the advo

cates of church education. They will not permit the

State to touch the subject, because its fingers are un

clean. Can there be a more certain method to uproot

the sentiments of patriotism, and to make us feel that

the overnment of the country is an enormous evil to

whic we are to submit, not out of love, but for con

science sake? Will not something like this be the inevi

table efi'ect of the declamation and in vective which bigots

and zealots feel authorized to vent against the Common

wealth that protects them, in order that they may suc

ceed in their narrow schemes? Instead of clinging

around the State, as they would cling to the bosom of a

beloved parent, and concentrating upon her the highest

and holiest influences which they are capable of exert

* Southern Presbyterian Review, vol. 8, p. 3, Dr. Breckenridge's article.
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ing; instead of teaching their children to love her, as the

ordinance of God for good, to bless her for her manifold

benefits, and to obey her with even a religious venera

tion, they repel her to a cold and cheerless istance, and

brand her with the stigma of Divine reprobation. The

result must be bad. “ The fanaticism which despises the

State, and the infidelity which contemns the church, are

both alike the roduct of ignorance and folly. God has

established hot the church and the State. It is as clear

ly our duty to be loyal and enlightened citizens, as to be

faithful and earnest christians.”

I think, too, that the tendency of sectarian Colleges to

perpetuate the strife of sects, to fix whatever is heteroge

neous in the elements of national character, and to alien

ate the citizens from each other, is a consideration not to

be overlooked. There ought surely to be some common

ground on which the members of the same State may

meet together and feel that they are brothers—some

common ground on which their children may mingle

without confusion or discord, and bury every narrow and

selfish interest in the sublime sentiment that they belong

to the same family. 'Nothing is so powerful as a com

mon education, and the thousand sweet associations

which spring from it and cluster around it, to cherish the

holy brotherhood of men. Those who have walked to

gether in the same paths of science, and taken sweet

counsel in the same halls of learnin , who went arm in

arm in that hallowed season of life w en the foundations

of all excellence are laid, who have wept with the same

sorrows, or laughed with the same joys, who have been

fired with the same ambition, lured with the same hopes,

and grieved at the same disappointments, these are not

the men, in after years, to stir up animosities, or foment

intestine feuds. Their colle e life is a bond of union,

which nothing can break; a ivine poetr of existence

which nothing is allowed to profane. Who can forget

his college days, and his college com anions, and even

his college dreams? Would you make any Common

wealth a unit, educate its sons together. This is the se

cret of the harmony which has so remarkably character

ized our State. It was not the influence of a single mind,

great as that mind was—it was no tame submission to
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authoritative dictation. It was the community of thought,

feeling and character, achieved by a common education

within these walls. Here it was that heart was knit to

heart, mind to mind, and that a common character was

formed. All these advantages must be lost, if the sec

tarian scheme prevails. South Carolina will no longer

be a unit, nor her citizens brothers. We shall have sect

against sect, school against school, and college against

college; and he knows but little of the past who has not

observed that the most formidable dangers to any State

are those which spring from divisions in its own bosom,

and that these divisions are terrible in proportion to the

de rec in which the religious element enters into them.

I shall say no more upon the College. I have spoken

of its end, its organization and its defects; and have vin

dicated the policy upon which it was founded. What

I have said I believe to be true, and I am sure that it is

seasonable. And nothing would delight me more, as a

man, a Christian, and a patriot, than to see all jealousies

laid aside, all sectarian schemes abandoned, and the

whole State, as one man, rally to its support. It would

find ample employment for all the funds which private

liberality is pourin into the cofi'ers of other institutions;

and when charity ad done its utmost, and the govern

ment still more freely unlocked its treasury, we should

have a splendid institution, beyond doubt, but one which

was still not perfect. Education is a vast and com lica

ted interest, and it requires the legacies of ages an gen

erations past, as well as the steady contributions of the

living, to keep the stream from subsiding. Let it roll

among us like a mighty river, whose ceaseless ‘flow is

maintained. by the .springs of charity and the great foun

tain of public munificence. Let us have a Colle e which

is worth of the name—to which we can invite t e schol

ars of urope with an honest pride, and to which our

children may repair from all our borders, as the States of

Greece to their Olympia, or the chosen tribes to Mount

Zion. How beautiful it is for brethren to dwell together

in unit 7!

II. The next part of our system in the order of Legis

lation is the Free Schools. And here I am sorry to say

that the law is not only inadequate, but there is a very
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extraordinary discrepancy between the law and the prac

tice, which increases the difficulty and has added to the

inefficiency of the standing appropriation. It is clear

from the face of it that the Act of 1811 was designed as

the first ste towards the establishment of a system of

Common Sc ools, that should bring the means of elemen

tary education within the reach of every child in the

State. It was not intended to bea provision for au

pers. Throughout our statutes Frec Schools mean ub

lic Schools, or schools which are open to every citizen.

The first act in which I find the expression is that of the

8th of April, 1710, entitled an act fur the founding and

erectin r of a Free School for the use of the inhabitants

of Sout Carolina. This act created and incorporated a

Board of Trustees for the purpose of taking charge of

such funds as had already been contributed, or might af

terwards be contributed for public instruction in the

Province. In it the epithet free is synonymous, not with

pauper", but public, or common. The same is the case in

the act of the 7th June, 1712, entitled an act for the en

couragement of learning. Although the School was a

Free School, every pupil was required to pay for his

tuition. But the meaning of the phrase is made still

clearer by the extended act of the 12th December of the

same year. There the School was manifestly open to all.

Special inducements were held out to patronize and en

courage it, and provisions made for educatin a certain

number free of expense. The act of 1811, w ich is the

basis of our present system, is so clear and explicit as to

the kind of Schools to be founded, that I am utterly un

able to account for the partial and exclusive interpreta

tion which has been put upon its words. The third sec

tion rovides, “that every citizen of this State shall be

entit ed to send his or her child or children, ward or

wards, to an Free School in the District where he or

she may resi e, free from any expense whatever on ac

count of tuition; and where more children shall apply

for admission at any one School, than can be convenient

ly educated therein, a reference shall always be given

to poor orphans and t e children of indigent and ne

cessitous parents.”

I have no doubt that if this act had been executed
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according to its true intent and meaning, and Public

Schools had been established in every District of the

State corresponding to the number of members in the

House of Representatives, the advantages would have

been so conspicuous that the Legislature could not have

stopped until the means of instruction had been afforded

to every neighborhood, to every family, and to every

child. The law was wise—it was strictly tentative and

provisional, but its benevolent intention has been defeat

ed by a singular misconception of its meaning. As a

prowsional law, it was defective in unity of plan. The

Commissioners in each District were absolutely indepen

dent and irresponsible. There was no central power

which could correct mistakes and which could infuse a

common spirit and a common life into the whole scheme.

The consequence is that, after all our legislation and all

our expenditures, we have not even the elements in

practical operation of a s stem of Public Schools. We

ave the whole work to egin anew.

You will permit me to suggest a few reasons why we

vshould begin it heartily and at once, and then to intimate

the nature and extent of our incipient efforts.

1. In the first place, it is the duty of the State to pro

vide for the education ofits citizens. Even Adam Smith,

who, we have seen, was op osed to the direct interfer

ence of the government in igher, or liberal education,

is constrained to admit that the education of the common

eople forms an exception to his principle. He makes

it the care of the government upon the same general

ground with the cultivation of a martial spirit. We

should be as solicitous that our citizens should not be

_ ignorant as that they should not be cowards. The whole

assage is so striking that you will excuse me for quoting

it in full. “But a coward, a man incapable either of

defending or revenging himself, evidently wants one of

the most essential parts of the character of a man. He

is as much mutilated and deformed in his mind as ano

ther is in his body, who is either deprived of some of

his most essential members, or has lost the use of them.

He is evidently the more wretched and miserable of the

two; because happiness and misery, which reside alto

gether in the mind, must necessarily depend more upon
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the healthful or unhealthful, the mutilated or entire state

of the mind, them 11 on that of the body. Even though

the martial spirit of) the people were of no use towards

the defence of the society, yet to prevent that sort of

mental mutilation, deformity and wretchedness, which

cowardice necessarily involves in it, from spreadin

themselves through the great body of the people, woul

still deserve the most serious attention of government;

in the same manner as it would deserve its most serious

attention to prevent a leprosy, or any other loathsome

and offensive disease, from spreading itself among them;

though perhaps, no other public good might result from

such attention besides the prevention of so great a public

evil.

“The same thing may be said of the gross ignorance

and stupidity which, in a civilized society, seem so fre

quently to benumb the understandings of all the inferior

ranks of peo le. A man without the proper use of the

intellectual faculties of a man is, if possible, more con

temptible than even a coward, and seems to be mutilated

and deformed in a still more essential part of the char

acter of human nature. Though the State was to derive

no advantage from the instruction of the inferior ranks

of the people, it would still deserve its attention that they

should not be altogether uninstructed. The State, how

ever, derives no inconsiderable advantage from their in

struction. The more they are instructed, the less liable

they are to the delusions of enthusiasm and superstition,

Which, amon ignorant nations, frequently occasion the

most dreadfu disorders. An instructed and intelligent

people, besides, are always more decent and orderly than

an ignorant and stupid one. They feel themselves, each

individually, more respectable, and more likely to obtain

the respect of their lawful superiors, and they are, there

fore, more disposed to respect those superiors. They are

more disposed to examine, and more capable of seeing

through, the interested complaints of faction and sedi

tion ; and they are, upon that account, less apt to be mis

led into any wanton or unnecessary opposition to the

measures of government. In free countries, where the

safety of government depends very much upon the fa

vourable judgment which the people may form5pf its
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conduct, it must surely be of the highest importance

that they should not be disposed to judge rashly or ca

pricious y concerning it.”

“ If the community wish to have the benefit of more

knowledge and intelligence in the labouring classes,”

says Say, “it must dispense it at the public charge. This

object may be obtained by the establishment of rimary

schools, of reading, writing and arithmetic. These are

the roundwork of all knowledge, and are quite sufficient

for t e civilization of the lower classes. In fact, one can

not call a nation civilized, nor consequently possessed of

the benefits of civilization, until the people at large be

instructed in these three particulars : till then it will be

but partially reclaimed from barbarism.”

I might multiply authorities to an indefinite extent,

showin that it is the general opinion of political philoso

phers, t at popular instruction is one of the most sacred

uties of the Commonwealth. The opinion obviously

rests upon two grounds—the importance of education in

itself and in its relations to the State, and the impossi

bility of adequately providing for it without the assistance

of Legislature. The alternative is, either that the edu

cation of the people must be abandoned as ho eless, or

the government must embark in the work. urely, if

this be really the state of the case, South Carolina can

not hesitate a moment as to which branch of the propo

sition she will choose. When it is remembered that ed

ucation makes the citizen as well as the man—that it is

precisely what fits a human being to be a living member

of a Commonwealth, we cannot hesitate as to whether

our people shall be cyphers or men.

And that this is the alternative, is clear, both from the

nature of the case, and from fact. Whoever considers

what it is to provide an adequate system of instruction

for all the children of a country, the amount of funds

necessary to erect school-houses, to found libraries, to

1procure the needful apparatus, to pay teachers, and to

eep the machinery, once set in motion, in steady and

successful operation, will perceive the folly of entrusting

such a task to the disjointed efforts of individuals, or the

conflicting efforts of religious denominations. In either

case, there will be no unity of plan, no competency of
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means—what is done must be done partially, and be

cause partially, must be done amiss. “ All experience,”

says Sir William Hamilton, “ demonstrates the necessity

of State interference. No countries present a more re

markable contrast in this respect (in regard to popular

education) than England and Germany. In the former

the State has done nothing for the education of the peo

ple, and private benevolence more than has been attempt

ed elsewhere; in the latter, the Government has done

everything, and left to private benevolence almost no

thing to efi'ect. The English people are, however, the

lowest, the German people the highest, in the scale of

knowledge. All that Scotland enjoys of popular educa

tion above the other kingdoms of the British Empire,

she owes to the State; and among the principalities of

Germany, from Russia down to Hesse Oassel, education

is uniformly found to prosper exactly in proportion to

the extent of interference, and to the unremitted watch

fulness of Government. * * * The experience of the

last half century in Germany, has, indeed, completely

set at rest the question. For thirty years no German

has been found to maintain the doctrine of Smith. In

their generous rivalry, the Governments of that country

have practically shown what a benevolent and prudent

polic could effect for the university as for the school;

and nowing what they have done, who is there now to

maintain, that for education as for trade, the State can

prevent evil, but cannot originate 00d.”

There are those among us who a mit that no complete

s stem of popular education can be instituted without

t e intervention of the State, and yet maintain that the

true method of intervention is simply to supplement in

dividual exertions; that is, they would have those who

are able to do so educate their children in schools sus

tained by themselves, and solicit the aid of the Legisla

ture onl for paupers. It is obvious, in the first place,

that in this there is no system at all; the schools are de

tached and independent; they have no common life, and

the State knows nothing of the influences which may be

exerted within them. Education is too complicated an

interest, and touches the prosperity of the Common

wealth in too many points to be left, in reference to the
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most important class of its subjects, absolutely without

responsibility to the Government. The homogeneousness

of the population can onl be sustained by a general sys

tem of public schools. 11 the next place, the scheme is

invidious. It makes a reproachful distinction betwixt

the children of the Commonwealth ; and in the last place,

it must, from this very circumstance, be inefiicient; a

rents will scorn a favour rather than permit their 0 il

dren to be stigmatized as the condition of receiving it. -

The true olicy of the State is to recognize no distinction

betwixt t e rich and the poor; to put them all upon the

same footing; to treat them simply as so many minds,

whose capacities are to be unfolded, and whose energies

are to be directed. The rich and the poor, in the school

house, as in the house of God, should meet together upon

the ground of their common relations, and the conse

quences of this promiscuous elementary training would

soon be felt in harmonizing and smoothing all the uneven

ness, harshness and inequalities of social life.

2. In the second place, the State should make some

speedy provisions for opular education in conse uence

of the unusual deman which, in some form or 0t er, is

indicated as existing in every section of the country.

There never was a greater cry for schools ; the eople are
beginning to appreciate their importance, andPat no pe

riod within my recollection have such strenuous efforts

been made to establish and support them. The extraor

dinary exertions of the various sects—exertions, too,

which deserve all praise considered as attempts to satisf

an acknowled ed public want—and the success which

has attended t cm, are proofs that public opinion is ripe

in South Carolina for the interference of the Legislature '

and if it should not speedily interfere, this great and

mighty interest will pass completely out of its hands, and

be beyond its regulation or control. It is a critical pe~

riod with us in the history of education. The people are

calling for schools and teachers; and if the State will

not listen to their cries, they will be justified in adopting

the best expedients they can, and in acceding to the pro

visions which religious zeal proposes to their acceptance.

Our people are not, as a body, in favour of sectarian edu

cation. They prefer a general and unexclusive system;
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and if they adopt the narrower, it will be because their

own Government has been inattentive to their interests.

I sincerely hope that the Legislature may be duly sensi

ble of the delicate posture of this subject. To my mind,

it is clear as the noon-day sun, that if any thing is to be

done, it must be done at once. Now or never is the real

state of the problem.

3. In the third place, the State should take the subject

in hand, because this is the only way by which consist

ency and coherence can be secured in the different de

partments of instruction. Education is a connected work,

and its various sub-divisions should be so arranged, that

while each is a whole in itself, it should be, at the same

time, a part of a still greater whole. The lower element

ary education should, for example, be complete for those

who aspire to nothing more; it should likewise be natu

rally introductory to a higher culture. It should be a

perfect whole for the one class, and a properly adjusted

part for the other. So also, the higher elementary edu

cation, that of the grammar school, should be complete

for those who are not looking to a liberal education, and

yet, in relation to others, subsidiary to the College or the

scientific school. This unity in the' midst of variety can

not be secured without a common centre of impulse and

of action. There must be one presiding spirit, one head,

one heart. Education will become a disjointed and frag

mentary process, if it is left to individuals, to private

corporations and religious sects. Each will have his

tongue and his psalm, and we shall have as many crotch

ets and experiments as there are controlling bodies. The

competition excited will be a competition, not for effi

ciency in instruction, but for numbers; each will esti—

mate success by the hosts that can be paraded at its

annual festivals, or theflpomp and pretension of a theat

rical pageant, played 0 under the name of an examina

tion. This is not the language of reproach; it is a result

which, from the principles of human nature, will be

inevitably necessitated, by the condition in which the

schools shall find themselves placed.

Let me add, in this place, that Public Education is

recommended by considerations of economy. Absolute

ly, it is the cheapest of all systems. It saves the enor
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mous expense of boarding schools, or the still heavier

expense of domestic tutors, one of which must be en

countered where it is left to private enterprise to supply

the means of education. If the amount which is annu

ally expended in South Carolina upon the instruction of

that portion of her children who are looking to a liberal

education, could be collected into one sum, we should be

amazed at the prodigality of means in comparison with

the poverty of the result. The same sum judiciously dis

tributed would go very far towards suppl ing every neigh

borhood with a competent teacher. rom the want of

system there is no security that, with all this lavish ex

penditure, efficient instructors shall be procured. Those

who employ the teachers are not always competent to

judge of their qualifications ; and the consequence is that

time and money are both not unfrequently squandered

in learning what has afterwards to be unlearned. The

dangers, too, of sending children from home at an early

age, the evil of exemption from parental influence and

discipline, are not to be lightly hazarded. The State

should see to it that the family is preserved in its integ

rity, and enabled to exert all its mighty power in shaping

the character of the future citizens of the Commonwealth.

Comparatively, Public Education is cheap; as general

intelligence contributes to general virtue, and general

virtue diminishes expenditures for crime. It is cheap,

as it developes the resources of the country and increases

the mass of its wealth. It is not labour, but intelligence,

that creates new values, and Public Education is an out

lay of capital that returns to the cofi'ers of the State with

an enormous interest. Not a dollar, therefore, that is

judiciously appropriated to the instruction of the peo le,

will ever be lost. The five talents will gain other ve,

and the two talents other two, while to neglect this great

department of duty is to wrap the talent in a napkin and

bury it in the bowels of the earth.

2. But, after all, the practical question is one of real

difficulty. What shall the State do? This is a point of

great delicacy, and demands consummate wisdom. N0

thing should be done abruptly and violently, no measures

shou d be adopted that are not likely to recommend them

selves, no attempts made to force an acquiescence into
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any provisions, however salutary they may have proved

elsewhere, which are not founded in the habits and pre

dilections of the people, or obviously indispensable to

elevate and improve them. The public mind should be

grepared for every great movement, before it is be un.

opular enthusiasm should, if possible, be awakene by

addresses and disputations—which, like pioneers, pre

pare the way for the law, by making rough places plain,

and the crooked straight. Above all we should guard

against attempting to make our system too perfect at the

outset. The words of Cousin are as applicable to us now,

as they were to France at the time he wrote them. “ God

grant that we may be wise enough to see that any law

on primary instruction passed now must be a provision

al, and not a definitive law; that it must of necessity be

re-constructed at the end of ten years, and that the only

thin now is to supply the most urgent wants, and to give

lega sanction to some incontestible points ;” Festnia lento

contains a caution which it becomes States as well as in

dividuals to respect.

What we first need is a collection of the facts from

which the data of a proper system may be drawn. We

must know the number of children in the State, of the

ages at which children are usually sent to school, the

kind and de ree of education demanded, the relative

distances of t e residence of parents, the points at which

school houses may be most conveniently erected, the

number of buildin re uired, the number of teachers,

and the salaries which different localities make necessary

to a competent support. Facts of this sort must constitute

the groundwork. In possession of these, we may then

proceed to compare different systems, adopting from

among them that which seems to be best adapted to our

own circumstances, or originating a new one, if all should

prove unsatisfactory. All, therefore, that in my judg

ment the Legislature should undertake at present, is to

acquire this preliminary information, including the ac

cumulation of facts, the comparison of different Common

School systems, and the di est of a plan suited to the

wants of our own people. This can be done by the ap

pointment of a minister of public instruction, who shall

be regarded as an officer of the government, compensa
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ted by a large salary, and who shall give himself unre

servedly to this great interest. Let him be required to

_‘traverse the State, to inspect the condition of every

neighborhood, and from personal observation and authen

tic testimony let him become acquainted with the num

ber, the extent and the circumstances of the children.

Let him be prepared to say where school houses can be

most conveniently erected, the distances at which they

should be removed from each other, the kind of teacher

needed in each neighborhood, and let him indicate what

sections of the State are unprepared for Schools in conse

quence of the dispersion of their inhabitants. Let him

be able to give some probable estimate of the expense in

cident to the successful operation of an adequate scheme.

In the next place, it should be his duty to master the ex- ‘

isting systems, whether in this country or Europe, and to

lay before the Legislature a succinct account of their

fundamental provisions. Let him propose the scheme

which he thinks ought to be adopted here, and let his

report be referred to an able and learned Commission,

charged with the final preparation of such a scheme as

we may be ready to enact into law:

I shall not disguise from *our Excellency that upon

many points connected with t e details of any and every

scheme, my own opinion has long ago been definitely

settled. The extent or degree of elementary education——

the best mode of securing competent teachers—the prin

ciples which should regulate their salaries-the introduc

tion of religion into the schools—these and many other

similar topics I have investigated to my own satisfaction.

But in the present condition of the Whole subject, it

would he obviously premature to ex ress the opinions

of any individual. The Minister of ublic Instruction

should have the whole subject before him, and whatever

discussions may take place upon details, should be con

sequent upon, and not prior to his report. All, there

fore, that I would now press upon your Excellency is to

have Public Instruction erected into a department of the

government; That is the first, and an indispensable step,

and until that is done, there never can be a plan, ade

quate, consistent, successful. I have only to add here,

that this is substantially the recommendation which I
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had the honour to make in concert with the Bishop of

Georgia, some fourteen or fifteen years ago, and time and

observation have only strengthened my convictionsof

the wisdom and necessity of the measure.

3. The third and last part of our systemis the milita

ry schools. What I have to suggest in re ard to them,

is that they be made to supply a want whidli is constant

ly increasing, as the country advances in trade and the

arts. It is a great evil that there should be nothing in,

termediate between the Grammar School and the Col

lege, and that all who wish to acquire nothing more than

the principles of physical science, on account of their

application to various branches of industry, should be

compelled to purchase this privilege by hearing What to

them is the heavy burden of a liberal education. They

do not want Latin, Greek and Philosophy, and it is hard

that they cannot be permitted to get a little chemistry, a

little engineering, or a little natural philosophy, without

going through Homer and Virgil, Aristotle and Locke.

“Two great evils,” I use the words of Cousin, who is de

ploring a similar state of things in France, “two great

evils are the consequence. In general these boys, who

know that they are not destined to any very distinguish

ed career, go through their studies in a negligent man

ner; they never get beyond mediocrity; when, at about

eighteen, they go back to the habits and the business of

their fathers, as there is nothing in their ordinary life to

recall or to keep up their studies, a few years obliterate

every trace of the little classical learning they acquired.

On the other hand, these young men often contract tastes

and acquaintances at Colle e which render it difficult,

nay, almost impossible, for t em to return to the humble

way of life to which they were born; hence a race of

men, restless, discontented with their position, with others

and with themselves; enemies of a state of society in

which they feel themselves out of place, and with some

acquirements, some real or imagined talent, and unbri

bridled ambition, ready to rush into any career of ser

vility or revolt. * * * Our Colleges ought, without

doubt, to remain open to all who can pay the expense of

them: but we ought by no means to force the lower

classes into them; yet this is the inevitable effect of hav

Von. vn.—No. 3. 58
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ing on intermediate establishments between the primary

sc ools and the Colleges.” The remedy, as I have al

ready shown, is not to change the constitution of the

College, but to employ the elements which we confessed

ly have, and which are essentially suited to the purpose.

I shall trespass upon the patience of your Excellency

no longer. In all that I have said I have had an eye to

the prosperity and glory of my native State. Small in

territory and feeble in numbers, the only means by which

she can maintain her dignity and importance is by the

patronage of letters. A mere speck, compared with se

veral other States in the Union, her reliance for the pro

tection of her rights, and her full and equal influence in

Federal le islation, must be upon the genius ofher states

men and the character of her people. Let her give her

self to the rearin of a noble race of men, and she will

make up in mora power what she wants in votes. Pub

lic education is the cheap expedient for unitin us among

ourselves, and rendering us terrible abroad. ind after

all must be felt, and I am anxious to see my beloved

Carolina preéminently distinguished for the learning,

eloquence and patriotism of her sons. Let us endeavour

to make her in eneral intelligence what she is in digni

ty and indepen ence of character, the brightest star in

t e American constellation. God grant that the time

may soon come when not an individual born within our

borders shall be permitted to reach maturity without

having mastered the elements of knowledge.

I am, with considerations of the hi hest respect,

J. . THORNW'ELL.
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ARTICLE VIII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Consolation: in discourses on select topics addressed to the suf

fering people of God. By James W. ALEXANDER, D. D., New

York: CHARLES SCRIBNER, 1853. pp. 448, 8vo.

2. Thoughts on the death of Little Children. By SAMUEL Inas

NEUS PRIME. With an Appendix selected from various Authors.

Fourth Edition. New York: A. D. F. RANDOLPH, 1853 :

pp. 154, 12 mo.

The above named volumes are addressed by their respective au

thors to the bereaved and- suffering children of God. In this

world, stricken by sin, and the domain of death, this class of per

sons is numerous indeed; and all must successively feel the pain

of bereavement, drink the cup of sorrow, and travel onward, now

rejoicing and now weeping, to the tomb. Books of this class

will, therefore, find many who will enquire for them, who will

anxiously search their pages for lessons of instruction or topics of

consolation. And he who can skilfully suggest the one and adminis

ter the other, will be sure to speak to interested and tender learn

ers. The first of these books has already been read by hundreds

of afflicted ones, and the other, first published during 1852, has

now reached its fourth edition. Dr. Alexander, in his beautiful

and more elaborate volume, has opened those sources of consola

tion which are found in the attributes and providence of God, in

the example and sympathy of Christ, in the promises which are

ordered in all things and sure, and in the example of those who

have suffered for righteousness sake, “ of whom the world was not

worthy.” He has proved himself in truth, a “Son of Consola

tion.” Nor are these pages filled with mere parenetic common—

places. They are rich and remunerating in instruction, easy and

often extremely happy in expression. Several of the discourses,

certainly, we regard as fine models of pulpit style, carrying the

satisfied mind onward by easy transitions, gratifying it by grace
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ful expressions, surprising it with images of beauty, while they

speak comfort to the bleeding heart.

The smaller, unpretending volume, is from the pen of a favorite

religious journalist, whose writings are always read with pleasure.

It is not a book to be criticised, but a dear friend, to be heard and

confided in. Stricken by the universal sorrow,—-called, as almost

every parent is, to lay his best loved child in the grave, Mr. Prime

has brought forth “sweetness” from the “strong” Devourer, Death,

for many aching hearts. He has sought the true consolation for

God’s suffering people, which is found in administering consolation.

For sympathy is that subtle spiritual anaesthetic, which, while the

suffering physician gives, he insensibly breathes it, and is comforted.

Comfort in sorrow, and joy in religion, are the flowers upon the

tree of Christian life, of which the roots are doctrine, and the

fruit goodness. Mr. P. has therefore, not undertaken to establish

those great generalizations from which, by processes of heart and

reason, we get relief: he has easily, confidently, inferred their con

sequence of hope and resignation, and not jarred upon the heart

he meant to heal by theological discussion. The only exception

proves the wisdom of the rule, we allude to the reasonings (pp. 30,

31,) about the laws of spiritual existence, and their freedom from

all relation to time and space. True or not, they fall coldly on

the troubled ear, and break in upon the otherwise continuous

sweetness of the consolation. 7

This excepted, the book is one of the kindest in the world. Its

tone is just what the subject demands; the style simple, and gen

erally chaste and correct. It would not be difiicult to point out

little defects, which no one is more abundantly able to correct than

Mr. Prime—such as “we love to think,” &c. But as we have

said, criticism is out of place here. We prefer to give one little

extract, one of several passages of melody and pathos, among

which we can hardly choose: on the association of the lost one

with our idea of heaven:

“Yes, blessed Saviour; in thy bosom nestles the lamb from our

fold. We cannot look at Thee, without beholding him. We can

not think of him without remembering thy sweet words, ‘Sufl'er

little children to come unto me.’
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It is not then the illusion of fancy, it is the dictate of Christian

faith, to look toward the holy city, and within its gates of pearl

to see the little one that has been taken from us, now a pure, beau

tiful spirit, robed in celestial beauty, with a crown on his head,

and a harp in his hand, beckoning us to come up thither."—-p. 49.

In the appendix are collected a number of the most beautiful

tributes paid by poetry to bereavement. Some few might be

spared and their place well supplied from Prof. Wilson, Ebenezer

Elliot, or Willis. It is a sad reflection that so few names appear

from among the truly evangelical—as if poetry had been given

over to be the handmaid of that amiable, but most meagre, “nat~

ural religion,” from which the vital essence of Christian doctrine

is all exhaled. All, however, is beautiful, and much is due to

Scripture and our own religious experience.

Having thus paid our debt of gratitude to this excellent little

work, let us indulge the thought and feelings it awakens, begin

ning with that inspired word with which it closes—“ Even so

Father! Thy will be done l”

 

3. Infidelity: Its Aspects, Causes, and Agencies: being the prize

essay of the British Organization of the Evangelical Alliance.

By the Rev. THOMAS PEARSON, Egemouth, Scotland. New

York: ROBERT CARTER & BROTHERS, 1854. pp. 620, 8 vo.

This work is a faithful exhibition of the aspects of modern Infi

delity, as it has either sprung into existence during the present

century, or has brought back exploded errors of ancient times.

It treats of the Atheism, Pantheism, Materialism, Pseudo-Spiritu

alism, Indifl'erentism, and Formalism now so prevalent in Europe

and this country. It finds the general cause of all these errors in

the corruption of man’s will, and the specific in the false systems

of speculative philosophy prevalent; in social disafl'ection, which

makes the hope of happiness depend on remodelling the present

order of things, coupling these changes with the Christian name,

and exalting man to the place of a Divinity; in the corruptions

of Christianity, as those of Rome and Oxford; in religious intol
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erance, whether exhibited towards the pursuits and conclusions of

science, or towards different forms, rites, and ceremonies; in the

disunion of the Church by the violent and unrelenting oppugna

tion of sect. It then treats of the various agencies which Infi

delity employs, the mighty agency of the press; the agency of

infidel and socialist clubs; the agency of the schools and univer

sities, of England, Scotland, Germany, France, Holland, and

Switzerland; and finally, the influence of the pulpit, employed in

pomoting formalism, pantheism, rationalism, and other errors

which end at last in blank infidelity. To the theologian coming

on the stage of action, it reveals the various phases of scepticism

new current in the world, with which he will often find himself

brought in contact, and against which the old defensive arguments

in favour of vital Christianity will not avail. The ground of at

tack is shifted, and the line of defence must be changed to meet

it.

4. Septem Contra Thebas, a tragedy of Aeschylus. Edited'with

English notes,for the use of Colleges, by Aucusrus SACHTLEBEN,

Principal of a Classical School in Charleston, S. C. Munroe

& Co., Boston and Cambridge, 1853: 12 m0. pp. 156.

5. De Porphyrii Studiis Homericia Capitum Trias. Commenta

tio quam ad summos in philosophic honores rite impetrandos

scripsit BASILIUS LANNAVIUB GILDERSLEEVE. Americanus.

Gottingae, 1853 : pp. 40.

These publications claim our attention, not only for their intrin

sic merit, but as first essays of their respective authors, and as, in

some sense, the product of our own soil.

The author of the first is a native of Germany, who, impelled

by youthful enterprise and love of liberty, has made his home in

our midst, and identified himself with us by family and social ties.

Uniting with the highest personal worth, the thorough education

and the accomplishments of German institutions, he has devoted

himself to Classical pursuits, and is known in his adopted city no

less as a finished scholar than as a laborious and successful teach
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er. The edition above mentioned of the “ Septem Contra The~

has,” is the first fruits of his scholarship and industry: nor could

he have made a more auspicious beginning than with this noble

master-piece of Aeschylus. The text (that of Dindorf, the late

edition of Ritschel from Hermann’s recension not having then ap

peared,) is preceded by a brief, but pertinent and tasteful preface,

and followed by ninety-two pages of notes. These have been

prepared under the wholesome “ conviction that nothing is more

injurious to the cause of Classical learning than the system of in

discriminate annotation and translation, which leaves no room for

the student’s own exertions.” The notes therefore, critical and

exegetical, are nowhere superfluous, and evince throughout accu

rate, fresh and independent scholarship. They are followed by an

ample metrical key. The style of typographical execution is the

same with the select Greek tragedies edited by Prof’s. Woolsey

and Felton, to which this is every way a fit companion. We

trust that it may find its way into extensive use as a text-book,

and may give to its author the position as a rising scholar, to

which his modesty no less than his merit entitles him.

The other monogram, on the Homeric Studies of Porphyry, in

troduces to us a native of our own State, and a son of one

of our most useful Ministers, who, to the best advantages of his

native country assiduously improved, has added three years of

enthusiastic and laborious industry in the Universities of Germa

ny. Classical Philology was his chosen and exclusive pursuit,

prosecuted with such success, as to elicit (his fellow-students tell

us,) very high encomiums from his German masters. His Disser

tation as candidate for the Doctorate of Philosophy (more especial

ly Philology,) affords ample evidence of ripe scholarship, and a

rare talent for philological criticism and research. We look with

high expectations to his future labours in this rich and inviting

field.

In the lamentable dearth of learned enterprise in this section of

our country, we hail with unfeigned pleasure these first buddings

of the coming fruit, even though it be exotic or ingrafted. Scho

lars there are, and that in our very midst, who need not shrink

from comparison with the best this country has reared; but whe
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ther through lack of literary ambition, of external stimulus, of

facilities for publication, or all combined, their stores are never

unlocked for the public good, or their own reputation. Still more

_ do~ we lack an appreciative public, “a brotherhood of scholars,” to

sympathize with, incite and reward scholarly ambition. We long

to see the day when the seeds of a far higher classical culture than

our country has yet seen, shall be more thickly sown, and shall

germinate into a rich harvest of solid and independent learning.

We trust that the time is not far distant, when no small pro

portion of the American mind shall be devoted with character

istic energy and enterprise to the pursuit of Classical Philology ;—

Philology in its highest and true sense,—-the profound and philo

sophical study of language in and for itself, as concrete Philosophy,

“ an applied Logic and Psychology,” and as the medium of a

comprehensive knowledge of Antiquity in its spirit, literature, his

tory, institutions, usages and laws,-—-believing that, thus interpret

ed, it comprehends a field of knowledge than which none is more

fruitful, and judging, with Sir Wm. Hamilton, that “if properly

directed, it is absolutely the best mean toward a harmonious de

velopment of the faculties.”

6. The Christian Father’s Present to his Children. By J. A.

' JAMES. From the Seventeenth London Edition. New York:

Csa'rnns. pp. 416, 12 m0.

John Angell James, is a name dear to many, whom he has ben

efitted by his faithful and benignant instructions and reproofs.

From his writings merely, we judge that the family rela

tions are to him peculiarly attractive, that his thoughts hover

much around the domestic hearth, and that he is especially con

scientious in discharging the duties of social life. We hear him

here giving utterance to his own parental longings for the right

culture of his children, now addressed to other than his own olf

spring. The volume is designed for the use of youth over the

age of fourteen, and may be an acceptable present from other

Christian fathers to their children.
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7. Jacqueline Pascal : or a glimpse of Convent Life at Port Royal.

From the French of M. Victor Cousin, M Prosper Fauyere,

M Vinet, and other sources. Translated by H ZV., with an

introduction by W. R. WILLIAMS, .D. D. New York: CAR

TERS, 1854. pp. 318, 12 mo.

If ever there was truth of doctrine, accompanied with sincere

and self-denying piety within the pale of the Papal church, it was

to be found in the Convent of Port Royal, and in the family of

the Pascale. Blaise, the brother of Jacqueline, is renowned as

one of the greatest minds which has adorned any communion,

and one of the purest men. His sister, Jacqueline, is here pre

sented to our view, if not endowed with equal talent, yet as pos

sessed of powers by no means despicable, and of distinguished

resolution and courage. The Jansenists acknowledged allegiance

to the Pope, practised the rites, and conformed to the usages of

the Remish communion. But they believed and strenuously

maintained the doctrines of grace as they were held by Augustine,

and preached, independently of them, by Luther, Calvin, and

Knox.

That the Pope disowned them, that the corrupt confederation

which acknowledges him as its head, united in casting them down

and trampling them in the dust, shows its incurable apostacy from

the doctrines of Christ, far more strikingly than its opposition to

. the German Reformer who waged an open warfare with the See

of Rome.

 

8. History of the Westminster Assembly of Dim'nes. By Rev.

W. M. HETHERINGTON, Author of the History of the Church of

Scotland, (f0. 311 pp., 12 mo. ROBERT CARTER dz BROTHERS.

New York: 1853.

Though it is several years since we first read this volume, our

remembrance of the pleasure then experienced is still lively and

fresh. Few councils have wielded a greater or more wholesome

influence over the church, than this whose doings are here detail

59
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ed. So long as the great standards of Christian doctrine and wor

ship, prepared by this assembly, continue to be cherished in the

Presbyterian Church, will the history of those men and of those

times, excite a lively interest, and command the attention of numer

ous readers. We are rejoiced to see this work again brought

out under the auspices of the Carters, and wish it an extended cir

culation.

9. A complete Analysis of the Holy Bible, containing the whole

of the Old and New Testaments, collected and arranged system

atically in thirty books (based on the work of the learned Tal

bot,) together with an Introduction, and three diferent tables of

contents prefixed, and a general Index subjoined, so arranged in

alphabetical order as to direct at once to any subject required.

By Rev. NATHANIEL NVEST, D. D : 1 vol., Royal 8 vo., about

1100 pages. CHARLES SCRIBNER. New York: 1853.

10. The Law and the Testimony. By the author of “the Wide,

Wide World.” 8 vo., pp. 840. ROBERT CARTER & BROTHERS:

New York: 1853.

It is rather a singular coincidence that two such works as the

above should be issued from the press, nearly side by side. A

slight comparison will show that they do not necessarily conflict;

though no hesitation can be felt as to which of the two the palm

' of superiority should be awarded.

The Analysis of Dr. West, like the concordance of Druden, is

the “m plus ultra” of excellence in works of this kind. No one

will attempt to improve upon it, or to supersede it. The arrange

ment is complete and scientific; the passages of Scripture being

distributed in nearly three hundred chapters and more than one

thousand sections. This minute classification of texts, making the

book almost to answer the ends of a concordance, shows the hand

of a Divine and a logician. All the scattered testimonies relating

to any single subject are grouped together, so that the eye ranges

easily over the whole. For example, the eleventh book, devoted

to the Jews, comprises thirteen chapters, in which a complete out
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line of their history is given under the following heads: their

origin—Jews in Egypt—Out of Egypt—Wilderness—into Ca—

naan—Numbers—their Polity—Jerusalem—Meridian state—Cap

tivity—to be restored—Restoration—Catastrophe. Thus, in the

compass of forty-seven pages and in one hundred and sixty sec

tions, all the passages, prophetical and historic, relating to this

singular people are set down.

The second work mentioned above, “ The Law and the Testimo

ny,” makes less claim to critical analysis and theological discrimi

nation; as it comprises a vast array of Scripture passages and

only thirty-one divisions. These are necessarily so comprehensive,

that the relevancy of many of the proofs does not immediately

appear. Yet the copiousness of the references may be deemed a

sufficient compensation for this defeat. The author’s plan is to

select her subject, (for example, the nature of God,) and to search

successively all the books of the Old and New Testaments, which,

in any degree, illustrate it. The particular words, in which the

proof lies, are indicated by being printed in German text, a very

material aid to the common reader. In some instances also, the

passages are collated which explain each other, as for instance, the

first verse in Genesis, “In the beginning God created the heavens

and the earth,” is placed in juxtaposition with John’s testimony,

“in the beginning was the Word, all things were made by him,”

in order to establish the divinity of Christ. This collation of texts

is not so prominent a feature of the work, as its general plan

might admit. On the whole, though far less valuable to the criti

cal student than Dr. West’s analysis, it will be greatly useful in

conducting to a more general and accurate acquaintance with the

sacred volume. It adds not a little to the interest of this work

that it proceeds from a female author, who has already won for

herself a brilliant reputation in the department of graceful and

easy fiction.

 

ll. Scotia’s Bards, Illustrated. Ronnnr Csnrsaldz Bno'rnsss.

New York. pp. 558, 8 vo.

A beautiful volume, beautifully illustrated, and comprising

choice specimens of the exquisite poetry of the land of song.
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12. Abbeokuta: or Sunrise within the Tropics: an outline of the

origin and progress of the Yoruba Mission. By Miss TUCKER,

Author of the Rainbow in the North: New York: CARTERS,

1853. pp. 278, 16 mo.

An interesting description of a successful missionary effort by

the Church Missionary Society of England, insbenighted Africa.

Like the “sunrise within the tropics,” “where there is none of the

lengthened dawn of our more Northern clime, which is so weary

ing to those who watch for the morning,” has the Sun of Right

eousness arisen, almost without premonitory notice of his coming,

upon at least, that tribe among whom this mission has been plant

ed. Abbeokuta, the chief seat of the mission, thirty years ago, was

a robber’s cave. In 1853 it had a population of 80 to 100,000 in

habitants, the remnants of one hundred and thirty towns broken

up by the incursions of Fellatahs, in their inroads to obtain plun

der and slaves. In six years and a half since the mission was

commenced, two hundred and thirty-three have been admitted to

the table of the Lord, and many have been baptized. There are

now, three hundred and thirty-three candidates for baptism, and

three hundred and fifty adults are in attendance upon the Sabbath

Schools.

13. An Exposition of the Epistle of Paul the Apostle, to the Gala

tians. By JOHN BROWN, D. 1)., Professor of Eategetical The

ology to the united Presbyterian Church, (£0. 8 vo., pp. 451.

ROBERT CARTER & BROTHERS. New York: 1853.

14. The Suferinys and Glories of the Messiah: an Exposition of

Psalm 18, and Isaiah 52: 13; 53: 12. By Joan Bnown,

D. D. 8 vo., pp. 352. ROBERT CARTER dz Bao'mnas. New

York: 1853.

In the preface to the former of these books, it is stated that

the accumulated treasures of many studious years are poured forth

in these expository works, which succeed each other so rapidly

from the pen of Dr. Brown. It is not surprising, therefore, to find

what we discover in these volumes, a thorough acquaintance with
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all the literature touching these portions of Scripture, and that an

author has fairly availed himself of the labours of his predeces

sors. It is a very rare achievement to imbue a critical exegetical

work with the spirit and life of the gospel. Dr. Brown has to a

great extent attained this excellency. He intermingles many

practical observations with the more purely critical passages, and

ranges with a free discursive-pen over the many topics which are

started in the course of his exegesis, and succeeds often in catch

ing the glow of feeling which they are suited to inspire. He thus

presents to his readers much more than the dry bones of mere in

terpretation; and we rise from the perusal of these books better

as well as wiser men. This practical advantage makes amends

for his great difi'useness, of which, otherwise, we might justly

complain. These books are, undoubtedly, valuable additions to

the exegetical literature of the age. The value of the first book

is considerably enhanced by the full analysis which is prefixed,

rendering it easy to refer to any given passage in the Epistle.

 

15. English Grammar: A simple, concise, and comprehensive

Manual of the English Language. Designed for the use of

Schools, Academies, and as a book for general reference in the

Language. In Four Parts. By Rev. R. W. BAILEY, A. M.

Second Edition. Philadelphia: CLARK & Hasssa, 1853. pp.

240, 12 mo.

It gives us pleasure to recommend this book to parents and

teachers of youth, as one of the best, in important respects, the

very best elementary treatise on English Grammar, which has

come under our notice. It is systematically and philosophically

arranged, at least when the wants and capacities of youthful learn

ers are taken into view; it is perspicuous, direct, simple and con

cise in explanation and definition; it commences with the simple

facts of the language simply and graphically stated, and advances

by an easy progress to those views and principles which require

greater knowledge and enlargement of mind to comprehend. The

chapter on Idioms is worthy the attention of the most advanced
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students. We do not know elsewhere an equal amount of knowl

edge repecting our noble mother tongue expressed inso few words,

or with equal judgment.

 

16. Water from the Well-Spring, for the Sabbath hours of af

flicted believers ,' beiny a complete course of morning and evening

meditationsfor every Sunday in the year. By EDWARD HENRY

BICKERSTITH. 16 mo., pp. 254. ROBERT CARTER (it Buorunns.

New York: 1853.

This title indicates a pious but fragmentary volume. The medi

tations are brief and disconnected; but have a special interat in

having been originally written for a sister in affliction, and design

ed to set before her “the richest cordials of Scripture.” The chil

dren of sorrow are so many in this world of sin and deception,

and their characters and trials are so diverse, that books of consola

tion can scarcely be multiplied beyond the demand. Happy is he

who can “bind up the broken hearted,” and discover a fountain to

those who faint in the desert!

 

17. The Powers of the World to Come, and the Church’s Stero

ardship as invested with them. By GEORGE B. CHEEVER, D. D.

New York: CARTER? 1853. pp. 384, 12 mo.

A book on a mighty subject, by 0 _ 110 has written much and

written well. ‘

18. A Discourse on Church Extension in Cities. Preached by

appointment in the 2d Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia, on

Wednesday evening, April 6, 1853. By Rev. WILLIAM ED

WARD Scenncx, Superintendent of Church Extension. pp.

' 32, 8 vo. .

An able discourse, full of important considerations, as to the
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SOUTHERN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW.

NUMBER IV.

APRIL, MDCUCLIV.

ARTICLE I.

THE BIBLE, AND NOT REASON, THE ONLY AUTHORITATIVE

SOURCE AND STANDARD OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE NA

TURE OF GOD—WHAT IT TEACHFS CONCERNING THE UNITY

OF GOD.

In the teaching of God’s infallible word we have an

emphatic corroboration of all that we have previously

taught,* as to the nature, powers, and province ofhuman

reason in reference to God and thin s divine. “It is a

perilous mistake,” says a leading Unitarian Divine, “to

call reason a proud faculty in human nature.” The

mistake, however, is with him who would make reason

a faculty, independent in its character and action of that

_ intelligent and moral nature of which it is only a mani

festation or power. This writer compares reason to the

eye. Now we often speak of a fierce, loving, lustful,

envious, jealous, or proud eye, by which we mean, not

that the eye is any one of these, but that the eye ex

presses these several states or dispositions of the mind,

and gives character to the individual. And just so it is

that we attribute to reason, when considered as the fac

ulty of reasoning, ride, presum tion, weakness, impie

ty, and unreasona leness, by w ich we mean, not-that

the faculty is any of these, but that the mind which uses

it in any of these ways, and thus perverts and abuses it,

is so. Strictly and pro erly speaking, the intelligent

and moral being man, thinks, perceives, judges, exam

*See on the Province of Reason and Knowledge of God’s Existence, in

Nos. 1 and 2 of this volume.

Von. vn.—N0. 4. 60
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ines, believes, and feels in doing so, either proud or

humble, presumptuous or teachable, impious 0r pious,

and in the present state of human nature we afiirm that

the natural man, unrenewed and unenli htened by the

Spirit of God, is “compassed about wit pride,”—that

“through pride he will not seek after God,” and “will

not come to the light,” and that on this account he “ errs

from the truth.”* This is the case in reference to all

truth so far as it comes in conflict with the wishes and

desires, and selfish sensual interests of the heart.

A man convinced against his will

Is of the same opinion still.

But preéminently is this the case in reference tO'God

and all that pertains to God. “ For vain man would be

wise, though man is born like a wild ass’s colt.” Their

foolish heart is blinded,” their “understanding is dark

ened,” their “ wisdom is foolishness with God,” and

“ b all their wisdom they know not God.”—(Job xi, 4-12.)

an—human nature—human reason—is here as it is

0 ten elsewhere in the Bible, called “vain” or empty.

t is em ty of that with which it should be filled, and

filled wit that of which it should be empty. It is empty

of all that is humble, holy and heavenly. This empty

and vain human reason, “would be wise,” not for the

sake of “ gettin wisdom which is the best thing,” but

for the sake of ein thought wiser than others; not in

things comprehensib e by it and profitable for it, but in

things above and beyond its capacity and its limits, and

in things which only engender “foolish questions” and

“ damnable heresies.” Yea, so vain and em ty is hu

man reason, that it seeks after what is false, fiirbidden,

and irrational, seven times more earnestly because it is

so. By this very proud and presumptuous desire to at

tain to improper and forbidden knowled e, sin entered

into our world, and by sin death, and al our woes. It

was not wisdom to know God nor “the wisdom of God,”

but the desire to be as knowing as God, which the devil

promised and apostate man impiously desired. So it

* On the effect of pride in corrupting human philoso by and primitive

truth, see full account in Gale’s Court of the Gentiles, vo . 8, pp. 9-12 See

also, the rebuke of Socrates and Plato, in ibid. p. 15.
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has ever been with human reason, and so it is now.

Vain man would still be “ wise above that which is writ

ten,” and instead of “searching what is commanded,

and thinking thereon with reverence, would search the

things that are above his strength.”—(Eccl. iii: 21.)

There is a drunkenness of the understanding as well as

of the body, and we are therefore exhorted to “be wise

unto sobriety.”-—(Rom. xii: 3.)

Thus has human reason become “ more brutish than a

man and lower than the understanding of a (perfect and

unfallen) man.”—(Prov. xxx : 2.) *“ So foo ish and

ignorant is it that it is as a beast before (1,” (Psalm

lxxiii : 22,) even “as the horse and the mule ml] have

no understanding.” Man’s “understanding is like the

beasts that perish,” yea, like the “ wild ass’s colt,” the

most beastly of beasts.

And what is the illustration and proof given of this

proud and presumptuous ignorance of vain and empty

man in the passa e quoted from the book of Job? It

is the attempt made from the beginning until now “by

searching to find out God,” and thus to make God’s na

ture, character, purposes and word, square with the

reason, the opinions, and the wishes of the human heart.

God, and his word, and his worship, and his truth, and

his requirements, must be that, and only that, which

human reason can approve and sanction, and to which

human passion and human fashion will submit, else vain

man “ will not have God to reign over him.”

The world by its wisdom, its reason, its philosophy,

its science, and its literature, has searched and thought,

and written much on the subject of God, but it has only

like the dove, surveyed an ocean of angry and discord

ant elements, one theory and one superstition dashing

against another in endless confusion. The being of God,

the manner of his being, the attributes of his being, these

by all its wisdom and searching, human reason never

knew and never can know, until it can compass infinity,

comprehend eternity, fill immensity, and attain unto

*Literally, the words would read:

Surely more ignorant I am than a man.

I neither possess the understanding of a man,

Nor have I learned wisdom,

And the knowledge of THE HOLY Ones I should know.
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omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence. “ Canst

thou by searching find out God? Canst thou find out

the Almighty unto perfection? It is as hi h as Heaven;

what canst thou do? deeper than hell; w at canst thou

know? The measure thereof is longer than the earth

and broader than the sea.”

Alm' hty Former of this wondrous plan,

Fain‘tTy reflected in thine image, man—

Holy and just—the Greatness of whose name

Fills and supports this universal frame,

Difi'us’d throughout th’ infinitude of s ace,

Who art thyself thine own vast dwel ing place;

Soul of our soul, whom yet no sense of ours

Discerns, eluding our most active pow’rs;

Encircling shades attend thine awful throne,

That veil th face, and keep thee still unknown;

Unknown, ough dwelling in our inmost part

Lord of the thoughts, and Sov’reign of the heartl

Madame Guyon.

When Hiero asked the philoso her of his day, what is

God, he asked time to reflect. hen urged to an answer,

he requested from time to time, still further delay, and

at last confessed his i norant inability to answer. And

well he might, for w en holy Augustine pondered by

the sea-side the same absorbing question, he heard a

voice calling upon him to empty the ocean into a cockle

shell. An ignorant man mi ht ima ine that were he

possessed of the towering hel ht an power of genius,

e could find out God, even as e might think that from

the top of earth’s loftiest eak, he could reach the

Heavens, but he would find that even there, /the unscale

able hei hts, and unfathomable depths of this unsearch

able subject were still'above and beyond him.

We cannot by all our vain searching find out God.

This is “a thin too hi h” for human reason, since

“ God is higher t an the Heavens, whom the Heaven of

Heavens cannot contain,” and whom “eye hath not

seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man conceived.”

“ Oh! the depths of the wisdom of God. How un

searghable are his judgments, and his ways past finding

out.

0 God, thou bottomless abyss,

Thee to perfection who can know?

0 height immense! what words suflice

Thy countless attributes to showl
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But while we cannot by all our searching find out

God, God may be found by his own revelation of himself

to us.

We have but faith: we cannot know;

For knowledge is of things we see;

And yet we trust it comes from thee,

A beam in darkness: let it grow.

Let knowledge grow from more to more,
‘ i' But more of reverence in us dwell;

That mind and soul, according well,

May make one music, as before.

The knowledge of God cometh down from God. We

know him only when he makes himself known to us.

There are but two in the universe who know God

by their own unaided knowledge. “ THE SPIRIT search

eth all things, even the deep things of God,” and

“no man knoweth the Father but THE Son, and he to

whom THE SON shall reveal him.” Would we then be

made to know him in knowled e of whom standeth eter

nal life? “ If any man lack W1sd0m let him ask of God

who giveth liberally and upbraideth not,” and then shall

“he be able to comPehend with allisaints what is the

length and breadth, and heighth, and depth of the love

of 0d as it is in Christ Jesus.”

When reason fails with all her powers,

Then faith prevails and love adores.

The foundation on which all religion rests is the exist

ence, character, attributes, and overnment of an infin

nitely wise and perfect God. he word religious em

hatically expresses our bond or obligation, as created

eings, to God as our creator, preserver, governor and

judge. It implies in the very term—a religa/ndo*—the

* It is a controversy of long standing, whether the word religio comes

from religere, to reconsider, or from religare, to rebind. Cicero is the

patron of the former; Lactantius advocates the latter. Linguistically,

Cicero’s derivation is the preferable; by no known process of et mology

can religio be deduced from religare. As respects the meaning, 0th are

correct, religion is the re-consideration of our obligations to God, and our

re-union to him. But may not the true etymon after all be re-eligere,

thus making religio equivalent to re-eligio, a re-choiee? Religion is so in

point of fact; objectively, God’s re-choice of us; subjectively, our re

choice of God. I may observe, that this etymology has the merit of ac~

counting for the re in reliyio being long; a fact which has been strangely

overlooked by writers on this matter.-—Alezander's Conner. 0. andN. Test.
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rupture of this bond by sin, and our return to God by

penitence, faith, and obedience,—by godliness or piety

towards Him,—by receiving, believin and obeying his

word,—b observin his worship and fulfilling al his

comman s,-—by seeking and serving him only in the

way of his own appointment,—by lookin forward to a

state of rewards and punishments in the ife to come,—

and by recognising our duties and obli ations to each

other as fellow creatures of the same God.

Our ideas of God therefore determine our ideas of re

ligion, and the whole character of our religion.

What then do we know of God besides what he makes

us know of himself in his word?

Before answering this question we would remark that

there is an essential and important difference between

receiving and holding certain opinions as both true and

reasonable, and the ability of reason to discover them by

its own unaided light. Almost the entire body of every

man’s knowledge which he believes and holds as reason

able and true, is what he has acquired by education, and

the information and instruction of others. The amount

of knowledge which has been discovered by the greatest

genius is as a drop of water to the ocean, or a grain of

sand to the sea-shore.

It is also to be borne in mind that the amount of truth

or knowledge which may be acquired by man is im

measurably greater than the compass of reason, and our

powers of comprehension. The most exalted of human

intellects know as little as the feeblest,—that is, they

comprehend nothing at all, of the essence, cause, and

operations even of natural things,—nothing whatever of

immaterial things—nothin of the infinite relations of

the boundless universe. T e existence of innumerable

things as facts, and the invariable antecedence and con

sequence of causes and efi'ects we do know, but of their

nature and mode of operation we do and can know no

thi‘pvg.

e are, therefore, very careful to distin uish between

the ewistenee of God, and the nature and character of

God. The one is a sim 1e fact, the other is an essence

and being. And as we ave just seen that the essence,

being, and mode of operation of any one phenomenon
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in nature, is incomprehensible to us, and beyond the

range of our intellects, this must be infinitely more the

case as it regards him who is a Spirit invisible, illimita

ble, and “past finding out.”

This we have seen to be true, even as it regards the

EXISTENCE of God. Beyond revelation there never has

been any fixed, clear, certain, or authoritative belief in

the existence ofa ersonal and infinite God. The ideas

which have been ound to prevail on this point may all

be referred to an original, primitive revelation, or to the

reflected and honoured light of an existing revelation.

These ideas have, also, been speculative, confused, con

tradictory, atheistic, pantheistic, or sceptical, in propor

tion as we recede from primitive revelation, and philoso

phy and barbarism usurp its lace.

When we proceed from t e existence of God to in

quire into the NATURE of God, including his unity of

being, and his essential attributes, taking unenlightened

and unassisted human reason as our guide, we are

plunged into the very midst of a sea of uncertaint , and

riven about with every possible wind of wild an way

ward conjecture. Here more emphatically than in ref

erence to the existence of God, the wisdom of man was

foolishness. What was originally known as true was

not retained. Philosophers were the great corrupters of

the ancient traditionary belief in one true God.* Poly

theism and idolatry universally prevailed where atheistic

sce ticism and doubt had not utterly expelled all faith

in 0d. “The world by wisdom knew not God,” and

the wisdom of the world was finally led, under the teach

ings of a better guide, to conclude, in the language at

tributed to Tertullian that “of God all that is compre

hensible is that he is incom rehensible.” “We have,

says Plotinus, “ no knowle ge nor understandin of

God.” “ We speak of God,” says Parmenides and Tho

nysius, “ only by ne atives and relations.” The Pytha

goreans denominate the Deity “darkness” and a “sub

terranean profunditysf” The Egyptians employed the

terms “thrice unknown darkness, ’ in their most mystical

* See Leland’s Necessity of Div. Revel. vol. 1, ch. xii, p. 247, and oh.

xx. On their Polytheism, see do. chs. xiv, xv, xvi.

{Taylor’s Plato, vol. 3, p. 26. 4 to.
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invocations of the first God.* Proclus says of God,

that he is more inefi'able than all silence-f Damascus

says “God is truly an imcomprehensible and inaccessi

ble light,1: upon which, the more attentively you look

the more you will be darkened and blinded.”

“When we speak,” says Plato, in his Timaeus, “of the

nature of God, and the creation of the universe, we

ought to be content if what we offer be but probable;

for more than that is not to be required; for it must be

remembered that I who speak and you who are hearers,

are but men, and if we can only attain some probable

fable or tradition of these things we may not inquire

farther about them.”

A Plato’s mind, ere Christ up cared in flesh

By nature’s and tradition’s fitt'uI blaze,

Faint though it he, saw something of God.

But who believed him?

Yes, nature’s light is darkness, and deprived

Of Heaven’s irradiating beams, man roved

From shade to deeper shade, until he lost

All knowledge of Jehovah; and bow’d down

To stocks and stones, and things of carvod work,

Form’d after fancy’s portraiture; or paid

Blind homage to the sun or starry best.

And though at times a philosophic mind

O’er the dark welkin shed a meteor blaze,

’Twas but a meteor blaze, too weak to last,

Too weak to light him in the search of God.

Our understanding of God was compared by the an

cient philosophers, to the eyes of an owl, as contrasted

with the light of the sun. And in the days of Jamblichus,

the last age of the ancient philosophy, it was generally

admitted that “human nature can neither reason nor

s eak of God, nor perform any divine works without

‘od.”§ This is exactly in accordance with the whole

s irit and teachin of the Scriptures. Such was the

octrine of revelation in the days of Job as has been

* Taylor's Plato, p. 26. +Ib., p. 2. iIb" p. 28.

§It will be a reproach to us, as s Howe, “if we shall needto be taught

reverence of God by pagans; or that such a document should need to be

given us for our admonition, as that very ancient inscription in one of

the Egyptian temples, “I am whatsoever was, is, or shall be, and who is

he that shall draw aside my vail i” (1)

(1) The Temple of Isis. See Plutarch de Iside, 69.
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proved. Such it was in the time of Moses, who desired

to become acquainted with the properties and perfec

tions of God and was told “ my presence thou canst not

see, no living man can see me.” The apostle Paul lays

it down, therefore, as a fundamental position which we

need not confirm by numerous other passages, that God

is absolutely “invisible,” that is, that no finite being can

ever attain to an intuitive knowledge of Him.

Nor is reason now any stronger, nor any the less limit

ed in its capacity and its sphere of knowled e. We are,

it has been said, but a few steps more afvanced than

the primitive world. All that even we can possibly

know of God is by analo y, that is, by ascribing to God,

properties resembling tiose found in ourselves. The

whole system of natural religion rests on analogy. What

God is in Himself we can neither know, nor define, nor

describe. What, or what kind, the nature of God is, in

itself, we have no possible means of determining. What

God’s attributes are, in themselves, we know not. How

God exists in, and of himself, none can tell. To do this

would require an immediate participation of his own in

finite nature. God dwelleth in light inaccessible. Him

none of men hath beheld or can behold.” God can only

reveal himself, and be understood by us, through the

medium of language, which is, however, adapted only to

our own nature. What God is in himself, must be,

therefore, infinitely remote from what human language

could describe, or finite comprehension grasp. It must

be literall among “the unutterable things which it is

not possibfe for man to utter,”—“ the secret things which

God hath reserved unto himself.”

Who shall sing Thee full 9 Thou art high

Above all height, exalte far above

All praise and blessing of created things.

Who shall declare Thee fullyi Thou art low,

Beneath all depth; beneath the utmost hell;

In whose dark howling caverns too, Thou reign'st,

Although thy smiling presence is not there,

To cheer the dismal horrors of their gloom.

Who shall declare thee fully? Thou art wide

Beyond all width; beyond the universe,

Be and the stretch of thought, unlimited,

Infinite—not the tongue of finite things;

Not man; not angels; not ten thousand worlds;

For they but see a little part of Thee,

Which little part they sing,—the all they know,

The all they can know. Inefi'ablel Ineomprehensible."6—1Ragg.
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God’s nature—God’s mode of existence—and every

attribute of God, are unfathomable mysteries to us. All

that we know is that he exists, and that he is, and will

be, all that the Scriptures reveal as necessary for our

everlasting welfare, and that he must be infinitely differ

ent from ourselves, and infinitely above and beyond our

present comprehension.

Even now, therefore, human reason is unable to de

monstrate from any premises which are intuitive or self

originated, the existence, and much less the unity of

God. These truths human reason can know and distin

guish from error, when the premises from which it is to

reason are given to it. But it cannot discover, or by

its own powers, demonstrate them. The great, and

the only argument upon which THE UNITY OF GOD is

based by human reason, is the unity of design found

throughout the works of nature.* But were we not en

lightened by revelation and thus enabled to obviate all

difliculties, it would be easy to reply that after all it is

but a small part of the universe we are acquainted with,

and that that part may be under the separate dominion

of one presiding Deity, but that were we able to investi

gate the whole, we might find its various regions under

the dominion of various Deities. It might be replied

secondly, that even in that part of the universe which

we are able to examine, unity of design, as even Paley,

the great reasoner on Natural Theology admits, oes no

further than to prove a. unity of counsel]L and not of being,

since there might be unit of counsel amon many per

feet bein as well as wit one. And thir y, it might

be replie , that there are even in this world, mixtures of

good and evil, misery and happiness, goodness and se

verity, apparent contrarieties, interruptions and break

ings up of what would seem to be wise and 00d plans

and operations, such as to have forced upon the mind of

a large portion of our race, the belief in two or more dis

tinct eternal and opposing beings to whose sway all sub

lunary things were subjected. And thus it will be per

ceived how that even in this advanced and enlightened

* “We maintain that man has not found out (invente) for himself what

he ought to believe, and what he ought to do. fliese two points granted,

we leave to Reason all its powers, all its prerogations.”-—M Bonnetti Uni

versite C'atholi ue.

fNat. Theo. ch. 26.
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period of humanity, it would be impossible, on princi

ples of human reason alone, to establish any oERTAm,

AUTHORITATIVE and ABIDING convm’nons respecting the

NATURE, and especially, the UNITY of God.

If Hume be cleared from the char e of Atheism, it is

only to fall under another scarcely ess creditable—in

some respects, considering his circumstances, more odi

ous—the charge of Polytheism. In the face of all prob

ability and evidence, he defends Polytheism as the most

ancient faith, and professes that the belief in the Divine

unity was an after-thought-of the vulgar. He ar ues,

that under Polytheism the worshipper has the a van

tage of feelin more at his ease, and that to believe that

the gods are hut a little way removed from us, is there

fore more favourable to devotion. His friend, Diderot,

held the same opinion, and considered Polytheism more

consistent with modern philosophy than the belief in one

God! One would be ready to doubt whether men claim

ing the possession of reason, not to speak of philosophy,

could be in earnest in such professed belief; but an an

ecdote recorded of Hume seems to establish his Poly

theistic leaning. Revising the lectures of the late Mr.

Bruce, Professor of Logic in the University of Edin

burgh—when he came to the division of the course

headed “Proof of the Unity of the Deity,” Hume is said

to have exclaimed, “ Stop, John, who told you whether

there were one or more?”

Vain man would be wise, but by all his searchings he

cannot find out God unto perfection. “The things of

God knoweth no man but the Spirit of God.” And as

all Scripture was given by holy men of God who spake

as they were moved by the Holy Ghost, “we are brought

to the law and to the testimony to know, as far as man can

know, which is but as in a glass darkly, what God’s

nature and unity really are.”

Beneath a sable veil and shadows deep

Of inaccessible and dimming light,

In silence ebon clouds more black than night,

The world’s great Mind his secrets hid doth keep

Through those thick mists when any mortal Wight

Aspires, with halting pace, and eyes that weep

To pry, and in his mysteries to creep,

With thunders he, and lightnings, b asts their sight. I

0 Sun invisible, that dost abide
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Within thy bright abysmes, most fair, most dark,

Where with thy proper rays, thou dost thee hide,

0 ever shining, never full scan mark,

To guide me in life’s night, thy light me shew;

The more I search of thee the less I know.—Drummond.

What, saith the Scriptures, is, therefore, our inquiry,

and to any “cavils of reason we must say, be dumb and

open not your mouth,” for “what canst thou know.”

The only peo le who, in ancient times, possessed any

certain knowle ge of the nature and unity of God, was

the Jews and their patriarchal ancestors,--a people an

tecedent to the very existence of any other nation whose

records have reached us. and b whom, as is attested

by their Scriptures, this knowle ge was attributed ex

0 usively to a divine and supernatural communication.

Now what that communication was, and what it taught

in reference to the unity of God, is in no way affected

by the present opinion of the Jewish people. We have

in our hands, all the means of ascertaining the real truth

of the Old Testament Scriptures, and the opinions of the

earliest Jewish commentators and writers, which they

have. Many most learned men among Christians, and

among the Jews who have become Christians, have de

voted themselves to an examination of these writings.

From this examination, as we shall see, there is ample

reason to conclude that believing Jews among the an

cient people of God,—that the writers of the Apocryphal

books,—that Philo in the Apostolic days,—-that the early

Targumists and Commentators,——that the Cabbalists,—

the Yohantes,—that the Zaruschites and others,--have

more or less clearly believed and taught the lurality

and tri-unity 0f the one ever blessed Godhea . Such

also, is the testimony of the many learned converted

Jews, who have from a e to age become Christians, and

0f the ten thousand such, now in the Christian Church,

and who are, to a man, Trinitarians.

And as it regards any alleged moral disposition of the

Jews now to examine into the truth, and to receive what

is truth in the love of it, we know that even in Christ’s

day they had destroyed the Scriptures by their tradi

tions—that they would not come to the lig t—that they

were cut off because of their unbelief—and that there is

now a. veil of darkening prejudice before their eyes until
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the time of their restoration shall be brought about.

The rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity by the Jews,

is therefore, a presumption in. favour of the Scriptural

character of this doctrine and not against it.

That the Scriptures both of the Old and the New Tes

tament, undoubtedly teach that there is a sense, and a

most important sense, in which God is ONE—ONLY ONE——

and THE ONLY GOD, we strenuously maintain. In oppo

sition to all idolatrous and polytheistic systems of reli

gion introduced by the proud, perverted, and corrupt

reason of man, Gon Is ONE. In every sense in which

unity is a perfection, God is one. But in every sense in

which it is not a perfection, God is not one. God is not

one as man spiritually is one. We say spvr'ltualhfi, for

in fact, man as a compound being is a tri-unit , eing

composed of a body, soul, and spirit, a physica , an ani

mal, and a spiritual nature, and yet all united so as to

form one person. God is not one as an finite being is

one, because the nature and essence of 0d must be in

finitely above, and beyond, and different from, what

finite natures are, or finite minds even comprehend, or

human languages can express.

To make our nature God’s measure, and our idea of

God the limit of what he is, is to make “ God such an

one as ourselves.” It is “by our vain searching, to find

out the Almighty to perfection.” It is in the earnest

langua e of Scriptural rebuke, to “ collect the winds in

the ho] ow of our hands—to bind the waters in a gar

ment—to ascend into the Heavens and descend into

hell. What is His name and what is the name of His

son. For knowest thou?”—Prov. xxx: 4.* Such a unity

* It is to do that which is absolutely impossible to our present capaci

ty of reason, and therefore, the inspired writer, after having in v. 8.,

alluded to “ the knowledge of run HOLY ours," in order to bring man’s

capacity to the test, asks “what is the name of his Son if thou know.”—

Prov. xxx: 1-5. (1)

(1) On this passage, as understood by the Jews themselves, as referring

to God, see Dr. McCaul, on the Eternal Sonship of the Messiah.-—London,

1838, p. 3, and pp. 30-55, from which, we make the following extracts:

Aben Ezra, by “Holy Ones,” understood God, as he translates it by

God; and he conceived the general sense of the passage to be, “The

knowledge of God is unattainable by the efforts of unassisted human

wisdom—to know God we must search in the Word of God alone, and be

ware of adding anything to it." “In this,” says Dr. McCaul, “I agree
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therefore, as God hath not claimed, such as is arbitrarily

ascribed to him by our bold and adventurous intruders

into the deep and most profound arcana of the Divine

nature; such as can never be proved to belong to him,

or to be any real perfection ; such as would prove an im

perfection and a blemish, would render the divine na

ture less intelligible, more impossible to be so far con

ceived as requisite; or such as is manifestly unrecon

cileable with his plain afiirmations concerning himself;

“we ought not,” says Howe, “to impose it upon our

selves, or be so far imposed upon, as to ascribe to him

such simplicity.”

The system of Unitarianism, as it is miscalled, for they

only are truly Unitarian, who believe in the revealed

doctrine of God’s Unity—this system is based upon two

assumptions, both of which are unfounded, first, that

they who believe that God’s Unity is a Tri-Unity, be

lieve, and must believe, in three Gods ;-—and secondly,

that to be trul one or a Unity, God must be absolutel

one person. is to the first point, however, it is mani

fest that the very term trinity, itself demonstrates that

we believe God to be so revealed as to be a Trinity in

Unity, and a Unity in Trinity—ONE in such a sense as to

be THREE, and THREE in such a sense as to be 0m. And

as to the second point, we believe that Scripture no

where, or in any manner, teaches that God is absolutely

one person, but that in the eternal Godhead there are

three, to each of whom belong all the attributes and per

fections of the one divine essence.

Every term employed on this subject is necessarily

human, and therefore analagous, imperfect, and only

with him, and shall, therefore, offer some observations in confirmation of

this interpretation."

“The scope of the passage evidently is, that there is a certain knowl

edge not attainable by unassisted human reason, but which is revealed in

the Word of God; the uestion then is, what knowledge is that? What

is the great subject of t e Divine Word? Is it not the revelation of the

NATURE and WILL of Godl”

-x- * a- -x- s- at ~1- *

“Having ascertained the general sense, the next question is, what is the

sense of the questions, “Who hath ascended into Heaven! who hath

gathered?” dzc. For what purpose are these questions put, and of whom

do they speak? Aben Ezra and the Berlin Commentator, take these ques

tions as a proof of man’s incapacity, and as forming the nexus between
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suggestive of the fact that the Unity of the divine na~

ture admits of, and requires for, its own perfect and in

expressible beatitude, three hypostases, subjects, per

sons, or distinctions which we therefore call a Trinity.

God’s UNITY is, therefore, _a TRINITY of PERSONS IN ONE

GODHEAD. _

If God is s oken of in Scripture as one he also speaks

of himself in gcripture in plural terms as more than one,

and he emphatically attributes every quality, attribute

and work by which his Deity can be distinguished, not

only to the Godhead, which is in essence one, but also,

to the Father, to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost, who

are personally distinct. Hear O Israel Jehovah our

Gods (the Zlebre/w term is in the plmul and not as might

have been in the songula/rQ is one God.”—(Deut. vi: 4.)

“ The Gods,” (the sameplwral no'u/n elohim.) “ The Gods

said unto Moses, I am that which I am.”

Unity and plurality are here, and as we shall hereaf~

ter show, in many other passages, asserted of God—not

the confession of ignorance, and the direction to the Word of God as the

only source of information. Agur first states the thing to be roved, “I

cannot attain to the knowledge of the Holy Ones ;” then e gives his

proof, “ who hath ascended up into Heaven?” &c; and then draws his

corollary. If so, then we must betake ourselves to the Word of God.”

“ The whole passage may be thus paraphrased: With my limited un

derstanding I cannot attain the knowledge of God; for to know God is

to know him who is omnipresent, filling heaven and earth; it is to know

him who is omnipotent, ruling over the winds and the waters, the most

unstable of all elements; it is to know him who created all things; it is

to know his name, and the name of .his Son. But this knowledge can be

attained only by revelation; and he that would attain to it, even from

revelation, must not ass over any one word as insignificant, for every

word is purified like silver; neither must he add to Divine revelation, or

he will be sure to go astray."

e s» s- ~1- * s- *

“Having interpreted Agur’s assertion and his proof taken from God's

name, there remains but one inquiry, and that is, who is intended by his

Soul The Yalkut, in the passage already referred to, answers with the

words, “Israel is my first born.” But this answer does not agree with

the context. Agur is speaking, not of Israel, but of the knowledge of

God. The name of Israel is no part of that knowledge. The Son of God

here intended must be a being, whose name can be ascertained onl by

revelation, and a knowledge of whose name constitutes a art 0 the

knowledge of God. He must, therefore, be a Divine person, iiimself one

of the Holy Ones, of whom Agur had been speaking. The old Testament

teaches that a knowledge of God’s name is an essential part of the.know

ledge of God. Agur teaches that a knowledge of the name of Tim Son or

Go» is an essential part of the knowledge of Goo, so that both the general
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an absolute and personal UNITY, nor an absolute lurali

ty, but a plurality of persons in the essential nity of

the infinite and incomprehensible Jehovah. And thus

we find that in one of the very few passages in the Bible

in which the Unity of God is pointedly enforced the

Son is united with the Father. “Thus saith the Lord

the King of Israel, and his Redeemer the Lord of Hosts;

I am the first and I am the last, and beside me there is

no God.”—-—(Mal. ii: 10.) And thus, when the Apostle

declares that to us “ there is one God the Father from

whom are all things,” in contra distinction to “the Gods

many and Lords many” of the heathen, he immediately

adds, “and ONE Loan” (a most emphatic designation

among these heathen of their greatest Gods,) “Jesus

Christ, through whom are all things and we through

him,” thus attributing to the Son as Lord or Jehovah,*

the identical unity and dominion over all things attribu

ted to the Father.—(1 Cor. viii: 16.)1'

What we affirm therefore, is, that the Scriptures no

analogy of Scripture and the particular scope of the passage under con

sideration, compel us to conclude that the Son here spoken of, is a Divine

person, that is, the passage teaches us that God has a Son, and that this

Son is very God.”

a * s a a ‘k

“ The Old Testament, therefore, speaks of a Being who is, in a peculiar

sense, the Son of God. Thus, in the Book of Proverbs, Agur, the Son of

Jakeh, asks, “Who hath ascended up into heaven, or descended? Who

hath gathered the wind in his fists? Who hath bound the waters in a

garment? Who hath established all the ends of the earth? What is his

name, and what is his Son’s name '4‘” There can be no doubt that God is

he who bound the waters in a garment, and who established all the ends

of the earth. From this passage, then, we learn that there is a Being

who stands to God in the relation of Son, and that the knowledge of this

Son’s name is as great a mystery as the knowledge of God himself, and

cannot be learned, except by immediate revelation. Agur had complain

ed, in the preceding verses, that he did not possess human knowledge,

and from this ignorance argues, how then, should I have the knowledge

of the Holy Ones; that is, how should I have the knowledge of God?

You will observe that, instead of the usual word for God, he employs a

plural adjective, The Holy Ones, and then shows in what sense he under

stood this plurality, by speaking of God, and of his Son. Agur, then,

considered the knowledge of God’s Son as a part of the knowledge of

God, and thereby manifests his belief in the existence and Deity of the

Son of God.”-—Dr. McOaul on the Eternal Sonship of the Messiah, see pp.

3, 88, 39, 41, 42, 46, 55.

* See Smith’s Messiah, vol. 3. p. 181.

1' Lord is the rendering of the Septuagint for the term Jehovah.
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where teach, either in the Old or New Testament, that

God is metaphysically, absolutely or personally one.

The Unity of God is taught, and only taught, in order

to show that our God is the true and only real God, in

opposition to the variety of imaginary Gods worshipped

by the heathen. And whereas, Unitarians would lead

us to believe that the Scriptures are full of passages in

culcating the doctrine of the absolute Divine unity in the

clearest manner, the fact is that the passages which lean

directly on the unity of God are very few, and far fewer

than those in which the plurality of God, and the Deity

of the Son, and the Deity of the Holy Ghost are taught,

—and of this fact any reader of the Bible can at once

satisfy himself by taking any one of the passages and

referring to all the texts alluded to as proofs in the mar—

gin. It will thus be seen, that all the passages which

eclare God’s unity, do so only as that unity is opposed

to the many Gods of heathenism,—but that in the very

words themselves, and in several other passages of Scrip

ture, as found in the original Hebrew, God, in calling

himself one, speaks of himself as being also a plurality.*

And in the forms of benediction as found, both in the

Old and New Testament—in the threefold forms of lan

guage—used _in application to God,—-in the initiatory

sacrament of baptism in which all who become disciples

of Christianity, are baptised into the belief, worship, and

service of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost—~in these we

say, and in the Scriptural proofs of the Supreme Deity

of the Son and of the Holy Ghost, God limits this in

comprehensible plurality of his one Godhead to three

persons, each having ascribed to it the divine attributes,

and all inhering in one and the same essence.

The Divine unity, therefore, as taught in Scripture,

has no relation to number, or to any kind of unity that

is comprehensible by the h man mind, as even Jewish

writers have taughtfl' but 1 exclusively employed in

opposition to all human not1bns of a plurality of inde

pendent and separate Gods.

* See Owen’s Works, vol. 10, p. 474, 22 vol. ed.

{See quoted in Oxlee’s Christian Doctrines of the Trinity, and in vol. 1,

pp. 109-13. .

Von. VII.--—N0. 4. 62
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This oneness, to use the language of Owen,* this one

ness can respect nothing but the nature, being, sub

stance, or essence of God. God is one in this respect.

Some of these words are not, indeed, used in the Scrip

ture; but whereas, they are of the same importance and

signification, and none of them include anything of im

perfection, they are properly used in the declaration of

the unity of the Godhead. There is mention in the

Scripture of the Godhead of God—Rom. i: 20. “His

eternal power and Godhead.” And of his nature, by

excludin them from being objects of our worship, who

are not ods by nature—(ml. iv: 8. Now this natural

Godhead of God, is, his substance or essence with all

the holy divine excellencies which naturally and neces

sarily appertain thereunto. Such are eternity, immensi

ty, omnipotency, life, infinite holiness, goodness, and the

like. This one nature, substance, or essence, being the

nature, substance, or essence of God, as God is the na

ture, essence, and substance of the Father, Son, and

Spirit, one and the same absolutely in and unto each

one of them. For none can be God as they are reveal

ed to be, but by virtue of this divine nature or being.

Herein consists the unity of the Godhead.

This unity in Trinity is, undoubtedly, mysterious and

incomprehensible. But it is not unreasonable. It is

above and beyond the capacity and limits of reason to

discover or comprehend. But so is all that relates to

God and things supernatural and divine. Reason, we

have seen, by all its searching can know nothing of the

nature and essence of any material object or of the hu

man soul, much less of God. It never could, and never

did, prove the absolute unity of God. This, as may be

seen in Plato’s Parmenides, was the bottomless and fath

omless gulf to human reason. Reason has proved as it

thought, and practised upon the belief of a plurality of

Gods, and by a corrupti-v' of primitive revelation hu

man reason has believed in a trinity of Supreme Gods.

Reason therefore, now humbly and gladly receives that

teaching which Socrates and Plato sought and even ex

pected, and rejoices to believe that there are three persons

* Owen’s Works, vol. 10, p. 504, 22 vol. ed.
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in the adorable Godhead, and that these three are one.*

“Ye lofty minds, whose maxims some e’en now

Pretend to follow, true philosophers,

Who sought whatever ye could find of God,

How would your hearts have bounded to the voice

Of God in flesh made manifest! whom they

Who follow up your systems hold in scorn;

And tuning o’er the first part of 'the strain

Of angels, which, as though from Heaven t’were caught

B inspiration, ye divinely sang,

e closing numbers jarring discords deem

But ye were witnesses of darker times;

And shall in judgment 'gainst your followers

Of these bright days of revelation rise,

As well as those who in your twilight hour

Denied or hated the fair truths ye taught.”—Ragg.

* Among the Fathers, says Hagenbach, in his History of Doctrines, vol.

1, pp. 93-7, “ The more profound thinkers, however, were well aware that

it is not sufficient to demonstrate the mere numerical unity of the Divine

Being, and accordingly placed the transcendental unity far above the

mathematical monas.

The idea of a revealed religion implied that so much of the nature of

God should be made manifest to man as would be necessary to the know

ledge of salvation. The Church, therefore, has ever cultivated the X0705

wsgl @501) (theology.) On the other hand, the insufficiency of human ideas

was always acknowledged, (in opposition to the ride of speculation,) and

the character of the Divine Being was admitted to be past finding out;

some even entertained doubts about the propriety of giving God any

name. Much of what the Church designated by the term mystery (sacra

ment,) is founded partly on a sense of the insufficiency of our ideas and

the inaptitude of our language, and partly on the necessity of em loying

certain ideas and expressions to communicate our religious thoug ts and

opinions.

When the martyr Attalus, in the persecution of the Gallican Christians, I

under Marcus Aurelius, was asked by his judges what the name of God was,

he replied “0 0605 ovoau ovx 8X8! wg avflSmrog.” Euseb. v. i. (edit.Heinich

en. T. ii, p. 29, comp. the note.) Such was also, the opinion ofJustin M. Apol

ogy, ii: 6; whatever name may be given to God, he who has given a

name to a thing must always be anterior to it. He therefore draws a dis

tinction between appellatives and names. The predicates Wafnf, 6505,

xvplog, dsdqro'rng, are only appellatives God is not only above all names, but

also above all existence. Minuc. Fel. c. 18. Hic (Deus) nec videri potest,

visu clarior est, nec comprehendi, tactu purior est, nec aestimari, sensibus

major est, infinitus, imenensus et soli sibi tantus quantus est, notus, nobis

vero ad intellectum pectus angustum est, et ideo sic cum digne aestima

mus, dum inaestimabilem dicimus. Eloquar, quemadmodum sentio: mag

nitudinem Dei, qui se putat nosse miuit, qui non vult minere, non novit,

nec nomen Dec quaeras: DEUS nomen est. Illic vocabulis opus est, quum

per singulos propriis uppellationem insignibus multitude dirimenda est.

Deo qui solus est, Dei vecabulum totum est. Quem si patrem dixero, ter

renum opineris; si regem, carnalem suspiceris, si dominus, intelliges utique

mortalem, aufer addiltamenta nominum, et perspicies ej us claritatem.

\
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That the Scriptures are the word of God is, in this

controversy, assumed. But if they are, then we know as

assuredly that they would be so worded as to guard in

every way against that idolatry which they everywhere

and in all its forms, condemn. The plain, obvious, and

necessary teaching of Scripture that God is in one sense

one, and in another sense three, and that while there is

but one divine Godhead there are three persons, to each

of whom, Scripture attributes this Godhead with all

divine honour and rerogatives ertaining to it, makes

the doctrine of the RI-UNITY or Tli‘inity of the divine na

ture the teaching of God himself, concerning his own in

efiable nature. And surely, to use the language of Rob

ert Hall, this is the true way of contemplating the doc

trines peculiar to revelation, “to censider them as facts,

believed on the authority of the Supreme Being, not to

be proved by reason; since their truth does not result

from any perceptible relations in our ideas, but they

owe their existence entirely to the will and counsel of

the Almighty Potentate. Let the fair grammatical im

port of Scripture language be investigated, and whatever

propositions are, by an easy and natural interpretation,

deducible from thence, let them be received as the die

tates of Infinite Wisdom, whatever aspect they bear, or,

whatever difficulties they present. Repugnant to reason

they can never be, because they spring from the Author

of it; but superior to reason, whose limits they infinite

ly surpass, we must expect to find them. The facts

which we have become acquaihted with in the natural

world, would appear stupendous were they communica

ted merely on the evidence of testimony; they fail to

astonish us, chiefly because they have been arrived at

step by step, by means of their analogy to some prece

ding one. We have climbed the eminence by a slow

progression, and our rospect has insensibly widened as

we advanced, instea of being transported thither in

stantaneousl by a supreme power. Revelation con

ducts us to t e path at once, without previous training,

without any intellectual process preceding, without con

descending to afford other proof than what results from

the veracity and wisdom of the Creator; and when we

consider that this truth respects much sublimer relations
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and concerns than those which subsist in the material

world, that it regards the existence and nature of an in

finite and incomprehensible God, the ways and coun

sels of God respectin man’s eternal destiny, is it sur

prising that it shoul embrace what greatly surpassed

our previous conjectures, and even transcends our per

fect comprehension?”

To question or deny this doctrine of the TRI-UNITY of

God, although admitted to be taught by the language

of Scripture, plainly and naturally interpreted, because

it is incomprehensible, is to destroy all certain assu

rance that the Scriptures are the word of God, or that

there is one God, or indeed, as we have seen, a God at

all. To disprove the doctrine of Scripture, that while

the divine essence, nature, or Godhead, is numerically

one, there is a real distinction between the Father, the

Son, and the Holy Ghost, to whom this essence and all

divine attributes are severally and equally applied, we

must be able to prove from our actual knowledge of

God’s nature that such distinctions cannot possibly ex

ist in the divine nature, and which is, we have seen, an

impossibility. Apart from what God reveals concerning

himself, no finite reason can tell what is God’s nature,

what is proper or impossible to that nature, what the

unity of this nature is, or what a personal distinction in

that nature is. “It is a clear point, I think,” says Prof.

Stuart,* “ that the unity of God cannot be (proved with

out revelation. It may, perhaps, be ren ered faintly

probable. Then you depend upon Scripture proof, for

the establishment of this doctrine. But have the Scrip

tures anywhere, told us what the divine unity is? Will

you produce the passage? The oneness of God they as

sert. But this they assert always in o osition to the

idols of the heathen, the polytheism of t e gentiles—the

Gods superior and inferior, which they worshipped. In

no other sense have the Scriptures defined the omass

of the Deity. What then is oneness, in the uncreated,

infinite, eternal Being? In created and finite objects,

we have a distinct perception of what we mean by it;

but can created objects be just and adequate representa

* Letters to Dr. Charming, pp. 45-6.
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tives of the unoreated one? Familiar as the assertion is,

in your conversations and in your sermons, that God is

ONE, can you give me any definition of this oneness, ex

cept a negative one? That is, you deny the plurality of

it; you say God is but one, and not two, or more. Still,

in what, I ask, does the divine unity consist? Has not

God different and various faculties, and powers? Is he

not almighty, omniscient, omnipresent, holy, just, and

good? Does he not act differently, t'. e., variously, in

the natural and in the moral world? Does his union

consist, then, appropriately in his essence? But what is

the essence of God? And how can you assert that his

unity consists appropriately in this, unless you know

what his essence is, and whether oneness can be any bet

ter predicated of this, than of his attributes?

Your answer to all this is, the nature of God is be

yond my reach; I cannot define it, I approach to a defi

nition of the divine unity, only by negatives. That is,

you deny the negative plurality of God; or you say there

are not two or more essences, omnisciencies, omnipoten

cies, &c. But here all investigation is at an end. Is it

possible to show what constitutes the internal nature of

the divine essence, or attributes; or how they are related

to each other; or what internal distinctions exist? About

all this, revelation says not one word; certainly the book

of nature gives no instruction concerning it. The asser

tion then, that God is one, can never be fully understood

as meaning anything more than that he isone ,' i. e., it simply denies polytheism, and can never

reach beyond this. But how does thisprove, or how

can it prove, that there may not be, or that there are

not distinctions in the Godhead, either in regard to at

tributes, or essence, the nature of which is unknown to

us, and the existence of which is to be proved by the

authorities of the Scriptures only?”

When Unitarians, therefore, inquire what that distinc

tion in the Godhead is, in which we believe, we answer

that we do not profess to understand what it is; we do

not undertake to define afirmat'lnely. We can approxi

mate to a definition of it, only by negatives. We deny

that the Father is in all respects, the same as the Son;

and that the Holy Spirit is in all respects, the same
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as either the Father or the Son. We rest the fact, that

a distinction exists, solely upon the basis of Revelation.

In principle then, What more difficulty lies in the way

of believing in a threefold distinction of the Godhead

than in believing in the divine unity?

The unity of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, is,

indeed, a mystery, a fact clearly revealed, yet suggesting

questions which no analogy of consciousness, no walk

of human experience, enables us to solve. “Doth this

ofi'end” us? Shall we deny the fact? Shall we, in our

pride of intellect, assume the one God must be as one

man—his unity shall be as one of our unities—that he

cannot contain, in his own essential nature, the element

of love, the object of love, and the manifestation of love;

that the human definition of God must be the true defi

nition; that if the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost

be God, there must be three Gods, and not one, even

though the Scri tures teach us that God as revealed in

the Scriptures— ather, Son, and Holy Spirit—is “the

only livin and true God?” Rather let us acknowledge,

for assure 1y it well becomes us, that as “ no man know

eth the things of a man but the spirit of man which

is in him, even so the things of God knoweth no man,

but the Spirit of God. For the whole subject is at an

infinite distance from us, and wholly foreign to us, nor

is it revealed to us, for it even surpasses the apprehen

sion of angels.*

Concerning this most excellent and holy Trinity, we

cannot find any suitable words in which we might speak

of it, and yet we must express this supernatural incom

prehensible Trinity in words. If we therefore, attempt

to speak of it, it is as impossible to do it properly as to

reach the sky with one’s head. For all that we can say

or think of it is a thousand times less proportionate to

it than the point of a needle is to heaven and earth,

yea, a hundred thousand times less. We might talk to

a wonderful amount, and yet we could neither express

nor understand how the distinction of the persons can

exist in the supernatural unity.

* Stowell on the Work of the Spirit, pp. 81, 406.
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0 thou Eternal ONEl whose presence bright

All space doth occupy, all motion guide;

Unchanged through time’s all-devastating flight;

Thou only Godl There is no God beside.

BEING above all beings] THREE IN ONE!

Whom none can comprehend, and none explore,

Who fill’st existence with TnYsELr alone,

Embracing all, sup orting, ruling o'er,

BEING whom we ca 1 Go]: and know no more.

As far beyond the starry walls of Heaven,

As is the loftiest of the planets seven,

Sequestered from this earth in purest light

Out-shining ours, as ours doth sable night,

Thou all-suflicient, omnipotent,

Thou Ever Glorious, Most Excellent

God, various in names, in essence one,

High art installed on golden throne,

Out-stretching Heaven’s widebespangled vault,

Transcending all the circles of our thought;

With diamantine sceptre in thy hand,

There thou giv’st laws, and dost this world command.

Drummond.

But on this subject of the unity of God, as an objec

tion to the Scriptural proof of the Trinity, we propose to

make some further observations in a future number.

ARTICLE II.

REPORT ON COLLEGIATE EDUCATION,

Made to the Trustees of the Untoemz'ty of Aloha/ma,

July, 1852. By Rev. BASIL MANLY, D. 1)., Prest—

dent of the University.

There is no subject which, of late years, has more in

tensely engaged the attention of the educators of youth,

on both sides of the Atlantic, than that of Collegiate

education. During the last half century the enlarge

ment of the circle of the sciences has been more rapid

than during any equal portion of time within the authen

tic records of our race. Throughout this period, the in

vestigation, discoveries and inventions in the physical

sciences have been beyond all parallel. In these, of
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course, the greatest advance has been made. In the

moral and mental sciences, which are necessarily limited

by the law of their nature, the advance has been more,

in the fuller developement of old, than in the discovery

of new principles.. The same may be said of mathe

matics. But to physical science, which is in its very na

ture experimental and progressive, there is—there ca/n

be no absolute limit Within the powers of the human

mind. Yet it is undoubtedly true, that within the period

above stated, learned men everywhere have bestowed

their labours on every branch of science, with a fresh

ness and zeal, more characteristic of amateurs in a new,

than professors of an old philosophy. And while the

study of nature, under all the lights of modern philoso

phy, has developed arcana before unknown, and given

the form and substance of science to facts and observa

tions never before classified and arranged, every other

department of human learning has been rogressing with

the accelerated pace of this busy age. ext books have

been improved and multi lied—expedients to facilitate

the acquisition of scienti 0 knowledge have been de

vised—~principles havebeen simplified—in short, every

practicable effort has been made to render learning

easy; and yet the complaint is as just as it is universal,

that the ordinary College curriculum of four years is too

short to embrace all that it is desirable should be taught

in a thorough course. If this were the only difficulty,

the complaint might be met by an easy remedy, as we

shall presently see. But there is another demand, of

late years importunately pressed upon our Colleges, of

graver importance and infinitely more embarrassing than

this. We live in a stirring age. The masses—in our

country, the controlling masses, feel that they have un

satisfied wants, the existence of which were unknown,

because unfelt fifty years a 0. They be in to aspire to

more elevated positions in t e intellectua world. They

feel that if the school master is not he ought to be abroad.

Wearing the sovereignty of the State as an every-da

garment, their just pride demands that their toilet sha 1

be completed gracefully and in good taste. In short, it

is supposed they demand a warticipation in the benefits

of the University, established at their expense, if not for

' 3
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their especial use. If unable, from the want of pecunia

ry means, to pursue the full course of instruction, they

claim to be admitted to the benefits of a part. If there

be any branch of science taught, which is appropriate to

their peculiar business or employment, they demand to

be instructed in that. Such are the opular demands,

real or supposed, which have rivetteg the attention of

the educators of youth, and others interested in the sub

ject, both in Europe and America, almost cotemporane

ously, and with great anxiety, on the subject of reforms

in Collegiate education.

To these demands, the comparatively youthful Uni

versity of Alabama has not been insensible. Year after

year, the mutter-ings of discontent have been heard by

the Trustees and Faculty with a mortification and regret,

greatly enhanced by the conviction perfectly clear to

them, although scarcely thought of by the com lainers,

that there are difficulties of immense magnitu e, if not

insuperable, in the way of the desired reforms. With a

very proper desire to proceed in this matter cautiously,

the Trustees, at their annual meeting in July, 1851, pass

ed a resolution requesting the President of the Universi

ty to make inquiry and report to them, “whether any

changes in the system of education pursued in the Uni

versity are necessary and proper, in order to extend the

benefits of the institution to a reater number of the

citizens of the State.” In compliance with this request,

the “Report” at the head of this article was presented

to the Trustees, at their next meeting in July, 1852, and

was ordered by them to be printed. We propose to

make this report the basis for a few remarks of our own,

intended more to brin the information on this difficult

subject contained in t 0 Report itself, to the public at»,

tention, than to attempt to throw any light ourselves on

a subject of so much and so deserved importance. But

before we proceed, it is due to the learned and talented

author of the Report to state, that the time allowed him

to collect its facts was limited, mainly, to the college va

cation of less than three months, and its composition was

efl'ected at such short intervals as he could snatch from

his very laborious routine' of duties, and was only com

pleted a few hours before it was presented to the Board.
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And even then, was presented in the form of its first

rough draft, with all the erasures and inter-lineations

common to a hastily prepared pa er,—-and in this state

was committed to the press. If,t ~erefore, any faults of

style or diction shall be discovered by any who may

read it, they will, of course, be ascribed to the proper

cause. Our present purpose has nothing to do with

these faults, if they emst.

It is a great mistake, common to the youn and the

uneducated, to suppose that all the learning or which

the have any use is to be acquired during the Academic

an Collegiate courses. Indeed, there is a very general

misapprehension of the true meaning of the term educa

tion. As the term itself imports, it is the process of

dressingforth the faculties of the mind,—training, culti

vating, and by proper exercise, invigorating them. To

perform its appropriate functions, it must cultivate all,

not some of the mental faculties. In a word, its office is

to teach the art of thinking, and im rove the faculty of

remembering and applying,--and w en it has taught us

how to stud and how to learn, it has laid the founda

tion on whic we may erect a temple of what magnitude

and proportions we choose. This, of education in its

general sense. “The proper object of Collegiate educa

tion,” as Dr. Manly justly remarks, in the report before

us, “ the knowled e ofprinciples and causes, rather than

offacts, which he ongs to a specific or rofessional edu

cation. The one is fundamental to t e other. If the

foundation be broad, deep and substantial, the super

structure, whatever its specific designation, is secure.

Professional education, commencing its adventurous ca

reer at the point where the College curriculum has com

pleted its functions, can be rendered as specific and defi

nite as we wish, and efficient to some purpose. And

here is the true point of divergence.”

As it is obviously impossible within the short period

of the College course to acquire a thorough knowledge

of all the departments of human learning, the most that

can be done, and all that should be aimed at in a judi

cious system of College instruction, is the inculcation of

the eneral principles of each science, with such a tho

roug knowledge of their rudiments, that the student
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may be able, if he chooses, in after life, to prosecute to

advantage the further study of any or all of them.

But we are detaining the reader too long from the im

portant subjects discussed in the Report before us. The

whole investigation may be resolved into the two follow

ing questions—first, what effectual means may most

safely be adopted, without sacrificin a reasonable tho

roughness, to embrace the greatly enTarged circle of the

sciences within the ordinary curriculum of four years?

And second, how are those best to be rovided for who

desire only to pursue a partial course 0 'study? To give

to these questions, as difficult as they are important, a

thorough discussion, would require more time and space

than we can at present claim; and is more than Dr.

Manly, in the Report before us, professes to accomplish.

And we choose, at this point, to take occasion to say,

that if our opinions differ at all from those of our learn

ed author on the subjects discussed, it is only on a single

point—the study Q)“ the dead language8,——and we imagine

we do not differ essentially, even on this. Learned men

and profound thinkers, have long been divided in opin

ion as to the degree of importance which ought to be as

signed, in a thorough and systematic course of educa

tion, to the study of these languages. It is an old, and

even at the present day, a common complaint, that too

much time is consumed (wasted, say many,) durin the

short College eriod of four years, in the study of atin

and Greek. Speaking of the course of instruction at

resent pursued in the English Universities, Dr. Lyon

layfair quotes approvingly from Eothen, the following

passages on this subject,—the aspirations of our youth

towards science “are quenched by freezing drenches of

scholastic lore,”—“ You feel so keenly the delights of

early knowledge—you learn the ways of the planets and

transcend their narrow limits, and ask for the end of

space; you vex the electric cylinder till it yields you,

for your toy to play with, that subtle fire in which our

earth was forged. * * * What more will you ever

learn? Yet the dismal change is ordained; and then

thin meagre Latin (the same for every body,) with small

shreds and patches of Greek, is thrown, like a pauper’s

pall over all your early lore ;—instead of sweet knowl
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edge, vile, monkish, doggrel grammars and graduses, dic

tionaries and lexicons, and horrible odds and ends of

dead lan uages, are given you for your portion, and down

you fall rom Roman story to a three-inch scra of Scrip

tores Roma/n6, from Greek oetry down to t e cold ra

tions of Poeta Graci cut up y commentators and serv

ed out by schoolmasters l” And Dr. Playfair adds, “is

this horrible uenchin of all our youthful, innate love

of God’s trut , the e ucation for the youth of a nation,

depending for its progress on their developement? How

is it possible that dead literature can be the parent of

living science and of active industry 2* All this may be

as true, as it is severe and sarcastic. We have no doubt,

from the criticisms of their own Reviews, that the Eng

lish Universities stand in great need of reform. Yet

we would not go quite so far. With Dr. Manly, we

have a higher appreciation of the value of the dead lan

guages, and we concur most heartily in the following

sentiments of the Report:

“The main features of the Collegiate system appear

to be—a substratum, required alike of all, formed by the

contemporaneous study of the ancient classics (the Latin

and the Greek languages and their literature) and of

mathematics, to which a provision is made for adding,

with some variety, according to circumstances, a knowl

edge of the sciences successively developed, and of their

application to the useful purposes of life. Of the impor

tance of mathematics, not only as a means of cultivating

a capacity for profound consecutive investigation, for close

conclusive reasoning, but also as fundamental to much of

our most important knowledge and business, less doubt

seems to be entertained than with respect to the ancient

classics, on which the severest assault has been made.

As no satisfactory attainment can be made in this branch

of knowledge without much and long continued labor,

the time for the acquisition of dead languages, which are

the exclusive repositories of no science, is regarded by

some as thrown away, for all purposes of practical utili

ty. To this it is replied, that these languages are the

most finished and refined ever spoke or written; that

* North British Review, American edition, volume xii: No. 11.
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they are fountains of eloquence never surpassed, eldom

equalled; that if it be one of the highest attainments of

a man of action and thou ht to reason, instruct, convince

and persuade, the know edge of such an instrument as

these afford cannot be dispensed with, but gives him a

double advantage, that of the mastery of language, and

of sharpening his own powers by intercourse with the

master-minds of the world. These languages have been

deemed indispensable to a thorough education for the

last thousand years, in every clime, under all govern

ments, and by every fraternity of learned men. * * * * * *

So large a part of our own language, especially in the

term inology ofthe learned professions and ofthe sciences,

is derived from the ancient classics, that we cannot be

masters of our own language without them. These, too,

are the basis of the living tongues, the languages of

commerce and of modern science; insomuch that the

full mastery of these will be, even most economically,

made through the intervention of the classics.”

The objection is, that time is unprofitably appropria

ted, during the usual College course, to the study of these

languages, and the question to be answered is, how is

time to be gained to admit the increased demand for

scientific attainments? It is very clear, that if the pre

sent course of studies be continued, either the Colle e

curriculum must be lengthened, or the branches taug t

must continue to be imperfectly learned. There is no

known process by which the natural capacity of the stu

dent can be increased. We think it scarcely admits of

a doubt that, in this cannery at least, the cust0mary pe

riod of four years for the College course cannot safely

be extended. Ours are not only a stirring and ambi

tions, but an impatient, people. Whatever the do,

must be done quickly, and this impatience is a most

every day evinced by the evident anxiety of those who

enter our Colleges to be admitted to higher classes than

they are prepared for, and their chagrin and dissatisfac

tion when they fail. Fewflyoung men here are willing,

and very many cannot a 0rd, to delay the commence

ment of their professional education beyond the age of

twenty years. If four years, then, be too short a period

in the present state of scientific literature for a full Col
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lege course, and the period cannot be extended, what is

to be done? It seems to us plain, that the remedy, and

the only remedy is, to throw back on the preparatory

schools some of the branches now embraced in the Col

lege course. What these should be, it is presumed there

can be no difficulty in determining. They must be the

dead languages, portions of pure mathematics, and such

other studies as may be as well pursued in a good Acad

emy as in a College. Far be it from us to undervalue

the study of the ancient classics, as a part of a finished

education. We believe that no education is fi/nished

without them. We would only change their position in

the course. It is, we believe, a universally conceded

fact, that as our mother tongue is the first acquirement

of the infant mind, so all langua es may be more easily

acquired in early life than any otiluer kind of knowledge.

Languages indeed, seem to be the appro flate study of

the youthful mind. The early part of t e educational

course is, therefore, their proper position. We can er-'

ceive no sensible reason why the study of the dead an

guages should encumber the Colle e curriculum, when

they may be as well studied in t e grammar school.

Experience teaches that while it is often extremely dif

ficult to procure a competent Professor in the higher de

partments of mathematics and hilosophy, it is compara

tively easy to find one in the department of languages.

We do not say that, at present, attention to the Latin

and Greek languages should be altogether excluded from

the College programme,-—enough to enable the student

to retain his previously acquired knowledge might be

retained. Yet we do not see why, if their place be need

ed for other and higher departments of learning, they

may not, ultimately, be entirely displaced. But we con

cur with Dr. Manly in the sentiment, that this should

“ be done by eas and gradual steps.” We turn again

to the Re ort. 611 this subject the Doctor remarks:

“The ollege course has become crowded, perhaps

excessively, by adding on new subjects as each comes

forward to claim fellowship in the sisterhood of the

sciences. Colleges cannot refuse to give these place,

so far, at least, as to acquaint students with their prin

ciples, and impart some good general knowledge of them.
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But as they may be soon burdened with more than can

be accomplished in four years, this involves the necessi-

ty, that while new sciences are crowding on at one end,

we should be crowdin off at the other, to an equal ex

tent. It is believed t at the raisin of requisitions for

entrance is, even now, become expedient on this ground.

We cannot lengthen the period which young men will

spend in College; but we may accomplish the result

which such a measure would aim at, by raising the grade

at which they shall commence. If this were done b

easy and gradual steps, it would create no considerab e

revulsion, and would be compensated by an after train

ing more extended and thorough, meanwhile more in

teresting and attractive, because of the more complete

mastery of all they attempt. And in the event of a spe

cial school bein established in our nei hborhood by

authority of.the rustees, it is submitted w ether it may

not be practiCable and best, to have a large part, if not

the whole of the Freshmen studies accomplished there,

and before reaching the College classes. Incidentally,

this arrangement would exert a beneficial influence on

the schools, by making their instruction more extended

and important, and by keeping students a longer time

in them, (of course, in the nearer neighborhood of their

parents,) it would bring them to the College more ma

tured in mind, in body, and in habits, and better fitted

to encounter its critical responsibilities.”

We turn now to the second and most difiicult question

proposed to be discussed, viz: How are those best to be

provided for who desire only to pursue a partial course

of study? On the general subject of changes and inno

vations in the organization and methods of Collegiate in

stitutions, the Report contains some remarks which are so

just and so happily expressed, that we cannot forbear to

copy them:

“ It has been charged on Colleges,” says the Report,

“that while every thmg else is progressive, they are im

movable; conservative, indeed—but of knowledge else

where forgotten or useless—o osed to what is intelligi

ble, practical and popular. This is a serious charge, if

true. It is admitted that they do not consider every

change an improvement ; that they do not reject or aban
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don methods because they are old; and that they are

more disposed to repair, than to overturn. If the College

system of this country, maintainin a remarkable simi

larity, notwithstanding varieties and changes, were origi

nally the result of intelligent consideration, as is fair to

be presumed, this is a becoming spirit. In any well

considered scheme, changes must grow, and gradually

i/nc orate themselves into the original structure ,'—nor

shou d the conceit' of superior or exclusive wisdom, in

succeeding generations of managers, he suffered to oblit

erate the labours of predecessors. Everything we enjoy

is, in some de ree, inherited. Of an institution of learn

ing, its strengt and efiiciency, in part, are derived from its

stability,—former generations setting a standard, which

successors are ashamed to fall below,-—and thus, an insti

tution, like an individual, acquires a character stronger

and more influential from its long-settled habitudes and

well-tried developements. The graduates, not less than

the officers, of the past, from their consecrated heights

and well-established positions, shed a sympathetic influ

ence on the new-comers; and by inspiring an ambition

to acquit themselves as well, transfer to them a portion

of their strength and dignity. Men trained, successive

ly, in this way, are conservative of what is old and ven

erable :—when specious projects and immature theories

threaten to overturn the acquirements of centuries, these

are the reliable men of the occasion, whose single voice

will outweigh the confident clamor of the entire public

beside; and without whose conservative power, it is not

readily seen how any institutions, domestic, civil, or lit

erary, can subsist.”

To have a perfect comprehension of what is the ques

tion before us, we must see What are the supposed de

fects in our Collegiate system which are complained of,

and we state them, briefly, in the language of the Re

port: “The complaint still is,” says Dr. M., “that edu

cation is not suthciently practical,—-that dead languages

are taught, not the languages of commerce,—that sci

ences are taught in general principles, not in their ap

plications to the useful arts; that our Colleges do not

accommodate or aid the working men of the country.”

In other words, that our Colleges are not so organized

Von. VIL—N0. 4. - 64
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that the applied sciences may be learned in connection

with the industrial arts with which they are connected,—

a demand which, with all deference, we submit is simply

impossible, unless we subvert the whole system, and

substitute an entirely new organization. As Dr. Manly

very pertinently and forcibly remarks, “It is easy to de

claim on such a topic, but to lay down a working scheme,

satisfactory to even the loudest declaimers, may not be

so easy. No scheme can secure the approbation of any

sound educator,which does not provide a basis of general

culture, and a thorough ground-work in the theory of the

particular science taught. While none can do less than

this, is it in the power of any to do more? To enable a

student to step out of a College into the business he must

follow, and find his preparation useful and adequate,

would require the College to comprise every actual trade,

business, calling and profession, in full and successful

experiment,—involving the indefinite command of capi

tal, and an ample allowance of time. Such a union of

science and labour is the very highest and most difficult

achievement of life, and could it be carried out, would

convert all educators into Fellenburgs, and all pupils

into the great philosophers,—the Bowditches, the John

stons, the Liebigs of the age.”

To gratify this popular demand, by furnishing the

means of acquiring some knowledge of the sciences

taught, to those who do not wish to attempt the acqui

sition of all, most of our American Colleges have resort

ed to the expedient of what is usually termed “ the par

tial course.” Students have been admitted, in some in

stances with almost unlimited freedom of choice, to

pursue such studies as they conceive will be of the great

est utility to them in after life. What has been the les

son taught by the experiment, is made very apparent b

the details on that subject in the Re ort before us. t

is not saying too much‘ to affirm that 1t has proved a de

cided and mortifying failure. Students of this descrip

tion have, necessarily, much more of their time unoccu

pied by useful employment, and are, consequently, more

liable to fall into habits of idleness, dissipation, and all

the vices resulting from a state ~of idleness. They have

been found, by experience, to be harder to govern,—and
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whatever of laudable ambition they may have had at

first, 'is almost sure to be mortified, and finally extin

guished by the comparison they cannot fail to draw be

tween themselves and the better prepared and more tho

rojiighly educated students with whom they are associa

te . - '

“If pupils of unequal attainments,” justly observes

Dr. Manly, “are thrown together in the same classes,

the instructor will be under an invariable tendency to

adapt his instruction to the weaker portion; and if his

compensation is made to depend on the numbers attract

ed and retained under his instruction,” (a feature in the

partial course system of some of our Colleges,) “ the ef

fect is inevitable. Thus the grade of attainment will be

insensibly lowered, to the injury of the better prepared

ortion, and the detriment of the general interests of

earning. Without such adaptation or depression in the

style and quality of instruction, the association in the

same tasks of parties materially unequal, either retards

-the advance of the better qualified portion, or inflicts

the evil of superficial, confused, and unsatisfactory at

tainments on the less qualified.” * * * * “Students

pursuing a voluntary and partial course in connexion

with regular classes, though they have less to do, usual

ly have a lower standing in the same studies, than those

who take the full course. It is a universal and incon

testible principle that the labour of young men and boys

will be regulated by the standard adopted. If that be

high, (provided it be practicable, and do not overtask

them,) the majority of students will work up to it. If

the standard be low, the majority will aim at nothing

more than to reach it; and thus, not being sufficient to,

engender the habit, or the love, of study, nor to elicit and

reward that power of severe, patient, continuous appli

cation, which is one of the most important of all the

lessons in life, the main end of Collegiate training is not

answered as to them. They aim at but little; and they

do far less than if they had aimed at more. If they take

but one study, as adapted to their taste or the measure

of their ability or application, that presently swells into

a burden to their languid spirits, and they sink into in

anity. What can excite such Z The stimulus of a diplo
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ma, of competition, of generous culture, of the conscious

ness of achievement, of power,—are all absent; and be

ing in a state of mind, or a condition, to render a partial

course welcome, the liberty of selection is exercised in

choosing a little of what is easiest, and for that reason

least necessary to them, and they do that little 'worst.

The partial course humbles a man with the conscious

ness of his deficiency when he enters it: it affords him

but little of encouragement or animation while he is in

it; and it ‘brands him with a palpable mark of defi

ciency and inferiority when he comes out. What pa

rent, what student, likes this ?” .

The Report passes in review the experience of most of

the American Colleges in reference to the partial course

experiment, and the result is just such as might be ex

pected from the a priori reasonin of Dr. Manly on the

subject. The fear of protracting this article to an incon

venient length forbids the introduction here of all the

information that has been derived from this source. We

must content ourselves with stating little more than the.

general conclusion in each case. I

In the University of Georgia, the experiment is thus

spoken of by one of the Professors: “Our partial or

irregular course is but little patronized by the people,

and but little favoured by the faculty. On an average,

four, or five, perhaps, may be included in this class; but

of these, not one a year completes the course. * * * *

We have been much dissatisfied with the trial we have

made of irregulars. They are not so studious, or ambi

tions, or attentive, as others. They are more disorderly

and vicious. Their standing in the class is almost always

low, They seldom stay over a year; but that is about

the average period of residence, as few go away earlier.”

In answer to the inquiry, whether the College or the

State is materially benefitted by the arrangement, the

Professor says: “To this I would give a decided nega

tive. All of the Faculty agree in discouraging the en

trance of irregulars into College; and whenever it is

practicable, we induce those who do enter, to prepare for

the full and regular course.”

In the North Carolina University, in 1851, only about

four per cent. of the whole number of students were
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in the partial course. In Yale College, in 1849-50 and

1850-51, the per cent. was about seven.

“In the Miami University,” says the Re ort, “the par

tial course has been regularly provided for since 1839.

That class of students are allowed to study what they

please; and are furnished with a certificate, on their com

pletion of the course undertaken. It was stated, very

emphatically, in a public meeting at Cleveland, Ohio,

by the superintendent of public'instruction for the State

of Ohio, Samuel Gallowa Y, Es ., that the system had

not worked well; that such pupi s take but few studies,

and those the easiest to themselves; and that they make,

comparatively, little proficiency in what they do take.

At the same time, the President, Dr. Anderson, declared

his conviction that Colleges, on the 01d plan, are doing

all that is practicable, consistently with sound scholar

ship, to educate men to their peculiar pursuits. ‘Let

them alone,’ added he, ‘qfi'm'ta to reform may ruin what

we have without (my adequate cmnpensahlon.’ ”

In Geor etown College, Kentucky, where every in

ducement has been offered within its power, to make the

position of that class of students agreeable and advan

tageous, the last catalogue shows forty per cent. in the

partial course.

“Amherst College, Massachusetts, made the experi

ment of free admission to the partial course, several

years ago. Whatever were the motives or the nature of

the ex eriment, it is sufficient to know that it was tried

and maimed.”

“ In the University of Vermont, at Burlington, in

1829, under the auspices of the venerable President,

Dr. James Marsh, who wrote an able pamphlet on the

subject, a provision was made for entire freedom of

choice, as to the studies they would pursue, in those

who did not' wish to be candidates for a degree. * * * * *

The desire of increased income, as well as usefulness,

had had much to do in the origination of the experiment,

and the authorities were sanguine that a strong demand

would soon be developed by the promise of a supply—

that numbers would come in and avail themselves of the

liberal and invitin arrangements. The expectation was

vain. They but imnd that they were preparing, with
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increased expense and labor, to meet a demand that did

not exist, and has not since existed, in that part of the

country. * * * * Although they have retained that fea

ture of their or anization ever since, President Smith as

serts that neit er the University nor the public would

lose anythin were it stricken out.” ‘

The experience of Harvard College, Cambridge, un

der various modifications of the partial course experi

ment, has not resulted more favourably. “In 1826 the

College was made open to persons who are not candi

dates for a degree, and who desire to study in particular

departments only. This scheme, judged so promising

at the time, was carried into effect and continued for

twenty years. Every department was thrown open, and

full liberty of selection was given to students; full in

struction was afforded them wherever they located them

selves, and certificates of actual proficiency were given.

During twenty years forty-eight students only, applied

for the privilege thus tendered to them, and these were

mostly such as had failed on application for entrance

upon the regular course. The scheme was abandoned,

as providing for a demand which did .not exist.” Va.

rious changes and modifications, as we learn frOm the

Report, were subsequently tried, with results by no means

satisfactory.

To meet the supposed demands of “the people for par

ticipation in the benefits of Colle iate institutions, other

modifications have been attempte , the success of which

remains, to some extent, an unsettled question. In our

own country, the most distinguished examples of these

modifications are to be found in the Virginia Uni

versity, and Brown University, Rhode Island. Of the

first we need say but little. Being a Southern institu

tion, and atronized to some extent, by most of the

Southern Slates, its character and prospects are known

to most of our readers. It was the favorite project of

Mr. Jefferson, who devoted himself, most assiduously,

during the last$8.13 of his life, to its establishment and

organization. hile great credit is due to this distin

guished philosopher and patriot for the self-denying ef

forts he made in behalf of this noble institution of learn

ing, we trust we may, without disrespect to his memory,
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rejoice that he failed in excluding from it, altogether,

those Christian influences, without which the highest

attainments in science are often a curse, instead of a

blessin . This University was, at the first, organized

somewgat after the model of the Continental Universi

ties. It was thrown into departments—the regular Col

lege classes were dispensed with—and the utmost lati

tude of choice was permitted to the students in the se

lection of their studies. The pro ramme of instruction

is very comprehensive; and its 0 airs have been, and

continue to be, filled by learned and able Professors.

Although it has had a fair degree of success, it may well

be doubted whether it has accomplished a greater amount

of good than it would have done, had it been organized

on the old plan. It has cost the State and the people of

the State a ver large sum of money; and if it has been

successful, to t e extent hoped for by its founders, must

have returned a very considerable amount of intellectu

al profits. Whether the one has been commensurate

with the other, we have no means of determining. Cer

tain it is, that but a few years after the formation of the

Virginia University, Washington College, in the same

State, followed the example, of which she became hearti

ly tired in a very few ears, and soon returned to her

original organization. 11 regard to Brown University,

we note from the Re ort as follows:

“(il'he present organization ofBrown University, Provi

dence, Rhode Island, had its origin, partly in a necessi

ty for additional pecuniary resources, to enable it to

maintain its high grade of educational facilities without,

encroachment on its ca ital, and ultimate bankruptcy.

The entire reasons whic led to this organization are dis

closed in a report presented to the cor oration, March

28, 1850, and its leading features are snc as—-‘1. To en

able a student to ursue to the best advantage, any sin

le course which e may choose. 2. To enable a stu

ent to pursue for a single term, a single year, or any

other portion of time, such studies as he may believe to

be for his advantage. 3. To allow students who are can

didates for degrees to pursue the studies necessary for a

degree, in a longer or shorter time, as their age, ability,

or pecuniary circumstances may render convenient to
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themselves,—the Faculty, however, having the right to

direct the studies of such students, in such manner as

may prevent idleness on the one hand, or superficial

haste on the other.’ In conformity with these general

principles, the old arrangement of four College classes

is abolished,——the institution is thrown into departments,

—-and the three degrees of Master of Arts, Bachelor

qf Arts, and Bachelor of Philosophy, are held out as

the directing goal, in view of which students are sup

plpsed to elect their Collegiate course. The degree of

aster of Arts, in course, or as a consequence of the

lapse of time, or the attainment of a profession is abol~

ished; and is here placed at the successful termination

of a certain course of under-graduate study. The course

for this degree embraces all that elsewhere belongs to a

liberal education—the ancient classics, one modern lan

guage (at least,) beside the English, mathematics, natu

ral philosophy, rhetoric, logic, chemistry, physiolo y,

history, political economy, intellectual and moral p i

losophy and the evidences of Christianity; but admits

of some diversity in allowing certain equivalents, to a

limited extent, to be taken from the departments of math

ematics, ancient or modern languages—to suit the views

of parties. The whole course is such as may be accom

plished in four years.

“For the other two degrees the course is so arranged

that it may be accomplished in three years. That of

Bachelor of Arts requires the student to have been a

proficient in nine courses of one year each ; of which two

must have been in an ancient language, one in mathemat

ics, one in the English language and in rhetoric, and

the course in moral philosophy and the evidences of

Christianity,——the remaining four to be selected by the

candidate from the regular courses. l

“The degree of Bachelor of Philosophy requires the

student to have been a proficient in nine courses of one

year each; of which one must have been in a modern

language, (not the English,) one in mathematics, one in

English literature, one in history and political economy,

one in moral philosophy and the evidences of Christiani

ty,—-the remaining four to be such of the regular courses

as he is fitted to pursue, at his own option. To be ad
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mitted as a candidate for either of these degrees, the

student undergoes a rigid preliminary examination on

elementary and fundamental studies, such as suit the

course he takes ;-—the whole adjusted to a high Col

legiate rank in the studies which constitute his particu

lar course; and no one is permitted to enter on any

course,“ without first evincing adequate preparation to

pursue -it with advantage to himself, and without detri

ment to the grade of instruction maintained in the Uni

versity.”

Beside the institutions already noticed, the Report gives

a particular account of the organization of others of simi

lar character, but difi'ering considerably in the details;

yet all having the same object in view—adapting the

course of instruction to the supposed wants of the peo

ple, making it more practical, and thus drawing to them

more extended patronage. Of this description are, the

University of Rochester, in New York, opened in 1850,

and a new University, very recently founded at Cleve

land, in the State of Ohio.

From this brief sketch of an- efl'ort so eneral—almost

universal—amongst our American Col eges, to adapt

their course of instruction to every imaginable desire of

the people, we should naturally conclude that there real

ly exists, in our country, a well-defined and concurrent

demand for such radical chan es of the old systems of

College instruction. . Of the exrstence of such a demand,

at least to the extent supposed by many, we have seen

no reliable evidence. The experience of those Colleges

where such changes have been tried, is far from being

conclusive in their favour. That there have been clamors,

in the case of State Universities and Colleges, importing

that their benefits are not equally distributed—that they

are institutions for the wealthy classes, and that the poor

7 are excluded from their benefits,-—that the outlay of

money fortheir su port is out of all proportion to the

advantages which t e State derives from them—these,

and such like clamors and complaints, we have often and

painfully heard. But, We apprehend, they issue, gener

ally, from the mouths of interested demagogues,——not

from the hearts of the people. The poorest and most

ignorant of our people know that wealth confers advan

65
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ta es, not only in this, but in every other business of

li e; and they are not weak enough (if left to themselves)

to complain of what they know is unavoidable. Few of

them are_insensible to the importance of learning—they

see that it ives elevation, character, and distinction,—

that a sing e learned, great and good man often confers

benefits on the State which more than counterbalance

the expenditures of years,—and they are thus stimulated

to noble exertions to reach a position from which they

ma be able to confer on their children the blessings

an "advantages which flow from education and refine

ment. We believe it would be unwise to jeopard the

interests of learning, by so far yielding to such clamors

as to make radical innovations on the lon -established
and long-tried organization of our Colleges. gMinor modi

fications and changes, to meet the ever-var ing exigen

cies of the times, are proper, and are everyw ere prompt

ly made. Great changes should never be attempted, but

upon the clearest proof of a great and well-defined neces

8t

But there is another phase of this subject, to which

we would, very briefly, call the attention of our readers.

We refer to that invaluable class of literary and scien

tific institutions, sometimes called high schools, sdentzfic

schools, schools of arts and manufactures, and the like.

In their proper place—and by this we mean, where the

exigencies of the community demand them—these are

of the very hi best value. They are the handmaids of

advancing civi ization. Without them, arts and manu

factures make but small progress, or ingloriously perish.

In our view, they furnis the only true and legitimate

answer to the demand, of which we have been treating.

To England, perhaps the very greatest benefit de

rived from her great exhibition of 1851, was the discove

ry, that in some of her most important manufactures, in

which, until then, she had never doubted her decided

superiority over all others, she was rivalled, not abso

lutely ewaelled by France,—and that this was the result

of the cultivation of scientific knowledge, through her

industrial Colleges, in France; while similar efforts were

neglected in England. Her wise men and scholars had

long foreseen, and warned the government of this result.
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But, with his characteristic self-esteem and obstinacy,

John Bull would not believe them. His eyes are now

openedhand if Prince Albert and his able coadjutors

shall carry out (as we doubt not they will,) their great

project of “an industrial Colle e of arts and manufac

tures,” they will have achieve for Great Britain more

of real honor, and wealth, and power, and lory, than

she has won by all her wars since the days 0 Elizabeth.

The nett proceeds of the reat exhibition being set apart,

as the basis of its on owment (about $700,000) and

with such patronage as it will command, the successful

achievement of this reat enterprise is not to be doubted.

In no country of8 Europe have greater efforts been

made for the advancement of arts and manufactures by

'the cultivation of the physical and mathematical sci

ences, than in France. Not only her scientific men, but

her government, have long been alive to the importance

of this subject. Amongst a great number of institutions,

having this object in view, her central school of arts and

manufactwes, established in 1829, stands preéminently,

a model institution. The object of this school will be

seen b a brief quotation which we make from an article

in the orth British Review :—

“ The central school is destined specially to form civil

engineers, directors of workshops, superintendents of

manufactories,—to foster the industry of men capable of

bringing into the direction of these establishments, and

of great public works, the lights furnished by the physi

cal and mathematical sciences, not only when studied in

their more important and general doctrines, but above

all, when considered in reference to their practical ap

plication.” No less than twenty learned Professors are

employed in giving instruction during the three years of

the regular course, and their instructions embrace every

science which may be ap lied to any of the industrial

arts. We would gladly furnish the reader with a de

tailed account of the various branches of knowledge

taught in this model institution; but the length to which

this article has already grown, warns us to forbear. We

refer those who desire further information, to the num

ber of the North British Review for August, 1852. ‘

In our own country, a number of scientific schools
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have, of late years, been established, in many respects

similar to the great Euro ean schools to which we have

referred, and which we eem the proper means, as we

have before remarked, of filling the hiatus which is sup

posed to exist in our systems of education. Of these,

the most distin uished and influential known to us, are

the Central Hig School of Philadelphia, the New York

Free Academy, and the Lawrence Scientific School, at

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Each of these schools em

braces quite a large circle of scientific instruction. With

such modifications as might easily be made, by throw

ing 011' some studies, and thus affording enlar ed oppor

tunities for the acquisition of more extende and tho

rough attainments in others, they might be made the

means (to those who desire it) of prosecuting a course of

scientific instruction after the College has performed its

functions, and still answer the purpose of preparin those

who expect to devote themselves to any of the in ustrial

arts, for the highest achievements of their several trades

or professions. Indeed, they are so used at present.

These two ends being accomplished, everything has been

done that schools and Colleges can do.

We have already anticipated our conclusion. We re

peat it. We would touch the old organization of our

Colleges with chary hands. What has stood the test of

so many ages, with so little disapprobation, cannot be

very faulty. We are so far conservatives, that we would,

at all times, rather amend than destroy,-—and we are al

most—not altogether—prepared to say of our Colleges,

with Dr. Anderson, “let them alone—efl'orts to reform

may ruin what we have, without any adequate compen

sation.” We think that the establishment of scientific

schools, of the hi hest attainable grade, either in con

nection with our Colleges, or as separate and independ

ent institutions, is the best expedient to remedy the de

fects complained of—and that these, with such modifica

tions of the old College plans as experience and change

of circumstances may suggest, will give us as near a per

fect system of education as is attainable in the present

condition of our race. At the same time, we are free

to state our belief, that the demand for scientific schools,

'of the highest grade, is not yet so great in the Southern
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portion of our confederacy, as it is in the Northern. The

almost exclusive devotion of our people to agricultural

nrsuits—the comparative sparseness of our w ite popu~

ation—sand the small demand for scientific artisans

amongst us, would probably forbid an amount of patron

age, commensurate with the heavy expenses of such es

tablishments. When a demand for them is created, the

supply will follow, as a matter of course. Sooner than

this, it would be folly to establish them.

 

ARTICLE III.

NOTICE or THE DEAD SEA.

In many respects, this sheet of water, called by the

Arabs Bahr hit, the Sea of Lot, and known among us

as the Lake Asphaltites, or the Dead Sea, is, even inde

pendently of its historical and biblical associations, one

of the most extraordinary localities in the known world.

On the south-eastern borders of Palestine, and se ara

ted from the vine-covered, and the olive-bearing hi ls of

Judea, by a range of bare sterile hills, mostly of lime

stone, the surface of which is diversified by deep clefts,

and profound gorges, 0r wadys, alternately with steep

hills, which, towards the east, tower into 10ft moun

tains, constituting altogether, the wilderness of udea,——

lies the lake of Asphaltites. According to Schwartz,*

this singular sheet of water is about 70 miles in length,

and from 15 to 20 in breadth. Dr. Robinson‘l' estimates

its length from North to South, at 38 or 40 geogra hical
miles, and its breadth at 10 or 12 English miles. EIhieut.

Lynch’s map shows a length of about 50 miles, and a

breadth of from 3 or 4 in its narrowest, to about 10 miles

in its broadest part. This does not reatl vary from

the proportions given in the map-0f ons. £eSaulc

Into this lake, at the North-eastern extremity, ows

* Geography of Palestine, p. 42.

1' Biblical Researches, vol. ii, p. 217.

1Voyage aux Villes Maudites. Pa. M. F. DeSaulcy. Paris, 1853.
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the river Jordan, a muddy, ra id stream, about the size

of the Warrior river, at Tnska oosa, Alabama, or of the

Passaic, at Belleville, a little above Newark, N. J. The

Jordan rises among the hills around Mount Hermon, and

when swollen by the rains of winter, and by the melt

ing snows in spring, it brings down a large body of

water. But, although the Dead Sea has no visible out

let, its waters do not seem to be greatly elevated, for any

lon time, above the ordinar level.

he whole valley of the ordan, as well as the Dead

Sea at its southern extremity, is a vast elongated basin,

shut in by lofty mountains on the east and on the west.

The Dead Sea itself, is a little over 1300 feet lower than

the level of the Mediterranean.* Lieut. Symonds of

the British Royal Engineers, estimates it also, as about

1312 feet lower than the level of the Mediterraneand'

Nay, even the Sea of Galilee, distant, perhaps, 190 miles to

the North, is estimated at about 330 feet lower than that

reat inland Seajp At its narrow northern extremity the

ead Sea is bordered by the plain of the Jordan valley,

which falls by a short and gradual descent of a few feet

only, to the water’s edge. On the east and the west,

this Sea is shut in by high rugged hills, erfectly bare,

which rise, for a long extent on each si e, almost per

pendicularly from the water. On the south the shore is

almost a plain, rising gradually to a ridge, of no great

elevation, which separates the Dead Sea from the great

Wady Arabah, that extends, with a very gradual slope,

(interrupted by one ridge, of no great height,) to the

Gulf of Akabah, the eastern arm of the Red Sea ;—

into which, I cannot but think, the waters from the

Ghor, i. e. the valley of the Jordan, ma once have

found their way. This idea, however, Dr. obinson re

jects.§

On the eastern side, and at about three fourths of the

entire length of the sea, from the north, a peninsula, in

shape like the foot of a man’s boot, and having the toe

pointin towards the north, projects into the sea, more

than ha f-way across. It extends to more than one fourth

* L nch’s Ex edition . .‘f p to the Dead Sea, p 640

lson’s Lands of the Bible, vol. ii. p. 24.—1Ib. i. 285.

§Bib. Res. ii. 60.
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the length ofthe Sea, towards the north. The waters of

the Dead Sea are exceedingly heavy and disagreeable to

the taste, being thoroughly saturated with salt, magnesia,

sulphur, and bituminous and earthy matter.* It is

nauseous, and very acrid: one cannot, without difiicul

ty, retain in the mouth, even a small quantity, beyond

a few moments; and if attempted, the nauseous taste

will remain for nearly an hour. Lieut. Lynch found

that the spray from the waves in a gale, evaporating as

it; fell, left incrustations of salt upon the clothes, hands

and face, conveying a prickly sensation wherever it

touched the skim—and being, above all, exceedingly

painful to the eyes—(Page 268.)

So buoyant is this water, that it is next to impossible

to sink in it; a fact I saw abundantly illustrated on the

north-western corner of this Sea in March last, (1853.)

Dr. Robinson says, (Bib. Res. ii: p. 213,) “Two of us

bathed in this sea; and although I could never swim be

fore, either in fresh or salt water, yet here I could sit,

stand, lie, or swim in the water without difficulty.”

Lynch found that his boats lay, at least, one inch higher

out of the water when floating on this sea, than in the

Jordan, with the same load—(Page 377.) He declares

also, that in a ale which met him in the Dead Sea, “it

seemed,from ti density of the water, that the boats were

encountering the sledge-hammers of the Titans, rather

than the opposing wares 0{ an angry sea.”—(Page 268.)

In the waters of this la e, no fish, no molnsk, no shell

fish, no insect, even, is found living. Lynch says, “this

water alone, of all the works of its Maker, contains no

living thing within it.”—-(Pa e 311.) In the water

bron ht by him from the Dead ‘ea, and which was sub

jecte to a powerful microsco e, no animalculse, and no

vestige of animal matter coul be detected—(Pa e 377,

note.) To the same effect is the remark of Dr. obin

son : “According to the testimony of all antiquity, and of

most modern travellers, there exists within the waters

of the Dead Sea, no living3 thing; no trace, indeed, of

animal or vegetable life.-—( ib. Res. vol. ii., p. 226.)

I myself sought, with close attention, to discover some

* See Analysis, Lynch 509: Bib. Res. vol. ii, pp. 224, 226.
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shell, molusk, or insect in these waters; but I could de~

tect nothing. 1 did, indeed, pick up a small shell, on a

heap of broken sticks and reeds thrown upon the north

ern head, not far from the little gravelly island ; but it

was a helix, a land shell, that must have been brought

down by the waters of the Jordan.

Along the borders of this sea, and to a considerable

distance from its waters, vegetation is dead; and the

few shrubs and branches of trees occasionally met with,

floating upon its waters, or cast upon the beach, are

usually covered with a salty incrustation.

NOW the question presents itself, where were situated

the cities destroyed by the vengeance of Heaven? and

where stood the little city of Zoar, the place of refuge to

Lot and his fugitive family,—and which, for his sake,

was spared?

All authorities, ancient and modern, agree in assign

ing them to this locality, or its immediate vicinity. It

has, indeed, been generally supposed, that these cities.

were situated on the southern part of the ancient plain,

or vale of Siddim; and that, when overthrown by the

vengeance of Heaven, in “the 'rai/m'ng down off/re a/nd

brimstone upon them, {mm the Lord, out of Hewvm,

they were, in that terri 1e catastrophe, (which may pro—

bably have been accompanied by an earthquake and

volcanic eruptions, of which this locality shows abun

dant indications,) sunk down, b a subsidence of the

ground on which they stood, an covered by the salt

waters of the Lake, which then, either first appeared, or“

at least extended further to the South than it had donev

anciently.*

* Lieut. Lynch says, “The inference from the Bible, that this entire

chasm was a plain, sunk, and “overwhelmed,” by the wrath of God, seems

to be sustained by the extraordinary character of our soundings. The

bottom of this sea consists of two submerged plains, an elevated, and a de

pressed one: the former averaging thirteen feet, the latter about thirteen

undredfeet, below the surfaced) Between the Jabok and this sea, we

unexpected] found a sudden break-down in the bed of the Jordan. If

there be a similar break-dowu in water courses to the South of the sea,

accompanied with like volcanic characters, there can scarce he a doubt,

that the whole Ghor has sunk, from some extraordinary convulsion, pre

ceded, most probably by an eruption of fire, and a general confiagration

of the bitumen which abounded m the plain.”—See, also, Robinson’s Bib.

Res. vol. ii., p. 602: Lynch's Exped’n. pp. 878, 3’79.
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It has, therefore, been generally supposed, that the

site of these destroyed cities is now covered by the wa

ters of the shallow bay of the Dead Sea, to the south of

the peninsula above mentioned. While in the sea north

of this peninsula, the depth of water is 1300 feet, it aver

ages, in this southern portion, only 13 feet; the bottom

here being a soft mud, mixed with sulphur and salt; in

thisportion, also, the waters yield large quantities of

bitumen. All search for the ruins of these doomed cities

was, therefore, deemed hopeless ; unless it might be Zoar,

somewhere on the south-eastern coast, among the moun

tain ranges of Moab, where the tribes, descended from

the incestuous daughters of Lot, are known to reside to

this da ,—the Moabites and the Ammonites. But- the

fierce ostility of these tribes has long deterred travel

lers from attempting extensive explorations on the shores.

of the Dead Sea, exceptin along its northern and north

western borders, which visited in March last, (1853.)

Various enterprizing travellers have attempted to ex

plore this sea and its shores, but with little success.*

About 1806, Seetzen ublished the results of his visit

to this re ion. In 1818, rby and Maugles also, traveled

here.—( obinson ii., p. 484.) Another party, Costigan

and Molyneanx, British explorers, succeeded, to some

extent, but the chief officers of this arty, and most of

the men, died soon after leaving this reary region, from

the hardships and the sickness that met them on this

Sea of the Dead. Whatever discoveries they may have

made perished with them. The rave of the second in

command, in this ill-fated expedition, I saw at Jerusa

salem.‘ Even Lieut. Lynch’s company, at one time, ex

hibited alarmm symptoms of exhaustion and commen

cing sicknessrjPages 335, 336, 338.)

'1" Lieut. Lynch says, “There is a. tradition among the Arabs, that no

one can venture upon this sea and live. Repeatedly the fate of Costigan

and M01' _eaux, two English explorers, had been cited, to deter us. These

allant nglishmen lost their lives in attempting to explore this sea.—

Page 311.) ' The first one spent a few days, t e last one about 20 hours,

and returned to the place from whence he had embarked, without land

ing upon its shores. One was found dying upon its shores, and the other

expired in November last, immediately after his return, of fever contract

ed upon its waters”—Lync'h’s Exped’n. p. 369. Sickness invaded also,

Lync ’5 party, (p. 388,) and Mr. Dale, one of the party, died near Beirout,

of fever, contracted here—(Pages 502, 507.]

Von. vn.—N0. 4. 66
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T0 the honor of this western Republic it can be said,

that Lieut. Lynch of the U. S. Navy, and to a certain

extent, under the patrona e of the American Govern

ment, first succeeded, 184 and 1848, in the attempt to

enter the Dead Sea by descending the Jordan. With

two boats constructed ex ressly for the purpose, he ex

plored every part of the ead Sea; he took and record

ed the soundings of its depths in every direction,—~he

landed at many points, both on the eastern and western

coasts, and _he has furnished to the world, a fuller, more

minute, and more accurate account of this dismal lake,

and of its dismal coasts, than is found in any other work

as yet ublished.

To t e accuracy of the statements given by Lieut.

Lynch, I can bear cheerful testimony, although to a very

limited extent along the northern and north-western

coasts. The hostility and thievish rapacity of the tribes

0n the eastern and southern coasts of the Dead Sea, ren

der explorations in those regions, dangerous and difficult.

The slee less vigilance and undaunted courage of Lieut.

Lynch aibne, saved his party, numerous and well-armed

though they were, from the treacherous desi s of the

Arab around Kerak, on the eastern coast.—( ages 364,

366.) Even in our own case, short though the sojourn

we contemplated in this locality, and though we went,

a numerous company, and well armed, yet a strong escort

of Arabs, engaged by agents, sent out from Jerusalem

to accompany us, was deemed necessary for our safety,

and we could see, as we journeyed, detachments of these,

our guard, passin from one mountain-height to another,

to descr in the d1stance, and give timely notice of any

ap roac ing, hostile, or suspicious-looking body of men.

he gentleman of our party, more adventurous than

the rest, made a com act with one of the most powerful

of these maraudin S eikhs, to conduct him in safety to

Gebel Sdoum, or sdum, the mountain of salt, near the

south-west coast of the Dead Sea, and which has by

some been held to be the site of ancient Sodom. I part

ed with this gentleman, (Mr. Beaumont,) at Jerusalem,

before he set out on the expedition, and I saw him at

Damascus after his return. He assured me in general

terms, of his success, but with the particulars I was not

made acquainted.
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In the narrative of Lieut. Lynch, there is one singular

statement, which has excited a 00d deal of interest,

and which is likely to produce stil more, and lead to no

little discussion from the fact, that a recent French ex

ploring party, conducted by_DeSaulcy, deny its truth.

Lieut. Lynch shared in the current belief that the

southern waters of this sea cover the guilty cities.—

(Page 307.) Butwhile carefully cruising along the south

western coast, a little south from the extreme northern

end of Gebel Usdum, he saw, to his amazement, at the

head of a deep, narrow, and abrupt chasm in this moun

tain of salt, a lofty, round pillar, standing apparently,

detached from the general mass of the mountains.

This column he saw from his boat. He landed and

examined it, in company with Dr. Anderson. The beach

was a soft, slimy mud, incrusted with salt, and a short

distance from the water, it was covered with saline frag

ments and cakes of bitumen. He found this pillar to be

of solid salt, capped with carbonate of lime, cylindrical

in front, and pyramidical behind. It was about forty

feet high, and was connected with the mountain behind,

by a sort of post, or buttress. It stands on a kind of

oval pedestal, about 60 feet above the level of the waters.

Josephus, in his antiquities, Clemens Romanus, and

also, Irenaeus of the Second century, all mention such a

pillar as existing somewhere in this region.

But now, in a work entitled “ Vogage aux Villes Mau

dites,” Paris, 1852, by A. S. DeSaulcy, describing the

visit of DeSaulcy and his com anions to the accursed

cities, about a year before my visit to these regions, the

lively writer seeks to throw discredit on the work of the

American explorer. He mercilessly ridicules the entire

account given by Lieut. Lynch, respecting the pillar of

salt, and attributes the story “ to the imagination of the

American officer,” insinuating that he has ventured on

a pretended verification of the statement found in cer

tain ancient authors.

Now, independently of the insolent tone in which this

insinuation is conveyed,—the denial and the insinuation

itself, are unworthy of the French savant who has pub

lished them, and unworthy of his nation!

DeSaulcy and his companions traveled by land, around
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the southern shores of the Dead Sea, diverging at times,

necessarily, from the beach and from the coast.

Now, the sketch furnished by Lynch, of the ravine in

the side of Mt. Usdum, where he found this pillar stand

ing, and his account in the text, of the manner in which

he came in view of it, at 9 o’clock, A. M., April 26th,

1848, (p. 307,) clearly show that a person skirting these

shores by land, must necessarily pass on the inland side

of this bold ravine, which stands at the sea-ward foot of

this mountain of salt. DeSaulcy’s party could not have

come in view of this pillar of salt, nor even of the ravine

in which it stands, unless they had been coastin in a

boat, which they did not possess, or unless they ha been

travelling on the beach itself, between the water and

the mountain, which the deep slime here prevailing, ren

ders impossible. The difficulty of moving on the beach,

in front of the ravine, has already been noticed; and for

some distance below, it is the same. Just opposite to

the cave in Usdum, described by Robinson, Lieut. Lynch

says, (p. 209,) “Mr. Dale landed, to observe for the lati

tude. His feet sunk, first, through a layer of slimy

mud, a foot deep, then through a crust of salt, then

through another foot of mud, before reaching a firm bot

tom. The beach was so hot as to blister the feet. From

the water’s edge he made his way, with difficulty, for

more than a hundred yards, over black mud, coated with

salt and bitumen.” Plain it is, then, that DeSaulcy’s

party, traveling on horseback, could not by any possi

bility, have passed either by water, or on the beach at

the foot of the cliffs, whence alone, they could have ob

tained a view of this pillar of salt. And yet, because

DeSaulc did not see that, which, traveling in the man

ner he dld, he could not have seen, he boldly denies its

existence altogether, and with an insulting air of supe

riority over this “Monsieur le Capitaine American,” he

virtually char es a gallant and accomplished officer of

the American avy, with fabricating and deliberately

publishing a lie! and that too, in a narrative officially

reported,—a narrative that exhibits on every page, the

characteristic impress of modesty and candor! Such

littleness of national prejudice, or of personal vanity, is

unworthy a scholar and a man. -
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The sneering remarks of Monsieur Edouard Delessert,

the chronicler of the discoveries in DeSaulcy’s expedi

tion, “ Qnelle gloire pour an museé National que de

posseder la statue de la femme de Loth ! Mais cette

gloire leur sera refuseé a tons, je vons garantie,”'( . 80,)

-—“ What gloryfor a national museum to assesst e sta

tue qfLot’e wife: But this glory will be nied to them

(the Americans,) by all, Ipledge you my word,”—betrays

the operation of an unworthy motive, and is redolent of

a snpercilions vanity.*

* The entire narrative of De Saulcy’s Expedition, evinces the same self

conceit, and contempt for the American explorers. Thus, after coming

upon extensive ranges of foundation walls, and angles, indicating former

rectangular superstructures, on the western slope of Usdnm, the moun

tain of salt—he remarks, “Nous avons constate une grande quantite de

ces angles, si important puisque ils attestent in presence d’une ville, et de -

quelle ville: de Sodomel La conviction acquise que Sodome etait 1a! Non

pas sous les eaux, comme se lait a le penser le pnblique intelligent qni

ne croit que ce quid vent, iencroire,--comme l’a afirme tree lege'rement

l’ezpedition conduits par le Capitaine I/ynch; cette conviction, des Je, nous

semble la premiere recompense de nos fatigues: ce n’etait, du reste, no

le commencement, mais nous connaissons Sodome, Sdomn comme le e

saiens nos Arabes, pres de la montagne qui orte son nom, Djebel Sdoum:

i1 n’y avsit pas la a donter! Voyage aux illes Maudetes," (page '7 8.)——

We have traced a great number of these angles, so important, because

they show the presence of a city ;—and of what city i—of Sodom ! The

conviction thus obtained, that Sodom was there, and not under the water,

- as the wise public chooses to think; that public which believes only as it

chooses to believe,—-and as the expedition conducted by Capt. Lynch has

very inconsiderately, (very lightly,) afiwned it to be,--this conviction, I

say, seems to us the first recompense of our fatigues: as to the rest, this

was but the commencement ;— ut we have found Sodom, Sdoum, as our

Arabs call it, near to the mountain which bears its name, “ Djebel Sdml/m."

There was no room here for doubt.

This mountain, Usduui, or Gebel Sdonm, has been known for ages; its

name has been known; that it is one mass of salt has been known; and

that ruins were in its vicinity has been known. And yet these French

travellers, because they came upon some of these ruins, and because their

Arab attendants repeat the name Sdoum, which is given to the mountain

in memory of the dread catastrophe it seems to commemorate, and there

fore given to the ruins that may be upon, or near it, speak of their achieve

ments as of an original discovery, (see the remarks on p. '79, respecting the

salt of this mountain ;) and they treat the opinion of other travellers, in

reality neither less learned, less observant, nor less adventurous than them

selves, with sovereign contempt—(Comp. Rob. Bib. Res. v. ii. p. 488, 484.)

Alittle further on, (p. 79,) cur French explorer continues: “Nous ne

ponvions as revenir de notre etonnement a la vue de ce singnlier rocher

de nmwe e composition,--(and yet Robinson has more fully described this

same mountain of salt, Bib. Res. ii., 482-486 ;) and Lyne also mentions

its composition, (p, 307,) isole’ ainsi an milieu de tent dc montagnes en~
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And yet this same DeSaulcy, or his chronicler, Mon

sieur Edouard Delessert, professes to have discovered the

ruins of the city of Sodom in extensive foundations of

walls of houses and other edifices, on the northern slope

of this very mountain of salt, (Voyage, &c. p. 77 : 78,)

and not far from its base. The Arabs give to these ru

ins, as well as to the monntain‘on whic they stand, the

virontes, et toutes sortes de souvenirs bibliques venaient nous assailler;

,mais jai moins d’imagination que le Capitaine Lynch, et si cet habile

explorateur a pu voir la statue de la femme de Loth, et aller jns qu’a en

donner un dessein, Je ne pourrai, moi, ni vous en attester la presence, ni

vous en fourner la representation: car Je ne l’ai pas vue, et, ui plus est,

Je crains ort, qu'on ne puisse pas le coir ; le Capitaine Lynch c’est pent

etre autorise’ de certains vers de Tertullien, qui donne des details tres

preces sur cette pretendue statue,—ou d’oeuvres d’antres ecrivains, plus

credules encore, on plus * * * * inexacts: mais dans ce cas i1 aurait

du lire la fin de tous les passages on il en est question, et ou l’auteur que

Earle, a soin d’ajouter—‘Je ne l’aipas cue, n’y etanspas alle'—-Nous anrions

iens vonlu leur donner raison a tons. Qnelle gloire pour nn Musee Na

tional que de posseder,” die. &c., as above cited in the textl—“ We could

not recover from our astonishment at the sight of this singular rock of

novel composition (salt,) thus isolated amid so many surrounding moun

tains; and all sorts of Biblical reminiscences began to crowd in upon us.

But, I have less imagination than has Captain Lynch; and if this skilful

explorer has been able to gain a sight of the statue of Lot’s wife, and even

to go so far as to give a sketch of it,—for myself, at least, I could neither

certify to its presence, nor furnish you with a representation of it; for I

have not seen it: and what is more, I greatly fear it is not to be seen 1—

Captain Lynch may, perhaps, fortify himself by reference to certain lines .

of Tertullian,‘who gives very precise details respecting this pretended sta

tue,—or to the works of other writers, more credulous still, or more * *

inexact: but, in this case, he should have read to the close of all those

passages in which it is mentioned, and where the author who speaks, has

the precaution to add, ‘I have not seen it, not having myself been on the

spot. We should always cheerfully render to all their due. ‘ What glory

for a national museum, ” the. die. as above. 1

Now the whole of the above passages are disingenuous and unjust: they

leave the impression that the writer and his party first discovered this

locality, and first ascertained the material 0 Djebel Usdum to be salt;

whereas Dr. Robinson and several others have minutely described it be

fore them.

They also leave the reader to infer that Lynch represents his discove

as being precisely that of the very statue of Lot’s wife: whereas Lyndh

simply states the fact of his finding, in a ravine in Usdum, a pillar 40 feet

hig , rising from a knoll, or oval edestal, 60 feet high, above the level of

the water; the pillar and the e estal being, like the whole mountain at

whose base it stands, compose of rock salt, (p. 307.) Lynch says nothing

about a statue of Lot’s wife,—but he leaves his readers to draw their own

inferences, from a comparison with the Bible story—Gen. xix. 26.

The modesty of the American, and the dogmatic confidence of the

Frenchman, are here in striking contrast! '
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name Sdoum, or Usdum, i. e. Sodom; and the mountain

itself, they sometimes call, Djehel el Melehh, “the mom»

tain of salt.”

About three or three and a half miles, a little to the

north of west from these ruins, Mons. DeSaulcy thinks,

he discovered the site of Zoar.—(Page 173.) This is the

Zoweir, or Zuweirah of the Arabs and of Robinson.—

Bib. Res. vol. ii: pp. 480, 661, 662.

At a rugged point in the same chain of mountains,

but considerably more to the west, and a little northerly,

the same author came upon a spot which his guide told

him, was once a considerable city, Ouadi e1 Thameh,

which God destroyed for its wickedness. From this one

circumstance of the slight resemblance in the sound of

the names, (for he does not speak of any considerable

ruins yet visible there,) Mons. DeSaulcy concludes this

must have been the ancient Admah.—(Page 181, and

note 12.

Zeboim, our French explorer, thinks he finds, in ruins

on the eastern coast, among the mountains directly 0p

posite to the middle of the neck of the eninsula, and

not very far from Kerak, the capital of oab. Kerak

is a stron 1y fortified place, where dwell a few Christians,

but whic is ruled by a powerful sheikh of the hostile

Arab tribes of the Eastern coast.—“ Voyage aux Villes

Maudites,” p. 164, and note 10.

Gomorrah, the other one of the five doomed cities,

Mons. DeSaulcy locates amon the mountains on the

north-western coast of this Dea Sea, and within a day’s

journey of the Convent of Ban—(Saba, see his map.)

Now, it may be said that the narrative in Genesis does

not absolutely require us to suppose that all the cities

except Zoar, must now be submer ed beneath the wa

ters of the Dead Sea; but yet the evastation, jud in

from that narrative itself, seems to have been con me

to the plain: Thus—“He overthrew those cities and all

the (plain, and all the inhabitants of the cities, and that

which grew upon the plain.”—Gen. xix: 25. Compare

this with Gen. xiv: 2, 3, where these five cities are men

tioned as to ether, in the vale of Siddim, which

is the Salt Sea.” 'l‘he specification of the place, “vale

of Siddim,” seems here to designate the locality of the
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cities, rather than the spot where a league was agreed

to; and this s ot is described as being, in the writer’s

time, a Salt ea—“ The oale of Sidolim, which is the

Salt Sea,” a designation perfectly appropriate to the lake

Asphaltites. - '

And that the ancient vale of Siddim, is now the bot

tom of this lake, the nature of the locality shows. There

is here no other vale. The mountains rise directly from

the water’s edge on nearly all sides. The narrow beach

occasionally found between the water and the mountain’s

base, is a deep mud, mixed with salt and bitumen. On

the south there is an open extent of land, for some dis

tance from the sea, but, both DeSaulcy and Lynch, de

scribe it as a deep, salt-slime, a mere quag-mire, almost

impassable.

he party accompanying DeSaulcy, had the utmost

difficulty in getting round the outer-edge of this quag.

Their horses, even on its. border, sank in mire up to the

saddle-girths. One horse they lost, suffocated in the

mire—(See DeSaulcy’s description of the quag-mire

plain, la Sabkhah, pp. 169, 174.)

On the western coast also, around the base of Usdum,

and not far indeed, from the ruins, he regards as Sodom,

“The soil,” he tells us, “is a strange compound of salt,

with a little earth, and so soft that the feet of the horses

left deep indentations. There it was that the party had

to make a considerable circuit, in order to avoid a spot

where, only a year previously, (in 1850,) a loaded camel

instantly isappeared, in a gulf that opened suddenly,

beneath it to a depth of 80 feet.”——(Voyage, &c., p. 77.)

So exactly does this southern shore—the small remain

ing rim of the ancient vale of Siddim, correspond to the

account iven by Moses, who says, (Gen. xiv: 10,) “ The

rule of Siddim was full of slime pits,” insomuch that

two of the five confederate kings, or sheikhs, in the hasty

flight after their defeat, “fell there.”

A comparison of the 19th and 14th Chapters of Gen

esis, leads to the conclusion that the idea generally cur

rent, is correct, viz: that the doomed cities were on the

plain, i. e., in the vale of Siddim,” which is now on the

Salt Sea,” and that they are therefore, now covered by

its waters. This supposition, so naturally awakened by
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the narrative, in Genesis, is nns aringly ridiculed by the

narrator of Mons. DeSaulcy, “gloyage aux Villes Mau—

dites.” And yet the appearance of the locality at this

day confirms this supposition, from the rugged charac

telr of the surrounding mountains, and their utter ste

ri ity.

Mons. DeSaulcy himself declares that the whole of

Djebel Usdum, on which stand the substructions which

he calls the ruins of Sodom, is one vast mass of good,

fine salt, only variously coloured ; it is 300 feet high, and

twelve French kidometres, or about 13,124 yards across.

Now, Mons. DeSaulcy demands, if these substruc

tions be not the remains of ancient Sodom, of what city

can they be the ruins? The buildings of which they

show the foundation, must have been standing there be

ore the catastrophe of Salaam—because no city could

have been built there afterwards. There are here no

natural streams of are water; and cisterns could not

have been excavate , in a mass of pure salt, for holding

water. On such ground no man could live,-—much less

the inhabitants of a large city. The rock beneath their

feet, and for thousands of yards, on all sides of them,

bein pure salt, a supply of water would have been im

possible, and the city must have perished of thirst!

The learned Frenchman does not seem to be aware

that this circumstance would be equally fatal to the

hypothesis, that this was one of the doomed cities, for

no inhabitant could have lived there! Unless, indeed,

we be prepared to admit, that not only were these cities

destroyed by volcanic action, and by earth uake, so that

all the evil inhabitants perished, but also, t at the whole

mountain on which Sodom stood, whatever may have

been the original material of the mountain, was changed

miraculously, into a cast mass of pure salt; and yet so

gently and so skilfully was the change effected, that the

rectangular substructions, the foundation walls of Sod

om’s buildings, remained in their original position, and

remained still stone, unchanged, the regularity of the

lines and angles continuin unbroken. 'lhis would be a

miracle not recorded by oses, but equal to any miracle

recorded in the Bible!

The triumphant demand of DeSaulcy, “What! city

6
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could this have been if it was not Sodom 'l—What people

could, after the catastrophe of the Pentapolis, have had

the incredible idea of establishing, far from all drinkable

water, a city on a soil of salt, in which it became from

that time, impossible to dig cisterns ?”——(Voyage, &c.,

p. 201, note 4,)-—remaining as it must, unanswered, fur

nishes no ground for concluding that this is the site of

the ancient Sodom! It would lead us, rather to infer

that these substructions mark the site of some military

work, some strong fortress, not that of a city. A garri

son, located in one place, for a time only, and subject to

be removed, and followed by fresh troops, may submit

to inconveniences of position, that would be fatal to a

city, whose population are permanent residents of the

spot. For a 1garrison, other means of securing a supply

of water mig t be provided, besides cisterns excavated

in the rock, on which their citadel may have been built.

Artificial cisterns constructed above ground, and filled

by rain conducted into them from the roofs of the build

ings, might have been in use here, as with us now, in

many places, where deleterious ingredients in the soil

prevent the possibility of a supply of water by means

of wells,—-m0reover, fresh water might have been brought

from regions beyond the limits of the salt mountain,

just as the town of Suez is at this day supplied with wa

ter, brought on camels from a distance.

At the distance of about three and a half miles from

the above ruins, to the west, a little northerly, are found,

on the side of a hill, and not .far from the crater of an

extinct volcano, ruins of some extent, but less considera

ble than those of Sdoum. These ruins are named by

the Arabs Zouera, 0r Zuweira. In these ruins; Mons.

DeSaulcy recognizes Zoar, the little city to which Lot

was permitted to flee, and which was spared at Lot’s in

tercession. I .

This identity Mons. DeSaulcy argues on three distinct

grounds: first, the name; secondly, its proximity to

dourn; and thirdly, its position, neither on the moun

tain, nor on the plain.

First, then, Zouera, he contends, is Zoar, from the

similarity ofthe name. This argument is weak, at best,—

conclusive it could not be; and Dr. Robinson affirms,
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that the Hebrew Zoar, and the Arabic Zuweira, are radi

cally difi'erent,—the one cannot have been softened into

the other, since in Zoar is found the Hebrew ain, the

most incorrigible of all letters, which never falls away

in the middle of a word—(Robinson’s Bib. Res. ii : 480.)

But, secondly, the proximity of Zouera to Sdoum, he

argues, is strongly evincive that it must be Zoar. It is

above an hour’s travel from Sdoum ; but as Lot left

Sodom when the day was breaking,—and as the sun was

just risen as he entered Z0ar,—Zoar must have been about

an hour’s distance from Sodom.—(Geu. xix: 15, comp. 23.)

But, if Zoar be on the eastern coast of the Dead Sea,

as Irby and Mangles supposed, and as Dr. Robinson

contends, (vol. ii: p. 481,) an interval of eight hours

would have been requisite to pass from Sodom to Zoar,

even if the sea did not then, as it now does, cover most

of the intervening 'space.

But now, as the resemblance of the names is not de

cisive, so this second argument, based on the proximity

of the two places, is inconclusive. If the modern Sdoum

be not (as M. DeSaulcy contends it is,) the true site of

the ancient Sodom, then the argument in favour ot'Zouera,

as the true Zoar, based on the ground of the close prox

imity of Zouera to Sdoum, is worthless,——and the objec

tion against the location of Zoar 0n the eastern coast,

falls with it. If Usdum be not the ancient Sodom, then

that city may have stood‘on some point of what is now

the bed of the Dead Sea, below the peninsula,——perhaps,

very near the mouth of the Wady Kerak, Opening on

that peninsula, and where are ruins deemed by many,

as by Irby and Mangles, (Travels, p. 448,) to be the true

Zoar, and in this opinion Robinson coincides, (ii,vp. 481.)

The third argument ofi'ered by-M. DeSaulcy for his

location of the Zoar of the Bible is, that Zouera stands be

tween Ouadi et Thameh (Admah,) and Sdoum, (Sodom,)

two condemned cities, both of them on the mountain,

while Zouera is neither on the mounta/ln, nor on the

Min, and that the sacred text speaks of a disaster which

affected all the plain and the mounta/lnf—(Page 215,

close of note 12.) It is to be regretted that Mons. DeS.

did not quote, or give reference to the sacred teats,

which represent the disaster of the condemned cities as
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afl’ecting the mountain, and all the lain. The narra

tive in Genesis declares that the w ole lain, with the

cities upon it, and all the inhabitants of t ese cities, and

all that grew upon the plain, were totally destroyed!

but, instead of recording the destruction 0 the mountain

with the plain, the very reverse is im lied. The angel

charged Lot, “ Escape for thy life, 100 not behind thee,

neither stay than in all the plain, escape to the mountain

lest than be consumed.”—(Gen. xix: 17.) Here the man

twin is pointed to as affording secwrity from the coming

calamity ;—the plain,——the whole plain was to be over

whelmed,—and the plain only .'

This argument for the identity of Zouera and Zoar is,

therefore, worthless. But, the overthrow of this argu

ment sends a more devastating sweep still, over the

whole hypothesis of Mons. DeSaulcy, and over all his

boasted discoveries. He has found ancient ruins near

the Dead Sea, but these ruins are all, without exception,

the mountains. The mountains were pronounced

by the angel visitor of Lot, sa efrom the coming disaster.

The ruins discovered by one. DeSaulcy and his par

tiy, cannot, therefore, be the ruins of the doomed cities

estroyed by the vengeance of Heaven in the days ofLot!

This circumstance would be fatal to the identity of all

these sites, with the ancient sites, unless it might be

that of Zoar. But for the location of Zoar on the east

ern coast, there are other and cogent reasons. Zoar,

the immediate refuge of Lot, from the dread calamity,

must have been near the mountain-range to which he

removed afterwards, and where he dwelt,-—-and in that

mountain range, and the regions around it, his descend

ants would probably settle.

But it is among the mountain ran es to the east of

the Dead Sea, that the Moabites, 9.11% Ammonites, the

descendants of Lot, are known to have dwelt in ancient

times, and there they still dwell.——(L nch, p. 317.) That

country was anciently, and it is stillcalled, the country

of Moab, and those are the mountains of Moab. There

is,-therefore, strong historical evidence, for the location

of Zoar on the eastern, and not on the western coast.*

* It may be said, that if Zoar were on the eastern coast, then the salt

pillar seen by Lynch on the western coast, cannot be the pillar of salt into
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Had the modern Zuweirah been the the ancient Zoar,

as these French travellers c0ntend,——then, when Lot

went and dwelt in the mountains,——(Gen. xix. 30,)—he

would not have either crossed the Salt Sea, nor passed

round by its slimy quag-mire southern shore, to reach

the mountains on the eastern coast, if the Dead Sea and

southern coast were left, after the catastrophe of Sodom,

as we now find them. He would have one higher up,

among the mountains now constituting t e desert of Ju

dea, and his descendants would have been found occu

pying southern Palestine, rather than the regions of

Moab, east and south-east of the Dead Sea.

But, whether he be right or wrong in his conjectures,

and in his alleged discoveries, Mons. DeSaulcy does, in

the facts stated, and the observations recorded in his

narrative respecting this Lake" of Death, and its sur

rounding region of frightful sterility,—just as truly as

Lynch, in his narrative, or as Robinson, in his research

es,—-lend confirmation, and confirmation only, to the

marvellous narrative in Genesis.

His theory may be forgotten, and his claim to impor

tant original discovery be remembered only with a

smile, but the country, even as he describes it, is much

such as others have found it,-—and such as the Bible

account might lead us to expect it would be found!

What a wonderful book, then, is the Bible! All its

statements become only the more convincinglyconfirm

ed, the more minutely you can investigate them.

Here is a narrative, not written by an eye-witness,—

and very brief,—recording a convulsion of nature, the

which Lot’s wife was changed, Gen. xix. 26; because she was moving

towards the east—and this pillar of salt, now on the western coast, was in

a totally different direction. This is true! We do not contend for the

identity of this pillar, although it may be that mysterious pillar of salt.—

Ifso, then, while Sodom was In the plain now submerged, Zoar must have

been on the west coast, and Lot, or his descendants, must afterwards have

passed round the southern extremity of the Dead Sea, to the eastern side,

where his posterity still are.

But, even in that case, DeSaulcy is no nearer to the truth. Zouera can

not be the site of ancient Zoar,-—for it is too far distant from any part

of the plain, to be reached in one hour, by persons moving in a direction

which would take them past the spot where the pillar of salt now stands.

And as to the other localities, they'are all found among the mountains,

which were safe from the calamity that destroyed the whole plain.
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most wonderful the world ever saw,—and written by

one who had not been on the s 0t, (for Moses never en

tered Palestine, and could har ly have had an op ortu

nity of examining, in his own person, this strange ocali

ty; and yet, after the lapse of nearly 4000 years, the

locality is found to exhibit unmistakeable evidences of

some great convulsion, unusual and inexplicable, but

obviously much resembling what Moses so briefiy hints

at; and the efi'ect of which was, to change the whole

aspect of the country, and leave it a scene of desolation,

fearful and unparalleled among all the marvels of our

world. Nay, the very traditions, still current among the

wild tribes of this region, fierce, intractable, ignorant of

the art of reading, and proverbially tenacious of old cus

toms, and ancient traditions, all present dimly, but oh

viously, the same fearful images of enormous guilt, vis

ited by unparalleled vengeance from Heaven in this

dismal region, and all lend confirmation to the Mosaic

narrative,—-while even the traditiona/ry names, still

borne b several of the most noted spots, although now

attache to vicinities, rather than to precise localities,

still echo back the Mosaic names, and corroborate the

Mosaic Record!

Whence, then, this wonderful accuracy in a narrative

so brief, and respecting events so remote in antiquity, so

unexampled in history,—and respecting too, a region so

wild, and so long totally inaccessible to strangers?

All this super-human accuracy clearly bespeaks the

guidance of unerring knowledge, the controlling power

of inspiration, over the mind and the hand of the pen

man of this narrative ;—and it proclaims this ancient

story of primitive marvels, apart 0 the Record 0 Eter

nal Truth, a message from the mzght/y God of ature,

to His erring creature, man .'
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ARTICLE III.

THE UNITY OF THE CHURCH.

tThe unity of the Church is not merely a duty, but a

fact. There is but one true Church oi Christ; there

never can be more. This general statement, it is pre

sumed, will be admitted by all who are tolerably ac

uainted with the New Testament. But in what does

t is unity consist? The obvious answer is, In a common

relation to the same glorious Head. If the reference is

to the Church invisible, a man is proved a member of

that, by the fact of standing in a certain spiritual rela

tion to the Lord Jesus Christ; and in no other way.—

And, as all believers stand in the same spiritual relation

to Him, it follows that they are all members of the same

church. If the reference is to the visible church, the '

answer must be modified, so far only as the difference of

reference re uires. The proof of membership in the

visible churc , is a certain visible relation to Christ.—

The relation meant is a covenant relation. All members

of the church stand in the same visible relation‘to Christ,

being bound by the same covenant. Hence, they are

members of the same church. The unity of the church

de ends on the unity of the covenant.

The question is often debated, whether Abraham and

his family were members of the same visible church that

now exists; in other words, whether the church was in

stituted as early as the time of that Patriarch. Those

who maintain the affirmative, rely on the identity of the

covenant, alleging that the church now stands on the

covenant which was made with Abraham, and of which

circumcision was the token. That is, they infer the

unity of the church, from the unity of the covenant.—

Those who hold the negative, deny the fact alleged, but

they never question the relevancy of the,argument. So

far as this application of the principle is concerned, we

are not aware that any human being has ever denied it.

We have the concurrent voice of all Christendom in

favour of the position that the unity of the covenant,
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it can be proved, will establish the unity of the church,—

establish it, after the lapse of almost four thousand

years,——establish it, after all the changes implied in the

transition from the Patriarchal dispensation to the Mo

saic, and from the Mosaic dispensation to the Christian.

And, if this is true, we may safely infer that nothing

which is not incompatible with the unity of the covenant

can be incompatible with the unity of the church.

The following passage of Scripture 'contains not only

an ex licit assertion of the unity of the church, but a

forma enumeration of the particulars comprehended in

that doctrine. “ There is one body, and one spirit, even

as ye are called in one hope of your calling; one Lord,

one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who

is above all, and through all, and in you all.”—-Eph. iv:

4—6.

In investigating the bearing of this passage on our

subject, the phrase “one bapf/wm,” claims our first at

tention. We conceive, baptism is here contemplated as

the token of the covenant; and the unity asserted con

sists in the unity of the covenant into which all baptized

ersons are introduced. Baptized into the name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, they are

all brought under a covenant obligation to the service of

the triune Jehovah. The service demanded is the obe—

dience of faith, the rule of that obedience the Gospel,

the promise of the covenant (that is, the hope set before

us,) salvation—eternal life. As confirmatory of this

statement, the reader will please compare the following

passages: Matt. xxviii: 19, 20; 1 Cor. i: 12, 13; 1 Cor.

x: 2; Rom. vi: 14; Mark xvi: 16. If you substitute

any other name for the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost, or a different service for the

obedience of faith, or a different rule for the Gospel, or

a different hope for the hope of salvation, you have

another covenant; and of course, another baptism. The

unity of the baptism, then, depends on the unity of the

covenant.

To return to the passage before us. If the wordfaith,

here means an exercise of the human soul, it describes

the obligation. If it means the Gospel, (and the sacred

writers frequently use it in this sense,) it points out the
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rule of the service required. On either sup osition, the

purport of the passa e is the same. Paul, t en, having

asserted the unity 0% the body, or church, proceeds to

ipecify six particulars in which that unity consists.—

ive of these relate to the persons of the Godhead, faith

and hope. The remaining one relates to baptism. But

we have seen that the unity of the baptism depends on

the unity of the covenant, and this consists in unity as

to the other five particulars. Hence it follows, that the

unity of the covenant comprehends all that is included

in the unity of the church, and nothing more.

Mention is often made of a secret dispensation of

grace, or of salvation by uncovenanted mercy. We allude

to this idea, for the purpose of introducing a single re—

mark: If any man is saved in that way, his title to sal

vation cannot be roved from the Gospel. The Gospel

assures the salvation of no man, otherwise than by the

promise of the covenant. It says nothing about any

man being saved, who is not in cooemmt with God.~

Now, let it be remembered, the covenant referred to is

the covenant on which the church rests. We have,

then, no warrant to regard any man as an heir of salva

tion, unless we have a right to re ard him as under that

covenant; but to be visibly an publicly under that

covenant is identical with being a member of the visible

church. Hence, if a man is not a member of the visible

church, we can regard him as an heir of salvation on no

other ground but this, that owing to ignorance or error

in him, or to something peculiar in God’s providential

dealings with him, his public and visible relation mis

represents the spiritual relation in which he stands to

God the Saviour. If a man is not a member of the

church, no matter for what cause, he stands before men

in the attitude of one who acknowledges no subjection

to the Lord Jesus, and has no interest in his promise of

salvation. This view leads to another.

The distinction between the Church Universal and a

particular church, is unequivocally recognised in Scrip

ture, and quite too obvious to require illustration. Now,

it will be readily admitted, that one cannot be constitu

ted a member of the former by union with a particular

society which has no just claim to be considered as the

Von. vn.—No. 4. 68
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latter. But he who, as to public relation, is under that

covenant in which God promises salvation through Je

sus Christ, is, as we have seen, a member of the visible

church. It follows that, if a society exists for church

purposes, its claim to be regarded as a true church of

esus Christ is not vitiated by any fault which, if found

in an individual, would not vitiate his claim to be re

rded as a servant of Christ, or an heir of salvation.—

n judgin of an organized society, the test is, of course,

to be a p ied to what she has done in, that capacity, and

es ecia ly to the avowed rinciples of her organization.

e church is the kingdom of Christ; and the visible

relation of any individual or society to Him, determines

the visible relation of such individual or society to her.

In Him, the kingly oflice and the priestly office are so

united, that a proper recognition of either necessarily

includes the recognition of both. That Jesus is “the

Christ, the Son of the living God,” is the rock, on which

is built that Church, against which the gates of hell shall

not prevail. He, then, who cordially acknowledges Je

sus, in the character si nified by this phrase, “the Christ,

the Son of the Ming ad,” is necessarily a member of

the Church invisible; and if the fact is duly manifested,

he is necessarily a member of the visible church. And

precisely the same rule must be ap lied for determining

the relation of organized societies, 0 aiming to be church

es, to the visible church of Christ. Whether the ques

tion relates to an individual or a society, a claim hearing,

at first view, an imposing aspect, may be nullified or

disproved, by the circumstances with which it is accom

panied. For example, it may be acknowledged, in

words, that Jesus is the Messiah, and yet views may be

adopted and avowed absolutely incompatible with the

recognition of the idea which the Scriptures have taught

us to attach to that proposition. There are truths which,

if a man deny, we may not regard him as a disciple of

Christ; on the other hand, there are questions, evident

ly susceptible of being determined from Scripture, on

which a man may dissent from us, without thereby giv

ing us any reasonable ground to doubt his Christian

character. There is constant occasion for applying this

principle to individuals. Ecclesiastical ofiicers,-for ex
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ample, must apply it to every applicant for admission to

the Lord’s table. In most cases, the application is quite

evident; in some, there is reasonable ground of doubt.

Now, if we can judge of the credibility of the claim

made by an individual, to the character of a disciple of

Christ; we may, by just the same rule, judge of the

credibility of the claim made by a society, to the charac

ter of a church of Christ.

The unity of the church, then, consists in the common

relation of all the parts to the Lord Jesus Christ. If the

question relates to the Church invisible, membership is

proved by that hidden life which flows from spiritual

union with Him ; if to the visible church, by our visible

relation to Him, as his servants, bound, by eo/vena/nt, to

serve him according to the Gospel. But in no sense,

does the unity of the church depend on a common subjec

tion to one visible Head—to any mere man, or body of

mere men. This is only sayin , in other words, that
Christ is sole Head of the Churcéli. There are, it is ad—

mitted, functions of government in the church, which

must be performed by mortals, actin in the name, and

by the authority of the Lord Jesus. So, in a State, eve

ry county may have a distinct bench ofma istrates ; this

is perfectly consistent with the unity of t e States, be

cause all the magistrates hold oflice under the same

sovereign authority.

Neither in the kingdoms of this world, nor in the

kingdom of Christ, does every particular violation of the

law necessarily destroy or disprove the relation of sub

jects to their Soverei n. Ignorance or mistake, as to

the import of many 01 the Redeemer’s precepts, may co

exist with profound reverence for his authority; nor can

any fault, thus originating, infer separation from the

church, unless it can be shown that Christ has so deci

ded. This principle, which is irresistibly involved in

the identity of the church with the kingdom of Christ,

will enable us to judge correctly of several doctrines

which have been maintained on the subject now under

discussion.

Roman Catholics believe that the Pope is “Christ’s

vicar upon earth,” hence, the unity. of the church de

pends on the common subjection of all the parts to the
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P0 e; and no man can be a member of the church

while he is not sub'ect to the Pope. Now the last of

these propositions oes not necessarily follow from the

first. Suppose Christ has appointed the Pope his vicar,

it is certain that many whose sincerity cannot be rea

sonably doubted, profess to revere the authority of

Christ, while they refuse subjection to the Pope, 0n the

gamut that Christ has never appointed him his vicar.

ere, by the su position, is a mistake as to a question

of fact; and notliing more. Does this mistake place

them beyond the pale of the church? To support the

afiirmative, it is not sufiicient to prove that Christ has

made the appointment in question; there must be pro

duced some declaration of Christ, implying that ignor

ance of this appointment, or (what amounts to the same

thing,) a misapprehension of its meaning, is incompati

ble with membership in his kin dom.

We do not believe such a dec aration can be shown;

but this is not all. We are confident the appointment

itself can never be proved. And, for a masterly and

satisfactory refutation of the arguments relied on for

that purpose, we be leave to refer our readers to Cal

vin’s Institutes, Boo iv: chap. 6.

.We even think the appointment can be disproved.

Let the following considerations be‘fairly weighed:

1. The silence of the sacred writers on the subject, in

connexions in which the mention of the appointment

would have been natural and even unavoidable, had

such an appointment been recognised. For example, a

passage already quoted, contains a formal enumeration

of the particulars in which unity belongs to the church.

Could the unity of the visible head have been omitted,

if that had been a part of Paul’s doctrine? Will it be

said that the first particular—the unit of the “body”—

necessarily implies the unit of the ead? True;but

the unity of the invisible ead satisfies the conditions

of the argument. In the same chapter, is an enumera

tion of the classes of instructors given by Christ, “for

the perfectin of the saints, for the work of the ministry,

for the edifying of the body of Christ.” They are apos

tles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors, and teachers.—

(Eph. 4: 11, 12.) Did Paul know of an ofiice superior
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to all these, admittingiof but one incumbent at a time,

and conveying to that incumbent supreme power over

the whole church? That he should have known it, and

yet not mentioned it, is absolutely incredible. Let it be

observed that the disparity between such an ofi‘ice and

the apostleship simply considered, is quite as great as

the disparity between the apostleship and any other

ofiice here mentioned. Of course, the difficulty is not

removed by saying that the Pope is included in the word

“apostles.” Here, then, are two lists, iven by inspira

tion, and each bearing every mark 01 being intended

for a complete list; neither can be complete without the

mention of the Pope, if he is, indeed, Christ’s vicar; and

yet he is mentioned in neither. This implies much more

than the mere want of Scripture testimony in favor of the

doctrine.

2. The end for which the Pope is alleged to have been

appointed, is represented in Scripture as fully accom

plished in another way. What is meant, when the Pope

is called Christ’s vicar? We think the following answer

correct, though the language is our own: The meanin

is, that since Christ is not now present in bod with his

Church, as he was present with his disciples u/rimg the

time of his personal ministry, he has appointed the

Pope to act as his substitute, to an extent which that

fact must determine. To this doctrine, then, we oppose

the statement, that the vacancy occasioned by the de

parture of Christ is completely filled by the Holy Spirit;

and, therefore, there is neither need nor room for a mor

tal substitute. In confirmation of this statement, we ap

peal to John xiv: 15, 18, and John xvi: 7, 16.

Independently of any official services rendered by the

Pope, Christ fills his church the more completely, exe

cutes his kingly functions the more fully, and bestows

the blessin s of his reign the more largely, in consequence

of his exa tation. Indeed, he is exalted for these very

urposes. Hence, there can be no possible need for a

ope, to act as his vicar.—(Eph. 4: 7, 10.)

3. It will be remembered that, according to the Roman

Catholic doctrine, Peter was the first Pope; and it is in

the character of his successor that any other Pope is to

be regarded as Christ’s vicar. Now, our Saviour, du
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ring his personal ministry, was visibly present with his

disciples, and evidently needed no vicar. Did Peter,

then, act in that capacity after our Lord’s ascension?

This is the question to which, we think, an answer may

be deduced from the five following facts:

First, Peter was present, as a member of an Ecclesi

astical body, met for the authoritative decision of an im

ortant Ecclesiastical question; but though he took part

in the deliberations of the body, he executed none of the

functions of a presiding oflicer, nor did any thing that

might involve a claim of authority, or ofiicial superiori

ty over his brethren—(See Acts xv: 6, 29.)

Second, Peter, when enforcing an exhortation by a

reference to his official character, claimed no title which

was not e ually applicable to ever other apostle, except

Judas. e simply styled himsel “an elder, and a wit

ness of the sufi‘erin s of Christ, and also a partaker of

the glory that shall e revealed.”—(1 Peter v: 1.)

Third, Peter, when his conduct was thought objection

able, was called to account by his brethren, and une

quivocally admitted his responsibility to them, by ma

kin a formal defence.-—(See Acts xi: 1, 17

ourth, Peter was openly rebuked by a fel ow apostle,

and that in a manner which certainly implied neither

acknowledgment nor consciousness of inferiority—(See

Gal. ii: 11, 21.)

Fifth, Peter was sent on a mission by his fellow-apos

tles—(See Acts 8: 14.)

All these facts tend to disprove the supremacy of Pe

ter; so far as the record shows,,neither the third nor the

fourth is true of any other apostle; and the fifth is true

of none of the original twelve, except Peter and John;

and the five facts, taken to ether, make up a greater

amount of circumstantial evidence a ainst the suprema

_ ey of Peter, than could he'adduced-against a similar

claim, if asserted in favor of any other apostle, except

Judas.

And now, in view of' all the considerations which have

been urged, is it not the extreme of absurdity to assert,

not only that the Pope is Christ’s vicar, but that the man

who refuses to acknowledge him in that character—no

matter what may be the grounds or circumstances of the
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refusal—does by that act necessarily forfeit his right to

be regarded as a citizen of the Redeemer’s kingdom?

We concur with the Roman Catholics in the doctrine

that the Church is one. We concur with them in the

doctrine that her unity depends on the common subjec

tion of all her members to one Head; but according to

them, that Head is a mortal man; according to us, that

Head is the Son of God.

We pass on to another topic. Suppose Episcopany

we here use the term in the prelatical sense—is of Di

vine appointment; on that supposition, is it true that

there can be no church without a Bishop? The afiirma

tive answer to this uestion constitutes the doctrine now

to be examined. e do not understand the doctrine as

resting on the assum tion, that the want of Episcopacy

necessarily proves either intentional opposition to the

Redeemer’s authority, or such spiritual blindness as is

morally e uivalent to opposition to his authority. The

doctrine, t erefore, cannot be legitimately made a mere

reference from the Divine appointment of Episcopacy,

unless it is contended that every mistake as to the will

of God necessarily infers separation from his church.

But this Would carry us far beyond the Mfaltibility of

the Ohm-eh, as held by Roman Catholics.

From the familiar truth that the church is the king

dom of Christ, results this inevitable inference: What

ever is not ineom amihle with allegiance to Christ can

not infer sqamtion from the church. Now, there are

but two conceivable ways in which any thing can be

proved to have this effect; the one is by the nature of

the thing itself, as ascertained by common sense and the

general princi les of the word; the other, by a declara

tion from the 0rd Jesus, directly applicable to the thing

in question. That the doctrine we are considering can

not be proved in the first of these ways, is clear without

an argument. Can it in the second? Where has Christ

declared that an error about Episcopacy—in whatever

cause originating—is e uivalent to a renunciation of al~

legiance to himself? is word contains not a sentence

which even looks like such a declaration. If any man

denies this statement, on him it devolves to point out

such a sentence.
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It will hardly be denied that the church rests on the

promise of eternal life, in such a sense that every man

who is visibly under the covenant of which eternal life,

according to the Gos e], is the promise, is a member of
the visible church. llience it follows that the Gospel does

not suspend membership in the church on any condition

on- which it does not suspend the promise of salvation.

Let revelation be examined with the closest scrutiny,

not an exception to this remark can be found. Indeed,

we are not aware that any advocate for the doctrine now

under discussion has ever attempted to prove an excep

tion. If, then, the doctrine be true, no one who, through

ignorance or mistake as to the will of God on the sub

ject, rejects Episcopacy, has an interest in the promise

of salvation contained in the Gospel; the most favora

ble view that can be taken of his case is, that he may be

saved by uncovenanted mercy. We do not mean to in

sinuate that all who hold the doctrine adopt this infer

ence. But we say, they cannot consistently reject it. If

the doctrine be correct, the inference cannot be errone

ous. Nor do we make a charge of uncharitableness. If

this doctrine be true, charity requires that it be boldly

avowed and zealously propagated. But is it true? We

think it utterly irreconcilable with the following decla

ration of the word of God: “The kingdom of God is not

meat and drink, but ri hteousness, and peace, and joy

in the H01 Ghost.”— om. xiv: 17.) It seems impos

sible to un erstand this passage in any sense which will

not imply that, wherever there are righteousness, and

eace, and 'oy in the Holy Ghost, there is a title to

eaven,—-w atever can co-exist with these qualifica

tions, can co-exist with an interest in the promise. Will

it be said, that sub'ection to Episcopacy is included in

rig/ttemtsness?” e reply, If so, it is clearly on the

ground of a positive law, as contradistinguished from a

moral law. But ignorance of such a law, and conse

quent non-compliance with its requirements, are obvi

ously compatible with righteousness, in all cases in

which they are compatible with a sincere desire to do

the will of God. Now, on these rinciples, even suppo

sing a Divine appointment of piscopacy, it is clearly

possible for a man to be ignorant of that appointment,
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and yet to possess all the knowledge which is indispen

sable to an interest in the promise of salvation, and to

be actually interested in that promise. But, if so, it is

possible, as we have just seen, for him to be a member

of the visible church, and yet ignorant on the subject of

Episcopacy. 'And the argument from the case of an in;

d1vidua1 to the case of a society, is exceedingly obvious,

and has been already stated.

The two passa es already cited from the 4th chapter

of the Epistle to t e Ephesians, have important hearings

on our present inquiry. In one of them, (vs. 11 and 12,)

apostles, prophets, evangelists, and pastors, and teachers,

are declared to have been given “for the edifying of the

body of Christ”—the church. Hence it is evident, that

none-of these offices are of the essence of the church,

since she existed before they were instituted. Hence,

the recognition of these offices cannot be, in itself, es

sential to membership in the church. Apostles and

prophets, it is true, were employed in communicating,

by inspiration of God, those great truths on which the

church rests; and evangelists, pastors and teachers, were

appointed to make known these truths for the purpose

of gathering men into the church, and edifying those who

are already members. But, if the reco nition of any of

these classes is necessary to membership in the church,

on any ground not implied in this statement, that neces

sity must rest exclusively on some special appointment

of God on the sub'ect. Now, it surely will not be con

tended, that the 0 cc of Bishop is ecclesiastically more

important than the Apostolic ofiice. Hence, if it be af

firmed that there cannot be a church without a Bishop,

the assertion cannot be sustained without a distinct de

claration from God to that effect; and a Divine appoint

ment of the ofiice, supposing it to be produced, falls very

far short of such a declaration. In other words, the

Episcopal office, whether of Divine or human origin, is

not, in, itself, essential to the church. No matter of how

many orders the ministry consists, we have access to the

truth for the sake of which the ministry was instituted.

We 'claim to have examined it attentively. We claim

to believe it with the heart. But we are told that we

have misunderstood its teachings on the subject of Epis
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copacy. Suppose this is so; does the mistake exclude

us from the kingdom of the Redeemer? Yes, if He has

so decided; but not otherwise. And no such decision

can be found.

The other passage (vs. 4, 6,) will go far to confirm this

last remark. Here we find an enumeration of the par

ticulars in which unity belongs to the church; but not

one of these particulars relates to the Episcopal office——

nor, indeed, to any other oflice held by mortals. The

most plausible reply, perhaps, is that this is included

when we are told of “one faith.” Now there is record

ed, in some instances, the profession required by inspired

men of those whom they were about to admit to mem

bershi in the church by baptism.—(See Acts viii: 36,

and 3’17) This was unquestionably a profession of the

0nefaith, here mentioned. But in not one instance, did

it include a sin 1e word about Episcopacy. It is evident,

then, that, so far as the government of the church is com

mitted to mortals, her unity does not depend on agree

ment as to the form of government. And we may add,

there is not a sentence in Scripture that so much as

seems to represent it as depending on this. Indeed, it

has much of the appearance of irreverence to the word

of God, to represent that unity as depending on anything

not included in the enumeration before us.

But admittin all this: may not Episcopal ordination

still be essentiafto the validity of ministerial functions?

To determine this point, let us go back to first principles.

The call to the ministry is from God. But to 'ustify an

individual in acting on the assumption that e is thus

called, he needs some other evidence than a mere im~

pression, however strong, existing in his own mind, that

he is called; and the church must have some other evi

dence on this point, besides his own declaration, before

she can be justified in receiving him as a minister. The

ordaining power is sim ly a provision to meet the neces

sity here described. T e man’s pretensions to a Divine

call to the ministry must be examined by some person

or persons acting in behalf of the church; the decision,

if favorable, must be rendered with due ublicity and

solemnity. This is the precise nature of ordination; and

its whole efiect is to place the party ordained, in refer
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ence to the Church, in the relation of one called of God

to the ministry. Considered in reference to the pa/rticu

la/r church, it is simply the induction of a man into

office in a society, on the ground of a certain fact sup

posed to have been duly ascertained. And considered

merely in this light, it must be valid, if they, knowing

all the circumstances, recognise it as valid. He is cer

tainly an officer in a society, who has been made so ac

cording to the forms approved and in use in that society,

and is acknowledged as such by the society itself. This,

we admit, does not settle the question of validity, except

in a relative sense. Still, it would be extraordinary to

acknowledge a public society as a true church, and yet

to aflirm that all the professedly ministerial services she

received were null and worthless—rendered so by a fault

in her organization.

Let us examine the matter a little more closely. An

act is valid, if it really is what it purports to be. If an

act is not valid, it is not what it purports to be, and can

have no effect corresponding with its name and design.

Thus, for example, a law imposes an obligation; but- if

'what urports to be law is null, it is not law, and conse

quent y can bind no one. Suppose, then, God has been

pleased to specify certain means which we must emplo

for certain ends,—to command us to do certain acts wit

a view to certain results; it is asserted that what pur

ports and seems to be a compliance with this ap oint

ment, is null: what does this assertion mean, an how

is its truth to be tested? Certainly it must mean more

than that the su posed compliance is attended with some

imperfection. t must mean that the thing done is not

obedience—is not even imperfect obedience to the com

mand; and that there can be no reasonable ground for

anticipating the result professedly sought; if that result

actually takes place in any instance, it must be ascribed to

some unusual interposition of God, such as mortals could

have no previous reason to hope. for.

Let us apply these ideas to the case before us. The

ministerial commission, (see Mark xvi: 15 and 16,) spe

cifies two functions—preaching and baptizing, and the

end to be sought by their exercise—the salvation of men.

Acts are done in professed fulfilment of this commission
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by men who have not received Episcopal ordination.

But we are told, that the want of such ordination, no

other defect being supposed, destroys the validity of their

acts. Now, what does this imply? That the salvation

of men by means of such ministrations cannot be reason

ably hoped for in any case. According to this hypothe

sis, professedly ministerial functions, executed by per

sons who have never received Episcopal ordination, are

essentially different from the means of salvation which

God has instituted; of course, they are mere human in

ventions, and in their own nature Wicked inventions.

Now, to suppose that such inventions can supply the

place of Divine institutions, accords with the dictates of

neither reason nor piety. The question, then, resolves

itself into this :-—Is it consistent with the teachings of

experience to maintain that Episcopal ordination is an

in ispensable condition, in the absence of which, what

ever else may be true of a professed minister of Jesus

Christ, there can be no reasonable hope of the salvation

of souls through his ministrations? And of this ques

tion we ask our readers to judge for themselves. The

test here proposed has the sanction of inspiration. It is

the test to which Paul appealed in vindication of his

own ministerial pretensions—(See 2 Cor. iii: 1-6.)

It is no part of our present undertaking to examine

the claims of Episcopacy to the sanction of a Divine ap

pointment. If those claims can be established, it will

follow that there is something irregular and objectiona

ble connected with the organizatlon of every church

which is not Episcopal, and with every ordination which

is not performed by a Prelate; but it is by no means a

necessary inference, that the society is not a church, or

that the ordination is not valid.

The next topic is suggested by the views of our Baptist

brethren. They maintain that Christian baptism, from

its very nature, cannot be administered to any other sub

ject than a professed believer, nor in any other mode

than immersion; and, therefore, Pedo-Baptists have not

received that ordinance. These positions bear no direct

relation to our subject; and we shall, therefore, reason

on the supposition that they are correct. But from these,

some have inferred that no Pedo-Baptist society can be
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truly a church of Christ; and this inference constitutes

the doctrine which we are now about to examine.*

On supposition that the premises are correct, it seems,

at first view, to be countenanced by the mention of

baptism as one of the particulars in which wm'vy belongs

to the church. But, from other portions of Scripture,

we learn that baptism is the token of a covenant; and,

(what amounts to the same thing,) that, as administered

to adults, it is a Divinely appointed mode of confessing

Christ; nor can there be a reasonable doubt that these

are the grounds of its introduction into the connexion

now alluded to. The unity of the baptism, then, con

sists in the unity of the covenant or confession. By

baptism, one is brought into the covenant, and his rela

tion to the covenant establishes his relation to the church.

The question then is, whether, on our present hypothesis,

Pedo-Baptists are out of the covenant; for if they are

under the covenant, they are members of the church,

and the passage of Scripture alluded to suggests no ob

jection to their being so regarded. It is not supposed

that their want of ba tism is to be ascribed to any thing

incompatible with the character which the covenant

contem lates,-—to any difference to the covenant, or

want 0 reverence for the authority by which its token is

appointed. Now, none of these things being supposed,

does the mere want of the token exclude them from the

covenant? We answer in the negative. If any object to

the use of the word token, in this connection, we do not

insist on it; but it surely will not be aflirmed, that the

connexion between baptism and membership in the

church, is ever represented in Scripture as closer than

the connection between circumcision and an interest in

the covenant of which it was a token, as declared in the

following assage: “And the uncircumcised man-child,

whose flesh of his fore-skin is not circumcised, that soul

shall be cut off from his people; he hath broken my

covenant.” But Paul distinctly asserts, that he who

ossesses the character contem lated in that covenant,

is really under the covenant, an entitled to its promises,

even though he be not circumcised. “Therefore, if the

* See Howell on the Evils of Infant Baptism, page viii. (Preface)
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uncircumcision keep the righteousness of the law, shall

not his uncircumcision be counted for circumcision?”

In fact, the Israelites omitted circumcision durin the

forty years of their sojourn in the wilderness, (Jos . v:

5); but God did not, on that account, cease to acknowe

ledge them as his covenant people. Now, let it be re

membered, the doctrine we are examining rests not on

the degree of moral delinquency supposed to be implied

in the omission of baptism, but directly on the specific

connexion of that ordinance with membership in the

church. So contemplated, it relates to a ceremony sim

]ply as such ; and in that view, claims for it a higher re

ative importance under the Christian dispensation than

belonged to the ceremony of circumcision, under the

Mosaic dispensation. The doctrine, then, must be erroé

neous, unless the spirit of the new dispensation is more

intensely ceremonial than was the spirit of the 01d dis

pensation.

The Scriptures afford no ground for asserting that bap

tism is a prerequisite to membership in the church, in a

higher sense than it is a prerequisite to salvation. The

former connexion is never exhibited in a stronger light,

than the latter is exhibited, in the following words : “He

that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved; but he

that believeth not, shall be damned.” There is, then,

altogether as much ground for asserting that Pedo-Bap

tists as such are excluded from the warranted hope of

Heaven, as that they are excluded from membership in

the visible church. But this former position is uniform

ly disclaimed by those whose doctrine we are now consi~

dering. A comparison of the text last quoted with Rom.

x: 9, will ascertain the ground of the connexion between

baptism and salvation. It is, that baptism is a Divinely

appointed mode of confessing Christ. Now, this is pre

cisely the ground on which those with whom we are rea~

soning place the connexion between baptism and mem

bers i in the church. If, then, Pedo-Baptists are to be

exclu ed from the right of church membership in conse.

quence of having failed to make the required confession,

how does it appear that they will not be excluded from

Heaven for the same reason? In Luke xii : 8 and 9, our

Saviour says, “ Whosoever shall confess me before men,
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him shall the Son of man also confess before the angels

of God. But he that denieth me before men, shall be

denied before the angels of God.” Now, we ask, can a

Pedo-Baptist, continuing such, have a title to salvation,

according to this promise? If so, he can make a confes

sion which Christ will treat as valid ; surely then, Christ

has not authorized his church to treat it as not valid——

But should any one answer in the negative, or represent

the matter as doubtful, to him we would address a sin

gle reflection : Baptism, it will readily be admitted, is a

positive ordinance ,' but, for reasons already alluded to,

and growing directly out of the nature of such an ordi

nance, it is manifest that an involuntary mistake in re

ference to it, cannot possibly exclude one from that

kin dom which is “righteousness, and peace, and joy in

the 01y Ghost.” And, to imagine that-such a mistake

can have that effect, is to betray a highly culpable for~

getfulness of the essential nature of Christian piety—

rue religion consists in a right state of heart; but, rom

the mere meaning of the terms, it is evident that neither

involuntary ignorance as to a religious ceremony, nor

any omission resulting from such ignorance, can prove

a wrong state of heart. '

The cases now examined will serve to illustrate our

eneral position. We reject every restrictive theory.—-~

e resist every exclusive claim. We maintain that the

test of a church state is relation to Christ; and the unit

of the Church consists in the common subjection of a-l

her members to one Divine Head. If any man claim to

be a member of the church, or any society claim to be a

particular church, that claim cannot be set aside on ac

count of any thing not incompatible with an intelligent

and cordial acknowledgment of Christ as Saviour and

Lord, in the sense in which these characters are ascribed

to him in the word of God. And if any society profess

es to be the uniVersal church, it behooves her to prove

that she numbers among her members “all that in eve

ry place call upon the name of Jesus Christ our L0rd.”

Most cordially do we adopt the sentiment—

“What think you of Christ? is the test,

To try both your state and your scheme.” '
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But the unity of the church is a duty, as well as a

doctrine,—the term being used in different, but related

senses. Thus, we read of “endeavouring topkeep the

unity of the Spirit in the bond of eace ;” and our Sa

viour prays for his people, “That t ey all may be one;

as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also

may be one in us: that the world may believe that thou

hast sent me.” The duty is simply the cordial and

practical recognition of the doctrine. It consists in bro

therly love, with the natural and appropriate exercises,

manifestations, and fruits of that affection. This includes

much more than that general benevolence which every

human being owes to every other. It is, we repeat,

brotherly love. It is based on the union which subsists

between all the members, in virtue of their common

union to the same livin and life-giving Head. Some

of its manifestations sha 1 now be specified.

Care to avoid angry and useless controversy—This is

so frequently, and so emphatically enjoined in Scripture,

that there can be no necessity for referring to particular

texts. But, let it be carefully observed, the censure

does not extend to the joint investigation of revealed

truth, provided it be conducted in the spirit of the Gos

pel. This is not contention, in the sense in which the

the Bible condemns contention. It is a duty, not a sin,

—a work of love, not of enmity. It is simply an effort

to acquire, and to impart a more perfect knowledge of

God’s truth.

Liberalitg in. supplying the bodily wants a/ndproma

ting the temporal comfort 0 (ner brethren—Here, too,

argument is unnecessary. he office of Deacon was in

stituted with express reference to this very duty.

Efortzfor mutual edification, including the joint 'wor

ship of od.—“And let us consider one another, to pro

voke unto love, and to good works: not forsaking the

assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some

is; but exhorting one another.”—-(Heb. x: 23, 24.)—

“ Wherefore, comfort yourselves together, and edify one

another, even as also ye do.”—1 Thess, v: 11.

Joint efl'orts for the adomwement of the edeemer’s

kimgdom.—The people of God are appointed to show
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forth the praises af Him who hath called them out of

darkness, into his marvellous light. They are all com

manded to hold forth the word of life. The church of

the livin God, is “the pillar and the ground of the

truth.” n labouring for the end here specified, a sacred

regard must be had to the unity of the church. The

whole of 1 Cor. xii., is devoted to the inculcation of this

principle. It follows that, in labou/ringfor the advance

ment of the Redeemer’s kingdom, all needless separation

from any of our brethren in the Lord, is sinful.

As to those duties to our brethren which relate to pc—

sitive external acts, the frequency and extent of their

performance must, of necessity, be varied by many cir

cumstances not under our control; but a disposition to

perform them ought to be cherished habitually, and in

dul ed as often as a suitable opportunity can be found.

at there should be, among true Christians, differ

ences of opinion on some religious subjects, is no new

thing. It was true, in apostolic times. The sacred wri

ters record the fact, and prescribe the course of conduct

to be pursued in reference to it. There must be no di

minution of mutual love—no contempt—n0 indulgence

of a censorious spirit. Every member must act accord

ing to his own conscientious convictions of duty, and

leave every other to act, without molestation, according

to his conscientious convictions. If separation be neces

sary to this end, it must take place; but it must be ex-1

tended so far only as the object here s ecified re uires.

In confirmation of these views, we ash our rea ers to

examine carefully Rom. ch. xiv: v. 1,—~ch. xv. v. 6.—

No separation made on these principles can possibly be

schismatical. The sin of schism consists in the violation

of the law of brotherl love, and in nothing else. The

following text is as vecisive on this point, as a formal

definition would be: “ That there should be no schism

in the body; but that the members should have the

same care one of another. And whether one member

suffer, all the members suffer with it; or one member be

honoured, all the members rejoice with it.”—-(1 Cor. xii :

25, 26.) It is evident, then, that there may be separa

tion founded on differences of religious opinion, where

there is no schism; and that there may bc—ns sad ex

VoL. VII.—-N0. 4. 70
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perience testifies—schism, where there is neither differ

ence of religious o inion, nor visible separation.

We have alrea y seen, that no error which can co

exist with the due confession of Christ, infers separation

from the church; and, within this limit no difference of

opinion is inconsistent with her unity. It is evident,

then, that amon the members of the true church, there

may exist such differences of opinion as will demand a

distinction as to visible organization. So far as the g0

vernment of the church is committed to mortals, there

may be no one form of government, or no one body of

ofiicers, to which they can all conscientiously submit ;—

and it has been shown already that separation in matters

of this kind is , not inconsistent with the unity of the

church. Now, using the word organization in the sense

just indicated, a distinction of organization, based on

differences of religious opinion, is precisely what we

mean by the division of the church into various denomi

nations. It is demonstrable, then, that this division is

not, in itself, inconsistent with the unity of the church.

It grows necessarily out of the application of the teach

ings of inspiration to circumstances which now exist,

and the existence of which must necessarily be possible,

so long as man is fallible. Christians were not unani

mous on all religious sub'ects, in apostolic times ; they

are not so now. The di erences now existing, it is true,

are not identical with those which existed then; but

they are equally compatible with common subjection to

the same Lord. Hence, it is a matter of no material

importance, that the former do, but the latter did not,

require a distinction of organization for governmental

pur oses.

e ofteii hear vehement declamation about the num

ber of sects; and are asked, Which of all these rival

sects is the one true church of Jesus Christ? We an

swer, No one of these sects is the whole church; but

every one of these sects that acknowledges Christ, in the

sense already explained, is part of the true church. So

long as they all confess Christ, the idea that their differ

ences of opinion disprove their membership in the same

church, is an idle dream. So long as they all submit to

Christ, the idea that they are not members of the same
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church, because they do not submit to one common go

vernment administered by mortals, is an idle dream.—

Notwithstandin these diversities, not one particular,

included in the Scriptural idea of the unity of the church,

is wanting; but to perceive this unity, you must recog

nise the Lord Jesus as an actually living and reigning

Saviour.

But many think it astonishing that there should be

such a variety of opinions among Christians. Infidels

infer that the Bible is inconsistent with itself; and Ro

man Catholics, that it is so obscure as to require an in

fallible interpreter. Let us test the matter.

No book ought to be charged with contradictions or'

obscurity, because men derive false and inconsistent

ideas from other sources. The inquiry, then, must be

confined to those who take the Bible for their only in

fallible Guide. We must leave out of view those who

add to the Bible—those who ascribe Divine authority to

tradition—those who claim the right of trying the doc

trines of the Bible at the bar of human reason—and

those who pretend to inward illumination, in a sense

which supersedes, either wholly or partially, the necessi

ty for the written word. This single principle throws

out of the case the most material difi‘erences of religious

opinion found among nominal Christians.

Further—A book which distinctly prescribes the man

ner in which it requires to be studied, is not to be char

ged with the errors, inconsistencies and absurdities of

those who study it in a different manner. The Bible is

such a book. It requires to be studied, diligently and

attentively,—with earnest prayer for spiritual illumina

tion,—-With a deep sense of our own ignorance and weak

ness, and an unconditional submission of the understand

ing to its dictates,—with constant reference to practice,

and a sincere disposition to obey its requirements,—

systematically deferring the investigation of more dif

ficult subjects, till we shall have gained some true

acquaintance with its more obvious doctrines. (For

these particulars, we refer to the following passages :—

Prov. ii: 1-9; Ps. cxix: 18; 2 Cor. iii: 18; Mark x: 15;

Jamesi : 21-23; John vii: 17; Heb. v: 11-14; 1 Cor. iii:

1-2.) Now, the errors into which men may be betrayed
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by studying or reading the Bible in a different manner,

have obviously no bearin on the present question. But

on the authority of the Bible itself, we aflirm, that all

who study it in this manner will be reserved from fatal

error, and led into all the truth the knowledge of which

is essential to their salvation. But even among those

whose mode of studying the Scriptures may reasonably

be supposed to be, in the main, correct, there is not per

perfect unanimity on all religious subjects. Does this

rove that the Bible contains contradictions, or is faulti~

y obscure? We never heard either of these faults char.

ged on the Constitution of the United States. That

instrument was drawn up in our own country, and by

some of the wisest men in it, in our own language, and

within the memory of many persons still living. Are

there no differences of opinion as to its interpretation?

Have no parties been formed on that subject? Why not

call for an infallible interpreter of the Constitution? On

the other hand, the Bible was written in ancient times;

nearly eighteen centuries have elapsed since the work

was completed. It was written, too, in languages not

now spoken by any nation on earth, in lands far distant

from our own, and in a state of society of which we have

no experimental knowledge. But we shall not insist on

tubese particulars. Let the two documents be compared,

,as to the amount of matter which they respectively con

tain,——the nature and variety of the subjects of which

they treat,-—-and the extent of the influence which they

are intended to exert,-—and if the variety of opinions as

to the interpretation of the Bible shall appear wonder

ful, the variety of opinions as to the interpretation of the

Constitution will appear far more wonderful. And we

may add, as the latter will furnish no man with a valid

excuse for not being a good citizen ; so the former will

furnish no man with a valid excuse for not being a good

Christian. Let the subject he impartially and attentive

ly considered—let due regard he had to the incurable

fallibility of man in the present state, and the diversity

of opinion which prevails on other subjects,—and we

shall cease to wonder at the dirersity of theological

opinion found among evangelical Christians,—we shall

wonder at the ,vast enant of their agreement.
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But it will be asked, is it not strange—is it not in

credible, that the Redeemer should leave his people ex

posed to such an evil as the one now under considera

tion? As preliminary to our reply, let it be observed,

that the church is composed of members; hence freedom

from all error, or freedom from all sin could be properly

ascribed to the church, on this condition only—that not

one of her members was in any degree infected with the

evil specified. We answer, then, that the evil of error, '

religiously considered, consists solely in its connexion

with sin ; hence error in judgment is, in itself considered,

a less evil than sin. And, if it is strange and incredible

that the Redeemer should not yet have given his church

an entire exemption from the former, it is still more

strange, and more incredible, that he should not yet have

given her entire exemption from the latter—that is, that

every member of the church should not, from the mo

ment he becomes such, be absolutely perfect in holiness.

Both these blessings the church will certainly possess,

when she shall be presented faultless before God, with

exceeding joy; till then, we conceive, she will possess

neither. And whether denominational distinctions will

entirely cease before that time, we are not prepared to

say ; nor do we deem the question of any material im

portance. But a far nearer approximation to unanimity

than now exists, and a far more glorious manifestation

of her unity than is now exhibited, we do confidently

anticipate; and we rejoice to believe that the blessed

change is, at this moment, in rapid progress. The fol

lowing are some of the means which, we think, Chris

tians ought to employ for its acceleration :

Diligence in seeki to grow in grace. For this pur

pose, they should see to be brought more full under

the inflence of those great truths which form the ife and

soul of the Gospel, and in which all true followers of the

Saviour are agreed. “I press toward the mark for the

prize of the high callin of God in Christ Jesus. Let us,

therefore, as many as be perfect, be thus minded: and

if in anything ye be otherwise (difl'erentl ) minded, God

shall reveal even this unto you. Nevertheless, Whereto

we have already attained, let us walk by the same rule,

let us mind the same thing.”
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Candid and fraternal discussion. To this we attach

much importance—though by no means the first in im

portance. Discussion of a different description we would

most earnestly deprecate. Controversy, conducted with

fierceness, presumptuous confidence, or party spirit, or

dinarily places the parties at a greater distance rom one

another than they were before, and both at a reater dis

tance from the truth. All unkind feelings arken the

understanding, and grieve that Spirit to whom it belongs

to lead us into all the truth. But kind assistance mutu

ally afi'orded, in seeking a more thorough and extensive

acquaintance with the truth as it is in Jesus, has a di

rectly opposite tendency.

Cooperation in the work of the Lord. This has been

mentioned already, as one of the duties resulting from

the unity of the church. Its tendency to unanimity is

exceedingly obvious. Known differences of theological

sentiment are apt to excite prejudices which are very

unfavorable to the discovery of truth. United labor for

Christ makes the parties better known to one another,

promotes mutual respect and Christian love, and thus

removes the obstacle. But a consideration of higher im

portance remains to be mentioned: It accords with the

revealed will of the Spirit of truth; and, therefore, we

may expect a larger measure of his sacred influence.

There are, it is readily admitted, duties which a Chris

tian owes to the particular church of which he is a mem

ber, and which must not be neglected or violated, for

the sake of cooperating with members of other churches,

whether of the same denomination or not. There are,

likewise, important enterprizes which, because of their

relation to ecclesiastical government, or to the distinctive

tenets of some one denomination, ought to be ecclesias

tically or denominationally conducted. But we do not

hesitate to say, that every joint and public effort for the

advancement of the Redeemer’s kingdom, ought to be

conducted by Christians, without regard to denomina

tional distinctions, unless some positive and cogent rea

son can be assigned for conducting it on a different prin

ciple.
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ARTICLE V.

THE METAPHYSICAL AND SCRIPTURAL ARGUMENT FOR. THE

EXISTENCE OF THE HUMAN SPIRIT IN A CONSCIOUS IN

TERMEDIATE STATE, BETWEEN DEATH AND THE RFBUR

RECTION.

Isa. Lvn: 1.—-The righteous perisheth, (abhadh) is cut

qffl and no man layeth it to heart: and good men are

taken away, (aseph)—gathered,—while none consider

eth it: but it is from salami , (the presence of evil,

Alexander) the righteous is ta en a/way. '

2. He entereth into peace. (It is used of the spirit only;

the rest of the body in the grave is expressed in the

following clause, Henderson.) They rest on their beds:

every one that walheth straight before him.*

INTRODUCTION.

There is great comfort in the act of turning one’s atten

tion to a topic without controversy; one upon which, in

the whole of Protestant Christendom, we may not hear

a discordant note. It affords something better than the

superficial, doubtful effect of oil upon waves. It is oil

lubricatinv the inmost machinery of the mind and heart;

an oil of éladness, certainly, to every spirit that sincere

ly mourns the divisions among Christian brethren, and

yet feels the necessity, sometimes, of contending earn

estly for the faith.

Such a topic is this of an intermediate state between

Death and the Resurrection. In a long life we have

come across no considerable controversy respecting it.

The Roman Catholic purgatory is, perhaps, an accretion

upon it; one of the many sad errors by way of excess——

adding to God’s word mischievously—which distinguish

and will destroy, that unhappy church. The true be

liever, if absent from the body, with St. Paul, is taught

* Will not the two Hebrew verbs compared, suggest the idea. of cutting

off, to gather? See the latter used absolutely, Num. xx: 26.
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by her to expect penal fires—almost in the presence of

his Saviourd' We must rejoice that no scintillation of this

doctrine is to be found in the Gospel of Jesus or Paul.

It has brou ht life and immortality to light without it;

and this su ceth us.

But' is it not as incumbent upon us to be wise u to

what is written, as'to assume no wisdom be ond t is?

Who, of living Christians, feels sufliciently h1s nearness

to the eternal world? And, as we near it, shall we not,

and should we not, feel more warmly disposed to ex

plore, at least, its confines? When “ Paul the aged”

warns and burns with immortal hope, it is at the ros

pect which our subject presents—not merel ' of a nal,

but an immediate presence with his Lord, at eath. Yet,

how rarely is this subject presented distinctly, either

from the pulpit or the press!

It is rich 1n hope and joy as it bears on the future of

the individual Christian’s own lot. It is equally rich in

consolation as it bears on our sorrow for those who de

art hence in the Lord. Is our loss “very great?” “ It

emonstrates,” in the language of the devout Wilber

force, “ that as yet the common, old consolation, is not,

and never can be worn out, that our loss is our friends’

unspeakable [and immediate] gain :” and opening “a

clearer [and nearer] prospect of the glories of the heaven

ly world that it would be gross selfishness to wish to

recall them.”

In these circumstances we have often been sur rised

that our theme has received so little attention: and new

cast these seedlings of revolved thought upon it into the

garden of the church, in the humble hope that the Holy

pirit’s breath (as a north or south wind in the east,) may

make some of the spices of a Divine comfort to flow

out from them.

*The ancient Liturgies collected by Renaudet contain pm on for the

faithful, to God (“who received their souls) for a merciful par on of their

sins.” They ask “rest and remission for” all who have slept in the faith—

the peace of all their souls in the bosom ofAbraham. Even the Virgin Ma

ry is supposed to need these pra ers—she is included expressly in such

as the above; and in the face of a the idolatrous notions of this church

respecting hen—See Edgar’s Variations. -
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PART 1. The M hysical Argument-—How. wide the etgfiit'erence between the progress of

physical and of metaphysical science! U on every de—

artment of the former much new li ht as been shed

1n modern times! We have analyze anew, and subsi

dized to our immense ag randizement, all the elements

of the material world ;——%1ave decomposed to multiply

them, divided to rule—until we talk in the fiery stream;

traverse without oar or sail, the mi hty waters; travel

by sea and land throughout the civrlized world, by the

simplest union of fire and water, in steam, and at a rate

which really adds time where it is valued most, to the

busiest, if not the best engaged of human lives. Latter

ly we have penetrated and marshalled on the roll of sci

ence, all the strata of the solid earth“ and their contents;

not here to dwell on the wonderful demostrations of the

modern astronomy!

But in metaphysical and moral science, what have

we done? Elicited what new truths—simplified what

old ones? Produced what single brotherhood of origi

nal thinkers, or clear elucidations of thought? Germany

ours forth much of pretence in this way; France specu

ates and presumes; carries all her unsettled revolution

ary and destructive propensities into this region, as into

the world of politics and civil relations; assuming to

conquer everything before her, but establishing n0

thing. England plods and reasons onward cautiously,

but with small efiiciency. Scotland founds her new

schools of some repute but little power :——and we, on

this side of the Atlantic, follow now, on this reat and

wide sea, in the wake of one gaily trimmed uropean

barque; now in that of another; but nothing, certainly

have we done; explored no new region; reached no un

charted shore.

What of new light has been shed, in particular, on

the application of metaphysics t0 morals? What new

strength been developed, either in the attacks of this prcL

tentious school on religion, or in the defence of religion

by its aid? We are compelled to reply to both ques

tions (in so far as we have any claim to the appreciation

of light here)—-just nothing, nothing!

Sir James McIntosh, a happy union in this arise of
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Scotchman and Englishman, (scholastically educated

as the one—self-educated, in two hemispheres, . as the

other,) gave to the world upwards of twenty years ago,

'an elaborate dissertation on the pro ress of ethical p i

losophy durin the seventeenth and elghteenth centuries.

He has gone far enou h into the doctrines, both of the

ancient and modern schools, to confirm all that we have

just remarked, as to the small progress that has been of

ate made. He could even reject in his introduction,

the word metaphysics, as of no meaning to the ordinary

student; “pointing” our “attention to nothing”—alto

gether “ a wrong meaning name,” which, even most tho

roughly examined, “in the language in which its parts

are significant”——misleads us “into the pernicious error

of believing that it seeks something more than the in

terpretation of nature!

But how? We do not see the force of this. The term

and the science have been much abused, but an effective

use of both is surely possible. Our use of the term, in

application to the present subject, will be found consis

tent and pretty obvious, we trust, to any reflecting reader.

We cannot indeed find any other which is so appro ri

ate. By a “metaphysical argument,” we mean t at

which concerns itself entirely with something beyond

physics ; we begin with an event,—death, which termi

nates man’s present existence as a compound of soul and

body. We attend the latter, his physical part, to the

tomb, and leave it there; and now as he clearly has

something beyond, or behind that physical part, in life,

we inquire what is still behind and beyond it? “ Man

dieth and wasteth away,—-—yea,”—in the strictly meta

physical language of the oldest book of the Bible—“ man

gkilveth up the ghost,”—(our excellent old Saxon word for

t e spiritual part of him,) “and where is he?” Where

in particular, and what is that spiritual part now?

What has it become and whither is its flight directed—

immediately or remotely? This portion of our enquiry

is confined to whether any, and what light can be thrown

upon the subject from the natural science of the mind?

If it is found, as we think it will be, to yield us nothing

direct and positive upon the subject,—-nothing on which

a meditative mind can contentedly rest,—what does it
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teach indirectly, or by implication? What does it hold

us ever to—and suggest to us to hold fast—as probable?

And does it amount to anything highly probable?

Sir James, the lucid historian of ethical science, to the

late period we have specified, and the more to be relied

upon because he does not affect to be a discoverer here—

arrives at a name, over a century old, that of Butler,

Whose single history, including its influence, would fill

an interesting volume. His great work on the analogy

of religion to the course of nature, is characterized by

our essayist, as “the most original and profound” treatise

“extant, in any language, on the philosophy of reli ion.”

It sorely tries the patience of all blockheads; Mc ntosh

says of Butler, afterwards, “ no thinker so great, was ever

so bad a writer;” the late Mr. Pitt told his friend Wil

berforce, that this work originated more doubts in his

me than it settled. But is there any work whose hold

upon the higher order of English and American minds

has been at once so extensive and so ermanent? It is

still a text book in universities and col eges of all grades,

where our language is spoken, and after the lapse of over

a century since its publication. To the cultivated fe

male mind it may be made by a competent teacher, par

ticularly acceptable and congenial. Its great fault, the

intricacy of its style, only illustrates the power of thought

that is in it; and in the very charge to which it leads—

“that this power was too much for his skill in language”

it demonstrates the value of a suggestive treatise upon

such a sub'ect, above all attem ts to be ewhaustive; or

to accompiish, as a modern Brench Metaphysician,*

boasts, “the absolute explanation of every thing.” But

ler soothes by his modesty, when you come to feel what

he means, all the toil of understanding him. What wri

ter half so profound, is so little retentious? Mr. Pitts’

difficulties were those of a hea full of an unparalleled

national debt; and of a heart which could feel, at that

time, nothing religious. He declared to the same friend,

that he really could not understand from the pulpit the

plain-speaking Richard Cecil.

* M. Cousin, or vide M. Comte, who entitles his “ Catechime” the “Fort

dateur de la Religion de l’Humanite.”
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Butler’s chief merit is suggestion. His thoughts crowd

upon his powers of utterance and perplex them ; but if

on can think with him and up to him, you will think

eyond him, and be able to think more clearly than be

upon some points. His was one of the few minds that

compel thought, indefinitely, in the minds of others; and

thus do, by percussion and “by rebound” (as Robt. Hall

said of Foster,) all their best and final good.

And now if, with any reasonable abatement, we may

still regard the “Analogy” as the best work extant on

the philosophy of Religion, it will satisfactorily answer

the metaphysical enquiries we have proposed,—-to shew

that the chief arguments of Butler for a future life, gen

erally, or at a period after death, involve necessarily the

commencement of that period at death. This, then, is

our present object.

The amount of the early part of his argument is, that

the human soul has a natural immortality. It is indis

celjptible, or indissoluble; the body is only matter which

is oreign to it; we live, as rational beings, not in a state

of sensation only, but in a state of reflection ; and there

is nothin that is essential to thought and reflection

which wil be dissolved by death. He contends simply

for a continuance of our existing powers of thought and

reflection; or that “the living agent” which each man

calls himself, and by which our author understands his

spiritual nature distinctively~lioeson through that event.

Now, to the sincere or Bible-loving Christian—(and,

as Butler would not write for Atheists—but addresses

only or chiefly, those who fully admit the Being of God,

we write not for Deists, at this time—but chiefly for the

consolation and encouragement of Christians, —to the

sincere Christian we say, two difiiculties may ere pre

sent themselves in some force. 1st. If the soul is to be

regarded as naturally immortal,—must we not regard it

as, in so far, independent of God’s disposal and God’s

providence? and 2d. If no reviviscence of the soul, but

simply a'continuance of its existence, is contended for,

in what sense can the work of Christ, or His resurrec

tion, be necessary to it, or be connected with it? Do

you not detract from His glory, as our second and last

Adam?
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In reply to the first of these questions, we would dis

tinguish between a natural and a necessary immortality;

the latter alone is independent; and pertaineth, as we

conceive, to God only. He only hath life in himself-—

underived existence—entire exemption from death, or

the possibility of dying. St. Paul places it among his

most distinguishing attributes. To all created intelli

gences with which we are acquainted,—-all creaturerits,-—immortality would seem natural ;* as to all corpo

real existence, death seems the appointment of nature.

We can place no limit on the power of the Omnipotent

to create (on the one hand) such intelligences, the capa

city and tendency of whose nature is to live on forever;

nor, on the other hand, to His power (whatever be this

tendency) to destroy anything he has created. Who

shall peak of the reserved powers of- Omnipotence ?-—

But spiritual natures tend to life—as they love life.

Bishop Butler onl argues (and it is the only argument

on the subject which we adopt,) that there is a “pre

sumption” that the living powers of the soul will conti

nue as we find they are, in the absence of all positive

reasons or known Divine arran ement to the contrary.

To the second difficulty (which will receive our fur

ther attention,) Christ is emphatically the Resurrection

and the Life of the human soul and body, we re ly, be—

cause both are, as we are assured, committed to im, to

preserve for a final re-union. Upon this last predicted

event, philosophy yields no light; has just nothing to

say or intimate—nothing for it, or against it. But that

which naturally has existence may be made additionally

secure or happy in such existence; may have its charter

of life, so to speak, re-issued under higher auspices, and

for ends of peculiar weight and importance. And thus,

we conceive, is the conservation or preservation, resur

rection and final judgment of all who die,—soul and

body,~—c0mmitted unto Him that liveth and was dead.

But more of this, as we have said, will come before us.

Returning to the good Bishop, he establishes the pro

* Luke xx. 36, may be worth considering here: we mean, the reason

assigned:

“ Neither can they die any more, for they are idling/75M“ like unto the

angels.’
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bability of a future life on the great law of nature, and

of our human nature in particular,—that we continue to

be the same individuals in very different sta es of exist

ence, from the womb to the grave ;—on the act that we

are conscious of certain capabilities of thought and ac

tion, mental pleasure and mental pain, up to the moment

of death; that we naturally presume on the continuance

of all things as they are, respecting which we have no

knowledge that they will be altered; and that any know

ledge of this kind which would affect the continuance of

our mental powers and capacities after death, must arise

either from the nature of their powers, and what we

know of death, or from the analogy of nature generally.

But no such knowledge is afforded from the nature of

our mental owers—the undergo great changes without

destruction ere on cart ; are suspended on their exer

cise by sleep and in a swoon, and remain undestroyed;

while all that we know of death is in its efl'ects on the

body, or the dissolution of so much flesh, skin and bones.

Nor does the analogy of nature afl'ord us the slightest

presumption of a destruction of the mental powers at

this period. We can trace them no further; but they

are often possessed in their greatest vividness, up to this

moment; there is a singular, almost a demonstrable

imity about them,—they cannot be dissolved; at least

we cannot conceive of their dissolution. The matter of

the body is in no way essential to them.--“ It is as easy

to conceive that they may exist out of our bodies as in

them.”—All the bodily senses are but instruments of

perception, not percipient powers. Such is a meagre

outline of Butler’s Ohapt. 1st., devoted expressly to the

probability of a Future Life.

Perhaps we should note particularly, as closely con

nected with our subject the suggestion—that, “for aught

we know, death may immedlately, and in the natural

course of things, put us into a higher and more enlarged

state of life, as our birth does ,' that those external organs

of sense upon which we now depend for the admission of

many ideas, may then be found to have been a kind of

“ natural hindrance” to our existing “in a higher state

of reflection.”—-“ Thus, when we go out of this world, we

may pass into new scenes and a new state of life and
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action, just as natwrally as we came into the present.”

Our “ notion of what is natural” being always “enlarged

iél piroportion to our greater knowledge of the works of

O .7,

Very remarkably has geology, since Butler’s time,

confirmed this natwrabness 0f death—and given us the

proofs of successive creations ; or entire re-organizations

of the material world, arisin after successive deaths of

whole species and genera ot created beings: given us,

certainly “greater knowledge of the works of God.” If

no part of this confirmation may be called demonstrative,

we reply—it is not produced as such. We only place it

beside the “probable reasoning” of this acknowledged

great Master of probable argument, and say with him,

we are all acting upon far less probabilities every day.

While Butler’s first chapter deals directly and in

terms with the Probability of a Future Life, the other

six chapters of his Part 1st. bear with almost equal

force on this momentous topic, especially his second and

third, on the Government of God as moral, and as a Go

vernment of rewards and punishments.

He builds a beautiful structure of government by

means—government by human agency; a moral govern

ment, in which the will and character of the Governor

are everywhere present, and obvious. As the outward

frame of Nature proves it to be the work of an Intelli

gent Mind, so our own nature, to go no further, and the

manner in which virtue and vice are rewarded and pun

ished as such, even in the present world, are proofs un

answerable of a Supreme Moral Government and Go

vernor over all. This government he proceeds afterwards

(chapter 7,) to shew, is a constituted system and scheme,

-—as distin uished from a number of single, unconnected

acts ;—a so eme in which two leading features are clear:

That we have not faculties to comprehend the whole ,—

and that we are in the midst of its development: enough

being exhibited to demonstrate a just and wise scheme

begun: enough held back, or held over to the future, to

demonstrate that it is only begun; and to imply, in the

strongest way, by consequence, the probability of its

com etion.

e argues, as to punishments, that they do not-follow
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vice immediately; that in proportion to their delay they

become terrible; and that the opportunity of repairing

errors, or retrieving a natural or moral position, neglect

ed to a certain degree, is finally closed upon us. In the

natural course of things “there remains no place for re

pentance.”

That with respect to virtue; we are all in a state of

probation for the trial, the improvement, the maturin

and strengthening it by habit, and by that wise and kin

admixture of temptations and satisfactions, which make

all true virtue progressive, and a moral qualification for

something higher and better. '

Every part of this argument is germain to our pur

pose. If the soul dies not with the body; if its natural

tendencies, capacities and enjoyments are to life and

to “live alway;” if there is an indissoluble unity about

its very nature; if it is ever to be regarded as the true

seat of personal identity or what each man calls binn

self.... if as our great analogist contends, there is the

highest amount of probable evidence that it must exist

in a future life, because it must li/ue on after death, then

must it live on in that separate and intermediate state

between death and the Resurrection, which is the object

of our enquiry. It neither dies with the body, nor lives

in any farther connection with it for the time being. It

does not remain at all as the body does, under the pow

er of the grave. Therefore must it live for the time be

ing, in a separate and distinct life.

f, again, the possession of memory, judgment, all the

intellectual owers,——-if conscience in a widely awakened

state; and a 1 our social and sacred affections in the full

and brightest exercise being often found to distinguish

the mind up to the very moment of death—and never

more, even at the close of long and wasting diseases,

than at that moment—-if all this is a strong presumptive

argument for the soul’s future state, it is just the same

argument for the commencement of that state at death,

or for an immediate future state of undiminished, unin

terrupted consciousness and power. The argument is,

the soul lives on unaltered, for in the very moment of

the dissolution of the body we find it in its liveliest and

most characteristic exercises of life. In these circum
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stances, and with such powers in the very dregs of life

qere below, we have a right to assume it lives on unal

tered, because we know of nothing that will alter it.

Our application of the argument only farther is, you

know of nothing to interrupt then its liveliest exercises;

therefore the Presumption is they will not be interrupt

ed. There is no reason to suppose that an interruption

or sus ension of them equal to that of one night’s, or

or, one our’s, sound slee , will take place.
Again, the whole of IButler’s argument being, that

there is no probable change in the living powers of the

soul at death, we only pursue this argument farther by

observing that no probable change is supposable beyond

that event; for on no hypothesis or theory of another

life yet imagined, is there any kind of event like death,

beyond death, or between it and the resurrection.

The vigor of the mind in old age, is a collateral fact

that bears upon this ar ument. Moses will lead the

way with the lover of he Bible—the man of six score

years with his eye not dim nor his natural strength aba

ted. But this may be regarded as an extraordinary in

terposition of Heaven. Some of our best and sweetest

poets, however, have found a strange rejuvenescence

when at their calling. Dryden wrote his Alexander’s

Feast, the most imaginative and lofty of his poems, in

his 66th year. Cowper was in the decline of life when

his first volume of poems was published; and 53 or 54

ears of age when he wrote the Task, and John Gilpin.

Wesley, it is said, when upwards of 80, made 30,

000 people hear him distinctly in a favourable valley of

Wales; and preached better (intellectuall ,) at four-score

than at thirty. The London Quarterly eview of July

last, mentions Dr. Routh, of Oxford, as having at 93

completed a new edition of a classical work, enriched

in the revision from the last sciences; and as having re

cently, at 97, re-edited a work of considerable labour

and research on English history. And in the United

States there yet lives Dr. James Murdock, who at 75

years of age has issued a Translation of the Peshito Sy

riac New Testament, of high character. One loves to

look at the honourable wrinkles on the face ofhis portrait;

they are the lines of an impressive Epistle of God’s

Von. vn.-—No. 4. 72
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providence 'to all aspirants at Biblical literature to "‘ go

and do likewise.” '

Do we survive great changes and improve at every

change from birth to maturity—at least; and with re

spect to the mind, our nobler art, and all the nobler

parts and exercises of that 'min , even to the green old

age of such a man as Paul the aged? Can his readiness

to depart and to be with Christ,—-(we are writing for the

Christian metaphysician, we remind the reader,)—be for a

moment supposed to becOme unreadiness, unfitness,—or

his mental and moral strength depart from him, either

just at the moment, like Sampson, when he meets his

greatest enemy, death; or'at that other moment imme

iately succeedin , when he meets his Great and Adora

ble Friend, that aviour for whose presence his whole

life has been a school of preparation?

And then, as to the Divine governmen't,—its essential

morality; its essential justice in particular, and essential

wisdom. Mark here the consequences of an o posite

opinion. It will be sufficient to establish the trut of all

for which we contend. If the soul does not immediately

resume its activity after death,——if we imagine it, wit

Priestl * and others, to be in a state of torpor or slee

until the resurrection of the body, we exolude it as e -

fectu'ally from the moral government of ‘God during that

state of sleep or torpor, as if We imagined it to heck

tinct. It is to create, at the best, a tremendous ga in

its existence, in which it is nothing, and can do nothing;

*Ths flippancy with which Dr. Priestly could speak on this gra'Ve

and interestl subject, as Well as the kind of arguments that weighed

with him, wil appear in the following extract from a letter of his to

Bisho White:

“ ith respect to my state of mind in my last illness, 'I 'feel far more

satisfaction in the idea of shutting my eyes on the world and opening

them at the resurrection, than in that of passing into a state of what

the Scriptures give us no account at all (l but which must be some

where underground, where we cannot 100 for much convenience or

comfort, and where we must be entirely c'ut ofi~ from the living world.

As to the existence of such a state, the silence of our Saviour concern

ing it in the interview with Martha and Mary, and of the Apostle when

he was writing to comfort his new converts on the death of their friends,

[he 'could not have read with common attention—2 Cor. v.,] weighs

more With me, than any a ument from the supposed literal meaning

(grimy articular passages o Scripture."— Wilson: Memoirs of Bishop

ate, vo., p. 185.
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a gap, or “great gulf” of inanity, in which the virtu

ous only (and some of the most virtuous and eminent

servants of God and man, as we shall shew,) suffer a

species of punishment for ages, and the vicious enjoy re

pose. It is to give to the infidel his desperate hope,

that in that sleep of death (no) dreams may come. It

is to deny to the believer, for an indefinite eriod, that

reat and noble desire of his daily prayers to the will of

0d “as it is done in Heaven.” It is to exclude from

the active overnment of God all its best subjects, during

that perio ; it is to grant relief, reprieve,~a welcome

and important, if limited, impunity, to the worst rebels

against that government. ‘

PART. 2. The Scriptural Argument—

We have seen that the metaphysical or philosophical

argument terminates in a two-fold probability: i. e. that

of a future and an immediate existence of the soul after

death. The one is clearly, to the extent in which that

argument has been successfully pursued, contained in

the'other. The soul dies not as, or with, the body; there

is nothing (apparently) discerptible, or for a moment dis

soluble 0r separable in its nature; the event which we

call death, is only the separation of the body from the

soul, which immediately lives on again;——-continues its

glorious or ignoble career, as its character may have

been formed and disciplined in this life. It has onl

cast off its corporeal inte uments or clothing. As a soul:

therefore, or intellectua spirit, which is involved in the

very definition of it (as allowed on all hands, it lives on

consciously, in immediate and uninterrupte ‘ conscious

ness. The probabilities of the argument to which we

have thus far attended, amount fully to this, or to nothing.

It should be conceded, perhaps, and this is the part of

our discussion where the concession is relevant, that the

man, as a compound of soul and body, in all ordinary

cases,* dies—in strict language it might be said, the

'whole man. By “ man” we mean, generally, what the

record of his formation has defined him to be, “ a living

* We say “ordinary cases,” in the recollection of some few exempt ones,

Enoch’s, Moses’ (perhaps) and Elijah’s.
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soul,” or a soul living in a human body. Now that tie

between the soul and body, that relationship, is dissolv

ed, and is thus far dead, altogether dead, in death. Man

is no more strictly and properly, man (notwithstanding

Butler’s stron argument respecting the seat of identity,)

possessing on y a human soul, apart and separate from

his body, than possessed, if the term be here allowable,

of a human body apart and separate from his soul. The

man does not go into the grave, but the body of the man

only. “ The spirit” of the man, and not the entire man,

as yet—“ returns,” in death, “to God who ave it.” The

union of soul and body is, in other wor s, essential to

our humanity. The man, thus considered, dies and whol

ly dies, just as in the case of married men, the husband

dies, Whether he or his Wife first descend into the grave.

The whole married man is dead, entirely dead, in either

case, for the marriage is dead; and from all the laws and I

duties of it, one party is in either case as much, that is,

entirely, loosed, as is the other. It is thus, we conceive,

that to the first man death was threatened as a penalty,

and thus that in the continuous execution of that threat

or penalty, “in Adam, all die.” Thus, that in Christ,

the second man, and “last Adam,” for he will never for

feit his high relation to us, as the renovating Head of

human nature, “all will be made alive.”

Our philosophical probabilities amount thus far, there

fore, only to the continued existence of that important

52% of man, his sOul. Can they ever amount to more?

etaphysics are beyond their sphere, as the very term

imports, when they venture a conjecture as to what shall

be a present or ultimate issue of death on the body.

They can have just nothing rational to say on the ques‘

tion. In particular, they can neither aifirm nor deny any

thing respectin the resurrection of the body; or, in the

more scriptura phrase, the resurrection of the dead,—

which very phrase, by the way, establishes our remark

as to the unity of man’s nature. For while “the resur

rection of the dead” [man] will be the resurrection of

the body, the Scriptures never make use of the latter,

and far less significant phrase, but of the former only,

(as Mr. Locke has long ago remarked,) the resurrection

of the dead.
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And now the way 'would seem prepared for inquiry

into the Scriptural argument in regard to our subject.—

We are discussing in this essay, not the doctrine of a

future resurrection of the dead, (which must include the

reunion of soul and body,) nor the resurrection of the

body, as a distinct question, it should be remembered.

We know not why men should ever have thought it in

credible that Gon should raise the dead entirely; and

have no kind of doubt that He will. But with that

question we have nothing to do here. We have weigh—

ed the metaphysical probabilities, and are now to en

quire into the Scripture teachings on the question—“ Is

there an intermediate state of conscious existence for the

human spirit, between death and the resurrection?”

We cannot attempt to consider all the passages of

Scripture which bear on this important subject. A

passage or two from the Old Testament; two or three

matters of fact, that are plainly revealed, and two or

three plain doctrinal statements of the New Testament,

will, we think, convert the probability of the Philosophi

cal ar ument into demonstration.

In t e Jewish church it was a proverb—“ The wicked

is driven away in his wickedness, but the righteous hath

hope in his death.” Can any one reasonably doubt that

both parts of this proverb bear on the state of man after

death,-—-that the hope of the righteous comes from you

other side of the grave, and what he will be there; or

that the hopelessness of the wicked, the terrible driving

him away described, is just as surely derived from that

quarter? The two men arrive at the same outward and

literal event, or point in the road of their moral history.

The one is unwillin t0 0 on, but he is driven on; the

other goes forward (gleer ully,—is attracted forward. In

his true character while here, each dies; acts, or is acted

upon. “ In his wickedness” he who lives, (and loves it

to the last,) dies; does not quit that, nor that him. It

is no mere clothing; it has become a wicked nature;

and now all means of persuasion, and all gentle measures

having been lost 11 on him,—he would not go to his ac—

count with a just 0d, but he must. His death is not a

departure, but an ejection from life. He refuses,—with

stands to the utmost; but Death takes no refusal ; drives
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him on and “away”! Few texts-are more awful and

clear as to the portion of the wicked, their immediate

portion in another life.

The other passage of the Old Testament is that beau

tiful lamentation of Isaiah (lvii., 1, 2,) which we have

made our motto. The reader, interested in our topic,

will attentively consider it. Gesenius, after Javehi,

suggests an antithesis between the first two verses (of

Is. lvii.,) which we have quoted, and the third,—“ They

shall rest on their beds,”—“ but, ye, (or, as for you»,

draw near hither, ye sons of the sorceress, ac. ‘

Exodus iii., 6 and 15, with our Lord’s remarkable

comment on the phrase, “I am the God of Abraham,

and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob,” artake of

the character both of fact and doctrine here. ndirectly

only, can they prove the complete resurrection of the

dead,—-hut they silenced triumphantly, as three of' the

Evangelists record, the heresy of the Sadducees, “ that

there is no resurrection ;” and they especially assert and

prove, in the plainest language, an intermediate or sepa-.

rate existence of the soul, after death. And this is all

in which we are here concerned with them. i‘ God is,”

said the Saviour, in effect, “and declares he will be, “to

all generations,” the God of these Patriarchs,—-wh0m

you esteem entirely dead. “He is not a God of the

dead, but of the living, for they all live unto Him.”—

That is, these Patriarchs are now in as active existence,

and even in as close a covenant-relation to God, as ever

they were, or can be. They are dead and buried to the

outward eye, and their sepulchres are with us to this

day,”—but with Him they exist and have communion.”

Our Lord speaks here, then, exactly upon the point

we have in view. Wherever we, or any of His crea

tures live, and whatsoever we or they are,—-we live, in

one sense, “unto God.” It is equally true of the en

tirely livin as of the dead. But the Saviour is here

speaking or those whose dust had for 9. es been mingled

with its parent earth. Neither of w at was, or what

shall hereafter only be true, respecting them: but of

what was then true, and was a matter of '"fact in their

ersonal history; as much as the call of Abraham from

Ehaldsa, the birth of. lease or the death of Jassb is
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Egy 't. It must be conceded, as we have said, that these

wor s prove nothing respecting the resurrection of the

body, or with regard to the future re-union of soul and

body, but by implication,—i. e., that as this most impor

tant part of man has been, in the case of these Patriarchs,

re-vivified, re-suscitated, or “ raised up,” from all conse

3uences of the momentary stroke of death,—so it ren

ers highly probable that their bodies will be. But it

asserts as afact, the present life of their spirits. That

death did not reduce them either to dust or to inaction.

This is quite plain—a matter that asks for no process

of reasoning or argument. It is a fact, asserted by the

last and final Prophet of His Ohurch,—in His unmeas

ured ossession of the Spirit of truth and wisdom,—ha

ving imself essential immortality and perfect knoW

ledge of the life that now is, and of that which is to

come. Were there no other authentic communication

about the matter, this must be held, we submit, as final

and decisive. And as one fact is worth a hundred argu

ments in such a case, this one must be allowed to take

its rank as to the separate existence of the soul, with

that other one of Our Lord‘s own resurrection, as to the

final re-union ofsoul and body, or the complete resur

rection of the dead. "‘ Now is Christ risen, and become

the first fruits of them that slept.” Now, have these

Patriarchs survived completely the stroke of death as to

their souls, have entered into that intermediate and se

‘parate state of the soul for which we are contendin ;—

and their case is exhibited by Him who is the Trut , as

a s ecimen of the general state of “ the dead.”

id our Saviour exhibit it with the remarkable pre

face—4“ That the dead are raised—Moses shews at the

'bush ;—or, as t0uching the resurrection of the dead,

have ye not read,”—thus, "in fact, applying the term

“raised” and the doctrine 'of 1a resurrection to the dis

embodied spirits of the Patriarchs? We see not how

this can be denied. We 'take it, then, to be a con

firmation of our doctrine of the unity of our nature.—

The separation of soul and body 'Was the natural death

of the man: the Prolonged death and corruption of

the ,bod ; the momentary—instantaneousl conquered,

death 0 the spirit—as a human spirit. (do-r that only
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can be the subject of a resurrection which has been, in

some sense, dead.)* In so far, then, as in strict or po

pular language—these men have died, these spirits have

been raised from the dead, for unto God, and with God,

they now live. Let wise men consider this interpreta

tion of the doctrine of a resurrection, applied to their

souls; but whether they agree with us in that interpre

tation, or not, it will not affect the matter-of-fact proof

here afforded of the separate and happy existence of the

souls of these Patriarchs between death and the resurrec

tion of the body; and this is all we seek here to prove.

Another text, exhibiting a matter of fact on the sub

ject, rather than any argument, or process of reasoning,

is found in the histor of the Crucifixion of our Lor .

Two others, real maleiactors, are nailed in company with

Him, to the opprobrious cross! One of these becomes,

however rapidly, a convert to the grace of the Redeem

er. He gives promptly and fully, the standard, practi

cal evidence of conversion. He justifies God and man.

in his condemnation; he preaches in word and deed,

repentance toward God, and faith in our Lord ‘Jesus

Christ. But the connection of his case with our argu

ment is, in his prayer to Christ and its immediate an

swer, “ Lord, remember me when thou comest into thy

kingdom l”—“ This day shalt thou be with me in Para

dise.” This prayer, then, is heard and answered, as

prayer addressed to Christ, personally, and answered

specifically, both as to time and place. Was it not an

swered with a sincerity equal to that in which it was

ofi'ered,--with an equal, yea, surpassing truthfulness and

intelligence? In th1s “hour and power of darkness,”

was there any incompetence in this King, either to dis

pose of places in his kingdom, heretofore refused to dis

ci les in very difi'erent circumstances, or to include

“ Paradise” within its range? We must bring our con

* A portion of the Church, (1 Cor. xv. 51,) we cannot tell how large,

shall be alive and “remain unto the coming of the Lord.” They shall

undergo a “change” equivalent to death,-—for “in Adam all die_’: but

their bodies shall not remain for an instant, (or but for an inconceivable

moment,) under the power of death. So may these Patriarchs, and all

believers, be understood to have survived a similar change as to their

spirits,-—and to be now therefore, Way/7510:, like the angels, and “chil

dren of the resurrection.”
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struction of this memorable answer right up to a clear,

yea 0r nay—on the point— Was the promise it contains

fulfilled?” If it was, then here again is a happy inter—

mediate state for the believer, commencing at death.

There was this believer on that awful day of his death——

and, without the monstrous en position of a reversal of
his bliss by him who bestowedpit, there he has been for

e' hteen centuries and a half.

e would for a moment point at the majestic drapery

of circumstances closing the scene. This trophy of

Christ’s power and race must have witnessed all the

great miracles attending the Saviour’s actual death—the

rending rocks, the quaking earth, the darkened sun!

Must have heard the thrilling cry of his final agony-—

the submissive committal of his soul to the hand that in

flicted it, and in which he triumphed over it ;—-the loud

voice “ It is finiahed”—events that extorted from the

heathen Centurion a confession similar to that of this re

deemed one—“Truly this was the Son of God I” What

alternations of faith and fear, exquisite aim and trium

phant hope must they have awakened in Ms breast !—

O'mfied with Christ, literally and spiritually as he was,

beyond any other of his most distinguished disci les!

Let us remember the final shade-lines of‘ the ark,

tragic scene! His Lord and Master dies first, by a long

space of time to his sad ex erience—crowded as it might

be into a few fragments of hours and minutes; and the

stern executioners advance with their bars or hammers

to break his quivering limbs. Oh! what intense interest

attaches now to that most definite and sworn-to promise,

the single rock of his faith—“ Veril --to_day—I say unto

thee—shalt thou be with me—in aradise l” Its broad

pointsfjut out, and he is landed safely through the last

rage o the storm;

Among the matter-of-fact revelations of the New Tes

tament, on this subject, we feel warranted to include the

parable of the rich man and Lazarus. All these inimi

table compositions mnst be held to teach tmth, and if

their scope, or chief intention be duly regarded, they

will convey all the reat truths of the Gospel to our

minds, and establish em in the truth,:-—just in propor

tion to the humble patience with which it is wrought out

73
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of them. Our Saviour would rebuke the proud and rich

Pharisees, and shew them how soon .their vain distinc

tions, civil and religious, would be no more; that at

death, the humblest piety should have its comforts, and

their good things be exchanged immediately for evil

things. As surely as a dead, rich man, would be “bu

ried” by his friends and menials—angels should convey

a pious beggar, at his death, to Abraham’s bosom. The

contrast with a former condition is, in each case, as de

cided, and as irrevocable, as it is rapidly effected. The

rich man is at once delivered over to intolerable suffer

ings ; the beggar to the embrace and fellowship of Abra

ham. The soul of neither party perishes or is inactive—

they are vividly conscious of their respective states

which are brought into animated discussion. Would

this parable teach the truth as to the issues of death if

the soul could be supposed, in either case, to have died

with the body, or to become in all other cases torpid

and unconscious for a es! The parable is the more val

uable as conveying t e solemn truth of what is, as to

this world, the latter end of both the righteous and the

wicked.*

The leading doctrinal statement which we would pro

duce on this interestin subject is found in 2 Cor. v: 1

10. “ We know that if our earthly house of this taber

nacle were dissolved.” “We assuredly know” (Boom

field,) that ‘Elf” i. e. when, we leave our earthly bodies.

For the con ition of the proposition must be supposed

in argument to be fulfilled—then “we have a building

* Perhaps, considering who is the speaker, and the manner in which He

introduces the first two asseverations, we ought to rank John v: 24, viii:

5, and xii: 26, among the matter-of-fact revelations of the New Testa

ment, on this subject. We copy Tholuck's fine remark on the first of

these pages. “He intends to speak here to the circumstance that to him

who truly believes, there is no difference in point of fact between this

world and the world to come. The same communion with God which

the redeemed believer shall enjoy in the other world, he enjoys even

here; only here it is imperfect through certain hindrances and limitations.

Now, in this respect, the Lord means to say the moral awakening of man

is so intimately connected with his future life that this awakening it

self, may be regarded as the beginning of the great resurrection end

or period." Or, as he adds, more correctly, perhaps. on chap. viii: 5, “he

receives thereby in himself, the elements of a higher, an imperishable

existence.”
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of God, a house not made with hands,” &c. While this

second building or house, has been variously interpreted,

it is pretty generally agreed that the first or earthly

house is the body re arded as the temporal dwelling

place of the mind. “ f our house on earth—this of our

body,” the Peshito Syriac reads.* We ado t Doddridge’s

view of the second house, “I am inclinab e to take it in

a general view as referring to the whole provision God

has made for the future ha piness of his people; and

which Christ represents as his father’s house in which

are many mansions.”1' But, it is enough for our present

purpose, in quoting it, that the passage establishes an

immediate provision for the departed spirit’s accommo

dation, on its quitting this earthly body,——that We shall

not “then be found naked,” destitute, or unaccommoda

ted, although we shall have left our first abode.

Further on our Apostle is more explicit. “ Knowing

that while we are at home in the body we are absent from

the Lord—we are willing rather to be absent from the

body and present with the Lord. Clearly, he would

here teach a distinct and separate existence of the spirit

of believers, that of those who would migrate (trim-Lida!)

or travel out of the body, [in death] and who seek anew

home, Mnpfiqdm qrpod m Kupmv—thereafte!‘ or thereupon to

reside with the Lord.

When we consider upon what the prospect of this mi

gration and its immediate result is made to bear—all the

weight of afflictions under which the Apostle and his

fellow-laborers “groaned ;” (2d v.) all their arduous “la

bours” and utmost ambition (olkorinotuséa)—9th v.—-in

difi'using the Gospel; all their courage or “ confidence”

in the face of its bitterest enemies, (6 v.;) we shall feel

what a power of spiritual motive was attached by the

writer to this doctrine. It was truly “ coming events

casting” not “their shadows,” but their cheering light,

“ before” them—light from the other side of the grave,

never e ually needed by mere mortals.

And t ere is a point or two in the 9th and 10th verses

(compared,) that all the commentators with which we

are acquainted have overlooked. 1. It was enough of

* Vida Murdock. J(I'lxpositicm, in 100.
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stimulus and reward that the writer and his co-labourers

should be with the Lord and accepted of the Lord in that

anticipated separate state; for here he speaks of no other

bliss of the future life. 2. Yet, should that bliss and

those rewards bear upon the still future resurrection and

judgment of “all.” It shall be a state, then, both of

ample rewards for the past, and of progressive holiness

and happiness—preparing us for the future great day of

account. “For we must all stand before the jud ment

seat of Christ, that each may receive retribution in the

body for what he hath done in it.”-—(Syriac.%

A corroborative text is Phil. i: 22, 23. he Apostle

was now three or four years nearer the blissful scene he

presents to us; and there is an evident transition and ex

altation, both in his feelings and his statements. Before

writing to his Corinthian brethren, he was willing to de

part- and to be with Christ. Now he is eager; has “ a

desire to depart.” . . . . . Before it was a simple state

ment of the fact—now to be with Christ “is far better,”

(Mm p-akkw upefddov)—by much more, better; “better

beyond expression.”—(D0ddridge.) To live is Christ,

but to die is gain to him. It is in these later Epistles

of Paul, (Philip, 2 Tim., &c.,) that, as Neander observes,

we find passages “in which he expresses most decidedly,

the hope of a higher developement [of the Divine life,]

immediately consequent on death; of a Divine life of

blessedness, in immediate communion with Christ.”*

Add to this that he was now a prisoner for the Gospel,

at Rome; and had recently suffered some personal “af

fliction,” perhaps sickness, there, (chap. iv: 14,) and

additional interest will be given to this warm experi

mental assage. '

But t is great writer supposes, in all his Epistles, the

distinct life,—and in some the separate action and glory

of the soul. He speaks of real “visions and revelations

of the Lord,” which he had in the early part of this Chris.

tian course. According to Dr. Campbell, (Prelim. Dis.

vi: p. 2,) on 2 Cor. xii: 1-4, of more than one, chiefly

because he speaks distinctly of “the third Heaven” and

of “Paradise,”—-a basis too narrow, surely, for this ar

* Planting of the Churches, 8 vo., trons by Rylmd: pp. 262: Phil. 1846.
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gument. “All Christian antiquity” he says, however, is

with him, “except Origen.” Be this as it may, the

Apostle is careful to say and to repeat, that “whether,”

in these “revelations of the Lord,” he were “in the

body or out of the body,” he knew not. He affirms,

however, that on either supposition, Christ was revealed

to him, and he was caught up, or caught away, into the

abode of the Saviour’s glory, and a region of supreme

happiness,-—whence he was distinctly conscious of re

ceiving communications which he might not, and indeed

could not, utter on earth. The w ole circumstance,

Whitby very consistently regards as proof of St. Paul’s

belief, “that the soul ma have perception when out of

the body, and consequent y have an independent exist

ence.” Bloomfield renders the dppnm popular by “inefl'a

bly, inexpressibly sublime” [words,]-'—verba sacro digna

silentio (in a phrase of Horace); and the words follow

ing—“ which [if they were capable of being expressed]

it would not be lawful for me to communicate.”

Perhaps it would be equally vague and unlawful to

indulge in much disquisition as to the locality of these

manifestations, or that of the abode of the happy spirits

whom we may scripturally expect to meet in the Inter

mediate state: but it is worthy of remark that the term

Paradise, by which the Jews always have expressed

their highest ideas of the happiness of a future life,—

and which is used but three times at all in the New

Testament, is twice a lied to that abode, i. 'e. here, and

in Luke xxiv: 43. e may add, our full conviction

with Jon. Edwards, that under whatever name we regard

this locality, it is the highest Heaven of which one can,

at present, have any conception,—-demonstrably such, as

the present abode of the lorified Redeemer. “What is

it but”—where HE “hat ascended, far above all hea

vens”; where, therefore, our conversation, or “citizen

ship” even now is (Phil. iii: 20); where the proto-martyr

Stephen, having “heaven opened to him, and a real

vision of his soul, prays by Him to be received,-—and

where a larger—perhaps the lar er part of the whole

family of God having already arrived, it has become the

new or Heavenly Jerusalem; and they are waiting for

S
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the present and future part of that family from the

earth, with them “ to be made perfect.”

The book of the Revelation may supply us with anoth

er text. To render us good service, 1t does not require

that we should form a specific opinion as to the period

of its fulfilment. It relates, like our subject generally,

to a state, rather than to any particular time,—the state

of the faithful martyrs to the Truth, early or late. “I

saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for

the word of God, and for the testimony which they held.”

They were the spirits of slain men, +vxu0’; of those who

had been put to death for Christ, and who speak of

“ them that dwell on the earth,” as no longer of their

number.—Rev. vi: 9-11. Without attempting too de

tailed an exposition of the truths here contained, the

psychology of the Writer is to us, clearly, that of Paul,

and of the other parts of the New Testament. The souls

of these martyrs neither perished, nor slept in the grave

with their bodies : they are living, conscious, full of in

terest in the friends, and of indignation at the foes of the

church on earth : they offer prayer, and are acknowledg

ed of God, both in the purity of their characters and

the reasonableness of their plea.

We cannot conclude without suggesting a meditation

which, in truth, led us to the entire subject. The pro

bable feelings of a redeemed spirit in a First Hour after

Death / Is it not among the most important and attract

ive of all hours upon which the eye of faith and a chas

tened imagination can fix itself? Certainly the new

candidate for Heaven’s rest will not hitherto have lived

through one equally interesting. Do we gaze upon and

ponder the new appearances of the bodies of our beloved

deceased friends; apply ourselves, like Abraham, to

justifiable cares and honorable sacrifices, to bury our

“dead out of our sight”? We are en rossed, it may be,

far too much with what is mortal. or if the “living

agent” is not destroyed by death, then is not the living

believer, and Christian brother, and true younger bro

ther of the Lord Jesus Christ. The benediction of the

voice from Heaven becomin at this hour first applica

ble—Blessed are the dead who died in the Lord, from

henceforth.
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While, therefore, to make this interesting Hour, that

of full birth into an immortal state,——in any thing like

detail, or too close inspection,—an object to dWell upon,

may be undesirable, if not impracticable,—it is scarcel '

not too much to say, that the eye of Christian faith as

fixed upon it inclusieely, by all who believe life and im

mortality to have been brought to light by the Gospel.

It may be like the sun—shining alone—too bright an

object for our direct and steady gaze; but this does not

forbid our appreciation of its li ht, or our walkin and
working and rejoicing in its brig tness._ Sir Isaac lew

ton is said to have inured his eyes to looking alternately

at the sun, until, when he directed his mind intensely to

accomplish it, he could command a spectrum of its isk

in the dark,—so that at last it would return, even at

midnight, “as often as he would meditate upon the phe

nomena.” Oh! for such a spectrum of the Sun of Righ

teousness, and of being with flim, in the Hour we con

template! May it not be brought profitably into some

of our dark earthl hours?

In that first our after oleath, the Christian spirit

shall be as entirely relieved from the burden of the flesh,

all the adjuncts and of mortality,—as at any future pe

riod in all eternity! Negatives have no degrees : and no

more sin, no more sorrow ; no more temptations to sin,

nor infirmity connected with sin, shall now annoy it. It

awakens to no mere existence, or a dull consciousness

and sluggishness of life, like

The fat weed

That rots itself in ease on Lethe’s wharf,

but to a vigour, a liveliness and an enjoyment of life

hitherto known to it! The work of the soul’s redemption

is practically complete; its purity complete; its victory

after the good fight, and its rest after victory, complete.

It ascends, even in this blessed hour, the hill where, if

loftier hei hts and more extended prospects are before

it, the region of clouds and storms is left forever far be

low. The Christian’s death, like that of his Divine

Master, has rent “from top to bottom” the veil that

darkened the Holiest, and he has only, unobstructed, to

walk forward! From thepresence of evil the righteous is
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taken awa/y, while few “consider” either where they

“ rest” or where they walk.

We submit that such a profitable and highly consola—

tory regard may be fixed Upon this Hour, as shall very

happily prepare us for it; as shall calm our fears, and

animate our hopes in approaching it; shall draw from it

to the hour, aye, and to many hours, before death, most

welcome light and comfort. When fording with a car

riage, a river of any considerable breadth and depth of

current, the strength of that current, if we gaze on it, will

sometimes beguile, through the eye, the whole head into

a dangerous dizziness ; whereas, if we cast our view right

across chiefly—on the debouchment or landing-place of

the ford, or on any object on the other side the stream,

we shall more safely accomplish our passage.

The spirit, in the Hour we contemplate, has fully,—

unscathed and uninjured, escaped the conflict, its last

conflict, with the great and “last enemy” of man’s na

ture, death. He ma liave scars, so to speak, but no

painful wound from t at conflict,—scars, something like

those on the risen Saviour’s person,—not affecting its 0r

ganization or its proper functions of any kind. (Our

sins must forever leave, perhaps, scars ofshame upon us.)

He will have the pleasure of ease after pain, which at

once implies its absence and former presence, and heigh

tens unspeakably the enjoyment of that ease. Astonish

ment he may have at where and what he finds himself,

but no perplexity; awe and wonder, but no terror; the

absorption of a complete astonishment, without the inac

tivity, the benumbedness appertaining to it on earth.—

He is renewed, recreated, in the conflict just past, for

all the activities, mingled with all the enjoyments of a

new and “far better” sphere of exertion. He is even

now “ wrought up to” (2 Cor. v : 5—Gr.) a perfect readi

ness to every good work through an eternal series; for

God himself has been the inimitable and special Work

man in and upon him, to produce this readiness; deli

vering him from the action and the presence of every

obstacle, every difficulty. ‘

Let us glance at some of his accessory advantages.—

We know wno is his Sun of Righteousness still—of wis

dom and delight and matchless glory. He has exchan
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ged the conscious presence of His grace, for a totally

new consciousness of the presence of His glory. But

may not that Sun have its herald-light, its morning stars?

Nothing does he more readily 0r deeply feel than that

he has no longer any need of earth’s beloved, but cir—

cumscribed temples. The “Lamb is the temple,” rising

in magnificent proportions before him. But shall it not

have its vestibule, and a kind extension of its outer

court?

-The morning stars that sang together at the creation

shall now bestud the opening firmament. They are ex

pressly said to herald the pious beg ar to “the bosom of

Abraham.” Withdrawn rom visib e attendance on our

steps below—they shall now renew their ministry. To

this his first awakening into a world of realities and un

clouded light, that ministry may be in a thousand ways

essential. Milton consistently places our first parents

under their tutelage.

The spirits of the just made-throughout a long tract

of time,—“perfect,” and in various grades of perfection,

shall welcome and encoura e him. He shall be receiv

ed as the last birth of a wel?ordered and kindly disposed

family on earth, is received ;—-in which the most, for a

reasonable time, is always made of the youngest. We

have an unfeigned fear of “intruding here, into the

things that are not seen,”-—and have sometimes checked

the speculations of the sanguine on the doctrine of the

recognition of departed friends in Heaven—Jest we

should make 3. Heaven full of Christians the substitute

for a Heaven full of—Christ! We believe, on the whole,

in that doctrine, but it shall be a recognition that leads

not from Christ, but to Christ. “ We shall know each

other in another world,” said one dying saint to us—“q'f

it will add to our happiness there.” “I ma I be so en

aged with gazing on my Saviour,” said anot r, “that

§or a thousand years I may not desire to take my eyes

from off Mm.”

But hither ma/y now come to greet the new candidate

for the heavenly presence, converging lines of the re

deemed from earth—the older and the later initiated—

wisely and kindly intermixed. They are not the less

personal temples of the same blessed Spirit that on earth

VOL. vu.—-No. 4. 74
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consecrated them to himself—because they are disen

cumbered of “the body,” ~nor because of the reat tem

ple, looming into distinctness from out its dazz ing light,

to which they lead. Each may be regarded as a vesti

bule of that temple, the “ kind extension of its outward

courts,” respecting which we ventured just now to put a

question. -

The first faculty of his mind which shall be brought

into free exercise, or a new and glorious liberty of the

sons of God, is an intense personal consciousness. The

inward outline of its own being, never before so distinct

ly marked and felt. Present to itself is that mind—pos

sessed therefore of itself, as it never before was, or amidst

the distractions of earth. It is an image, if but a

shadow of the Great I am, and consubstantial with him

as never before.

The next faculty may be that of happiest and liveliest

association with the known forms of created good.—

Spirits familiar to his pilgrimage below may the king

dcpute to revive and re-instamp all his best impressions

of those forms—the ministerial angel of God in conver

sion for whom Galatian believers would, at one time,

have plucked out their own eyes, and whom they then

received “ even as Christ Jesus ;”—-portions of the church

of our first vows, first communion, or first public labours,

-—below. Some of the last we should expect, first; and

some of the first, last! Those who have introduced us

to the fellowship of saints and, instrumentally, to the

Lord of saints, on earth—how well ualified now to in

troduce us to the fellowshi and Lor of Saints in Hea

ven! If some have united the strongest and most inti

mate afi'ections of nature, for us, with those of grace,

they shall be but the apter for this oflice!

[For] if as holiest men have deemed, there be

A land of souls beyond that sable shore

To shame the doctrine of the Sadducee,

And sophists, madly vain of dubious lore;

How sweet it were in concert to adore

With those who made our mortal labours light:—

To hear each voice we feared to hear no more!

Behold each lovely shade revealed to sight,

[The Prince of Teachers there]—and all who taught the right.

We leave our happy Spirit in this, his first unquali
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fiedly happy hour, without presuming to follow him fur

ther. Up from the stream of death, deep only on this

side, he has advanced to firm footing on the golden sands

beyond. And as the last shallow ripplings of that stream

—n0iseless and transparent—spread now into an imper

ceptible ascent before him (mingling the waters and the

shore in gentless beauty,) so shall his holiness and his

happiness to ether, mingle and blend, and lead him up

ward, until od in Christ receives, and deli hts, and ad

vances him into all the unsearchable riches 0 His eternal

presence!

 

ARTICLE VI.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE WEEKLY SABBATH.

The Sabbath was instituted in Paradise, and was one

of the first institutions which God gave to the world.

Of this, we have unmistakable evidence in the second

chapter of Genesis. “On the seventh day, God ended

his work which he had made, and he rested on the sev

enth day from all his work which he had made. And _

God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, because

that in it he had rested from all his work which God

created and made.” By sanctifying this day of his rest

or Sabbath, we are to understand that God set it apart

and consecrated it as a holy day, to be employed in the

special services of religion; and in blessing it, he appoint

ed that, to all who should observe it in a proper manner,

a blessing should follow. Here, then, we have a full

and formal institution of the Sabbath. It commenced

with the creation, and was among the first institutions

that were given to the new-made world.

In the fourth commandment, God refers back to the

original institution of the Sabbath, and urges the same

reason for observing it which had been assigned before.

“ Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six days

shalt thou labour and do all 'thy work; but the seventh

day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in it thou shalt
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not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter,

thy man servant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cattle,

nor the stranger that is within thy gates: For in six

days the Lord made the heavens, the earth, and the sea,

and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day;

wherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath day, and hallow

ed it",

The decalogue, in the midst of which this command

ment stands, differs from the other laws of Moses in two

respects: First, as to the manner of its promulgation.

These ten commandments were not originally written,

like the rest, by Moses upon parchment, but were pro

claimed, in an audible voice, from the top of Sinai to the

whole congregation, by God himself. Then they were

written, by the finger of God, upon tables of stone.

Secondly, these commandments, unlike many of the

Mosaic statutes, are of universal and perpetual obligar

tion. They were desi ned, not for the Jews only, but

for all men. As muc 1 as this is indicated in their be

ing written originally upon stone. Parchment is a per

ishable substance, but the rocks of nature are enduring.

The universal obligation of the fourth commandment is

further indicated in the reason assigned for its observ

ance,——-the creation of the world. The Jews were no

_ more interested in the work ofwreation than the Gentiles;

and how can it be supposed that a command, enforced

by such a reason, was intended for the Jews alone? In

deed, all the commands of the decalogue, unless it be the

fourth, are confessedly of universal obligation; and it is

unaccountable that this should be inserted among the

nine, and be romulgated in the same way, unless the

same extent 0 obli ation is to be ascribed to it. .

But if the Sabbat was instituted in Paradise, and in

tended for all men, there can be no doubt that it was

observed by our first arents and their descendants, in

the first ages of the wor d. We have, indeed, no express

mention of the Sabbath, in the brief history which re

mains to us of that early period; but we have a satis

factory indication of its existence in the practice, which

we know prevailed, of dividing time into weeks of seven

days, “yet seven da/ys,” says God to Noah, “and I will

cause it to rain upon the earth.” “And Noah stayed
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yet other seven days, and again he sent forth the dove ‘

out of the ark.” “And he stayed yet other seven days,

and he sent forth the dove, and she returned not again

to him any more.” We learn from these passages, that

seven days was an important division of time with Noah,

as it had been, undoubtedly, with his ancestors, from the

first. Now, there are natural reasons why time should

be divided into years, and also into moons or months;

but there is no natural reason why it should be divided

into weeks of seven days, except that it was divided by

God himself, as recorded in the second chapter of Gene

sis.

If the Sabbath was made for man, and iven to him

at the creation, then we might expect to fin some traces

of it among the heathen nations of anti uity; and so, in

fact, we do. The ancient heathen had their hebdomi

nals, or weeks of seven days; and not only so, they were

accustomed to regard the seventh as peculiarl a sacred

day. Of this, the learned Mr. Selden has col ected ma

ny proofs.* The following passages occur in Homer:

“ The seventh arose, a sacred day.”

“The seventh day came, when all things are laid

aside.”

Eusebius re resents Solon as proclaiming “the seventh

to be a holy .” Clemens Alexandrinus says: “ Not

only the Hebrews, but also the Greeks, regard the Be

venth day as sacred.”

The seventh day was also held sacred among the an—

cient Tuscans and Romans. Thus Dion says, in his Ro~

man history: “The same Sabbath which was in use

among the Jews, obtained also among the Greeks and

Romans ;” and Postell remarks, that “next to the Jews,

the Romans were the first observers of the Sabbath.”—

Josephus very confidently asserts, that “there is not

any city of the Grecians, nor any of the barbarians, nor

any nation whatsoever, whither our custom of resting on

the seventh day has not come”? .

The day commonly set apart among the heathen was

the seventh of their week, or Saturn’s day, from which

our word Saturday is derived. Thus Heraldus testifies:

“ De Jure et Nat. and Gentium—Lib. iii., cap. 16.

1' Against Apion, Book i, see. 40.
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*' “The day of Saturn, which was the seventh, was conse

crated to rest anal peace, not only among the Romans

and Greeks, but among all nations.” Mr. Selden thinks

that “Saturn’s day among the Romans was the same

with the Sabbath of the Jews, and that it was kept as a

day of rest.” The following day, however, (the clay of

the Sun, or Sunday,) seems to have been the more sacred

at Rhodes, where stood the famed Colossus, dedicated

to the sun.

The first mention of the Sabbath in the Old Testa

ment, (after the record of its institution already referred

to,) occurs in the sixteenth chapter of Exodus. The

children of Israel were now in the desert, and manna

had been given for their support, with the injunction

that they were to secure only enough each day for their

daily necessities. But it came to pass on the sixth 'day

of their week, without any specific direction to this end,

that they gathered twice as much as on other days.—

How came they to do this, unless they had been accus

tomed to observe the seventh day, as one of rest? How

ever, “ the rulers of the congregation came and told

Moses. And Moses said unto them: This is that which

the Lord hath said—To-morrow is the rest of the holy

Sabbath unto the Lord.” The whole account proves

that here was not the origin of a new institution, but

only an incidental reference to one which had long been

observed. The introduction of the subject, shortly after,

in the fourth commandment, proves the same. “Re

member the Sabbath day to keep it holy” ;-—i1nplying

that the Sabbath was an institution already in existence,

which they were to remember and observe.

Subsequently, the Sabbath was recognised among the

political institutions of the Israelites, and received addi

tions, which, as they did not pertain to the original in

stitution, passed away with the dispensation which gave

them birth. Such were the laws prescribing the pecu

liar manner in which the Sabbath was to be kept in Is

rael, and the penalty for violating these laws. These

things were specifically Jewish, and did not survive the

economy to which they belonged.

The Sabbath of the Patriarchs was observed on the

seventh day from what is commonly called the creation
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of the world; or on the first day after the creation of

man. It has been thought by some, that the ori inal

Sabbath was changed by Moses; that it was ma e to

occur one day earlier, in order to commemorate the de

struction of Pharaoh, and the deliverance of the Israel

ites from his hands. In proof of this, the following

passage has been relied upon: “ Remember that thou

wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and that the Lord

brought thee out 'thence, with a mighty hand, and by a

stretched out arm. Therefo're, the Lord thy God com

manded thee to keep the Sabbath day.”——Deut. v: 15.

As a new and peculiar reason is here assigned for the

observance of the Sabbath, it has been thou ht that

there may have been a change of the day.* his sup

position may be regarded as highly probable, though we

have not now the means of verifying it conclusively.—

Certain it is, that a change of the day would not change

the original and permanent institution, which only re

uired that a seventh part of time should be set apart

for holy rest.

That the Sabbath was observed all along under the

Jewish dispensation, sometimes loosely and imperfectly,

and at other times with great strictness, we hardly need

say. For none of their sins were the Jews more sternly

rebuked by the Prophets, than for their frequent ne li

gence and unfaithfulness in regard to the Sabbath. T is

was one of the reasons assigned for their long and terri

ble captivity in Babylon, that their land might enjoy its

Sabbaths, which it could not do while they possessed it.

—2 Chron. xxxvi: 21.

As the Sabbath did not originate with the Jewish dis

pensation, so it was not to cease with it, but was to be

perpetuated under the Gospel. Of this we have abun

dant evidence. In proof of it, we might cite the institu

tion of the Sabbath in Paradise; its incorporation into

the decalogue; the predictions of the Prophets and of

our Saviour; and the practice of the Apostles and early

Christians. Isaiah speaks of the Sabbath as to exist in

Gospel times, and pronounces blessings upon those who

shall faithfully observe it. They “shall be brought to

God’s holy mountain, and be made joyful in his house of

* See Jennings’ Jewish Antiquities.
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prayer.”—Chap. Ivi : 7. Our Saviour, too, when pre

dicting the destruction of Jerusalem, which was to be

accomplished under the new dispensation, directs his

disciples to pray that their “flight may not be in the

winter, neither on the Sabbath day,”——a clear intimation

that he intended the Sabbath should exist, and be ob—

served, under the Gospel.--Matt. xxiv: 20.

But, although the Sabbath exists under the present

dis ensation, it does not exist recisely as before. It

1111 erwent circumstantial modifihations, adapting it to

the altered state of things. Every thin peculiarly Jew

ish which had been attached to it by oses, or the Pha

risees, passed away, and the institution was restored to

something like its original, patriarchal form. Its obser

vance was also changed from the seventh to the first day

day of the week, that it might commemorate, not the

finishing of creation only, but the end of Christ’s work

of humiliation and sufi'ering in his resurrection from the

dead.

Those who think that the Sabbath was changed by

Moses, in commemoration of the deliverance of the Isra

elites from Egypt, are of the opinion that it was now

changed back ; that it reverted to its original, patriarch

al day. However this may be, it is certain that the

Sabbath was changed at the introduction of the Gospel

dispensation. This change was indicated, not by any

express command, but ra er by Apostolioal emu/"Wk, in

a way not to shock the prejudices of the Jews. The

change of the Sabbath was bron ht about much like the

other changes accomplished at t at period. Circumcis

ion and the Jewish law were not abolished by express

precept. They were gradually laid aside, and the Jew

ish believers were weaned from them by instruction and

example. And so it was in re ard to the Sabbath. In

those churches which containe any considerable num

ber of Jewish believers, the seventh and the first days of

the week were both observed; the former being called

' the Sabbath, and the latter “the Lord’s day.” But in

churches composed almost entirely of Gentiles, only the

latter was observed.

If any think that the change of da here spoken of

was a virtual abrogation of the fourth commandment,
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and of the weekly Sabbath, as founded thereon; let them

consider that the Sabbath, as a Divine institution, pro

perly consists of two parts: First, the appointing of one

ay in seven to he kept holy to the Lord; and, secondly,

the fixing u on a particular day to be observed. It is

the first of these points only, which is settled in the ri~

meval institution, and in the fourth commandment. be

second has been settled from time to time, by other inti.

mations of the Divine will. The Sabbath began on the

seventh day from the commencement of the creation, or

on the first day after the creation of man. In the church

of Israel, it was observed on the seventh day of the Jew

ish week. Under the present dispensation, the Sabbath

is fixed, as has been said, on the first day of our Chris

tian week. Still, although the day may have been

changed, perha s more than once, the original institu

tion, as established in the second chapter of Genesis, and

in the fourth commandment, remains unchanged, and

will remain forever.

The Apostles and primitive Christians uniformly as

sembled, on the first day of the week, for solemn religious

purposes, and thus observed it as a Sabbath. In many

laces, they observed also the seventh da , in accommo

dation to the customs and feelings of t e Jews. The

following passages, taken from the immediate successors

of the Apostles, represent the manner in which the two

Sabbaths were regarded in the early centuries. Igna

tius, a companion of the Apostles, says: “Let us no

longer observe Sabbaths, (meanin Jewish Sabbaths,)

“but keep the Lord’s day, on whic our Life arose.”—

In the epistle ascribed to Barnabas, it is said: “ We

observe with gladness the eighth day, on which Jesus

rose from the dead.” Irenseus says: “On the Lord’s

day, every one of us kee s the Sabbath, meditating on

the law, and rejoicinggn t e works of God.” The Coun

cil of Laodicea, A. . 360, decreed that “Christians

ought not to Judaize, or to rest on the seventh day, but

preferring the Lord’s day, they should rest as Chris

tians.

Of the manner in which the Lord’s day was observed

in the primitive church, Justin Martyr sgives us the fol

lowing account: “On the day called unday, tpgre is
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an assembly of all who live in the city or country, when

the memoirs of the A ostles and the writin s of the

Prophets are read. W en the reader stops, t e pastor

makes an address, in which he recapitulates the glorious

things which have been read, and exhorts the people to

follow them. Then we all stand up together,* and ray.

After prayer, bread and wine and water are broug t in.

The pastor again prays, according to his ability, and

gives thanks, to which the people respond. After this,

t 6 bread and the wine and water are distributed to

those present, and the deacons carry portions to such as

are necessarily absent. Then follows a contribution in

money, which is appropriated to the support of widows,

orphans, the sick, the poor, and Whomsoever is in

want.”

So long as the government of Rome continued Pagan,

and Christianity was persecuted, it could not be expect

ed that there would be any legal reco nition of the

Christian Sabbath. But no sooner was ome governed

by a Christian emperor, than we find laws enacted for

its observance. So early as the year 321, Constantine

“required the inhabitants of cities, and all mechanics to

suspend their business on the Lord’s day.” “No courts

of judicature were t0~be held on this day; no suits or

trials at law could be prosecuted. He required his ar

mies to spend a portion of the day in devotional exerci

ses.” No labour was permitted, except what was re

garded as of necessity or mercy.

These decrees of the first Christian emperor were con

firmed and extended under his successors. “All public

shows, theatrical exhibitions, and vain amusements were

rohibited.” The subject was considered in various

ouncils of the church, whose canons “ required a faith

ful attendance upon public worship, and a strict obser

vance of the day, by a suspension of all secular pursuits,

amusements, and recreations.”

The following are the sentiments of Augustine of Hip

po in regard to the Christian Sabbath : “The Apostles

and apostolic men determined that the Lord’s day should

be observed with religious solemnity, because that upon

* Not sit down, as the manner of some now is.
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it our Redeemer rose from the dead. It is called the

Lord’s day for this reason, that abstaining upon it from

earthly avocations, and from the enticements of the

world, we should be occupied in Divine worship; show~

ing honour and reverence to it on account of the hope of

our own resurrection, with which it is associated. For

as on it the Lord Jesus rose from the dead, so we hope

to rise at the last day.” Augustine proceeds to recount

several important events which took place on the Lord’s

day, and thus proceeds: f‘ For these and other reasons,

the Lord’s day is distinguished, and the holy fathers of

the church have decreed that all the glory of the Jewish

Sabbath is transferred to it. Let us, therefore, keep the

Lord’s day, as the ancients were commanded to kee the

Sabbath.” He further admonishes those to whom e is

writin , that “ from evening to evening they should ab

stain trom their customary pursuits; that they should

not spend the day in hunting, or in rural occupations,

but t at they should attend devoutly the public worship

of God.”*

As we pass down from this period into the middle and

dark ages, we find the Christian Sabbath still existing,

but encumbered with unscriptural Observances, and mix

ed up and confounded with the other festivals of the

church. It lost, during these a es, much of its peculiar

and sacred character, and in t e multitude of external

rites, its spirit and purpose were forgotten. 1t contribu

ted, with other things, to make up that system of dead

formalism which so extensively prevailed. The student

will search in vain for a pro or Christian Sabbath,—a

weekly recurring season of oly, spiritual rest,—in all

the middle ages. He will look in vain for such a Sab

bath in all the Papal world at the present day. The

Council of Trent ordained that the Scriptures should be

explained on Sundays, and that all who have it in their

ower should go to church, and hear the explanation.»

Still, the idea of a festival was kept up, and this has

turned the greater portion of the Sabbath, throughout

the whole Papal world, into a season of recreation and

amusement. The people go to mass, perhaps, in the

* Works, Vol. x., p. 397.

I
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morning, and devote the rest of the day to visiting, to

pleasure, and carnal indulgence.

When the Reformers commenced their attack upon

the superstitions of Rome, they found the Sabbath in

this perverted, de aded state, burthened with rites of

human origin, an not at all to be distinguished, as to

any Divine authority, from the thousand other festivals

of the church. And what is greatly to be lamented,

where these Reformers found no distinction, they made

none. In their zeal a ainst rites and outward observan

ces, they discarded al to ether. Or, what of the sacred

days they retained, they ept merely in compliance with

public usage, or State regulation, and not at all as Di

vine institutions. The fourth commandment, according

to Luther’s ex osition of it, “ ap lied only to the Jews,

and not at al to Christians. Enlightened Christians

have no need of it, though for the common people it is

very well, as afi'ordin a grateful season of rest, and an

opportunity for religious instruction and devotion.”—

The Augsburg Confession classes the Lord’s day in the

same category with Easter, Whitsuntide, and the like.

They are all no more than human ordinances, which

Christians are at liberty to receive, or reject, or reform,

at leasure. “The Scri tures have abrogated the Sab

bat , teaching that, undiar the dispensation of the Gos

pel, the law of Moses may be omitted.”

Thus, to the immense detriment of Northern and Cen

tral Europe, the Sabbath was thrown aside by the Lu

theran Reformers. In Wittemburg itself, in the century

followin the Reformation, the successors of Luther and

Melanct on held their lectures, their disputations, their

sessions of the Senate, &c., on Sunda , without offence.

Nor did the Sabbath receive muc better treatment

at the hands of Calvin. He lays it down as a funda

mental position, that there should be no'strict observ

ance of days among Christians. He admits that there

should be set times for public worship, but these may

best be designated by civil or ecclesiastical law. He

would by no means bind the church to the observance of

one day in seven; nor would he censure those churches

which observed other days, more or less, provided they

did not degenerate into superstition. The entire scope
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of his reasoning on the subject oes to show, that he re

garded the weekly Sabbath as a olished, and that Chris

tians are left to consult their own edification in the mat

ter of ublic worship, as best they may.*

Wit principles such as these inculcated by the great

leaders of the Protestant reformation, it cannot be sup

posed that the churches organized under their influence

would be very strict observers of the Sabbath. And

yet we are assured that, for the next two hundred years,

their practice was rather in advance of their principles,

and that the importance of the Sabbath was better un

derstood. It was the introduction of Neologism into

Germany, near the middle of the last century, which

contributed more than anything to break down and de

stroy what remained of the Christian Sabbath, in the

Lutheran and Reformed Churches. As might have been

expected, the Neological teachers commenced a vigor

ous opposition to the Divine institution and authority of

the Lord’s day. They insisted that it had no connexion

whatever, either with the Jewish Sabbath, or the moral

law. Both the pul it and the press united in this un~

righteous work, an an ungodly world stood ready to

applaud and to cheer them on. The consequence was,

that all remaining notions of the sanctity of the Sabbath

soon passed away. Instead of a holy day, it became a

holiday,—a day of pastime and amusement.

And such, we are assured, with few exceptions, is the

Sabbath of the Protestant churches of Germany, at the

present time. It is put on a level with the other festi

vals of the church, and is even held to be less sacred,

and is less strictly observed, than some of them. The

following testimony of a learned and pious German1- on

the sub'ect, is as unexceptionable as it is painful :‘

“In irect opposition to the law and intent of the Sab

bath, it is a season of worldliness and sin, with the ex

ception of the hour or two spent in public worship. In

the cities and large towns, it is hardly distinguishable

from the other days of the week. There are the same

noise and bustle; the same worldly and vain pursuits.

Even the public officers of State, from the highest to the

* See Institutes. v01. i, p. 418, 425.

{Dr. Liebetrut of Berfin, in 1888.
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lowest, almost without an exception, live in an open pro

fanation of the day. The lower orders imitate the exam

ple of their superiors; and the more readily, because by

this means they increase their gains. Musicians, rum

sellers, mounte-banks, rope-dancers, all those whose busi

ness it is to minister to the pleasures of men, depend on

Sunday as their most gainful day. Every kind of busi

ness proéeeds on this day, as on any other, unless sus

pended that the people may participate in the public

amusements. The warehouses and stores are everywhere

open. The noise of the workshop, the rattling of ma

c inery, the rumbling of mills, the strokes of the steam

engine with its hoarse and heavy respirations, unite to

disturb what ought to be the stillness 0f the sacred day.

In one lace, you see the blacksmith at his forge; in an

other, the teamster belaboring his weary beast, and toil

ing at his load; while on every side are pleasure-car

riages and post-coaches eagerly pressing forward on their

destined routes. At the sound of fife and drum, the peo

ple are seen running to ether to a bear dance; or the

the poor minstrel is wai ing forth music on his hand

organ; or criers are calling out at the top of their voices

to draw the greedy crowd to purchase their wares. To

wards the close of the day, parties on foot, or in carriages,

or on horse-back, are Seen hasting away in pursuit of

leasure, each according to his inclination and ability.

he houses of amusement are all open, where, with cards,

and nine-pins, and dancing, and sports of every descrip

tion, the Lord’s day is celebrated.

“ In the country, as well as in the city, the Sabbath

is profaned by secular pursuits and worldly pleasures of

every description. The noise of the teamster and la

bourer breaks the slumbers of the morning. Military

parades and public reviews, the clang of martial music,

and the roar of cannon, often mingle with and drown the

Sabbath bell. On your wayto the house of God, you

meet here a Jew hawking his wares; there, the penny

post from the city, with a crowd about him ; and a little

further on,the tradesman, huckstering to get 011' his goods.

“As the people retire from worship, they are met,

probably, by a company of musicians who, havin wait

ed for them, now boldly strike up their notes, an draw
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the idlers around them; while another portion, at the

call of drum, are basting away to the exhibition of

some traveling caravan, or strollin play actors. In the

afternoon, much business of a secu ar nature is transact

ed in the villages. The herdsmen, the watch, the school

master, the field ofl‘icers, are to be paid; and this is

enou h to set half the people in commotion. They bring

out t eir hay and their rain in payment of their public

servants, and the distriiution to them of their several

portions often ends in an an ry quarrel. The noise and

tumult of the scene ends, at§ast, in drinking and carous

ing. Thus, in every way, the sacred day is desecrated

and profaned, so that it is hardly possible for those who

are inclined, to remember it and keep it holy.”

Such, then, is the Sabbath in Germany, according to

the testimony of a devout, native German minister.*

And such are the results of departing from the law of

God, and disowning the authority of that sacred day

which he has appointed to be kept holy unto himself.

In view of what has been said, who can fail to look back,

with sorrow and wonder, to the error of those early and

excellent Reformers, who brake for us the bonds of

Popish superstition, and were the instruments under

God, of giving us the Gospel, but who neglected to honour

the Sabbath of the Most High, and enforce it upon the

world by his Divine authority? How different had been

the state of Germany and the adjacent countries, for the

laist three hundred years,-—-h0w different had been their

moral condition now, had Luther, Melancthon, Zuingle,

Calvin, and those who laboured and suffered with them,

understood aright, and urged aright, the obligation to re

member the Sabbath and keep it holy?

* A pious English traveller, just returned from the continent of Europe,

writes as follows: “On returning from the morning service of the English

church at the old town of Heidelberg, I was shocked to observe tradesmen

of every degree busily engaged in taking down their shutters, and dis

playing their wares; while after dinner, at my hotel, a part of gentle

men withdrew into a window recess, and were speedily buried,in tobacco

smoke and card playing. And in Protestant Geneva, the city of Calvin,

what did I behold? archery and rifle matches on the morning of the

Sabbath; barrel organs in the streets; drilling of tree s; a real English

fair in one corner of the park, with whirligigs, an theatres of art,

and circusses decked out in their gayest araphernalia; while in the

evening, the brilliant cafes were all crow ed.”
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In En land, during the reigns of Henry VIII. and

Edward I71, the Sabbath was regarded very much as it

had been in the Romish church. The reformation had

made but little progress, and had not affected this sub

ject at all. But during the bloody reign of Mary, when

many of the English Protestants were in exile, a portion

of them felt constrained to push the reformation farther

than it had hitherto gone, and to aim at higher attain

ments in godliness; amon other things they urged a

much stricter and more fait ful observance of the Lord’s

day. These were the Puritans of those times; and to

the Puritans we are indebted, under God, not only for

our civil and religious freedom, but for our Sabbaths and

sanctuary enjoyments.

On the accession of Elizabeth, the Puritans returned

to their native land, carrying their peculiar notions of

religion with them. And thou h they were severely

persecuted during the whole of er long reign, and du

ring the reigns of her immediate successors, still they

were not destroyed. They seemed rather to increase in

numbers and in strength. \

The first man who inculcated the true doctrine of the

Sabbath in England from the press, was the Rev. Nicho

las Pound, D. D. of Norton, in the county of Suffolk.

His “ Sabbathum Veteris and Novi Testament,” was

' published about the ear 1595, some eight years before

the death of Queen lizabeth. In this book he main

tained that the seventh part of our time ought to be de~

voted to God; that Christians are as much bound to rest

on the Lord’s day, as the Jews were on the Mosaic Sab

bath; and that it was sinful for persons to follow their

studies or worldly business on that day, or to use such

pleasures and recreations as are lawful on other days.”*

This book was circulated with a wonderful rapidit .

The doctrines which it propounded called, forth a rea y

response from many hearts, and the result was a most

pleasing reformation in different parts of the kingdom.

“It is almost incredible,” says homas Fuller, “ how

taking this doctrine was, partly because of its own puri

ty, and partly for the eminent piety of those who main

*See Brooks’ Lives of the Puritans, vol. 2, pp. 171, 1’72.
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tained it; so that the Lord’s day, especially in cor ora

tions, began to be precisely kept; people becoming a

law unto themselves; forbearing such sports as were

by the statute permitted, and even rejoicing at their

own restraints herein.” The truth is, the Sabbath was

a needed institution, after which the church had for cen

turies been si hing and gropin . Pious men of every

age had felt t e necessity of a ivine warrant for sanc

titying the day. Their consciences had been in advance

of their reason on the subject. Practically they had

ke t the Sabbath better than their principles required.

0 opposition was at first manifested against the sen

timents of Dr. Pound. N0 re ly was attempted for

several years. As Fuller quaint y expresses it, “Not a

feather of a quill in print did wag against him.” His

work was soon followed by several others, in support of

the same doctrine. The Puritans with one accord fell

in with it, and distinguished themselves by spending

the sacred day in pubic, family and private devotions.

Such an observance of the Sabbath on the part of the

Puritans was enough (were there no other cause) to ex

cite the established clergy against it. They began to

exclaim against the new doctrine, as putting a restraint

upon Christian libert ; as making too much of the Lord’s

da , and thereby eclipsin the honour of the other festi

va s. In the year 1699, irchbishop Whitgift suppress

ed Dr. Pound’s book, and ordered that it should not be

re- rinted. In the ear following, Chief Justice Popham

did) the same. “ hese were good remedies,” says the

amiable Dr. Heylin, “had they been soon enough ap

plied; yet not so good as those which were formerl ap

plied to Coppin and Thacker, who were hanged at ury,

or spreading books against the church.” In another

place, Heylin speaks of this doctrine of the Sabbath as

“the most bewitching error, and the most popular in

fatuation, that was ever embraced by the people of Eng

land.”

But these efforts to suppress the doctrine of the Sab

bath only served to propagate it the more extensively.

“The price of Pound’s book, ”says Fuller,” began to be

doubled; as books commonly then are most called

on, when called in ; and many who hear nothing of

VOL. vn.——No. 4.
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them when printed, inquire after them when prohibited.

Though the book’s wings were clipped from flying

abroad in print, it ran—the faster in transcribed copies;

and the Lord’s day, in most places, was strictly observ

ed.” Whitgift died in afew ears after his vain attempt

to suppress Dr. Pound’s boo ; and then a new and en

lar ed edition was published. From this time, the Sab

bat became a principal topic of controversy for several

years in England. 4

The subject was called up again, in the reign of James

1., in consequence of his famous,—-or rather infamous,—

“Declaration for sports on the Lord’s day.” In this

Declaration, the king signified his pleasure, that after

Divine service, “ his good people should not be disturb

ed, letted, 0r discouraged from any lawful recreations,

such as dancing, archery, leaping, or vaulting; neither

from having May- ames, Whitsunales, or novice-dances,

or setting up of ay- oles, or other sports therewith

used, so as the same be had in due and convenient times,

without impediment or let of Divine service.” This

Declaration was ordered to be read in all the parish

churches; but man ministers refused to comply with

the injunction. Ot ers complied, and then went over to

show the sinfulness of such sports on the Lord’s day.

The moral sentiments of multitudes were shocked by this

authorized desecration of the Sabbath, and by that flood

of licentiousness which was likely hereby to be poured

in upon the land.

The persecutions of the friends of the Sabbath were

not so severe, however, in this reign, as in the next, un

der the administration of Archbishop Laud. Chief Jus

tice Richardson had published an order, suppressing

Sunday sports and revels, and requirin every minister

of the church to read it. Whereupon %laud peisuaded

the king (Charles I.,) to reprimand the Chief Justice,

and to command that he revoke his order. And not

only so, he induced the king to republish his father’s

declaration of sports, which was accordingly done, in the

year 1633. Many of the bishops and clergy united with

Land in his endeavors to further these odious measures;

while eat numbers of the laity, magistrates and others,exertegrtheir influence to oppose them. And thus we
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are presented with the extraordinary spectacle of the

lait petitioning for a strict observance of the Sabbath,

an of the bishops and clergy pleading for its profana

tion!

This was true, however, of only a portion of the cler y.

Many of the ministers refused to read the king’s dec a

ration, in consequence of which they were suspended,

deposed, excommunicated, imprisoned, according to the

nature oftheir ofl‘ence. We read of one in particular (Mr.

Snelling,) who was thrown into prison, and continued

there for years, for no other ofl’ence than that of consci

entiously remembering the Sabbath day to keep it holy.

In spite of all oppos1tion, however, the Scriptural doc

trine of the Sabbath continued more and more to prevail.

The fury of Prelatical zeal against it gradually abated;

opposition ceased; and under the Protectorate of Crom

well, the whole English nation received the Sabbath of

the Puritans as an institution of the Lord’sap ointment.

In the Westminster Confession of Faith and atechism,

the fourth commandment is set forth as of perpetual ob

ligation. Though the day of observance has been chan

ged, the Sabbath remains, and the Christian is as really

bound to observe it, as the Jew. *'

These views of the Sabbath were early accepted in

Scotland, and were brought by the Pilgrims to New

En land; in both which countries they have prevailed,

wit slight exceptions, to the present day.

The restoration of the second Charles, and the universal

corruption of morals that ensued, gave a check to the sa

credness 0f the Sabbath in old England.~ But when

William and Mar came to the throne, the good sense

of the nation, on this subject, as on many others, return

ed and prevailed. Accordingly, the observance of the

Sabbath has for many years been established in England,

both by the enactments of law, and the canons of the

established church. The following is the thirteenth

canon of the church:

“All manner of persons within the church of Eng

land shall from henceforth celebrate and keep the Lord s

day, commonl called Sunday, and other holy days, ac

cording to G0 ’s will and pleasure, and the orders of the

church prescribed in that behalf.”
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It is well remarked by Judge Blackstone in his Com

mentaries, Book IVth, that “ besides the notorious inde

cency and scandal of permitting any secular business to

be transacted on the Lord’s day, in a country professing

Christianity, and the corruption of morals which usually

follows a profanation of it, the keeping of one day in

seven holy, as a time of relaxation and refreshment, as

well as for public worship, is of admirable service to a

State, considered merely as a civil institution. It hu

manizes the manners of the lower classes; it enables the

labourer to pursue his occupation in the ensuing week

with health and cheerfulness; it also imprints on' the

minds of the people that sense of their duty to God,

without which they cannot be good citizens.”

We conclude this brief historical sketch with two re

marks:

1. The world owes more to the once despised and per

secuted Puritans, than it is aware of. Mr. Hume testi

fies,—-much against his predilections,--that old England

is indebted to them for whatever of civil freedom she en

jo s. It is well understood, that they were the earliest

a vocates, and for the most part the consistent patrons,

of religious liberty. And it now appears that the world

is indebted to them, under God, for the weekly Sabbath.

When the true doctrine on this subject had lon been

obscured and exploded, both by Catholics and rotest

ants, and the Sabbath was likely to be lost to the world,

the Puritans of England have the credit of restoring it.

They came to the knowledge of the truth themselves,

and they fearlessly published it, and ractised accord

ingly. And though often assailed wit reproach and

persecution, they persisted in publishing what they be—

ieved to be the truth, until they had the satisfaction of

seein it prevail and triumph.

2. e remark, secondly, on the high honour and privi

lege ‘of Great Britain .and America, in being favored

with the Christian Sabbath. In the language of Mr.

Coleman, from whom we have derived much assistance

in preparing the fore oing sketch,* “To a son of the

Pilgrims, who loves t is day of the Lord, and who has

*See Coleman’s Ancient Christianity, pp. 527, 588.
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long been saddened by every form of Sabbath prof-ana

tion in foreign lands, it is most refreshing to enjoy once

more the season of sacred rest, as it is observed here at

home, or in that fair and ha py island from which our

fathers came. Even in busy Tondon, that vast metropo

lis of the world, the suspension of secular business, the

repose and stillness of the sacred day, its hallowed asso

ciations, its solemn rites, its Divine instructions enforced

by the devotions of the sanctuary,—-these all are a cor

dial to his thirsty spirit. In the enjoyment of such a

Sabbath, he feels how blessed, above all other days, is

that which the Lord has made; and how blessed is that

people which knows and observes it.” Happy, indeed,

is the people which is in such a case! Yea, happy is

that nation whose God is the Lord!

 

ARTICLE VII.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. Notes on the Gospels, Critieal and Explanatory. By Mr:

LANCTHON W. JACOBUS, Professor of Biblical Literature in

the Western Theological Seminary. 2 vols. Matt—Luke.

New York: Rosan'r CARTER & Bnornnns. Eighth Edition.

The rapid circulation of this work while the Notes of Mr.

Barnes were so accessible, is clear evidence of their adaptation to

the still existing wants of the church. This is found in the quali

fications of the author as a critical scholar and a pastor,—in their

designed adaptation to supply the information needed by parents

and teachers in the use of the American Sunday School Question

Books, as well as those specially prepared,—in the new and feli

citous method of combining the harmony of the Gospel, with the

events as they are recorded—and the maps, illustrations and other

information supplied.

The Gatechetieal Question Book, is by the same author-—

adapted to the “Notes,” and with the Questions of the Sunday
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School Union as the general basis, incorporating, throughout, the

Questions of the Westminster Catechism.

This plan supplies a most important want. It brings out the

doctrine of the Gospel narratives. It studies the Gospel in a way

to adduce constant illustrations and proofs of the Catechism.

Youth who have learned the Catechism in childhood, are here

advanced to the second stage of instruction, and they have the

Questions and Answers of that excellent summary applied to the

Gospel itself, and studied with it. And a new method is thus se—

cured of training-to the Westminster Catechism; not as a separate

book, to be learned only by rote, but as growing out of the Scrip

ture, and interwoven with its truths. A pleasing variety is also

had in the study of the Catechism, the Questions of which are in

troduced out of their order, and are repeated, time and again, in

the study of the Gospel.

EXAMPLES.

Matth. 1. 21.—Who announced the name He should bear, and what was it?

What is the meaning of this name, and why was it given!

Did God leave all mankind to perish in the estate of sin

and misery?

What offices doth Christ execute as our Redeemer!

Wherein did Christ’s humiliation consist?

Matth. 1. 22.—What prophecy was fulfilled by the birth of Christi

What are the decrees of God, 420.!

Matth. 1. 23.—What other name was given to Christ by a prophet!

What is the meaning of the word Immanuel I

How many persons are there in the Godhead?

Who is the Redeemer of God’s elect!

How did Christ, the Son of God, become man?

2. The Mission of The Comforter: with Notes. By JULIUs

CHARLES HARE, M. A., Archdeacon of Lewes, Rector of Heret

monceaux, and Late Fellow of Trinity College. From the Se

cond London Revised Edition. Boston: GOULD dz LINCOLN.

1854: pp. 498, 12 mo.

This attractive volume consists of five Sermons, preached be—

fore the University of Cambridge in March, 1840, to which is
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appended a large body of notes, which fill more than half the

pages. The book is not new to the English public, but has only

now been introduced by an American re-print to Cis-Atlantic

readers. There is a freshness, vigour, breadth, and vividness in

the Sermons which deeply interest the mind, while there is a ful

ness of Scriptural knowledge, and a soundness of Theological in

struction rarely met with. We, of course, except the few passages

in which there is a leaning to baptismal regeneration. The notes

are replete with learning, and will repay abundantly the studious

mind for the labour of their perusal.

3. Noah and his Times: Embracing the various Inquiries rela

tive to the Antediluoian and earlier Postdiluvian Periods:

with discussions of several of the leading questions of the present

day. By the Rev. J. Munson OLMSTEAD, M. A., authorof

“ Thoughts and C'ounsels for the Impenitent,” “ Our First

Mother,” (is. Boston: Gounn & LINCOLN. 1854: pp. 418,

12 mo.

This volume reached us too late to be noticed in our last num

ber. It discusses a very fruitful and important part of Scripture

history. The first ten chapters in Genesis embrace a larger scope

of subjects for profound research, and subjects more encompassed

with difficulties, than any equal number of chapters in the entire

Scriptures. To handle them well demands extensive reading, no

small share of knowledge in the several departments of science,

sound judgment and discrimination of mind. It is precisely here

that scientific and archaeological theories come into conflict with

the ordinary interpretations of the Divine Word. To harmonize

all, is a work of no small difficulty. That it is well and popular

ly done here, is not saying too much in praise of the book before

us. The results of many learned discussions are given in a clear

and forcible style, and the readers are but few, who will not find it

adding largely to their stores of knowledge, and giving them more

consistent views of Divine revelation.
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4. History of the Apostolic Church, with a General Introduction

to Church History. By PHILIP SCHAFF, Professor in the

Theological Seminary at Mercersburg, Pa. Translated by

EDWARD D. YEOMANS. New York: GHARES SCRIBNER. 1853:

,pp. 684, 8 vo.

5. The Life and Labors of St. Augustine. Translated from the

German of DR. PHILIP Serums, Professor of Theology at Mer

cersburg, Pa. By the Rev. T. C. PORTER. New York: J. C.

RIKER. 1854: pp. 150, 12 mo.

The above are from the pen of an able and accomplished writer.

Both were first written in the German language, the vernacular

tongue of Dr. Schafi', and are now given to the English reader in

.translations executed, the first at least, under the immediate su

pervision of the author, and having all the ease and freedom of

English originals. The former was published in the retired vil

lage 0f Mercersburg, Pa., in 1851, and, while in its original dress,

attracted the attention of scholars. It covers the Apostolic age,

or the period of the church from A. D. 30-100, and though it is

an independent and complete work in itself, it is to be followed,

if the author’s plans are allowed to be accomplished, with other

volumes bringing the history down to modern times. The author

brings to his task peculiar qualifications for his work. The rich

literature of his own native country is spread out before him, and

the varied labours of her many scholars, illustrating now this, now

that, period of the church, and discussing with minute learning the

various events of ancient times, he shows himself to have mastered.

He has the power too, of concentration, of appropriate grouping,

and of life-like description, in an eminent degree. - His style is

clear, his sketching rapid, his expression enlivened with a quick

and rich imagination; his philosophic views of the causes and

issues of events often evidently happy. There is a charm in the

diction, a fulness of information, and a quick decision on so many

points on which the studious reader has himself, perhaps, bestow

ed some measure of research, that we are carried on with pleasure

from page to page. If all the views of the writer which rule his

own thoughts and representations were true, it were possible to
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recommend this book without abatement. But there is a con

founding too often of the church visible with the church invisi

ble. When the author says “There are thousands of church I

members, who are not vitally united to Christ, and who will, there

fore, be finally lost,” he utters what We all believe to be true, but 7

when he adds, “there are no Christians any where, who are not at

the same time, members of Christ’s mystical body, and as such,

connected with some branch of his visible kingdom on earth,” that

“ church membership is not the principle of salvation,——which is

Christ alone,——but the necessary condition of it ; because it is the di—

vinely appointed means of bringing the man into contact with

flhrist and all his benefits,” we feel that the church visible is ex

alted to a position which it does not hold in the Word of God.

The theory of church developement, so prominently presented by

the author as the master-thought of his entire history, appears to

us fraught with error. It is true, not of the church as it is visible,

that it “ advances from one degree of purity, knowledge, holiness,

to another,”-—this is true of each believer, in his transit through

life from his militant to his triumphant state,—it is true of that

Church which is invisible in the individual members which com

pose it. But all this may be, and the church visible, as it shall

exist on the earth at Christ’s second advent, may be no more

pure and holy, than it was in the age of the Apostles. Nor can

we think it right to represent the growth of the church as “ a

- genesis” “an inward unfolding in doctrine, life, worship, govern

ment," changing with changing times and increasing knowledge;

and the several forms which it has assumed as springing from the

original germ which was planted by Christ. The doctrine, life,

worship, and government, were rather settled and presented com

plete in the Apostolic age. Man is not allowed to carry out into

realization other forms. There is no genesis of other worship,

government, life, and doctrine, than then existed. The word still

is to us, “ See thou make all things according to the pattern show

ed thee in the mount.” The medizeval, and every other form of

the church, which has varied from the Apostolic, has been only

the developement, or spreading of that fomes peccandi, which

exists in the human heart. Nor do we hope for a new develope

ment in which something being lost from both, the human and

77
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sinful being dropped out and something new evolved, Protestantism

and Catholicism shall coincide. The two systems are wholly op

, posed in all that renders them distinctive. The one stands on the

foundation of the Prophets and Apostles, and relies on the writ

ten word. The other rests on tradition, called Apostolic, but

really of human birth.

In the Life and Labours of St. Augustine, whose title is given

above, and which we commend as a pleasant and beautiful biog

raphy of that preeminent father of the church, after representing

him as “one of the chief creators of the Catholic theology,” the

“father of mediaeval scholasticism,” and the “author of mediaeval

mysticism,” and at the same time, as having; “an evangelical

Protestant significance,” being “the chief teacher of the whole

body of the Reformers 0f the Sixteenth Century,” he speaks of

him as “a welcome witness and guaranty of the consoling thought,

that the differences and antagonisms of these two main branches”

[the Roman Catholic and the Protestant,] “of the Christian world

are not absolute and irreconcileable, and that we may pray and

hope, in the end, after a long and violent struggle, for the dawn

of a new age, when all the injustice and bitterness of strife will be

forgiven and forgotten, and all the discords of the past drowned

forever in the sweet harmonies of infinite love and peace.” This

is, indeed, the gentle song of the Halcyon, building her nest on

the troubled waters. But what becomes of the Primacy of Peter,

of Papal Infallibility, of the Celibacy of the Clergy, of The Seven

Sacraments, of Transubstantiation, of Tradition, of Papal Intoler

ance? Will they all fall? Then, indeed, will Rome have chan

ged, and Protestantism have ceased to protest, at least, against these

errors, which will have run their race. But is this the doctrine of

developement, as intended by Dr. Schaff?

__

6. Emblems, Divine and Moral. By FRANCIS QUARLES. New

York: CARTERB. 1854: pp.'323, 16 mo.

A new and good edition of an old book, the author of whom

flourished two hundred years ago, as cup-bearer to the Queen of
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Bohemia, Secretary to Archbishop Usher, Chronologer to the city

of London, and a warm and constant friend of Charles the First,

in the times of Cromwell. True piety, quaintness, ingenuity, and

odd pictorial illustrations are found in these pages. How much

of good taste, and how much of genuine poetry, we were never

able to determine. And yet the book will find readers, as it has

always done, whom it will interest and profit.

7. Genius and Faith: 01' Poetry and Religion in their mutual

relations. By WM. 0. Soon. 328 pp., 12 m0. CHARLES

ScarBNER. New York: 1853.

The modest author of this volume first presented its substance,

if we mistake not, in a series of articles in the Southern Literary

Messenger; which were received with such favour, as to warrant

their publication in a more permanent and independent form.

The book before us is thoroughly apologetic in its tone; the first

part being a defence of Poetry against the prejudices and miscon

ceptions of the utilitarian; and the second, a vindication of Chris

tianity from the charge of antagonism to Poetry. The writer

employs these terms in their largest sense: Poetry with him, com

prehends the whole aesthetic department of literature; and Chris

tianity embraces not only systematic theology, but all the forms

in which its Divine spirit may manifest itself.

In the first division of the volume, he establishes the intellectu

al dignity of Poetry, refutes the theory of Macauly that. it neces

sarily declines before the advancement of science and civilization,

and infers fromthe dignity of its nature and its perpetuity, its be

nign influence upon man in refining his sensibilities and elevating

his aspirations. From these topics, the author proceeds in the

second division to exhibit the congeniality of true religion with

the spirit of true poetry. It is here the animus of the book is

found, as the writer, with the spirit both of a poet and a Christian,

seeks to reconcile these, whom the ignorance and folly of men have

sought to estrange.

The whole design is well conceived, and there are many passa
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ges of great beauty showing the writer to be an accomplished

scholar, competent to the high argument he has undertaken. The

comprehensive range of thought, the nice analysis of the pleasures

derived from true Poetry, and the felicity of diction, will recom

mend this volume to all lovers of literature: while the Christian

spirit, breathing throughout its pages, will win the regard of reli

gious readers. The author, known among his friends for his great

modesty and private worth, will be recognized in a larger circle

of those who know him only as a writer, as having made a rich

contribution to the religious literature of his age.

8. Homiletics: or, the Theory of Preaching. By A. VINET, D. D.

Translated and Edited by THOMAS H. SKINNER, D. D., Pro—

fessor of Sacred Rhetoric and Pastoral Theology in the Union

Theological Seminary of New York. 524 pp., 12 m0. Iv:

son dz PHINNEY. New York: 1854.

This work is properly the supplement of the author’s treatise

on Pastoral Theology, noticed by us some time since. This dis

cusses the work of the Preacher, while that makes the preacher

himself, and especially the Pastor, the subject of discourse. The

two together cover a wide range of topics, but do not wholly ex

haust that branch of study known in our schools under the title

of Practical Theology. They do not cover the circle of subjects

in this department so fully as the work of Dr. Cannon; which,

for this reason, is, perhaps, better adapted for use as a text-book;

though on the particular topics lying in common between the two,

Viuet is more full, more fresh and more philosophical than the

other.

The complaint has of late, been loudly uttered against our

Theological Seminaries that they train theologians rather than

preachers. It is not, perhaps, sufficiently considered how much

easier it is to impart knowledge, than to bestow the ability to use

this knowledge when acquired. Much may be done by instruc—

tion in improving the taste, and in correcting positive vices of

manner: but to create an effective speaker is the work of no school.
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Where the gift of eloquence has not been bestowed, no training

can perfectly remedy the defect. However this may be, the issue

of such works as these from the American press, shows that the

Practical department is not so grossly neglected in our Theologi

cal Seminaries as some have supposed: and that an'open ear is

given to the complaint so constantly reiterated against the scho

lastic habits of our young ministers, and some commendable ef

forts are made to repair the error.

This work of Dr. Vinet is characterized by the same vigor of

conception, the same point of expression, the same philosophic

and suggestive tone, and the same flashes of genuine eloquence,

which we marked as the attributes of his previous book. While

the plan is sufficiently methodical, he is not purely didactic. His

thoughts flash upon the reader, waking him to feel and think.

It is this preeminently suggestive character of Vinet’s mind which

renders his writings so attractive: and in the hands of a judicious

teacher, they would serve the purpose of class instruction better

than the lectures of one who simply plods, without enthusiasm,

through a more routine of topics.
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9- Connection of Sacred and Profane History. By D. Davm

SON. New York: CARTERB. 1854: pp. 274, 12 mo.

The three volumes of this well-known compend, covering the

period from the close of the Old Testament canon to the establish

ment of Christianity, are here printed in a single volume, and

form a convenient manual for the use of the general reader and

the student of theology.

10. Daily Bible Illustrations: Evening Series. The Apostles

and Early Church. New York: CARTERB. pp. 448, 12 mo.

§

We have so often expressed our opinion of this series, as issue

after issue has made its appearance, that we have nothing further
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to say than to announce the publication of the closing volume.

It has been an interesting succession of explanatory essays on the

principal points of Scripture history, in which the author‘s oriental

travels and long attention to those external aids by which the

Bible can be elucidated, have done good service. The present

volume covers that period, so important to us all, when the foun

dations of the Christian church were laid.

11. History of the French Protestant Refugees from the Revoca

tion of the Edict of Nantes to our own days. By M. CHARLES

WEIss, Professor of History in the Lycee Bonaparte. Trans

latedfrom the French by HENRY W. HERBERT : with an Ameri

can Appendix by a descendant of the Huguenots. 2 vols., 12

mo. STRINGER dz TOWNSEND. New York: 1854.

These volumes have just fallen into our hands, and the only

judgement we can form of them is drawn from the table of con

tents, and an occasional glance here and there upon the pages

within. The reader of general history is, however, sufiiciently

aware of the momentous consequences “flowing from the revoca

tion of the Edict of Nantes, not to France alone, but to Europe

and the world. These results it is the aim of these volumes fully

to portray. In seven consecutive books the history of the French

Protestants is traced from the promulgation to the revocation of

this famous Edict, from A. D. 1598 to 1685 : then the fortunes

of the Refugees in the different States of Germany, in England,

in America, in Holland, in Switzerland, in Denmark, Sweden,

and Russia. The influence exerted by these pious exiles, the

apostles of civil liberty as well as of true religion, in all the coun

tries whither they were driven; the difi'erent mechanical arts and

manufacturing skill which they carried with them, and by which

they enriched their protectors; the contributions which they made

everywhere to science and to letters :—-all this is spread out in

the pages before us, promising an intellectual repast in our first

moment of leisure.

Although in their wide dispersion the lapse of time has greatly
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fused those exiles into the native populations of these respective

countries, their descendants are yet sufiiciently distinct to create

an interest in the volumes before us. And in no part of the world,

should these historical records possess a deeper relish than for the

citizens of this State; many of whose oldest and noblest families

still perpetuate the names scattered through these volumes.

Abundant guarantees are given by the publishers, both for the

truthfulness of the original work, and the accuracy of the trans

lation: and the whole is enriched by an appendix containing the

principal documents necessary to substantiate the history.

The freshness of these sketches, disentombed from the national

histories in which they have hitherto been buried, must certainly

attract the eyes of all readers of history : who will be grateful to

have in a correct and connected narrative the story of a people,

which hitherto has been inaccessible and fragmentary.

12. Lectures on Female Scripture Characters. By WM. JAY,

author of the “Morning and Evening Exercises,” etc. New

York: CARTERS. 1854: pp., 351, 12 mo.

“While the last sheet of this work was passing through the

press, the venerable author was summoned to his rest. He died

on Tuesday, December 29, 1853, aged 84.” Thus labouring to

the last for the Redeemer’s kingdom, he passed to his everlasting

reward. He had turned many to righteousness, had assisted

many in their spiritual pilgrimage. Partially recovering from a

long illness, while yet unable to engage in any public service, the

aged author revised the manuscript Lectures delivered by him

forty-eight years before, on the remarkable female characters men

tioned in Scripture, and prepared them for the press. His origi

nal object was to be useful to the female members of his congre

gation. He felt the difliculty of addressing them directly, but in

commenting on characters absent and removed so far back in the

past, he could commend the virtues or censure the faults which

might equally exist in the living.
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13. Morning and Evening Exercises for April, May, and June.

Bg WM. JAY. 60f pp., 12 mo. RoB’T. CARTER (it BROTHERS.

New York: 1854.

The “Exercises” of William Jay need no “epistles of commen

dation” from any, having been so long the closet companions of

so many saints. The volume before us embraces only one fourth

of the entire series; which afl‘ord throughout the year, a medita—

tion for the morning and evening devotions of all who love, in

this way, to ponder God’s precious Word.

 

14. Right of the Bible in our Public Schools. By GEORGE B

CHEEVER, D. D. pp. 303, 16 mo. CARTER dz BROTHERS.

New York: 1854.

a The title explains the book. It is an argument against the Rcr

manists who seek to exclude the Bible from the public schools, as

a sectarian book. The argument is well put for popular appre

hension; being to a great extent, conducted by illustrations, and

consisting largely of the reductio ad absurdum.

15. Rome against the Bible, and the Bible against Rome: or

Pharisaism, Jewish and Papal. By W. S. PLUMER, D. 1).:

pp. 129, 18 mo. AMERICAN BAP'rxsr Ponmcs'non SOCIETY.

Philadelphia: 1854.

Another little work from the spicy pen of Dr. Plumer, having

the same general direction with the preceding. It however, covers

the wider ground of Papal hostility to the diffusion of the Scrip

tures: and presents well the analogy between the Pharisees and

Papists in their common treatment of God’s book.
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